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APPENDIX A

0FFICE OF INSPECTION AND ENFORCEMENT BULLETINS

Following the accident at Three Mile Island Power Plant, Unit 2, on

March 28, 1979, the NRC Office of Inspection & Enforcement (l&E) issued

three bulletins to licensees of operating power plants which required certain

actions to be taken, based on reactor type:

IE Bulletin 79-05 (4/01/79) - Babcock & Wilcox reactors

IE Bulletin 79-06 (4/11/79) - All licensees of pressurized water reactors

IE Bulletin 79-08 (4/14/79) - All licensees of boiling water reactors

These bulletins were subsequently supplemented to provide new information,

to clarify the bulletins, and/or to request other information or actions.

These supplemental bulletins were:

IE Bulletin 79-05A - 4/05/79

IE Bulletin 79-058 - 4/21/79

IE Bulletin 79-05C & 79-06C - 7/26/79

IE Bulletin 79-06A - 4/14/79

IE Bulletin 79-06A, Revision No. 1 - 4/18/79

IE Bulletin 79-06B - 4/14/79

Copies of these bulletins follow.
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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

OFFICE OF INSPECTION AND ENFORCEMENT
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555

IE Bulletin No. 79-05
Date: April 1,1979
Page 1 of 3

NUCLEAR INCIDENT AT THREE MILE ISLAND

Description of Circumstances:

On March 28, 1979 the Three Mile Island Nuclear Power Plant, Unit 2
experienced core damage which resulted from a series of events which
were initiated by a loss of feedwater transient. Several aspects of the

incident may have general applicability in addition to apparent generic
applicability at operating Babcock and Wilcox reactors. This bulletin
is provided to infonn you of the nuclear incident and to request certain
actions.

Actions To Be Taken By Licensees:

(Although the specific causes have not been determined for individual
sequences in the Three Mile Island event, some of the following may have
contributec).

For Babcock and Wilcox pressurized water reactor facilities with an
operating license:

1. Review the description (Enclosure 1) of the initiating events and
subsequent course of the incident. Also review the evaluation by

the NRC staff of a postulated severe feedwater transient related
to Babcock and Wilcox PWRs as described in Enclosure 2.

These reviews should be directed at assessing the adequacy of your
reactor systems to safely sustain cocidown transients such as
these.

2. Review any transients of a similar nature which have occurred at
your facility and determine whether any significant deviations frem
expected perfonnance occurred. If any significant deviations are
found, provide the details and an analysis of the significance and
any corrective actions taken. This material may be identified by
reference if previously submitted to the NRC.

DUPLICATE DOCUMENT

Entire document previously
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Enclosure 2 4

Niagara Motawk Power Corporation Occket No. 50-410
ATTN: Mr. G. K. Rhode

Vice President
System Project Management

300 Erie Boulevard, West

Syracuse, New York 13202

Pennsylvania Power & Light Company Docket Nos. 50-387
ATTN: Mr. Norman W. Curtis 50-388

Vice President
Engineering and Construction (N-4)

2 North Ninth Street
Allentown, Pennsylvania 18101

Philadelphia Electric Company Docket Nos. 50-352
ATTN: Mr. V. S. Boyer 50-353

Vice President
Engineering and Research

2301 Market Street
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19101

Public Service Electric & Gas Company Docket Nos. 50-354
ATTN: Mr. T. J. Partin 50-355

Vice President 50-311
Engineering and Construction

80 Park Place
Newark, New Jersey 07101

Public Service Ccmpany of New Hampshire Docket Nos. 50-443
ATTN: Mr. W. C. Tallman 50-444

President
1000 Elm Street
Manchester, New Hampshire 03105

Rochester Gas & Electric Corporation Docket No. 59-485
ATTN: Mr. J. E. Arthur

Chief Engineer
89 East Avenue
Rochester, New York 14649

Metropolitan Edison Ccmpany Docket Nos. 50-289
ATTN: Mr. J. G. Herbein 50-320

Vice President - Generation
P. O. Box 542
Reading, Pennsylvania 19640
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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

OFFICE OF INSPECTION AND ENFORCEMENT
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555

April 11, 1979

IE Bulletin No. 79-06

REVIEW OF OPERATIONAL ERRORS AND SYSTEM MISALIGNVENTS IDENTIFIED DURING
THE THREE MILE ISLAND INCIDENT

As previously discussed in IE Bulletin 79-05 and 79-05A, the Three Mile
Island Nuclear Power Plant, Unit 2 experienced significant core damage
which resulted fecm a series of events initiated by a loss of feedwater
transient and apparently compounded by operational errors. Several
aspects of the incident have generic applicability to all light water
power reacter facilities, in addition to those previously identified as
applicable to Babcock and Wilcox reactors. This bulletin is to identify
certain actions to be taken by all other light water power reactor
facilities with an operating license. Actions previously have been
required of licensees with B&W re3ctors.

Action to be taken by licensees:

For all pressurized water power reactor facilities with an operating
license except Babcock and Wilcox reactors:

1. Review the description of circumstances oescribed in Enclosure 1
of IE Bulletin 79-05 and the preliminary chronology of the TMI-2
3/28/79 accident included in Enclosure 1 to IE Bulletin 79-05A.

a. This review should be directed toward understandir.g: (1) the
extreme seriousness and consequences of the simultaneous
blocking of both auxiliary feedwater trains at the Three Mile
Island Unit 2 plant and other actions taken during the early
phases of the accident; (2) the apparent operational errors
which led to the eventual core damage; and (3) the necessity
to systematically analyze plant conditions and parameters
and take appropriate corrective action.

b. Operations personnel should be instructed to: (1) not override
automatic action of engineered safety features without careful
review of plant conditions; and (2) not make operational
decisions based on a single plant parameter indication when
a confirmatory indication is available.

c. All licensed operators
with operational respor

DUPLICATE DOCUMENTreview and such partici

records. Entire document previously
entered into system under:

bANO

N o. of pages:
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1E Bulletin No. 79-06 April 11,1979
Page 4 of 4

a. Verification, by test or inspection per technical specificadons,
of the operability of redundant safety-related systems prior
to the removal of any safety-related system from service.

b. Verification of the operability of all safety-related systems
when they are returned to service following maintenance or
tes ti ng .

c. Explicit notification of involved reactor operating personnel
whenever a safety-related system is removed from and returned
to service.

11. Review your prompt reporting procedures for NRC notification to
assure very early notification of serious events.

For all pressuri:ed water power reactor facilities with an operating
license except Babcock and Wilcox reactors, respond to Items 1-11 within
14 days of the receipt of this Bulletin.

Reports should be submitted to the Director of the appropriate NRC
Regional Office and a copy should be forwarded to the NRC Office of
Inspection and Enforcement, Division of Reactor Operations Inspection,
Washington, D.C. 20555.

For all other power reactors with an operating license or construction
permit, this Bulletin is for information purposes and no written response
is required.

Approved by GAO, B180225 (R0072), clearance expires 7/31/80. Approval
was given under a blanket clearance specifically for identified generic
probl ems .
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U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
OFFICE OF INSPECTION AND ENFORCEMENT

April 14, 1979

IE Bulletin No. 79-08

EVENTS RELEVANT TO BOILING WATER POWER REACTORS IDENTIFIED DURING
T117.EE MILE ISLAND INCIDENT

Description of Circinstances:

On march 23, 1979 the Three Mile Island Nuclear Power Plant, Unit 2
experienced core damage which resulted from a series of events which
were initiated by a loss of feedwater transient. Several aspects of
the incident may have general applicability to operating boiling
water reactors. This bulletin requests certain actions of licensees
of operating boiling water reactors.

Actions to be taken by Licensees:

For all Boiling water reactor facilities with an operating license
complete the actions specified below:

1. Review the description of circumstances described in Enclosure 1
of IE Bulletin 79-05 and the preliminary chronolo'y of the TMI-2
3/28/79 accident included in Enclosure 1 to IE Bulletin 79-05A.

a. This review should be directed toward understanding: (1) the
extreme seriousness and consequences of the simultaneous blocking
cf both trains of a safety system at the Three Mile Island
Unit 2 plant and other actions taken during the early phases
of the accident; (2) the apparent operational errors which
led to the eventual core danage; and (3) the necessity to
systematically analyze plant conditions and parameters and
take appropriate corrective action.

b. Operational personnel should be instructed to (1) not
override automatic action of engineered safety features
unless continued operation of engineered safety features
will result in unsafe plant conditions (see Section Sa
of this bulletin); and (2) not make oper6tional decisions
based solely on a single plant parameter indication when
one or more confirmatory indications are available.

DUPLICATE DOCUMENT

Entire document previously
entered into system under:
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IE Bulletin No. 79-08 -c- April 14, 1979

11. Propose changes, as required, to thcse technical specifications
which must be modified as a result of your implementing the
items above.

For all boiling water reactor facilities with an operating license,
respond to Items 1-10 within 10 days of the rec.eipt of this Builetin.
Respond to item 11 (Technical Specif1:ation Change proposals) in
30 days.

Reports should be submitted to the Director of the appropriate NRC
Regional Office and a copy should be fomarded to the NRC Offire of
Inspection and Enforcement, Division of Reactor Operations Inspection,
Washington, D.C. 20555.

For all other power reactors with an operating license or construction
permit, this Bulletin is for information purposes and no written response
is required.

Approved by GAD. B180225 (R0072), clearance expires 7/31/80. Aporoval
was given under a blanket clearance specifically for ider.tified generic
problems.
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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

OFFICE OF INSPECTION AND ENFORCEMENT
WASHINGTON, DC 20555

APRIL 5, 1979
IE Bulletin 79-05A

NUCLEAR INCIDENT AT THREE MILE ISLAND - SUPPLEMENT

Description of Circumstances:

Preliminary information received by the NRC since issuance of IE
Bulletin 79-05 on April 1,1979 has identified six potential human,
design and mechanical failures wnich resulted in the core damuge and
radiation releases at the Three Mile Island Unit 2 nuclear plant. The
infoni;ation and actions in this supolement clarify and extend the original
Bu11etin and transmit a preliminary chronology of the TMI accident
through the first 16 hours (Enclosure 1).

1. At the time of the initiating event, loss of feedwater, both of the
auxiliary feedwater trains were valved out of service.

2. The pressurizer electromatic relief valve, which opened during
the initial pressure surge, failed to close when the pressure
decreased belcw the actuation level.

3. Folicwing rapid depressurization of the pressurizer, the pressuri:er
level indication may have led to erronecus inferences of high
levc1 in the reactor coolant system. The pressurizer level indication
apparently led the operators to prematurely terminate high pressure
injection flow, even though substantial voids existed in the reactor
coolant system.

4. Because the containment does not isolate on high pressure injection
(HPI) initiation, the highly radiJactive water from the relief
valve discharge ras pumped out of the containment by the automatic
initiation of a :ransfer pump. This water entered the radioactive
waste treatment system in the auxiliary building where some of it
overflowed to the floor. Cutgassing frem this water and discharge
through the auxiliary building ventilation system and filters was
the principal source of the offsite release of radioactive ncble
gases.

5. Subsequently, the high pressure injection system was intermittently
operated attempting to control primary coolant inventory losses
through the electromatic relief valve, apparently bam
pressurizer level indication.
noncondensible voids elsewhe
this led to a further reducti DUPLICATE DOCUMENT

Entire document previously
entered into system under:
ANO -

N o. of pages:
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TIME EVENT

t = 7.5 hours Operator opens electromatic relief valve to
depressurize RCS to attempt initiation of
RHR at 400 psi

t = 3 - 9 hours RCS pressure decreases to about 500 psi
Core Flood Tanks partially discharge

t = 10 hour 28 psig containment pressure spike, centainment
sprays initiated and stopped af ter 500 gal. of
NaOH injected (about 2 minutes of operation)

t = 13.5 hours Electromatic relief valve closed to repressurize
RCS, collapse voids, and start RC pump

t = 13.5 - 16 hours RCS pressure increased from 650 psi to 2300 psi

t = 16 hours RC pump in Loop A started, hot leg temperature
decreases to 560 deg;ees F, and cold leg
temperature increases to 400 degrees F.
indicating flow through steam generator

Thereafter S/G "A" steaming to condenser
Condenser vacuum re-established
RCS cooled to about 280 degrees F.,
1000 psi

Now (4/4) High radiation in containment
All core thermoccuples less than 460
degrees F.
Using pressurizer vent valve with small
makeup flow
Slow cooldewn
RS pressure negative

.
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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

OFFICE OF INSPECTION AND ENFORCEMENT
WASHINGTON, DC 20555

APRIL 21, 1979

IE Bulletin 79-05B

NUCLEAR INCIDENT AT THREE MILE ISLAND - SUPPLEMENT

Description of Circumstances:

Continued NRC evaluation of the nuclear incident at Three Mile Island
Unit 2 has identified measures in addition to those discussed in IE
Bulletin 79-05 and 79-05A which should be acted upon by licensees with
reactors designed by S&W. As discussed in Item 4.c. of Actions to be
taken by Licensees in IES 79-05A, the preferred mode of core cooling
following a transient or accident is to provide forced flow using
reactor Coolant pumps.

It aopears that natural circulation was not successfully achieved upon
securing the reactor coolant pumps during the first two hours of the
Three Mile Island (TMI) No. 2 incident of March 28, 1979. Initiation
of natural circulation was inhibited by significant coolant voids,
possibly aggravated by release of noncondensible gases, in the primary
coolant system. To avoid this potential for interference with natural
circulation, the operator should ensure that the primary system is
subcooled, and remains subcooled, before any attempt is made to establish
natural circulation.

Natural circulation in Babcock and Wilcox reactor systems is enhanced by
maintaining a relatively high water level on the secondary side of the
once through steam generators (OTSG). It is also promoted by injection

of auxiliary feedwater at the upper nozzles in the OTSGs. The integrated
Control System automatically sets the OTSG level setpoint ts 50% on the
operating range when all reactor coolant pumps (RCP) are secured. However,
in v~isual or abnormal situations, manual actions by the operator to
increase steam generator level will enhance natural circulation capability
in anticipation of a possible loss of operation of the reactor coolant pumps.
As stated previously, forced flow of primary coolant through the core is
preferred to natural circulation.

Other means of reducing the passibility of void formation in the reactor
coolant system are:

A. Minimize the operation of the Po
the pressuri:er and thereby redu
reduction by a bicwdown through a

DUPLICATE DOCUMENT
reviouslY

Entire document .
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EXTRACT OF BW COMMUNICATION - RECEIVED BY NRC
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Uti!TED STATES
fiUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSI0ti

0FFICE OF ItiSPECTION AND EtiFORCEMEflT
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555

July 26, 1979

IE Bulletin Nos. 79-05C & 79-06C

NUCLEAR INCIDENT AT THREE MILE ISLAND - SUPPLEMENT

Description of Circumstances:

Information has become available to the NRC, subsequent to the issuance of
IE Bulletins 79-05, 79-05A, 79'058, 79-06, 79-06A, 79-06A (Revison 1)
and 79-068, which requires modification to the " Action To Be Taker By
Licensees" portion of IE Bulletins 79-05A, 79-06A and 79-06B ''r all
pressurized water reactors,(PWRs).

Item 4.c of E,ulletin 79-05A required all holders of operating licenses for
Babcock & Wilcox designed PWRs to revise their operating procedures to specify
that, in the event of high pressure injection (HPI) initiation with reactor
coolant pumps (RCPs) operating, at least one RCP per loop would remain operating.
Similar requirements, applicable to reactors designed by other PWR vendors, were
contained in Item 7.c of Bulletin 79-06A (for Westinghouse designed plants) and
in Item 6.c of Bulletin 79-06B (for Combustion Engineering designed plants).

Prior to the incident at Three Mile Island Unit 2 (TMI 2), Westinghouse and
its licensees generally adopted the position that the operator should promptly
trip all operating RCPs in the loss of coolant accident (LOCA) situation. This
Westinghouse posi tion, has led to a series of meetings between the NRC staff and
Westinghouse, as well as with other PWR vendors, to discuss this issue. In
addition, more detailed analyses concerning this matter were requested by the
NRC. Recent preliminary calculations performed by Babcock & Wilcox, Westing-
house and Combustion Engineering indicate that, for a certain spectrum of
small breaks in the reactor coolant system, continued operation of the RCPs can
increase the mass lost through the break and prolong or aggravate the uncover-
ing of the reactor core.

The ifamage to the reactor core at TMI 2 followed tripping of the last operating
RCP, when two phase fluid was 5eing pumped through the reactor coolant rystem.
It is our current understanding that all three of the nuclear steam system
suppliers for PWRs now agree that an acceptable action under LOCA symptoms
is to trip all operating RCPs immediately, before significant voiding in the
reactor coolant system occurs.

Action To Be Taken By Licensees:

In order to alleviate the concern over delayed tripping of the RCPs after a
LOCA, all holders of operating licenses for PWR facilities shall take the
following actions:

;f)[AG \' Y {
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IE Bulletin Nos. 79-05C & 79-06C July 26,1979
Page 2 of 3

Short-Term Actions

1. In the interim, until the design change required by the long-term
action of this Bulletin has been incorporated, institute the following
actions at your facilities:

A. Upon reactor trip and initiation of HPI caused by low reactor
coolant system pressure, innediately trip all operating RCPs.

B. Provide two licensed operators in the control room at all times
during operation to accomplish this action and other immediate
and followup actions required during such an occurence. For
facilities with dual control rooms, a total of three licensed
operators in the dual control room at all times meets the require-
ments of this, Bulletin.

2. Perform and submit a report of LOCA analyses for your plants for a
range of small break sizes and a range of time lapses between reactor
trip and pump trip. For each pair of values of the parameters, deter-
nine the peak cladding temperature (PCT) which results. The range
of values for each parameter must be wide enough to assure that the
maximum PCT or, if appropriate, the region containing PCTs greater than
2200 degrees F is identified.

3. Based on the analyses done under Item 2 above, develop new guidelines
for operator action, for both LOCA cnd non-LOCA transients, that take
into account the impact of RCP trip requirements. For Babcock &
Wilcox designed reactors, such guidelines should include appropriate
requirements to fill the steam generators to a higher level, following
RCP trip, to promote natural circulation flow.

4. Revise emergency procedures and train all licensed reactor operators
and senior reactor operators based on the guidlines developed under
Item 3 above.

5. Provide analyses and develop guidelines and procedures related to in-
adequate core cooling (as discussed in Section 2.1.9 of NUREG-0578,
"TMI 2 Lessons Learned Task Force Status Report and Short-Term Recom-
mendations") and define the conditions under which a restart of the
RCPs should be attempted.

Long-Term Action

1. Propose and submit a design which wil' assure automatic tripping of
the operating RCPs under all circumstances in which this action may
be needed.
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Schedule

The schedule for the short-term actions of this Bulletin is:

Item 1: Effective upon receipt of this Bulletin,

Item 2 : Within 30 days of receipt of this Bulletin,

Item 3: Within 30 days of receipt of this Bulletin,

Item 4: Within 45 days of receipt of this Bulletin,

Item 5: October 31, 1979 (as noted in Table B-2 of NUREG-0578,
under Item 3).

A schedule for the long-term action required by this Bulletin should be
developed and submitted within 30 days of receipt of this Bulletin.

Reports should be submitted to the Director of the appropriate NRC Regional
Office with copies forwarded to the Director, Office of Inspection and
Enforcement and the Director, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, Washingtor.,
D. C. 20555.

Approved by GA0 (R0072): clearance expires 7/31/80. Approval was given under
a blanket clearance specifically for generic problems.
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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

OFFICE OF INSPECTION AND ENFORCEMENT
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555

IE Bulletin No. 79-06A
Date: April 14, 1979
Page 1 of 5

REVIEW 0F OPERATIONAL ERRORS AND SYSTEM MISALIGNMENTS IDENTIFIED DURING
THE THREE MILE ISLAND INCIDENT

Description of Circumstances:

IE Bulletin 79-06 identified actions to be taken by the licensees of all
pressurized water power reactors (except Babcock & Wilcox reactors) as a
result of the Three Mile Island Unit 2 incident. This Bulletin clarifies
the actions of Bulletin 79-06 for reactors designed by Westinghouse, and
the response to this bulletin will eliminate the need to respond to
Bulletin 79-06.

Actions to be taken by Licensees:

For all Westinghouse pressurized water reactor facilities with an operating
license (the actions specified below replace those identified in IE
Bulletin 79-06 on an item by item basis):

1. Review the description of circumstances described in Enclosure 1 of
IE Bulletin 79-05 and the preliminary chronology of the TMI-2
3/28/79 accident included in Enclosure 1 to IE Bulletin 79-05A.

a. This review should be directed toward understanding: (1) the
extreme seriousne.s and. consequences of the simultaneous
blocking of both auxiliary feedwater trains at the Three Mile
Island Unit 2 plant and other actions taken during the early
phases of the accident; (2) the apparent operational errors
which led to the eventual core damage; (3) that the potential
exists, under certain accident or transient conditions, to
have a water level in the pressurizer simultaneously with the
reactor vessel not full of water; and (4) the necessity to
systematically analyze plant conditions and parameters and
take appropriate corrective action.

b. Operational personnel should be instructed tc: (1) not override
attomatic action of engineered safety features unless continued
operation of engineered safety features will result
plant conditions (see Se
decisions based solely o
when one or more confirm
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c. All licensed operators and plant management and supervisors
with operational responsibilities shall participate in this
review and such participation shall be documented in plant
records.

2. Review the actions required by your operating procedures for coping
with transients and accidents, with particular attention to:

a. Recognition of the possibility of forming voids in the primary
coolant system large enough to compromise the core cooling
capability, especially natural circulation capability.

b. Operator action required to prevent the formation of such
voids.

c. Operator action required to enhance core cooling in the event
such voids are fonned. (e.g., remote venting)

3. For your facilities that use pressurizer water level coincident
pressurizer pressure for automatic initiation of safety injection
into the reactor coolant system, trip the low pressurizer level
setpoint bistables such that, when the pressurizer pressure reaches
the low setpoint, safety injection would be initiated regardless of
the pressurizer level. In addition, instruct operators to manually
initiate safety injection when the pressurizer pressure indication
reaches the actuation setpoint whether or not the level indication
has dropped to the actuation setpoint.

4. Review the containment isolation initiation design and procedures,
and prepare and implement all changes necessary to permit contain-
ment isolation whether manual or autcmatic, of all lines whose

isolation does not degrade needed safety features or cooling capa-
bility, upon automatic initiation of safety injection.

5. For facilities for which the auxiliary feedwater system is not
automatically initiated, prepare and implement irmediately proce-
dures which require the stationing of an individual (with no other
assigned concurrent duties and in direct and continuous comunica-
tion with the control rocm) to promptly initiate adequate auxiliary
feedwater to the steam generator (s) for those transients or acci-
dents the consequences of which can be limited by such action.
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"3. For your facilities that use pressurizer water level
coincident with pressurizer pressure for automatic initia-
tion of safety injection into the reactor coolant system,
trip the low pressurizer level setpoint bistables such that,
when the pressurizer pressure reaches the low setpoint,
safety injection would be initiated regardless of the pres-
surizer level. The pressurizer level bistables may be
returned to their normal operating positions during the
pressurizer pressure channel functional surveillance tests.
In addition, instruct operators to manually initiate safety
injection when the pressurizer pressure indication reaches
the actuation setpoint whether or not the level indication
has dropped to the actuation setpoint."

Item 13 of the actions to be taken, as stated in the original bulletin,
was:

"13. Propose changes, as required, to those technical
specifications which must be modified as a result cf your
implementing the above items. "

Long term resolutions of some of these required actions ray require
design changes. Therefore, Item 13 of actions to be taken should

be revised as follows:

"13. Propose changes, as recuired, to those technical
specifications which must be modified as a result of your
implementing the above items and identify design changes
necessary in order to effect long tern resolutions of these
items."

For all light water reactor facilities designed by Westinghouse with an
operating license, respond to Items 1-12 within 10 days of the receipt
of this Bulletin. Respond to Item 13 (Technical Specification Change
proposals and identification of design changes in 30 days.)

The other requirements of IE Bulletin 79-06A remain in effect.

Approved by GA0, B180225 (R0072); clearance expires 7-31-80. Approval
was given under a blanket clearance specifically for identified ger 2ric
p roblems.
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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

OFFICE OF INSPECTION AND ENFORCEMENT
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555

IE Bulletin No. 79-068
Date: April 14, 1979
Page 1 of 5

REVIEW 0F OPERATIONAL ERRORS AND SYSTEM MISALIGNMENTS IDENTIFIED DURING
THE THREE MILE ISLAND INCIDENT

Description of Circumstances:

IE Bulletin 79-06 identified actions to be taken by the licensees of all
pressurized water power reactors (except Babcock & Wilcox reactors) as a
result of the Three Mile Island Unit 2 incident. This Bulletin clarifies
the actions of Bulletin 79-06 for reactors designed by Combustion
Engineering, and the response to this bulletin will eliminate the need
to respond to Bulletin 79-06.

Actions to be taken by Licensees:

For all Combustion Engineering pressurized water reactor facilities
with an operating license (the actions specified below replace those
identified in IE Bulletin 79-06 on an item by item basis):

1. Review the description of circumstances described in Enclosure 1
of IE Bulletin 79-05 and the preliminary chronology of the TMI-2
3/28/79 accident included in Enclosure 1 to IE Bulletin 79-OSA.

a. This review should be directed toward understanding: (1) the
extreme seriousness and consequences of the simultaneous
blocking of both auxiliary feedwater trains at the Three Mile
Island Uni ~t 2 plant and other actions taken during the early
phases of the accident; (2) the apparent o
which led to the eventual core damage; (3)perational errorsthat the potential
exists, under certain accident or transient conditions, to
have a water level in the pressurizer simultaneously with the
reactor vessel not full of water; and (4) the necessity to
systematically analyze plant conditions and parameters and
take appropriate corrective action.

b. Operational personnel should be instructed to: (1) rot override
automatic action of engineered safety features unless continued
operation of engineered safety features will result in unsafe
plant conditions (see Sec ' '

decisions based solely on
when one or more confinna
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Statement of Problem

This paper considers the sensitivity of B&W plants to feedwater transients,

and the role that this sensitivity might play as a precursor or

contributor to THI-2 type of accident. We examine the sequence of events

that accompanies typical B&W feedwater transients and the role that

control and safety equipment plays. We identify some design and analysis

deficiencies of this class of plant and note some possible remedial

measures-

There are several design differences that distinguish a B&W plant in its

response to feedwater transients:

a. The mass of liquid in tiie secondary side of the steam generator is less

than that for other PWRs. More importantly, the B&W design operates as

a superheat boiler. Thus, the steam generator tubes are uncovered for a

major portion of their length in steady operation. In this mode,

changes in feed flow are quickly manifested as changes in heat

transfer from the primary system. In this manner, absent prompt

and remedial action by the cont'rol system (and in some cases a

safety system), the steam generator will dry out.

b. The integrated control system is more complex than other designs and

has a greater burden placed on it in terms of fast response.
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c. The B&W design does not have reactor trips generated from the secondary

side of the plant (for example, low steam generator level). Thus the

steam generator level may drop somewhat on afeedwater transient before

the reactor trips, on high pressure. (At this point, following reactor

trip, the control system may overcomoensate and cool to an excessive

degree, with wide swings in pressure, pressurizer level, and

temperature.)

In consideration of these design differences, we are concernt:d that a

transient with a delayed or total failure of auxiliary feedwater may progress

into a steam generator dryout condition. Once the steam generator sub-

stantially dries out, the reactor system will heat up. The potential

for voids in the primary system ' increases. The reactor pressure may

go up to the point where the PORV lifts. Eventually, if natural

circulation is not restored or if auxiliary feedwater is not made

effective, then core cooling will be dependent on initiation (manually)

of the high pressure injection (HPI) system of ECCS. It is this degraded

sequence which is the subject of this paper.

1.2 Meeting on April 24, 1979

We met with B&W and four utilities (Duke Power, SMUD, Toledo Edison, and A?

and L) on April 24, 1979 to discuss several matters related to core

coolability. We discussed the arrival rate of challenging transients,

the role of the control system in responding to these transients,

the analyses that exist on these transients, the mitigating equipment

fnr plant transients, and finally we asked the utilities to propose
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remedial measures that might tend to make AFW more reliable such that

core coolability is not so dependent on ECCS for anticipated transients.

1.3 Defense in Depth

During nomal operation the reactor is cooled by the main feedwater

system. This system is fairly reliable; if this were not so, the

plants would not be able to produce reliable electric power. In the

event of disruption of this nomal cooling source, each PWR is provided

with an auxiliary feedwater system. These systems differ in redundancy

(some are redundant, and some are not), actuation (some are manual,

and some are automatic), and in coupling with control systems (some

failure modes of the B&W control function may inhibit AFW). Provided

that'AFW does come on, the reactor is expected to be cooled, by natural
-

circulation if necessary. Representative tests in the natural

circulation mode have been run on PWRs in the past. If AFW is not

supplied, or if it is supplied too late and the natural circulation

path is inhibited by voids and gases, then the system will boil off

intemittently until either the HPI is initiated manually or later

automatically (perhaps). If HPI is initiated, this system could operate

in the inventory mode (since there is no LOCA) and balance losses

through relief and safety valves. This mode of core cooling needs to

be confimed by further analyses (Section 3).

On the face of it there are thus three main systems that could remove heat

from the core: main feedwater system; auxiliary feedwater, and HPI.

The AFW and HPI are discussed further in Chapters 2 and 3
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1.4 Conclusions

The question we address in this paper is whether there is reasonable

assurance of protection of the public heas m anu safety
in continued nneratinn nf RAW nlants nendinn imnrovamants
related to feedwater transients such as: (1) further analyses and

tests on transient perfonnance; (2) a failure modes and effects analysis

on the Integrated Control System; (3) system design changes based on the

results of these first items; (4) design and installation of additional

reactor trip circuits for faults originating in the secondary side of

the system; and (5) operator training, including stationing of a full-

time dedicated operator assigned to take any needed prompt manual actions.

We have considered three alternatives (and they are documented in further

detail in Chapter 4):
~

l' . Issue further bulletins to obtain more knowledge abuJt

the four items listed above, and implement design and

procedural changes on a schedule consistent with the arrival

of and evaluation of information.

2. Specify needed design and procedural changes now, and

place continued operation as being contingent on

implementation within a specified period of time.

3. Require plant shutdown until satisfactory answers to the items

1-4 are provided and evaluated.

_

These alternatives have been evaluated solely on the basis of safety;

_

considerations; i.e., whether there is adequate assurance that the

facilities can be operated without endangering the health and safety.

of the public. We considered the following questions:
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1. Do challenging transients arrive at a frequency high enough

to be of concern?

Our answer is yes (Section 2.S.1)

2. Does the ICS perform satisfactorily?

a. B&W has stated and we agree, that "we are not satisfied

with the reliability of the integrated control system".

b. The failure rodes and effects have not been systematically

analyzed (Section 2.3.5).

c. The ICS may initiate a feedwater transient (on the order of

10-15% of all events in the past).

d. The ICS controls AFV in some plants (Section 2.2.5) and could

contribute to loss of AFW.

e. Even when the ICS works well there may be, in response to a

feedwater transient, wide swings in reactor pressure,

pressurizer level, and average reactor coolant temperature.

3. Is the system response to loss-of-feedwater transient well known?

Again, we split our answer in several parts:

a. Detailed analyses on loss or delay of AFW, with or without

PORY operation, of the system response have not yet been

made available to us (Section 3.1).

b. For very small breaks (e.g., stuck-open PORV) the role of HPI

in maintaining core cooling is not well analyzed (Section 3.2)

c. The heat removal path by natural circulation is not well

understood, especially when it is aggravated by void

fonnation (Section 3.3).
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4. Are the plant niitigating systems (AFW, ECCS) generally reliable?

Our answer is that in most plants these systems are reliable; i.e.,

state of the art (Section 2.4.2). An exception is the AFW systems

which are active at Oconee, which have only one pump per unit. Some

other old B&W plants have lesser single failure vulnerabilities.

On the basis of the foregoing it appears that Alternative i should

not be selected. There is too much unknown about the two items (ICS,

plant transient response) to await the several months necessary to

generate and evaluate the infomation.

Thus the choices are whether to shut down the plants now (for one

or more months) or whether remedial measures exist or can be generated

shortly so that interim operation poses no undue risk.

We asked the industry to propose remedial measures, and have received

little to date. We note that Duke Power is considering some AFW

redundancy measures (Section 2.3.3) . Remedial measures could include

improved operator manning, partial power or other changes to increase the

themal margin of reactor operations to reduce the boil-off rate of the

steam generator and subsequent core heatup rate); increased testing of AFW;

or, in the case of Oconee, perhaps full-time operatierr ofcone AFW;

removal of AFW from ICS control, if possible, and placement on a separate

and independent control system of high reliability; escalated delivery
of analysesMowever, we believe that our role is to diagnose the
ailment (this we have done); it is up to the utilities to propose
tha traatmant.
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We conclude that we do not now have reasonable assurance that these B&W

plants can continue to operate without undue risk. We believe that

these plants should he shutdown now, and that the following information

is necessary before restart can be permitted.

In the short-tenn, we must take all reasonable steps to reduce the like-

lihood of occurrence of transients at B&W plants and to improve standing

instructions, training and emergency procedures available to plant

operators. This can be accomplished by:

a. Reviewing and upgrading, as appropriate, auxiliary feed

reliability and performance (timeliness);

b. Reviewing results of FMEA analysis of ICS and taking actions,

as to reduce its likelihodd of initiating or exacerbating

transie'nts;

c. Hard wiring anticipatory scram based on FW transients;

d. Reviewing detailed analyses of plant response to transients

to effects of HPI injection, and return to nat; ural . circulation

cooling and

e. Reviewing new and augmented standing instructions and emergency

procedures for plant operators developed as a result of a-d

above, and training plant operators and the new and augmented

instructions and procedures including the stationing of a full-

time dedicated operator to take appropriate prompt manual

actions.
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In the long-tenn, we must either reduce the sensitivity of the response of

B&W plants to transients by design changes, or substantially upgrade

the '.nstrumentation and controls available to the plant operator

and substantially upgrade plant operator education training and

experience.
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2. AUXILIARY FEEDWATER REQUIREMENTS

2.1 Overview

The auxiliary feedwater system (AFW) requirements are related to

its performance and reliability. In this context, reliability

measures the probability that the system will function when called

upon, whereas performance measures the adequacy of the amount,

rate, and timeliness of the water actually supplied to the steam

generators.

Both the performance and the reliability of installed AFW systems

vary from plant to plant. The principal differences are related

to (1) differences in plant parameters, (2) differences in system

configurations, and (3) differences in regulatory requirements

over the years. The characteristics of AFW in the operating B&W

plants are given in Table 2.1. The AFW is not in the B&W scope of

supply, so the different plants have quite different AFW configurations,

as is evident from the table.

2.2 Performance

The performance requirements of an AFW are derived from its design

basis and the assumptions made. Loss of main feedwater (LOFW) is

the initiating event. The steam generator inventory decreases at

a rate determined by the heat input rate, the heat removal rate
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April RS, 1979

TABLE 2.1 AfW SYSTEMS

OCdHEE CRYSTAL RIVER RANCHO SECO Davis DESSE ARKANSAS
Auto IW lsolation Signal None Steam Line failure Matrix. MSL failure-Logic: SIM & FW Rupture Control Steam line break

Closes FW blacit valve at Isolates main FW Systan (IE) inst. 1 control
1 Stm P-fW P l70 psi (SLBIC) IsolatesP<600 psig. (Includes AfW from faulted SG at I-

(2) Steam Generator Low Level ho_1h steam genera-i
valves.) Also MSIV's. P<435 Psig q p
(Isolates faulted steam L3 i Loss of all RCP's (Power tors' main fW &
generator only.) Monitor) M51V's at 1600 psig

(4) tow Steam Generator Pressure in either SG. Does
(600 psig) not isolate emergency

(l) or (2) or (al isolates main EfW. (StBIC is IE)
FW to teoth SG's, closes MSIV's
(4) Also aligns t.oth AfW @ps to the

? good SG. (1) or (2) or (3) or (4)
y starts both AfW PPs

Aluliary fecauter System is seismically
designed. Valves are
Class IE; most instr.
is not IE.

Pumps: Type /No./ Strainers (Imargency Located near grade level Located at CST in Does not start on sfA5. " EMERGENCY" fW on
(W pumps) lp Intermediate bld Missile Enclosure centrifugal /2/ suction this plant
Located Turbine (Seismic category I)g. centrifugal /2/No strainers centrifugal /2/none,

Bldg. 2 floors Centrifugal /2/No
under grade.
centrifugal /
I per unit /No .

Drive: Type steam driven I-motor. driven 1-setor driven (800 itP) turbines (Terry / l-Turbine (Terry)
1-steam driven 1-motor & turbine Woodward) 1-Motor (Nomal pi

tanden supply not Class lE.
Can be put on Class
if-15 min.)

Supply /fahaust Main' Steam / Hotor: Class'lE motors-Class IE main steam / main steam / atmos-
Atmosphere Main steam either SG steam from M5t/ atmosphere phere
(110 min.) upstream M$ly/ Atmos- Atmosphere

phere



.

Orientation of Pumps (Self Horizontal llorizontal Possibly Yes-thru mini-flow
Venting 1) Yes (lau point not self-venting. recirc 1he hortrontal(yes) hortrontal/yes

in systeel Elevation same as low point la sys-
teottom of condenser ian)

Capacity 1080 gpa at 1.7463pm each 9 3000 ft. motor 840 Gm 92700f t. 1050 GPM 92500 f t. 780 cm 92600 f t.
1065 psia turbine 840 GPM (250 CPM of this is

$2650 ft. resfrc)
Shutoff Ilead 1465 ps a motor: 3400 ft. steam: 3050' S 3560 rps e.31$6'it. 9 3600 rpm

steam: 3500 ft. motor: 31M' 9 3560 rim
Suction Sources /Selsmic (1) Upper (1) CST /No. ASME Class 3 Condensate storage (1) CST /No (auto IFER 1 iCST/No

(2? SW pp disch./Category Surge Tank / 831.1 tank - Seismic Cat. I to SW on low suction P- (
ASME Vill (2) hotwell/No-These suction Canal-Non-seismic (5 min.) Class 1E. redundant Yes

(3) Other Units' valves int'Ited with vac. Reservoir-Non-selsaic instr.) $uction pressure
Surge Tanks / brtr. valve position (2)Deaerator/No switch (common-Mon
ASME Vill (3) makeup from fossil units' (31 fire Water System /Mo IE) Ramote Manual
(2) hotwell/po,deeln./No (1 min) *Last: SW pump discharges /Yes HOV's (requires,
Aux. SW pumps only seconds to
(3000 gen 9 switch-Class 1E

7 75 psig) valves)
g (fromemer-

gancy power-l
per site)
Suction from CW latake
located in Aux. 81dg.
I floor fielow grade.

~~ Turbine Driven Pumps L300 psig L200 psig >213 psig (tested 350 psia (Psat for 280*f) >270 psig .
Operable .at What Range Tl24 ope at 213 psig)

*

of Steam Pressures
7r~lps (1) Over- Overspeed/Hotor trips on Hanual (local or remote) OST. Low Suction P. Low Turbine-OST

speed closed suction valve. Bus unloading Steam Inlet P at 325 sec., Motor-Hone
(2) Low Ily- Overturrent Overcurrent: Inst 20004. Manual
draulic Pressure OST 4450 RPM. 960 for
(shaf t driven 5.15 sec. 640 for 6.43*

pump) 320 ( Jor1.39-

lastrumentation Elv pp disch. Drive tuttinh SV position On-off Ilghts for motor Each pump: Discharge P Discharge P each
P & flow. SG Hotor on-off lights drive Speed indication pump
level. SG flow in su FW line haeters
Pressure hometer Steam Supply valve post-

tion



llotinal Lineup suction valves All Injection salves N.O. FCV's & By asses N.C./ Suction Valves H.U. From Ulscharge valves

from surge TK |gheckvalvepreventback- ftod CST:N .in each pump's discharge. Closed. Cross-tle
. Cross-tie O. Suction CST Two series H0V's closed (H0V's-Class IE)

une)open Disch. .

valves N.O. One pump feeds one SG. valves open.
(check valves
prevent back-
flowl

Auto Initiation -Loss of both main Loss of both main FW Loss of,both fil pumps 5tm A FW Rupture Control Turbine: (1) SLBIC
FW pumps (detected pumps (as indicated (<850 psig on each pump

Auto IW Isolation)ption under {see Auto FW lsol.)
System (see descri

by discharge header by low control oil di:ch.) These switches Does not (2) Loss of IW
pressure < ISO psig pressure) AFW does reset but pisips continue start on $fAS. sensed by governor
or fW pump turbine not st&rt from ECCS to run. (Single fall, latch on main IW
stop valve position)lnitiation. Motor proof) All RCP's off pumps and "aualliary"
EfW does not start Driven pump-no auto (Powermonitor-current, volts. TW pump low disch.P

8 on ECCS. start phase-same as RPS) (thru ICS) (3) loss
co Turbine only starts on ECCS of all RCP's (breakerf., initiation position)Hotor: No
en auto start.

-

. INo starts on ICCSI
failure Mode on toss Loss of air switches ICV's lock in post- Class IE HOV Bypasses No air-OP. Valves /MOV's No air op. valves /

of Air / Power 14" sain header / tion Reservoir for FCV on SFAS. fall as is - but all are As-Is -(allvalves
Valves & solenoids 3 cycles / Emergency FCV Falls'Open/FCV powered by IE areH0V's)
powered by batteries buses Falls to 50%
Inon_1()

ICS Control Level: RCP/No 25'780" Sensed 30"/250" 30"/-318" Not 105. Auto wssential 20" & 24"/-300"
RCP from bregker level control system 120" (50% OP. range)

positions from redundant. Class IE
instrunentation (Puse speed)

Procedure / Practice Same/Same Same/Same Same/Same Licensee't2' instal!!ng dual Control RCS
'

level settoint controller Temperature /Same
to relieve operator of this

,

duty. 35" unless there is
a loca/Same



Surveillance Test Method Close manual Close discharge HOV's and Close FCV & a-Lle fras C.R. From CST to drain thru Recirc to
ATV supply block rectre from/to CST thru. Pump from CST to cond. through normal recirc line (250 condenser or CST.
alv .'Recirc minl-flow Ine. Valves do test ilne. Valves do not gle). No ealve Injection valves

,"*,",f not realign automatically realign automatically on $FAS. reallgrunent necessary, already closed.
halvesdonotreall@R$FAS. Operator opens

the manual valve.automatically on sfAS.
Steam Generator: Distance 625"/590"/362" 625"/590"/382" 625"/603"/338" 625"/608"/388" 625"/590"/382"
between tube sheets /AfW

~ E ]tisod to Protect Good 5.6.
13 et/ Main feedrinq

Operator Steam Ifne fallum matrix Main steam line failure 5tm & IV Rupture 5L&lC (See Auto
action froe isolates all fu from SG logic.(<435psigisolates Controlsystem(see FW Isolation)
contro; if P4600 psig SG) Does not isolate.AIV. description under Does not isolate
room. Auto fW 1s01.) ffW.

Campiled by Brent Clayton and
Art Omfurth x27741
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and the primary-to-secondary heat transfer. The steam generator

inventory as a function of time, and the time to steam generator

dryout, depend on these rates and on the init h i inventory.

2.2.1 Initial Inventory

We have had little discussion on whether it is practical to increase

the time to steam generator da r.u by increasing during normal

operation the amount of fluid in the secondary side of the steam

generator. As presentiy operated the collapsed water level at

full power is quite low. The potential problems of increasing

this inventory have not been discussed with NRC.

2.2.2 Scram

The scram decreases tha heat input. Present B&W designs scram on

primary systcm high pressure for LOFW transients. This typically

occurs 8-10 seconds after LOFW. Alternatively, an anticipatory

scram signal could be derived from one or more secondary system

parameters (e.g. , steam generator water level, turbine stop valve

closure). This would initiate a scram s6 seconds sooner than the

present design, increasing the time to reach steam generator

dryout by 1 minute or more. NRC Bulletin No. 79-058 requires B1W

plants to provide for NRC approval a design review and schedule

for implementation of a safety grade automatic anticipatory reactor

scram for loss of feedwater, turbine trip, or significant reduction

in steam generator level.
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The realignaint of primary pressure scram and relief-valve setpoints

mandated in Bulletin 79-058 also have the effect of decreasing the
.

scram delay and delaying dryout. The increment, whose value has

not been calculated, is smaller than would be provided by the

anticipatory scram. However, the setpoint changes have already

been implemented on the plants whereas the anticipatory scram will

be added in the future.

2.2.3 Time to Steam Generator Dryout

Table 2.1 gives the time to dryout of the steam generators of the

operating B&W plants - about one-half minute at full power.

Westinghouse steam generators have 2-3 times as much water in the

- secondary side of the steam generators, proportionately, as B&W

plants; CE plants have 3-4 times as much as B&W plants.

However, these plants (W & CE) have anticipatory scram which

extend the dryout times to many minutes.
,

After the scram, the heat input decreases rapidly and the water in

the steam generator secondary boils off more slowly. Calculations

for LOFW give B&W dryout times of 1-2 minutes for present B&W

designs, depending on the course of the event. It is this fast

dryout compared to other PWRs that makes B&W plants unique. The

factor of 2-4 larger inventory and the anticipatory scram in

non-B&W plants give calculated dryout times of many minutes. Thus
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the timing requirements for AFW delivery are substantially more

stringent for B&W plants than for oth.ers. This increases the

importance of timely manual initiation of AFW in B&W plants compared

to the others. Moreover, there is less time to rectify operating

or maintenance errors and get the AFW operational if it doesn't

start initially.

2.2.4 AFW Delivery Rate

Table 2.1 shows the differences in AFW flow rate for the different

plar;ts. The actual flow will depend on the number of pumps running,

the pressure in the steam generator against which they have to

pump, and the action of control devices. These last are ficw

control valves in the AFW lines or throttle valves in the steam

lines to the turbines on steam-driven pumps.

On all B&W operating plants but Davis-Besse, AFW flow is controlled

automatically by values receiving a. signal from the integrated

control systes. The controlled variable is water level, as shown

in Table 2.1. A low level setpoint (2-3 feet above the tubesheet)

is used when the reactor coolant recircuhtion pumps (RCP) are
'

operating. This is switched automr'.ically to a high level setpoint

(21-26 feet) to enhance natural circulation when the RCP are not

operating.
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On Davis-Besse, a separate, safety grade, control system controls

pump speed (via steam throttle valves) to maintain a level 10 feet

above the tubesheet. For the " raised steam generator" configura-

tion in this plant, the 10-feet level is sufficient to maintain

natural circulation.

After a LOFW and scram, the steam water mixture normally present

in these once-through steam generators collapses to a liquid level

typically 3 f t or lower. The level then decreases, and later

increases as AFW comes on.

2.2.5 Long-Term Considerations - HPI

Recent operating data obtained informally from Oconee show the

following:

Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit 3
~

Automatic Initiation
of HPI 1 1 2

Manual initiation
of HF; 16 9 7

Thus HPI was initiated at a frequency of about two times per

reactor year. Not all of these initiations were for LOFW events,

but some were. Manual initiations were said to have been

accoc:plished in order to maintain pressurizer level. Evidently

the primary system shrinkage after a successfully controlled

transient involves HPI action.
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This raises questions about the role and requirements for HPI.

Rather than just being part of the ECCS, which was put in to

control small breaks. it is used routinely for frequent anticipated

transients. Its failure modes and the consequences of its failure

should therefore be analyzed in that context in addition to reviews

conducted in the LOCA context.

2.3 Reliability

Numerical criteria for AFW reliability do not exist, and estimates

of the reliability actually achieved are also not available. The

following discussions are therefore qualitative only.

2.3.1 Challenge Rate

Estimates by B&W and others give about two per reactor year as the

rate of LOFW events. B&W states that the rate, for all PWRs and

for B&W plants, decreases to $1.5 per reactor year after an initial

period of operation. We have no reason to doubt these values.

The HPI initiation rate reported in Section 2.2.5 above is also

about 2 per reactor-year.

For a LOFW event, either AFW or HPI must function to protect the

core. (There are some other alternatives, such as restoring main
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feedwater flow, but they do not significantly change the picture).

The rate of accidents (full damage) would therefore be:

A(BC)

where.A = challenge rate

B = failure probability of AFW

C = failure probability of HPI

Hence, " failure" means insufficient functioning to cool the core,

and involves consideration of performance, timing, and reliability.

Given A=2 per reactor year, the product BC must be adequately low;

numerical guidance is not currently available.
.

2.3.2 Source of Water

Table 2.1 shows the sources of water available to the AFW. Each

plant has multiple sources, but in some older plants they are not

seismic Category 1. Abundant quantities of water are available from
, ,

these sources.

2.3.3 Pump redundancy

All plants except Oconee have redundant AFW pumps. All plants

except Oconee and Davis-Besse have diverse prime movers - steam

and electric.
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Oconee has one steam-driven pump per unit. The three pumps for

the three units can be interconnected through normally closed

valves (remote manual control); two pumps are stated to be sufficient

in capacity for all these units. The potential redundancy in this

arrangement has not so far been exploited. Davis-Besse has two

identical steam-driven AFW pumps.
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2.3.4 Valves and Piping

Table 2.1 does not list the valve arrangement. In general, separate

valves are provided to control AFW to the two steam generators.

We have not yet evaluated whether a single failure - control,

valve or pipe break - could inhibit all AFW; this was not a require-

ment when these old plants were licensed. In some plants, conraon

pipes and relief valves exist whose failure could inhibit all AFW.

2.3.5 Controls

In all plants except Davis-Besse, the Integrated Control System

actuates the AFV flow control valves. On some plants, these

control valves can be bypassed (remote manual control) to allow

AFW flow in the event of control system failure.

B&W was unable to state whether failures in the Integrated Control

System could initiate a LOFW event and also inhibit AFW via the

flow control values. We have asked B&W to analyze this question

promptly. If this common-mode failure can occur, and we see no

reason why it is impossible, then the combined frequency AB (see

Section 2.3.1) could be high because, for these events, B = 1.
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2.4 Conclusions regarding AFW

2.4.1 Performance

AFW performance in operating B&W piants appears marginal, in that

dryout we.1d occur rapidly (1-2 min) unless AFW is initiated at

its design time of 40 seconds after a LOFW.

2.4.2 Reliability

AFW reliability in operating B&W plants varies widely among different

designs. The older plants are not in conformance with SRP 10.4.9,

for example, by requiring redundancy, diversity, and single failure

criterion, etc. Improvements are needed in some plants.

2.4.3 Dependence on HPI

Successful recovery for most LOFW events appears to require HPI

even if AFW functions as desired. This requirement to use HPI for

an anticipated transient, and its failure modes and consequences

of failure, should be analyzed in this context of use as inventory

control.
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3.0 TRANSIENT ANALYSIS

3.1 General

In general, the loss of feedwater transient analyses performed

and reported in the Final Safety Analysis Reports for B&W reactors

considered the event to be a loss of main' feedwater only. A

loss of all (i.e., main and auxiliary) feedwater has not been

considered in the course of a usual case review. This is

consistent with current and past practices because it was believed

that a total loss of all feedwater could only occur after multiple

and unlikely equipment failures. Operator error to lock-out a

system had not been considered. Single failures were generally

considered to be a loss of a redundant component to establish

minimum system performance requirements.

An evaluation of a feedwater transient was performed for Three

Mile Island Unit 2 as reported in the SAP and the results are

typical for all B&W plants. However, feedwater transient analyses

that take the lessons learned from THI-2 have not yet been

provided.

During a LOFW transient, the loss of main feedwater reduces the

capability to dissipate heat-flow from the primary to secondary

system. The primary system heats up, the power operated relief
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valve is actuated, and the reactor trips on overpressure in the

primary system. [There are safety valves installed on the

pressurizer to limit the pressure excursion to code desigri

limits.] The emergency feedwater system refills the steam

generator and dissipatas the decay heat. The reactor core

remains covered, no fuel damage occurs and calculated offsite

radiological doses are well within the guidelines of 10 CFR 100.

The actual analysis presented in the SAR spans a time period of

about one minute. In this time, it indicates that core power

and primary sytem pressure are moving in a safe direction

relative to fuel damage and syste.n overpressure.

The SAR analysis that was performed did not include delay of AFW-

or failure of the power operated relief valve to reclose when the

pressure decreased further. Further long term cooling aspects

were not addressed. However, the Standard Review Plan (SRP

15.2.7) indicates that there should be no loss of function for

any barrier other than the fuel cladding for such a feedwater

transient, even when accompanied by a single failure.

The analyses of situations involving a release of reactor coolant

from the system through a failure of a relief valve were based

on small break ECCS studies and not as a consequence of an operational

transient.
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3.2 Small Break Analysis

The models that are used for small breaks analysis are usually

Appendix K type with the emphasis on conservatism; e.g. , loss-of-

offsite power, minimum core cooling and no short term operator

actions. More realistic studies of the reactor plant dynamic

response are needed to ensure proper tracking and understanding

of the event being analyzed.

The blowdown codes used by B&W are CRAFT and TRAP. CRAFT has

been approved by the NRC for ECCS analysis of large and small

breaks in the prisary system. TRAP is a modified version of

CRAFT with a detailed secondary model and a simplified primary

model and is used for steam and feedwater line break analysis.

TRAF is currently under review by the NRC.

The transient codes used by B&W are NATURAL, CADD and POWER

TRAIN. CADO has been approved by the NRC for ATWS analysis.

NATURAL, which would be used for natural circulation calculations,

has not been submitted and POWER TRAIN is under review.

In response to staff requests, the Duke Power Company (Oconee

Nuclear Station, Units 1, 2 and 3) provided (April 21, 1979) the

results of an evaluation of small break events in conjunction

with the loss of emergency feedwater flow for 20 minutes.
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Operator actions are assumed to initiate HP1 and restore emergency

feedwater flow to the steam generators. The analyses indicate,

in the licensee's opinion, acceptable results. The core uncovery

is not predicted to occur and therefore adequate core cooling

was available. The analyses covered various small break sizes

2of 0.07 ftz; 0.02 ft2 and 0.01 ft ,

At a meeting held on April 24, 1979 the staff indicated its need

for additional information for its review concerning the analyses;

e.g., the ability of a HPI to provide adequate core cooling

without short term operation of the AFW, break locations such as

in the pressurizer should be considered; the analyses should

extend into the long term cooling mode, and the systems effects

of a stuck-open relief valve need to be discussed.

At this meeting the B&W representatives stated that further

small break analyses had been performed that covered some of the

staff's concerns. B&W agreed to provide the results of such

analyses to the staff in two weeks. The analyses would include

sensitivity studies on the delay of AFW, one and two HPI pumps

in operation, and long term cooling capability.

Table 3.1, obtained from B&W, states those analyses done or a

process that is relevant to transient analyses.
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TABLE 3.1

CRAFT-II ANALYSES

STATUS RESULTS

1. PORV stuck open; 2 HPI; RC pumps Done OK
on + autofeed

2. PORV stuck open; I HPI; RC pumps Done OK
on + auxiliary feed

3. PORV stuck open; 200 gpm; RC pumps Done Melt
on + auxiliary feed

4. THI-II actual transient best 1/2 done Melt
estimate prediction we have it to

one hour we will
finish it to
core uncovery

5. .07, .02, + .01 Small breaks, no Done OK
RC pumps, no auxiliary feedwater
no 20 min.; 2 HPI

6. Zero break with manual actuation Reconfirm OK
of 2 HPI O 20 min.; no RC pumps old analysis

7. Small break in steam space of Done OK
2pressurizer 1.05 in . PORV

break treated as normal small
break; no RC pumps; auxiliary
feedwater, 1 HPI

Note: Additionally all analyses Done
previously submitted in support
of our FAC evaluation model. These
make use of the three forms of
natural circulation described.
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CA005 SENSITIVITY STUDIES

_ESULTSRSTATUS

1. TMI-2 incident benchmark (s6 min.) Done

2. Best Estimate Model Studies Done

AFW Actuation delay (40 sec.; Done-

120 sec + delay)

Reactor trip coincident with To do-

LDFW/ turbine trip

Studies supporting changes Oone-

racoaraended in high RC
pressure trip setpoint
and PORV setpoint.
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3.3 Natural Circulation Cooling in a B&W Plant

For most B&W plants, the safety analyses are carried out in time

only long enough to indicate that pertinent parameters relative

to core damage or overpressurization are proceeding in a safe

direction. Analyses are seldom pursued out in time to evaluate

operator actions, inactions, or error in judgment, or the course

of natural circulation cooling in the event of a loss-of-offsite

power. The concerns on natural circulation cooling have been

raised by the ACRS and C. Michelson, a consultant to the ACRS.

A report entitled, "0ECAY HEAT REMOVAL DURING A VERY SMALL BREAK LOCA

FOR A B&W 205-FUEL-ASSEMBLY PWR," by C. Michelson (January 1978)

has recently been provided to the staff. In this report Mr. Michclson

described concerns regarding small breaks (~ .5 ft2 range) and

the ability of the plant's heat removal systems to remove adequate

decay heat to prevent system repressurization in the event of a

loss-of-natural circulation or break isolation by operator

action. He has also discussed concerns on slug or two phase

flow through a PORV. This report is presently being reviewed by

the staff and B&W. The staff is pursuing with B&W and the

owners of B&W plants those aspects of concern raised in this

report.
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Studies by B&W indicate that natural circulation should not be

significantly affected due to the formation of steam spaces in

the upper portions of the hot leg piping and upper plenum of the

reactor vessel.

B&W has conducted tests to determine the amount of natural

circulation. The tests are normally done during startup testing

from an initial power level of about 20-25%. The reactor is

scrammed, the RCPs are tripped, the emergncy diesel generator

comes on, the steam and motor driven AFW pumps start, the ICS

raises OTSG level to the 50% value, and the plant is verified to

be operating on natural circulation, without any operator action.
.

These tests have been conducted at Davis-Besse and Oconee.

Also, Arkansas-1 suffered i loss of offsite power from 100% on

7/25/75 and natural circulation was established, without any

operator action. We were not provided with these data. TMI-2

also had two (2) unscheduled events in their startup testing

program which resulted in natural circulation.

The staff requested as much detail and description as possible

on all the natural circulation tests and events. B&W has agreed

to provide the requested information to the staff including

verification of its computer code to calculate natural circulation

cooling. Such studies will include recent THI-2 results.
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Uhlle the staff believes that natural circulation cooling is

effective, further evaluation of the B&W analyses and test

information will be necessary to confirm the adequacy of this

cooling mode.
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4.0 ALTERNATIVES

We have briefly considered the pro-and-con of three alternatives

related to the safety of continued operation of the B&W plants. They

are listed below.

4.1 Further Bulletins

Pro

1. Bulletin process is simple for NRC, and has not proved a burden

to industry (according to industry)

2. Temporary improvements can be implemented quickly.

3. We need more information of FMEA of ICS and plant transient

behavior in order to make an informed decision; the bulletin is a

fast and effective way to obtain information.

Con

1. Multiple bulletins on some subject poses potential for overloading

operator.

2. Techn.ical merits of revised designs not subject to usual thorough

scrutiny of staff and applicant.

3. Needed information may take 1-2 months; delay in decision-making

is not the most cautious thing to do.

4. Plant responses to bulletins are varied in substance.

4.2 Immediate Remedial Measures

Pro

1. Faster implementation of needed safety measures reduces the likeli-

hood of another TMI in the interim.
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Con

1. May not be enough time or adequate infonnation for careful staff

consideration.

4.3 Plant Shutdown

9ro

1. Conservative course of action.

2. Gives time for staff and industry to work in more orderly fashicn.
.

Con

1. Difficult to enumerate the restart criteria.
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APPENDIX C

ORDERS ON BABC0CK & WILCOX COMPANY PLANTS

After a series of discussions between the NRC staff and licensees of
operating Babcock & Wilcox-designed plants, the licensees agreed to shut
down these plants and keep them shut down until the actions identified in an
April 25, 1979 status report to the Cocmission could be completed. This
agreement was confirmed by a Conmission Order to each licensee. The Orders

contained both short-term and long-term modifications to be made by the
licensees. Copies of the Orders are contained in this appendix. They are as
follows:

Arkansas 1 - 5/17/79

Crystal River 3 - 5/16/79

Davis-Besse 1 - 5/16/79

Oconee - 5/07/79

Rancho Seco - 5/07/79
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V3 %
Y bUNITED STATES OF AMERICA

NUCLEAR REGUU C RY CCr4 MISSION / e[ 6

o is =-

+b hIn the Matter of ) ek .D)
ARKANSAS POVER & LIGHT COMPANY ) Docket No. 50-313 D 6

) G 4

ARKANSAS NUCLEAR CNE, UNIT 1 )

ORDER

I.

The Arkansas Power & Light Company (the licensee or AP&L) is the holder

of Facility Operating License No. DPR-51 wtiich authorizes the operation

of the nuclear power reactor known as the Arkansas Nuclear One, Unit 1

(the facility or ANO-1), at steady state power levels not in excess of

2568 megawatts thermal (rated power) . The facility is a Babcock &

Wilcox (B&W) designed pressurized water reactor (PWR) located at the

licensee's site in Pope County, Arkansas.

II.

In the course of its evaluation to date of the accident at the Three

Mile Island Unit No. 2 facility, which utilizes a B&W designed PWR, the

Nuclear Regulatory Commission staff has ascertained that B&W designed

reactors appear to be unusually sensitive to certain off-normal transient

conditions originating in the secondary system. Die features of the

B&W design that contribute to this sensitivity are: (1) design of the

steam generators to oper.ce with relatively small liquid volumes in the
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secondary side; (2) the lack of direct initiation of reactor trip upon

the occurrence of off-normal conditions in the feedwater system; (3) re-

liance on an integrated control system (ICS) to automatically regulate

feedwater flow; (4) actuation before reactor trip of a pilot-operated

relief valve on the primary system pressurizer (which, if the valve

sticks open, can aggravate the event); and (5) a low steam generator

elevation (relative to the reactor vessel) which provides a smaller

drivire head for natural circulation.

Because of theu features, B&W designed reactors place more reliance on

the reliability and performance characteristics of the auxiliary feed-

water system, the integrated control system, and the emergency core cool-

ing system (ECS) performance to recover from frequent anticipated

transients, such as loss of offsite power and loss of normal feedwater,

than do other PWR derigns. This, in turn, places a large burden on the

plant operators in the event of oft-normal system behavior duriry such

anticipated transients.

As a result of a preliminary review of the 'Ihree Mile Island Unit No. 2

accident chronology, the NRC staff initially identified several human

errors that occurred during the accident and contributed significantly

to its severity. All holders of operating licenses were subsequently

instructed to take a number of immediate actions to avoid repetition

of these errors, in accordance with bulletins issued by the Commission's
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Office of Inspection and Enforccment (IE) . In addition, the NRC staff

began an immediate reevaluation of the design features of B&W reactors

to determine whether additional safety corrections or improvements were

necessary with respect to these reactors. Bis evaluation involved

numerous meetings with B&W and certain of the affected licensees.

The evaluation identified design features as discussed above which indi-

cated that B&W designed reactors are unusually sensitive to certain off-

normal transient conditions originating in the seconfary system. As a

result, an addition:.1 bulletin was issued by IE which instructed holders

of operating licenses for B&W designed reactors to take further actions,

incitriing immediate changes to decrease the reactor high pressure trip

point and increase the pressurizer pilot-operated relief valve setting.

Also, as a result of this evaluation, the NRC staff identified certain

other safety concerns that warranted additional short-term design and

procedural changes at operating facilities having B&W designed reactors.

These were identified as items (a) through (e) on page 1-7 of the Office

of Nuclear Reactor Regulation Status Report to the Conmission of April 25,

1979.

After a series of discussions between the NRC staff and the licensee

concerning possible design. modifications and changes in operating pro-

cedures, the licensee agreed in a letter dated May 11, 1979, to perform.

promptly the following actions:
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(a) Upgrade of the timeliness and reliability of the Emergency
Feedwater (EEW) system by performing the items specified
in Enclosure 1 of the licensee's May 11, 1979, letter. Changes
in design will be subnitted to the NRC staff for review.

(b) Develop and implement operating procedures for initiating
and controlling EFW irdependent of In'ograted Control
System (ICS) control.

(c) Implement a hard-wired control-grade reactor trip that would
be actuated on loss of main feedwater and/or on turbine trip.

(d) Complete analyses for potential small breaks and develop and
implement operatirg instructions to define operator action.

(e) At least one Licensed operator who has had tiree Mile Island
Unit No. 2 ('IMI-2) training on the B&W simulator will be assigned
to the control room (one each shift) .

In its letter the licensee also stated that ANO-l was currently shut

down and would remain shut down until (a) through (e) above are completed.

In addition to these modifications to be implemented promptly, the licensee

has also proposed to carry out certain additional long-term modifications

to further enhance the capability ard reliability of the reactor to respond

to various transient events. Rese are:

1) The items in Enclosure 2 of the licensee's letter of May 11, 1979,
will be bplemented during the next outage (following completion
of the design change engineering) to cold shutdown conditions
which is of sufficient length to accom:odate the change, but no
later than the next refueling ourage. Further, the licensee
will provide a schedule for impl centing any other modifications
identified as necessary as a result of the licensee's reviews shown
on Enclosure 1 of the licensee's letter. We design changes will
be subnitted to the NRC staff for review.

2) The failure modes and effects analysis (FMEA) of the ICS is
underway with high priority by B&W and will be subnitted as soon
as practicable.

3) The hard vired trips addressed in Item (c) above will be
upgraded to safety grade. h is design change will be submitted
to the NRC staff for review.
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4) The licensee will continue operator training and drillirg
of response procedures as a part of an ongoing program to
assure the high state of readiness and safe operation at
ANO-1.

The Comission has concluded that the prompt actions set forth as (a)

through (e) above are necessary to provide added reliability to the

reactor system to respond safely to feedwater transients and should

be confirmed by a Comission order.

The Comission finds that operation of ANO-1 should not be resumed

until the actions described in paragraphs (a) through (e) above have

been satisfactorily completed.

For the foregoing reasons, the Comission has found that the public

health, safety and interest require that this Order be effective

imediately.

III.

Copies of the following documents are available for inspection at the

Comission's Public Document Room at 1717 H Etreet, N. W. , Washington,

D. C. 20555, and are being placed in the Comission's local public

document room at Arkansas Polytechnic College, Russellville, Arkansas:

(1) Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation Status Report on

Feedwater Transients in B&W Plants, April 25, 1979.
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(2) Letter from William Cavaraugh III (AP&L) to Harold hnton

(NRR) dated May 11, 1979.

IV.

Accordingly, pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended,

and the Commission's Rules and Regulations in 10 CFR Parts 2 and 50,

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED ' MAT:

(1) The licensee shall take the following actions with respect to ANO-1:

(a) Upgrade of the timeliness and reliability of the EFW system
by performing the items specified in Enclosure 1 of the
licensee's letter of May 11, 1979. Provide changes in design
for NRC review.

(b) Develop and implement operating procedures for initiating
and controlling EFW independent of Integrated Control
System control.

(c) Implement a hwi-wired control-grade reactor trip that would
be actuated on .oce :f = .. feedwater and/or on turbine trip.

(d) Complete analyses for potential small breaks and develop
and implement operating instructions to define operator
action.

(e) Assign at least one Licensed Operator who has had 'I?iI-2
training on the B&W simulator to the control room (one
each shift).

(2) 'Ihe licensee shall maintain ANO-1 in a shutdown condition until

items (a) through (e) in paragraph (1) above are satisfactorily

completed. Satisfactory completion will require confirmation

by the Director, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, tMt the

actions specified have been taken, the specified analysti, are

acceptable, and the specified implementing procedures are

appropriate.
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(3) 'Ihe licensee shall as promptly as practicable also accomplish

the lais-Larm modifications set forth in Section II of this

Order.

V.

Within twenty (20) days of the date of this Order, the licensee or any

person whose interest may be affected by this Order may request a

hearire with respect to this Order. Any such request shall not stay

the immediate effectiveness of this order.

'lHE NUC REGUIAIORY COMMISSION

s
Samuel J. Chi
Secretary df the Commission

Dated at Washirgton, D. C.
this g Eday of May 1979.
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INITED STATES T AMERICA

NUCIZAR REGUIMCRY COMISSICN
o A

In the Matter of ) %

"FIIRIDA PMER CCRPORATION, LT AL Docket No. 50-302 p.

IAN3,71973k.}.
/

) 2
Crystal River Unit No. 3 ) - -

Nuclear Generating Plant ) D e ;.g1N N
$.sose

h //

ORDER -

I.

Florida Power Corporation (FPC or the licensee) and eleven other co-owners are

the holders of Facility Operatirq License No. DPR-72 which authorizes the

operation of the nuclear power reactor known as Crystal River Unit No. 3 Nuclear

Generating Plant (the facility or Crystal River Unit 3), at steady state power

levels not in excess of 2452 negawatts thermal (rated power) . We facility

is a Babcock & Wilcox (B&W) designed pressurized water reactor (IHR) located at

the licensees' site in Citrus County, Florida.

II.

In the course of its evaluation to date of the accident at the Three Mile Island

Unit No. 2 facility, which utilizes a B&W designed PWR, the Nuclear Regulatory

Comission staff has ascertained that B&W designed reactors appear to be unusually

sensitive to certain off-normal transient conditions originating in the secondary

system. The features of the B&W design that contribute to this sensitivity are:

(1) design of the seem generators to operate with relatively small liquid volumes

in the secondary side; (2) the lack of direct initiation of reactor trip upon the
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occurrence of off-normal conditions in the feedwater system; (3) reliance

on an integrated control system (ICS) to automatically regulate feedwater

flow; (4) actuation before reactor trip of a pilot-operated relief valve

on the primary system pressuri::er (which, if the valve sticks open, can

aggravate the event); and (5) a low steam generator elevatica (relative to

tb2 reactor vessel) whi-h provides a smaller driving head for mtural circu-

lation.

Because of these features, S&W designed reactors place more reliance on the

reliability and performance characteristics of the auxiliary feedwater system,

the integrated control system, and the mergency core coolirxg system (ECCS)

performance to recover from frecuent anticipated transients, such as loss of

offsite power and loss of normal feedwater, than do other EWR designs. This,

in turn, places a large burden on the plant operators in the event of off-

normal system behavior during such anticipated transients.

As a result of a creliminary review of the ':5ree Mile Island Unit No. 2 accident

chronology, the NRC staff initially identified several htrun errors that occurred

during the accident and contributed significantly to its severity. All holders

of operating licenses were subsequently instructed to take a number of ir: mediate

actions to avoid repetition of these errors, in accordance with bulletins

issued by the Commission's Office of Inspection and Enforcement (IE) . In addition,

the NRC staff began an ircediate reevaluation of the design features of B&W
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reactors to determine tether afditional safety corrections or L.provements

were necessary with respect to dese reacters. "his evaluation involved

numerous meetings with B&W and certain of de affected licensees.

The evaluation identified design features as discussed abcve tich indicated

that B&W designed reactors are unusually sensitive to certain off-nor:ral

transient conditions origiratire in the secondary system. As a rasult, an

additional belletin was issued by IE which instructed holders of operating

licenses for B&W designed reacters to take further actions, including LWiate

changes to decrease the reactor high pressure trip point and increase the

pressuri::er pilot-operated relief valve setting. Also, as a result of this

evaluation, the NRC staff identifiM certain other safety cencerns dat

warranted additicnal short-term design and procedural changes at operating

facilities havirg B&W designed reactors. These were identified as items (a)

through (e) en page 1-7 of the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation Status Report

to the Corr.ission of April 25, 1979.

After a series of discussiens between the NRC staff and the lice.nsee concerning

possible design codificatiens and enanges in operati.m procedures, the licensee

agreed in a letter dated .v y 1,1979, to perform preeptly the following actions:a
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(a) Upgrade the timeliness and reliability of delivery

from the Dnergency Feedwater System by cargirzg out

actions as identified in Enclosure 1 of the licensee's

letter of May 1,1979.

(b) Develop and iglement operating procedures for initiating

and controlling emergency feedwater independent of Inte-

grated Control System control.

(c) Implenent a hard-wired control grade reactor trip that would

be actuated on loss of main feedwater and/or turbine trip.

'd) Complete analyses for potential small breaks and develop and

iglement operating instructions to define operator action.

(e) All licensed reactor operators and senior reactor operators will

have completed the tree Mile Island Unit No. 2 ('IMI-2) simulator

training at B&W.

In its letter the licensee also stated that the facility is shut down and

would remain shut down until (a) through (e) above are completed.

In addition to these modifications to be implemented promptly, the licensee

has also proposed to carn out certain additional long-term modifications to

further enhance the capability and reliability of the reactor to respc,r.d to

various transient events. R ese are:
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The licensee will make modificatiens to provide verification-

in the control roem o* emergency feedwater flew to each steam

generator.

The licensee will submit a failure mode and effects analysis of-

the Integrated Control System to the NRC staff as soon as prac-

ticable. The licensee stated that this analysis is new u: der <ay

with high priority by B&W.

The reactor trip following loss of main feedwater and/or trip of the-

turbina to be installed promptly pursuant to this Order will

thereafter be upgraded so that the components are safety grade.

Be licensee will submit this design to the NRC staff for review.

The licensee will continue reactor operator training and drilling-

of response procedures to assure a high state of preparedness,

he Comission has concluded that the prompt actions set forth as (a) through

(e) above are necessary to provide added reliability to the reactor system to

respond safely to feedwater transients and should be confirmed by a Commission

order.

The Comission finds that operation of the facility should rot be resumed until

the actions described in paragraphs (a) though (e) above have been satisfactorily

completed.
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For the foregoing reasons, the Coct21ssion has found that the public

health, safety and interest require that this Crder be effective

imediately.

III.

Copies of the follovirg docu:nents are available for inspection at the

Comission's Public Doc'r.ent Room at 1717 H Street, N.W. , Washington.

D.C. 20555, and are beits placed in the Comission's local public

docu:r.ent room in the Crystal River Public Library, Crystal River, Florida,

32629:

(1) Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation Status Report on

Feedwater Transients in B&W Plants, April 25, 1979.

(2) Letter from B. L. Griffin (FEC) to Harold Denton (h"AR) dated May 1,
1979.

IV.

Accordingly, pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, ard the

Comission's Rules and Regulations in 10 CFR Parts 2 ard 50, IT IS FIRESY

CRDERED 'IEAT:

(1) 'Ihe licensee shall take the following actions with resoect to Crystal

River Unit 3:

(a) Upgrade the timeliness and reliability of delivery frem the

Emergency Feedwater System by carrying out actions as identified

in Enclosure 1 of the lice.see's letter of May 1, 1979.
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(b) Develep and implement operating procedures for initiatirg

and controlling energency feedwater independent of Inte-

grated Control System control.

(c) Implement a hard-wired control grade reactor trip that would

be actuated on loss of :nain feedwater and/or turbine trip.

(d) Complete analyses for patential s: ell breaks and develop and

implement operating instructions to define operator action.

(e) All licensed reactor operators and senior reactor operators

will have completed the mI-2 simulator trainire at B&W.

(2) he licensee shall maintain Crystal River Unit 3 in a shutdown

condition (the facility was shut down on Acril 23, 1979) until items

(a) throtrh (e) in paragraph (1) above are satisfactorily completed.

Satisfactory completion will recuire confirmation by the Director,

Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, that the actions soecified have

been taken, the soecified analyses are acceptable, and the specified

implementing procedures are appropriate.

(3) ne licensee shall as prceptly as practicable also accomplish the long-

term redifications set forth in Section II of this Order.
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V.

Within twenty (20) days of the date of this Order, the licensees or any

person whose interest may be affected by this Order may request a

hearing with respect to this Order. Any such request shall not stay

the irmediate effectiveness of this Order.

FCR ME NUCLEAR REGUENIORY CCMMISSION

/
/

. tanp

muel J. Cli )
Secretary of the Commission

i

Dated at Washirgton, D.C.
this/d4dayof.May1979.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA gy
f y y jg73 y '-NUCLEAR REGUIAIORY CCMMISSION

, 7 "|s.."s Y O
=*=

//In the Matter of )
) ~ ;;s

HIE % LEDO EDISCN C04PANY AND )
HIE CLEVEIAND ELECTIIC ILLUMINATING ) Docket No. 50-346
COMPANY )

)
Davis-Besse Nuclear Power Station, )

Unit No. 1 )

ORDER

I.

The Toledo Edison Company (TECO) and he Cleveland Electric Illuminating

Company (the licensees), are holders of Facility Operating License No.

NPF-3 which authorizes the operation of the nuclear power reactor known

as Davis-Besse Nuclear Power Station, Unit No.1 (the facility or Davis-

Besse 1), at steady state power levels not in excess of 2772 megawatts

thermal (rated power). h facility is a Babcock & Wilcox (B&W) designed

pressurized water reactor (PWR) located at the licensees' site in Ottawa

County, Ohio.

II.

In the. course of its evaluation to date of the accident at the tree

Mile Island Unit No. 2 facility, which utilizes a B&W designed PWR,

the Nuclear Regulatory Cennission staff has ascertained that B&W designed
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reactors appear to be unusually sensitive to certain off-normal transient

conditions originating in the secondary system. H e features of the B&W

design that contribute to this sensitivity are: (1) design of the steam

generators to operate with relatively small liquid volumes in the second-

ary side; (2) the lack of direct initiation of reactor trip upon the occur-

rence of off-normal conditions in the feedwater system; (3) reliance on

an integrated control system (ICS) to automatically regulate feedwater

flow; (4) actuation before reactor trip of a pilot-operated relief valve

on the primary system pressurizer (which, if the valve sticks open, can

aggravate the event); and (5) a low steam generator elevation (relative

to the reactor vessel) which provides a smaller driving head for natural

circulation.*

Because of these features, B&W designed reactors place more reliance on

the reliability and performance characteristics of the auxiliary feed-

water system, the ICS, and the emergency core coolirg system (ECCS) per-

formance to recover from frequent anticipated transients, such as loss

of offsite power and loss of normal feedwater, than do other PWR designs.

Eis, in turn, places a large burden en the plant operators in the event

of off-normal system behavior durirg such anticipated transients.

*It is noted that althotgh features ntm.bers 3 and 5 do not apply to
Davis-Besse 1 to the same extent as they apply to other currently
licensed B&W designed reactors, the other features are fully appli-
cable.
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As a result of a preliminary review of the tree Mile Island Unit No.

2 accident chronology, the NRC staff initially identified several human

errors that occurred during the accident and contributed significantly

to its scverity. All holders of operating licenses were subsequently

instructed to take a number of irraediate actions to avoid repetition

of these errors, in accordance with bulletins issued by the Commission's

Office of Inspection and Enforcement (IE) . In addition, the NRC staff

began an irmediate reevaluation of the design features of B&W reactors

to determine whether additional safety corrections or improvements

were necessary with respect to these reactors. his evaluation involved

numerous meetings with B&W and certain of the affected licensees.

The evaluation identified design features as discussed above which

indicated that B&W designed reactors are unusually sensitive to certain

off-normal transient conditions originating in the secondary system.

As a result, an additional bulletin was issued by IE which instructed

holders of operating lice.nses for B&W reactors to take further actions,

including inmediate changes to decrease the reactor high pressure trip

point and increase the pressurizer pilot-operated reliet valve setting.

A.1so, as a result of this evaluation, the NRC staff identified certain

other safety concerns that warranted additional short-term design and

procedural charges at operating facilities having B&W designed reactors.
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These were identified as items (a) through (e) on page 1-7 of the Office

of Nuclear Reactor Regulation Status Report to the Commission of

April 25, 1979.

After a series of discussions between the NRC staff and the licensees

concerning possible design modifications and charges in operating pro-

cedures, the licensees agreed in letters dated April 27 and May 4,1979,

to implement promptly the following actions:

(a) Review all aspects of the safety grade auxiliary feedwater

system to further upgrade components for added reliability

ard performance. Present modifications will include the

addition of dynamic braking on the auxiliary feedpump

turbine speed changer and provision of means for control

room verification of the auxiliary feedwater flow to the

steam generators. 'Ihis means of verification will be provided

for one steam generator prior to startup from the present

mintenance outage and for the other steam generator as soon

as vendor-supplied equipnent is available (estimated date is

June 1, 1979). In addition, the licensees will review and verify

the r3equacy of the auxiliary feedwater system capacity.

(b) Revise operating procedures as neCOssary to eliminate

the option of using the Integrated Control System as e backup

means for controlling auxiliary feedwater flow.
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(c) Implermnt a hard-wired control-grade reactor trip that would

be actuated on loss of main feedwater and/or turbine trip.

(d) Complete analyses for potential small breaks and develop and

implement operating instructions to define operator action.

(e) All licensed reactor operators and senior reactor operators

will have completed the Three Mile Island Unit No. 2 simulator

training at B&W.

(f) Sutxnit a reevaluation of the TECO analysis of the need for

automatic or alministrative control of steam generator level setroints

during auxiliary feedwater system operation, previously submitted

by TEr0 letter of Dece:::ber 22, 1978, in light of the Three

Mile Island Unit No. 2 incident.

(g) Sulnit a review of the previous TECO evaluation of the

September 24, 1977 event involving equipment problems and depress-

urization of the primary system at Davis-Besse 1 in light of the

Three Mile Island Unit No. 2 incident.

In its letters the licensees also stated that the actions listed in (a) through

(g) above would, except as noted in item (a), be completed prior to startup from

the current maintenance outage.
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In addition to these ex>difications to be implemented promptly, the licensees

have also proposed to carry out certain additional' long-term modifications

to further enhance the capability and reliability of the reactor to re-

spond to various transient events. Wese are:

- te licensees will continue to review performance of the auxiliary feed-

water system for assurance of reliability and performance.

- ne licensees will submit a failure mode and effects analysis of the

ICS to the NRC staff as soon as practicable. S e licensecs stated

that this analysis is now underway with high priority by

B&W.

- he reactor trip followirg loss of main feedwater and/or trip

of the turbine to be installed promptly pursuant ta this Order

will thereafter be upgraded so that the components are safety

grade. We licensees will submit this design to the NRC staff

for review.

- Continued attention will be given to transient analysis and

procedures ror management of small breaks.

- he licensees will continue reactor operator trainirg and drillirg

of response procedures to assure a high state of preparedness.
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'Ihe Comission has concluded that the prompt actions set forth as (a)

through (g) above are necessary to provide added reliability to the

reactor system to respond safely to feedwater transients and should be

confirmed by a Comission order.

The Comission finds that operation of Davis-Besse 1 should not be re-

sumed until the actions described in paragraphs (a) through (g) above,

with the exception as noted in item (a), have been satisfactorily completed.

For the foregoirg reasons, the Comission has found that the public

health, safety and interest require that this Order be effective immedi-

ately.

III.

Copies of the followirq documents are available for inspection at the

Comission's Public Document _ Room at 1717 H Street, N.W., Washington,

D.C. 20555, and are being placed in the Commission's local public

document room in the Ida Rupp Public Library, 310 Madison Street,

Port Clinton, Ohio 43452:

(1) Office of Nuclear Reactar Regulation Status Report on

Feedwater Transients in B&W Plants, April 25, 1979.
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(2) Letters from Lowell E. Roe (TECO) to Harold Denton (NRR) dated

April 27 and May 4, 1979.

IV.

Accordingly, pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, and

the Comission's Rules and Regulations in 10 CFR Parts 2 and 50, IT IS

HEREBY CRDERED 'IEAT:

D, 'Ihe licensees shall take the following actions with respect to Davis-

Besse 1:

(a) Review all aspects of the safety grade auxiliary feedwater

;fstem to further upgrade components for added reliability

and performance. Present modifications will include the

addition of dynamic braking cn the auxiliary feedpump turbine

speed changer and provision of means for control room veri-

fication of the auxiliary feedwater flow to the steam generators.

'Ihis means of verification will be provided ;r one steam

generator prior to startup from the present maintenance outage

and for the other steam generator as soon as vendor-supplied

equignent is available (estimated date is June 1,1979) .

In addition, the licensees will review and verify the adequacy of

the auxiliary feedwater system capacity.

(b) Revise operating procedures as necessary to eliminate the option

of using the Integrated Control System as a backup means

for controlling the auxiliary feedwater system.
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(c) Impleent a hard-wired control-grade reactor trip that would

be actuated cn loss of main feedwater and/or turbine trip.

(d) Coc:plete analyses for potential small breaks and develop

and implement operating instructions to define operator

action.

(e) All licensed reactor operators and senior reactor operators

will have completed the tree Mile Island Unit No. 2 simulator

training at B&W.

(f) Submit a reevaluation of the TECO analysis of the need for

automatic or administrative control of steam generator level

setpoints duriry; auxiliary feedwater system operation previously

sutxnitted by TECO letter dated December 22, 1978, in light of the

tree Mile Island No. 2 incident.

(g) Submit a review of the previous TECO evaluation of the September 24,

1977 event involving equipnent problems and depressurization of the

primary system at Davis-Besse 1 in light of the Three Mile Island

thit No. 2 incident.

(2) The licensees shall maintain Davis-Besse 1 in a shutdown condition until

items (a) throtqh (g) in paragraph (1), except as noted in item (a), above

are satisfactorily cocpleted. Satisfactory completion will require confir-

untion by the Director, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, that the
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actions specified have been taken, the specified aralyses

are acceptable, and the specified implementing procedures are

appropriate.

(3) 'Ihe licensees shall as promptly as practicable also accomplish

the long-term modifications set forth in Section II of this Order.

V.

Within twenty (20) days of the date of this Order, the licensees or any

person whose interest may be affected by this Order may request a hearing

with respect to this Order. Any such request shall not stay the immediate

effectiveness of this Order.

FOR 'nE NUC REGUIATORY CCrNISSICN

_d %.

(Samuel J. Ik
Secretary o the Commission

Dated ati Washirgton, D.C. ,
this|66dayofMay1979.
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a

n the .vatter of ; %cxets Nos. 50-269
) 50-270

CUKE PCh u C''MP.u f I and 50-2S7
)

2cnee Nuclear Station, 'Jnits Nos.1, 2 )
and 3

ec. .e s.R. _

.

..

' he Cuxe ::wer Ceccany 'te '.icensee) , is de helder of Facility Operating

*icenses Nes. PR-33, IFR-4 and CPR-55 t:ch authori:e the Opera icn_

of 2.e nuclear ;cwer reactors 'e.cwn as Cconee Nuclear Station,

Jnits Nos.1, 2 ard 3 (the facilities, or Ccenee 1, 2 ard 3) , a: steady

sta:e :cwer levels not in excess of 2568 rec.awatts der,a1 (rated power)
.

f: each unit. "he facilities are Baccccx & Wilcox '3&W) designed

pressuri:ed water reactors (FWR's) Iccated at the licensee's site in

Ccenee County, South Carolina.

..

...

.- . .e ::urse of i:s evaluaticn c date of de accident at .e " tree Mile

:21and Uni: No. 2 facility, wnich utili:es a S&W designed ?rn, -he Nuclear

?egula:Ory C:= mission staff has ascer.ained e.at 3&W designed reac ors

ap ear to be unusually sensitive a cer_ sin off-ncr=al transient con-

di:icns originating in de secondary system. "he features of the 3&W

design :nat centribute to this sensitivity are: (1) .ne design of

steam generators to operate with relatively small licuid vol.nes in .he
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3e:0ndary sife; (2) de lack of direct initiation of reactor trip upon

=e occurrence of off-normal conditions in ce feed-ater system; (3) re-

'lan:e en an integrated control system (ICS) _o automatically regulate_

feet-ster flow; (4) actuation before reactor trio of a pilot-ccerated

relief valve en de primary system pressuri:er (-nich, if the valve

s:_cu ::en, can acgravate de event); and (5) a low steam generar.cr

elevatica (relative .o de reactor vessel) nien provides a s. aller

friving head for natural circulation.

le:ause of =ese features, S&*d designed reactors place scre reliance on

de reliabili y and cerfor .ance characteristics of de auxiliary feed-ater

system, ne ICS, and de energency core cooling system (IOCS) perfor ance

to recover from frecuent anticipated transients, such as less of offsite

c'.ar and loss of ner:al feei-ster, than do oder ?dR designs. *his, in

.=n, places a large'hurden on te plant coerators in de event of

:ff-nc- al system behavier during such antici ated transients.

.s a result of a preli..inary review of =e 'hree Mile Island Unit

So. 2 acciden enronology, de SRC staff initially identified several

human errors that occurred durity the accident arx! contributed

significantly :: its severity. All holders of cperating licenses

were sucsecuently instructed a _ske a nummer of i:=ediate ac ions
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:c avoid repetition of :nese errcrs, in accorcance with cc11etins

issued by tne Corr:issien's Office of Inspection and Enforcement

(IE) . In addition, tne NRC staff cegan an i.rediate reevaluation

of de design features of 3&W reactors to detemine wnetner

additional safe y correcticns or ir=rovecents were necessary witn

resgect to these reac crs. Tnis evaluation involved nu.merous

reetings with m&W and cer:ain cf tne affected licensees.

Tne evaluatien identified design features as discussed acove whien

indicated tnat 3&W designed reactors are unusually sensitive to

certain off-ncr al ::a .sien: conditions originating in tne secondary

system. As a result, an additional bulletin was issued by IE or.icn

instructed holders cf cperating licenses for B&W designed reaccors

:c take further acticos, including i: rediate enanges to decrease

=e reac:cr hign pressure trip point and increase tne pressarizer

pilc:-operated relief valve setting. Also, as a result of this

eval atien, de NPC staff identified certain other safety concerns

:na: warranted additional sncrt-tem design and precedural cnanges

at ccerating f acilities having 3&W designed reacters. These were

identifiec as items (a) :n:cugn (e) on page 1-7 of the Office of

Nuclear Reacecr Regulation status Report to tne Cer::issica on

April 25, 1979.
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Adter a series cf discussiens cetween tne NPC staff and tne licensee

ccncerning possible design redificaticns and cnanges in cperating

procedures, tne licensee agreed in letters dated April 25, 26, and

M.ay 4,1979 to perferr prcretly the following acticns:

(a) Install autcratic starting of tne intercennected einergency

feecwater system so that all tnree pu.gs will receive a start

signal f rca any affected unit, and test =e system for stacil-

i t' . Tne e.ergency feedsater purp disenarge ficw will be

connected to tne interconnection neaders suca =at eacn or

all e.ergency feedsater pur=s can supply water to any unit.

Until tnese cdifications and tests are ccapleted, cperating

perscnnel nave :een stationed at eacn emergency feedsater

pu = witn a direct c::: unication link to tnat unit's control

rocc. In additicn, the following procedural enanges, put

into ef f ect On April 25, 1979 to ennance =e reliacility cf

=e ewrgency feedsater system, will recain in force:

(1) The cisenarges of tnese pumps have ceen tied to-

getner by alicncent of ranual valves such that

eacn and all of tne purps can supply emergency

feedsater tc any Ocenee Unit recuiring it.
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(d) Complete analyses for potential small breaks and develcp

and implement operating instructions to define ocerator

action.

(e) All licensed reactor operators and senior reactor

operators vill have completed the 'nd.I-2 simulator

training at S&W.

( f) Statien in de control roc.n an additional full-

time Senior Reactor Cperator (SRO) (or previously

licensed SRO) with ?aree Mile Island training for

each ocerating unit _o assist with guidance and

possible manual action in case of :ansients until

items (a) drough (e) are completed.

In its letters de licensee also stated that (1) Oconee 3 would be shut

down on April 28, 1979, and remain shutdown until (a) drouch (e)

ateve are completed (de facility was shut down on A ril 28, 1979 as

stated); (2) a secord Oconee unit would be shut down en May 12, 1979,

if itecs (a) through (e) have not been previously accceplished and

remain shut down until items (a) through (e) have been completed; and,

(3) a dird Oconee unit would be shut down on May 19, 1979, if itecs

(a) through (e) have not been previously accomplished and will remain

shut dcwn until completion of items (a) through 'e) .
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in addition to these modifications to be =plemented promptly, the

licensee has also crocased to carrv. out certain additional lorn-. .

term actions to increase de ca ability and reliability of de

reactors to rascend to various transient events. Sese are:

The licensee will install two motor driven pt:. s for-

each Cconee unit, as more carticularly described as

Part I!1 of_ a letter from W.O. Parker to de EC of

Acril 25,1979, to provide greater assurance of emer-

gency feedwater supply. Se licensee wil'. su: nit this

system concept and analysis to de EC staff f r review.

- The licensee will surnit a failure mode and effects analysis

of the Integrated Control System to de EC staff as soon as

practicable. We licensee states that this analysis is now

underway with high priority by B&W.

- The reactor trip on loss of the main feedwater and/or trip of

de turbine to ::e installed prometly pursuant to dis Crder will

thereafter be uccraded so that the co=cenents are safety grade.

Se licensee will submit dis design to de 20 staff for review.

- 2.e licensee will continue reactor operator training a .d

drilling of response procedures to assure a high state of

preparedness.
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Tne Ccaraission has concluded that the prc pt actions set forth as

(a) through (e) above are necessary to provide added reliahility to

the reactor system to respond safely to feedwater transients and

snould ce confirmd by a Comission crder. The i.:nediate pro-

cedural changes to assure redundant sources of auxiliary feedwater

that were put into effect on April 25 at tne two cperating Oconee

units, as descrited ~in paragraph (a) ateve, and tne im ediate

additions to the ccerating staff, as described in paragraph (f)

acove, provide the bases for continued safe cperation of these

facilities during the interim period until May 12 and May 19,

1979, respectively. The Comission finds, hcwever, that operation

of all units should not be resumed or centinued on an indefinite

casis until acticns descriced in paragrapns (a) througn (e) atove

have been satisf actorily conpleted.

Fcr the foregoing reasons, the Concission has found tnat the puclic

health, safety and interest require that tnis order ce effective

i.;nediately.

III.

Copies of tne following docurents are availacle for inspecticn at

tne Occmissien's Puclic Document Room at 1717 H Street, N.W. ,

Washington, D.C. 20555, and are ceing placed in tne Comissicn's

local public document roca at the Ocenee County Licrary, 201 Scuth

5pring, Walhalla, South Carolina 29691:

C-34
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(1) Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation Status Report on

Feedsater Transients in B&W Plants, April 25, 1979.

(2) I.atter from W. S. Lee (Duke Power Cogany) to Harold Denton

(Nie) , dated April 25, 1979.

(3) ?ao letters from W. O. Parker, Jr. (Duke Pcwer Co@ any) to

Harold Denten (NRR)., dated April 25, 1979.

(4) Letter from W. H. Owens (Duke Pcwer Cogany) to Roger J.

Mattson (NRR) , dated April 25, 1979.

(5) Letter from W. S. Lee (Duke Power Cogany) to Harolc Denten

(NRR) , dated April 26, 1979.

(6) Letter f rom W. O. Parker, Jr. (Duke Power Ccgany) to

Ja. es P. O'Reilly (IE) , dated May 4,1979.

IV.

Accordingly, pursuant to the Atcmic Energy Act cf 1954, as amended, and

tne Comission's Rules and Regulations in 10 CFR Parts 2 and 50, IT IS

HEREBY ORDERED MAT:

(1) The licensee shall take the following actions with respect

to Oconee 1, 2 and 3:

(a) Install auto:ratic starting of the interconnected emergency

feedwater system so enat all :nree pu::ps will receive a start
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signal from any affected unit, and test the system for

stacility. The emrgency feedsater pu:= discnarge flow

will ce connected to tne interconnecticn headers suca tnat

eacn or all of the energency feedwater pumps can supply

water to any unit. Until these codifications and tests are

completed, cperating perscnnel will ce stationed at each

energency feedsater purp witn a direct cormunication link

to that unit's control room. In addition, the following

procedural enanges, _ cut into effect on April 25, 1979

to ennance the reliabilief of the emergency feedsater

system, will rerain in force:

(1) The discharges of tnese punps have been tied to-

getner by alignment of manual valves such tnat

eaca and all of tne pumps can supply emergency

feedsater to any Ocenee Unit rec.uiring it.

(2) Administrative controls have oeen estaclished so

tnat in the event of loss of toth cain feedsater purps

en an affected unit, that unit's emergency feedsater

purp will start autmatically, cacxed up cy renote

:ranual start frem the contrcl room. :f tne pumo fails

to start autocatically, tne operater stationed at enat

purp will start de pump locally, and nas oeen trained
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to do so. In addition, the other two available emer-

gency feedwater g:nps will be started remotely from

their unit's control room or locally if recuired *w pro-

vide rae more sources of feedwater to the affected unit.

(3) Emergency feedwater flow to the steam generators will

be assured by the control room operator who has been

trained to maintain the necessary level.

(b) Develop and implement omrating procedures for initiating

and controlling energency feedwater independent of

Integrated Control System control.

(c) Implenent a hard-wired control grade reactor trip on

loss of main feedwater and/or turbine trip.

(d) Complete analyses for ;ctential s:nall breaks ard develop

and implement operating instructions to define ocerator

action.

(e) All licensed reactor operators and senior reactor operators

assigned Oc the Oconee control roces will have completed e.e

mI-2 simulator training at B&W.
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(f) Station in the control room an additional full-time

Senior Reactor Operator (SRO) (or previously licensed

SRO) with 15ree Mile Island training for each operating

unit to assist with guidance and possible manual actions

until items (a) through (e) are completed.

(2) The licensee shall maintain Oconee 3 in a shut down condition

(the facility was shut down on April 28, 1979) until items (a) throu:n

(e) in paragraph (1) above are satisfactorily completed and such com-

pletion has been confirmed by the Director, Office of Nuclear Reactor

Regulation.

(3) The licensee shall shut down a second of the three Oconee units

on May 12, 1979, unless items (a) through (e) in paragra @

(1) above have been satisfactorily completed and the completion

has been confi.med by the Director, Office of Nuclear Reactor

Regulation, before that date. In the event the second unit is

shut down on May 12, 1979, it will remain snutdown until items

(a) through (e) in paragra@ (1) above are satisfactorily eco-

pleted and such completion has been confimed by the Director,

Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation.
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(4) The licensee shall shut down the third of tne tnree Oconee units

on May 19, 1979, unless items (a) through (e) in paragraph (1)

above have been satisf actorily corpleted and the ccepletion has

heen confirred by the Director, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regula-

tion, ~ efore that date. In the event the $ird unit is snut downc

on May 19, 1979, it shall re. main shut down until items (a) through

(e) in paragraph (1) above are satisf actorily corpleted anc sucn

cc:rletion has been confirned by the Director, Office of Nuclear

Reactor Regulatien.

(5) The licensee snall as proretly as practicable also accom-

plish the long-ter:n codifications set forth in Section II of

this Order.

Satisf actory corpletien of iters (a) througn (e) in paragrapn (1) and

in paragrapns (2) tnrcugh (4) acove will require confirration by the

Director, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, chat tne actions

specified nave een taken, the specifiec analyses are acceptable,

arxi the specified ingle: renting procedures are appropriate.

V.

Within twenty (20) days of the date of this Order, the licensee

or any person whose interest may te affected cy tnis Order may
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recuest a hearing witn respect to this Order. Any suca request snall

not stay the i=ediate effectiveness cf tnis Order.

EUR ":!E h"JCLEAR PEL"MFY CSlISSICN

l,' r
Jfne

_h. Aa. sac,~e.

Secretary c.d tne Cer=ission
* 6

Dated at Washington, DC
this # day of 1979.- -
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UNITED STA"ES 0" AMERICA

NUCLEAR REGULATORY CONISSION

In the Matter of )
)

SACPAMENTO MUNICIPAL LTTILITY DISTRICT ) Docket No. 50-312 w
) 4

iRancho Seco Nuclear Generating Station ) ,wm
g w. n c
-

" MM OORDER
?;

*::. 0 W,

m
I. \

M
t e Sacramento Municipal Utility District (the licensee or S4UD) is

the holder of Facility Operating License No. DPR-54 which authorizes

the opration of the nuclear power reactor known as the Rancho Seco

Nuclear Generating Station (the facility or Rancho Seco), at steady

state power levels not in excess of 2772 megawatts thennal (rated power) .

We facility is a Babcock & Wilcox (B&W) designed pressurized water

reactor (PWR) located at the licensee's site in Sacramento County,

California.

II.

In the course of its evaluation to date of the accident at the Three Mile

Island Unit Na. 2 facility, which utilizes a B&W designed PAR, the

Nuclear Regolatory Commission staff has ascertained that B&W designed

reactors appear to be unusually sensitive to certain off-nomal transient

conditions originating in the secondary system. 'Ihe features of the B&W

design that contribute to this sensitivity are: (1) design of the steam

generators to operate with relatively small licuid voltxnes in the secondary
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side; (2) the lack of direct initiation of reactor trip upon the occurrence

of off-nomal conditions in the feedwater system; (3) reliance on an

integrated control system (ICS) to automatically regulate feedwater flow;

(4) actuation before reactor trip of a pilot-operated relief valve on the

primary systern pressurizer (which, if the valve sticks open, can aggravate

the event); and (5) a low steam generator elevation (relative to the

reactor vessel) which provides a snaller driving head for natural circu-

lation.

Because of these features, B&W designed reactors place more reliance on

the reliability and perfomance characteristics of the auxiliary feedwater

system, the integrated control system, and the emergency core cooling system

(ECCS) perfomance to recover from frequent anticipated transients, such as

loss of offsite gnwer and loss of nomal feedwater, than do other EWR designs.

'Ihis, in turn, places a large burden on the plant operator s in the event of

off-nomal system behavior during such anticipated transients.

As a result of a preliminary review of the 'Ihree Mile Island Unit tb. 2 ac-

cident chronology, the tac staff initially identified several human errors

that occurred during the accident and contributed significantly to its severity

All holders of operating licenses were subsequently instructed to take a ntrber

of immediate actions to avoid repetition of these errors, in accordance with

bulletins issued by the Commission's Office of Inspection and Enforcement (IE).

In addition, the NRC staff began an immediate reevaluation of the design fea-
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tures of B&W reactors to detemine whether additional safety corrections or

improvenents were necessary with respect to these reactors. Eis evaluation

involved numerous meetings with B&W and certain of the affected licensees.

"he evaluation identified design features as discussed above which indicated

tnat B&W designed reactors are unusually sensitive to certain off-nomal

transient conditions originating in the secondat y system. As a result, an

additional bulletin was issued by IE which instructed holders of operatirq

licenses for B&W designed reactors to take further actions, incitxling

immediate changes to decrease the reactor high pressure trip point and

increase the pressurizer pilot-operated relief valve setting. Also , as a

result of this evaluation, the NRC staff identified certain other safety

concerns that warranted additional short-tem design and procedural

changes at operating facilities having B&W designed reactors. 'Ihese

wer e identified as items (a) through (e) on page 1-7 of the Office of

.ac ear Reactor Regulation Status Report to the Commission of April 25,

1979.

Af ter a series of discussions between the NRC staff and the licensee

concerning possible design modifications and changes in operating procedures,

the licensee agreed in a letter dated April 27, 1979, to perfom promptly

the following actions:
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(a) Upgrade the timeliness and reliabtlity of delivery

from the Auxiliary Feedwater System by carrying out

actions as identified in Enclosure 1 of the licensee's

letter of April 27, 1979.

(b) Develop and implement operating procedures for initiating

and controlling auxiliary feedwater independent of Integrated

Control System control.

(c) Implement a hard-wired control-grade reactor trip that would

be actuated on loss of main feedwater and/or turbine trip.

(d) Complete analyses for potential small breaks and develop and

implenent operating instructions to define operator action.

(e) Provide for one Senior Licensed Operator assigned to the

control room who has had 'Ihree Mile Island Unit No. 2 (T4I-2)

trainityg on the B&W simulator.

In its letter the licensee also stated that Rancho Seco would be shut down

on April 28, 1979 and would remain shut down until (a) through (e) above

are completed (The facility was shut down on April 28, 1979 as stated).

In addition to these modifications to be implenented promptly, the licensee

has also proposed to carry out certain additional lorn-terTn nodifications

to further enhance the capability and reliability of the reactor to

rescorri to various transient events. Tlese are:
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The licensee will provide to the IGC staff a propsed schedule for-

implementation of identified design modifications which specifically

relate to items 1 through 9 of Enclosure 1 to the licensee's

letter of Acril 27, 1979, and would significantly improve safety.

- The licensee will subnit a failure mode and effects analysis of

the Integrated Control System to the tac ctaff as soon as practicable.

'Ihe licensee stated that this analysis is now underway with high

priority by B&W.

- The reactor trip following loss of main feedwater and/or

trip of the turbine to be installed promptly pursuant to this

Order will thereafter be uograded so that the compnents are safety

grade. "he licensee will submit this design to the IGC staff

for revi .w.

- The licensee will continue operator training and have a minimum

f tw licensed ooeratcrs ;:er shift with 'IMI-2 simulator traininc

at 3&'., by June 1,1979. 'Ibereafter, at least one licensed operator

with "MI-2 simulator training at B&W will be assigned to the

control room. All training of licensed, personnel will be

completed by June 28, 1979.

~he Commission has concluded that the prompt actions set forth as (a)

through (e) above are necessary to provide added reliability to the

reactor svstem to respord safely to feedwater transients and should be

confirmed by a Commission order.
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The Commission finds that operation of Rancho Seco should not be
,

resumed until the actions described in paragraphs (a) through (e)

above have been satisfactorily completed.

For the foregoing reasons, the Commission has found that the public

health, safety and interest regaire that this Order be effective

'imediately.

III.

Copies of the following documents are available for inspection at the

Comission's Public Document Room at 1717 H Street, N.W. , Washington,

D.C. 20555, and are being placed in t.he Comission's local public

document room in the Business and Municipal Department, Sacramento

City - County Library, 828 I Street, Sacramento, California 95814:

(1) Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation Status Report on

Feedwater Transients in B&W Plants, April 25, 1979.

(2) Letter from J. J. Mattimce (SMUD) to Harold Denton (NRR)

dated April 27, 1979.
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Accordingly, pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended,

and the Corxaission's Rules and Regulations in 10 CFR Parts 2 and

50, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED THAT:

(1) ine licensee shall take the following actions with respect

to Rancho Seco:

(a) Upgrade the timeliness and reliability of delive.:y

from the Auxiliary Feedwater System by carryirs out

actions as identified in Enclosure 1 of the licensee's

letter of April 27, 1979.

(b) Develop and implenent operating procedures for initiating

and controlling auxiliary feedwater independent of Integrated

Control System control.

(c) Implement a hard-wired control-grade reactor trip that vauld

be actuated on loss of main feedwater and/or turbi..e trip.

(d) Complete analyses for potential small breaks and develop and

implement operating instr uctions to define operator action.

(e) Provide for one Senior Licensed Operator assigned *w the

control room who has had Ihree Mile Island Unit No. 2 (mI-2)

training on the B&W simulator.
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(2) The licensee shall maintain Rancho Seco in a shutdown cordition

(the facility was shut down on April 28, 1979; until itens (a)

throtr3h (e) in paragraph (1) above are satistactorily canpleted.

Satisfactory canpletion will require confirmation by the Director,

Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, that the actions specified

have been taken, the specified analyses are acceptable, and the

specified implementing procedures are appropriate.

(3) 'Ihe licensee shall as promptly as practicable also accomplish

the long-term modifications set forth in Section II of this

Order.

V.

Within twen y (20) days of the date of this Order, the licensee or any

person wnose interest may be affected by this Order may request a

hearing with respect to this Order. Any such request shall not stay

the i.snediate effectiveness of this Order .

F TE NUC' UlNIDRY C04 MISSION

) | |
| t { i

.i e .

Secretary of thehission
/

Cated as Washington, D.C.
this J Q day of May 1979.
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\PPENDIX D

LETTERS LIFTING ORDERS

The licensees of the five operating reactors submitted responses to
the confirmatory orders (see Appendix C) indicating actions taken to
implement short-term modifications. Following review and evaluation of
the responses, it was determined that the licensees had satisfactorily
completed the short-term requirements. Subsequently, the NRC issued
letters lifting the Orders with respect to short-term modifications. The

letters were as follows:

Arkansas 1 - 5/31/79

Davis-Bessa 1 - 7/06/79

Crystal River 3 - 7/06/79

Oconee - 5/18/79

Oconee, Supplement 1 - 10/10/79

Rancho Seco - 6/27/79

A copy of each follows in this appendix.
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o UNITED STATES

[ )g ",h NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
'; .g C WASHING TON, D. C. 20$$5

( / May 31,1979
+....

Docket No.: 50-313

Mr. William Cavanaugh, III
Vice President, Generation

and Construction
Arkansas Power & Light Company
P. O. Box 551
Little Rock, Arkansas 72203

Dear Mr. Cavanaugh:

By Order of May 17, 1979, the Commission confirmed your undertaking a series
of actions, both imediate and long term, to increase the capability and
reliability of Arkansas fluclear One, Unit No.1 (At40-1) to respond to various
transient events. In addition, the Order confirmed that Ati0-1 was shutdown
and would not be restarted until the following actions had been accomplished:

(a) Upgrade of the timeliness and reliability of the Emergency
Feedwater System (EFW) by performing the items specified in'
Enclosure 1 of the licensee's letter of May 11, 1979. Pro-
vide changes in design for flRC review.

(b) Develop and implement operating procedures for initiating
and controlling EFW independent of Integrated Control System (ICS)
control.

(c) Implenent a hard-wired control-grade reactor trip that would
be actuated on loss of main feedwater and/or on turbine trip.

(d) Complete analyses for potential small breaks and develop
and implement operating instructions to define operator
ac +, f on .

(e) Assign at least one l.icensed Operator who has had Three Mile
Island, IJnit tio. 2 training on the Babcock & Wilcox simulator
to the control reon (one each shif t).
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By submittal of May 17, 1979, as supplemented by letters dated May 21,
22, 23, 24 and 29, 1979, you have documented the actions taken in response
to the May 17 Order. I have reviewed this submittal, and am satisfied that,

with respect to ANO-1, you have satisfactorily completed the actions pre-
scribed in items (a) through (e) of paragraph (1) of Section IV of the Order,
the specified modifications and analyses are acceptable, and the specified
implementing procedures are appropriate. The bases for these conclusions are
set forth in the enclosed Safety Evaluation.

As noted on page 5 of the Safety Evaluation you will be required to conduct
a test during power operation to demonstrate operator capability to assume
manual control of the EFW system independent of ICS. In addition, we have

discussed the need for monitoring core exit temperature with your staff and
they have agreed to provide a minimum of sixteen thermocouple indications
of core exi t temperature in the control room prior to startup. Also, your
staff has agreed to provide an additional sixteen thermoccuple indications of
core exit temperature in the control room by October 31, 1979.

Appropriate Technical Specifications for Limiting Conditions for Operation
and for surveillance requirements should be developed as soon as practicable
and provided to the staff within seven days with regard to the design and
procedural changes which have been completed in compliance with the provisions
of the May 17, 1979 Commission Order. The revised Technical Specifications
should cover:

(1) Changes to the EFW System;

(2) Plant alignment changes made to ensure control of the EFW
independnt of the ICS;

(3) Addition of the Anticipatory Reactor Trip; and

(4) EFW capacity.

We note that by letter dated April 24, 1979, you have submitted proposed Technical
Specifications for changes in setpoints for high pressure reactor trip and pilot
operated relief valve actuation.

Also by letter dated May 16, 1979 you have submitted proposed changes to the
Technical Specifications which define limiting conditions of cperation upon loss
of EFW equipment.

Within 30 days of receipt of this letter, you should provide us with your schedule
for completion of the long-term modifications described in Section II of the May 17
Order.
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My finding of satisfactory compliance with the requirements of items (a)
through (e) of paragraph (1) of Section IV of the Order will pennit
resumption of operation in accordance with the terms of the Comnission's
Order; it in no way affects your duty to continue in effect all of the
above provisions of the Order pending your submission and approval by the
Connission of the Technical Specification changes necessary for each of
the required modifications.

Sincerely,

Harold R. Denton, Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor

Regulation

Enclosure:
Notice of Authorization

to Resume Operation
Safety Evaluation
cc w/ enclosure:
See next page
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cc w/ enclosure (s):
Phillip K. Lyon, Esq. Director, Technical Assessment
House, Holms & Jewell Division
1550 Tower Building Office of Radiation Programs
Little Rock, Arkansas 72201 (AW-459)

U. S. Environmental Protection Agency
Mr. David C. Trimble Crystal Mall #2
Manager, Licensing Arlington, Virginia 20460
Arkansas Power & Light Company
P. O. Box 551 U. S. Environmental Protection Agency
Little Rock, Arkansas 72203 Region VI Office

ATTN: EIS COORDINATOR
Mr. James P. O'Hanlon 1201 Elm Street
General Manager First International Building
Arkansas Nuclear One Dallas, Texas 75270
P. O. Box 608
Russellville, Arkansas 72801

Mr. William Johnson Director, Bureau of Environmental
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Health Services
P. O. Box 2090 4815 West Markham Street
Russellville, Arkansas 72801 Little Rock, Arkansas 72201

Mr. Robert B. Borsum
Babcock & Wilcox
Nuclear Power Generation Division
Suite 420, 7735 Old Georgetown Road
Bethesda, Maryland 20014

Troy B. Conner, Jr. , Esq.
Conner, Moore & Corber
1747 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006

Arkansas Polytechnic College
Russellville, Arkansas 72801

Honorabia Ermil Grant
Acting Colnty Judge of Pope County
Pope County Courthouse
Russellville, Arkansas 72801
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UNITED STATES NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

ARKANSAS POWER & LIGHT COMPANY

DOCKET NO. 50-313

NOTICE OF AUTHORIZATION TO RESUME OPERATION

The United States Nuclear Regulatory Comission issued an Order on

May 17, 1979 (44 FR 29997, May 23, 1979), to Arkansas Power & Light Company

(the licensee), holder of Facility Operating License No. OPR-51 for Arkansas

Nuclear One, Unit No.1 (ANO-1), confinning that the licensee accomplish a

series of actions, both immediate and long tarm, to increase the capability and

reliability of ANO-1 to respond to various transient events. In addition, the

Order confirmed that the licensee would maintain ANO-1 in a shutdown condition

until the following actions had been satisfactorily completed:

(a) Upgrade of the timeliness and reliability of the Energency Feedwater
(EFW) System by performing the items specified in Enclosure 1 of the
licensee's letter of May ll, 1979. Provide changes in design for
NRC review.

.(b) Develop and implement operating procedures for initiating and controlling
EFW independent of Integrated Control System control.

(c) Implement a hard-wired control-grade reactor trip that would be
actuated on loss of main feedwater and/or on turbine trip.

(d) Complete analyses for potential small breaks and develop and implement
operating instructions to define operator action.

(e) Assign at least one Licensed Operator who has had Three Mile Island
Unit No. 2 training on the Babcock & Wilcox simulator to the control
room (one each shift).

By submittal of May 17, 1979, as supplemented by letters dated May 21 and 22, 1979,

the licensee has documented the actions taken in response to the May 17, Order.

Notice is hereby given that the Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (the Director)

has reviewed this submittal and has concluded that the licensee has satisfactorily

. completed the actions prescribed in items (a) through (e) of paragraph (1) of

Section IV of the Order, that the specified modifications and analyses are
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acceptable and the specified implementing procedures are appropriate.

Accordingly, by letter dated May 31,197S the Director has authorized the

licensee to resume operation of ANO-1. The bases for the Director's conclusions

are more fully set forth in a Safety Evaluation dated May 31, 1979.

Copies of (1) the licensee's letters dated May 17, 21 and 22,1979, (2) the

Director's letter dated May 31,1979, and (3) the Safety Evaluation dated

May 31,1979 are available for inspection at the Commission's Public Document Room

at 1717 H Street, N. W., Washington, D. C. 20555, and are being placed in the

Comission's local public document room at the Arkansas Polytechnic College,

Russellville, Arkansas. A copy of items (2) and (3) may be obtained upon

request addressed to the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, D. C.

20555, Attention: Director, Division of Operating Reactors.

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

kh- -

Robert W. Reid, Chief
Operating Reactors Branch #4
Division of Operating Reactors

Dated at Bethesda, Maryland
this31stday of May 1979.
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...' EVALUATION OF LICENSEE'S COMPLIANCE+

WITH THE NRC ORDER DATED MAY 17, 1979
ARKANSAS POWER & LIGHT COMPANY

ARKANSAS NUCLEAR ONE, UNIT 1
DOCKET NO. 50-313

INTRODUCTION

By order dated May 17,1979, (the order) the Arkansas Power & Light Company (AP&L or
the licensee) was directed by the NRC tn take certain actions with respect to Arkansas
Nuclear One, Unit 1. Prior to this order and as a result of a preliminary review of
the Three Mile Island Unit No. 2 accident, the NRC staff initially identified several
human errors that contributed significantly to the severity of the event. All holders
of operating licenses were subsequently instructed to take a number of immediate
actions to avoid repetition of these errors, in accordance with bulletins issued by
the Commission's Office of Inspection and Enforcement (IE). Subsequently, an addi-
tional bulletin was issued by IE which instructed holders of operating licenses for
B&W designed reactors to take further actions, including immediate changes to decrease
the reactor high pressure trip point and increase the pressurizer power-operated
relief valve (PORV) setting.

The NRC staff identified certain other safety concerns that warranted additional
short-term design and procedural changes at operating facilities having B&W designed
reactors. Those were identified as items (a) through (e) in page 1-7 of the Office of-

Nuclear Reactor Regulation Status Report to the Commission on April 25, 1979. After a
series of discussions between the NRC staff and the licensee concerning possible
design modifications and changes in operating procedures, the licensee agreed in a
letter dated May 11, 1979 to perform promptly certain actions. The Commission found
that operation of the plant should not be resumed or continued on an indefinite basis
until actions described in paragraphs (a) through (e) of paragraph (1) of Section IV
of the order were satisfactorily completed.

Our evaluation of the licensee's compliance with items (a) through (e) of partgraph (1)
of Section IV of the order is given below. In performing this evaluation we have
utilized additional information provided by the licensee on May 11, 16, 17, 21, 22,
23, 24, and 29, 1979 and numerous discussions with the licensee's staff. Confirmation
of design and procedure changes was made by members of the NRC staff at the ANO-1
site. An audit of the ANO-1 reactor operators was also performed by the NRC staff to
assure that the design and procedure changes were understood and were being correctly
implemented by the operators.

EVALUATION

Item a

It was ordered that the licensee take the following action;
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" Upgrade of the timeliness and reliability of the EFW system by performing the
items specified in Enclosure 1 of the licensee's letter of May 11, 1979."

The AN0-1 design has one turbine-driven emergency feedwater (EFW) pump that is automa-
tically actuated and controlled independent of offsite power, and one motor-driven EFW
pump that must be manually transferred to a vital AC bus if offsite power is lost. By
reference above to Enclosure (1) of the licensee's l'etter of May 11, 1979, it was
ordered that the licensee;

"1. Review procedures, revise as necessary and conduct training to ensure timely
and proper starting of motor driven emergency feedwater (EFW) pump from an
engineered safeguards bus upon loss of offsite power. Conduct a test of the
manual startup of the motor driven EFW pump from a vital AC power supply."

Tests were conducted by the licensee and witnessed by a member of the NRC staff. The
test described in Item 1 above was conducted four times. During the conduct of the
first test to transfer to a vital AC power supply, a breakdown in communication be-
tween the two operators ;';rforming the test resulted in a skipped step in the test
procedure. A second test was then successfully performed in less than five minutes.
However, the NRC staff subsequently required that the licensee repeat the test a third
time, using the actual procedure available in the control room instead of the test
procedure. This control room procedure was reviewed and modified at our request prior
to the third test which was conducted subsequent to the addition of automatic start
circuitry described in Part 6. The results of this third test were incomplete due to
a feature built into the new automatic start design of the motor-operated EFW pump
which required an additional manual switching operation not previously included in the
emergency procedure. The procedure was again revised and the fourth test conducted
satisfactorily within five minutes. Subsequently, the design of the automatic start
circuitry was modified so as to not require this additional manual switching operation,
and the procedure was changed accordingly. Members of the NRC staff on site have
verified that the control room operators are properly trained to carry out this
revised procedure. The licensee has also agreed to have two operators stationed in
the control room at all times until the electric driven EFW puep is permanently
connected to vital power. Since the time frame of five minutes is well within the
allowable delay of 20 minutes indicated by the generic B&W analyses discussed in
Item (d), we conclude that the licensee has complied with the requirement for
demonstrating manual startup of the motor-driven EFV pump from a vital AC power
supply.

It was also ordered that;

"2. To assure that EFW be aligned in a timely manner to inject on all EFW demand
events when in the surveillance test mode, procedures will be implemented
and training conducted to provide an operator at the necessary valves in
communication with the control room during the surveillance mode to carry
out the valve alignment changes upon EFW demand events."

The ANO-1 staff has revised OP 1106.06 " Emergency Feedwater Pump Operation."
Supplements I and II provide procedures for conducting the Electric and Steam Driven
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Emergency Feedwater Pump surveillance test, respectively. The NRC staff has reviewed
these procedures which require in part; " Operator shall remain in area for duration of
test in communication with the control room to align system in the event of an EFW
demand." The NRC staff has also determined that training of operators in use of this
procedure has been conducted and is adequate. Subject to confirmation by a member of
the NRC staff that noise levels in t
communications with the control room,his area during plant operation are conducive to, we conclude that the licensee has complied with
the order.

It was also ordered that the licensee;

"3. Write and implement procedures for the manual initiation and control of the
EFW System following failure of the Integrated Control System."

The licensee has revised OP 1106.06 (Emergency Feedwater Pump Operation) and this
procedure has been reviewed by the NRC staff. This procedure provides operator guid-
ance concerning manual initiation and control of the EFW System following failure of
the Integrated Control System.

The procedures were reviewed by the NRC staff to assure that feedwater from both the
motor-driven pump and the steam-driven pump would be available in a timely manner.
The procedures provide for verification of pump start, either automatic or manual. If

offsite power is not available to the motor-driven pump, EP 1202.05 (Degraded Power)
provides operator guidance to provide diesel generator power for this pump. If manual
intervention to control cooldown rate is required, procedures provide for initiation
and control of emergency feedwater flow through the bypass valves. These procedures
would be implemented by the operator in the event of failure of the Integrated Control
System. Specific procedural steps provide for:

Startup of the electric driven EFW pump (including procedures to provide power-

supply from the diesel generator, if normal offsite power is not available).

- Startup of the steam driven EFW pump by opening the steam supply valves.

- Closing the ICS-controlled EFW valves (using the control room handswitch).

- Opening, and modulating as necessary, the emergency feedwater bypass valves to
control EFW to the steam generator (using their control room handswitches).

Verifying system operation by observation of EFW flow, EFW pump discharge pressure,-

steam generator pressure, and steam generator level.

We have reviewed these revised procedures for manual initiation and control of the EFW
system and conclude that there is sufficient guidance to the operator to perform these
actions to control and maintain level in the steam generators to specified values.

In addition, the NRC staff required that a test be conducted to demonstrate the
capability to provide and control emergency flow to the steam generators. The
licensee has committed to perform a test at low power operation (10-15%) during power
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ascension. The primary objective of the test will be to further verify the capability
to manually control steam generator level independent of ICS. A member of the NRC
staff at the AND-1 site will witness the test and will verify acceptance prior to

proceding to full power operation. Subject to the successful completion of this test,
we conclude that the licensee has complied with this portion of the order.

It was also ordered that;

"4. The EFW pumps will be verified operable in accordance with the ANO-1 Technical
Specifications and Surveillance Procedures."

The ANO-1 Technical Specifications provide for EFW surveillance and limiting condi-
tions of operation. Consistent with the cover letter for this evaluation, the NRC
staff will receive from the licensee within seven days revised proposed Technical
Specifications with regard to design and procedural changes.

It was also ordered that the licensee;

"S. Review and revise, as necessary, the procedures and conduct training for
providing alternate sources of water to the suction of the EFW pumps."

The means available to alert the operator to perform the manual transfer of EFW from
the condensate storage tank (CST) to the service water system consists of an alarm in
the control room which annunciates on low EFW pump suction pressure. The licensee has
an additional annunciation in the control room on low level in the condensate storage

tank. This new feature allows direct control room annunciation that is redundant to
the existing low suction pressure switch annunciation. The NRC staff reviewed procedure
OP 1106.06 " Emergency FW Pump Operation" and requested revision of the guidance to the
operator for providing alternate sources of water to tne suction of the EFW pumps.
The revision has been made to provide additional guidance to the operator for alternate
means of verifying low level in the condensate storage tank. The NRC staff at the
site has verified that the control room operators are properly trained to carry out
these procedures. We conclude that the licensee has complied with the requirements to
review and revise procedures and has conducted operations personnel training for
providing alternate sources of water.

It was also ordered that;

"6. In the event emergency feedwater is necessary and off site power, is available,
an auto start signal will be provided to the motor driven emergency feedwater
pump."

The licensee has installed an automatic start of the motor-operated EFW pump on loss
of all RC pumps or loss of both main feedwater pumps. Relay contacts associated with
existing relays within the integrated control system cabinet, additional relays and
contacts, and wiring are arranged in the final actuation control circuitry for the
motor-driven emergency feedwater pump such that, if offsite power is available, the
motor is provided a signal to start automatically. Further, manual capability to
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initiate and/or override this automatic circuitry is included in the design. In
addition, annunciation within the control room has been provided whenever this pump is
started by the automatic circuitry.

Based on our review of this aspect of the design, we conclude that it is in accordance
with the order.

It was also ordered that;

"7. Procedures will be developed and implemented and training conducted to
provide guidance for timely operator verification of any automatic initia-
tion of EFW."

The licensee has revised procedure 0P 1106.06 (Emergency Feedwater Pump Operation) to
provide specific cperator guidance as to the methods for confirming automatic initia-
tion of EFW. This includes:

- Verification that pump discharge pressure is greater than OTSG pressure.

- Verification of feedwater flow (on the flow indicator installed pursuant to
Part 9, below).

- Observation of steam generator levels.

Emergency procedures for plant transients requiring initiation of emergency feedwater
(such as loss of normal feedwater or loss of reactor coolant flow) require the operator
to verify the initiation of emergency feedwater. Additionally, the operator is required
to observe alternate instrumentation channels to provide further assurance. The NRC
staf f has confirmed that control room operators are properly trained to carry out
these procedures.

It was also ordered that;

"8. Verification that Technical Specification requirements for EFW capacity are
in accordance with the accident analysis will be conducted."

The licensee has stated that a minimum flow of 550 gpm is required to support the
accident analyses. Low power testing will substantiate the availability of at least
this flow capacity by each EFW train (see Part 3). Consistent with the cover letter
to this evaluation, we will require submittal of a Technical Specification change
concerning EFW capacity. This change will be a limiting condition of reactor opera-
tion in the event the minimum allowable value assumed in the accident analysis is not
met, and will provide for periodic surveillance.

It was also ordered that;

"9. Modifications will be made to provide verification in the control room of
EFW flow to each steam generator."
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To verify that emergency feedwater is being pumped to the steam generators, the licensee
is providing two orificc plates and differential pressure sensing equipment. These
flow devices will be installed on each of the EFW injection flow paths downstream of
the crossover line, so that flow to each steam generator will be measured. The output
of the differential pressure transmitter will be displayed in the control room,
indicated in gallons per-minute.

A verification test will be performed to assure performance of this design modifi-
cation. This will be performed as part of the test described in Part (3) in this
report. The test procedure has been reviewed by the NRC staff and verified as
acceptable.

It was also ordered that the licensee;

"10. Provide a means of notification to the control room that the EFW system has
auto started. This notification can be provided from a temporary modifica-
tion or a dedicated operator."

As described in Part 7, above, the control room operator can determine the initiation
of emergency feed by observation of pump discharge pressure (as compareo to steam
generator pressure), emergency feed flow, and steam generator level. In addition,
annunciation has been provided in the control room whenever either pump is autcma-
tically startea. Based on our review of this design, we conclude that it is in
accordance with the order.

Item b

It was ordered that the licensee;

" Develop and implement operating procedures for initiating and controlling EFW
independent of Integrated Control System (ICS) control."

Several components in each EFW train are provided with an automatic initiation signal.
Four components in one train are one steam-driven pump controller, one motor-operated
valve located at the discharge of this pump, and two motor-operated valves associated
with the steam supply for this turbine-driven pump. Two ccmponents for the other EFW
train are the motor-driven pump and one motor operated valve at the pump discharge.
Although the automatic actuation signal is provided by common circuitry within the
integrated control system cabinet, provisions exist to manually control these com-
ponents from the control room. This manual provision provides overriding control of
the automatic signal (from the Integrated Control System cabinet). We conclude that
manual means exist in the design whereby the operator can initiate and control emer
gency feedwater following failure of the Integrated Control System automatic initia-
tion circuitry.

We have reviewed the revised procedures for the emergency feedwater system to assure
that there-is sufficient guidance to the operator to actuate the system if the automatic
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initiation failed and to control the steam generator level to specified values. The
review of the procedures focused on whether the operator was directed to observe the
proper instruments and whether the operator was given specific values of parameters,
such as steam generator level, to maintain by operating controls. The review also
determined that the operator should confirm the validity of the instrument readings of
certain key parameters such as steam generator level. The necessary modifications to
the procedures to satisfy these determinations were presented to the licensee, and the
NRC staff has verified that the modifications have been incorporated in the procedures.
(See further discussion of these procedures and test requirements in Part 3 of Item
a).

The NRC staff at the ANO-1 site walked through the emergency feedwater procedures with
AN0-1 operators to evaluate whether the procedures were functionally adequate. In
addition, the NRC staf f audited a sample of ANO-1 operators to determine if they were
familiar with the revised procedures and could implement them correctly. Based on the
NRC staff audit, we conclude that the revised procedures and operator training are
satisfactory.

Item c

The order requires that the licensee;

" Implement a hard-wired control grade reactor trip that would be actuated on loss
of main feedwater and/or on turbine trip."

The Arkansas Nuclear One Unit 1 original design did not have a direct reactor trip
from a malfunction in tha secondary system (loss of main feedwatr ad/or turbine
trip). To obtain an earlier reactor trip (rather than delaying trip until an

operator took action or until a primary system parameter exceeded .s trip setpoint),
the licensee committed to install a hardwired control grade reactcr trip on the loss
of all main feedwater and/or on turbine trip (letter from William Cavanaugh III (AP&L)
to H. Denton (NRC) dated May 11, 1979).

The purpose of this anticipatory trip is to minimize the potential for opening of the
power-operated relief valve (PORV) and/or the safety valves on the pressurizer. The
licensee has indicated that this new circuitry meets this objective by providing a
reactor trip during the incipient stage of the related transients (turbine trip and/or
loss of main feedwater).

AP&L has added control grade circuitry to ANO-1 which is designed to provide an automa-
tic reactor trip when either the main turbine trips or both of the two main feedwater
pumps trip. The main turbine trip is sensed by a normally de-energized auxiliary
relay associated with the main turbine Electro-Hydraulic master trip circuitry. The

power for this circuitry is provided from a Class 1E 125 volt direct current bus by
way of a 125 volt distribution panel. A contact from this auxiliary relay is arranged

into a 118 volt alternating current circuit containing a normally de-energized relay.
This alternating current relay is physically located within the Integrated Control
System cabinet and is provided power from the associated Integrated Control System
power supply. A contact fecm this alternating current relay is arranged into a
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normally energized 24 volt direct current circuit containing two additional relays.
This 24 volt power supply is derived within the Integrated Control Systen cabinet. To

open each of the breakers and trip the reactor, two associated direct current relays
provide four contact closures to energize two direct current snunt coils (two contact
closures per shunt trip coil and one shunt trip coil for each of the two reactor trip
alternating current circuit breakers). Power is provided to the shunt trip : oils from
Class 1E 125 volt direct current buses.

The main feedwater pump trip is sensed by two normally de-energized auxiliary relays
associated with the main feedwater pumps master trip circuitry (one relay associated
with each of the two main feedwater purps). The remaining circuitry associated with
this trip is identical to that described above for the turbine trip including powec
supplies, with the exception that two corresponding relays and contacts are provided.
Also, the two associated contacts (these contacts are arranged in parallel) witnin the
24 volt direct current circuit are in series with the associated turbine trip contact.

Provisions have been included to automatically bypass and re-instate these additional
trips at low power to allow a normal startup and snutdown. Operator verification of
the bypass removal is required procedurally during power escalation. The NRC staff 3t
the ANO-1 site audited a sample of ANO-l operators and concluded that they were familar
witn the functions of these trips and associated procedural requirements.

The licensee has analyzed this additional circuitry with respect to its independence
from the existing reactor trip system. The licensee has stated that the shunt coil is
part of the existing AC reactor trip breaker. However, it is separate and operates
independently from the 120 volt altarnating current undervoltage trip coil of the
associated breaker. The reactor trip safety grade signal de-energizes the 120 volt
alternating current undervoltage coil to produce a trip of the associated alternating
current breaker.

Based on our review of the implenentation of the trip circuitry with respect to its
independence from the existing trip circuitry, we conclude that this addition will not
degrade the existing reactor protection system design. The licensee has installed and
completed checkout of the trip circuitry.

The licensee has committed to perform 3 mnnthly periodic test on the 3dded circuitry
to demonstrate its ability to epen the AC circuit breakers (tripping the AC brea'Kers
via the shunt trip circuit). Additionally, the licensee has committed to perform a
more complete test of this additional circuitry whenever the reactor is brought to a
hot shutdown condition as the result of a normal outage or reactor trip (but not more
frequently than once per 11 days). We conclude that there is reasonable assurance
that the additional circuitry will perform its function. Accordingly, on the basis of
the above, we conclude that this additional circuitry is in accordance with the
requirements of item (c) of the order.
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Item d

This item in the order requires the licensee to:

" Complete analyses for potential small breaks and implement operating instruc-
tions to define operator action."

By letter from William Cavanaugh III (AP&L) to H. Denton (NRC) dated May 11, 1979, the
licensee committed to providing the analyses and operating procedures of this requirement.

Babcock and Wilcox, the reactor vendor for the ANO-1 plant, submitted an analysis
entitled, " Evaluation of Transient Behavior and Small Reactor Coolant System Breaks in
the 177 Fuel Assembly Plant" and supplements to these analyses (References 1 through
6). The major parameters used in this generic study, with the exception of emergency
feedwater flow, conservatively bound the ANO-1 plant. An additional analysis assuming
a bounding value for emergency feedwater flow was subsequently submitted (Reference
6). In a letter dated May 16, and 22, 1979, AP&L has referenced these analyses as
appropriate for AN0-1. The staff evaluation of the B&W generic study has been com-
pleted and the results of the evaluation will be issued as a NUREG report in June 1979.

A principal finding of our generic review is a reconfirmation that Loss-of-Coolant
Accident (LOCA) analyses of breaks at the lower end of the small break spectrum
(smaller than 0.04 sq. f t.) demonstrate that a combination oY heat removal by the
steam generators, high pressure in,Mction system and operator action ensure adequate
core cooling. The emergency feedwater system used to remove heat through the steam
generators has been modified to enhance its reliability as discussed in item (a). The

high pressure injection system is capable of providing emergency core cooling even at
the safety valve pressure setpoint. Reactor core uncovery is not predicted for these
events. The calculated peak cladding temperature was less than 800 F, well below the
10 CFR 50.46 requirement of 2200 F. The ability to remove heat via the steam gener-
ators has always been recognized to be an important consideration when analyzing very
small breaks. Sensitivity analyses were performed with acceptable results assuming
permanent loss of all feedwater (with operator initiation of the high pressure in-
jection system at 20 minutes) and loss of feedwater for only the first 20 minutes of
the accident. These results are appropriate for ANO-1 considering the ability to
manually start the EFW pumps within 20 minutes as discussed under item (a) and (b) of
this evaluation, assuming failure of autcmatic EFW actuation.

Another aspect of the studies was the assessment of recent design changes on the lift
frequency of pressurizer safety and relief valves. The design changes included change
in the setpoint of the pressurizer power-operated relief valve (PORV) from 2255 psi to
2450 psi, change in the high pressure reactor trip setpoint from 2355 psi to 2300 psi
and the installation of anticipatory reactor trips on turbine trip and on loss of
feedwater. In the past, during turbine trip and loss of feedwater transients the PORV
was lifted. With the new design these transients do not result in lifting of this
valve. However, lifting of both PORV and safety valves might occur in case of rod
withdrawal and inadvertant boron dilution transients, using the normally conservative
assumptions found in the Chapter 15 safety analysis. The above design changes did not
effect the lift frequency of the valves for these Chacter 15 safety analyses.
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Based on our review of the small break analyses presented by B&W, the staff has deter-
mined that a loss of all main feedwater with (a) an isolated PORV, but safety valves
opening and closing as designed, or (b) a stuck open PORV consequentially does not
result in core uncovery, provided either EFW or 2 ,U pumps are initiated within 20
minutes. Based on the acceptable consequences calculated for small break LOCAs and
loss of all main feedwater events and the expected reliability of the EFW and high
pressure injection systems, we conclude that the licensee has complied with the ana
lysis portion of paragraph (1)(d) of the Order.

To support longer term operation of the facility, requirements will be developed for
additional and more detailed analyses of loss of feedwater and other anticipated
transients. More detailed analysis of small break LOCA events are also needed for
this purpose. Accordingly, the licensee will be required to provide the analyses
discussed in Sections 8.4.1 and 8.4.2 of the recent NRC Staff Report of the Generic
Assessment of Feedwater Transients in Pressurized Water Reactors Designed by the
Babcock and Wilcox Company (NUREG 0560). Further details on these analyses and their
applicability to other PWRs and BWRs will be specified by the staff in the near fu-
ture. In addition, to assist the staff in developing more detailed guidance on design
requirements of relief and safety valve reliability during aaticipated transients, as
discussed in Section 8.4.6 of the NUREG report, the licensee will be required to
provide analyses of the mechanical reliability of the pressurizer relief and safety
valves of the ANO-1 facility.

The B&W analyses show that some operator action, both immediate and followup, is
required under certain circumstances for a small break accident. Immediate operator
action is defined as those acticns committed to memory by the operators which are
no essary to take as soon as the problem is diagnosed. To perform followup actions,
operators must consult and follow instructions in written and approved procedures.
These procedures must always be readily available in the control room 'or the opera-
tors use. Guidelines were developed by B&W to assist the operating B&W faci'ities to
develop emergency procedures for the small break accident.

The Operating Guidelines for Small Breaks were issued by B&W on May 5,1979 and rev
iewed by the NRC staff. Revisions recommended by the staff were incorporated in the
guidelines. In response to these guidelines, the licensee made substantial revisions
to EP 1202.06 (Loss of Reactor Coolant /RC Pressure), EP1202.14 (Loss of Reactor Coolant
Flow-RCP Trip), EP 1202.26 (Loss of Steam Generator Feed), EP 1202.23 (Steam Generator
Tube Rupture), and EP 1202.05 (Degraded Power). These emergency procedures define the
required operator action in response to a spectrum of break sizes for a loss-of-coolant
accident in conjunction with various equipment availability and failures.

The procedure dealing with loss-of-reactor coolant (EP 1202.06) is divided into three
sections. The first deals with a rupture well in excess of the capability of the high
pressure injection pumps (a large break in which the system depressurizes to the point
of low pressure injection). An automatic reactor trip is assumed. The second section
of this procedure assumes the small break is within the capacity of the high pressure
injection system and the reactor may not automatically tris. The third section assumes
reactor coolant system leakage within the capacity of a single makeup pump and no
automatic reactor trip. A separate procedure (EP 1202.23) provides guidance to the
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operator in the event of a steam generator tube rupture. In all cases dealing with a
small break, the operator actions are aimed at achieving a safe cold shutdown in
accordance with the normal cooldown procedure.

As indicated above, cther procedures orovide guidance to the operators for dealing
with small breaks in the event of a degraded condition (such as a loss-of-feedwater
and/or loss of reactor coolant pumps). These procedures are EP 1202.05, EP 1202.14,
and EP1202.26. If all feedwater is lost, a heat removal path is established from the
high pressure injection system through the break and the pressurizer power-operated*

relief valve or the safety valves. Once feedwater is reestablished, the steam genera-
tors can be used as a heat sink. If the reactor coolant pumps are not available, the
operator is directed to establish and verify natural circulation. Additional guidance
is provided if natural circulation is not immediately achieved. If normal power to
the motor-driven emergency feed pump is lost, guidance is provided to the operator to
power this pump from the diesel generator.

For all cases in which high pressure injection is manually or automatically initiated,
the operators are specifically instructed to maintain maximum HPI flow unless two
criteria are met. These criteria are:

1. LPI has been operating for greater than 20 minutes with flow rates in excess
of 2650 gpm per train, or greater than 3100 gpm with one train operating.

2. All hot and cold leg temperatures are at least 50 degrees below the saturation
temperature for the existing RCS pressure. If the 50 degrees subcooling cannot
be maintained after HPI cutoff, the HPI shall be reactuated.

The requirement to determine and maintain 50 F subcooling has been incorporated in all
other procedures in which HPI has been manually or automatically initiated. These
procedures include, Steam Supply System Rupture, Steam Generator Tube Rupture, Loss of
Reactor Coolant Flow and Loss of Steam Generator Feedwater. Each of these procedures,
in addition to the Loss of Reactor Coolant procedure, provide additional instrut.. ions
to the operators in the event of faulty or misleading indications. A subsequent
action statement directs the operators to check alternate instrumentation channels to
confirm the key parameter readings. The ANO-1 staff have made revisions to all of
these emergency procedures to inc', Wa this requirement. Also, the licensee has pro-
vided for computer readcut of 16 thermocouple indications of core exit temperatures
available to the operator in the control room. The licensee further committed to
installation of an additional 16 thermocouples to be available before October 31,
1979. The staf f has reviewed the additional information to be gained with regard to
providing additional verification of reactor coolant system temperature and finds the
modifications acceptable.

The Loss of Reactor Coolant procedure was reviewed by the NRC staff to determine its
conformance with the B&W guidelines. Comments generated as a result of this review
were incorporated in a further revision to the procedure. A member of the NRC staff
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walked through this emergency procedure in the ANO-1 control room. The procedure -as
judged to provide adequate guidance to the operators to cope with a small break loss
of coolant accident. The instrumentation necessary to diagnose the break, the indica-
tions and controls required by the action statements, and the administrative controls
which prevent unacceptable limits from being exceeded are readily available to the
operators. We conclude that the operators should be able to use this procedure to
bring the plant to a safe shutdown condition in tne event of a small break accident.

An audit of nine of the 27 licensed operators and senior operators was conducted by
the NRC staff to determine the operators' understanding of the small break accident,
including huw they are required to diagnose and respond to it. The ANO-1 staff has
conducted special training sessions for the operators on the concept of and use of
emergency procedure 1202.06. The operators were found to have sufficient knowledge of
the small break phenomenon and the general requirements of the emergency procedure.
Each licensed individual will also receive additional training on the approved pro-
cedure prior to power operation.

The audit of the operators also included questioning about the TMI-2 incident and the
resulting design changes made at ANO-1. The discussions covered the initiating events
of the incident, the response of the plant to the simultaneous loss of feedwater and
small break LOCA (PORV stuck open), and the operational actions that were taken during
the course of the incident. We found their level of understanding sufficient to be
able to respond to a similar situation if it happened at ANO-1. We also concluded
that they have adequate knowledge of subcooling and saturated conditions and are able
to recognize each condition in the primary coolant system by various methods. The

emergency feedwater system was also discussed during the audit te determine the opera-
tors' ability to assure proper starting and operation of the system during normal
conditions, as well as during adverse conditions such as loss of offsite power or loss
of normal feedwater. The long term operation of the system was examined to evaluate
the operators' ability to use available manual controls and water supplies. The level
of understanding was found to be sufficient to assure proper short and long term
emergency feedwater flow to the steam generators.

The licensed operators and senior operators have received training concerning the
TMI-2 accident, small break LOCA recognition, design modifications, and procedure
changes. To determine the effectiveness of this training program a written exam was
administered to all licensed personnel by the licensee. Individuals ; coring less than

oO percent on the exam will receive additional training and will not assume licensed
duties until a score of at least 90 percent is attained on an equivalent, but dif-
ferent exam. Arkansas Power and Light also contracted with B&W and NUS Corporation to
conduct audits to determine the effectiveness of the training program. The NRC staff
also conducted audits which were judged satisfactory with some deficiencies noted to
the ANO-1 staff. The ANO-1 staff will use the results of these audits and any generic
weakness?s discovered on the written exams in their development of future training and
requalification programs. The NRC staff will review all results and records as part
of the normal inspection function of the ANO-1 requalification program. We conclude
that there is adequate assurance that the operators at ANO-1 have and will continue to
receive a sufficient level of training concerning the TMI-2 accident.
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Based on the foregoing evaluation, we conclude that the licensee has complied with the
requirements of item (d) of Paragraph (1) of the order.

Item e

The order required that;

"At least one Licensed Operator who has had THI-2 training on the B&W simulator
will be assigned to the control room (one each shift)."

The licensee has confirmed that all reactor operators and senior oper ators have com-
pleted the TMI-2 simulator training at B&W as required by the Order. This training
consisted of a class discussion of the TMI-2 event and a demonstration of the event on
the simula;or as it occurred and how it should have been controlled. The class dis-
cussion was about one hour long and the remainder of the four hour session was
conduc.ted on the simulator. The TMI-2 event, including operational errors, was
demo'.strated to each operator. The event was again initiated and the operators were
given " hands-on" experience in successfully regaining control of the plant by several
methods. Other transients which resulted in depressurization and saturation condi-
tions were presented to the operators in which they maneuvered the plant to a stable,
subcooled condition.

CONCLUSION

We conclude that the actions described above fulfill the requirements of our Order of
May 17, 1979 in regard to Paragraph (1) of Section IV. The licensee having met the
requirements of Paragraph (1) may restart AND-1 as provided by Paragraph 2.
Paragraph 3 of Section IV of the Order remains in force until the long term modifica-
tions set forth in Section II of the Order are completed and approved by the NRC.

Dated: May 31,1979
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Docket No.: 50-346

Mr. Lowell E. Roe
Vice President, Facilities Development
Toledo Edison Company
Edison Plaza
300 Madison Avenue
Toledo, Ohio 43652

Dear Mr. Roe:

By Order of May 16, 1979, the Commission confirmed your undertaking a series
of actions, both immediate and long-term, to increase the capability and
reliability of the Davis-Besse Nuclear Power Station, Unit No. I to respond
to various transient events. In addition, the Order confirmed that you would
maintain the plant in a shutdown condition until the following actions had
been satisfactorily completed:

(a) Review all aspects of the safety grade auxiliary feedwater system
to further upgrade components for added reliability and performance.
Present modifications will include the addition of dynamic braking on
the auxiliary feedpump turbine speed changer and provision of means
for control room verification of the auxiliary feedwater flow to the
steam ger.erators. This means of verificetion will be provided for
one steam generator prior to startup from the present maintenance
outage and for the other steam generator as soon as vendor-supplied
equipment is available (estimated date is June 1,1979). In addition,

the licensees will review and verify the adequacy of the auxiliary
feedwater system capacity.

(b) Revise operating procedures as necessary to eliminate the option of
using the Integrated Control System as a backup means for controlling
auxiliary feedwater flow.

(c) Implement a hard-wired control-grade reactor trip that would be actuated
on loss of main feedwater and/or turbine trip.

(d) Complete analyses for potential small breaks and develop and implement
operating instructions to define operator action.

(e) All licensed reactor operators and senior reactor operators will have
completed the Three Mile Island Unit No. 2 simulator training at B&W.
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( f) Submit a reevaluation of the TECO analysis of the need for automatic
or administrative control of steam generator level setpoints during
auxiliary feedwater system operation, previously submitted by TEC0
letter of December 22, 1978, in light of the Three Mile Island Unit
No. 2 incident.

(g) Submit a review of the previous TEC0 evaluation of the September 24,
1977 event involving equipment problems and depressurization of the
primary system at Davis-Besse 1 in light of the Three Mile Island
Unit No. 2 incident.

By your letters dated April 27 and May 4,1979 and supplemented by sixteen
~

letters dated May 11, 18, 19, 22(2), 23(2), 26(2), 29 and June 15(2),18,
21, 23 and 25,1979, you have documented the actions taken in response to
the May 16 Order. We have reviewed this submittal, and are satisfied that,
with respect to Davis-Besse, Unit 1, you have satisfactorily completed the
actions prescribed in items (a) through (g) of paragraph (1) of Section IV
of the Order, the specified analyses are acceptable, and the specified
implementing procedures are appropriate. The bases for these conclusions
are set forth in the enclosed Safety Evaluation.

'

Appropriate Technical Specifications for Limiting Conditions for Operation
and for surveillance requirements should be developed as soon as practicable
and provided to the staff within seven days with regard to the design and
procedural changes which have been completed in compliance with the provisions
of the May 16, 1979 Commission Order. The revised Technical Specifications
should cover:

(1) Addition of flow rate indication for the auxiliary feedwater system;

(2) Addition of the anticipatory reactor trips; and

(3) Changes in set points for high pressure reactor trip and PORV
actuation.

Within 30 days of receipt of this letter, you should provide us with your
schedule for completion of the long-term modifications described in Section
II of the May 16 Order.

My finding of satisfactory compliance with the requirements of items (a)
through (g) of paragraph (1) of Section IV of the Order will permit resumption
of operation in accordance with the terms of the Commission's Order; it in
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no way affects your duty to continue in effect .~ ai the above provisions
of the Order pending your submission and approval by the Commission of tha
Technical Specification changes necessary for each of the required
modi fica tions .

Sincerel',

a

Harold R. Denton, Director

Office of fiuclear Reactor Regulation

Enclosures:
1. Safety Evaluation
2. flotice

cc w/encls:
See next page
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Toledo Edison Company

cc w/ enclosure (s):

Mr. Donald H. Hauser, Esq. Director, Technical Assessment
The Cleveland Electric Division

Illuminating Company Office of Radiation Programs

P. O. Box 5000 (AW-459)
Cleveland, Ohio 44101 U. S. Environnental Protection Agency

Crystal Mall #2
Gerald Charnoff, Esq. Arlington, Virginia 20460
Shaw, Pittman, Potts

and Trowbridge U. S. Environmental Protection Agency
1800 M Street, N.W. Federal Activities Branch
Washington, D.C. 20036 Region V Office

ATTN: EIS C0ORDINATOR
Leslie Henry, Esq. 230 South Dearborn Street
Fuller, Seney, Henry and Hodge Chicago, Illinois 60604
300 Madison Avenue
Toledo, Ohio 43604 cc w/ enclosure (s) and incoming

dtd.:
Mr. Robert B. Borsum
Babcock & Wilcox Ohio Department of Health
Nuclear Power Generation Division ATTN: Director of Health
Suite 420, 7735 Old Georgetown Road 450 East Town Street
Bethesda, Maryland 20014 Columbus, Ohio 43216

Ida Rupp Public Library
310 Madison Street
Port Clinton,0hio 43452

President, Board of County
Commissioners of Ottawa County

Port Clinton, Ohio 43452

Attorney General
Department of Attorney General
30 East Broad Street
Columbus, Ohio 43215

Harold Kahn, Staff Scientist
Power Siting Commission
361 East Broad Street
Columbus, Ohio 43216
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July 6, 1979

EVALUATION OF LICENSEE'S COMPLIANCE

WITH THE NRC ORDER DATED MAY 16, 1979

TOLED0 EDISON COMPANY AND

THE CLEVELAND ELECTRIC ILLUMINATING COMPANY

DAVIS-BESSE NUCLEAR POWER STATION, UNIT No. 1

DOCKET NO. 50-346

INTRODUCTION

By Order dated May 16, 1979, (the Order) the Toledo Edison Company and the

Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company (TECO or the licensee) were directed

by the NRC to take certain actions with respect to Davis-Besse Nuclear Power

Station, Unit 1 (D8-1). Prior to this Order and as a result of a preliminary

review of the Three Mile Island, Unit No. 2 (TMI-2) accident, the NRC staff

initially identified several human errors that contributed significantly to

the severity of the event. All holders of operating licenses were subsequently

instructed to take a number of immediate actions to avoid repetition of these

errors, in accordance with bulletins issued by the Commission's Of fice of

Inspection and Enforcement (IE). Subsequently, an additional bulletin was

issued by IE which instructed holders of operating licenses for Babcock &

Wilcox (B&W) designed reactors to take further actions, including immediate

changes to decrease the reactor high pressure trip point and increase the

pressurizer power-operated relief valve (PORV) setting.*

*[IE Bulletins Nos. 79-05 (April 1, 1979), 79-05A (April 5, 1979), and
79-05B (April 21, 1979) apply to all B&W facilities.]
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The NRC staff identified certain other safety concerns that warranted addi-

tional short-term design and procedural changes at operating facilities having

B&W designed reactors. Those were identified as items (a) through (e) on

page 1-7 of the " Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation Status Report to the

Commission" dated April 25, 1979. After a series of discussions between the

NRC staff and the licensee concerning possible design modifications and

changes in operating procedures, the licensee agreed, in letters dated

April 27, 1979 and May 4, 1979, to perform promptly certain actions. The

Commission found that operation of the plant should not be resumed until the

actions described in Items (a) through (g) of paragraph (1) of Section IV of

the Order are satisfactorily completed.

Our evaluation of the licensee's compliance with items (a) through (g) of

paragraph (1) of Section IV of the Order is given below. In performing this

evaluation we have utilized additional information provided by the licensee in

letters dated May 11, 18, 19, 22 (2), 23 (2), 26 (2), 29 and June 15 (2), 18,

21, 23 and 25, 1979 and numerous discussions with the licensee's staff.

Confirmation of design and procedural changes was made by members of the NRC

staff at the DB-1 site. An audit of the training and performance of the 08-1

reactor operators was also performed by the NRC staff to assure that the

design and procedural changes were understood and were being correctly

implemented by the operators.
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EVALUATION

Item (a)

It was ordered that the licensee take the following action:

" Review all aspects of the safety grade auxiliary feedwater system to

further upgrade components for added reliability and performance. Present

modifications will include the addition of dynamic braking on the auxiliary

feedpump turbine speed changer and provision of means for control room

verification of the aux..iary feedwater flow to the steam generators.

This means of verification will be provided for one steam generator prior

to startup from the present maintenance outage and for the other steam

generator as soon as vendor-supplied equipment is available (estimated

date is June 1, 1979). In addition, the i?censees will review and verify

the adequacy of the auxiliary feedwater system capacity."

The auxiliary feedwater (AFW) system at 08-1 consists of two safety grade AFW

pumps capable of being actuated and controlled by safety grade signals that

ensure the availability of feedwater to at least one steam generator, under

the assumed conditions of a single failure. In addition, the capability to

manually actuate and control AFW is available in the control room. The sources

of water include two condensate storage tanks (CST), the service water system

and the fire protection system. The CSTs provide the normal supply (non-safety-

grade) and the service water system is used as a backup safety grade supply.
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A low level in either CST is alarmed to the operator and a continuous level

is displayed inside the control room. Low pressure switches on the AFW pump

suction provide safety grade signals to automatically shift suction for the

pump from the CSTs to the backup service water supply. Additionally, the

operator could also manually transfer the AFW suction to the fire water

storage tank (FWST) in the fire protection system.

Both steam-driven auxiliary feedwater pump turbines at DB-1 are provided with

a governor used for variable pump speed control. The governor is equipped

with a small DC motor which changes the speed setpoint on the turbine control

valve, thereby controlling steam flow which regulates the turbine and pump

speed. This DC motor receives " raise-and-lower" pulses from the safety grade

steam generator level control system or the manual control switches (located

in the control room), which change the turbine speed as required. Pulse

length is automatically increased the further steam generator level deviates

from its setpoint. These changes in pump speed alter the AFW flow and thus

control the water level in the steam generators.

A " dynamic brake" feature has been added, which consists of a resistor and

electrical contacts in parallel with the windings of the DC motor. When the

control pulse is terminated, the braking resistor is placed in parallel with

the motor windings, causing rapid dissipation of the energy associated with

the motor momentum (thus reducing the amount of motor coast). This, in turn,

reduces the amount of pump speed overshoot, thereby allowing fewer speed

changes to match the AFW flow rate to the steaming rate of the steam generators.
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The licensee has also added flow rate indication for both steam generator AFW

inlet lines. Each inlet line has a pipe-mounted ultrasonic flow transducer

and signal conditioner. These are located in the auxiliary building and are

accessible during normal plant operations. The signal conditioners provide

outputs both locally and in the control room on the AFW pump section of the

main control console. Each device is designed to provide flow rate indication

to each steam generator from 0 to 1000 gpm. The systems are powered from

120 VAC, 60 Hz buses which are fed by redundant non-Class IE station inverters.

Functional testing of the installed auxiliary feedwater flow rate indication

is to be conducted in conjunction with the functional testing of the dynamic

braking modification of AFW pump turbine controls. The staff concludes that

the dynamic brake and AFW flow rate indication modifications are acceptable

contingent upon successful testing prior to restart.

We have reviewed the piping and instrumentation diagrams and have determined

that no active failure of a mechanical component, such as a pump or valve,

would preclude obtaining the required AFW flow rate. The licensee has pre-

viously performed tests of the manual and automatic level control system. The

test results showed that the control system functioned as designed to control

steam generator level. Verification of acceptable flow capacity for each of

the two AFW pumps was based upon recorded steam generator level changes

following a previous reactor trip. These data showeo that each pump exceeded

the design flow rate of 800 gpm at a steam generator pressure of 1050 psig.

(The 800 gpm is the flow rate delivered to the steam generators and does not

include the approximately 250 gpm recirculation flow rate.)
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Additional information submitted by the licensee (letter from Lowell E. Roe

(TECO) to Mr. Robert W. Reid (NRC) dated May 23, 1979) shows that a total

minimum flow, to one or both steam generators, of 550 gpm is required to

support the accident analfses. Based on these data and analyses, and the

agreement by the licensee to perform checkout testing of the dynamic braking

and ficw rate indication modifications prior to restart, we conclude that

adequate. assurance exists that the AFW system will deliver the required flow

rate upon demand.

By letter (Lowell E. Roe (TECO) to Mr. Robert W. Reid (NRC) dated May 23,

1979), the licensee provided results of a review of the operating history of

the AFW system at DB-1. The largest number of failures * occurred during the

initial cperating and debugging phase of the facility. Fourteen (14) of the

seventeen (17) reported failures occurred prior to January, 1978. Subsequent

to implementing system design changes as a result of several of these failures,

the systems failure rate has'been reduced and its reliability enhanced. There

were 3 failures of AFW system components from January 1978 to May 1979.

(There were a total of 65 actuations of the AFW system in this time period.)

Three different components in the AFW system were involved in these three

failures: (1) the speed control circuit for #1 AFW pump turbine, (2) a faulty

limit switch on an AFW discharge valve, and (3) two sticky AFW pump turbine

steam supply valves. In each case, the licensee performed corrective actions.

^[For the purpose of demonstrating improvement in the performance of the AFW
system, the licensee has defined a failure of the AFW system to oe any event
for which at least one train of the AFW system is not delivering design flow
to a steam generator.]
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A later letter (Lowell E. Roe (TECO) to Mr. Robert W. Reid (NRC) dated June 29,

1979) addressed a series of pressure switch failures which were discovered on

May 21, 1979, and which affected both AFW trains. An evaluation of these

fbilures by the licensee concluded that both trains would have automatically

actuated if required, but that one train would not have shifted automatically

to the service water supply. The NRC staff has discussed these failures with

TECO and has requested that an improved surveillance program for these

pressure switches be initiated to determine the cause of the failures and the

optimum calibration interval. The licensee has agreed to an increased

frequency of switch calibration. In addition, the licensee has made

procedural changes, requested by the staff, to instruct the operator to

manually shif t to the alternate supply of water for the AFW pumps, when the

CST level drops to three feet (if automatic switchover has not occurred).

This procedure provides greater assurance that, even with ' ilures of this

nature, the AFW system is available during the longer term. More recently

(July 5, 1979), the NRC staff was verbally informed by TECO (Mr. G. Novak) of

a valve malfunction which took place in an AFW system pump discharge line on

July 4, 1979. The cause of the valve failure (failed closed) was apparently

due to an electrical malfunction. TECO stated that they would request the

m, tor vendor to examine the failed motor to determine the cause of the mal-

function. The IE site inspector has been requested to follow this evaluation

and to determine the need for further study and corrective action if necessary.

The licensee has noted that manual capability (local handwheel) to open the

valve existed at the time of the failure and that the redundant AFW train was

available.
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With regard to the operating history of the AFW system, the staff concludes

that the licensee has increased the reliability of the AFW system by imple-

menting appropriate corrective actions and design modifications. With regard

to the more recent pressure switch and valve failures, the staff concludes

that adequate assurance exists that the causes of the failures are being

pursued by the licensee in a timely manner, and that the IE site inspector

will follow the need for further corrective action.

In addition, the licensee has revised the administrative procedure pertaining

to valve alignment and control. These revisions tn AD 1839.02 (" Operation and

Control of Locked Valves") provide further assurance that mi5 positioning cf

AFW system valves would be detected.

Based on the above evaluation, the NRC staff concludes that the licensee has

complied with the requirement of Item (a) of the Order.

Item (5)

It was also ordered that the licensee:

" Revise operating procedures as necessary to eliminate the option of

using the Integrated Control System as a backup means for controlling

auxiliary feedwater flow."
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As indicated in Item (a), the DB-1 AFW system has been designed as a safety

grade system and, as such, is separate from the integrated control system

(ICS); however, the licensee has indicated that the AFW system is capable of

being switched to the ICS mode for a backup means of control. As currently

designed, the AFW system has tnree operational modes of controlling flow:

"ICS control", " auto-essential" and ;' manual . " We requested that the licensee

consider a more positive means to assure the continued seoarability ' the iCS

control position of the mode selector switches. The licensee agrrec (letter

from Lowell E. Roe (TECO) to Mr. Robert W. Reid (NRC) dated June 15, 1979) to

install a mechanical stop on these switches to fJrther deter use of the ICS

control position. The IE site inspector has verified the installation of this

mechanical stop.

The licensee has revised SP 1106.06 (" Auxiliary Feedwater Sys tem '), wricn

describes procedures for AFW system cperation. This procedure specifically

prohibits the use of the ICS control position en the mode selector switches.

Procedural steps for placing the AFW system in service for plant startup

require the operator to place the AFW mode selector switches in the auto-

essential position. We have reviewed the revised procedure for AFW switch

operation and conclude there is suf ficient guidance to prevent use of the AFW

system in the ICS mode of control.

Other plant procecures th3~ "ade reference ta the ICS control 'ade of AFW have

been revised by the licensee to r.o longer authorize that mode of control. The
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staff has reviewed those procedures and concludes that those revisions are

adequate. In addition, the NRC staf f audit confirmed that the control room

operators are aware that ICS control of AFW is prohibited.

Based on the above evaluation, we conclude that the licensee has complied with

the requirements of Item (b) of the Order.

Item (c)

The Order requires that the licensee:

" Implement a hard-wired control grade reactor trip that would cctuated

on loss of main feedwater and/or turbine trip."

The 08-1 original design did not have a direct reactor trip from a malfunction

in the secondary system (loss of main feedwater and/or turbine trip). To

obtain an earlier reactor trip (rather than delaying the trip until an operator

took ection or until a primary system parameter exceeded its trip setpoint),

the licensee ccomitted to install a hard-wired, control grade reactor trip on

. the loss of all main feedwater and/or on turbine trip (letter from Lowell E. Roe

(TECO) to H. Denton (NRC) dated April 27, 1979). The purpose of this antici-

patory t r is to minimize the potential for opening of the power-operated

relief e (PORV) and/or the safety valves on the pressurizer. This new,
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circuitry meets this objective by providing a reactor trip during the

incipient stage of the related transients (turbine trip and/or loss of main

feedwater).

TEC0 has added control grade circuitry to 08-1 which is designed to provide an

automatic reactor trip when either the main turbine trips or there is a reverse

differential pressure of 177 psid across both of the two main feedwater check

valves (one check valve is located in the main feedwater discharge piping

associated with each steam generator). The main turbine trip is sensed by a

normally deenergized auxiliary relay associated with the main turbine generator

master trip bus. The power for this bus is provided from a 24 volt CC source,

which in turn is provided power (through rectifier circuitry) from a non-Class lE

inverter supplied 120 volt AC distribution panel. A contact from the above

auxiliary relay is arranged into a 120 volt AC circuit containing four.normally

deenergized relays. Power for this 120 volt circuit is provided from a Class lE

inverter supplied distribution panel. The design for these four relays and

appropriate associated circuitry conform to Class lE requirements, including

physical independence and provisions for testing. Each of these four relays

provide one contact which is arranged in series with one of the four Class 1E

undervoltage coils associated with one of the four AC reactor trip circuit

breakers (one undervoltage coil associated with each AC reactor trip circuit

breaker). When these relays are energized, power to the associated Class lE

undervoltage coils is interrupted so as to produce the desired reactor trip.
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As indicated above, differential pressure switches across check valves, located

in the main feedwater pump discharge piping, actuate upon sensing a reverse

differential pressure across these check valves. Two contacts from these

differential pressure switches are arranged into a 125 volt DC circuit, which

is provided power from a Class lE 125 volt distribution panel. This circuit

contains two associated DC' relays. Two contacts (one contact per relay)

associated with these relays are arranged in series. This series contact

arrangement is proviced in parallel with the contact associated with the main

turbine generator master trip bus. The remaining circuitry associated with

this trip is identical and common (shared) to that described above for the

turbine trip (including power supply identification).

Provisions have been included in the design to manually bypass and to reinstate

the reactor trip feature associated with the main turbine generator trip. To

supplement this feature, the design includes an annunciator which actuates

whenever this reactor trip is bypassed and the reactor power level is above 15

nercent. Access to this bypass switch will require a key which is uncer

suitable administrative control. Operator verification of the bypass removal

is required by procedure during power escalation. The NRC staff has reviewed

these procedures and concludes that sufficient acministrative control exists.

No bypass features are included in the design for the reactor trip feature

associated with the loss of main feedwater circuitry. During normal startup

or shutdown, an electric auxiliary pump is used when the steam driven main

feedwater pumps are not available.
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The licensee has analyzed this additional circuitry with respect to its

independence from the existing reactor trip system and to assure that the

design and operation of this additional circuitry will neither degrade the

reliability of the existing reactor protection system nor create any new

adverse safety system interactions. Based on our review of the implementation

of the added trip circuitry, with respect to its independence from the existing

trip circuitry, we conclude tnat this addition will not degrade the existing

reactor protection system design. In addition, the licensee has satisfactorily

completed testing of this trip circuitry.

The licensee has committed to perform a monthly periodic test of the added

circuitry to demonstrate its ability to open the AC reactor trip circuit

breakers (tripping of the AC reactor trip circuit branars via the under-

voltage trip circuit). We conclude that there is reasonable assurance that

the additional circuitry will perform its intended function.

Based on the above evaluation, we conclude that the licensee nas complied with

the requirements of Item (c) of the Order.

Item (d)

This Item in the Order reauires the licensee to:
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" Complete analyses for potential small breaks and develop and implement

operating instructions to define operator action."

By letter, (Lowell E. Roe (TECO) to H. Denton (NRC) dated April 27, 1979), the

licensee agreed to provide the analyses and operating procedures of this

requirement.

B&W, the reactor vendor for the DB-1 plant, submitted generic analyses for B&W

plants entitled, " Evaluation of Transient Behavior and Small Reactor Coolant

Systems Breaks in the 177 Fuel Assembly Plant," and supplements to these

analyses (References 1 through 5). Additional information specific to DB-1

was transmitted in References 6 to 8. The transmittal under Reference 6

contains Volume III for the B&W generic study covering raised-loop plants.

Reference 7 provides additional analytical results specific to DB-1 with

appropriate auxiliary feedwater flow rates. Reference 8 provides additional

analytical results for the loss of all main feedwater flow accident with loss

of all AFW. This latter analysis demonstrates that capability exists at

08-1 which the operator could use in the unlikely event of a loss of

main feedwater and a loss of both safety grade AFW trains. This capability

consists of using the combined functions the makeup pumps,* the electric

startup auxiliary feedwater pump and the PORV to achieve depressurization

(only if necessary). We requested that the availability of this option be

incorporated in procedures at DB-1. The NRC staff will review these procedural

changes prior to startup.

*At DB-1, the makeup pumps are separate from the HPI pumps.
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By letter, (Lowell E. Roe (TECO) to Mr. Robert W. Reid (NRC) dated May 22,

1979), TEC0 referenced the analyses as appropriate for 08-1. The staff

evaluation of the B&W generic study has been completed and the results of the
'

evaluation will De issued as a NUREG report in July 1979. A principal finding

of our review of the 08-1 submittals and the generic study is a reconfirmation

that loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) analyses of breaks at the lower end of

the small breaks spectrum (smallcr than 0.04 ft.2) demonstrate that a

combination of heat removal by the steam generators, high pressure injection

(HPI) system and through the break ensure adequate core cooling. The AFW

system used to remove heat through the steam generators has been modified to

enhance its reliability as discussed in Item (a).

Uncovering of the reactor core is not predicted foI breaks at this end of the

small break spectrum with these features available, therefore, cladding

temperatures do not rise significantly above pre-reactor trip temperatures

(less than 800 F), and remain well within the 10 CFR 50.46 limit of 2200'F.

The ability to remove heat via the steam generators has always been recognized

to be an important consideration when analyzing very small breaks. The

licensee demonstrated that permanent loss of main feedwater and loss of AFW

for the first 20 minutes of a small LOCA will not result in uncovering the

reactor core. However, when AFW is delayed beyond this time, a positive

reliance on AFW actuation exists as a result of the relatively low (1600 psig)

HPI system shutof f head for 08-1. Thus permanent loss of both main and auxiliary
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feedwater could result in uncovering the core and fuel damage for the f acility

because of the unavailability of the high pressure injectial pumps. Makeup

pump and startup feedwater pump actuation, as discussed in the analysis of

Reference 8 for the loss of feedwater accident with permanent loss of AFW, are

cor.sidered potentially capable of maintaining the vessel mixture above the

core for a small break, but this scenario was not confirmed in the small break

analyses. The licensee's position is that such analyses are unwarranted in

light of the safety grade design of the AFW system. Since the addicional heat

removal and coolant makeup capability does exist at DB-1, we requested that

the procedures identify the availability of this option. Implementation of

this procedural change will be verified by the staff prior to restart. While

the staff recognizes that the AFW system is safety grade, we also note that

the licensee has agreed to continue to review performance of the AFW system

for assurance of reliability and performance. Consistent with this long-term

agreement, we will require that the licensee modify the plant to provide the

greater degree of diversity offered by a 100% capacity motor operated AFW

pump, or an alternative acceptable to the staff.

Another aspect of the analytical studies conducted was an assessment of the

effect of recent design changes on the lift frequency of pressurizer safety

and relief valves. The design changes included: (1) a change in the setpoint

of the PORV from 2255 psig to 2400 psig, (2) a change in the high pressure

reactor trip setpoint from 2355 psig to 2300 psig, and (3) the installation of

anticipatory reactor trips on turbine trip and/or loss of main feedwater. In

the past, during turbine trip and loss of feedwater transients, the PCRV was
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lifted. With the new design, these transients do not result in lifting of

this valve. However, lifting of both PORV and safety valves might occur in

the cases of rod withdrawal or inadvertant boron dilution transients, using

the normally conservative assumptions presented in Chapter 15 of the Final

Safety Analysis Report (FSAR). The above design changes did not affect the

lif t frequency of the valves for these Chapter 15 safety analyses.

Based on our review of the analyses presented by B&W, the staff has cetermined

that a loss of all main feedwater with (1) an isolated PORV (closed blcck

valve), but safety valves opening and closing as designed, or (2) a stuck open

PORV consequentially does not result in uncovering the reactor core, provicea

AFW pumps are initiated within 20 minutes. It is also concluded, that in the

event of a loss of all AFW fur either case, covering of the core would be

sustained to long-term cooling by operator actions described in the analysis

of Reference 8. These actions consist of starting at least one of the two

makeup pumps, starting the startup feedwater pump, and opening the PORV (enly

if needed).

Based on the consequences calculated for small break LOCAs and loss of all

main feedwater events, and taking into account the expected reliability of the

AFW and HPI systems for DB-1, we conclude that the licensee has complied with

the analyses portion of Item (d) of the Order.

To support long-term operation of the facility, requirements will be developed

for addit ~;onal and more detailed analyses of loss of feedwater and other
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anticipated transients. More detailed analyses of small break LOCA events are

also needed for this purpose. Accordingly, the licensee will be required to

provide the analyses discussed in Sections 8.4.1 and 8.4.2 of the recent NRC

" Staff Report of the Generic Assessment of Feedwater Transients in Pressurized

Water Reactors Designed by the Babcock and Wilcox Company" (NUREG 0560).

Further details on these analyses and their applicability to other PWRs and

BWRs will be specified by the staff in the near future. In addition, to

assist the staff in developing more detailed guidance on design requirements

of relief and safety valve reliability during anticipated transients, as

discussed in Section 8.4.6 of NUREG 0560, the licensee will be required to

provide analyses of the lift frequency and the mechanical reliability of the

pressurizer relief and safety valves of the DB-1 facility.

The B&W analyses show that some operator actions, both immediate and followup,

are required under certain circumstances for a small break accident. Immediate

operator actions are defined as those actions, committed to memory by the

operators, which must be carried out as soon as the problem is diagnosed.

Followup actions require operators to consult and follow steps in written and

approved procedures. These procedures must always be readily available in the

control room for the operators' use. Guidelines were developed by B&W to

assist the operating B&W facilities to develop emergency procedures for the

small break accident.
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The " Operating Guidelines for Small Breaks" were issued by B&W on May 5, 1979

and reviewed by the NRC staff. Revisions recommended by the staff were in-

corporated in the guidelines.* In addition, by letter, the licensee submitted

supplemental guidelines (Lowell E. Roe (TEC0) to Mr. Robert W. Reid (NRC)

dated May 22, 1979). In response to these guidelines, the licensee made

substantial revisions to EP 1202.06 (" Loss of Reactor Coolant and Reactor

Coolant Pressure"), EP 1202.14 (" Loss of Reactor Coolant Flcw/RCP Trip"), and

EP 1202.26 (" Loss of Steam Generator Feed"). These emergency procedures

define the required operator action in respcase to a spectrum of accidents

including a LOCA in conjunction with various equipment availability and

failures.

The p'ocedure dealing with loss of reactor coolant (EP 1202.06) is divided

into three sections. The first section deals with small reactor coolant

system leaks within the capacity of the makeup pumps and assumes the reactor

does not automatically trip. The second section assumes a small break within

the capacity of the HPI system and a situation where the SFAS** and reactor

trips may or may not autcmatically occur. This section incorporates the B&W

small break guidance and provides for operator actions in the event other

^[ Letter from J. Taylor (B&W) to Z. Rosztoczy (NRC) dated May 16, 1979]

**[The safety features actuation system (SFAS) monitors variables to detect loss
of reactor coolant system boundary integrity. Upon detection of "out-of-limit"
conditions of these variables, the system initiates various actions, depending
upon the location and severity of the "out-of-limit" conditions measured.
These actions can include: initiation of emergency core cooling (ECC), which
consists of high pressure injection (HPI) and low pressure injection (LPI);
containment vessel cooling and is,olation; containment vessel spray systems;
and startir; ai the emergency diesel generators.]

D-43
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systems (such ,as reactor coolant pumps) do not operate as expected. The third

section of this procedure deals with a pipe rupture well in excess of the

capability of the makeup and/or HPI pumps (a large break in which the system

depressurizes to the point of low pressure injection). Automatic reacter trip

and SFAS actuation are assumed. In all cases dealing with a small break, the

coerator actions are aimed at achieving a safe cold shutdcun in accordance

with the r.ormal cocidown procedure.

As indicated above, procedures provide guidance to the operators for dealing

with small breaks in the event of a degraded condition (such as loss of reactor

coolant pumps). If the reactor coolant pumps are incperable, the operator is

directed to establish and verify natural circulaticn. Procedural steps to

restore reactor cool ant pump cperation, once a pumo beccmes availaole, are

provided. :n the event natural circulation cannot be established and 3 reacter

coolant pump cannot be restarted and plant pressure re3ches 2300 psig, the

operator is provided procedural steps to relieve the heat energy via the POR'/.

(Additional relief capacity is provided via the code safety valves if the PORV

is inoperat'la).

In the event that normal feedwater is lost to the stean generators, auxiliary

feedwater is autcmatically initiated via the safety grade AFW system. i? 1202.26

provides operator guidance in this event. With SFA$ actuat on, steam generatori

level is automatically maintained at 96 inches on the startup range to assure

adequate heat removal ducir.g the small break event.
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For all cases in which HPI is manually or automatically initiated, the operators

are specifically instructed to maintain maximum HPI flow unless one of the two

following criteria is met:

(1) Low pressure injection has been operating for greater than 20 minutes

with flow rates in excess of 1000 gallons cer ainute per train, or

(2) All hot and cold leg temperatures are at least 50 degrees below the

saturation temperature for the existing reactor coolant system

pressure. If the 50 degrees subcooling cannot be maintained after

high pressure injection cutoff, the high pressure injection : hall be

reactuated.

This requirement to determine and T,aintain 50 F subcooling nas been incorparated

into EP 1202.06 (" Loss of Reactor Ccoiant and Reacter Coolant Pressure") anc

EP 1202.24 ("$ team Supply System Rupture"). The procedures also provide

instructions to the coerators to cneck alternate instrumentaticn channels to

confirm key parameter readings, such as the degree of subccoling. Accordingly,

the use of core exit thermocouples as alternate temperature indicators ',

addressed in the procedures. Under degraded cooling conditions (such as a

LOCA), the pressure-temperature limits considered in the Technical 3pecifica-

tions are not applicable to the ensuing depressurization and cooldown oecause

these limits were developed for normal and upset coersting ccnditions only.

Density dif ferences between the dcwncomer and reactor c ra will c3use

recirculation ficw between the core exit ana hnco:rer via the vent valves.
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Mixing of the hot core exit water with the cold HPI water (or makeup water)

will provide sufficiently warm vessel temperatures to preclude any significant

thermal shock effects to the vessel. Subsequent restoration of AFW would

depressurize the reactor coolant system to below 600 psig where pressure

vessel integrity is assured for any reasonable thermal transients that might

subsequently occur. B&W has agreed to provide a detailed thermal-mechanical

generic report on the behavior of vessel materials for those extreme

conditions.

The " Loss of Reactor Coolant and Reactor Coolant Pressure" procedure was

reviewed by the NRC staff to determine its conformance with the B&W guidelines.

Comments generated as a result of this review were incorporated in a further

revision to the procedure. A member of the NRC staff walked through this

emergency procedure in the Davis-Besse control room. The procedure was judged

to provide adequate guidance to the operators to cope with a small break LOCA.

The instrumentation necessary to diagnose the break, the indications and

controls required by the action statements, and the administrative controls

which prevent unacceptable limits from being exceeded are readily available to

the operators. We conclude that the operators should be able to use this

procedure to bring the plant to a safe shutdown condition in the event of a

small break accident.

An audit of 9 of the 25 licensed reactor operators and senior reactor operators

was conducted by the NRC staff to determine the operators' understanding of

the small break accident, including how they are required to diagnose and

respond to it. The 03-1 staff has conducted special training sessions for the
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operators on the concept of and use of Emergency Procedure 1202.06. The

operators were found to have sufficient knowledge of the small break pheno-

menon and the general requirements of the emergency procedure, although some

deficiences were identified which were primarily due to the operators' lack of

familiarity with the recently revised procedure. All operators will receive

additional training on EP 1202.06 and a facility administered audit prior to

assuming licensed duties during power vperation.

The audit of the operators also included questioning about the TMI-2 accident

and the resulting design changes made at 08-1. The discussions covered the

initiating events of the incident, the response of the plant to the simul-

taneous loss of feedwater and small break LOCA (PORV stuck open), and operator

actions that were taken during the course of the incident. In addition,

similarities and differences between the TMI-2 accident and the CB-1 incident

of September 24, 1977 were discussed. We found their level of understanding

sufficient to be able to respond to a similar situation if it happened at

DB-1. We also conclude that they have adequate kno ' edge of succooling and

saturated conditions and are able to recognize each condition in the primary

coolant system by several methods. The AFW system was also discussed during

the audit to determine the operators' ability to assure proper starting and

operation of the system during normal conditions, as well as during adverse

conditions such as loss of offsite power or loss of main feedwater. The

long-term operation of the system was examined to evaluate the operators'

ability to use available manual controls and water supplies. The level of

understanding was found to be sufficient to assure proper short- and long-term

AFW flow to the steam generators.
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The licensed reactor operators and senior reactor operators have received

training concerning the TMI-2 accident, small break LOCA recognition, design

modifications, and procedure changes. The training included formalized class-

room sessions and on-shift review of training material and emergency procedure

changes. To determine the ef fectiveness of this training program, a written

exam was administrated to all licensed personnel by the licensee. The exam

was reviewed and found acceptable by a member of the NRC staff. Individuals

scoring less than 90 percent on the exam will receive additional trainir.g and

will not assame licensed duties until a score of at least 90 percent is attained

cn an equivalent, but dif ferent exam. The NRC staff conducted audits to

evaluate the effectiveness of the training program. The results were judged

satisfactory with some deficiencies noted to the CB-1 staf f. The DB-1 staff

will use the results of these audits as weil as any generic weaknesses

discovered on the written exams in their development of future training ana

requalification programs. The NRC staff will review all results and records

as part of the normal inspection function of the DB-1 requalification program.

We conclude that there is adequate assurance that the operators at DB-1 have,

and will continue to receive, a suf ficient level of training concerning the

TMI-2 accident.

Based on the above evaluation, we conclude that the licensee has complied wit 1

the requirements of Item (d) of the Order.
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Item (e)

The Order requires that:

"All licensed reactor operators and senior reactor operators will have

completed the Three Mile Island Unit No. 2 simulator training at B&W."

The licensee has confirmed that all reactor operators and senior reactor

operators have completed the TMI-2 simulator training at B&W as required by

the Order. This training consisted of a class discussion of the TMI-2 event

and a demonstration of the event on the simulator and how it should have ceen

controlled. The class discussion was about one hour long and the remainder of

the four hour session was conducted on the simulator. The TMI-2 event,
.

including operational errors, was demonstrated to each operator. The event

was again initiated and the operators were given " hands-on" experience in

successfully regaining control of the plant by several methods. Other transients,

which resulted in depressurization and saturation conditions, were presented

to the operators, in which they maneuvered the plant to a stable, subccoled

condition.

The licensee has submitted copies of procedures that were revised as a result

of this Order and actions the licensee has taken to preclude the cccurrence of

an incident similar to that which cccurred at .411-2.* lhe procedures reviewed

by the staff include:

^[As noted on page 16 of this Safety Evaluation, additional and more detailed
analyses of loss-of-feedwater transients and other anticipated transients will
be done, which could affect these procedures in the long-term.]
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EP 1202.01 Load Rejection

EP 1202.02 Station Blackout

EP 1202.03 RCS Overpressure Anticipatory Manual Trip

EP 1202.04 Reactor-Turbine Trip

EP 1202.06 Loss of Reactor Coolant and Reactor Coolant

Pressure

EP 1202.14 Loss of RC Flow /RCP Trip

EP 1202.22 High Condenser Pressure

EP 1202.24 Steam Supply System Rupture

EP 1202.26 Loss of Steam Generator Feed

AB 1203.04 Depressurization of the RCS with Safety Grade

Equipment

AB 1203.02 Loss of All AC Power .

AP 3003.41 .44 High Pressure Injection High Flow Alarm

AP 3003.49 .50 Low Pressure Injection High Flow Alarm

AP 3003.51 .54 High Pressure Injection Low Flow Alarm

AP 3003.59 .60 Low Pressure Injection Low Flow Alarm

SP 1105.16 Steam and Feedwater Rupture Control System

Operating Procedure

SP 1106.06 Auxiliary Feedwater System

ST 5071.01 Auxiliary Feedwater System Monthly Test

Special Order No. 20 Additional Guidance for Checking Critical

Parameters for Emergency Procedures

The licensee's revised procedures provide additional guidance for the operators

when coping with emergency plant conditions. Where appropriate, operators are
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directed to recheck certain critical plant parameters. Operators are also

directed to check alternate instrument channels to confirm readings and reduce

the possibil1ty of reliance on faulty or misleading indications.

NRC staff comments on the licensee's procedures have been incorporated into

the revised documents. These revisions have been reviewed by the staff and

determined to be acceptable. The staff walked through the following procedures

with the control room operators: EP 1202.06 (" Loss of Reactor Coolant and

Reactor Coolant Pressure"), EP 1202.14 (" Loss of RC Flow / RCP Trip"), EP 1202.26

(" Loss of Steam Generator Feed"), and SP 1106.06 (" Auxiliary Feedwater System").

Based on this walk through and interviews with the operators, (see the discussion

of the NRC staff audit of operators under Item (d)), we conclude that the

procedures are functionally adequate and the operator training on their use is

satisfactory.

Based on the above evaluation, we conclude that the licensee is in compliance

with Item (e) of the Order.

Item (f)

The Order requires that the licensee:

" Submit a reevaluation of the TECO analysis of the need for automatic or

administrative control of steam generator level setpoints during auxiliary

feedwater system operation, previously submitted by TECO letter of December 22,

1978, in light of the Three Mile Island No. 2 incident."
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By letter, (Lowell E. Roe (TECO) to Mr. Robert W. Reid (NRC) dated May 19,

1979), the licensee provided additional discussion of the steam generator dual

level setpoint. The need for this feature is to reduce the potential for loss

of pressurizer level ir.dication as a result of overcooling of the primary

system for non-LOCA events. The results of a natural circulation test conducted

at DB-1 and B&W analyses demonstrate that 08-1 can be operated at a low steam

generator level (35 inches on the startup range instrumentation). The high

level setpoint (96 inches indicated on the startup range instrumentation) is

required since previous small break analyses assumed that auxiliary feedwater

was controlled to a steam generator level of 96 inches. Pending incorporation

of permanent design modifications to provide the automatic dual setpoint steam

generator level control, emergency procedures instruct the operator to manually

control the steam generator level at 35 inches for all events requiring AFW

unless an SFAS level 2* signal occurs. When the SFAS level 2 signal occurs,

the operator is instructed to control the steam generator level at 96 inches

by placing the AFW mode selector switch in the auto essential position. This

manual provision required no previous change to the design of the AFW control

system. The future circuitry modification, to automatically control to 35

inches, will be reviewed by the staff during the long term. TECO has cited

Reference 9 to demonstrate that no unreviewed safety issues or detrimental

accident consequences would result if the operator failed to manually control

the steam generatar level at 35 inches. The staff reviewed the information

contained in this reference and concluded that additional information was

required to verify that the effects of manually controlling the steam generator

level at 35 inches is adequate for the 08-1 FSAR Chapter 15 transient and

*[SFAS level 2 - An SFAS level 2 signal is developed when reactor coolant
:ystem pressure drops to 1600 psig or containment vessel pressure increases
to 4 psig.]
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accident analyses, and the more recent B&W small break analyses (Reference 1).

By letter, (Lowell E. Roe (TEC0) to Mr. Robert W. Reid (NRC) dated June 15,

1979), the licensee stated that the control of the steam generator level at 35

inches has no adverse effect on the 08-1 FSAR analyses, since the peak reactor

temperature and pressure following the most severe transients (loss of feedwater,

feedwater line breaks, loss of offsite power) occur prior to initiation of the

AFW. The results of natural circulation testing conducted at CB-1 support the

effectiveness of the 35 inch st am generator control level to maintain natural

circulation and remove decay heat for: (1) transients that result in loss of

forced circulation (loss of offsite power) and (2) for small breaks (less than

0.01 f t.2) that depressurize slow enough that it is possible to manually

control the steam generator level prior to actuation of the SFAS level 2

signal. For small breaks laFger than 0.01 ft.2 , reduction of the reactor

coolant system pressure to SFAS level 2 occurs prior to the steam generator

level decreasing to 96 inches. With the steam generator level controlled at

35 inches, the effectiveness of natural circulation is such that there is no

small break size that will result in repressurization of the primary system

without an SFAS level 2 actuation. The staff has reviewed the information

provided by TECO in the referenced documents and concludes that dual level

setpoints, with manual control of the steam generator level at 35 inches, are

acceptable. Also, the NRC staff has verified that this manual control

capability has been previously demonstrated.

The licensee has submitted revised procedures, which the staff has reviewed,

that provide requirements for steam generator level control. These procedures
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include: EP 1202.06 (" Loss of Reactor Coolant and Reactor Coolant Pressure"),

EP 1202.14 (" Loss of RC Flow /RCP Trip") and EP 1202.26 (" Loss of Steam Generator

Feed"). The NRC staff has verified that these procedures instruct the operator

to confirm that the AFW mode selector switches are in the auto-essential

position and maintaining steam generator level at 96 inches on the startup

range indication in the event SFAS level 2 condition is present.

If a SFAS level 2 condition is not present and an AFW system demand event

occurs, steam generator levels will automatically control at 96 inches (since

the AFW mode selector switches are in the auto-essential position). The

operator is directed to take manual control of steam generator level and

maintain level at 35 inches on the startup range indication. If an SFAS

Level 2 condition subsequently develops, the operator must return the AFW mode

selector switches to the auto-essential position to allow automatic level

control at 96 inches. Therefore, the emergency procedures are written to

permit manual control of steam generator level af ter an automatic initiation

of AFW only if an SFAS level 2 condition is M present.

If a SFAS level 2 condition is present (or develops), the operator is directed

to leave (or return) the AFW made selector switches in the auto-essential

position. In addition, a warning plate has been installed adjacent to the

mode selector switch for each AFW train, reminding the operator of the

requirement to maintain the switch in the auto-essential position mode if an

SFAS level 2 condition is present. The NRC staff has verified the installation

of this warning plate. Also, during the audit the NRC staff confirmed that
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the control room operators are aware of the requirements outlined in the

revised procedures and understand the purpose of the warning plate.

Based on the above evaluatiod, we conclude that the licensee has complied with

the requirements of Item (f) of the Order.

Item (g)

The Order requires that the licensee:

" Submit a review of the previous TECO evaluation of the September 24,

1977 event involving equipment problems and depressurization of the

primary system at Davis-Besse 1 in light of the Three Mile Island Unit

No. 2 incident."

By letter (Lowell E. Roe (TECO) to Mr. Robert W. Reid (NRC) dated May 18,

1979), the licensee submitted additional discussion of the September 24, 1977

event.

This event was similar in several important areas to the TMI-2 accident. The

initiating malfunction was a loss of main feedwater (the same as TMI-2);

however, the ensuing trainsient was much less severe than THI-2 for several

significant reasons. The following discussion compares The DB-1 event to the

accident at TMI-2. The bases for this comparison are the six human, design

and mechanical failures described in IE Bulletin 79-05A (April 5, 1979) which

resulted in core damage and radiation releases at the TMI-2 nuclear plant.
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1. At the time of the initiating event, loss of feedwater, (at TMI-2) both of

the auxiliary feedwater trains were valved out of service.

The DB-1 loss of feedwater (LOFW) event initiated both trains of AFW.

However, only one train fed its associated steam generator (SG) due to

a malfunction of a turbine governor which kept one of the two AFW pump

turbines at a speed insufficient to pump water into its associated SG.

As a result of the 08-1 event, the modifications that have been made

include: (1) the AFW pump turbine governors were modified to prevent

binding malfunctions; (2) springs were installed in the AFW governor to

prevent closure of the governor valve due to vibration; (3) the AFW

governor control circuitry relays were replaced (see additional AFW

discussions in Item (a)).

2. The pressurizer power-operated relief valve (PORV), which opened during

the initial pressure surge (at TMI-2), failed to close when pressure

decreased below the actuation level.

During the 08-1 LOFW, the PORV also failed to close, causing loss of

coolant and some voiding in the reactor coolant system (RCS). However,

the operators recognized the open PORV about 20 minutes into the event

(compared with 21/2 hours at THI-2) and responded by closing the PORV

block valve and reinitiating high pressure injection (HPI) flow.
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The DB-1 unit has been modified to provide the operator with a better

status of the position of the PORV. The emergency procedures were also

revised and now require the operator to verify that no leak exists at the

top of the pressurizer by monitoring the saturation curve and quench tank

pressure and level.

3. Following raoid depressurization of the pressurizer (at TMI-2), the

pressurizer level indication may have led to erroneous inferences of high

level in the RCS. This erroneous high level indication aooarently led

the coerators to prematurely terminate HPI, even through voids existed

in the RCS.

For the DB-1 LOFW event, the operator also initially terminated HPI due

to a high pressurizer level indication; however, the operator recognized

the open PORV at 20 minutes and reinitiated HPI at 49 minutes (after

failing to control pressurizer level with a second makeup pump).

DB-1 procedures have been revised and now require that for all cases in

which HPI is initiated, maximum HPI flow is to be maintained unless one

of two criteria is met. Thest criteria are addressed in Item (d).

4. Because the containment does not isolate on HPI initiation (at TMI-2), the

highly radioactive water from the relief valve discharge was oumoed out

of containment by the automatic initiation of a transfer pumo. This water

entered the radioactive waste treatment system in the auxiliary building
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ng from this water andwhere some of it overflowed to, the floor. Outcasti

discharge through the auxiliary building ventilation system and filters

was the principal source of the offsite release of radioactive noble gases.

Containment isolation at 08-1 occurs at either 1600 psig RCS pressure

(HPI initiation) or 4 psig containment vessel pressure. During the DB-1

event, containment isolation signals occurred and the sump was not pumped

outside containment as at TMI-2.

5. Subsequently, the HPI system was intermittently operated (at TMI-2)

attempting to control RCS inventory losses through the PORV, apparently

based on pressurizer level indication. Due to the presence of steam

and/or noncondensible voids elsewhere in the RCS, this led to a further

reduction in primary coolant inventory.

During the 08-1 event, the operator initially tried to control the pressur-

izer level decrease with a second make-up pump after closing the PORV

block valve. However, af ter the pressurizer level decreased further he

restarted a HPI pump. When the pressurizer level was recovered, he

terminated the HPI flow. At this time plant parameters were under

control and the plant was brought to a stabilized condition.

As indicated in Part 3 above, DB-1 procedures have been revised to require

that for all cases in which HPI is initiated, maximum HPI flow is to be

maintained unless one of two criteria is met. These criteria are addressed

in Item (d).
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6. Tripping of reactor coolant pumps during the course of the transient (at

THI-2), to protect against pump damage due to pump vibration, led to fuel

damage since voids in the RCS prevented natural circulation.

During the 08-1 incident, two RCP's were tripped to reduce system heat

input into the RCS. One RCP per loop was maintained in operation

throughout the incident.

The 08-1 errergency operating procedures now require keeping at least one

RCP per loop running in the event of a small LOCA.

To summarize Item (g) of the Order, the staff views the September 24, 1977

event at 08-1 to have been similar to the TMI-2 event in several important

aspects. However, significant differences in plant status and operator

response contributed to produce a much less severe transient. The staff

concludes that satisfactory improvements in both design and emergency pro-

cedures have been made since the DB-1 event and, that, the licensee has

complied with the requirement of Item (g) of the Order.

CONCLUSION

We conclude that the actions described above fulfill the requirements of our

Order of May 16, 1979 in regard to Paragraph (1) of Section IV. The licensee

having met the requirements of Paragraph (1) may restart DB-1 as provided by

Paragraph (2). Paragraph (3) of Section IV of the Order remains in force
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until the long term modifications set f orth in Section II of '.he Order are

completed and approved by the NRC.
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UNITED STATES NUCLEAR REGULATORY CCMMISSION

TOLE 00 EDISON AND

THE CLE'/ELA110 ELECTRIC ILLUMINATING COMPANY

DOCKET NO. 50-346

NOTICE OF AUTHORIZATICN TO RESUME OPERAYICN

The United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission issued an Order on

May 16, 1979 (44 F.R. 29767, May 22, 1979), to The To edo Edison and The

Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company (TECO or The Li:ensee), holders of

Facility Operating License No. NPF-3, for the Davis-Bess ? Nuclear power

Station, Unit No.1 (Davis-Besse), confirming that the l'. 2nsee accomplish a

series of actions, both immediate and long-term, to increase the capability

and reliability of Davis-Besse to respond to various transient events. In

addition, the Crder ccnfirmed that the licensee would maintain the plant in

a shutdown condition until the following actions had been satisfactorily

compl eted :

(a) Review all aspects of the safety grade auxiliary feedwater system
to further upgrade components for added reliability and performance;
Present modifications will include the additien of dynamic braking on
the auxiliary feedpump turbine speed changer and provision of means
for control room verification of the auxiliary feedwater flow to the
steam generators. This means of verification will be provided for
one steam generator prior to startup from the present maintenance
outage and for the other steam generator as soon as vendor-supplied
equipment is available (estimated date is June i,1979) . In
addition, the licensees will review and verify the adequacy of the
auxiliary feedwater system capacity.

(b) Revise operating procedures as necessary to eliminate the option of
using the Integrated Control System as a backup means for controlling
auxiliary feedwater ficw.

(c) Implement a hard-wired control-grade reactor trip that would be
actuated on loss of main feedwater and/or turbine trip.

(d) Complete analyses for potential small breaks and develop and
implement operating instructions to define operator action.
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(e) All licensed reactor operators and senior reactor operators will
have completed the Three Mile Island Unit No. 2 simulator training
at B&W.

(f) Submit a reevaluation of the TECO analysis of the need for automatic
or administrative control of steam generator level setpoints during
auxiliary feedwater system operation, previously submitted by TECO
letter of December 22, 1978, in light of the Three Mile Island Unit
No. 2 incident.

(g) Submit a review of the previous TEC0 evaluation of the September
24, 1977 event involving equipment problems and depressurization
of the primary system at Davis-Besse 1 in li~ght of the Three Mile
Island Unit No. 2 incident.

By letters dated April 27 and May 4,1979 and supplemented by sixteen

letters dated May 11, 18, 19, 22 (2), 23 (2), 26 (2), 29, and June 15 (2),

18, 21, 23, and 25, 1979, the licensee has documented the actions taken in

response to the May 16 Order. Notice is hereby given that the Director of

Nuclear Reactor Regulation (the Director) has reviewed this submittal and has

concluded that the licensee has satisfactorily completed the actions prescribed

in items (a) through (g) of paragraph (1) of Secticn IV of the Order, that the

specified analyses are acceptable and the specified implementing procedures

are appropriate. Accordingly, by letter dated July 6,1979, the Director

has authorized the licensee to resume operation of Davis-Besse. The bases for

the Director's conclusions are more fully set forth in a Safety Evaluation

dated July 5,1979.

Copies of (1) the licensee's letters dated April 27 and May a,1979 and

sixteen letters dated May 11, 18, 19, 22 (2), 23 (2), 26 (2), 29, and June 15 (2),

13, 21, 23, and 25,1979, (2) the Director's letter dated July 5, 1979 and (3)

the Safety Evaluation dated July 6,1979, are available for inspec-ion at the

Ocamission's Public Document Room at 1717 H Street, N. W., Washington , 3. C. 2'2555,
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and are being placed in the Commission's local public document rocm in The

IDA Rupp Public Library, 310 Madiscn Street, Port Clinton, Chio 43452. A

copy of items (2) and (3) may be obtained upon request addressed to the U. S.

Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, D. C. 20555, Attention : Director,

Division of Operating Reactors.

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY CCPM:55:01
O ~

D * I J /
., L .;/;/ '|' .;| ' ,R'e t'

'

.
'

'

J v'i

Robert W. Reid, Chief
Operating Reactors 3 ranch d4
Di/ision of Operating Resc? ors

Dated at Bethesda, Maryland
this 6th day of July 1979.
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Docket No.: 50-302
July 6,1979

Mr. W. P. Stewart
Manageri Nuclear Operations
Florida Power Corporation
P. O. Box 14042
Mail Stop C-4
St. Petersburg, Florida 33733

Dear Mr. Stewart:

By Order of May 16,1979, the Commission confirmed your undertaking a
series of actions, both imediate and long-term, to increase the capa-
bility and reliability of the Crystal River, Unit No. 3 to respond to'
various transient events. In addition, the Order confirmed that you
would maintain the plant in a shutdown condition until the following
actions had been satisfactorily completed:

"(a) Upgrade the timeliness and reliability of delivery from
the Emergency Feedwater System by carrying out actions
as identified in Enclosure 1 of the , licensee's letter of

'May 1,1979."

"(b) Develop and implement operating procedures for initiating
and controlling emergency feedwater independent of Inte-
grated Control System control."

"(c) Implement a hard-wired control-grade reactor trip that
would be actuated on loss of main feedwater.and/or turbine
trip."

"(d) Complete analyses for potential small breaks and develop
and implement operating instructions to define operator
action."

"(e) All licensed reactor operators and senior reactor operators
will have completec the THI-2 simulator training at B&W."

By your letter dated May 1,1979 and supplemented by five letters, dated
May 16, June 12,15, 22, and 29,1979, you have documented the actions
taken in response to the May 16 Order. We have reviewed this submittal,
and are satisfied that, with respect to Crystal River, Unit 3, you have
satisfactorily completed the actions prescribed in items (a) through (e)
of paragraph (1) of Section IV cf the Order, the specified analyses are
acceptable, and the specified implementing procecures are appropriate. The
bases for these cccciusions are set forth in the enclosed Safety Evaluation.
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As noted on page 12 of the Safety Evaluation, you are required to conduct a
test during power ascension (<l5% rated power) to dem:nstrate.the capability
to provide and control emergency feedwater flow to both steam generators
independent of the integrated control system.

Appropriate Technical Specifications for Limiting Conditions for Operation and
for surveillance requirements should be developed as soon as practicable and
provided to the staff within seven days witi, regard to the desi.gn and procedural
changes which have been completed in complianct with the provisions of the
May 16.11979 Cocnission Order. The revised Technical Specifications should
cover:

(1) Addition of flow r i indication for the emergency feedwater system;

(2) Addition of the auto s: art circuitry for the emergency feedwater
pumps;

(3) Addition of the anticipatory reactor trips; and

(4) Changes in set points for high pressure reactor trip and PORY
actuation.

Within 30 days of receipt of this letter, you should provide us with your
schedule for completion of the long-term modifications described in Section
II of the May 16 Order.

My finding of satisfactory compliance with the requirements of items (a) through
(e) of paragraph (1) of Section.IV of the Order will permit resumption of
operation in accordance with the terms of the Commission's Lrder; it in
no way affects your duty to continue in effect all of the above provisions of
the Order pending your submission and approval by the Comission of the Tech-
nical Specification changes necessary for each of the required modifications.

Sincerel v,

# W

Harold R. Denton, Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Enclosures:
1. Safety Evaluation
2. Notice

cc.w/encis:
See next page
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Florida Power Corporation

cc w/ enclosure (s):
Mr. S. A. Brandimore Mr. Robert B. Borsum
Vice President and Generai Counsel Babcock & Wilcox
P. O. Box 14042 Nuclear Power Generation Division
St. Petersburg, Florida 33733 Suite 420, 7735 Old Georgetown Road

Bethesda, fiaryland 20014
Mr. Wilbur Langely, Chairman
Board of County Commissioners
Citrus County
Iverness, Florida 36250 Bureau of Intergovernmental

Relations
U. S. Environmental Protection Agency 660 Apalachee Parkway
Region IV Office Tallahassee, Florida 32304
ATTN: EIS C0ORDINATOR
345 Courtland Street, N.E.
Atlanta, Georgia 30308

Director, Technical Assessment

Division
Office of Radiation Programs

(AW-459)
U. S. Environmental Protection Agency
Crystal Mall #2
Arlington, Virginia 20460

Crystal River Public Library
Crystal River, Florida 32629

Mr. J. Shreve
The Public Counsel
Room 4 Holland Bldg.
Tallahassee, Florida 32304

Administrator
Department of Environmental Regulation
Power Plant Siting Section
State of Florida
ibntgomery Building
2562 Executive Center Circle, E.
Tallahassee, Florida 32301

Attorney General
Departrent of Legal Affairs
The Capitol

Tallahassee, Florida 32304
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EVALUATION OF L:CENSEE'S C0FPLIANCE

WITH THE NRC ORDER 0ATED PAY 16 , 1979

FLORIDA POER CORPORATION

CRYSTAL RIVER UNIT N0. 3 NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION

DOCKET NO. 50-302

July 2,1979
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INTRODUCTION

By Order dated .* 16,1979, (the Order) the Florida Power Corporation (licensee

or FPC) was directed by the NRC to take certain actions with respect to Crystal

River Unit No. 3 (CR-3). Prior to this Order, and as a result of a preliminary

rev.iew of the Three Mile Island Unit No. 2 (TMI-2) accident, the NRC staff initially

identified several human errors that contributed significantly to the severity of

the event. All holders of operating licenses were instructed to take a number of

immediate actions to avoid repetition of these errors, in accordance with bulletins

issued by the Commission's Office of Inspection and Enforcement (IE). Subsequently,

an additional bulletin was issued by IE which instructed holders of operating

licenses for Babcock & Wilcox (B&W) designed reactors to take fur *.her actions, in-

cluding immediate changes to decrease the reactor high pressure reactor trip point

and increase the pressurizer power-operated relief valve (PORV) setting.*

The NRC staff identified certain other safety concerns that warranted additional

short-term design and procedural changes at operating facilities having B&W designed

reactors. Those were identified as items (a) through (e) on page 1-7 of the

" Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation Status Report to the Cornission" dated April 25,

1979. After a series of discussions between the NRC staff and the licensee concern-

ing possible design modifications and changes in operating procedures, the licensee

agreed, in a letter dated May 1,1979, to perform prceptly certain actions. The

Commission found that operation of the plant should not be rest .d until actions

describe in paragraphs (a) through (e) of paragraph (1) of Section IV of the Order

were sat f sfactorily completed.

* LIE Bulletins Nos. 79-05 ( Acril 1,1979), 79-05A (tril 5,1979), and 79-05B
(April 21,1979) apply to all 3&W faci!ities.]
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Our evaluation of the licensee's compliance with iters 'a) throug, (e) of

paragraph (1) of Section IV of the Order is given below. In ;erfarning this

evaluation we have utilized additional infomation provided by the licensee on

May 16, and June 12,15, 22 and 29,1979, and numerous discussions with the licensee's

staff. Confirmation of design and procedural changes was made by members of

the '4RC staff at the Crystal River site. An audit of the Crystal River reactor

operators was also performed by the NRC staff to assure that the cesign and

procedural changes were understood and were being correctly icolemented by the

operators.

EVALUATION

Item (a)

It was ordered that the licensee take the following action:

" Upgrade the timeliness and reliability of delivery from the

Emergency Feedwater System by carrying out actions as identified

in Enclosure 1 of the licensee's letter of May 1,1979."

The Crystal River emergency feedwater (EFW) system design has one turbine-driven

pump that is automatically actuated and controlled independent of offsite power,

and one motor-driven EFW pump that is automatically started if offsite power
.

is available, but must be manually started on a vital AC bus if offsite power is

lost. By reference above to Enclosure (1) cf the licensee's letter of *1ay 1,1979,

it was ordered that the licensee:

1. " Review ;;rocedures, revise as recessary anc condt.ct training

to ensure timely and procer starting of mctor-driven emergency
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feedwater (EFW) pump from engineered safeguards bus A upon

loss of offsite power."

The licensee has revised EP-101 (" Unit Blackout") to provide the operators

with a procedure for loading the motor-driven EFW pump on engineered safeo9aras

bus 3A. This procedure will be used only if the following three conditions

are met: (1) loss of offsite power, (2) the turbine-driven pump is not function-

ing, and (3) EFW is required. The procedure directs the operators to strip

(remove) the following loads from bus 3A prior to loading the motor-driven EFW

pump on the bus: (1) the decay heat removal pump, (2) building spray pump, (3)

closed loop cooling pump, and (4) raw water pump. The loads stripped from the

bus are not required for shutdown cooling during the period that EFW is used

for decay heat removal. However, a redundant decay heat removal train wculd be

available on the other emergency bus. When EFW is no longer needed, the motor-

driven EFW pump would be removed from the bus and the other loads restored to the

emergency bus.

The NRC staff performed an audit at the site and verified that the operators were

knowledgeable in the steps of this prncedure.

The NRC staff concludes that the licensee has adequate procedures and the operators

are properly trained to start the motor-driven EFW pump from the diesel powered

engineered safeguards bus 3A upon a loss of offsite power, and therefore, meets

the requirements of this part of the Order.

It was also ordered that:
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2. "To assure that EFW will be aligned in a timely manner to injec

on all EFW demand events when in the surveillance test mode, pro-

cedures will be implemented and training conducted to provide an

operator at the necessary valves in communication with the con:rol

room during the surveillance mode to carry out the valve alignment

changes.upon EFW demand events."

Surveillance Procedure SP-349 (" Emergency Feedwater System Operability Cemon-

stration") directs the operators to close the EFW pumps' discharge valves to perform

the test and then provides direction to reopen the valves to their normal operating

positions following the test. These discharge valves are motor-operated valves

that are controlled from the main control room; therefore, there is no need to

station an operator at the valve locations during the surveillance testing.

SP-349 requires that an operator det. ermine that the EFW system valves are properly

aligned and a second operator verifies the valve positions following the test.

In addition to the independent verification of valve lineups required following

surveillance testing, independent verification is also required upon completion

of maintenance on the system. A valve lineup check list for the EFW system is

included in SP-300 (" Operating Daily Surveillance Log").

The NRC staff has conducted an audit to verify that the operators are aware of

the valve lineup reouirements.

The NRC staff concludes the licensee has developed adequate procedures and has

properly trained operatori to verify correct valve alignments in the EFW system,

and, therefore, is in corpliance with this part of the 3rder.
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It was ordered that:

3. "Daergency feedwater bypass valves are normally in the open position.

Procecures have been developed and inple erted to require the

operatcr to take control of these valves upon failure of the ICS

steam generator level control. If the ICS level control does not

fail the operator will close the bypass valves. Those valves in

the EFW system not locked in position are verified to be in the

proper position on a oaily basis. Train'ng will be condue.ted on

these revised procedures prior to June 1,1979."

Emergency feedwater flow is normally controlled by the ir.tegrated control system (::S)

to maintain the required steam generator levels by actuaticn of the airwoperated

feedwater startup valves. An alternate path, indepencent of the ICS, is provided

through the motor-operated EFW bypass valves. The bypass valves are normally

maintained in the open position; howver, following EF4 activation, the operators

must close the bypass valves and monitor steam generatar levels 4 EFW flow to

determine if the ICS is functioning properly. If the :C5 ' ails to maintain the

proper steam generatcr levels, the operator is directed to control the level by

throttling flow with the bypass valves.

The licensee has modified the following emergency proced;res tc provide this

guicance to the operators: EP-101 (" Unit Blackout") , IP-103 (" Loss of RC Flcw/RC

Punp Trip"), EP-106 (" Loss of Reactor Coolant or Peact:r C:: alar: Pressure"),anc

EP-108 (" Loss of Steam Generator Feed") .
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The licensee has installed an ultrasonic flowrate meter system to provide

control room indication of emergency feedwater flowrate in gallons per minute

(gpm) to each steam generator. Each system consists of the ultrasonic ficw

transducer, mounted on the EFW piping, and the associated flow display computer,

mounted locally. Flowrate indicators are also located in the control room on

the main control bcard.

In addition to thc directions for opera'or control of EFW flow if required,

the licensee has provided for a daily ve. .fication of valve lineup in the EFW

system in SP-300 (" Operating Daily Surveillance Log").

The NRC staff has conducted an audit at the site and verified that the operators

are trained in these procedures. The NRC staff concludes that the licensee has

provided adequate procedures and cperator training to control the EFW system

independent of the ICS, and is thus in compliance with this part of the Order.

It was a.so ordered that:

4. "The EFW pumps will be verified operable in accordance with the

CR #3 Technical Specifications and Surveillance Procedures."

The Technical Specifications for CR-3 require a - 11y test of the turbine-driven

EFW pump to demonstrate its operability. The surveillance procedure requires run-

ning both of the EFW pumps with their discharge valves closed, with ficw through the

recirculation line, and measuring the discharge pressure of the pumps. We have

reviewed the test procedure and find it acceptable. Satis #3ctory results of
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this nonthly surveillance test is an acceptacle basis #cr demons rating the

operability of the EFW pumps and, therefore, we conclude t,at the licersee is

in compliance with this part of the Order.

The licensee was also ordered to:

5. " Review and revise, as necessary, the procedt-es and training for

providing alternate sources of water to the suction of the EFW

pumps."

Emergency Procedure EP-108 (" Lass of Steam Generator Feed') provides adequate

direction to the operators for providing alterrate sources of water to the suctior

of the EFW pumps. The primary source of water to the EFW : umps is the condensate

storage tank (CST), which has a capacity of 150,000 gallons. The operator is

alerted by a level alarm on the CST 2nn the level drops to 89,000 gallons. The

condenser hotwell, which has a capacity of 200 ,000 gallons, is the alternate

source of water to the EFW pumps. The procecure directs t*e operators to open
'

the notor-operated valves that will connect the hetwell to the suction of the E. W ;u .os

and then to close the motor-operated suction valves from the CST. The procecure

also contains instructions on valve operation to provide a third source of de-

mineralizeu water from the water treatment system if needed.

."he NRC staff, at the site, has verified that tne contrci oon ocerators are

croperly trained to carry out these crocedures. ~he NRC s:sff conc'.udes that

the licensee has complied with the requiremerts :: review and revise procedu-es

and operator training for providing alternate stu ces of wi:er f:r the EFh system,

and, is thus in co,npliance with tr's portion ;f - e 3rder.
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The licensee was ordered to:

5. " Remove the interlock which prevents One turbine-cri <en emergency

feedwater pump operation when the motor-driven erergency feedwater

pump is running."

The licensee has removed the interlock. The turbine-cri ven EFW puma will start ,

if required, regardless of the motor-driven EFW pumo status.

Based on the above design modification, we conclude t'at the licensee has conpliedr

with this portion of the Order.

It was also ordered that:

7. "In the event emergency feedwater is necessary and offsite power

is available, an auto start signal will be proviced t: the matcr-

driven emergency feedwater pump."

The licensee has installed circuitry to provide automatic starting af the motor-

driven EFW pump if offsite power is available. The auto start signals include

either of the following:

(1) coincident loss of both main feedwate :u.mos, sersed :y the loss

of control oil pressure; or

(2) coincident low-low steam genera or 'e.e: i n :::h s ear gererat:rs ,

e :CS.cetected by existing and new ecuiprer: o
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Provisions have been included to. manually bypass tr.e 1:ss cf main feedwater

pumps signal to allow for startup andfer shutcawn. The bypass switch is

keylocked, with annunciation and admi..istrati .e centro! . The steam generatoi

low-low level signal is not bypassed.

In addition, the licensee has modified the turoine-driven EFW purp start

circuitry to include the same set of sicnals. Previously, this pump automatically

started only on loss of both main feecwater pungs. Basec cn the above cesign

modifications, we concl ude that the licensee has complied with this portion of

the Order.

It was also ordered that:

8. " Design review and modification, as necessary, will be conducted to

provide control room annunciaticn for auto start conditions of

the EFW system."

The licensee has provicea control rocn annuncf aticn tc alert the operators that

the EFW punps (motor-driven and/or turbine-drivan) have started when required

or failed to start when required.

The conditions which initiate the abcVe alarms include the same signals as

discussed in Part 7 abcve!

(1) loss of cain feedwater; cc

(2 ) low-low level in both s e 3. gereri::rs.
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These signals are combined with the prp status (start cr fail :: sta-t) to

provide the annunciation. Based on the abcve :.aci'ica:icns, we :cnclude that

the licensee has complied with this portion of the Crcir.

It was also ordered:

9. " Verification has been cade that the air-:cera:ed 'e.el control

valves (a) fail to the 50% open position upon loss cf ;cwer to

the electrical / pressure converter, and (:) fail t: :ne as is

position upon loss of instrtrent air anc electrical poer to

the air lock. At full load these valves are in t e full (100%)

open positions and at low power levels ( e:ow 15%: they are

partially open controlling flow. If these valves were to f ail

closed, feedwater flow would be controlled using :he E W bypass

valves as described in Item 3 above."

The licensee has completed its verification tssts cf . .e f ai.luri acce of the ai r-

operated level control valves. The results s ow that :ce air-o e ated level control

valve fails to a 54% open position and the otner ' ails to 2171 cren position upon

loss of electrical power to the electrical / pressure ccnver:er. ~hese failure positions

are within acceptable tolerance of the 50% open posit'on s:ecified i . the Order. On

a test for loss of instrument air, both air-:reratec 'evel cent : - valves f ailed

as is, i .e. , remained at approximately the 53 ;er ::s':i:n et ',g :he test.

' es wri:- a re operate:The EFW bypass valves are motor-cperatec regC a:ir.g vi ,-

incepencently from the ICS as discussed in p a ~. 3 1:c .e . :f :. e di r-crerate:

level control valves remain closed cr ::S 'a 's , EFa "' : ' c ;i : : e irual'y
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controlled using the EFW bypass valves. We concle.de that the licensee has

satisfied this pcrtion of the Order.

C oncl usion:

Based upon our evaluation of Parts 1 throt.gh 9 above, we conclude that the licensee

has upgraded the t imeliness and reliability of delivery from the EFW system by

carrying out the acticns identified in Enclosure 1 of the licensee's letter of

May 1,197 9, and is, therefore , in compliance with Item ( a) of the Order.

_I tem ( b)

The licensee was ordered to:

"Levelop and implement operating procedures f or initiating and control-

ling emergency feedwater independent of Integrated Control Sys t em

Control."

The ?RC staff has reviewed the revised procedures for the EFW system to assure that

there is sufficient guidance for the operators .o actuate the systen if automatic

initiation f ails and to control steam generator levels at the required values. The

The NRC staf f review of the procedures and the operator training focused on whether

the operators were directed to observe the proper instruments and whether operators

were given specific values of parareters, such as stean generator level, to mai n-

tain by operating the control valves. The rev"ew also determined that the validity

of the instrument readings of certair xey para. eters, such as steam generatcr l e vel ,

wo ul d be confi rmed. The modificatice.s to the :rocedures to satisfy these deter-

minations were verified by the NRC staff. (See 'urther discussion of these prccedures

in part 3 ef Item (a)).
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he will require the licensee to perform a tes; curi g :c.-ce- isc5 sicn 'less than

15" rated powar) to cemonstrate the capability to provice I c c:qtrcl EF.

flow to both steam generators. The primary objective is t: ,er'fy that tne

operators can initiate EFW and control steam generator l eve:s i-depencen: of

the ICS. A ir. ember of the NRC staff will witness the test inc verify acceptability

prior to authorizing the licensee to proceed to full power oc.eration.

The NRC staff audited a sample of Crystal River ocerators :o de: ermine i# they

were familiar with the revised procedures and could irpierrin: t em correctly.

Based on the NRC audit, we concl ude that the revised prece:ures and operator

training are satisfactory, and, therefore, the licensee is f c:meliance with

Item ( b) of the Order.

I tem (c}

The Order required that the licensee:

" Implement a hard-wired control-grade reactor tri; :nat would be

actuated on loss of main feedwater and/or on tur:- e -ic."

The CR-3 criginal design did not have a direct reacter tria #ron a mal function in

the secondary system (loss of main feedwater and/or turcire tri:). To cotain an

earlier reactor trip ( rather than delaying the trip ur.t'l I- o:erator tcck

action or until a pricary system parameter exceecec its t ': se: point',, the

licensee committed to install a hard-wired, t.cntrc:-E a:e eec::r trio :n the

loss of all main feedwater and/or on turbine tric ',le::er #-r 3. L. 3r'# fin (FPC)

to H. Denton (NRC; da:ec Pay 1,1979). The pur:cse c# 1 r. s a n: c i:a t o r;. t ri p is

| '

'
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to minimize the potential for opening of the PCRV and/or the safety valves on

the pressurizer.

The licensee has added control-grade circuitry which is designed to provide an

automatic reactor trip when either the main turbine trips or all main feedwater

is lost.

The main turbine / generator trip is sensed by an existing pressure switch in

the turbir.e electro-hydraulic control system. Cn a turbire trip, the pressure

switch energizes a normally deenergizeo elay in the ICS. A contact from this

relay is arrangeo in a normally energized circuit containing tw parallel reactor

trip actuation relays. Deenergizing both of these relays provides an output to

energize the 125 DC volt shunt trip coils of the tw reactor trip breakers. Ene r-

gizing both reactor trip breakers trips the reactor.

The loss of main feedwater is sensed by either of two sd grals : loss of the main

feedwater punps or low-low level in both steam generators (the same signals which

start EFW) . The signals are generated separately for eacr feedwater path. Any

one of these signals will energize a relay in the ICS (cne relay for each feedwater

pat h) . The contacts from these relays are arranged in the sarre circuity as the

reactor trip actuation relays such that any coincidence cf signals from the two

feedwater paths will deenergize the relays, in the sane manner as the turbine trip,

Causing a reactor trip,

Provisions have been included to autccatically bypass arc reinstate the loss of

main feedwater punp and turbine trip signals at less .har IC :ower to allcw
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for normal startup and shutdown of equipment without trippi g the reactc .

Operator verification of the bypass removal is required by :rccedure during

power ascention.

The licensee has analyzed this additional circuitry with respect to its independ-

ence from the existing reactor trip system. They have stated that the shunt coil

is part of the existing AC reactor trip breaker. Each shunt coil is pou red by

a separate Class IE 125 volt supply and operates independently from the :20 volt

AC undervoltage trip coil of the same AC reactor trip breaker, which receives a

safety-grade reactor protection system trip signal .

An IRC inspector has confirmed that the checkout tests for :he circuitry were

completed successf ully. In addition, the licensee has comitted to ;:erfcrm a

monthly test on the added circuitry in order to demonstrate its ability to open

the AC reactor trip circuit breakers.

Based on our review of the implementaticn of the trip circuit y with res ect to its

independence from the existing trip cirr.uitry, we conclude -hat this addition will

not degrade the existing reactor prctection system design.

Based on the licensee's design modifications and comitment to perform a monthly

test on the new circuitry, we conclude that there is reascr.able assurance that

the system will perform its intendec function.

Based on the above evaluation, we conclude that the licensee 's in compliarce with

the requirements of Item (c) of the Order.
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I tem (cc

This item in the Crder required the licensee to:

" Complete analyses for potential small breaks and ce'.el:p and impl ement

operating instructions to define operator action."

Sy letter dated May 1,1979, the licensee comitted to provicing the analyses and

operating procedures of this requirement.

E&W, the reactor vendor for the Crystal River plant, semi ted analyses entitled,

" Evaluation of Transient Schavior and Small Reactor Coolan: Sys:em Breaks in the

177 Fuel Assembly Plant" and supplements to these analyses (Feferences 1 thrcugh 6).

The major parameters used in this generic study bound the Crystal River plant.

The staff evaluation of the B&W generic study has been comoleted and the results of

the evaluation will be issued as a ffJREG report in July 1979.

A principal finding of our generic review is a reconfirratier Mat loss-of-ccolant

accident (LOCA) analyses of breaks at the lowr end of the sma'l break s ectrum

(smaller than 0.04 sq. ft .) demonstrate that a coccinatior. c' teat recoval by the

steam generators and the high pressure injection (MPI J systen cambined with

operator action ensure adequate core cooling. The EFW systen, used to remove heat

through the steam generators, has been modified to enhance its reliability as

discussed in Item ( a) . The HPI system is capable of crcy':ing ecergency core

cooling up to the safety valve pressure setpoint. he ao"'':y to remove hea via

the steam generators has always been recognizec to ' e an "c:riant considera: ionc

when analyzing n.cy small breaks. Seoarate sensiti e ny ara (.ses ( for 3 ea(s
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smaller tha n 0.01 sq. f t .) were per'ormed assu.ing permarer: ' ass of all feec-

water (with operator initiation of he FPI system at 20 rir;tes), and loss of

feedwater for only the first 20 minutes of :he accident. Lncovering of '.he

reactor core was not predicted for these events. The calct. lated peak cladding

temperature was less than 800 F, well below the 10 CFR 50.45 requirement of 2200 F.

These results are applicable to Crystal River considering the ability to manually

start the redundant EFW punps and HPI punps from the contrcl rcca, asstning

f ailure of automatic EFW actuation.

n

Another aspect of the study was the assessment of recent design changes on the

lif t frequency of the pressurizer PORV and safety valves. Tne design changes i n-

cl udec : (1) a change in the setpoint of the PORV from 2255 psig to 2450 psig;

(2) change in the high pressure reactor trip setpoint from 2255 psig to 2300 psig;

and (3 ) the installation of an anticipatory reactor trip on turbine trip and/cr

loss of all main feedwater. In the past, during the turbire trip or loss of feed-

water tegnsients, the FORV lifted. With the design changes, the initial pressure

increase of these transients do not result in lifting of ta.is valve. Mc we ver , the

consequent depressurization could initiate HPI which coula repressurize the system

and lif t the PCRV valve. It is expected that the operatcr wculd terminate H;I

before the PORY or safety valves lift, since the 50 F subc oling criteria would

be satisfied at pressures below the FORV setpoint.* Also, lifting cf both the

PCRV and safety valves might occur in the cases of control rcd withdrawal or in-

advertent baron dilution transients, using the normally cc servative assa :t'crs

fourd in the Final Sa fety Analysis Report Chapter 15 safet/ analyses. l e a:ove

*Une 5G F subcooling criter' 3 is discussed on Dage 22 of this evaIUati0n.)
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design changes do not effect the lift frequency of the valves for these

Chapter 15 safety analyses.

Based on our review of the small break analyses presented by B&W, the staff has

determined that a loss of all main feedwater with (1) an isolated PORV, but

safety valves opening and closing as designed, or (2) a stuck open PORY does not

result in uncovering the reactor core, provided either EFW or HPI (2 pur.ps) is

initiated within 20 minutes. Based on the consequences calculated f or small

break LOCAs and loss of all main feedwater events, and taking into account ex-

pected reliability of the EFW and FPI systems, we conclude that the licensee has

complied with the analyses portion of Item (o) of the Order.

To support long-term operation of the facility, requirements will be developed

for additional and more detailed analyses of loss of feedwater and other anticipated

transients. More detailed analyses of small break LOCA events are also needed for

this purpose. Accordingly, the licensee will be required to provide the analyses

discussed in Sections 8.4.1 and 8.4.2 of the recent IRC "Staf f Report of the

Generic Assessment of Feedwater Transients in Pressurized water Reactors Designed

by the Babcock and Wilcox Company" (NUREG 0560). Further details on these

analyses and their applicability to other PWRs and BWRs will be specified by the

staff in the near future. In addition, to assist the staff in developing more

detailed guidance on design requirements of PCRV and safety valve reliability

during anticipated transients, as discussed in Section 8.a.S cf the NUREG C560,

the licensee will be required to provide analyses of the lift frecuency and

mechanical reliability of the pressurizer PORY and safety valves of tne Crystal

River facility.
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The B&W analyses show that some operator actions, both irc.e:iate anc fcllov.-uo,

are required under Certain CirCunstances for a small Dreak iCcident. ImmeCi ate

operator actions are defined as those actions, cormiitted to memory by the coerators,

which must be carried out as soon as the problem is diagnosed. Foll:w-up actic s

require operators to consult and follow the steps in written and approved pro-

cedures. These procedures must always be readily available in the control roor

for the operators' use.

Guidelines were developed by B&W to assist the operating B&4 facilities in the

developaent of emergency procedures for the small break accident. " Operating

Guidelines for Small Breaks" were issued by B&W on May 5,1979, and reviewed by

the NRC staff. These guidelines were revised on May ?5,1979, to include

revisions recomended by the staff (Reference 7 ). I.. respcase to these guideli es,

the licensee made substantial revisions to EP-106 (" Loss of Reactor Coolant /RC

System Pressure"), and EP-103 (" Loss of RC Flow /RC Pump Trip"). These emergency

procedures define required operator act 'ons in response to a spectrtn of break

sizes for a LOCA in conjunction with various equi;nent availability and failureI.

EP-106 (" Loss of Reactor Coolant /RC System Pressure") is divided into three sec-ions.

The first section deals with a leak or rupture that is within the capability of

one nakeup punp.* In this case, the operators proceed with an orderly plant

shutdom, if the leak is in excess of the Technical Specification limits.

Die second section of EP-106 defines required opera:ar act crs for 2 saal' brei<

hat is within the capability of the HPI system to cai.itai- :CS Oressure a-d

MA: CR-3 the HPI pumps are usec for makeup our.:s.]
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;;ressurizer level . This assumes that the ini:ial break was of a size s;ffic"ent

to cause a depressurization with a resulting reactor trip and epi actua:icn.

This part of the procedure provides the operators witr the guidance necessary

to achieve a safe hot shutdown condition for a variety cf degraced conc'tions. If

all feedwater is lost, a heat removal path is established by the HFI systr5n

through the break and the pressurizer FORY or the safety valves. Once feedwater

is reestablished, the steam generators can be used as a heat sink. If .he reactor

coolant pumps are not available, the operator is di rected to EP-102 (" Loss c'

Reactor Flow /RCP Tri p") which defines the actions necessary to establish natural

ci rc ul aticn . Additional guidance is providec in EP-lC3 .f nat ral circulation

is not immediately achieved. This incl udes "bunping" reactor coolant punps or if

they cannot be operated, using the PCRV to centrol RCS pressure until either

forced flow or natural circulation can be achieved. :f natural circulation has been

established and plant conditions are stable, the operator is directed to AP-ll3

("Peactor Cooldown by Natural Circulation") . If forceo circulation is established,

the nor:nal pl ant cooldown procedure (OP-209, "Pl ant Ccoldown") is used in cen-

junction with E?- 106.

The third section of EP-106 deals with a large pipe recture in which the system

depressurizes to the point of low pressure injection (LPI). The system response

is not dependent upon the availablity of reactor coolant pumps or feedwater and,

therefore, no other procedures need be referenced.

:or all cases in which HPI is manually or aut;matically initia:ed , tne coerators

are specifically instructed to maintain maximn HP: f':w u-less one C the #:l'ow-#

ing criteria 's met:
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(1) the LPI system is in operation ir.c provicing ccoling at a rate

in excess of 1000 971 and the situation has been stable for

20 minutes; or

(2 ) all hot and cold leg temperatures are at least 50 degrees below

the saturation temperature for the existing RCS pressure. If the

50 degrees subcooling cannot be maintained after HPI cutoff,

HPI shall be reactuated.

A requirement to determine and maintain 50T subcooling has been incorporated in

all other procedures in which HPI has been manually or automatically initiated.

These procedures include, EP-105 (" Steam Supply Syster PJpture") , {D.]O8 (" Loss

of Steam Generato,r Feed"), EP- 101 (" Unit Blackout") , and Eo- 103 (" Loss of RC

Flow /RC Pump Trip"). Each of these procedures, in addition to EP-106 (" Loss of

Reactor Coolant /RC System Pressure") procedure, provide additional instructions

to the operators in the event of f aulty or misleading indications. A subsequent

action statenent airects the operators to che:k alternace instrumentation

channels to confirm key parameter readings. The Crys al F.iver staff has made

revisions to all of their emergency procedures to incluce this confirmation.

The CR-3 incore thermocouples will be hard-wired to a dedicated menitorina system

which is programmed to alarm at high temperature. In addition, the operators

will be able to check all input readings and/cr get a printout of the status of

each thermocouple with this systen. A process computer in :he control rcom is also

available to provide this indication.

If feedwater is not initially available foll; wing a t-ansient or accident, core

cooling is maintained by flow from tw HPI pr s and re:tef througn the POR V,
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hqich is opened by the operator. B&W has per':rred st ;d'es that show density

cifferences between the downcomer and reactor care will cause recirculation

flow between the core exit and dowTicomer via the vent valves. Mixing of the hot

core exit water with the cold hDI water will provide sufficiently warm vessel

temperatures to preclude any significant thermal shock effects to the vessel.

Under these conditions, with no circulation of water from the steam generators,

tne cold leg resistance temperature detectors (R3) may not provide a satisfactory

indication of the vessel temperature. B&W has recor=er.ded using the core exit

tnermocouples as a measure of vessel temperature, based on B&W analyses that

conservatively show that the vent valves will open at temcerature differences

between the core exit and downcomer of less than 150*F. They have also proposed

a more appropriate pressure-temperature limit curve for the vessel that reflects

allowable stresses under these faulted conditions (no feedwater).

Tne IRC staff has reviewd these guidelines and finds them acceptable based on

the expected recirculation through the vent va;ves and the vessel stress limits

usec. The licensee has incorporated these revised gui:elines, into Emergency o ro-

cedu re EP-lC8 (" Loss of Steam Generator Feed''' . Subsequent restoration of

E.:W would depressurize the reactor coolant system to below 600 psig where pressure

vessel integrity is assured for any reasonable thermal transients that might sub-

sequently occur. We conclude that further reliability analyses are needed as

part of the long-term requirements of the Order to confirm that EFW can be

restored (if lost) in a reasonable period of t'me. B&~ has agreeo to provide aa

cetailed thermal-mechanical report on the beha/ ice of iessel materials for these

extrene conditions, to be applicable generically to the Cc' nee class of plants,

cicn 4ncl uces Crystal River.
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The Crystal River Unit 3 main centrol board his an annunciitar * hic alar s

when the PORV solenoid is energized (to open :he vcive) . :n acdi:i:n, tr.ere

are 3 indicating lights which are actuated Dy 2 selector swi cres c# the valve

control circuitry. The green light is lit whan the " AUTO-] PET selector

switch is in the "AUT0" position. In this position, the presst.re signal will

provide the open and close control of this valve. The red lig.t is lit when

the same switch is in the "0 FEN" position. I: this pcsition, -he selectcr switch

will control the valve (to the open position). The ar.ber ligh is 'it when the

" NORM-LO" selector switch is in the "LC" posi:icn. In this cositic1, the low

pressure protection circuit is operable and can open the valve for -his code

of operation.

EP-106 (" Loss of Reactor Coolant /RC System Pressure") was reviev2d :y the TRC

staff to determine its conformance with the EdW guidelines. Ccmer s generated

as a result of this review were incorporated in a further revisicn to the procedure.

A member of the NRC staff walked thr:uch this erergency pr:ced re in the Crystal

Ri ver control room. The procedure was judgec to provide atecuite E.t :ance to

the operators to cope with a snall break LOCA. Tne irstrre.ntiticr recessary to

diagnose the break, the indications and controls required oy tre ac icn state-

ments, and the administrative controls which :revent acce.ctacle 1i.cits from being

exceeded are readily available to the operatc-s. We concide : hat the o:erators

should be able to use this prccedure tc brinc tre lan tc a si e IT.:covi con-#

dition in the event of a small creak accicen .

An audit of 8 of the 23 licensed cre a: Ors ass': ec to sr #t :_:. -is cc cuc.ec

Dy the IRC staff to determire the acera ors' .rcers:a c' ; :# ne :. a'l :reak
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accident, including how they are required to c'agncse and res:ord to it. Th e

Crystal River staff has conducted special training sessions 'cr the opera crs :n

the concept and use of EP-lC6 and other emergercy procedures related to :ne

snail break accident. The audit revealed sevrral c'eficiencies in the kncwl edge

of the anall break phenomenon and the requirements of the procedure. Adcitionally ,

there were deficiencies in the knowledge of t'le details of the recent design

modifications made to the Crystal River plant. These deficiencies were pri.marily

the result of design codifications and procedure revisions not finalized at that

t ire . As a result of the audit, each licensed individual received additional

training by the plant training organization and by the General Physics Corpora: ion

(G PC) . This additional training has been ca7pleted and verified by the hRC staff.

A subsequent reaudit of 10 licensed individuals by the MRC re zeaiea satis'actcry

res ul t s .

The audit of the operators also incl ujed quest'.Jning about the U4I-2 incident and

the resulting impact on the Crystal River plant. The discussiors coverec' the

initiating events of the incident, the response of the plan: :o the simultanecus

loss of feedwater and small break LOC A (PORV stuck cpen), and the operational

actions that were taken during the course of tne incident. We identifiec a

deficiency in interpreting the initial sequence of the TMI-2 incident en the part

of several of the operators. Additional training has been condtcted in this area

by the plant staff and their consultant GPC and has been veri #ied by the NR staff.

In sumnary, we f ound their level of understancing suf' icier: .o ae aole :: es:cnd

to a similar situation if it happened at Crystal River. We a sc concluce .ney
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have acequate knowledge of subcooling and saturated corditions and are a:le to

recognize each in the primary coolant system by several methcds. The EF4

system was also discussed during the audit to deter-ine the operators' a3ility

to assure proper starting and operation of the system curing normal conditions,

as well as during adverse conditions such as loss of of# site power or loss of

normal feedwater. The long-term operaticn of the system was examined to evaluate

the operators' ability to use available manual controls and water supplies. The

level of understanding was found to be sufficient to assure proper short-and long-

tem EFW flow to the steam generators.

In acdition to the oral audit conducted by the fRC, the licensee administered a

written examination to all licensed personnel . Indivicuals scoring less than 90

percent on the exam will receive additional training ar.d will not assume licensed

duties until a score of at least 90 percent is attainec on an equivalent, but

different exam. The written exam and the gracing were audited by the tac staff

and j udgeo to be acceptacle. The staff will also review all subsequent results

anc records as part of the normal inspection f;ncticn cf the' Crystal River re-

cualification program. 'ne concl ude that there is aceot. ate assurance that the

operators at Crystal River have arid will continue to receive a high level of

training concerning the TMI-2 accident and the consequent impact on their unit.

Based on the foregoing evaluation, we conclude that the licensee has corolied with

the requirements of it em ( d) of the Crder.
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Item (e)

The Order required that:

"All licensed reactor operators and senior reactor operators will

have completed the THI-2 simulator training at B&W."

The licensee has confirmed that all reactor coerators and senior reactor operators

have completed the TMI-2 simulator training at P2W as required by the Order.

This training consisted of a class discussion of the TMI-2 event and a demon-

stration of the event on the simulator as it cccurred and how it should have been

controlled. The class discussion was about one hour long and the remainder of the

four hour session was conducted on the simuinor. The TMI-2 event , incl uding

operational errors, was demonstrated to each operator. The event was again

initiated and the operators were given " hands-on" experience in successfully

regaining control of the plant by several methods. Other transients which

resulted in depressurization and saturation conditions were presented to the

operators in which they maneuvered the plant to a stable, subcooled condition.

Based on the foregoing evaluation, we conclude that the licensee has complied

with the requirements of Item (e) of the Order.

CONCLUSION

We conclude that the actions descrilbed above ful fill the requirements of cur

Crder of May 16, 1979, in regard to Paragraph (1) of Section IV. The licensee

having net the requirements of Paragraph (1) nay restart Crystal River as cro-

vided by Paragraph (2). Paragraph (3 ) of Section IV of the Crder remains in
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force until the long-term actions set forth in Section II cf ne Order are

ccapleted and approved by the PRC.
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UNITED STATES NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

FLORIDA POWER CORPORATION

DOCKET NO. 50-302

NOTICE OF AUTHORIZATION TO RESUME OPERATION

The United States Nuclear Regulatory Comrnission issued an Order

(the Order) on May 16,1979 (44 F.R. 29765, May 22,1979), to the Florida

Power Corporation (FPC or licensee), holder of Facility Operating License

No. OPR-72, for the Crystal River Unit No. 3 Nuclear Generating Plant

(the facility or Crystal River Unit 3), confirming that the licensee accom-

plish a series of actions, both immediate and long-term, to increase the

capability and reliability of the facility to respond to various transient

events. In addition, the Order confinned that the licensee would maintain

the plant in a shutdown condition until the following actions had been

satisfactorily completed:

"(a) Upgrade the timeliness and reliability of deliver'y from the
Emergency Feedwater System by carrying out actions as identifled
in Enclosure 1 of the licensee's letter of May 1,1979."

"(b) Develop and implement operating procedures for initiating and
controlling emergency feedwater independent of Integrated
Control System control ."

"(c) Implement a hard-wired control-grade reactor trip that would be
actuated on loss of main feedwater and/or turbine trip."

"(d) Complete analyses for potential small breaks and develop and
implement operating instructions to define operator action."

"(e) All licensed reactor operators and senior reactor operators
will have completed the TMI-2 simulator training at B&W.'

By letter dated May 1,1979 and supplemented by five letters dated

May 16. June 12, 15, 22, and 29, 1979, FPC has documented the actions taken

in response to the May 16 Order. Notice is hereby given that the Director of
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Nuclear Reactor Regulation (the Director) has reviewed -his submitta and as

concluded that the licensee has satisfactorily completed the actions prescribed

in items (a) through (e) of paragraph (1) of Section IV of the Order, that the

specified analyses are acceptable and the . ecified impiecer. ting procedures are

appropriate. Accordingly, by letter dated' July 6,1975, the Director has

authorized the licensee to resume operation of Crystal Afver Unit 3. The bases

for the Director's conclusions are more fully set forth in a Safety Evaluation

dated July 2, 1979.

Copies of (1) the licensee's letter dated May 1,1979 and five letters dated

May 16, June 12,15, 22, and 29,1979, (2) the Director's letter dated July 6,

1979 and (3) the Safety Evaluation dated July 2,1979, are available for

inspection at the Cocnission's Public Document Roo:n at !717 H Street, N. V.,

Washington, D. C. 20555, and are being placed in the Cosaission's local public

document room in the Crystal River Public Library, 668 N. W. First Avenue,

Crystal River, Florida 32629. A copy of items (2) and (3) may be obtained

upon request addressed to the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Coamission, Washington,

D. C. 20555, Attention: Director, Division of Operating Reactors.

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGUL* TORY COMMISSION

,.c.[ d ' '
(
Robert W. Reid, Chief
Operating Reactors Branch f 4
Division of Operating Reactors

Dated at Bethesda, Maryland
this 6th day of July 1979.
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...../ May 18, 1979

Dockets Nos.: 50-269
50-270

and 50-287

Mr. William 0. Parker, Jr.

' lice President - Steam Production
Duke Power Company
P. O. Sox 2173
422 South Church Street
Charlotte, North Carolina 23242

Dear Mr. Parker:

Sy Crder of May 7,1979, the Commission confirmed your undertaking a series
of actions, both immediate and icng term, to increase the capability and
reliability of Oconee Units Nos.1, 2 and 3 to rescond to various transient
events. In addition, the Order confirmed that you would shut down Oconee
Unit No. 3 on Acril 28, 1979, an additional Oconee unit on May 12, 1979,
and remaining unit on May 19, 1979, unless, with respect to the latter two
units, the following actions had been accomplished prior to the prescribed
dates:

(a) Install automatic starting of the interconnected emergency
feedwater system so that all three pumps will receive a
start signal from any affecte.d unit, and test the system
for stability. The emergency feedwater pump discharge flow
will be connected to the interconnection headers such that
each or all of the emergency feedwater pumos can supply
water to any unit. Until these modifications and tests are
completed, operating personnel will be stationed at each
emergency feedwater pump with a direct commun.ication link
to that unit's control room. In addition, the following
procedural changes, put into ef fect en April 25,1979 to
enhance the reliability of the emergency feedwater system,
will remain in force:

(1 ) The discharges of these pumps have been tied together
by alignment of manual valves such that each and all
of the pumps can supply emergency feedwater to any
Oconee unit recuiring it.
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(2) Administrative controls have been established so that
in the event of loss of both main feedwater pumps on
an affected unit, that unit's emergency feedsater pump
will start automatically, backed up by remote manual
start from the control room. If the pump fails to start

automatically, the operator stationed at that pump will
start the pump locally, and has been trained to do so.
In addition, the other two available emergency feedwater
pumps will be started remotely 'from their unit's control
room or locally if required to provide two more sources
of feedwater to the affected unit.

(3) Emergency feedwater flow to the steam generators will ce
assured by the control room operator wno has been trained
to maintain the necessary level .

(b) Develop and implement operating procedures for initiating
and controlling emergency feedwater independent of Integrated
Control System control.

(c) Implement a hard-wired control-grade reactor trio on loss of
main feedwater and/or turbine trip.

(d) Complete analyses for potential small breaks and develop and
implement operating instructions to define operator action.

(e) All licensed reactor operators and senior reactor coerators
assigned to the Oconee control rooms will have completed the
TMI-2 simulator training at B&W.

By submittal of May 7,19''9, as supplemented by two letters dated 'May 9,1979,
you have documented the actions taken in response to the May 7 Order. !
have reviewed this submittal, and am satisfied that, with respect to
Cconee Units Nos.1, 2 and 3, you have satisfactorily ccmpleted the actions
prescribed in itens (a) through (e) of paragraph (1) cf Section IV of the
Order, the specified analyses are acceptable, and tne specified implementing
procedures are appropriate. The bases for these conclusions are set forth
in the enclosed Safety Evaluation.

As noted on page 5 of the Safety Evaluation you have performed flow
stability tests with two units operating (Unit No. 3 having been shut down
previously for refueling) and two emergency feedwater rumos operating. The
staff has concluded that the tests, which did not result in any flow instability,
are satisfactory and that you have complied with the recuirement of the Order
that a stability test ce performed. However, we will recuire Duke ower Company
to demonstrate acceptable flow rates and flow stabilitj sith only two operating
steam driven emergency feedwater pumos when all three nuclear units are
coerational. The test plan must be reviewed by us before 'he tests are
pe r fo rme d .
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Appropriate Technical Specificetions for Limiting Conditions for Operation
and fur Surveillance requirements should be developed as soon as practicable
and provided to the staff within seven days with regard to the design and
procedural changes which have been completed in compliance with the provisions
of the May 7,1979 Comission Order. The revised Technical Specifications
should cover:

(1) Changes to the Emergency Feedwater System;

(2) Plant alignment changes made to ensure control of emergency
feedwater independent of the Integrated Control System;

(3) Addition of the Anticipatory Reactor Trip; and

(4) Changes in set points for high pressure reactor trip and
PORV actuation.

Within 30 days of receipt of this letter, you should provide us with your
schedule for completion of the long-term modifications described in Section
II of the May 7, Order.

My finding of satisfactory compliance with the requirements of items (a)
through (e) of paragraph (1) of Section IV of the Order will permit
resumption or continuation of operation in accordance with the terms of
the Ccemission's Order; it in no way affects your duty to continue in
effect all of the above provisions of the Order pending your submission
and approval by the Comission of the Tecnnical Specification changes
necessary for each of the required modifications.

Sincerely,

/ &/ %

Harold R. Denton, Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor

Regulation

Enclosures:
1. Safety Evaluation
2. Notice

cc w/ enclosures: See next page
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cc w/ enclosure (s):
11c. William L. Porter Mr. Robert B. Borsum
Duke Power Company Babcock & Wilcox
Post Of fice Box 2178 Nuclear Power Generation Division
422 South Church Street Suite 420, 7735 Old Georgetown Road
Charlotte, North Carolina 28242 Bethesda, Maryland 20014

J. Michael !!cGarry, III, Esquire Manager, LIS
CeBevoise & Libernan NUS Corporation
700 Shorehan Building 2536 Countryside Boulevard
806 15th Street, N.W. Clearwater, Florida 33515
Washington, D. C. 20005

Oconee Public Liorary
201 South Spring Street
Walhalla, South Carolina 29691 Office of Intergovernmental Relations

116 West Jones Street
Honorable Janes fl. Phinney Raleigh, North Carolina 27603

~

County Supervisor of Oconee County
Walhall3, South Carolina 29621

Director, Technical Assessment
Division

Office of Radiation Programs
(AW-459)

U. S. Environmental Protection Agency
Crystal Mall #2
Arlington, Virginia 20460

U. S. Environnental Protection Agency
Region IV Of fice
ATTN: EIS COORDINATOR
345 Courtland Street, N.E.
Atlanta, Georgia 30308

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Region II
Office of Inspection and Enforcement
ATTN: Mr. Francis Jape
P. O. Box 85
Seneca, South Carolina 29678
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'7 ) v. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
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%, ...../V EVALUATION OF LICENSEE'S COMPLIANCE

WITH THE NRC ORDER DATED ftrf 7, 1979

DUKE POWER COMPANY

OCONEE NUCLEAR STATION, UNITS NOS. 1, 2 AND 3

00CXETS N05. 50-269, 270 AND 287

INTRCDUCTION

By order dated May 7, 1979 (the Order), the Duke Power Company (DPC or the

licensee) was ordered by the NRC to take certain actions with respect to

Oconee Nuclear Station, Units 1, 2 and 3. Prior to this Order and as a result

of a preliminary review of the Three Mile Island Unit No. 2 accident, the NRC

staff initially identified several human errors that contributed significantly

to the severity of the event. All holders of operating licenses were subse-

quently instructed to take a number of immediate actions to avoid repetition

of these errors, in accordance with bulletins issued by the Commission's

Office of Inspection and Enforcement (IE). Subsequently, an additional bulletin

was issued by IE which instructed holders of operating licenses for Babcock &

Wilcox (8&W) designed reactors to take further actions, including immediate

changes to decrease the reactor high pressure trip point and increase the

pressurizer pilot-operated relief valve setting.

The NRC staff identified certain other safety concerns that warranted additional

short-term design and procedural changes at operating facilities having B&W

designed reactors. Those were identified as items (a) through (e) on page 1-7

of the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation Status Report to the Commission on

April 25, 1979. After a series of discussions between the NRC staff and the
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licensee concerning possible design modifications and changes in operating

procedures, tha licensee agreed in letters dated April 25, 26, and May 4, 1979

to perform promptly certain actions. The Commission found that operation of

all units should not be resumed or continued on an indefinite basis until

actions described in paragraphs (a) through (e) of paragraph (1) of Section IV

of the Order were satisfactorily completed.

Our evaluation of the licensee's compliance with items (a) through (e) of

paragraph (1) of Section IV of the Order is given below. In performing this

evaluation we have utilized additional information provided by the licensee on

May 3, 8, 10, and 16, 1979 and numerous discussions with the licensee's staff.

We have utilized confirmation of design and procedure changes by the NRC

resident inspector at the Oconee site and an audit by the NRC staff of the

training of the Oconee reactor operators to assure that the design and procedure

changes are understood by the operators and that the revised procedures are

being correctly implemented by the operators.

EVALUATION

Item (a)

The original Oconee design had a single emergency feedwater (EFW) pump for

each unit that was actuated automatically when the main feedwater was lost on

that unit. There were provisions for manually interconnecting the discharge

of the EFW pumps so that they could service all three units. In letters from

W. Parker (DPC) to H. Denton (NRC) dated April 25, 1979 and W. Lee (DPC) to

H. Denton (NRC) dated April 26, 1979, the Duke Power Company committed to

,
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installing an automatic starting feature of the interconnected emergency

feedwater system so that all three EFW pumps will receive a start signal from

any affected unit, and to performing a ctability test of the system when more

than one unit was using EFW. A trained operator stationed at each EFW pump to

actuate it locally, if required, and a trained operator in the control room to

maintain required steam generator water levels were also included in the

licensee's commitments.

In particular, it was ordered that the licensee shall take the following

actions with respec.t to Oconee 1, 2 and 3:

" Install automatic starting of the interconnected emergency feedwater

system so that all three pumps will receive a start signal from any

affected unit..." "The emergency feedwater pump discharge flow will

be connected to the interconnection headers such that each or all of

the EFW pumps can supply water to any unit." "The discharges of

these pumps have been tied together by alignment of manual valves

such that each and all of the pumps can supply emergency feedwater

to any Oconee Unit requiring it."

The licensee has aligned his EFW system so that all three EFW pumps feed a

common header and there are separate lines from this common header which

deliver EFW through a control valve to each of the two steam generators in the

three units. This alignment, which has been verified by an NRC inspector at

the site, was accomplished by isolating other alternate flow paths in the

feedwater system with existing manual valves.
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We have reviewed the piping and instrumentation drawings and have determined

that no active failure to a mechanical component such as a pump or valve would

preclude obtaining EFW flow in any unit. The licensee has performed flow

tests with two EFW pumps operating and providing flow to the tour steam gener-

ators associated with two units. The minimum flow under this condition was

greater than 720 gpm per unit which is acceptable. We have reviewed the

modification to determine the minimum flaw going to a unit if only one steam

generator was functioning. The test to dete.mine the maximum flow to one

steam generator was not performed, but the licensee stated that the results of

his analysis show that a minimum of 720 gpm EFW flow will be delivered to any

unit with only one steam generator functioning. The licensee also stated that

the flow characteristics of the EFW system used in the analysis were confirmed

in the flow tests. In one of these flow tests with only one steam generator

functioning in one of the units, the flow to that steam generator with about a

60% valve opening was approximately 500 gom. We expect higher flows would be

obtained by operater action. This 500 gpm flow rate with one steam generator

available is acceptable based on automatic initiation of EFW.

Based on the above evaluation, the NRC staff concludes that the licensee has

complied with the requirement for an interconnected EFW system such that each

or all of the EFW pumps can supply water to any unit.
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The lf censee has added new circuitry which is designed to autorr.itically start

all three of the existing turbine-driven EFW pumps on loss of all main feedwater

to any of the three units and to open the EFW regulating valves in the affected

unit (s). The loss of main feedwater supply t) each unit is sensed by a normally

energized auxiliary relay. The relay is deenergized by either low pressure in

the main feedwater discharge header or by both main feedwater pumps tripped in

the affected unit. The relay actuates each of the three EFW pumps and the

solenoids which control the EFW regulating valves to the two steam generators

in the affected unit. Loss of the 115 VAC power will therefore actuate the

three turoine-driven EFW pumps and automatically open the EFW regulating

valves to the preselected setting and deliver EFW to the steam generators.

This actuation is independent nf the Integrated Control System (ICS).

The licensee has performed tests to demonstrate that these design modifications

will automatically start all three EFW pumps and open the EFW regulating

valves in the affected unit on loss of all main feedwater to any of the three

units. The NRC resident inspector has verified the test results and we have

concluded that the tests are satisfactory.

Based on the above, the NRC staff concludes that the licensee has complied

with the requirement for automatic starting of the interconnected EFW system

so that all three pumps will receive a start signal from any affected unit.

It was also ordered that the licensee " .. test the system for stability."

The licensee performed flow stability tests with two units operating and two

EFW pumps available. The EFW flow to one of the steam generators was stoppe '
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by closing a manual valve in tne discharge line and the reactor operators

inside the control room manually adjusted the flow to the other three steam

generators to prescribed flow rates. The manual control of the emergency

feedwater flow did not result in any flow instability or operator problems. ke

conclude that these tests are satisfactory and that the licensee has complied

with the requirement to perform a stability test. However, we require the

licensee to perform additional startup tests on the EFW system when all three

units are operational to demonstrate acceptable flow rates and flow stability

with only two operating EFW pumps. The test plan must be reviewed by the NRC

staff prior to the tests, which will be witnessed by an NRC inspector.

It was also ordered that:

" Administrative controls have been established so that in the

event of loss of both main feedwater pumps on an affected unit,

that unit's EFW pump will start automatica'ly, backed up by

remote manual start from the control room. If the pump fails

to start automatically, the operator stationed at that pump

wiil start the pump locally, and has been trained to do so.

In addition, the other two available EFW pumps will be started

remotely from their unit's control room or locally if required

to provide two more sources of feedwater to the affected unit."
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The licensee has stationed an operator at each of the EFW pumps to start the

pumps locally if required. The procedures associated with the EFW system

(discussed in item (b)) have provisions for verifying that all EFW pumps start

automatically with local initiation if required. The operators stationed

locally at the pumps have been trained to start the pumps and have procedures

for accomplishing this task. The implementation of this requirement has been

verifled by an NRC inspector. The actuation of the EFW pump locally is fairly

simple. Depending on the fault, it may require bleeding off air to'open the

steam admission valve to the turbine (these are turbine driven pumps) before

opening the governor valves with a local controller. Members of the NRC staff

at the site have estimated it would take less than 5 minutes to actuate the

pumps locally even allowing for several false starts. The operator stationed

locally is also provided with piping and instrumentation diagrams (P& ids) of

the EFW pumps, descriptions of the governor valves, and auxiliaries such as

the lube oil and cooling water. If necessary, the local operator can take

remedial actions if subsequent problems with pump operation arise.

Based on our inspection at the site, we conclude that the licensee has complied

with the requirement to have a trained operator stationed at each EFW pump and

has administrative procedures covering his actions if required.

It was also ordered that:

"Fmergency feedwater flow to the steam generators will be assured by

the control room operator who has been trained to maintain the

necessary level."
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The licensee has modified his procedures on the EFW system as discussed in

item (b) of this evaluation. These procedures include verification of f!cw

and manual control of steam generator water level. The regulating valves in

the individual EFW discharge lines open autcmatically upon signal of need from

the affected unit (s); it is only later that the valves are controlled by the

operator. The licensee has installed flow orifices in each of the EFW discharge

lines with indicators in the control room.

The NRC staf f at the site has verified that control room operators is properly

trained to carry out these procedures. We conclude that the licensee has

complied with the requirement that a trained control room operator shall

maintain the necessary steam generator water level.

Based on the above, we conclude that the licensee has complied with the require-

ments of item (a) of paragraph (1) of the NRC Order, with the provision for

additional flow tests when all three units are operational.

Item (b)

By letter from W. Lee (DPC) to H. Denton (NRC) dated April 26, 1979, the

licensee committed to develop and implement operating procedures for initiating

and controlling EFW independent of ICS control. With the installation of the

modified EFW system, discussed in item (a), the licensee has bypassed the

previous piping and valve alignments that were controlled by the ICS. As a

result, the present EPd system is totally separate from the ICS. The order

requires the licensee to:
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' Develop and implement operating procedures for initiating and

controlling EFW independent of Integrated Control System control."

The licensee has revised his emergency procedures related to the use of the

EFW system to reflect the separation of the EFW system from the ICS. The key

operator actions resulting from the system modification are to verify that all

EFW pumps are actuated either automatically or manually and to maintain the

steam generator water level at prescribed values which depend on whether the

reactor coolant pumps are operating. These procedures would be implemented by

the operator whenever there is a loss of all main feedwater caused by feed-

water system problems or loss of offsite power. For all other events, the

steam generator water level would be controlled by the ICS using the startup

valves and the main feedwater pumps.

We have reviewed the revised procedures for the EFW system to assure that

there is' sufficient guidance to the operator to activate the system if

the automatic initiation fails and to manually control the steam generator

water level to specified values.

The review of the procedures included consideration of verifying readings of

certain key parameters by using alternate instrumentation and specification of

parameter values that must be controlled by the operator. Our comments on the

procedures were incorporated by the licensee and verified by the NRC resident

inspector. The licensee has committed to provide double verification of the

restoration of equipment following surveillance tests or maintenance on the

EFW system.

.
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NRC staff at the Oconee site walked through the EFW procedures with Oconee

operators to evaluate whether the procedures were functionally adequate. In

addition, the NRC staff audited a sample of Oconee operators to determine if

they were familiar with the revised procedures and would implement them correctly.

Based on the NRC staff audit, we conclude that the revised procedures and

operator training are satisfactory.

The procedures reviewed addressed the following emerg6ncy conditions:

1. Loss of Main Feedwater Pumps

2. Loss of Main Feedwater Pumps and Emergency Feedwater

3. Loss of Station Power and/or Loss of Instrument Air

4. Loss of Reactor Coolant Flow both with and without Station power and

instrument air

5. Steam line break inside the reactor building both with and without Station

power and instrument air.

6. Steam line break outside the reactor building both with and without

Stalion power and instrument air.

Based on our review and verification, we find that the licensee has complied

with the requirements of item (b) of paragraph (1) of the Order.

Item (c)

The original Ocenee design did not have any direct reactor trips that would be

initiated by a malfunction in the secondary system (feedwater and steam). To

obtain an earlier reactor trip (rather than delaying the trip until an operator

.
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took action or when a primary system parameter exceeded its trip setting) the

licensee committed ta install a hard-wired control grade reactor trip on loss

of all main feedwater and/or turbine trip. (Letter from W. Lee (DPC) to

H. Denton (NRC) dated April 26, 1979.) The Order requires that:

" Implement a hard-wired control grade reactor trip on loss of main

feedwater and/or turbine trip."

The purpose of this anticipatory trip is to minimize the potential for opening

the Pilot Operated Relief Valves (PORVs) and/or the safety valves on the

pressurizer. The licensee has estimated that the new anticipatory trip will

result in a reactor trip 3 to 10 seconds earlier for loss of all main feedwater

and turbine trip events, and the staff generally agrees.

The licensee has added new nonsafety grade circuitry to Units 1, 2, and 3

which is designed to provide an automatic reactor trip when either the main

turbine trips or all the main feedwater is lost.

The main turbine trip is sensed by an existing normally deenergized auxiliary

relay in the main turbine Electro-Hydraulic control system. The relay is

energized by a Class IE dc pcwer supply upon any turbine trip signal on the

main turbine trip bus. The relay provides two contact closures to energize

two dc shunt coils (one in each of the two reactor trip ac circuit breakers)

to ocen each of the breakers and trip the reactor. The shunt coil power

supply is also from the Class IE de source. Both ac circuit breakers must be

opened to cause reactor trip. Provisions have been included to bypass the
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turbine trip signal to the breaker (via a main (;ontrol room switch) for startup

and/or low power levels.

The total main feedweter loss is sensed by a normally energized auxiliary

relay in the EFW actuation circuitry. The relay is deenergized by either a

low pressure signal in the main feedwatar discharge header or indication that

both main feedwater pumps are tripped (indication is provided by feedwater

pump turbine steam stop valve limit switches.) The relay provides a contact

closure to energize each of the same two dc shunt coils energized in the ~/ent

of a turbine trip to open the ac circuit breaker and trip the reactor. A loss

of the 115 VAC Class IE power to this relay will cause a reactor trip and

initiate EFW.

The turbine trip and main feedwater trip circuits are wired in parallel to

each coil such that either signal will cause the ac circuit breakers to open.

The licensee has analyzed this additional circuitry with respect to its inde-

pendence from the existing reactor trip system. They have stated that the

shunt coil is part of the existing ac reactor trip breaker. This shunt coil

is powered by a Class IE 125 VDC supply. It is not classified as part of the

existing reactor trip system. However, it is separate and operates indepen-

dently from the 120 VAC undervoltage trip coil of the same ac breaker. The

reactor trip safety grade signal deenergizes the 120 VAC undervoltage coil to

produce a trip of the same ac breaker. The new cabling assoc.iated with the

added circuitry is located in the cable room / control room area and is routed

with the non-Class IE cabling throughout.
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The licensee has committed to perform a monthly test or the added circuitry in

order to demonstrate its ability to open the ac circuit breakers.

Based on our review of the implementation of the trip circuitry with respect

to its independence from the existing trip circuitry, we conclude that this

addition will not degrade the existing reactor protection system design.

Based on the licensee's design and commitment to perform a monthly test on the

new circuitry, we conclude that there is reasonable assurance that the system

will perform its function. The resident IE inspector has confirmed that the

checkout tests for this circuitry were completed successfully.

On the basis of the above, we conclude that the new trip complies with the

requirements of item (c) of caragraph (1) of the Order.

Item (d)

This item in the Order requires the licensee to:

" Complete analyses for potential small breaks and implement

operating instructions to define operator action."

By letter from W. Lee (OPC) to H. Denton (NRC) dated April 26, 1979, the

licensee committed to providing the analyses and operating procedures of this

requirement.

-
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'dabcock & Wilcox, the reactor vendor for the Oconee plants, submitted an

analysis entitled, " Evaluation of Transient Sehavior and Small Reactor Coolant

System Breaks in the 177 Fuel Assembly Plant" and supplements to this analysis

(References 1 through 5). The major parameters used in this generic study

conservatively bound the Oconee plants. EG&G on NRC's request also performed

two reactor coolant system small b .k calculations for the Oconee plant. The

EG&G calculations were consistent with B&W results. The staff evaluation of

B&W generic study has been completed and the results cf the evaluation will be

issued as a NUREG report prior to June 1, 1979.

A principal finding of our generic review is a reconfirmation that Loss of

Coolant Accident (LOCA) analyses of breaks at the lower end of the small break

spectrum (smaller than 0.04 sq. ft.) de.r.onstrate that a combination of heat

removal by the steam generators, h19n pressure injection system and operator

action ensure adequate core cooling. The auxiliary feedwater system used to

remove heat through the steam generators has been modified to enhance its

reliability as discussed in item (a). The high pressure injection system is

capable of providing emergency cc e cooling even at the safety valve pressure

set point. Reactor core uncovery is not predicted for these events. The

calculated peak cladding temperature was less than 800 F, well below the

10 CFR 50.46 requirement of 2200 F. The ability to remove heat via the steam

generators has always been recognized to be an important consideration when

analyzing small breaks. Sensitiivityanalyseswereperformedwithacceptable

results assuming permanent loss of all feedwater (with operator initiation of

the high pressure injection system at 20 minutes) and loss of feedwater for

only the first 20 minutes of the accident. These are acceptable results
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considt ;1g the ability to locally start the EFW pumps in five minutes as

discussed under item (a) of this evaluation, assuming failure of automatic EFW

actuation.

Another aspect of the studies was the assessment of recent design changes on

the lif t frequency of pressurizer safety and relief valves. The design changes

included change in the setpoint of the pressurizer relief valve from 2255 psi

to 2450 psi, change in the high pressure reactor trip setpoint from 2355 psi

to 2300 psi and the installation of anticipatory reactor trips an turbine trip

and on loss of feedwater. In the past, during turbine trip and loss of feed-

water transients the pressurizer relief valves were lif ted. With the new

design these transients do not result in lif ting of the relief valve. However,

lif ting of both relief and safety valves might occur in case of rod withdrawal

and boron dilution transients, using the normally conservative assumptions

found in the Chapter 15 safety analyses. The above design changes did not

effect the lift frequency of the safety valves for these events.

Baced on our review of the small break analyses presented by B&W, the staff

has determined that a loss of all main feedwater with (a) an isolated PORV, or

(b) a stuck open PORV consequentially does not result in core uncovery, provided

either EFW or 2 HPI pumps are initiated within 20 minutes. Based on the accept-

able consequences calculated for small break LOCAs and loss of all main feedwater

events and the expected reliability of the EFW and high pressure injection

systems, we conclude that the licensee has complied with the analysis portion

of paragraph (1)(d) of the Order.
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To support longer term operation of these facilities, requirements will be

developed for additional and more detailed analyses of loss of feedwater and

other anticipated operational transients. More detailed analysis of small

break LOCA events are also needed for this purpose. Accordingly, the licensee

will be required to provide the analyses discussed in Sections 8.4.1 and 8.4.2

of the recent NRC Staff Report of the Generic Assessment of Feedwater Transients

in Pressurized Water Reactors Designed by the Babcock and Wilcox Company

(NUREG 0560). Further details on these analyses and their applicability to

other PWRs and BWRs will be specified by the staff in the near future. In

addition, to assist the staff in developing more detailed guidance on design

requirements of relief and safety valve reliability during anticipated tran-

sients, as discussed in Section 8.4.6 of the NUREG report, the licensee will

be required to provide analyses of the mechanical reliability of the pressurizer

relief and safety valves of the Oconee facilities.

The B&W analyses show that some operator action, both immediate and followup,

is required under certain circumstances for a small break accident. Immediate

operator action is defined as those actions, committed to memory by the operators,

which are necessary to take as soon as the problem is diagnosed. In order to

carry out followup actions the operators must consult and follow instructions

in written and approved procedures. These procedures must always be readily

available in the control room for the cperators' use. Guidelines were developed

by B&W in order to assist the utility staff of the operating B&W facilities to

develop emergency procedures for the small break accident.
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The " Operating Guidelines" for Small Breaks were issued by B&W on May 5,1979,

and reviewed by the NRC staff. Revisions recommended by the staf f were incor-

parated in the guidelines. In response to these guidelines, the DPC staff at

the Oconee Nuclear Station made substantial revisions to EP/0/A/1800/4, Loss

of Reactor Coolant. This emergency procedure defines the required operator

action in response to a spectrum of break sizes for a LOCA in conjunction with

various equipment availability and failures. The procedure is divided into

eight sections beginning with excessive reactor coolant system leakage without

a reactor trip and concluding with a rupture in excess of the capability of

three high pressure injection pumps. The latter case is the larger break

accident in which the system depressurizes to the point of low pressure injection.

Six cases of small break accidents are considered in the precedure. The first

one assumes that feedwater to the steam generators and the reactor coolant

pumps is available but the reactor is not automatically tripped. The second

case increases the break size to cause an automatic trip of the reactor. In

both cases, the required operator actions are generally the same and a safe,

cold shutdown of the plant is accomplished with normal cooldown procedures.

The e r t]ur small break procedures provide guidance to the operators for

dealing with, degraded conditions such as loss of feedwater and/or loss of

reactor coolant pumps. If feedwater is lost, a heat removal path is estab-

lished from the high pressure injection system through the break and pres-

surizer PORV or the safety valves. Once feedwater is reestablished, the steam

generators can be used as a heat sink.
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If the reactor coolant pumps are not available, the operators are directed to

establish and verify natural circulation. Additional guidance is provided if

natural circulation is not immediately achieved.

For all cases in which HPI is manually or automatically initiated, the operators

are specifically instructed to maintain maximum high pressure injection flow

unless two criteria are met. These criteria are:

1. Both LPI pumps are in operation and flowing at a rate in excess of

1000 gpm and the situation has been stable for 20 minutes, or

2. All hot and cold leg temperatures are at least 50 degrees below the

saturation temperatures for the existing reactor coolant system

pressure. If the 50 degrees subcooling cannot be maintained after

high pressure injection cutoff, the HPI shall be reactuated.

The requirement to determine and maintain 50 F subcooling has been incorporated

in all o #.c; procedures in which HPI has been manually or automatically initiated.

These procedures include: Steam Supply System Rupture, Steam Generator Tube

Rupture, Loss of Reactor Coolant Flow and Loss of Steam Generator Feedwater.

Each of these procedures, in addition to the Loss of Reactor Coolant procedure,

provide additional instructions to the operators in the event of faulty or

misleading indications. A subsequent action statement directs the operators

to check alternate instrumentation channels to confirm the key parameter

readings.
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The Loss of Reactor Coolant procedure was reviewed by the NRC staff to determine

its conformance with the B&W guidelines. Comments generated as a result of

this review were incorporated in a further revision to the precedure. Two

members of the NRC staff " walked through" the latest revision to this emergency

procedure in the Oconee control rooms. The procedure was judged to pr) vide

adequate guidance to the operators to cope with a small break LOCA. The

instrumentation necessary to diagnose the break, the indications and controls

required by the action statements, and the administrative controls which

prevent unacceptable limits from being exceeded are readily available to the

operators. We conclude that the operators should be able to use this procedure

to bring the plant to a safe shutdown condition in the event of a small break

accident.

An audit of fourteen licensed operators and senior operators was conducted by

the NRC staff to determine their understanding of the small break accident

including how the operators are required to diagnose and respond to it. The

Oconee staff has conducted special training sessions for the operators on the

concept of and use of the emergency procedures, EP 1800/4. We found the

operators had sufficient knowledge of the small break phenomenon and the

general requirements of the emergency procedure. Each licensed individual has

since received additional training on the approved procedure prior to assuming

his shift duties.

The aucit of the operators also included questioning about the TMI-2 incident

and the resulting design changes made at Oconee. Our discussions with them

covered the initiating events of the incident, the response of the plant to
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the simultaneous loss of feedwater and small break LOCA (PORV stuck open), and

the operational errors that were apparently made during the course of the

incident. We found their level of understanding sufficient to be able to

respond to a similar situation if it happened at Oconee. We can also conclude

they have adequate knowledge of thermodynamic processes of subcooling and

saturated conditions anc are able to recognize each in the primary coolant

system.

Based on the foregoing evaluation, we conclude that the licensee has complied

with the requirements of item (d) of paragraph (1) of the Order.

Item (e)

By letter from W. Parker (DPC) to J. O'Reilly (NRC) dated May 4, 1979, the

licensee has confirmed that all reactor operators and senior reactor operators

assigned to the Oconee control rooms have completed the TMI-2 training at B&W

as required by the Order. This training consisted of a class discussion of

the TMI-2 event and a demonstration of the event on the simulator as it occurred

and how it should have been controlled. The class discussion was about one

hour long and the remainder of the four to six hour session was conducted on

the simulator. The TMI-2 event, including operational errors, was demonstrated

to each operator. The event was again initiated and the operators were given

" hands-on" experience in successfully regaining control of the plant by several

methods. Other transients which resulted in depressurization and saturation

conditions were presented to the operators in which they maneuvered the plant

to a stable, si!Nv"1 4 condition.
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The. licensed operators and senior operators have received in excess of 23

hours of training concerning.the TMI-2 accident and followup actions. Nearly

30 percent of the licensed individuals on shift duty at the 3 units were

interviewed by the NRC. The results were judged to be satisfactory with some

generic deficiencies noted to their management. In order to correct these

deficiencies, Duke Power Company has committed (letter frem W. O. Parker (DPC)

to H. Denton (NRC) dated May 16, 1979) to a written examination by their

training services group. An individual must rec'eive a grade of 90% before he

will be utilized at the control board of an operat;ng unit. For long term

verification of the effectiveness of the training, Duke Power Company has

contracted with B&W and General Physics Corporation to independently perform

audits on the operators. The NRC staff will review all results and rec.ommen-

dations as part of our normal inspection function of their requalification

program. We conclude that there is adequate assurance that the operators at

Oconee have and will continue to receive a high level of training concerning

the TMI-2 accident and the consequent impact at their station.

Based on our interviews with a sample of the licensed operators and Duke Power

Company's commitment to examine all of their operators, we conclude that the

licensee has complied with the requirements of item (e) paragraph (1) of the

Order.

CONCLUSION

We conclude that the actions described above fulfill the requirements of our

Order of May 7, 1979 in regard to Paragraph (1) of Section IV. The licensee

having met the requirements of Paragraph (1) need not shut down Unit 1 as
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described in Paragraph (4) and may restart Unit 2 and Unit 3 as provided by

Paragraphs (2) and (3). Paragraph (2) of Section IV of the Order is related

specifically to Oconee Unit No. 3, which is currently shutdown for a reload.

Unit 3 is undergoing a reload review and cannot restart until NRC issues a

license amendment related to the reload review in addition to meeting the

requirements of Paragraph (2) of Section IV of the Order. Paragraph (5) of

Section IV of the Order remains in force until the long term modifications set

forth in Section II of the Order are ccmpleted and approved by the NRC.

Dated: May 18, 1979
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7590-01

UNITED STATES NijCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

DUKE POWER COMPANY

DOCKETS NOS. 50-269, 50-270, AND 50-287

NOTICE OF AUTHORIZATION TO RESUME OPERATION

The United States Nuclear Regulatory Comission issued an Order

on May 7,1979 (44 F.R. 27776, May 11,1979), to Duke Power Company

(the licensee), holder of Facility Operating Licenses Nos. DPR-38, DPR-

47 and DPR-55 for Oconee Nuclear Station, Units Nos.1, 2 and 3, con-

firming that the licensea accomplish a series of actions, both immediate

and long term, to increase the capability and reliability of Oconee

Units Nos.1, 2 and 3 to respond to various transient events. In addition,

the Order confirmed that the licensee would shut down Oconee 3 on

April 28, 1979, an additional Oconee unit on May 12, 1979, and remainins

unit on May 19, 1979, unless, with respect to the latter two units, the

following actions had been accomplished prior to the prescribed dates:

(a) Install automatic starting of the interconnected emergency
feedwater system so that all three pumps will receive a
start signal from any affected unit, and test the system
for stability. The emergency feedwater pump discharge flow
will be connected to the interconnection headers such that
each or all of the emergency feedwater pumps can supply
water to any unit. Until these modifications and tests are
completed, operating personnel will be stationed at each
emergency feedwater pump with a direct comunication link
to that unit's control room. In addition, the following
procedural changes, put into effect on April 25, 1979 to enhance
the reliability of the emergency feedwater system, will remain in
force:

(1) The discharges of these pumps have been tied,together by
alignment of manual valves such that each and all of the
pumps can supply emergency feedwater to any Oconee Unit
requiring it.
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Copies of (1) the licensee's letter dated May 7,1979, and two letters

dated May 9,1979,(2) the Director's letter dated May 18, 1979 and

(3) the Safety Evaluation dated May 18, 1979 are available for inspection

at the Commission's Public Document Room at 1717 H Street, N.W. , Washington,

D.C. 20555, and are being placed in the Commission's local public document
'

room at the Oconee County Library, 201 South Spring, Walhalla, South

Carolina 29691. A copy of items (2) and (3) may be obtained upon re-

quest addressed to the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, D.C.

20555, Attention: Director, Division of Operating Reactors.

FOR THE NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION

O '

o v/+/ c}/ us/
,

Robert W. Reid, Chief
Operating Reactors Branch #4
Division of Operating Reactors

Dated at Bethesda, Maryland
this 18th day of May 1979.
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fo fg UNITED STATES
f p, NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
$ E WASHING TON. D. C. 20555

/
$cNtNos.: 50-269, 50-270

and 50-287
OCT 161979

Mr. William 0. Parker
Vice President - Steam Production
Duke Power Company
P.O. Box 2178
4?2 South Church Street
Charlotte, North Carolina 28242

Dear Mr. Parker:

SUBJECT: EMERGENCY FEEDWATER FLOW RATE AND STABILITY TEST FOR OC0t!cE 1, 2, & 3

In your letter dated August 22, 1979, you requested exemption from the flow rate
and flow sstability test that we required in our May 18, 1979 evaluation of your
compliance with the NRC Order of May 7,1979.

He have reviewed your r.equest and conclude that the flow test we required in our
May 18, 1979 evaluation will not be necessary provided all motor-operated pumps
are available prior to three unit operation. The enclosed evaluation describes
the details of our review and provides the basis for our conclusion.

As stated on page two of the enclosed evaluation, the addition of the two motor-
driven pumps to each unit requires that new analyses be perfomed regarding a
main steam line break inside containment since the peak containment pressure may
be affected due to.the emenjency feedwater flow which is dependent on manual
actions to isolate flow to the affected steam generator. In perfoming the
analyses, you must consider the run out flow from the turbine-driven pump and
one motor. driven pump. Please provide us a date by which we can expect to
receive the revised analyses.

If you have any additional questions, please do not hesitate to call me.

Sincerely.

Origir.al sic.ned by r

Robert W. Reid, Chief
Operating Reactors Branch No. 4
Division of Operating Reactors

Enc 1csure:
Supole ent 1 to Evaluation of

Licensee's Conpliance with the
"" Order deted itav 7,1979

cc: See attached distributio'n list
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ENCLOSURE

. SUPPLEMENT 1 TO " EVALUATION OF LICENSEE'S COMPLIANCE WITH THE
NRC ORDER DATED MAY 7, 1979 - DUKE POWER COMPANY - OCONEE NUCLEAR STATION,
UNITS 1, 2, & 3 - DOCKET N05. 50-269, 270, AND 287" DATED MAY 18, 1979

DISCUSSION

Our staff evaluation of Duke Power Company's compliance with the Commission
Order of May 7, 1979, required that the licensee demonstrate acceptable flow
rates and flow stability with only two operating steam-driven emergency feedwater
(EFW) pumps when all three units were operational. This test was required since
the EFW system for Oconee, existing at that time, consisted' of only three turbine-
driven pumps which would c',rmally be cross-connected to feed all three units.
The failure of one pump would necessitate that two turbine-driven pumps be
capable of supplying adequate EFW to all three units. To ensure adequate flow
to all three units, we required a test to show that two pumps could meet the
EFW needs for all three units.

However, since this requirement was transmitted on May 18, 1979, there has been
no instance in which all three units were operating. Duke Power Company is
presently modifying the EFW design at Oconee such that each unit will have a
turbine-driven pump and two motor-driven pumps. Each three-pump system will
be dedicated to one reactor unit and will operate with the systems not cross-
connected. The modifications are complete for Unit 3 and essentially complete
for Unit 1. The modifications to Unit 2 are partially complete and should be
finished dering the present scheduled shutdown. Duke Power Company states that,
with the completion of installation of the motor-driven pumps for each unit,
the operation of all three units with the cross-connected steam-driven EFW
pumps will no longer be an established mode of operation, thereby making the
test described above unnecessary.

The modified EFW system will include two motor-driven pumps (500 gpm) and one

turbine-driven pump (1080 gpm) for each unit. All three pumps will automatically
start on loss of main feedwater pumps or low feedwater pressure. A single
failure of any pump could reduce the available feedwater supply to a minimum
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of 1000 gpm (assuming failure of a turbine-driven pump) to one unit when all
three units are operating. A single failure of one pump for the original
three turbine-driven pump design would reduce the available feedwater to each
unit to 720 gpm, assuming no flow instabilities. Since the two motor-driven
pumps will provide additional feedwater capability assuming a single failure,
the emergency feedwater system will no longer be required to be cross-connectec

'between units. Cross-connected EFW system operation was the basis for the
flow testing requirements with two turbine-driven EFW pumps supplying three
units.

TH addition of the two motor-driven pumps to each un-it requires that new
analyses be performed regarding a main steam line break inside containment
since the peak containment pressure may be affected due to the emergency
feedwater flow which is dependent on manual actions to isolate flow to the
affected steam generator. The licensee must perfom an analysis which

considers the run out flow from the turbine-driven and one motor-driven EFW
pumps.

CONCLUSION

Based on our review of the proposed modifications as described ab;ve, and with
the resolution of the main steam line break concern, we conclude that the

addition of the motor-driven pumps will be an improvement relative to the
existing " turbine only" configuration and that the flow testing requirements
for two turbine-driven pumps supplying three units are not necessary.
Simultaneous three unit operation will not occur prior to the installation
and testing of the motor-driven pumps. These tests will be witnessed by the
IE site inspector.

Dated this 10th day of October 1979
Sethesda , Maryland
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.* 'o UNITED STATES

! h , ~ ,1, NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
.,. E WASWNGTON, D. C. 20555q g

.....# June 27, 1979

Docket Ne 50-312

Mr. J. J. Mattimoe
Assistant General Manager and

Chief Engineer
Sacramento Municipal Utlity District-
6201 S Street
P. O. Box 15830
Sacramento, California 95813

Dear Mr. Mattimoe:

By Order of May 7,1979, the Commission confimed your undertaking a series
of actions, both immediate and long tem, to increase the capability and
reliability of the Rancho Seco Nuclear Generating Station to respond to
various transient events. In addition, the Order confimed that you would
shut down Rancho Seco on April 28, 1979, and maintain the plant in a shut-
down condition until the following actions had been satisfactorily completed:

(a) Upgrade the timeliness and rcliability of delivery fran the
Auxiliary Feedwater System by carrying out actions as identified
in Enclosure 1 of your letter of April 27, 1979.

(b) Develop and implement operating procedures for initiating and
controlling auxiliary feedwater independent of Integrated Control.
System control.

(c) Implement a hard-wired control-grade reactor trip that would be
actuated on loss of main feedwater and/or turbine trip.

(d) Ccmplete analyses for potential small breaks and develop and
, implement operating instructions to define operitor action.

(e) Provide for one Senior Licensed Operator assigned to the control
room who has had Three Mile Island Unit No. 2 (TMI-2) training
on the B&W simulator.

By submittal of May 14, 1979, as supplemented by seven letters dated May 22,
24,29,30(3) and June 6,1979, you have documented the actions taken in
response to the May 7 Order. We have reviewed this submittal, and are satisfied
that, with respect to Rancho Seco, you have satisfactorily completed the actions
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Mr. J. J. Mattimoe -2-

prescribed in items (a) through (e) of paragraph (1) of Section IV of the
Order, the specified analyses are acceptable, and the specified implementing
procedures are appropriate. The bases for these conclusions are set forth
in the enclosed Safety Evaluation.

As noted on page 13 of the Safety Evaluation, you will be required to conduct
a test during power operation to demonstrate operator capability to assume
manual control of the Auxiliary Feedwater System independent of the Inte-
grated Control System.

Appropriate Technical Specifications for Limiting Conditions for Operation
and for surveillance requirements should be developed as soon as practicable
and provided to the staff within seven days with regard to the design and
procedural changes which have been empleted in compliance with the provisions
of the May 7,1979 Commission Order. The revised Technical Specifications should
cover:

(1) Addition of flow indication to the Auxiliary Feedwater System;

(2) Addition of the Anticipatory Reactor Trips; and

(3) Changes in set points for high pressure reactor trip and
PORV actuation.

Within 30 days of receipt of this letter, you should provide us with your
schedule for completion of the long tenn modifications described in Section II of
the May 7 Order, and you should submit for staff review the model used in the
analysis for potential small breaks referenced in your letter of May 14, 1979.

My finding of satisfactory compliance with the requirements of items (a) through
(e) of paragraph (1) of Section IV of the Onfer will pennit resumption of
operation in acconfance with the terms of the Commission's Order; it in no way
affects your duty to continue in effect all of the above provisions of the Order
pending your submission and approval by the Comission of the Technical Specifi-
cation changes necessary for each of the required modifications.

Sincerely, *

% #=
Harold R. De on, Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor

Regulation

Enclosures:
1. Safety Evaluation
2. Notice

cc w/ enclosures: See next page
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EVALUATION OF LICENSEE'S COMPLIANCE

WITH THE NRC ORDER DATED MAY 7, 1979

SACRAMENTO MUNICIPAL UTILITY DISTRICT

RANCHO SECO NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION
.

DOCKET NO. 50-312

,

June 27, 1979
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INTRODUCTION

By Order dated May 7,1979, (the Order) the Sacramento Municipal Utility

District (SMUD or licensee) was directed by the NRC to take certain actions

with respect to Rancho Seco Nuclear Generating Station. Prior to this Order

and as a result of a preliminary review of the Three Mile Island Unit No. 2

(TMI-2) accident, the NRC staff initially identified several human errors that

contributed significantly to the severity of the event. All holders of operating

licenses were subsequently instructed to take a number of immediate actions to

avoid repetition of these errors, in accordance with belletins issued by the

Commission's Office of Inspection and Enforcement (IE). Subsequently, an

additional bulletin was issued by IE which instructed holders of operating,

licenses for B&W designed reactors to take further actions, including immediate

changes to decrease the reactor high pressure trip point and increase the

pressurizer power-operated relief valve (PORV) setting.*

The NRC staff identified certain other safety concerns that warranted additi.onal

short-term design and procedural changes at operating facilities having B&W

designed reactors. Those were identified as items (a) through (e) on page 1-7

of the " Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation Status Report to the Commission"

dated April 25, 1979. After a series of discussions between the NRC staff and

the licensee concerning possible design modifications and changes in operating

procedures, the licensee agreed, in a letter dated April 27, 1979, to perform

promptly certain actions. The Commission found that operation of the plant

*[IE Bulletins Nos. 79-05 (April 1,1979), 79-05A (April 5,1979), and 79-05B
(April 21, 1979) apply to all B&W facilities.]
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should not be resumed until actions described in paragraphs (a) through (e) of

paragraph (1) of Section IV of the Order were satisfactorily completed.

Our evaluation of the licensee's compliance with items (a) through (e) of

paragraph (1) of Section IV of the Order is given below. In performing this

evaluation we have u.ilized additional information provided by the licensee on

May 14, 22, 24, 29, 30, and June 6, 1979, and numerous discussions with the

licensee's staff. Confirmation of design and procedure changes was made by

members of the NRC staff at the Rancho Seco site. An audit of the Rancho Seco

reactor operators was also performed by.the NRC staff to assure that the

design and procedure changes were understood and were being correctly implemented

by the operators.

EVALUATION

Item a

It was ordered that the licensee take the following action:

" Upgrade the timeliness and reliability of delivery from the Auxiliary

Feedwater System by carrying out actions as identified in Enclosure 1 of

the licensee's letter of April 27, 1979."

The Rancho Seco auxiliary feedwater (AFW) design has one turbine / motor tandem

drive pump (P-318) that is automatically actuated and controlled independent
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of offsite power, and one actor-driven AW pump (P-319) that is automatically

started, but must be manually transferred to a vital AC bus t' offsite power

is lost. The turbine / motor driven pump will be manually started, according to

procedure, from a vital AC bus if the turbine drive fails. By reference above

to Enclosure (1) of the licensee's letter of April 27, 1979, it was ordered

that the licensee:
.

"1. Review procedures, revise as necessary and conduct training to

ensure timely and proper starting of motor driven auxiliary feed-

water (A W) pump (s) from vital AC buses upon loss of offsite power."

The licensee has developed Section 7.5 of Operating Procedure A.51 (" Auxiliary

Feedwater System") to provide specific direction for the operator on the steps

required to load motor driven pump P-319 on nuclear service bus 4A and to

secure the steam to the turbine on the dual-drive pump P-318, in the event of

inoperability of the steam drive, and load the motor drive on nuclear service

bus 48. Bypass keys are required to complete the connection of the auxiliary

feedwater pump motors to the diesel powered buses (nuclear service buses 4A

and 48); these keys are available in the office adjacent to the control room.

Emergency Procedure D.1 (" Load Rejection") directs the operator to use Operating

Procedure A.51 if main feed pump operation cannot be maintained. The NRC

staff verified Qat the operators are knowledgeable in the procedure for

loading the A W pumps on the vital AC buses. The NRC staff concludes that the

licensee has adequate procedures and the operators are trained to start the

AW system from diesel powered buses upon loss of offsite power or load rejection

and therefore, is in compliance with this part of the Order.
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It was also ordered that:

"2. To assure that AFW will be aligned in a timely manner to inject on

all AFW demand events when in the surveillance test mode, procedurcs

will be implemented and training conducted to provide an operator at

the necessary valves in phone communications with the control room

during the surveill'ance mode to carry out the valve aligr. ment changes

upon AFW demand events."

Surveillance Procedures SP 210.01A and SP 210.01B are used for the quarterly

surveillance and inservice testing of auxiliary feed pumps P-318 and P-319,

respectively. These procedures have been revised to include the following

statement; " Station an operator at FWS-055, auxiliary feedwater system full

flow recirculation valve in continuous connunication with the control room

until FWS-055 is secured closed at the completion of this test." In addition

to the above procedure revisions, the licensee has added FWS-492 (bypass valve

for FWS-055) to the " Locked Valve List" (SP 214.03). The licensee has also

incorporated independent verification of valve lineups following surveillance

testing and/or maintenance of the AFW system.

The NRC staff has reviewed SP 210.01A and SP 210.01B to verify that the procedures

contain specific directions to return each valve that was operated during the

conduct of the surveillance test to its proper position. The local operator

has to close a valve (FWS-955) when so instructed by the control room operator
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or if he loses communication with the control room. The NRC staff has verified

that the operators are familiar with this test procedure. We concluoe that

the licensee has adequate procedures to assure that AFW will be aligned in a

timely manner to inject on all AFW demand events when in the surveillance test

mode and therefore, is in compliance with this part of the Order.

It was ordered that:

"3. Procedures.will be developed and implemented and training conducted

to provide for control of steam generator level by use of safety

grade AFW bypass valves in the event that ICS steam generator level

control fails."

The licensee has developed Emergency Procedure D.14 ("1.oss of Steam Generator

Feed") that describes the symptoms that would result from a loss of main

feedwater control that may have been caused by an integrated control system

(ICS) failure. The procedure has been reviewed by the NRC staff. The operator

is directed to restore feedwater to the steam generators by one of three

methods. The preferred method is described in Section 7.7 of Operating Procedure

A.51 (" Auxiliary Feedwater System"). Section 7.7 directs the operator to:

close the ICS controlled AFW control valves; start the AFW pumps; and maintain

the steam generator levels, specified in the procedure, by manually operating

the motor driven AFW bypass valves from the control room. In this mode the

pumps and valves will operate independent of the ICS. The operator is provided

with AFW flow rate and steam generator level indications in the control room

for each steam generator.
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Since the AFW bypass valves will fully open on a safety features actuation

signal (SFAS)*, the operator is provided with instructions en how to take

manual control of the valves after a SFAS. NRC staff has conducted an audit

of the operator training and verified that the operators have been trained to

carry out those procedures.

The NRC staff concludes that the licensee has develop d adequate procedures

and operator training to control AFW flow to the steam generators to specified

values independent of the ICS, should a failure of the ICS occur, and therefore,

is in compliance with this part of the Order.

It was also ordered:

"4. Verification that Technical Specification requirements of AFW capacity

are in accordance with the accident analysis will be conducted.

Pump capacity with mini flow in service will also be verified."

The licensee has conducted the verification that Technical Specification

requirements of AFW capacity are in accordance with the accident analysis for

the Rancho Saco Nuclear Station. The Technical Specification states, as a

*[The safety features actuation system (SFAS) monitors variables to detect
loss of reactor coolant system boundary integrity. Upon detection of "out-
of-limit" conditions of these variables, it initiates emergency core cooling
(ECC) which consists of high pressure injection (HPI) and low pressure
injection (LPI), Reactor Building cooling and isolation, and Reactor Building
spray systems. Additionally, it starts diesel generators GEA and GEB, which
are in standby redundance with the nuclear service buses 4A and 48.]
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limiting condition for operation, capability to supply feedwater at a process

flow rate corresponding to a decay heat level of 4.5 percent of full reactor

power from at least one of the following means:

(a) a condensate pump and a main feed pump, or

(b) a condensate pump, or

(c) an auxiliary feedwater pump.

A -letter from Babcock & Wilcox to the licensee, dated May 16, 1979, states

that it has performed an analysis of the required AFW flow rate for the Rancho

Seco Plant which shows that a decay heat level of 4.5 percent of rated power,

plus the heat input from the RCPs, will require a total flow rate to either or

both steam generators of approximately 760 gpm.

Each of the two AFW pumps are sized to deliver 780 gpm to steam generators

with 60 gpm mini flow in service. This pump capacity exceeds the minimum

required AFW flow rate in the Rancho Seco safety analysis and Technical Specifi-

cations. AFV pump capacity, with mini flow in service, has been verified by

performing the quarterly "AFW System Surveillance Test'' and the " Auxiliary

Feedwater Flow Indicator Functional Test" (STP 612). The results of these

tests demonstrated that each of the two AFW pumps has the capability to deliver

a minimum of 780 gpm into the steam generators, with mini flow in service.

The licensee will reconfirm the minimum AFW flow rate to the steam generators

in a test immediately following startup.
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Based on our review of the AFW flow rate test results, perf5rmed to date, we

conclude that the licensee is in compliance with this part of the Order.

It was also ordered that:

"5. Modifications will be made to provide verification in the control

room of AFW flow to each steam generator."

To verify that AFW is being pumped to the steam generators, the licensee has

installed Clampitron Flowmeters on both of the AFW injection flow paths,

downstream of the AFW control valves, so that the actual flow rate to each

steam generator will be measured. The Clampitron Flowmeters consists of

transducers, attached to the AFW piping, connected to a flow display computer.

On command from the flow display computer, the transducer transmits an ultra-

sonic beam through the water inside the pipe and the velocity of the beam, as

affected by AFW flow, is analyzed by the flow display computer, which calculates

the AFW flow rate in gpm. The AFW flow rate is displayed in the control room

A calibration test (STP-612) was conducted by the licensee to functionally

test the performance of the flowmeters. Performance of this test demonstrated

that the indicated flow rate agreed with the calculated flow rate within the

120% acceptance criteria specified in the procedure.

Based on our review of this design modification and test results, we conclude

that the licensee is in compliance with this part of the Order.
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It was also ordered that the licensee:

"6. Review and revise, as necessary, the procedures and training for

providing alternate sources of water to the suction of the AFW

pumps."

Control room alarms are available to alert the operator to perform the manual

transfer of the AFW supply source from the condensate storage tank (CST) to

the plant reservoir. The CST is designed to seismic Category I criteria.

The licensee has reviewed and revised his Emergency Procedures D.10 (" Loss of

Reactor Coolant Flow /RCP Trip"), D.14 (" Loss of Steam Generator Feed"), and

Operating Procedure A.51 (" Auxiliary Feedwater System") to provide guidance

for the operator to obtain an alternate source of water for the suction of the

AFW pumps. The revised procedures require the operator to break condenser

vacuum when the level reaches a level alarm point of approximately 29 feet and

to shift the AFW pump suction to the plant reservoir when the CST level is

down to a second alarm point of approximately 3 feet from the bottom of the

tank. The capacity of the CST is large enough to provide cooling for about 24

hours before this transfer is required. The shifting to an alternate source

of AFW pump suction is accomplished by manually operating four isolation

valves at a local valve station. The operator has about 40 minutes to effect

the transfer. The NRC staff has reviewed the revised Emergency Procedures

D.10 and D.14 and Operating Procedure A 51 and concludes that these procedures

provide sufficient guidance to the operator for a timely shifting to an alternate

water source for the AFW pumps, beft e the CST is emptied.
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The NRC staff has verified that the control room operators are properly trained

to carry out these procedures. We conclude that the licensee has complied

with the requirements of this part of the Order.

It was also ordered that:

"7. Design review and modification, as necessary, will be conducted to

provide control room annunciation for all auto start conditions of

the AFW system."

The licensee has provided indication for all auto start conditions of the AFW

system on an annunciation panel inside the control rocm. The conditions which

will actuate the annunciator are:

(a) loss of all reactor coolant pumps, or

(b) low discharge pressure (850 psig) on both main feedwater pumps, or

(c) manual start of the motor driven AFW pump.

A safety features actuation signal, which will also automatically start AFW,

had already been annunciated in the control room before the current

modifications. Based on our review of this design modification, we conclude

that the licensee is in compliance with this part of the Order.

It was ordered that:
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"8. Procedures will be developed and implemented and training conducted

.to provide guidance for timely operator verification of any automatic

initiation of AFW."

The conditions that will automatically initiate auxiliary feedwater are adequately

described in Operating Procedure A.51, (" Auxiliary Feedwater System"). The

operators are directed, as an immediate action, to verify that the AFW flow

has automatically started on loss of both main feedwater pumps in Emergency

Procedure D.14 (" Loss of Steam Generator Feed") and on loss of all reactor

coolant pumps in Emergency Procedure 0.10 (" Loss of Reactor Coolant flow /RCP

Trip"). Both procedures require the following immediate actions by the operator:

verify that the auxiliary feedwater pumps have automatically started; that

there is flow to the steam generators; and that the proper steam generator

levels are being maintained. The NRC staff has performed an audit and verified

that the operators are trained in these procedures.

Based on review of these procedures, we conclude that the licensee has provided

guidance for timely operator verification of any automatic initiation of AFW

and therefore, is in compliance with this part of the Order.

It was also ordered:

"9. Verification will be made that the air operated level control valves

(a) Fail to the 50% open position upon loss of electrical power to
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the electrical to pressure converter, and (b) Fail to the 100% open

position upon loss of service air. The AFW bypass velves are safety

grade."

The licensee has completed its verification test for the failure mode of the

air operated level control valves. The test results show that both air operated

level contretl valves fail to the 100% open position on loss of air pressure

at the valve operators. On tests for loss of centrol signal to the electric

to pressure converters, one level control valve failed to the 50% open position

and the other one failed to the 60% open position, which are acceptable. The

AFW bypass valves are safety grade, motor-operated valves which are operated

independently from the ICS as discussed in Part 3 above. Based on our review

of the test results on the air operated level control valves and the safety

grade design of the bypass valves, we conclude that the licensee is in compliance

with this part of the Order.

Based upon our evaluation, we conclude that the licensee has upgraded the

timeliness and reliability of delivery from the AFW system by carrying out the

actions identified in Enclosure 1 of the licensee's letter of April 27, 1979,

and therefore, is in compliance with Item (a) of the Order.

Item (b)

It was ordered that the licensee:
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" Develop and implement operating procedures for initiating and controlling

auxiliary feedwater independent of Integrated Control System (ICS) control."

We have reviewed the revised procedures for the AFW system to assure that

there is sufficient guidance for the operator to actuate the system if the

automatic initiation failed, and to control steam generator levels at the

required values. The review of the procedures focused on verifying that the

operator it directed to observe the proper instruments and that the operator

is directed to maintain specific values of parameters by manual control, such

as steam generator levels. The review also determined that the operator

should confirm the validity of the instrument readings of certain key parameters,

such as steam generator levels. The necessary modifications to the procedores

to satisfy these requirements were presented to the licensee, and the NRC

staff has verified that the modifications have been incorporated in the procedures.

(See further discussion of these procedures in part 3 of Item (a.)

The licensee will conduct a startup test at low power (<l5%) to demonstrate

the capability to provide and control flow to the steam generators using the

AFW bypass valves.

During the visit to the site, the NRC staff walked through the AFW procedures

with the operators to evaluate whether the procedures were functionally adequate.

In addition, the NRC staff audited a sample of Rancho Seco operators to determine

if they were familiar with the revised procedures and could implement them

correctly. Based on the NRC staff audit, we conclude that the revised procedures

and operator training are satisfactory and therefore, the licensee is in

compliance with Item (b) of the Order.
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Item (c)

The original Rancho Seco design did not have any direct reactor trips that

would be initiated by a malfunction in the secondary system. To obtain an

anticipatory reactor trip (rather than del'aying the trip until a primary

system parameter exceeded its trip setting) the licensee committed to install

a hard-wired, control grade, reactor trip on loss of all main feedwater and/or

turbine trip. The Order requires that the licensee:

" Implement a hard-wired control grade reactor trip that would be actuated

on loss of main feedwater and/or turbine trip."

The licensee has added control grade circuitry to Rancho Seco, which is designed

to provide an automatic reactor trip when either the main turbine trips or all

main feedwater is lost. The purpose of the anticipatory trip is to minimize

the potential for opening of the power-operated relief valve (PORV) and/or the

safety valves on the pressurizer. The licensee has indicated that this new

circuitry meets this objective by providing a reactor trip during the incipient

stage of the related transients (turbine trip and/or loss of main feedwater).

The main turbine trip is sensed by an existing, normally deenergized relay in

the main turbine / generator protection system. The relay is energized by the

protective trips of the turbine and/or generator. Power is supplied by an

onsite battery source.

The loss of all main feedwater is sensed by two newly installed pressure

switches (one in each of the two main feedwater pump discharge lines). The
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pressure switches actuate (close) on low pressure in the header. Power is

supplied by the same onsite battery source. In order to prevent an inadvertent

reactor trip during startup or shutdown, the loss of all main feedwater trip

input is cut-out of the circuitry by a keylock switch. The key for this

switch is maintained in the custody of the shift supervisor and is located in

the contro.1 room. When the switch is placed in the " cut-out" position, it is

annunciated on the main control board. The operating procedures specify when

the switch is placed in the " normal" or " cut-out" position.

Either signal (turbine trip or loss of all main feedwater) will actuate a

reactor trip relay, which in turn provides an input to both of the shunt coils

of the AC reactor trip breakers. Energizing both of the shunt coils causes a

reactor trip.

The licensee has analyzed this additional circuitry with respect to its

independence from the existing reactor trip system. They have stated that the

shunt coil is part of the existing AC reactor trip breaker. Each shunt, coil

is powered by a separate Class IE 125 VDC supply and operates independently

from the 120 VAC undervoltage trip coil which receives the safety grade reactor

trip signal.

An NRC inspector has confirmed that the check-out tests for this circuitry

have been completed successfully. In addition, the licensee has committed to

perform a monthly periodic test on the added circuitry in order to demonstrate

its ability to open the AC reactor trip breakers via the shunt coil.
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Based on our review of the implementation of the trip circuitry, with respect

to its independence from the existing reactor trip circuitry, we conclude that

this addition will not degrade the existing reactor protection system design.

Based on the licensee's design modifications and comitment to perform a

monthly test on the new circuitry, we conclude that there is reasonable assurance

that the system will perform its function.

On the basis of the evaluation above, we conclude that the licensee has complied

with the requirements of Item (c) of the Order.

Item (d)

This item in the Order requires the licensee tm

" Complete analyses for potential small breaks and develop and implement

operating instructions to define operator action."

In the licensee's letter of April 27, 1979, the licensee committed to providing

the analyses and operating procedures of this requirement.

Babcock and Wilcox, the reactor vendor for the Rancho Seco plant, submitted

analyses entitled, " Evaluation of Transient Behavior and Small Reactor Coolant

System Breaks in the 177 Fuel Assembly Plant" and supplements to these analyses

(References 1 through 6). The major parameters used in this generic study
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bound the Rancho Seco plant. The staff evaluation of the B&W generic stidy

has been completed and the results of the evaluation will be issued as a NIREG

report in June 1979.

A principal finding of our generic review is a reconfirmation that Loss-of-Coolant

Accident (LOCA) analyses of breaks at the lower end of the small break spectrum

(smaller than 0.04 sq. ft.) demonstrate that a combination of heat removal by

the steam generators, the high pressure injection system and operator action

ensure adequate core cooling. The AFW system used to remove heat through the

steam generators has been modified to enhance its reliability as discussed in

item (a). The high pressure injection system is capable of providing emergency

core cooling even at the safety valve pressure setpoint. The ability to

remove heat via the steam generstors has always been recognized to be an

important consideration when analyzing very small breaks. 4eparate sensitivity

analyses were performed assuming permanent loss of all feedwater (with operator

initiation of the high pressure injection system at 20 minutes) and loss of

feedwater for only the first 20 minutos of the accident for breaks of 0.01 sq.

ft. Reactor core uncovery is not predicted for these events. The calculated

peak cladding temperature was less than 800*F, well below the 10 CFR 50.46

requirement of 2200*F. These results are applicable to Rancho Seco considering

the ability to manually start the redundant AFV pumps from the control room,

assuming failure of automatic AFW actuation.

Another aspect of the study was the assessment of recent design changes on the

lift frequency of pressurizer safety and relief valves. The design changes
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included: a change in the setpoint of the pressurizer power-operated relief

valve (PORV) from 2255 psi to 2450 psi; change in the high pressure reactor

trip setpoint from 2355 psi to 2300 psi; and the installation of an anticipa-

tory reactor trip on turbine trip and/or on loss of all main feedwater. In

the past, during the turbine trip or loss of feedwater transients, the PORV

lifted. With the design changes the initial pressure increase of these tran-

5:ents do not result in lifting of this valve. However, the consequent

depressurization ould initiate safety injection which in turn could repres-

surize the system and lift the relief valve. It is expected that the operator

would terminate HPI before the relief valve or safety valves lift, since the

50 F subcooling criteria would be satisfied at pressures below the PORV

setpoint. Also, lifting of both the PORV and safety valves might occur in the

case of control rod withdrawal or inadvertent boron dilution transients, using

the normally conservative assumptions found in the Chapter 15 safety analyses.

The above design changes do not effect the lift frequency of the valves for

these Chapter 15 safety analyses.

Based on our review of the small break analyses presented by B&W, the staff

has determined that a loss of all main feedwater with (a) an isolated PORV,

but safety valves opening and closing as designed, or (b) a stuck open PORV

does not result in core uncovery, provided either AFW or 2 HPI pumps is

initiated within 20 minutes. Based on the acceptable consequences calculated

for small break LOCAs and loss of all main feedwater events coupled with the

expected reliability of the AFW and HPI systems, we conclude that the licensee

has complied.with the analyses portion of Item (d) of the Order.
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To support longer term operation of the facility, requirements will be developed

for additional and more detailed analyses of loss of feedwater and other

anticipated transients. More detailed analyses of small break LOCA events are

also needed for this purpose. Accordingly, the licensee will be required to

provide the analyses discussed in Section 8.4.1 and 8.4.2 of the recent NRC

" Staff Report of the Generic Assessment of Feedwater Transients in Pressurized

Water Reactors Designed by the Babcock and Wilcox Company" (NUREG 0560).

Further details on these analyses and their applicability to other PWRs and

BWRs will be specified by the staff in the near fut ure. In addition, to

assist the staff in developing more detailed guidance on design requirements

of relief and safety valve reliability during anticipated transients, as

discussed in Section 8.'.6 of the NUREG report, the licensee will be required4

to provide analyses of the lift frequency and mechanical reliability of the

pressurizer relief and safety valves of the Rancho Seco facility.

The B&W analyses show that some operator action, both imme.. ate and followup,

is required under certain circumstances for a small break accident. Immediate

operator action is defined as those actions committed to memory by the operators

which must be carried out as soon as the problem is diagnosed. Follow-up

actions require operators to consult and follow the steps in written and

approved procedures. These procedures must always be readily available in the

control room for the operators' use. Guidelines were developed by B&W to

assist the operating B&W facilities in the development of emergency procedures

for the small break accident.
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The " Operating Guidelines for Small Breaks" were issued by B&W on May 5, 1979

and reviewed by the NRC staff. Revisions recommended by the staff were

incorporated in the guidelines. In response to these guidelines, the staff at

Rancho Seco made substantial revisions to Emergency Procedure D.5 (" Loss of

Reactor Coolant / Reactor Coolant System Pressure") and Operating Procedure B.4

(" Plant Shutdown and Cooldown"). These procedures define the required operator

action in response to a spectrum of break sizes for a loss-of-coolant accident

in conjunction with various equipment availability and failures.

Emergency Procedure D.5 (EP D.5) is divided into three sections. The first

section deals with a small leak within the capability of a makeup pump. In

this case, the operators proceed with an orderly plant shutdown unless pres-

surizer or makeup tank levels fall below prescribed limits. If these limits

are exceeded the reactor is manually tripped and high pressure injection is

initiated.

The second section of EP D.5 defines the required operator action for a small

break not within the capability of a makeup pump. This section provides the

operator with the guidance necessary to achieve a safe hot shutdown condition

for a variety of degraded conditions. If all feedwater is lost, a heat removal

path is established by the high pressure injection system through the break
~

and the pressurizer power-operated relief valve or the safety valves. Once

feedwater is reestablished, the steam generators can be used as a heat sink.

If the reactor coolant pumps are not available, the operator is directed to

Operating Procedure B.4 (OP B.4) which defines the actions necessary to cool

down the plant by natural circulation. Additional guidance is provided in OP

B.4 if natural circulation is not immediately achieved.
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The third section of EP D.5 defines the actions necessary in the event of a

large rupture. In this case the system depressurizes to the point of low

pressure injection.

For all cases in which high pretsure injection is manually or automatically

initiated, the operators are specifically instructed in EP D.5 to maintain

maximum HPI flow unless one_ of the following criteria are met:

(1) The LPI system is in operation and providing cooling at a rate in

excess of 1000 gpm and the situation has been stable for 20 minutes,

or

(2) All hot and cold leg temperatures are at least 50 degrees below the

saturation temperature for the existing RCS pressure. If the 50

degrees subcooling cannot be maintained after HPI cutoff, HPI shall

be reactuated.

A requirement to determine and maintain 50*F subcooling has been incorporated

in all other procedures in which HPI has been manually or automatically initiated.

These procedures include, " Steam Supply System Rupture," and " Loss of Steam

Generator Feedwater." Each of these procedures, in addition to the " Loss of

Reactor Coolant / Reactor Coolant System Pressure" procedure, provide additional

instructions to the operators in the event of faulty or misleading indications.
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A subsequent action statement directs the operators to check alternate instru-

mentation channels to confirm key parameter readings. The Rancho Seco staff

has made revisions to all of their emergency procedures to include this

requirement.

If feedwater is not initially available following a transient or accident,

core cooling is maintained by flow from two HPI pumps and relief through the

PORV, which is opened by the operator. B&W has performed studies that show

that density differences between the downcomer and reactor core will cause

recirculation flow between the core exit and downcomer via the vent valves.

Mixing of the hot core exit water with the cold HPI water will provide suffi-

ciently warm vessel temperatures to preclude any significant thermal shock

effects to the vessel. Under these conditions with no circulation of water

from the steam generators, the cold leg themocouple (located upstream of the

reactor coolant pump) does not provide a satisfactory indication of the vessel

temperature. B&W has recommended using the core exit thermocouples as a

measure of vessel temperature, based on B&W analyses that conservatively show

that the vent valves will open at temperature differences between the core

exit and downcomer of less than 150*F. They have also proposed a more

appropriate pressure-temperature limit curve for the vessel that reflects

allowable stresses under these faulted conditions (nn feedwater).

The NRC staff has reviewed these guidelines and finds them acceptable because of

the expected recirculation through the vent valves and the vessel stress

limits used. The licensee has incorporated these revised guidelines in his

procedures for loss of all feedwater. Subsequent restoration of AFW would

depressurize the reactor coolant system to below 600 psi where pressure vessel
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integrity is assured for any reasonable thermal transients that might

subsequently occur. We conclude that further reliability analyses are needed

as part of the long-term requirements of the Order to con ** m that AFW can be

restored (if lost) in a reasonable period of time. B&W has agreed to provide

a detailed thermal-mechanical report on the behavior of vessel materials for

these extreme conditions, to be applicable generically to the Oconee class of

plants, which includes Rancho Seco.

The " Loss of Reactor Coolant / Reactor Coolant System Pressure" procedure was

reviewed by the NRC staff to determine its conformance with the B&W guidelines.

Comments generated as a result of this review were incor.1 rated in a further

revision to the procedure. A member of the NRC staff walked through this

emergency procedure in the Rancho Seco control room. The procedure was judged

to provide adequate guidance to the operators to cope with a small break

loss-of-coolant accident. The instrumentation necessary to diagnose the

break, the indications and controls required by the action statements, and the

administrative controls which prevent unacceptable limits from being exceeded

are readily available to the operators. We conclude that the operators should

be able to use this procedure to bring the plant to a safe shutdown condition

in the event of a small break accident.

An audit of seven of 14 licensed operators and senior operators assigned to

shift duty (22 total licensed personnel) was conducted by the NRC staff to

determine the operators' understanding of the small break accident, including

how they are required to diagnose and respond to it. The Rancho Seco staff

has conducted special training sessions for the operators on the concept and
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use of EP D.5. The audit revealed that, except for one deficiency, the

operators had sufficient knowledge of the small break phenomenon and the

requirenents of the procedure. This deficiency, verification of natural

circulation, was brought to the attention of the plant staff. Each licensed

individual received additional training in this area by the plant training

organization and General Physics Corporation. They also received training on

the revisions made to EP D.S as a result of the NRC review. This additional

training has been completed and verified by the NRC staff.

The audit of the operators also included questioning about the THI-2 incident

and the resulting design changes made at Rancho Seco. The discussions covered

the initiating events of the incident, the response of the plant to the simul-

taneous loss of feedwater and small break LOCA (PORV stuck open), and the

operational actions that were taken during the course of the incident. We

identified a deficiency in interpreting the initial sequence of the TMI-2

incident on the part of several of the operators. Additional training has

been conducted in this area by the plant staff and cheir consultant and

verified by the NRC staff.

Otherwise, we found their level of understanding sufficient to be able to

respond to a similar situation if it happened at Rancho Seco. We also

concluded they have adequate knowledge of subcooling and saturated conditions

and are able to recognize each in the primary coolant system by various

methods. The AFW system was also discussec during the audit to determine the

operatcrs' ability to assure proper starting snd operation of the system

during normal conditions, as well a- during adverse conditions such as loss ob
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( alte power or loss of normal feedwater. The long term operation of the

system was examined to evaluate the operators' ability to use available manual

controls and water supplies. The level of understanding was found to be

sufficient to assure proper short and long term AFW flow to the steam generators.

In addition to the oral audit conducted by the NRC, the licensee administered

a written examination to all licensed personnel. Individuals scc. ring less

than 90 percent on the exam will receiva additional training and will not

assume licensed duties until a score of at least 90 percent is attained on an

equivalent, but different exam. Tho written exam and the grading was audited

by the NRC staff and judged to be satisfactory. The staff vill also review

all subsequent results and records as part of the normal inspection function

of the Rancho Seco requalification program. We conclude that there is adequate

assurance that the operators at Rancho Seco have and will continue to receive

a high level of training concerning the THI-2 accident and the consequent

impact at their station.

Based on the foregoing evaluation, we cone:1ude that the licensee has complied

with the requirements of Item (d) of the 'Jrder.

Item (e)

The Order requires that the licensee:

" Provide for ont senior licensed owrator assigned to the control room

who has had THI 2 training on the B&W simulator."
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The licensee has confirmed that this item of the Order has been completed and

has further connitted that all reactor operators and senior reactor operators

will have completed the TMI-2 simulator training at B&W by June 21, 1979.*

This training consists of a class discussion of the TMI-2 event followed by a

demonstration of the event on the simulator as it occurred and the proper

actions that should be taken to control the accident. The clase discussion is

about four hotars long and the remainder of the session is conducted on the

simulator. The TMI-2 event, including operational errors, is demonstrated to

each operator. The event is again initiated and the operators are given

" bands-on" experience in successfully regaining control of the plant by several

methods. Other transients which result in depressurization and saturation

conditions are presented to the operators and they =ust maneuver the plant to

a stable, subcooled condition.

Based on the above actions by the licensee, we conclude that the licensee

is in complianco with Item (a) of the Order.

Conclusion

W conclude that the actions described above fulfill the requirements of our

Order of May 7,1979 in regard to Paragraph (1) of Section IV. The licensee

having met the requirements of Paragraph (1) may restart Rancho Seco as provided

by Paragraph (2). Paragraph (3) of Section IV of the Order remains in force

until the long term modifications set forth in Section II of the Order are

completed and approved by the NRC.

*
This action has been completed and satisfies the long-term portion of the Order
in this regard.
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UNITED STATES NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

SACRAMENTO MUNICIPAL UTILITY DISTRICT

DOCKET NO. 50-312

NOTICE OF AUTHORIZATION TO RESUME OPERATION

The United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission issued an Order on

May 7,1979 (44 F.R. 27779, May 11,1979), to Sacramento Municipal Utility

District (the licensee), holder of Facility Operating License No. DPR-54,

for the Rancho Seco Nuclear Generating Station (Rancho Seco), confiming that

the licensee accomplish a series of actions, both immediate and long tenn, to

increase the capability and reliability of Rancho Seco to respond to various

transient events. In addition, the Order confimed that the licensee would

shut down Rancho Seco on April 28, 1979, and maintain the plant in a shutdown

condition until the following actions had been satisfactorily ccmpleted:

(a) Upgrade the timeliness and reliability of delivery fran the

Auxililary Feedwater System by carrying out actions as identified

in Enclosure 1 of the licensee's letter of April 27, 1979.

(b) Develop and implement operating procedures for initiating and

controlling auxiliary feedwater independent of Integrated Control

System control.

(c) Implement a hard-wired control-grade reactor trip that would be

actuated on loss of main feedwater and/or turbine trip.

(d) Complete analyses for potential small breaks and develop and inplement

operating instructions to define operator action.
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(e) Provide for one Senior Licensed Operator assigned to the

control room who has had Three Mile Island Unit No. 2 (THI-2)
training on the B&W simulator. *

By submittal of May 14, 1979, seven letters dated May 22, 24, 29, 30(3) and,

June 6,1979, the licensee has documented the actions taken in response to the

May 7 Order. Notice is hereby given that the Director of Nuclear Reactor

Regulation (the Director) has reviewed this submittal and has concluded that the

licensee has satisfactorily completed the actions prescribed in items (a) through

(e) of paragraph (1) of Section IV of the Order, that the specified analyses are

acceptable and the specified implementing procedures are appropriate. Accordingly,

by letter dated June 27, 1979, the Director has authorized the licensee to resume
operation of Rancho Seco. The bases for the Director's conclusions are m e fully

set forth in a Safety Evaluation dated June 27, 1979.

Copies of (1) the licensee's letters dated May 14, 1979, and seven letters

dated May 22,24,29,30(3) and June 6,1979,(2) the Director's letter dated

June 27,1979 and (3) the Safety Evaluation dated June 27, 1979, are available

for inspection at the Commission's Public Document Rom at 1717 H Street, N. W.,

Washington, D. C. 20555, and are being placed in the Commission's local public

document rom in the Business and Municipal Department, Sacramento City-County

Library, 828 I Street, Sacramento, California 95814. A copy of items (2) and (3)

may be obtained upon request addressed to the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
Washington, 1. C. 20555, Attention: Director, Division of Operating Reactors.

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSTON

- kH4. s/
Robert W. Reid, Chief
Operating Reactors Branch #4
Division of Operating Reactors

Dated at Bethesda, Maryland ,
this 27th day of Jun~e 1979'.
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APPENDIX E

LETTERS ISSUING AUXILIARY FEEDWATER SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

The NRC issued letters to licensees of pressurized water reactors
and boiling water reactors advising of requirements for auxiliary feedwater
systems. Some of the requirements were generic according to reactor vendor
(Combustion Engineering or Westinghouse) and others were plant-specific.

Copies are contained in this appendix as follows:

Arkansas 2 (C-E) 11/06/79 Indian Point 2 (W) 11/07/79

Calvert Cliffs 182 (C-E) 11/07/79 Indian Point 3 (W) 11/07/79

Ft. Calhoun 1 (C-E) 10/22/79 Kewaunee (W) 9/21/79

Maine Yankee (C-E) 10/18/79 North Anna 1 (W) 9/28/79

Millstone 2 (C-E) 10/22/79 Point Beach 1&2 (W) 9/21/79

Palisades (C-E) 10/30/79 Prairie Island 1&2 (W) 10/16/79

St. Lucie 1 (C-E) 10/17/79 Salem 1 (W) 9/21/79

Beaver Valley 1 (W) 10/11/79 San Onofre 1 (W) 11/15/79

D. C. Cook 182 (W) 10/30/79 Surry (W) 9/25/79

Farley 1 (W) 10/13/79 Trojan (W) 10/03/79

Ginna I (W) 10/22/79 Turkey Point 3&4 (W) 10/16/79

H. B. Robinson 9/21/79 Yankee Rowe 1 (W) 11/09/79

Haddam Neck (W) 10/11/79 Zion 1&2 (W) 9/18/79
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Docket No. 50-368

entitled. *lteview of Small Breat Transtants in Caseustion Engineering
Ruclear Steam Supply Systems.* Dur specific concerns inclede systems

Mr. William Cavanaugh. !!! reltabiltty (other than the auxiliary feedeater system), analyses.
Executive 01 rector of Generation guidelines and procedures for operators and operator training.

and Construction
Arkarsas Powee & Light Company we plan to iderittfy, in separate correspondence, the requirements
P. C. Box 551 resulting from the additional items from the Bulletins and Orders
Little Rock, Artansas 72233 Task Force review.

Dear P'r. Cavanaugh: ncerely.
.

SUBJECT: 8PC REQUIREMENTS FOR A:JIILIARY FEECnATER SYSTEMS AT ARKAhSAS
PfJCLEAR C4E UNIT 2 h

The purpose of this letter is to advise you of our requt"ements for the Darre . E s nnut, ct Director
auxiliary feeewater systeats at the subject f acility. TLate requirements Division of Operating Reactors
were identified during the course of the NRR Bulletins and Orders Task Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Force review of operating reactors in light of the accident at Three Mile
Island. Unit 2. Enclosures:

As stated
Enclosure I to this letter identifies each of the requirements applicable

cc w/ enclosures:to the subject facility. These reqairements are of two types. (1) generic
require eats applicable to most Cortn.stion Engineering-designed operating see next pege
plants. and (2) plant-specific requirements applicable only to the subject
facility. Enclosure 2 coetains a generic request for additional information
regarding auxiliary feedwater systes flow require 9ents.

The aesigns and procedures of the subject factitty should t'e evaluated
against the applicable requirements specified in Enclosure 1 to dete mine
the degeee tr w%ich the facility currently conforms to these requirements.
The results of th's evaluation and an associated schedule and corriitrent
fu implementation Cf required changes or act1Cns shouid be provided for
NRC staff review within thirty days of receipt of this letter. AlsS. this
schedule snould indicate your date for submittal of inforr.ation such as design
changes. proceMe Cha9ges or Technical Specif1 Cation Chan9es to be provided
for staff review. You may also provide your response to the iteas in Enclosure
2 at that time.

In addition to the requiremeets identified in this letter. other requirements
which may be applicable to the subject facility are expected to be generated by
the Bulletins and Orders Task Force. Such requ'rements are those resulting from
our review of the less-o'-feedwater event and the small break loss-of-coolant acc-
ideat as described in the CCrt>ustion Engineering report CEN-114-P (Amendment 1-P)
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Arkansas Power & Light Company

cc:
Phillip K. Lyon, Esq.

House. Holms & Jewell
1550 Tower Building ENCLOSURE 1
Little Rock, Arkansas 72201

Mr. David C. Trisele
Manager. Licensing X.1 (CE) ARKANSAS 2
Arkansas Power & Light Corrpany
P. O. Box 551 EMERGENCY FEEDWATER SYSTEM
Little Rock. Arkansas 72203

Mr. James P. O'Hanlon
General Manager X.1.1 System Description
Arkansas Nuclear One
P. O. Box 608 X.1.1.1 Configuration - Overall Design
Russellville. Arkansas 72801

The emergency feedwater system (EFVS) as shown in Figure 1 consists
Mr. William Johnson
U. 5. Nuclear Regulatory Comission of primary and secondary sources of water and two emergency feedwater
P. O. Box 2090
Russellville, Arkansas 72801 pumps, which feed either or both steam generators (SG). The primary

Mr. Robert B. Borsure source c,.' E FWS water is a non-seismic Category I condensate storage
Babcock & Wilcox
Nuclear Power Generation Division tank with a 200,000 gallon capacity, 160,000 gallons of wnfcn are
Suite 420. 7735 Old Georgetown Road
Bethesda, Maryland 20014 dedicated to the EFWS by the Technical Specifications. There is

Trey B. Conner, Jr. . Esq. also available 100,000 gallons of water from a swing condensate
Conner, Pt> ore & Corber
1747 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W. storage tank which is shared by both Unit 2 and Unit 1.
Washington, D.C. 20006

Arkansas Polytechnic College
Russellville. Arkansas 72801 The secondary source of water is the plant service water system, a

seismic Category I system, whose water source is either the emergency

cooling pond or the Dardanell Reservoir. The service water system is

seismic Category I up to and including the suction piping from the

emerge'1cy cooling pond (the ultimate heat sink). Three service water

pumps can draw water from the reservoir (normal mode) or from the

emergency coo 11ng pond. The reservoir can also act as a long ters

water sousre.
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The primary condensate storage tank is normally lined up to supply X.1.1.3 Power Sources

water to bcth EN pumps through manually operated locked open isolatten Except for the turbine pump steam admission valves immediately down-

valves. Train A incl.udes the motor-driven pump and Train B includes stream of steam generators A and 8. respectively. Train 8 of the. system,

the turbine-driven pump, each having 10C% capacity, and designed to (turbine-driven pump) obtains contre 1 power and power for operating

deliver 57-. po' 9 D90 psig. The discharge lines from each pus , are valves from the Division !! bus, a Class 1E DC source. The turbine ptro

cross-connected through two normally closed (NC) manual isolation stiam admission valves receive power from Division I and !! Class 1E AC

valves. Upon low suction pressure to the operating pump (s), the suction sources, respectively. '4owever, they are locked open with power removed

to the pump is automatically aligned to the secondary water source. during operation,

Under the worst transient conditions the licensee estimates that. Train A (motor-driven pump) is powered by the Division I bus, a Class

without the EFW flow,the SG would boil dry in 14 minutes,following IE AC source. Except for the two ball valves *"ed to isolate

loss of main feedwater with reactor trip. the stesn generatoa which aru DC powered, all the valves in

Train A are AC powered. The onsite emergency power system consists

X.1.1.2 Components of two divisions, each being supplied by an independent diesel

Except for the condensate storage tanks, the EFWS components (pumps, generator ar4 corresponding DC battery system. Both the diesel

valves, and valve operators) and piping are safety grade, seismic generators and battery systems are located in separate seise.ic

Category I and tornado misslie protected. The power supplies and C. =qory I rooms.

instrumentation are Class IE. Each EFW pump is located in a separate

room. Because the pumps are located below the probable max mum flood X.1.1.4 Instrumentation and Controlsi

level, these rooms are watertight with watertight doors to irevent X.1.4.1 Controls

flooding. There are two room coolers in the staas-driven pimp room Steam generator level is controlled automatically by the engineered

and one room coo)ar in the motor-driven pump room. The lubricating safety features actuation system fESFAS) and can be control'1ed

system for each EFW pump is air-cooled by vanes on its pump shaft. manually from the control room. Steam generator level indication and

alarm are available to the operator in the control room. EFWS flow

to the steam generator is automatically terminated when the level

reaches a high point, and low steam generator level will auto-

matica11y reestablish emergency feedwater flow. This on-off type of
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flow control is accomplished by opening or closing the ball valves Main steam line break isolation is accomplished automatically whereas

located at the inlet to the steam generators. a risin feedwater line break is manually isolated.

X.1.1.4.2 Information Avaliable to Operator If steam generator isolation is required, as in the case of a

System information available to the operator in the control room to postulated main steam line er feedwater line break, the ESFAS will

assess the performance of the emergency feedwater system is as open only the EFW valves leading to the intact steam generator. A

follows: combination of measured variables (level and pressure) for each steam

generator are used to determine which steam generator is intact.
Position indicating lights for

each electrical and pneumatic operated valve. X.1.1.5 Testing and Technical Spacifications

Steam generator level X.1.1.6 The EFWS is periodically tested and has Limiting Conditions of
Steam generator pressure Operation in accordance with the Technical Specifications as follows:
EFWS flow indication in each of the four water paths to the

steam generators.
E"EEETY FEEDWATER SYSTEM

Two emergency feedwater pumps and associated flow paths shall be
X.1.1.4.3 Initiatina Signals for Automatic Operation

CPERABLE with:

The EFW pumps and flow path control valves are automatically actuated

by the ESFAS whenever any of the following two out of four a. One motor driven pump capable of being powered from an OPERA 8LE

coincident logic conditions exist: emergency bus, and

b. One turbine driven pump capable of being powered from an
1. Steam generator (A & 8) low level

CPERASLE steam supply system.

2. Steam generator (A & B) low pressure

3. Steam generator differential pressure-high (SG-A>SG-B) ADPLICABILITY: MCCES 1, 2 and 3.

4. Steam generator differsntial p*ressure-high (SG-B)SG-A)
ACTION:

With one emergency feedwater pump inoperable, restere the inoperable

pump to OPERA 8LE status within 72 hours or be in HOT SHUTDOWN within

the next 12 hours.
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SURVEILLANCE PEQUIREMENTS X.1.2 Reliability Evaluation

Each emergency feehater pump shall be demonstrated CPERABLE: X.1.2.1 Dominant Failure Modes

X.1.2.1.1 Loss of Main feedwater (LOFW)

4. At least once per 31 days by: No single failure was identified which would make both feedwater

1. Verifying that the turbine driven pump develops a discharge trains unavailable. Thus the doeinant failure modes were

pressure of 11200 psig at a flow of 1560 spe when the combinations of two independent failures, each failing one subsystes.

secondary steam supply pressure is greater than 865 psig

and the pump speed is 13600 rps. The provisions of X.1.2.1.2 LCFW With Loss of Of fsite AC Power

Specification 4.0.4 are not appitcable. The dominant failure modes are the same as those identified above in

the case of loss of main feedwater only.
2. Verifying that each valve (sanual, power operated or

autosatic) in the ficw path that is not locked, sealed, or X.1.2.1.3 LOFW with Only DC Power Avaliaele

otherwise secured in position, is in its correct position. The dominant failure modes for this event are failure of the turbine

driven pump subsystem due to test and maintenance cutages, hardware

b. At least once per 18 months during shutdown by: failure, or human error.

1. Verifying that each automatic valve in the flow path

actuates to its correct position on MSIS or ESFAS test Since the motor driven EFV pump would not be available upon loss of

signals. all AC power, auxiliary feedwater flow would be dependent on the

single turbine driven pump subsystem. Single valve or pump failure,
2. Verifying that the actor driven pump starts automatically or a manual valve being left in the closed position, or the subsystem

upon receipt of an ESFAS test siqnal, being out due to test and maintenance are all significant contri-

butors to the unavailability of the EFNS during this event.
3. Verifying that the turbine driven pump steam supply MCV

opens automatically upon receipt of an ESFAS tee s14"al. X.1.2.1.4 Potential Interactions

None
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X .1. 3 secommendations for this plant

The short-term recommendations (both generic, denoted by Gs, and
generators. The flow test should be conducted

plant-speci*ic) identified in this section represent actions to
with AFW system valves in their normal alignment.

improve AFh* system reif ability that should be implemented by January
2. acco.nendation GS-7 - The licensee should verify that the

1,1980, or as soon thereafter as is practicable. In general, they
automatic start AFW system signals and associated circuitry are

involve upgrading of Technical Specifications or estaolishing pro- safety-grade. If this cannot be verified, the AFW system auto-
cedures to avoid or eitigate potential systee or operator failures. matic initiation systes should be modified in the short-ters to
The long-tere recommendations (both generic, denoted by GL, and meet the functional requirements listed below. For the longer
plant-specific) identified in this section involve system design ters, the automatic initiation signals and circuits should be
evaluations and/or modificatiens to improve AFW system reliability upgraded to meet safety grade requirements as indicated in
and mpresent actions that should be implemented by January 1,1981, Recomendation GL-5.
or as socr,thereafter as is practicable. The design should provide for the automatic initiation of

L 1.3.. $5cet Tem the auxiliary feedwater systee flow.

1. Reccamendation GS 6 - The licensee should confire ficw path The automatic initiation signals and circuits should be
availability of an AFW system flow train that has been out of designed so that a single failure will not result in the
service to perform periodic testing or maintenance as follows: loss of auxiliary feedwater systes function.

Testability of the initiation signals and circuits shall be
Procedures should te implemented to require an a feature of the design.

operator to determine that the AFW system valves The initiation signals and circuits should be powered from

are properly aligned and a second operator to the emergency buses.

independently verity that the valves are procerly Manual capability to initiate the auxiliary feedwater

aligned. system free the control room should be retained and should

The Itcensee should prepcse Technical Specifications be implemented so that a single failure in the manual

to assure tnat prior to p1 ant startup following circuits will not result in the loss of systes function.

an extended cold shutdown, a flow test would be The alternating current motor-driven pumps and valves in

performed to verify the normal flow path from the auxiliary feedwater systes should be included in the

the primary AFW system water source to the steam automatic actuation (simultaneous and/or sequential) c' thet

a5 e emergency buses.The term AFW systert as used in these recorrendations applies to the*

ANO-2 EFW system.
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The automatic initiation signals and circuits shall be 2. 'Reco meadaten - The licensee should perform a 72-hour endurance test

desigaed so that their failure will not result in the loss on all AFW systes pumps, if such a test or continuous period of
of manual capability to initiate the AFW systes from the operation has not been accomplished to date. Following the 72-hour
control room,

pump run, the pumps should be shut down and cooled down and then

restarted and run for one hour. Test acceptance cciteria should
3. Recomendation - The Surveillance Requirements section of the include demonstrating that the pwmps remain within the design limits with

Technical Spec 1 cations should add pressure and flow acceptance respect to bearing / bearing oil temperatures and vibration and that
criteria for the periodic (31-day) testing of the motor driven pump room ancient conditions (temperature, humidity) do not exceed
pumps.

environmental qualification limits for safety-related equipment in

the rocs.

X. i. 3. 2 add tfocal Short-Tere Recem endatieas

The following additional short-tars recommendations resulted from the 3. accomeadetten - The Itcensee should irclement the following
staff's Lessons Leatred Task Fcrc review and the Bulletins and Orders requirements as specified by Itas 2.1.7.b on case A-32 of NUREG-0578:
Task Force review of AN systems at Babcock & Wilcox-designed operating

plants subsequent to our review of the AN systes designs at W- and " Safety grade indication of auxilfary feedwater flow to
C-E-desigaed operating plants. They have not been esiined for specific each steam generator shall be provided in the control roce.
appitcability to this facility.

The auxiliary feedwater flow instrument channels shall be
1. Recume8dation - The licensee should provide redundant level

powered from the emergency buses cossistent with satisfying
indications and low level alarms in the control room for the AN

the emergency power diversity requirements'for the auxiliary
systes primary water supply to allow the operator to anticipate the feedwater systes set forth in Auxiliary Systems Branch
reed to make up water or traasfer to an alterrata matar supply and Technical Position 10-1 of the Standard Review Plan,
prevent a low pump suction pressure condition from occurring. The Section 10.4.9."
low level ataca setpoint should allow at least 20 minutes for

operator action, assuming that the largest capacity AN pump is 4. Recemeadation - Licensees with plants which require local manual
cperating.

realignment of valves to conduct periodic tests on ore AN systes
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train, and there is only one remaining A W train available for describe how the plant can N brought to a safe she.down condition by

operation should propose the Technical Specifications to provide that use of other systems which would be available follcwing such

a deatce'ed individ6a1 who is in communication with the control room postulated events.

be stationed at the ma %al valves, tipon instruction from the control

room, this operator would realign the valves in the A N systes train 3. Recomeadation - Concern was expressed to the licensee about the

from the test mode to itsoperational alignment. capability of the design to isolate a break occurring downstress of

the steam admission valve to the turbine-driven pump during ANS

X.1.3.3 Lonc-Ter, cperation concurrent with a single active failure of the DC emergency

Long-ters recormendations for improving the system are as follows: Division II. Assuming that without DC, the corresponding diesel

generator will not to able to start, the break could not be isolated

1 Recomendatics - GL-5 - The licensee should upgrade the AN systes because of the loss of CC and AC power in Division II. The licensee

automatic initiation signals and circuits to meet safety-grade advised that analysis has beei performed showing that there is

requirements. sufficient residual magnetise to flash the diesel generator field aM

consequently the Division II diesel generator can be brought up to

2. eecomendation - The Arkansas Unit 2 AN tystem design does not meet spee& and voltage without the need of CC from the emergency

the high energy line break criteria in SAP-10.4.e and Branch batteries. Thus, the break could be isolated if the failure of the

Technical Position 10-1; namely, that the AN system should maintain DC emergency Civision II does not result also in the loss of AC in

the capaollity to supply the required AN flow to the steam genera- the same division. The licensee should subett for staff review the

tor (s) assuming a pipe break anywhere in the A N pump discharge lines analysis with regard to starting the diesel generator without DC erergency

concurrent with a single active failure. power available.

The licensee should evaluate the postulated pipe breaks stated above

and (1) determine any AN system design changes or procedures

necessary to detect and isolate t'he break and direct the required

feedwater flow to the steam generator (s) before they boil dry or (2)
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2. Nscribe the analyses and assepticms and -.y4dr4 technical jatificaticn

used with plant acnditions ccrsidered in 1.a. abcve incl.viir4:

Maxinun reactor power (including instruaent erTer allcwance) at the tbe ofa. stee generater(s) as detemined by items 1 and 2 above ecnsiderir4 a sir 41e
the initiatir,g transient or accident. f ailure. Identify the rargin in sizing the purp flew to allow for pump recir-

b. Time delay fr:n initiatir4 evant to reacter trip. culaticn fic=1 seal leakage and ;u p wear.
Plant pare eter(s) which initiates AT4S flow and time delay between initiat-c.

ir4 event and introducticn cf AT4 flow into sten gererster(s).

d. Minima steam generater water level when initiating event occurs.

Initial sten generator water inventcry and depleticn rate before and af+ere.

ATdS ficw comences - identify reacter decay heat rete used.

f. Maxima pressure at which steam is released fnm steam generater(s) and agairust

which tra Ard gnp must develop sufficient head.

Minimum rrrier cf steam generaters t'at nust receive AP4 flow, e.g.,1 cf 2,g.

2 cf u?

h. RC ficw cxmdition - o:mtinued cperaticn of RC prps or natursl circulaticn.

i. Maximum APJ inlet tecpe-ature.

j. Following "a postulated steam er feed line break, time delay ass.2ned to isclate

break and diru:t ATJ ficw to intact sten generater(s). APd prp flow capacit-

allowance to accxxnodate the time delay and maintain minirun steam generator

water level. Also identify credit taken fer primary system heat removal due

to blowdown.

k. Vol=e and ns.xim ta:gerature of water in main feed liMs between steam

generater(s) and AP45 cmnecticn to rain feed line.

1. 0;erating ccnditicn of steam generater nor-al b1cwdawn fellcwing initiating

esunt.

* Primary and secondary sfstem. water and retal sensitie heat used for cocidce.m.

and ATJ flow sizing.

n. Time at hot standby and time to cocidcun RCS to RHR (or SCS) syste:n cut

in temperat== to size Ard water sorce inventory.

E-11
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[ NUCLEAR REQULATORY COWsalSSICN Mr. A. E. Lundvall. Jr. -2*,,

s maanasefos s. E seese

\ s., Neverter 7.1979
**"* entitled. * Review of small Break Traesients to Combi.stice Engineerirg

Muclear Staae $. coly Systees.* Cur specific concerr.s include systems
re11ao111ty (other than the auxiliary feedwater systee), analyses.

Oocket Mos. 50-317 gwideltees and procedures for operatoes, and ccerator training.
N I8

We plan to iden'.1fy in sa:arate correspondence the regairenants
resulting from the addittoaal 1 tees from the Suf1 stirs and Orders
Test Force revtew.

Mr. A. E. Lunevell, Jr.'
Vice-Paesicent - Sapoly gnger 1 ,7
Saltimore las & Electric Carpaay
P. C. los 1475 *

S altincre. Maryland 21203

. ear e . Luedve11: ..ei .. s .. .ing Ctrmner. r
01riston of Cperating teactors

$U5JE*T: @C A!OU!REWE471 FOR A;;1:LI ARY FEE 0=ATER $Y$TEMS AT OALVERT CLIFFS * ' " " '"# # '
W CLEAA PLANT UNIT 3 1 AC 2

Enclosares:
The ov:ese c' tYs .etter is to afvise you of ou* recut *ements for the ***
aan111ary feedwate* systems at the s.bject fac111ty. These require" eats c: w/ enclosures:=ece icertiftes daring the cvse of the hRR Ballettes and Creers Task See rest pageFo*ce review of operating reactors in 11get of the accide-t at Three Mile
Isla-c. Crit 2.

Incics.re 1 to this letter ice ttfies each cf the require ents a:p11cante
to t*e sasject f acility. These reqairerents are of two ty;es. (1) geae*1c
re uirements as 11 cable to rest C:rtastion Erg 1 eering-destgaed c;erating
planta, atc (2) plant specific recaire eats a;c11 cable omis to the subject
'scility. Inclosee 2 cortairs a gene *1c request for additicaat information
es;aacing aanilta*y feecwater system flow recaireamats.

The cesigns and procedares cf the subject facility should be evaluated
assiest the applicable recutre ents ::ecified in Enclesare 1 to detemine
tre ce;ree to w9ich the facility currently conforms to these requirenents.
The results of this evaluation and an associated schedsle and corriitreat
for 1rslementation of required cha9;es or actices should be provided for
%R* staff review within thirty days of receipt of this letter. Also, this
schedule should indicate your cate for sataittal cf infermation s ch as design
changes. procedare charges or Tecenical Specification chrges to be proviced
for staff review. You may also provice your response to the items in Enclosee
2 at 19at time.

In acettion to the requirements tcentified in this letter, cthee requiremeats
w-ic% *ay be acclicatle to the s.bject facility a*e expected to be geae*ated by
tre BJ1stics and C*cers Task Fo*ce. Such requirements are those resulting f*om
our review Cf the ICss-of-feectate* eve 9% and the small break IMs=of-Coolant acc=
icent as described in the Cetusticn Erg 19eer1Rg reccet CEM-lla-F (Are9 Cme 9t 1.P)

E-12



Is1timore Gas 4 Electric Conveny

cc:
Jaees A. Riddison, Jr. Mr. R. M. Douglass. Manager ENCLOSURE 1

General Counsel
Quality Assurance Department
Room $23 Eas & Electric BuildingG and t guilding

Charles Center P. C. 8ox 1475
la1timore Maryland 21203 Baltimore. Maryland 21203 CADERT CLIFF 5 UNIT 51 & 2 AUXILIARY FEChATER SYSTEMX.2 (C-E)

George F. Tro4 ridge. Esowire X.2.1 SYSTEu CE5*RIPY!ON

Shaw. Pittaan. Potts and
Trowbridge X.2.1.1 Coa" curatton - Ove*all Desie9

1600 M Street, N.u.
Wasnington. O. C. 20036 Figure 1 is a staplified disgree of the Calvert Cliffs Unit 1 auxiliary

Mr. R. C. . 01 son feedwater systas (AFWS). The Calvert Cliffs Unit 2 AFW5 is identical to
Saltinore Gas and Electric Company
Room 922 - G and E Sut1 ding that of unit 1. Basically. the Arws is e manually operated system that
Pest Of fice los 1475
Baltimore. Maryland 21203 includes two staan turbine-driven pumps, each of which can de11,ar 700 spe

Mr. Leon 8. Russell. Chief Enoineer at 1100 psia. Both pumes are locstad in the ausiliary feedwater pwrp room.
Calvert C11tfs Nctear Power Plant
Baltimore Gas and Electric Company
Lusoy. Maryland 20657 The normal water supply to each pump is from Concensata Storage Tant

secntal Power Cort: oration No.12 (C57 No.12), via a common line feeding a branch line to each pump.ATTN: Mr. J. C. Judd
Chief Nuclear c-sineer Flow from each pump discharges into a branch line feeding a common line157a0 Shacy Grove acad

Gatt3ersburg. Naryland 20760 which in. turn branches to asch of two steam generatore (54). AFWS flow is

Comoustion Engineering. Inc. controlled by controlling pump speed and by regulating flow thfgugh aATTN: Mr. P. W. Kruse. Manager
Engineeeing Services normally closed (NC) air-operated control valve in the feed line to each

Pcat Of fice Ben 50c
Windcor. Connecticut 06095 53. Each NC ***-eperated control valve fails open en loss of atr a M
Calvert County Library each can ce bypassed by a loop that includes a normally closed manuallyPrince Frederica. Maryland 20678

operatei valve.

AFW5 watei can be notained free five sources. The primary water source

for both umts is CST ho.12 which has a 350.000 gallen capacity. 300.000

gallons of whic3 are codicated to the AFW5 for both units. The Itcensee

stated that this ascot of water can cool down both units and will last

E-13
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sia to ten *)ues, depending on the acciceat ce transient that caused the the pretreated atar storage tanks would be connected to CST No.12, in

reed fce AFw5 cceration. Tre no-mal source o' AFh5 atee flows from CST wnic% case tra licensee estimates that al. sf the above taeks would
No. 11 trecogn two no-sally ocen sa Nally oce*ated walves and a cneck provide for more than ten hours of AFw supply. The mell wate* System has
walve in a ccamen line which tracches to toe two poucs. This sow ce ofe

a pumping capability of 966 goa, and automatically (or manually, if required)
oder is designed tc seiseic Categoey I requirements and is pectected replenishes the protreated water tanks wheaever they eesch a low level.
a;sinst toraado missiles. The other sou ces of watee are neit5er oesig"edr

t a seismic integory I reauireeents nor protected against tor * ado missiles- The ability to maintain the AFW systee function following certain postulated

pipe breaks in the main steam, main feedwater and cuailiary feedheter
The seconda*y sow ces of water coesist of two-350,000 gallon tanas, CST piping systems was evaluated. In the event of feedwater line breakse

no. 11 and CST ho. 21 for Unit 1 and Unit 2. respectively. Each tant is insice or outstos containacnt or main steam line breaks cownstream of the
designed to serve its associated AFe5, without aPy Cross-connection to the main steam isolation valve ("SIV), acceptable AFE5 capability can be
othe* tank, via a single line. TMs line includes two normally closed retained by feeding the intact stees generator, provided the control valve
manually-operated walves, and is conaected to tre ccsumen Peacer that feed * to the affected steam generator is maintained closed. However, if a steam
b:th auxilia y feedwater pumps. Alt w gm none of this water is cedicated line break occurs upstream of the MSIY concurre9t with a single active
for AFw5 service, the licensee estimates that it would take about three to f ailure, or if a steam line break occurs in the common header to the two
five minutes to line up eithee taat to its respective AreL if required.

AFW pusc turt19es, even without an active failure, potential problems

could eesult in the containment penetration area. In the fcener case, if
Three acc'itenal sources of water are: (1) the 350,000 gallon cesiner- the steam inlet motor operated valve (MFV) from the unaffected steam
afired water tarts; (11) the two-500,000 gallon peetreated watee storage

g,,,,ator to the tuttine-driven auxiliary feedwater pump fails to open,
taats, of which E00,C00 gallors are dedicated foe fire protection usage;

loss of AFW5 function will result. This Arar5 function can be restored by
(iii) the well water system. The licensee estimates that it =culd take

manually opening the bypass walve around the affected MCV. thereby admitting
ar;-ovia.,tely fifteen minutes to manually align the 350,000 gallon

steam tu the turbine-drive AFW pumps and restoring AFW5 function. This
semireealized . ate * tanks to CST he. 12. The licensee also estimates t.aat manual action is possible since the bypass walves Pave operator autenstops
it would take acaecainately thirty minutes to canaect the peeteeated sater

w*ich extend into tN adjacent room. In the lattee case, the AFW pump
sterne tanks to the deminaraliter system and that it wculd recuire

room must be ve9ted and cooled to permit access for isolating the break
ac.**ontrately one hour if the demiaeealizer system is typassed. M eit"e" case.

E-D
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and manually supplying steam to the AFW pump turtines from +% other unit
Envf rormental Des 1gn Se1saic

or from the auxiliary steam generator. The Itcensee estimates that these .Componeat/foutpeeat Quelf ficatton Classif9 cation Catacery

emergency actions can be accomplished in approminately thirty minutes. Pumps & Turtine' g% Safety Related

f acept for the pumps, the AFwS equipment is not qualified for operation in
,

the pipe breat environment.
,9p , . .

Main Steam Systen " * *

Pipe breams at two locatfons in the AFW5 were consicered: (1) at the up to MSIV

steam generator, and (2) in the cosmon discharge header between the pumps th5torage
" * *a

and the steam generators (the worst case break). In the former case,
Condensate Storage

ho7sted5afety hon-Setssic"

Remanual action (e.g., closing the normally open valve in the affected line) Tanas hos. 11 & 21

can be taken to assure flow to tne unaffected steam generator. The Centneralized * * *

Water Tank
Itcensee estfeates that it would take approximately three sinutes to

, , ,

perfore the required valve operation (s). In the latter case, however, Water Tank

loss of feedwater function will result and persist until the break itself Deep bell 5)stes " * *

is repaired. Controls and * * *

Instrumentation

Depencing on t*e inittal plant conditions and the event that causes the X.2.1.3 Powee Sources

need for the AFh5. the licensee estfeates that the steam generators would Steam to def ve the AFV5 turbine-driven pumps is attained from the steam

Soil dry in approximately thirty minutes if the AFwS is not actuated. generators. Each steam generator can s oply steam to either or both steam

turbine-driven pumps free its main staan line through a normally closed
X.2.1.2 Co=ponents - Desian and Classification

motor operated valve which fails as-is or a normally closed manual bypasa
The licensee stated that the components and equfpment of the AFWS valve into a common header. Each AFW pump takes staan from the common
were designed and classified in accordance with the following table. header through a normally open manual valve, a check valve, a DC operated

normally open stop valve, and an air operated normally closed throttle

valve. An alternate source of steam can be octaf ned free the staan

generators of the other unit or from steam generated by the auntliary

steam guerator, which uses an oil fired boiler (aum, stm. gen.).' The

E-E
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alterrata tcLrce of steam ts routed throwgh a ncema11p
X.2.1.4.2 !ar ewatfoa available to the Cpeestere

locked closed manuel valve connected between the check valve and stop
De fo11 ewing alares are located in the control rece

valve on each pump steam supply line.
1. Connon Alare Low Pump Suction and 01scharge Pressure

The two motor operated staas turbine pump inlet valves are powered free
' *^** ''" * * * I A * **

a. Comon Ala=s Tama 11 & 12
separate escegency AC bases. The turtine control valve and the ATW5 flow

b. Ccamon Alace Tana 12 & 21control valve are air operated fail open valves. The turbine stop valves
*^* * * L'' ''

a*e powered free the DC buses, and fail in the open position. All control
ho elawns are located at the Rnte 5%toown Panel er the local stations.

eM instrusertation power is from emergency buses eica can be energized

free the diesel generators.
The following indicatoes are located in the control room:

' " * ' ' 8'^*Opon loss of all station AC, local sa*wal action is recaired to start the

systes by opening the steam inlet MCV's.
. Steam Ge 4*ator Level

3. Coacensate Storage Tants' Level Indication

4 valve Position Indication for
X.2.1.4 !ast*umeatatica sad Centeels

a. Motor Cperated Inlet 5 team Valve
x.2.1.4.1 Coat 91s

b. Turbine Control valve
The following cortrels are located in the Control Race:

c. Afw Regalating Valve
1. Hand indicating coateollers for

d. Turbine Stop valve
a. Turbine Control (throttle) Valve

5. Pamp Cischarge Pressure
D. ANS Regulating valve

6. Steam Line Presswee
2. Motor Operated valves - Opee/Close

7. Pump suction Pressure (comon) to be Removed
3. Turbire Trip

Ihe following inlicators are loca'ad at the Remote Shutdown Station:
All cort *ols except the motor ode'ated valve controls a4 also located at

1. Steam Geaerator Level
the Remote SN tdown Paset/A h5 Pump Room.

2. CST Level

E-15
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3. AFW Regulating valve Position Indicator AUXILIARY FEEDWATER SYSTE4

4. Pump CiscParge pressure L;u!T;NG CON 0 tit 0N FCR OPERATION

5. Steam Line Presswee 3. 7.1. 2 At least two steam turbine driven steam generator auxiliary

feedwater pumps and associated flow paths shall be CPERASLE.

X.2.1.4.3 Initiatina Sic *als for a tomatic Operatimu

Since the system is a manually initiated system this section is not app 11- APPt!CA8ILITf: M00E5 1, 2 and 3.

cable. Manual ATW initiation is by a seri-dedicated operator in the ACTION:

control room following any reactor trip. The sea, .edicated coerator With one auxiliary feedwater pup inoperable, restore at least two

means that the operator has other duties in the control room untti that auxiliary feedwater pumps to CPERA8LE status within 72 hours er be in NOT

time when the AFws is needed, then he is cedicated 100% to operate, SHUTDOWN within the next 12 hours.

control and monitor the system

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

X.2.1.5 Testina 4. 7.1. 2 Each auxiliary feedwater pump shall be demonstrated CPERA8LE:

The pumps are tested on a monthly basis in a recirculating noce of a. At least once per 31 days by:

operation for total dynweic head and vibration, and for bearing tempera-

tures at each refueling. All non-manual valwes are stroked and tired 1. Verifying that the steam turbine driven pump cevelops a Total *

monthly. The instrumentation at the remote shutdown parel is checked Cynamic Head of 12800 ft. on recirculation flow when the

monthly. The normally closed or opened manual valves are not stroked. secondary steam supply pressure is greater ther 800 psig.

When the systee has teen down for maintenance, the normal monthly tests

are performed prior to the system being restored to service. 2. Verifying that each valve (manwal, power operated or automatic)

in the flow path that is not locked, sealed, or otherwise

X . 2.1. 6 Technical Specifications secured in position, is in its correct position.

The folfowing are the technical specifications for the plant.

E-17
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for taking suction from this tant is CPERA8LE with the manual valves la
CCNCEntATE STORACE tau

this flow path open whe wver the ho. 21 condensate storage tank is the
LIu!T!4G CCNCITIO4 FCR OPE 24TICm

3. 7.1. 3 The ha. 12 condensate storage tana (C5T) shall be CPERASLE with a wpply source fer the aux 111ery feedwater peps.

minimum contained watee volume of 150,000 gallons per unit.

I.2.2 RELI ABILITY EvawaTIC4 sEscLTS

1. 2. 2.1 Dominant Failure ModesAPPLICA8!LITY: 40CES 1, 2 and 3

Failure modes of the Anv5 were assessed for three loss of mata feeMtar
ACTION:

with the No. 12 conceasate storage tant inoperable, witeln 4 hours either: transients. The dominant fatture modes for each transient type are

discussed below.

a. Restore the CST to CPERASLE status or be in HOT SHUTDCw4 withts the
Less of main Feedwater (LCM with C'e tte powee s.attables

nest 12 hours, or

There are two ominant f atture modes of the AFW5 for this transient,

b. Demonstrate the OPERA 8ILITY of the No. 21 condensate storage ta*k as both of w%tch are related to % man errors.

a back@ supply to the auxilfa y feedwater pumps and restore the

ho 12 condensate storage tana to CPERA8LE status within 7 days or be The first hear error is f atture of toe operator to manually initiate

in HOT SHUTDOWN within the 3 ext 12 hours, the AFWS. Upon a demand for the AFh5, the operator has approximately

30 minutes to actuate AFWS and prevent steam generators free boillag

SURVEILLANCE # MUIREF MTS dry. deceading on the cause of the transient. Thus, the human error

4.7.1.3.1 The No. 12 condensate storage tank shall be demonstrated is the failues to acts. ate AFiv5 within this time period.

OPERA 8LE at least o. ice per 12 hours by verifying the contained water

volume is within its limits when t=e tank ts the supply source for the The secoad kman :rror is related to the inadvertent closure of

aux 111ary feedwater pumps. either of two manual valves in the single condensate storage tank

supply line to the AFWS pumps. 5xn an inadvertent closure could

4.7.1.3.2 The No. 21 condensate storage tank shall be comonstrated result from a number of causes, e.g., personnel error in cicsing the

CPERABLE at least ence per 12 hours by verifying that the tank contains a wrong valve during a test procedure, or an error in f a111ng to recpen

m161eum of 150,000 gallons of water and by verifying that the flow path the valve after maintenance in adjoining parts of the AFW5 Coupled

E-18
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with this error is the failure of the operator to reopen the valve X.2.2.2 Priacipal Ceoenovacies

before damage to the pumps occurs following an AM demand. The cornbi- The principal dependency identified for this A N S sistem is that related

nation of these errors results in an AFW5 failure. to bwan action requirements. For each transient discussed here, hinan

errors are the dominant ANS failure modes.

Loss of teFW with Only Onsite AC Powee Available

This trans;ent is very similar to the transient discussed abcve. Two additional potential dependencies have been noted for the Calvert

Cliffs AN$. both resulting from the physical location of equipment withinAdditional failure modes related to the onsite AC power system were

considered; however, these did not have a significant impact, as the plant. These are:

such the dominar.t failure modes discussed above are also considered

1. Locatial commonality of AFWS pumps.to the applicable for this trans12nt.

Both ANS turt:1pe pumps (and some associated valving) are located in

Ins cf wW wie My Dr Pw AvalM1* a relatively small room sealed with watertight doors. Because of

In this transient no AC ptwr, either msite or offsite, is availalle. this close proxietty of redundant equipment, there exists the potential

Because of certain AC deperdencies, the dmir.snt failm rode is for total ANS failure ensulting from flooding, missiles, etc. ,

assessed to be the failure cf the cienter to msnually oten cre cf caused by fwilures within one train o- froe external causes. (See

the two steam at:issicn valves *o the purp turbine within apcately ,,,,,,,,,,gg,,,)

thirty minutes after the runsient. "Sese valves are nomally clmed

retor-operated valves that romally temive power frtyn eithe the 2. Location cosunonality of steam-admission valves.

cffsite AC pw systeri cr the orsite (diesel-greratM AC pwar Both steam-amission valves for the AFis5 pump turbines are located in

h neither cf these smrees is available in this transiet. a common area, the main steam line penetration room. Normal conditionssyst e

local manual cpenirg cf one cf the valves would te MM. in this area are high temperature and high humidity; thus, there

arists some potential for environmentally-caused comm>n modo failures.

In addition, because the main steam lines are located just above

these valves, the potential environmentally-caused failure of these

valves after a steam line break, when ANS is needed, requires further

investigation. (See Recosamendations)
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X.2.3 #eco weaest.vos tea tMs eteat - The case in weicn the primary water seply is not initially
T*e short-te e recommendations (both generic, denoted by 05, and p art- a.ailante. Toe procedures for this case should faclude anyr

specific) f ceetified in this section represent actions to iscaowe AT's epeester actions required to protect the AFW pasps against_

systeg reliability that should be implemented by Jaauary 1,1980, or as ,,1f.caeage before a water flow is initiated, and,

soon the*eaftee as is p*acticanie. In general, they involve upgrading of

Technical Specifications or estan11shing procedures to avoid or sitigate The case in which the primacy water supply is being depleted.

potential systee or coerstne fattures. The long-tere recommendations The procedure for this case should provide for transfer to the

(both generic. de x ted by GL, and plant spscific) icentified 1.- this altamata water sources prior to draining of the primary water
section invcive syntes cesign evaluattors and/or acdtff cations to improve supply.

AFW systes reif ability and re:resset actions that should be implestated by

.lanuary 1, 1931, or as soon as inereafter as is practicamle. 3. ReceameNatica GS-5 - TPe as-built plant thould be capable of providing

tSe required AFW flow for at least two hours free one AFW pe g train

X.2.3.1 5%et Team indepenent of any alternating current posee source If manual ATW

1. Secors,eMation GS-2 - The lice 9see presently, by 43minist'ative precedare, system initiation or flow control is required foMowing a complete

locks cpen single valves or multiple vahes in seried in the ATei system loss of altamating current power, emergency precedures shoeld be

pay suction pi;irg and locks c;en cther single valves on multi;1e establf shed for manually initiating and controlling the system under

valves in series that cs.ld interre;t all AT= flow. Mcnthey inspection tSese conditions. Since the water for coolfag of the 1 2e all for

sMould be perfcreed to verify that these valves are locked and in the tJe turbine-driven peg bearings may be depene; A on altamattag

c;en pcsiticn. Inese inspecticos should te propcsed for inc rpcration curreet power, design or procedural chan, i s hall be made to eliminate

into the s.rveillance recant'endations cf the plant Technical Specifica- th18 Dependency as soon as practicable. Untt) this fs done, the

tions. Se Aecomeedatten GL-2 for the longer-term resst.ticn cf this e'e"Geacy peacedur s should provide for an individual to be stationed

at cr:e tu bine-driven pse in the event of the less of all altamatingconcerft. r

"" 8'' D** * I"** **''*"' ''2. RecomeMatten C5-4 - Eseegency procedures for transfearing to alternate

* *sources of AFu supply should be availacle to the plant operators.

,Pese procedures should include criteria to f efore the opeettoe when, an omoff mode until altamating current power is restored. Acequate.

and in weat oecer, the tesesfer to alto mate water sources should

tate place. The 'ollowing cases should be covered by the procedw es:e
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at local stations sm:d also be provided if wual initiation and
The design s w id provide for the a tomatic inttiation of the

contarl of the AN systes is needed. (see necesusencation OL-3 for
1 f ter sAtp fim

the longe *-taesi resolution of t*is concern. )
The awtomatic initiation st rals and circuits sW1d be assigned

so that a stagle failure will not result in the less of aum111ery

4. Reco=eadation C5-6 - The licensee sW1d confire flow path availability
, ,

of an AFW system flow train that has been out of service to perfore g ,

periodic testing or saintenance as follows:
feature of the design.

Procedures should be implerented to reautre an cpeastor to
The initiating signals and circuits s % 1d be powered from the

determine that the AN sys.ee valves are secpe-ly alig9ed and a ,,,,g,ngy g ,,,,
second operator to indepen:ently verify t*at the valves are Manuel capability to initiate the auxiliary feedwater systee
prope*1y aligmed.

from the control race should be retained and should be implemented

* The licensee s%1d prop:se To:enical Spe:1?icatters to assues so that a single failure in the manual circuits =111 not result
that prior to plant start.c following an este9Ced cold shutdown.

in the less of systee function.

a flow tist would be perfowd to verify the normal flow path The alternating current motor-driven puscs and valves in the
free the primary AN systes water source to tSe steam generators. auxiliary fees.ater system smid be included in the automatic

The flow test sWid be co-ducted mith AAr systes walves in oct ation (simultaneous and/or sequential) of the leaes to the

their normal alignment. emerge" y Duses.

The automatic initiation signals and circuits should be eenigned -
5. tecommendation C(-8 - The licersee should testall a system ta auto- so that their failure will not result in the loss of manual

matically initiate the AF.5. This system need not, in the short-tere, capacility to initiate the AN system from the control roce.

be safety-grade; however it sW1d meet the critaria listed beloe.

which are similar to Ites 2.l.7s cf UES-C578. For the ce;er ters. 6. Recommendation - The licensee should propose modifications to Technical

the aatamatic initiation signals and Circuits should be u;; raced to $pecifications to require that sa%el valves that are normally closed
f5eet safety-grade requirements as IP.01Cated in RecorrieS3ation Gi*l. or open will be tested periodically.
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X . 2. 3. 2 Additional Short-Tere seenes.endatiens 3. Recosw ndation - The licensee should implement the following require-
The following addit'onal short-ters recommendations resulted from the ments as specified by Ites 2.1.7.b on page A-32 of te#fG-0578:

staff's Lessons Learned Task Force review and the Bulletins and Orders " Safety grade indication of auxiliary feedwatee flow to each

Task Force review of AFW systems at Babcock & Wilcom-<L s.gned operating steam generator shall be 7rovided in the control roce.

plants subsequent to ou- review of the AN systnes designs at _W- and

C-E-designed operating plants. They have not been emined for specific The auxiliary feedwater flow instrument channels shall be powered
applicability to this facility. free the emergency buses consistent with satisfying the emergency

power diversity requirements for the auxiliary feedwater system
1. Recoemendation - The licensee should provide redundant level indications set forth in Auxiliary Systems 8 ranch Technical Position 10-1 of

and low level alares in the control room for the AFw systee primary the Stanuard Review Plan, Section 10.4.9."

water supply to allow the operator to anticipate the need to make up

water or transfer to an af ternate water supply and present a low ptsp 4. kecoavaendation - Licoesees with plants which require loc 41 manual

suction pressure condition from occurring. The low level alare realignment of valves to conduct periodic tests on one AN system
setpoint should allow at least 20 minutes for operator action, assuming train, ad there is only one remaining AN train available for
that the largest capacity AN pump is operating. operetton should propose Technical Specifications to provide that a

dedicated individaal who is in cosamnication with the coetrel room be
2. Reccomeadation - The licensee should ,wrform a 72-hour endurance test stationed at the sa%al valves. Upon instruction from the control

on all AFW systes pumps, if such a test or continuous period of roce, this operator would realign the valves in the AFW system train
operation has not been accomplished to date. Following the 72-hour f rom the test mode to its operational alignment.
purp run, the pumps should be shut down and coo 1+d down and then

restarted and run for one hour. Test acceptance criteria should X.2.3.3 Lone-Tere

include demonstrating that the pumps remain within design Ifmits with Long-tere recomunendations for improvind the systees are as follows:
respect to bearing / bearing oil tasceratures and vibration and that

pump room ambient conditions (tenperature, humidity) do not exceed 1. Recosameadation - GL-1 - Licensees with plants having a mar.ual starting
environmental quellficatim 11H t a Ma safs*j-rata w aquipment in AFW systes should install a systaa to automatically initiate the AFW
the roca. systes flow. This systee and associated automatic initiation signals
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should be casigned and installed to meet safety grade requirements. 4. Recomendation - The motor operated steam inlet valves and other

Manual AFW system start and control capability shou 12 be retained equipment affected by the environmental effects of the spin steam and

with manual start serving as backup to automatic AFW system initiation. feed line breaks discussed in section 2.1.1 and 2.2.4 should be

qualified to the environmental conditions that will be present.

2. Recomendation - GL-2 - Licensees with plants in which all (primary

and alternate) water supplies to the AFW systems pass through valves 5. Recommendations - The licensee should e aluate tha following concerns:

in a single flow path should install redundant para 11e1 flow paths a) The AFW pump discharge lines and turbine driven A N steam supply

(ptping and valves). lines combine into different single lines through which all AFW

water or steam must flow. ($ee Figure 1). A pipe break in

Licensees with plants in which the primary AFW system water supply either of these single flow paths would cause loss of the entire

passes through valves in a singie flow path, but the alternate AFW AFW function.

system water suppites connect to the AFW system pump suction piping b) The Calvert Cliffs AFW systees do not meet the high energy line break

downstream of the above wake (s) should install redJndant valves Criteria in SRP 10.4.9 and Branch Technical Position 10-1;

parallel to the above valve (s) or provide automatic opening of the namely, that the AFW system should mainrain the capability to

valve (s) from the alternate water supply upon ice pump suction pressure. supply the required flow to the steam generator (s) assaing a

pipe break anywhere in the AFW pump discharge lines concureset

The 11censee should propose Technical Specifications to incorporate with a single active fatlure.

appropriate periodic inspections to verify the valve positions.

The Itcensee should evaluate the postulated pipe breaks stated at.ove

3. Recommendation - GL-3 - At least one AFW system pump and its associated and (1) determine any AFW system design changes or procedures necessary

flow path and essential instrumentation should automatically initiate to detect and isolate the break and direct the reqwi md feedwater

AFW system flow and be capable of being operated independently of any flow to the steam generator (s) before they boil dry or (2) desc* :be

alternating current poser source for at least two hours. Conversion how the plant can be brought to a safe shutdown condition by use of

of direct current power to altereat,ng current is acceptable. other systems which would be available following such postui,ated

events.
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2. Descrite ca analyses and asseptians ed cenesspcr.dir4 teckr.ical j.stification

used with pisnt canditicr.s cm.sidered in 1.a. above Scludi g: 3. Verify that t,*.e AW pumps in your plant will supply the necessary flow to tra

Maximm nectx power (inclaibg instrrent enn alic.cce) at the time cf stea:n geners cr(s) as dete:r.ined by items 1 and 2 abcve orsiderts a sir 41ea.

the initiating transient er accident. fgl.a . Identify the rargin in sizing the pump fim to allow for prp rucir*.

b. *ine delay fr::rn initiating event to reacter trip. c.d ation flow, seal leakage a d W-p wear.

Plant pa:w ater(s) e.ich initiates AT4S flow and tha delay between hitiat-c.

its event and intrtxbetian :f V4S flow into sten generatcr(s).

d. Minimm sten generator water level when initia:Sg event occurs.

Initial 6 team generator water inventory and depleticn rate befors a .d aftere.

ATWS flow ocmences = identify ruscter decay heat rete used,

f. Maxi:m:n p:sssure at sti:h steam is released f:un stes:n gansrator(s) and agains-

dch the AN pump nst develop sufficient head,

g. Plnisa nu: tar of sten generat=rs that must receive ATd flow, e.g.,1 cf 2.

2 cf 47

h. RC ficu candition - ccr.tinued o;eraticn cf RC prps or naturel circulaticrt.

i. Maxi:msn AW inlet tagera.m.

j. Fellowing 'a ;cstulated steam er feed lina break, ti a delay assumed to isciate

br ak and direct AN flow to intact staa:n generator (s). AW pump flow ca;acit

allowece to acccrodate ce time delay and raintain minin:n sten generator

wate? level. Also identify c7dit taken for primary system heat renoval due

to blowdcw.t.

k. Velume and max =ms tagerature of water in main feed lines between steam

generator (s) and AT4S connecticrt to main feed line.

1. Opsrating canditien of steam generater nertal bicwdoc. following initiaths

event.

.. Prbs:y and secondary systs:n water,and metal sensible heat used f:r emiir.

ed A 9 ' low sizing.

n. Ti.e a; het standby and time to cocidown ROS ts Kr3 ( r SOS) system cut

in tageratare to size ATJ water sene inventery.
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/.*******i,, !* r . le. C. Jores *2*
% tmsTED sTAfss

[ } NUCLE AR REGULATOR V COMulSSIONe

3 8 **3*=''GToas o e 2oses e9 titled. * Review C# Small Break Transtents in Coreustion tegineering
f Oc tober 22. 1979 Nctear Steam Sapoly Systees.* Our specific concerns teclade systersv

.d reltab111ty (otter than the awailiary feedheatee system). a9elyses,.

guidelines and procedsres for o erators, and operator training.
Docket %o. 50-295 he plan to identi#y, in separate correspoedeace. the rec,uirecerts

resaltte g from t*e additto*.a1 items from t%e Bullettes a94 Ceders
*r. W. C. Jones Test Force review.
Dtvision w aager - Production Operationsa

Omaha Putite powee C tstric* $16cerely.
1623 ba-ney Street
Omaha, e trasta 63102e

..,.6,...h - Qs

ei{d.. o. [/v.Cear wr. Joees :
Carrell G. Eiseeut, Acting Cirector

SUBJECT: W " AEOU:RE O t3 FOR A;t!LIARY FE!? AtER SYST;*5 AT ca? Ctc CJi *1viston cf Operettag eeactors
5'4T!04 UU T C . 1 Office of Maclear iteactor Regulatton

Enc 1csures:The pwese cf tm+s letter is te advise you c' our requirements for the As statecauntitary 'eedwater systems at the si.b;ect facility. T*ese reawtrererts
..<re ideatified cu teg **e course cf tee NGR Bu11et9r.s and Orders Tasa cc =? enclosures-r

Force revf ew cf 0:eratiag reactors in light cf the acctcent at Three Mile See mest page
Isiaea, Urtt 2.

Ecclesare I to this lettee ideatifies esce of tee requireeea.s accifcable
to the sAject f ac111ty. 'Pese rewire eats are of two types, (1) generic
requirements acclicatie to most Coreustion Eng* aee*ing-desi;aec operating
plaats, and (2) plan *-specific req.f re eats applicatie coly to tre satf ect
facility. Enciessee 2 ccatatas a ge*eric request for additional infer-ation
regarctog aust1tary fee +watee system flow require eets.

The oestges aad peoceo.ees of tre satject f acility should be evelas*ed
against tMe ao:lteatie recuirements s;ectf f ed in Ecclesare 1 to cetemine
tre degree *o weich tre f ac11 tty currectly coa'or-s to these rega1reaents.
The results of this eval ation and an associated scredale sec coer timent *
for te:1enentat'en o' re;uf red chaages er actions should be crow?ded for
NeC s'af f review withfi thirty days o* rece'pt cf t*ts Ietter. AIso. this
schedule 59Culd iPC? C4!e your date for s & tttal of t efor"atic" suC*l as desig9
chaages, procebre c"a*ges er Tecteical S;ectf tcatiO9 Chaages to be Drovided
for staf f review. 'ou *ay also provide y A P res:crse to the ite*s in Eaclosure
2 at that tire.

In addition *c !Fe reL* eement s 1:eatified 19 this letter, other req;irece*ts
wFtCS ray te a:Olf Caole to !"e s;.t;ect f acility are es;ected to be geat ated by
the Bu11eties afd Orcers Task Fo-ce. Sec9 rewire eats are these reswing fren
our eev + ew cf **e 1:5sa #-feedwa*er e ve"* a*d !*e s 317 areas lo5s-C#-CCC15Ft acca
Iden' as Oescribed in t>e Corh stfoe Eaq*ater1*g re; ort CE b114 3 (149d-e-* I J)
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Ona a Puolic Power District Cartustion Engineering Principal Contact Listing

Mr. David Sisel
NwCItar Licens1rg A@listrator

cc: Consumers Power Company
Marga*et R. A. Paradis 212 West Michigan Avenue
LeEceuf, La w , Leioy & MacRae Jackson, Michigan a9201
1333 New Hamshire Aveeye. NW.

.wasningsce, D. C. 2003o
Mr. Willian.Cavanaugh, !!!

Blair Public Library Executive Director of Cereration
1G5 Lincoln Street and Construction
Blair. r eorasta 68008 Arkansas Power & Light Companya

P. O. Bos 551
Little Rock, Artensas 72203

Mr. A. E. Lundvall, Jr.
Vice-President - Supply
Saltimire Gas & Electric Company
P. . Box 1475
Baltimore, Maryland 21203

Mr. Theodore E. Short
Assista9t Geeeral Manager
Omaha Public Power District
1623 Haeney Street
Omaha, Nebraska 68102

Mr. Robert H. Groce
Licensing Eegineer
Yankee Atomic Electric Company
20 Turnpike Road
i.estbcro, Massachusetts 01581

Mr. W. G. Cou9sil. Vice-Presideat
Nuclear Ergieeerirg & n;4 rations

Northeast Nuclear Energy Company
P. O. Bcx 270
Hartford, Connectici,t 06101

Cr. Robert E. Uhrig, Vice-President
Advanced Systems & Technology
Florida Power & Light Company
P. O. Box 529100
Miami, Florida 33152
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Cesstien Engireering Owners Group Repecsentatives ENCLCSURE 1

W.3 (CE) FT. CALHOUNMr. G. E. Lie 1er. Cw ir-ana

Co-hstten E*gineering Cweers Group
AUXILIARY FEE 0 WATER SYSTEMFicrica Power anc Lignt Com;ary

P. O. Ben C13100
Piami, Florida 33101

Fr. Jeseph K. Gasper. Vice Chaiman X.3.1 System Description
Cc-bustion Engineering Owners Group
Cnama Public Pe.er District x.3.1.1 Conficuration Overall Desian
Fourth & Jeres
CN ha, Nebrasta 68108 A simp 1tfied diagram of the auxiliary feedwater system (A NS) for the

Ft. Calhoun plant is shown in Figure 1. The ANS includes a steam turbine-
Mr. Jchn Garrtty, Chairman

" ' # '" ** "" E# ' "' ' # *
aire a ee o e Pcwer Coe;ary

Edison Orive Each pump is capable of cooling the plant down to the temperature where
Augusta, Maire 0a335

the shutdown cooling system (SCS) can be used to continue safe plant

Mr. R'obert G. Wa*ris. Chairman shutdown. The pumps are located in the seismic Category I auxiliary
Analysis Satgrec
hertheast Utiltties Service Co. building, and are protected against internal and external flooding.
P. C. Box 270
Mar. ford. Conaecticut C6101 Piping interconnections are provided to permit either AN pump to feed

M*. Oa vid 5. Va9 ce Walle
Consu e s Power Coa:ary AN flow can also be directed to the main feedwater lines upstream of ther

212 kest Michigan Avenue
J ac k s o9, Michigs9 49201 main feedwater isolation valves.

Mr. billiam Szyxzac
Yankee Atomic 80wer Cot;any
25 Research Orive The primary water supply for the AFWS is the seismic Category I emergency
westboro, Massachusetts C1531

feedwater storage tank (EFST) having a capacity of 63,000 callons. _ _heT_

Mr. J. T. Eres EFST is required by Technical Specifications to contain at least
Aria 9sas Poaer i LigM Co- a"v

55,000 gallons of water whenever the reactor coolant system (RCS)
P. C. Sex 55'.p' . . r -

' ' temperature is above 300*F. The licensee states that this is adequate to

maintain hot standby for 8 hours.
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The EFST watee level is automatically maintaires by the condensate systes (CS). X.3.1.4 festrumentation and Coatrols

If the CS is nct availe.le, the EF5T ievel will be maintained by X 3.1.4.1 Coetrols

either the desirerali:ed water from the watee treatment plant er the The instrume9tation and controls within the AFVS have been designed as

outside condensate storage ta%. In addition, emergency naaeup water safety grade and seismic Categ.ry I componeets. The systems' safety

supply to the EFST may te cotained from the fire main of the fire protection functicn will not be affected by a single failure, since redundancy has

system. EFST watee level indicata-s are peevided wnicn will initiate, been provided. The SG watee level is manually controlled by the operator

alaen and ann 6nciate in the main control roca on higi or low water using either one of the CC solenoid air operated valves which are located

level. outsice the containment. Manual operation of these valves can be performed

locally on loss of compressed air. The pumps (turbine driven and motor

K. 3.1. 2 Came:eerts - Desien Classifications driven) can be controlled remotely from the control room or at the ata11(ary
The AFWS, including instrumentation and control and primary water source, feedwater control panel,

is classified as an engineered safety features system 49d designed according

to seismic Catego*y I and safety gra:e reouirements. X.3.1.4.2 Information Available to Operator

The important Afk5 information available to the operator includes ptsap
X.3.1.3 oewer sources cpe cility (. suction flow, discharge, flow).EFST 1evel and temperature. sc

The steam turtine driven pep receives steam from eitner SG from a point Ccu, SG water level and control valve position indication are also provided
upstream of eacn main steam isolation valve (MSIV) via direct current (CC) in too control room.

power soleroid air cperated valves and exhausts directly to the atmosphere.

(See Fi;ure 1 for valve (s) normal position and position uocn Icss of power X.3.1.4.3 Initiatino Si;;aats for Automatic Crerations

er ai r. ) Botn AFW pumps will automatically start on trip of the last operating main

feedwater p wp. On loss of offsite power, only the turbine driven pump
The actchcri.en pump receives power from a 4160V vital bus. Ltpon loss of will start automatically; the motor driven puro can be started manually
ef fsite pc.ee, the operat." must cemect the seter-driven pump train to an af ter connecting *he motor to an emergency diesel generator busk AIW flow
emergency diesel generator ces. fece the turbine-driven pump will initiate automatically upon loss of all

The licensee js Ccnsidering the possibility of automating the electric AFV subsystem
for the case where offsite AC would be lost.
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onstte and effsite AC power. In this event, the steam supply and AFW flow 2. A minimum of $5,000 gallons of water in the emergency feedwater

control valves in the turbine puno train open. Also, the turbine p ap storage tantt and a backup water supply to the emergency feedwater

lube oil is cooled by recirculated AFW flow. storage tank from the Missouri River by the fire water systee.

3. All valves, interlocks and piping associated with the above components

X.3.1.4.4 Testing required to function during accident ronditions are ore able.

The ATW5 is tested every 31 days in accordance with technical specification

requireeents. The system is tested using the pump recirculating line and X.3.2 Reliabil.ty Evaluation Results

noting pump pressure and flow. The instrumentation systee is checked X.3.2.1 Dominaet Failure Modes

periodically, in accordance with the technical specifications, each shift, The Ft. Calhoun AFWS consists of two subsystaos, one includes a motor

monthly or during refueling outages. AFW flow instrumentation channels driven pusp and the other a steam turbine driven puso. Etther of these

for the SGs, flow inetcating controls for the AFw pumps, and level indica- two sutisystems delivering water to one of the two steam generators provides

tion and level alare switches are calib*ated annually. for acequate decay heat removal given the three loss of main feedwater

events considered.

In adoition to the above periodic testing, the licensee routinely uses the

AFWS for shutdown and startup operations. Tnis practice augments the The following failure modes were found to dominate the demand unavailability

detection of malfunctions in the Ft. Calhoun AFh5 periodic surveillance of the Ft. Calhoun AFWS.

testing,

e toss of Feed ater (LCFW) with Of fsite aC Power Available

X.3.1.a.S Technical Specifications The dominant failure mode ( 80% contribution) ideetified for the Ft.

Tre Limiting Conditions for Operation stipulate that the reactor coolart Calhoun AFWS was iradvertent closure of the single, nanually operated AFW

systes shall not be heated above 30C*F unless the following conditions are pump suction valve from the EFST that could make the recundant AFWS sutsystems

met: inoperative. Although this valve is located in a security area and is

1. Botn auxiliary feedwater pumps are operable. One of the auxiliary visible and locked open, the licensee plans to further strengthen the

feedwater pumps may be inoperable for 24 hours provided that the administrative checking on this valve and its position status. (i.e., a

recundant component shall be tested to demonstrate operability. visual Check would be made and logged as part of a routine data legging

procedure perforsed for the turtine and steam plant). This added procedure
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would result in a check of the valve position status at least several LOFW with only Onsite AC Powee Available.

times each day. The Ft. Calhoun vital electrical buses employ two emergency diesel generators

(EDG) with load shedding features. The motor-driven pump train of the AWS

The AFWS for Ft. Calhoun is used to supply feedwater to the su s for can be powemd by either E:r, unit; however, since it is romally camected to ar.

routine shutdowns and startups. This routine use is over and above that electrical bus supplied by offsite power, it is shed free the bus on loss

usage resulting from actual demands and testing demands a7d serves to of offsite power. As soon as the [DG's pick up their safety loads, the

further confire the avaitaniltty of a flow path through the single locked plant operator is required to connect the motor-driven pep to cne of the cce

open pump section valve. It is considered, however, that even with the by switching action in the control roce. Assessment of this human dependency

aDove valve status verification procedure in place, this single suction and its contribution to the overall AFWS unavailability indicates a small

valve remains a major point of vulnerability in the Ft. Calhoun AFhS. increase relative to the above LOFW transient event (< 2CE). The single
,

This is because all emergency feedwater sources (primary and backup) must valve in the AFWS suction line remains as the dominant fealt contributor.

pass through this single valve and flow blockage (e.g., df9 engaged valve

gate / disc) could make the AFh5 inoperative. LCFW With Only DC Powee Available

In thi. event, the turbine-driven pump train portion of the Ft. Calhoun

An additional potential vulrerability of the Ft. Calhoun AFWS design was AFWS would start automatically. The operator would be expected to provide

observed; however, this vulnerability was not assessed in detati during backup in case the solenoid operated valves (SCVs1 in the steam admission

this review. This potential Inerability is associated with the discharge line to the turbine-driven pump fail to open. The dominant contributors

piping cross-connection between the two AFWS subsystems that includes two to AFWS unavailability in this event were:

normally open manual valves (FW 744 and FW 745). This cross-connection -Allowed test and maintenance outage times (- 40%)

was installed by the licensee subsequent to the FSAR review to provide an 'ia % are faults (turbine pumps and manual valves around the turbine

alternate way to supply AFW flow via the main feedwater system. A single pumps) ( -50%)

passive failure in triis cross-connection would require local eperator

action to manually close either FW 744 or FW 745 to isolate the two sub- X.3.2.2 Principal Dependencies identified

systems from one another. TPe ifcensee should re-evaluate the position of 1. The single locked open AFW pump suction valve (FW-339) which f,eeds

these valves considering a postulated break in the cross-ex:ctim (see both AFWS pumps.

short-teet reCpurendation number 6.)
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2. The pcteatial como9 soce wwleewatility in tPe cress-coanection verify that these valves are locked and in the open pcsition. These

instatied by tte liceasee c e to valves Fe' 744 and Fw 745 weing left inspections should be proposed for incorporation into the surveillance

normally coen. Failure in the cross comnection red res local regstrese9ts of the plant Technical Specifications. See Recomunendationi

sa%41 actions to correct gL-2 for t*e longer term resolution of this coNean.

3. T*e o;e stor ceing re ntres to conrect tne motor-crivea es c train of AFa5 2. Recoweadation C5-4 - Eeergency procedures for tranferring to alternate

to 49 CG bus fe* tre LCFW tt:9sie-t with only casite AC power available. sources of AFV supply should be availaDie to the plant operators.

Ibess procedares sbculd include crite*1a to infore the operator when,

c - tMis plaat and in what orcer, the transfer to alternate water sources should4.3 3 Decoereacatioas o

'*e srart-ters recomeccatiocs (bcth generic, concted by GS, aad pla-t taae place. Tre following cases should be covered by the procedures:

scocific) icestified in tPts section represeet actio95 to f e:reve AFw

system reliatility tPat shculd to isolecented by Jarwa y 1,1980, cr as The case in which the primary water s@ ply is not initially

soon tsereafter as is cracticaDie. 'n geaeral, trey invcive u: gracing of availacle. The precedwres for this case EM

Techaical Specifications or esta 11s91 g peccecures to avoid or sitigate incLda a:V operstar acti::n r37h to ;re

;stential systes er cre*ator failures. Tne lerg-tees recommendattors t$e AN eystem ;u:pe agair.st self-damage

(both gene *ic, de,cted GL, aad plants specific) identified in t9fs section befon wa ar f W is it.itiated;

involve systes desig9 avabations aed/or accifications to improve AFw aA
systes reliacility ar.d receesent acticns that S?owid be implewqted by

Jarua*y 1,1961, o- as soon toe-ea'ter as is practicatie. The case in which the prieary water suscly is teing depleted.

The procedere for this case smould p* ovide fo'r transfer t''theo

N 3.3.1 5 % c' 'e m altamate water sog*ces prior to draining of tmo primary water

s upply.

1. Recoweacatic' CS-2 - TPe lice 9see sSosic lock ope 9 sirgie valves er

multiple valves in series in the AFW systes pump section pfpirg and 3. itecommendation GS-6 - The licensee should confirm flow path availability

lock ope, othee single valves or moltiple valves in se*ies that could of an AFW systeg flow train that has been out of service to perfore

icteers;t all AFs f%. Monthly inspectiers s*cula te perforted to periccic testing or maintenance as follows:
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Procedures should be impl.mented to require an operator to - The initiation signals and circuits should be powered from the

determine that tne ATW system valves are properly aligned and a esorgency buses,

second operator to in'tgendently verify that the valves are Manual capability to initiate the auxiliary feedwater systes

properly eligned. from the control room should be retained and should be implemented

The Itcensee should proptae Technical Specifications to assure so that a single failure in the manual circuits will not result

that prior to plant startup following an extended cold shutdown, in the loss of system function.

a flow test would be performed to verify the nnraal flow path The alternating current motor-driven pumps and waves in the

from the primary AFW system water source to the steam generators. auxiliary feedwater system should be included in the automatic

The flow test should be conducted with AFW system valves in actuation (simultaneous and/or sequential) of '.he loads to the

their normal alignment. emergency buses.

The automatic initiation signals and circuits shall be designed

4. Recomendation GS-7 - The licensee should verify that the automatic so that their failure will not result in the loss of sanual

start AFW system signals and associated circuitry are safety grade. capabilty to initiate the AFW systee from the control roos.

If this cannot be verified, the AFW system automatic initiation

system should be modified in the short-ters to meet the functional 5. The licensee shs..ld prepare a procedure that assures that the operator

requirements listed below. For the longer tare, the automatic initi- manually connects the motor-driven pump train to the bus powered by

ation signals and circuits should be upgraded to meet safety-grade the emergency diesel generator following loss of offsite power.

requirements as indicated in Recommendation GL-5,

6. Since values Fw 744 and 745 in one of the AFW pump discharge headers

The design siould provide for the automatic initiation of the are normally open (see Figure 1), a postulat M break in this header

auxiliary feedwater system flow. would cause loss of the capability to preside AFW flow to both steam

The automatic initiation signals and circuits should be designed generators. The licensee should re-evaluate the position of these

so that a single failure will not result in the loss of auxiliary valves considering such a postulated pipe break to revise the valve

feedwater system function. . alignment to reduce the impact of such an event on the AFV capahtlity

Testability of the initiation signals and circuits shall be a (e.g., close valves FW 744 and FW 1453

feature of the design.
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X.3.3.2 Additional 5%rt-hee Recowendations 3. Recomeadation - The licensee should implement the following require-

The following additional short-term recommencations resulted from the ments as specified by Ites 2.1.7.b on page A-32 of NUREG-0578:

staff's Lessons Learned Task Force review and the Bulletins and Orders " Safety grade indication of auxiliary feedwater flow to each steam

Task Force review of AFW systems at Babcock & Wilcou-designed cperating generator shall be provided in the control roce.

plarts subseauent to cur review of the AFW systes designs at y and C-E-

designed operating plants. They have not teen examined for specific The auxiliary feedwater flow instrument channels shall te powered

applicability 9t this facility, from the emergency buses consistent with satisfying the emergency

power diversity requirements for the auxiliary feedwater system set

1. Rece wendation - The licensee should provide redundant level indica- forth in Auxiliary Systems Branch Technical Position 10-1 of the

tions and low level alarms in the control room for the A N systen Standard Review Plan, Section 10.4.9."

primary water supply to allow the operator to anticipate the need to

make up water or transfer to an alternate water supply and prevent a 4. Recommendation - Licensees with plants which require loc. ' *anual

low pump suction pressure condition from occurring. The low level realig, ment of valves to conduct periodic tests on one AW system

alare setpoint should allow at least 20 minutes for operater action, train, d there is only one remaining AFW train available for opera-

assuming that the largest capacity AFW pump is operatiag. tion,should propose Technical Specifications to provide that a dedicated

individual who is in communication with the control room be stationed

2. Recommendation - The licensee should perfore a 72-hour endurance test at the manual valves.Upon instruction free the control room, this

on all AFW system pumps, if such a test ce continuous period of operator would realign the valves in the AFW system train free the

coeration has not been accomplished to date. Following the 72-hour test mode to its operational alignment.

pump run, the pumps should be shut down and cocied down and then

rastarted and run for one bour. Test acceptance criteria should X.3.3.3 Long-Ter,

include demonstrating that the pumps remain within design limits with Long-ters recommendations for improving the systee are as follows:

respect to bearing / tearing oil temperatures and vibration and that

pomo room amtient conditions (teeperature, humidity) do r.ot exceed 1. Recommendation - GL-1 - Licensees with plants having a manual starting

evironmental qualification limits for safety-eelated equipment in the AFW systee .nould install a system to automatically initiate the AFW
rece. system C ow. This system and associated automatic initiation signals
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should be cesigned and installed to meet safety grade requirements. 4. Recommendation - The licensee should evaluate the following concerns:

Manual AFW system start and control capability should be retained

with manual start serving as backup to automatic AFW system initiation. a. The discharge lines of both AFW pumps combine into a single

(Note: This recommendation is applicable to the motor-driven AFW header through which all AFW water must flow. A pipe break in

pump subsystem upon the loss of offsite AC power). this single flow path could result in the loss of the entire AFW

system function.

2. Recommendation GL-2 - Licensees with plants in *.ich all (;ri.-ary and

alternate) water sapplies to the AFW systems pass through valves in a b. The ft. Calhoun AFW systes design does not meet the high energy

single flow path should install redundant parallel flow paths (piping line break criteria in SRP 10.4.9 and Branch Technical Position

and valvesi. 10-1; namely, that the AFW system should maintain the capability

to supply the required AFW flow to the steam generator (s) assuming

Liensees with plants in which the primary AFW system water supply a pipe break anywhere in the AFW pump discharge lines concurrent

passes through valves in a single flow path, but the alternate AFW with a single active failure.

system water sapplies connect to the AFW system pump suction piping

downstream of the above valve (s) should install redundant valves The licensee should c"aluate the postulated pipe breaks stated

parallel to the above valve (s) or provide automatic opening of the above and (1) determine any AFW system design changes or procedures

valve (s) from the alternate water supply upon low pump suction pressure. necessary to detect and isolate the break and direct the required

The licensee should propose Technical Specifications to incorporate feedwater flow to the steam generator (s) before they boil dry or

appropriate periodic inspections to verify the valve positions. (2) descr1De aow the plant can be brought to a safe shutdown

concition by use of other systems which would be available

3. Recommendation - GL-5 - The licensee should upgrade the AFW system following such postulated events.

automatic initiation signals and Circuits to meet safety grade

requirements.
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2. tesribe em aralyses aM assxpticns ed cortes;e,dir4 tecnical justificaticn

.med with plant conditier.s exsidered in 1.a. above inc141r4: 3. Verify that the AIV ;epe in your plant will supply te necessazy flow to ce
a. Paxi:mn reacte power (bcludir4 instr.rnent arter allowance) at the time cf steam generater(s) as detemked by ite=s 1 and 2 above a:csidering's singla

the initiating trsnsient er accident. failure. Ide .tify em rein in sizing the ;ep new to allow for gep h

b. Tire delay f:tra initiating event to reacter trip. culaticn ficw, seal Ieakage aM pts:p wear.

c. Plant parameter (s) which initiates F.5 flow aM time delay berman 1-dtiat-

ing event a-4 intred cticn cf AIVS flow into sten generstor(s).

d. F.inian sten ge-aratcr water level when ialtiaQ4 event u: curs.

e. Initial stem generator water inventory and depleticn rate before and amer

Ed5 flow ccrmences - identify reader decay heat rute used.

f. %x2.wi pressure at which stem is released fran steam generstcr(s) and against

which the ATd pep nast develop sufficient head.

g. Mir. inn nu:ter of steam genezutors t'at ::ust receive A?d fl w, e.g. ,1 of 2,

2cf47

h. RC flow condition - antinued operaticn of IC peps or natural circalation.

i. Maxian Ed inlet te perature.

j. Tcllwing 'a postulated stem er feed line b:eak, tire delay assuned to isolate

break ar4 direct APd ficw to intact stem generator (s). APd ptmp flow capacit

allowance to acecrnodate the ti e delay and raintain rdnimn sten generator

water level. Also identify credit taken for primary system heat removal due

to bicw b m

k. Voixe and raxims temperature of water in main feed lines between stem

generater(s) and FWS cconectim to main feed line.

1. Operating cordition cf steam generater nerral blowd:un hll:v' .g initiating

event,

m. Pri aef and soccenry system water aqd metal sensible heat used fr cocidown

a-d AT4 flow sizing.

Time at hot standby and tio to cocidown ROS to FR (cr SOS) syste:t cutn.

in te perarre to size ATJ water some inventory.
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-[$rf7 NUCLE AR REGULATORY COMMISSION
use o=oemss

%, N...../ Cctoter 19, 1979 Mr. Robert H. Groce -2-

Occ6et No. 50-309
entitled, * Review of small Break Transients in Combustion Engine 3 ring Nuclear
Steam Supply Systems." Our specific concerns include systems reliability

"r. Rotert H. Groce (ether than the auxiliary feeewater system), analyses, guidelines and
Licensing Engineer procedsres for cperators, and operator training.
Maine Yankee Atomic Power Company
20 Turnpike Road We plan to identify, in separate correspondence, the requirements resulting
Restbercush, PA 01581 from the additional items from the Bulletins and Orders Task Force review.

Oear Mr. Grece: "* *

SLBJECT: MC REQUIREMENTS FOR AUXILIARY FEE 0 WATER SYSTE"S AT THE P.AINE YANKEE I
ATOMIC PCWER STATION f l t (jf,/u)>^.~ Etsin ut. Acting Director.

v rre
The purpose of this letter is to advise you cf our requirenents fer the auxiliary Division of Operating Reactors
feedwater systems at the suoject facility. These reauirements were identified Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
durino the course cf the NRR Bulletins and Crders Task Ferce review cf operating
reacters in light of the accident at Three Mile Island, U91t 2. Enclosures:

As stated
inclosure 1 to this letter identifies each cf the require ents a;plicable to the
subject facility. These requirements are of two types, (1) generic requirements cc w/ enclosures;
applicable to most Combustion Engineering-designed operating plants, and (2) plant. See next page
specifie requirements apolicable only to the subject facility. Enclosure 2 contains
a gener ic request for adottional information regarding auxiliary feedwater system
flow requirements.

The designs and precedures of the subject facility should be evaluated against the
aoplicable requirements specified in Enclosure 1 to deterrine the degree to which
the facility currently conforms to these requirements. The results of this evalua-
tion and an associated schedule ar.d comitment for implemer.tation of required
changes er actices should be provided for MC staff review within thirty cays of
receipt of this letter. Also, this schedule should indicate your date for subeittal
of information' sucn as design changes, procedure changes or Technical Sper 'fication
changes to be provided for staff review. You may also provide your resoonse to the
items in Enclosure 2 at that time.

In additien to the requirements identified in th letter, cther re wirements which
ray be applicable to the subject facility are espected to be cenerated by the
Balletins and Orders Task Ferce. Sucn requirements are t90se resultiag from our
review of tre less-cf-feedwater event and the small break less-of-coolant accident
as described in the Combustien Engineering report CEN-ll4-P (dendme9t 1-P)
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Yankee Atomic Electric Company

cc w/ enclosure (s): Mrs. L. Patricia Doyle, President
ENCLOSURE 1

E. W. Thurlow, President SAFE P0hER FOR MAINE
Watee Yadee atomic Po-er Company Fost Of fice Bon 774 X.4 (CE) MAINE VAhKEE
9 Green Street ,amden. Maine 04543,

w

Augusta. Maine 04330 AUXILIARY FEEchATER SYSTEM
j 7, , f 3,c,,,,

Nr. Genald E. Vancentorgn Municipal Builcing
Vice Presteent . Engineering U. 5. Route I
feetee Atonic Electric Company Wi rasset, Maine 04578 X.4.1 System Oescription
20 Turnpike Road
Westocro, Massachusetts 01581 Director, Technical Assessment X.4.1 1 Configuration. Overall Desian

Division
John A. Ritsber, Esquire Office of Radiation Programs A simplified diagram of the Maine Yankee marm .y feedseter syntum
topes & Gray (AW-459)
225 Frana11n Street U. 5. Envirorn*ntal Protection Agency (AFWS), is shown in Figure 1. The principal components of the AFWS
Bostoe, Massachusetts U2110 Crystal Mall 82

A,11pgton, Virginia 20460 include two motor-driven p g s and one turbine-driven pump each
Mr. John N. R. Paterson
Assistant Attorney General U. 5. Enviromental Protection Agency supplying flow to the three steam generators (SG). Each motor-driven
State of Maine Region 1 Of fice
Augusta, Maine 04336 ATTh: EIS COORDINATOR pump and the turbine-driven pump has a rated capacity of 500 gpa

JFK Federal Ba11cino
Mr. Nicholas Barta Boston, Massachusetts 02203 9 1100 psia head. All three pump discharge Ifnes feed a common
Executive 01 rector
Sheerscot Valley Conservation header such that any we pump can deliver flow to all or any SG. The
Association, Inc.

P. O. Box 125 State Planning Officer plant can be cooled to the temperature at which the shutdown cooling
Alan, Maine C4535 Executive Department

State of Maine system can be used to bring the plant to a safe shutdown by any one
Wiscassett Public Litrarv Association le9 State Street
High Street Augssta, Maine 04330 pump and one SG. The Itcensee estimates that the steam generators
Wiscasset, Maine 04578

would boil dry in approximately 30 minutes and 15 minutes as a result
fir. Robert R. Radclif fe
Of fice of Energy Resources of a loss of main feedwater due to the loss of offsite power, and in
55 Capitol Street
Augusta, Maine 04330 the event of loss of main feedwater without loss of offsite power,

respectively.

The primary water source for the AFWS is the domineralized water etcruge

tark (IhST) having a total eterage capacity ef 150,000 ral w a , 100,000 of

which are dedicated to the AFWS. The licensee states that this
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dedicated inventory is sufficient for about 6 hours of decay heat line break in this room could disable the turbine-driven pump. The

removal, and that this is ample time to allow for replenishing of the second motor-driven pump was added as a result of the NRC high energy

supply from backup sources, if needed. pipe line break criteria of 1973. All three AN pumps have a

self-contained, self lubricating oil system.

The seconoary water source is the primary water storage tank with a

capacity of 150,000 gallons. This source is normally isolated from X.4.1.2 Cceponents

the system by locked closed valves. The licensee estimates that The AN system, including components and pipf 4 are safety grade,

manual actuation to open the valves would take five minutes for each seismic Category I and are located in tornado-missile prcof

valve. A. low level in the DWST is alarmed in the contrs1 room to buildings. The primary water supply system, including the

alert the operator to connect the secondary source. domineralized water storage tank is seismically designed and is

Safety Class 3 up to the regulating valves and Class 2 from the

Both water sources are backed up by the primary water treatment plant regulating valves to the steam generators. All other water sources

which can supply 300 gpm to the primary or secondary source. The are of non-seismic cesign and non-safety grade,

fire protection water system, which has a storage of 3 elllion

gallons, can also be used to provide AN for an extended period of X.4.1.3 Power Sources

time. Connection of the fire protection water system to the AfWS is The power supplies and instrumentation are Class IE. The two

accomplished by a fire hose connection which the licensee estimates motor-driven auxiliary feedwater pumps are supplied from two inde-

takes one-half hour to accomplish, pendent alternating current (AC) power emergency buses. The three

pneumatic-operated discharge flow control valves associated with the

The two A N motor-driven pumps are located in the A N pump house and three steam generators receive control power from the same AC wital

the AN turbine driven pump is located in in the main steam instrument bus (Division IV) and fail open. This bus is normally

and feedwater valve area. Both rooms that contain the A N pumps are supplied by a Corresponding direct current (DC) power emergency bus

cooled by the normal room ventilation system. The three main steam via an inverter; however, by transfer switch operation, this bus may

lines, one from each SG, pass through the main steam aM be connected to the Division I bus.

feedwater valve area containing the turbine-driven pump. Thus, a stern
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The steam for the turbine-driven pump is received frcm the main steam control signal indication (0-100%) to each air operated

system via a series of valves as shown in Figure 1. Three of these a u i11ary feedw cer flow control valve.

valves are pneumatic diaphrug:n Wtad valws. One of these
Auxiliary feedwater flow path discharge pressure indicatingair-operated valves fails closed and is aesigned to close on high *

containment pressure (5 psig). The other two air-operated valves Ifght.

fall open; one receives its control power from the Division IV vital

AC bus and the other from a CC bus. Cominera11 zed water storage tank water level indication.

X . 4.1. 4 ; Instrumentation and Centrols Steam generator levels.

X.4.1.4.1 Controls

The auxiliary feedwater system is manually initiated and controlled X.4.1.4.3 Initiatino Sienais for Automatic Operation

from the control room upon the loss of the main feedwater system. The auxiliary feedwater system is initiated manually from the control

Steam generator level indication (narrow and wide range) are room.

available to the operator in the control room. The narrow range

level channels are designed in accordance with protection system X.4.1.5 Testino

requirements, Although the wide range level channel is not con- The power supplies are tested monthly. Diesel generators are started

sidered to be safety-related, it is powered from the vital AC and connected to the bus and operated for 2 hours at full load. The

instrumsnt buses. AFW pumps, the system valves, and instrumentation are tested quar-

terly in accordance with Technical Specifications. Full flow testing

X.4.1.4.2 Information Available to Operator is performed upon startup and shutdown.

System information available to the operator in the control room to

assess the performance of the auxiliary feedwater system is as follows: X.4.1.6 Technical Specification

Motor breaker position indicating Ifghts associated with each The following aspects of the Maina Yankee Tectnical Specificatime,

motor-driven auxiliary feedwater pump. including Limiting Conditions of Operation, are applicable to the

AFWS.

Motor amperage for each motor-driven AFW pump.
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1. The following conditions must be met for a, steam generator to be 8. An inventory of over 100,000 gallons of primary grade
considered operable for decay heat removal,

feedwater is available.

A. The reactor coolant system must be closed and pressurized Exception: If either steam generetor
to 100 psi above saturation pressure.

auxillary feed pump becomes inoperable

continued power operation is permitted for a
8. The steam generator rust have both the cold and hot leg

maximum of 7 days. In this Stuation, the
stop valves fully open.

operable feed pump is to be tested once a

day.
C The steam generator water level must be above the top of

the tube bundle. 1.4.2 Reliability Evaluation

X.4.2.1 Dominant Failure Modes
D. An inventory of over 100,000 gallors of primary grade

The following failure modes were found to dominate the demand
feedwater must be available. unavailability of the Maine Yanke AIVS:

E. A feed pump must be operable.
Loss of Feedwater (LCFW) With Offsite Power Avai1able

Failure of the operator to start the AFW system was assessed to
2. The re.'-tor shall not be maintained in a power operating

bs the dominant failure mode for this transient. To start the
condition unless the following conditions are met to assure post

system the operator must start one of the 3 pumps and open one
shutdown heat removal capability.

of the 3 air operated flow control valves. The licensee esti-

mates that it will take approximately 15 minutes to boil dry the
A. Two steam generator feed pumps are operable.

SG for this transient followed by reactor trip.

e

.
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to close. Such closing blocas steam flow to the turbine-driven
X.4.2.1.2 LOFW With Only Onsite Power Available

failure of the operator to start the AFW system, as in the previous AFW pump, thereby rendering the steam turbine drive AFWS pump

ineffective for those situations which necessitate the use ofcase, was assessed to be the dominant failure mode for this

transient. The same system startup precedure as above is followed. said pump.

The licensee estimates that it will take approximately 30 minutes to

boil dry the SG for this transient followed by a reactor trip. - Interactions With the Power Supply System - All AFVS flow

control valves derive their control power from the same vital

instrument bus. Upon the loss of power on this bus, these
X.4.2.1.3 LOFW With Only DC Power Available

The dominant fault contributors for this event are failure of the valves would fail open (safe); however, since the actual response

turbine-driven AFW train due to hardware malfunctions or maintenance
of these valves is unknown under a degraded bus condition, there

errors or failure of the operatcr to start the system. Another is a potential for adverse valve response.

potential fault contributor for this eveat is the CIS isolation

valves. On total loss of AC, the CIS isolatien valve, Wdch fails . Piping Systee Interactions - Since all three trains feed a

closed, is held open by an air accumulator supplied by an AC powered coannon header, a break in this line could cause the loss of the

air compressor. If sufficient air leaks through the seals, the valve entin system.

could fail closed, thereby stopping steam flow to the AFWS turbine

and in turn sto; ing AFW flow. It is p.esently unknown whether the X.4.3 Recoamendations for this Plant

operator can manually open this valve locally. The short-ters recommendations (both generic, denoted by GS, and

plant-specific) identified in this section represent actions to

X.4.2.2 Potential Interactions improve AFW systems reliability that should oe implemented by

Potential interactions between systems that could affect AFWS January 1,1980, or as soon thereafter as is practicable. In

operatior include: general, they involve upgrading uf Technical Specifications or estab-

interaction with the Containment Isolation System - Upon a 5 11shing procedures to avoid or mitigate potential system or operator

psig containment pressure or an air or power failure to the air failures. The long-ters recommendations (both generic, denoted by GL

operated CIS isolation valve will cause the CIS isolation valve and plant-specific) identified in this section involve system design

E t43
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evaluations and/or modifications to improve A N systes reliability operator actions required to protect the AN systes pumps

and represent actions that should be impleoerted by January 1, 1981, against self-damage before water flow is initiated; and,
or as soon thereafter as is practicable. The case in which the primary water supply is being

depleted. The procedure for this case should provide for
X.4.3.1 Short Tore transfer to the alternate water sources prior to drainin0

of the primary water supply.

1. Recommendation GS-2 - The licensee should lock open single 3. Recommendation GS-6 - The Itcensee should confire flow path

valves or multiple valves in series in the AN syntes pump availability of an AN system flow train that has been out of
suction piping and lock open other single valves or multiple service to perform periodic testing or maintenance as as

valves in series that could interrupt all AN flow. pbnthly follows:

inspections should be performed to verify that these valves are Procedures should be implemented to require an operator to
locked and in the open position. These inspections shoald be determine that the A N systee valves are properly aligned
incorporated into the survelliance requirements of the plant and a second operator to independently verify that the
Technical Specifications. See Recommendation GL-2 for the valves are properly aligned.
longer tore resolution of this concern. The licensee should propose Technical Specifications to

assure that prior to plant startup following an extended
2. Recomendation GS-4 - Emergency procedures for transferring to cold shutdown, a flow test would be performed to verify the

af ternate sources of AN supply should be available to .the plant normal flow path from the primary AN system water source
operators. These procedures should include criteria to inform to the steam generators. The flow ttst should be conducted
the operator when, and in what order, the transfer to alternate with A N system valves in their normal alignment,
water sources should take place. The following cases should be

covered by the procedures: 4. Recomendation GS-8 - The licensee should install a systes to
The case in which the primary water supply is not initially automatically initiata ATW system flow. For the short-ters,
aval14ble. The procedures for this case should include any this systes need not be safety-grade; however, it should meet
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5. Recommendation - The Itcensee should propose a revision to thethe criteria listed below, which are steilar to Itee 2.1.7a of
Technical Specification to require periodic Arms operabilityNUREG-0578. For the lorger tere the automatic initiation

signals and circuits should be upgraced to meet safety grade testing on a monthly frequency rather than quarterly in

conformance with current Standard Technical Specifications.requiremects as indicated in Recessendation GL-1.

- The design should provide for the automatic initiation of
6. Recommendation - A pneumatic-operated valve in t'.e steam supplythe auxiliary feedwater system ficw.

The automatic initiation signals and circuits should be line to the turbine-driven AFW pump, and the three

designed so that a single failure will not result in the pneumatic * operate 2 AFW flow control valves derive their power

fros.the same AC vital instrument bus. Although these valves. loss of auxiliary feewater systee function.

- Testability of the initiation signals and circuits should are designed to fail open upon the loss of air or power, thereby

be a feature of the design. assuring auxiliary fee &ater flow to the steam (=enerators upon

Tre initiating signals and circuits should be powered free such losses, it cannot be concluded that all failures will result

in opening the valves. The consequences of voltage degradationthe emergency buses.

Manual capa0111ty to initiate the auxiliary feedwater should be analyzed as well as other failures (e.g. , restricted

system from the control roca should De retained and should air flow) to assure that such events would not incapacitate the

to implemented so that a single failure in the manual auxiliary feedwater system. Establish suitable emergency
,

circuits will not result in the loss of system function. procedures to assure AFWS function for such events. (See

The alternating current motor-criven pumps and valves in tong-Ters Recommendation Number 3.)

the auxiliary feedwater s stes seculd be included in the;

automatic actuation (s multaneous and/or sequential) of the 7. The licensee should verify that the air accumulator will holdi

loads to the emergency buses. the containment isolation valve in the turbine drivei pop steam

The automatic initiation stanals and circuits should ee supply line open for at least two hours following loss of all AC

designed so that their failure will not result in the loss power,

of manual capability to initiate the AFW system frce tne

Centrol room.
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X.4.3.2 Additional Short-Tere Recomendations 3. Recommendation - The licensee should implement the following

The folicwing additional snort-term recommendations resulted from the requirements as specified by Item 2.1.7.b on page A-32 of

staff's Lessons Learned Task Force and the Bulletins and Orders Task NUREG-0578:

Force review of AFW systems at Babcock & Wilcox-designed operatirg " Safety grade indication of auxiliary flow to each steam

plants subsequent to our review of the AFW system designs at p and generator should be provided in the control room.

C-E-designed operating plants. They have not been examined for

specific applicability to this facility. "The auxiliary feedwater flow instrument channels should be

1. Reconnendation - The licensee should provide redundant level powered from the emergency buses consistent with satisfying

indications and low level alarms in the control room for the ATW the emergency power diversity reoutrements for the auxilia y

system primary water supply to allow the operator anticipate the feedwater system set forth in Auxiliary Systems Branch

need to make up water or transfer to an alternate water supply Technical Position 10-1 of the Standard Review Plan,

Section 10.4.9."and prevent a low pump suction pressure condition from occur-

ring. The low level alarm setpoint should allow at least
4. Reco mendation - Liceesees with plants which require local20 minutes for operator action, assuming that the largest

capacity ATW pump is operating. manual realignment of valves to conduct periodic tests on one

2. Recownendation - The licensee should perform a 72-hour endurance AFW system train, d there is only one remaining AFW train

test on all AFW system pumps, if such a test or continuous available for operation should propose Technical Specifications

per1od of operation has not been accomplished to date. Follow- to provide that a dedicated individual who is in communication

with the control room te stationed at the manual valves. Uponing the 72-hour pump run, the pumps should be shut down and

cooled down and then restarted and run for one hour. Test instruction from the control room, tt.is operator would realign

acceptance criteria should include demonstrating that the pumps the valves in the AFW system train from the test mode to its

remain within design limits with respect to bearing / bearing oil operational alignment.

temperatures and vibration and that pump room ambient conditi)ns

(temperatare, humidity) do not exceed environrental

qualification limits for safety related equipment in tne room.
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X,4.3.3 Lona To a 3. Recommendation - Modify the AFWS design to eliminate the

Long-term recommendations for improving the system are as follows: potent.fel for advarse response of the three AFV flow control

1. Recomendation - GL-1 - 11onnes with plants raving a mual valves and one of *be steam admission valves to the turbine pump

starting AFW system, should install a systes to automatically due to degradation of power of the Division IV wital bus, e.g.,

initiate the AFW system flow. This systes and associated ao provide service to these valves from different Division.

aatic ini N o.. signals should be designed and installed to

meet safety-grade requirements. %rual AFW system start ano 4. Reco endation - The licensee should evaluate the following

control capability should be retained with manual start servin9 concerns:

as backup to automatic AFW system initiation.

a. A pipe break in the auxiliary feedwater system cosmon

2. Recomendation - GL-2 - Licensees with plants in which all discharge header could result in the lose of =w4%

(primary and alternate) water supplies to the AFW systems pass fementer systen facidm even without a pastulated

through valves in a single flow path should install redundant si.agle active failure. The licensee i.hted that in such

par silel flow paths (piping and vaives). an event the auxiliary feedwater can be manually routed

through the main feedwater lines to the steam generators.

Licensees with plants in whh'i the primary AFW system water

supply passes through valves in a single flow path, but the b. In the event of a steam or feedwater line break (main or

alternate AFW system water supplies connect to the AFV system auxiliary) the isolation of the auxiliary feedwater flow

pump suction piping downstream of the above valve (s) should paths to the affected steam generator is accomplished

install redundant valves parallel to the above valve (s) or manually. The licensee should evaluate the postulated pipe

provide automatic opening of the valve (s) from the alternate breaks stated above and (1) determine any And systee design

water supply upon low pump suction pressure. The licantee changes or W nomssary to detect arid incla+e the

should propo-e Technical Specifications to incorporate break and direct the required feedwater flow to the stwas

appropr' ate periodic inspections to verify the valve positions- generator (s) before they boil dry or (2) describe how the

.
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CA$!S TCR ALNn.IAuY IEKA"TR STDd I.fW C7MTS
2. Descrite the analyscs and assumpticms sus cortespondig technical justificatim

Aa a result of recent staff mviews of operating plant asciliary feetater systems used with plant cmditims ccnsidered in 1.a. above incl @4:

Phn mactor power (includir4 instrment ernw 'oh) at the time of(ANC), the staff concludes tMt the design bases and criteria provided by licensees a.

fcr establishing Af*4 require.mnts fcr f1x to t'e stea gererstor(s) to assure ade- the initiating transient or accident.

quate remval cf zwac+cr decay heat are not well defit.e4 cr docuw.ted. b. Ti:ne delay fran initiating event to reactor trip.

#* #** * * *"

We require that you provide the following AP4 flow design basis infomation as appli-
# '"*"* ""

#*'" E"" *

cable to the design basis transients and accident cmditiens for your plant.
d. Minimum steam generator water level when initiating event occurs.

Initial steam generator water inventcry and depletien rute beform and afterIdentify the plant transient and accident cxnd.itions emsidered in estab-1. a. e.

lishird AWS fim reqdrenents, including the follcwing svents: AP4 flow ecrrences - identify reactor decay heat rate used.

s d W) f. Maxircum pressum at which steam is released fran stea:n generator (s) and against

2) U T4 w/ loss of cffsite AC power which the AN pump nust develop sufficient head.

Mirinzn number of steam generators that nust receive AW flow, e.g.,1 of 2,3) ird w/ loss of cffsite and ensite AC power E.

4) Plant cocida n 2 cf 47

5) Turbine trip with and witbout bypass h. RC flew cxniitim - ocntinued cgeraticn of RC pumps or ratural circalatim.

6) Main steam isolati n valve closure i. Maxi.-asn AT4 inlet temperature.

7) Fain feed line bmak j. Tc11owing a postulated steam or feed Aine b mak, time delay assumed to isolate

8) Main steam line b wak briak and direct AN flow to intact stem:n generater(s). A W pump f1cw capacity

9) Small brusk LTA allowance to accxxodate the time delay and maintain mini:ssa stern generstar

10) Oder tmnsient or accident emditions net listed abow. water level. Also identify credit taken for primary system heat renoval due

b. Describe the plant prttection acceptance criteria and crrtespmding techni-
*

"" " " * * ""
cal bases used fer each initiating event identified above. 2 e acceptanca

generat r(s) and AWS ccrnecticn to main feed line.
criteria should altess plant limits such as:

- &xi.m RCS pressure (PCR7 or safety valve ac uaticn)
* * * ** ## #

*
- Tuel tegeratum er damage li~.its (*13, PC, maxiIn fuel central temperatz

'

- RCS ccclir4 rate linit to avoid. excessive cociant shrinkage
* *

- Miriu stern generator level to assure sufficient steen genemtor heat trar

fer sur' ace to ru::cvs decay heat and/cr cocidun te prirary system.
in ter,4rerare to size APJ vater sourne inventory.

EM)
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3. Verify that the AW pumps in your plant win supply the necessary flow to the / W Tsostafss

N,steam generator (s) as deterrd.ned by items 1 and 2 above considering a sfrgie *

failme. Identify the margin in sizing the pump now to aucw for punp recio
N .... October T',1979

culaticn ficw, asal leakage end pap wear.
Docket No. 50-336

Mr. is. G. Counst), Vf ce-President
Nuclear Engineering & Ope-ations
Northeast Nuclear Energy Company
P. O. Box 270
Hartford, Connecticut 0610;

Dear Mr. Couns11:

SUBJECT: P8tC REQUIRETNTS FOR AUX.aARY FEEDWATER SYSTEMS AT MILLSTONE
NUCLEAR POWER $TATION UNIT 2

The purpose of this letter is to advise you of our requirements for the
auxiliary feedwater systems at the subject f acility. These requirements
were identified during the course of the NRR Bulletins and Orders Task
Force review of operating reactors in light of the accident at Three Mile
Island, Unit 2.

-Enclosure 1 to this letter identif tes each of the requirements applfcable
to the subject facility. These raquirements are of two types, (1) generic
requ'renents applicable to most Cortustton Engineering-designed' operating
plants, and (2) plant-specif f c requirements applicable only to the subject
facility. Enclosure 2 contains a generic request for additional information
regarding availlary feedwater system flow requirements.

The designs and procedures of the subject facility should be evaluated
against the applicable requirerents specif ted in Enclosure I to determine
the degree to which the facility currently conforms to these requirements.
The results of this evaluation and an associated schedule and commitment
for implementation of required changes or actions should be provided for
NRC staff review within thirty days of receipt of this letter. Also, this
schedule should indicate your date for submittal of information such as design
Changes, procedure Changes or Technical Specification changes to be provided
for staff review. You may also provide your response to the items in Enclosure
2 at that time.

In addition to the requirements identified is this letter, other requirements
which may be applicable to the subject facility are espected to be generated by
the Bulletins and Orders Task Force. Such requirements are those resulting from
our review of the loss-Cf feedwater event and the small break loss-of-CGolant acC-
ident as described in the Coreustion Engineering esport CEN-114-P (Amendment 1-P)
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Mr. W. G. Couns11

entitled, "Revfew of Small Break Transients in Combustion EngineeringOur specific concerns include systemsnuclear Steam Suppty Systems." Northeast Nuclear Energy Cowany
reliability (other than the auxiliary feedwater system), analyses,
guidelines and procedures for operators, and operator training.

we plan to identify in separate correspondence, the requf rements William H. Cuddy. Esquire
CC:

resulting from the additional items from the Bulletins and Orders Day. Berry 8 Nonard
Test Force revf ew. Counselors at La.r

Sincerely. Dee Constitution Plaza
Hartford. Connecticut 06103

,.
.

h<* b Waterford Puolic Library
de U1' Rope Ferry Road. Route 156
Darrell G. Eisenhut. Acting Director Waterford, Connecticut 06385
Division of Operating Reactors
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation Northeast Nucles* Energy Company

ATIN: Superintendent
Millstone Plant

Enclosures: Post Of fice Box 128
As stated Waterford. Connecticut 06385
cc w/ enclosures: Northeast Utilities Service CompanySee next pace ATTN: Mr. Jams R. Mimelwright

NJclear Engineering and Operations
P. O. Box 270
Hartford Connecticut 06101

Anthony Z. Roisman. Esq.
Natural Resources Defense Council
91715th Street N.W.
Washington. D.C. 20005

Mr. John T. Shedlosky
Nuclear Regulatory Cortnission. Region !
Office of Inspection and Enforcement
631 Park Avenue
King of Prussia. Pennsylvania 19406
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E% CLOSURE 1 The AFW5 is manually actuated from the control race. The peps and

X. 5 (CE) M:LLSTONE 2 appropriate valves Can be Contro1Ied from the Control room and frou

AUXILIARY FEEDWATER SYSTEM the remote shutdown panel.

X.5.1 Syste* Descriction X. 5.1. 2 Co=ponent Costen Classiffestfon

k.5.1.1 Conffauration and overall Desic, The pumps, motors and pfptng associated with the AFW5 are desfoned to

The auxilfary feedwater system (AFWS) is costgaad to supply water to seismic Category I requirements. The CST is not designed to seismic

the state generators (SG) for reactor coolant system cecay heat Categoey I requirements; however, e seismic Category I missile

removal when the main feedwater system is not avaflable. It is also barrter surrounds the CST. This barrier will contain the water in the
used for plant startuos and shutdowns below the power level wnere the event of a C5T tank failure.

main feedvater systerli is not required.

X. 5.1. 3 Powse Souetti

The AFW5 is shown in simp 1tfied form on Figure 1. The system consists The motor-detven pumps are supplied from separate Class 1E emergency

of a steam turotre-driven pump having a 600 com capacity, and two buses. All motor operated valves (MOVs) essociated with the AFW5 are

motor-driven pumps each having a 300 gpm capacity. The steam supply powered from the 440V AC emergency buses and fail as.is.

to the turbine is obtained from a common Ifne cconected to 11res

coming from each of two steam generators. The AFW5 is normally Steam generator level instrumentation, AFW5 pump breaker and valve

alf gaed as indicated on Ff gure 1, the motor-driven pumps supplying controls are powered from their associated Class 18 emeegency buses.

No. 1 SG and the turbine defven pump supplying No. 2 SG. Although the m$ instruents 44 associated wiring are not dan M.

they are powered from Class 1E emergency buses..

A condensate storage tanx (CST) of 250,000 gallons capacity is the

primary source of water for the AFWS, and the primary water storage tank The steam for the turbine-driven pump is' received from the nain steam
(P'd57) of 150,000 gallons ca;acity is tre secondary source. Anotner system via a series of valves as shown in Ff gure 1. Steam is intro-
bacc up source consists of two 250,000 gallon fire storage water duced to the turbine via a normally closed motor operated steam

tanas. In addition, a connection to the city water supply enfats admission valve, and steam flow is re2ulated by a turef ne thrcttle

whic't can be used to provide AFW for an enteaced period of ties, if valve in series with the admission valve.
required.
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X.5.1.4 festrumeatetton and Control X.5.1.5 Testina

M.5.1.4.1 Controis The systems are tested monthly in accordance with plant Technical

The AFW5 can be controlled from either of two control stations, one Specification requirements. In addition to the periodic testing, the

at the main control room;the other at the remote shutdown panel. systems are retested in the recirculation mode in accordance with the

surveillance tests subsequent to performing maintenance.

X.5.1.4.2 !afo**etion Available to the Operator

The following indications are available, except es indicated, at both The systems are tested using the recirculating lines, at which time

control stations: discharge pressures and pump motor currents are monitored. In

1. 54 level addition, valve positions are verified monthly.

2. Pump turbine RPM (control room only)

3. Pump motor current (control room only) The licensee uses the sys* w routinely during startup and shutdown

4. MOV valve positions thus verifying valve positions.

5. Pump motor breaker position

6. CST 1evel X.5.1.6 Tec*aical $cecificattoas

7. PWST 1evel (control room only) Thg Limiting Condition For Operation (LCO) for the systes is 48 hours

8. Auxiliary feed flow upon a failure. of one of the AFW5 trains (e.g. , a pump motor failure).

9. Pump' discharge pressure If the affected AFW5 train is not restored within 48 hours, the unit

must be brought to a hot shutdown in the next 12 hours.

The following alarms annunciate at both control stations:

1. CST low level A review of the Technical Specifications indicated that these spect-

2. 53 tow level ficatima cover LCOs ud periodic surve111ance testing consistent

with current Standard Technical Specifications.

X.5.1.4.3 Initiatiaa $1amals for Auto * etic Ocoration

Not appliccole since AFW is manug11y initiated.
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X. 5. 2 Reliability Evaluation Resul y LOFW with only DC Powe* Available

X. 5. 2.1 Do=1 rant Failure Modes For this event no AC power (onsite or offsite) is available; therefore,

Failure modes of the AFWS were assessed for three loss of main the AFWS is reduced to the staam-driven pump train. Failures

feedvater initiating events. The dominant failure modes for each which can fail this train include hardware failures of the pump or

transient type are discussed below. valves, maintenaxe outages, and human errors.

Loss of Main Feedwater (LOFW) with Offsite Power Available The dominant fattuee mode for this event is failu s of the operator

The dominant failure mode of the AFWS for this transient is failure to manually open two normally closed valves (t> <eam admission

of the operator to manually actuate the system. Upon the loss of valve and the AFW discharge valve) in the turt~ von train within

main feedwater, the licensee estimates that the operator has 15 to the aforementioned 15 to 45 minutes after the dwn.od. The valves are

45 minutes, depending on the initiating transient, to actuate the . AC motor-operated and are normally powered from offsite power or from

AFWS before the steam generators would boil dry. Because .f this the diesel generators on loss of offsite AC power. Since neither of

time restriction, f ailure to perform the required actuation prior to these power sources is available during this event, local manual

boiling the SG dry has been assessed to be the dominant failure mcde opening of the valves is required.

for this transient.

X. 5. 2. 2 Principal Cependencies

IDPsi With Ortiv Onsite AC Pver Available The most significant dependency found in this evaluation is the

This transient is very sistler to the transient discussed above, dependence on operator action to actuate the AFW5 on demand.

except that the offsite AC power system is not available. Additional

failure modes related to the onsite AC power system were considered; The second significant dependency found is the dependence on AC power

however, these did net have a significant impact on the dominant to actuate certain portions of the steam-driven pump train of the

failure mode. As such, the dominant failure moce discussed above AFWS. This dependency is the dominart contributor to AFWS unawhil-

(i.e., failure of the operator to actuate the AFWS) is also dominant ability upon the total loss of AC power,

for this transient.

Location dependencies, such as component proximity to hign energy

lines, were considered but do not appear to be significant.
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The case in which the primary water supply is being
M.5.3 Recoawendations

depleted. The procedure for this case should provide
The short-tem recommendations (both generic, denoted by G5, and

for transfer to the alternate water sources prior to
plant-specific) identiff ed in this section represent actions to

draining of the primary water supply.
improve AN system ava11an111ty that should be implemented by

January 1, 1980, or as soon thereafter as is practicable. In
2- **Co*mendation GS-5 - The plant shoald be capable of providing

general, they involve upgrading of Technical Specifications or
the required AN flow for at leas'. two hours from one AN pep

establishing procedJres to avoid or mitigate potential system or
train independent of any alterni. ting current power source. If

operator failures. The long-term recnemendations (both generic,
manual AN system initiation Jr flow Control is required follow-

denoted by GL, and plant-specific) identified in this section involve
ing a complete loss of alternating current power, emergency

system design evaluations and/or modifications to improve A N system
procedures should be established for manually initiating and

reliability and represent actions that should be implemented by
controlling the system under these conditions. Since the water

January 1, 1981, or as soon thereafter as is practicable.
for cooling of the tube ott for the turbine-driven pump bearings

may be dependent on alternating current power, design or
X.5.3.1 Short-Tere

procedural changes shall be made to eliminate this dependency as

soon as precticable. Until this is done, the emergency
1. Recommendation GS-4 - Emergency procedures for transferring to

procedures shwald provide for an Individual to be stationed at
alternate sources of AN s., ply should be available to the plant

the turbine-driven s. ump in the event of the loss of all alter-
operators. These procedures should include criteria to inform

nating current power to monitor pump bearing and/or lube oil
the operator when, and in what order, the transfer to alternate

temperatures. If necessary, this operator would operate the
water sources should take place. The following cases should be

turbine-driven pump fa an on-off mode until alternating currens
covered by the procedures:

power is restored. Adequate lighting powered by direct current
The case in which the pr' ,y water supply is not

p wer saurces and conmunications at local stations should also
initially available. The procedures for this c

be provided if manual initiation and control of the AFW system
should include any operator actions required to

is needed. (See Recommendation GL-3 for the longer-tem resolu-
protect the A N system pumps against self-damage

tion of this concern.)
before water flow is initiated; and,
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3. Recoasme w ation GS-6 - The licensee should confira flow path festability of the inittating signals and circuits
ava11ab111ty of an AFW system flow trafn that eas been out of should be a feature of the design.
servfCe to perform periodic testing or maintenance as follows: The initiating signais and circuite should be powered

Procedures should be implemented to require an operator from the emergency buses.

to determine that the AFV systee valves are peoperly Manual capability to intiate the auxiliary feech ater
aligned and a secoed operator to independently verify systen from the control roce should be retained and

that tre valves are properly aligned. should be implemented so that a single failure in the
- The licensee should propose Technical Specifications manual circuits will not result in the loss of system

to assure that prior to plant startop followieg an function.

extended Cold snutdown, a flow test would be performed The alternating current motor-driven pumps and valves
to verify the normal flow path from the primary AFW in the auxiliary feeduator system should be included
system water source to the steam gererators. The flow in the automatic actuation (staultaneous and/or
test should be conducted with AF'w system valves in sequentist) of the loads to the emergency buses.
their noemal alignment. The automatic initiation signals and circuits should

be designed so that their failure will not result in

4 Recommendation GS-8 - The licensee should install a system to the loss of manual capacility to frtiate tne AFW
automatically initiate AFW system flow. For the short-term, system from the control coce.

this system need not be safety grade; however, it snould meet

the criteria listed below, which see similar to Ites 2.1.7a of X.5.3.2 Additional short-Tem Recommeadat toas
NUREG-0578. For the longer tere, the automatic initfation The following addittonal short-ters reconsendations resulted from the
signals and circuits should be upgraded to meet safety grade

staff's Lessens Learned Task Force review and tne Bulletins and
requireeents as indicated in Recommendation GL*l.

Orders Tasa Force review of AFW systems at Babcock & Wilcom-designed
The design should provide for the automatic initiation

opeesting plants subsequent to our review of the AFW system fosigns
of the auxiliary feeh ater system flow.

at _W-and C-E-casigned operating plants. They have not been ear ;ned
- Tte automatic initiation signals and circuits snould for specif f e sopitcability to this facility.

be designed so that a single fa11ure will not result

in the loss of aamiliacy feehater system function.
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*The auxiliary feedwater flow instrument channels should be
1. Recommendation - The licensee should provide redundant level

po ered from the emergency buses consistaat with satisfying
indications and low level alarms in the control room for the AFW

the emergency power diversity requirements for the ausfliary
system primary water supply to allow the operator to anticipate

feedwater system set forth in Auxiliary Systems 8 ranchthe need to make up water or transfer to an alternate water
Technical Position 10-1 of the Standard Aview Plan,

supply and prevent a low pump suction pressure condition from
Section 10.4.9."occurring. The low level alare setpoint should allow at least

20 minutes for operator action, assuming that the largest
4. Recomendation - Licensees with plants which require local

capacity AFW pump is operating.
manual realignment of valves to conduct periodic tests on one

AFW system train, and there is only one remaining AFW trafn
2. Recommendation - The licensee should perform a 72-hour endurance

available for operation should propose Technical Specificationstest on all AFW system pumps, if such a test or continuous
to provide that a dedicated individual who fr in cosmiunicationperiod of operation has rot been accomplished to date.
with the control room be stationed at the manual valves. Upon

Following the 72-hour pump run, the pumps skuld ce shut down
instruction from the control room, this operator would realign

and cooled cown and then restarted and run for one hour. Test

the valves in the AFV system train from the test mode to itsacceptance criteria snould include demonstrating that the pumps
operational alignment.remain within design limits with respect to bearing / bearing oil

temperatures and vibration and that pump room ambient conditions

X.5.3.3 Lono-Term(temperature, humidity) do not exceed environmental qualifica-
Long-term recommendations for improving the system are as follows:tion limits for safety-related equipment in the room.

3. Recommendation - The licensee should implement the following L Recomendation - GL-1 - Licensees with plants having a manual

requirements as spect-fied by Item 2.1.7.b on page A-32 of starting AFW system should install a system to automatically

initiate the AFW system flow. This system and associated auto-
NUREG-0578:

" Safety grade indication of auxiliary feedwater flow to satic initiation signals should be designed and installed to

each steam generator should be provided in the control meet safety grade requirements. nsnual AFW system start and

control capaD111ty should be retained with manual start serving
room.

as backup to automatic AFW system initiation.
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2. eecommendation - GL-3 - At least one AFW system pump and its 5
~5;associated flow path and essential instrumentation should
g

automatically initiate AFW system flow and be capable of t aing 3 /,

independently of any 4'ternating current power source for at

least two hours. Conversion of direct power to alternating I e

g gh
.urrent is acceptatle,
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BAS!S ftR AL"XILIAFY FTWA*ER SYS~Ei Md ?IWDM
2. .4 scribe em analyses and assurgtims and cx:rtsspedir4 todr.ical justificaticri*

As a asult of acent staff reviews of operatir4 plant auxiliary fe,ieater system 5 used with P ant omdirima cmsidend in 1.a. M MMl

Paxi::un reactor pmer (includird instnraent a: Tor alLwance) at em time of(AM), ce staff :xncludes eat the design bases and criteria provided by licmsee.s a.

fcr establishir4 AM requirwents for flow to the stern generator (s) to asse ade- tM initiating transient er accident.

quate rer:cval of reactor decay Mat are not well defined or doctranted. 7

Plant parcater(s) dtich initiates AM flow and time delay tetween initiat-c.
We requirs eat ycu provide the follwing AWS flew design basis informstien as appli.

Ir4 event and int:t>iactim of Ards flcu into stems generator (s).
cable to em design basis transients and am%nt cmditions f:r your plant.

d. Mininn steam gerarutor water level wMn initiating event occurs.

Identify the plar.t transiant and accident crr.diticra cxraidered in estab- Initial steam gerarutor water inventory and depletim rute before and after1. a. e.

lishird Ards fim reg.tinnents, includfr.g the follwir4 events: AM flow cerrances - identify teactor decay heat rute used.

1) icss of Main Teed ( W 4) f. Paxinzn prwasuru at which steam is released frtsn stems generatorts) and against

2) UT4 w/ loss of offsite AC power which the AW purg must develop sufficient head.

3) RT4 w/lcss of offsite and cr. site AC pmer Mininan nu::t,er cf steam generstort that nust reosive AW flN. e S. 1 of 2g.

4) Plant cocidmn 2 cf 47, ,

5) Turbine trip with and without bypass h. RC flow conditim - ocritinued cgeyntim cf PC pwpe or naturul cirmiatim.

6) Main steam isolaticri valve clos" i. Paxir:un AN inlet tarperature.

7) Main ^ feed line baak j. Tc11ow-ing 'a postulated stesa er feed line bru fx. time delay asszad to isolate

8) Main steam line break break and cirect Ard fl::u to intact stea:n generator (s). Ard pmp flow capacity

anowarra to accxro ats the time delay and mair.tain minirma steam generstarg) Small break LOCA a

1- ) - Other transient or accident canditicr.s not listed above* water level. Also identify credit taken f r ;rtnary system heat rwoval che

I' D
b. :escribe em plant prt:+ection acceptance criteria and ccriespmdir4 techni-

k* V-' e and raxian te ;erature cf water in na t feed lines tetween steam
cal bases used fer each initiatira event identified above. "he accmptance ~

3"##C#criteria should address plant li:rits such as:
l* W" "

. Paximum R3 pressure (PCW or safety valve actJatim)
'V*^t-. Tal tegerarn er dsage li-its 33 PC, mdrun fuel cen+ral te:gerau

ary and sh7 system water and W snMe Nat M 6 MM
- F.CS coolir4 rate lir.it to avcid ex:essive oxiant shrirkage

ard G flw sizir4- Mini::un steam generator level to assure suff:cient steam generater heat tra-g
See at het sta. * y and tire to cocids n PCS to PHR (or SCS) system cutn.

fer sur: face to reeve decay heat a .d/er cocidcwn the pri ary system.
in tegerara to size AW water sourre inventcry.
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umTso STATS,

1,
- *

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMIS$10Ny3. Verify that the AN pwys in ycur plant will scly the racessary Cow to tN s mammeorom. o. c. aosse
t

stern geraratcr(s) as detemired by items 1 and 2 absve ernsiderts a sir.gle \, October 30. 1979

failuru. Identify the ma.@ in sizing the pep fbw to all:w for pump recir-
Cocket No. 50-255=ulatist ficu, seal leakage and pun wear.

Mr. David $1xel
Nuclear Licensing Administrator
Consumers Power Company
212 hest Michigan Avenue
Jackson, Michigan 49201

Dear Mr. 81xel:

SUBJECT: 90 REQUIREMENTS FOR AUXILIARY FEEDWATER SYSTEMS AT Pail $ADE3
h m EAR PLANT

The purocse o' this letter is to advise you of our requirements for the
assiliary feedwater systems at the subject facility. These requirenents
were idertified during the course of the MAR Bulletins and Orders Task
Force review of operating reactors in light of the accicent at Three Mile
Island, Unit 2.

Enclosure 1 to this letter identiftes each of tre requiremeets applicable
to the subject facility. These requiremen'.s are of two types. (1) generic
r*quirements a:plicable to sost Coreustion Engineering-designed operating
p' ants. and (2) plant-specific requirements applicable only to the subject
factitty. Enclosure 2 coetains a generic request for additional information
regarding aus111ary feedwater system flow requirements.

The designs and procedures of the subject facility should be evaluated
a;ainst the applicable requirement, specified in Enclosure 1 to determine
tne degree to which the facility currently conforms to these requirements.
The results of this evaluation and an associated schedule and coenttment
for implementation of required changes or actions should be proviced for
NRC staff eview within thirty days of receipt of this lettee. Also, this
schedule should indicate your date for subeittal of information sacft as destyt
changes. procedure changes or Technical Spect ?1 cation changes to be provided
for staff review. You may also provide your response to the items in Enclosure
2 at that time.

In addition to the requirements 10ertified in this letter, other requirements
which may be applicable to the subject facility are expected to be generated by
the Balletins and Orders fast Force. $ #h requirements are those resulting from
our review of the loss of feedwater event and the small breaa loss-of-coolant acc-
ident as cescribed in the Cortestion Engineering report CEh-114-P (Amendment 1-P)
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Mr. David S txel -2 October 30, 1979 Mr. David Sizel -3- October 30, 1979

entitled, * Review of Small Break Transients in Combustf on Engineering
Nuclear Steam Supply Systems." Dur specific concerns include systems cc w/ enclosures;
reliabilf ty (other than the auntif ary feedwater system), analyses, M. I. Miller Escatre
guidelines and procedures for operators, and operator traf ning. Isham, Lincofn 8 Bekle

Suite 4200
We plan to identify, in separate correscondence the requirements One First hational Plata
resulting from the additional items from the Bulletins and Orders Chicago,1111mois 60670
Task Force review.

6 Mr. Pau1 6. Perry, Secretary
Sincerely, Consariers Power C ypany

212 best Michigan Avenue
\ Jackson, Michigan 49201s ,

k /f .

Judd L. Bacon, Esquire
Carrell G. Efse ut 1cting 1 rector Cces s ers Power Company

Division of Operating Reactors 212 best Michigan Avenue
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation Jackson, Michigan 49201

Enclosures: Myron W. Cherry, Esquire
Suite 4501As sta*ed One IBM Plaza
Chicago, Illinois 60611

Ms. Mary P. Sinclair
Great Lakes Energy Alliance
5711 Sumnerset Orive
Midland, Michigan 48640

Charles Becnhoefer, Esq., Chatman
Atomic Safety and Licensing Boud Panel
U. 5. Nuclese P;.....,y commission

^

Washirgte.. O. C. 20555

Or. George C. Ancerson
Oepartment of Oceanography
University of Washington
Seattle, Washington 98195

Dr. M. Stanley Livingston
1005 Calle largo
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87501

ralarazoo Public Library
315 South Rose Street
Kalamazoo, Mtchigan 49006
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ENCLOSURE 1 require that a total of 100,000 gallors of water inventory be available

X. 6 (CE) PAG SAOES for the AFWS. The licensee estimates . hat this inventory is approximately

AuxIdARY FEE NATER SYSTEM (AFwS) an 8 hour supply. The concensata storage tank is also connected to the

main condens:r hetwell through two make up valves connected in parallel.

X.6.1 System Ces:eiptica

X . 6.1. Con *f ouretion - Overall Desica An alternata, long-tere source of water to the AFWS, if needed, is free
A staplified flow diagram of Palisades aFW5 is presented in F:gure 1. The Lake Pichigan and is directed to the AFWS pump suctions via the three fire
AFW5 includes a actor-driven p.mp and a turbine-criven pg each capable pectaction systes pumps. Two of the fire pumps are driven by dedicated

of supplying 10C% flow requireseets for cecaj heat removal. Eacn pump has diesel engines and the other peo is driven by an electric motor wilich is
a cacacity of 415 gpa at 2730 feet. The ptmos distnarge to a cosmon AFV5 powered from one of the two station emergency diesel generators.

header which branches and connects to the main feed headers to each steam

generator (SG). Only one SG is neeced to cool the p ant down to the 01J % w n - Cest e classificatica

'emperature we:ere tre 5%tdown ;ocling system (SCS) can be used to bring The condensate stora;e tank is the only source of AFWS water which has a

tne plant to safe shutdown. The licensee estimates that the steam generator seismic Category 1 classification. The steam turbine-driven auxiliary
would boil dry in 15 minutes without AFW flow following the worst case fees.ater pump and associated steam inlet valves and piping is destgrad to
condition of loss of main feehater with reactor trip. withstand a 0.05 earthquake as stated in AppeMin A of the FSAA. TN

actor-driven auxiliary feedwster pump ar4 associated piping and valves are
Tre two o mos are located in the same room and could be rencered inoperable , 3,

as a resalt cf a pipe break causing the flooding of the roca.

1.6.1.3 Powe* Sou cesr

The primary source ef water for tee AFWS is a 125,000 gallon concensate The motor-criven auillary feewater pump is s@ plied free oee of the two
stcrage tack. In addittor, 75,000 gallons of water from the primary Tne tu bine-driven ptmo can receive motive-powerA0 emergency buses. r

systee same up storage tant and 275 goe from the make wo desireralizee steam from either steam generator.
systee can be supplied to the condersate storage tant via pnesmatic-operated

valves weich are opened free the cost of room. Tre tecnnical specifications
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The pneumatic-operated valves in the discharge header of both pumps receive Primary and secondary source water level indications.

control power from separate AC vital instrument buses. These buses are

normally supplied from an AC emergency bus and backed up by the corresponding Auxiliary feedwater flow indication.
DC emergency bus via an inverter. The pneumatic-operated valves in each

steam line from the steam generator to the turbine-driven auxiliary fe9dwater Auxiliary feedweter pressure indication,

pump are controlled from indepencent CC emerg2ncy buses.

Steam pressure at inlet of turbine driven auxiliary feedwater pump.
X.6.1.4 Instrumentation and Controls

,

X.6.1.4.1 Controls Steam generator level.

The ATWS is manually initiated and feedwater flow to the s eam ger retor(s)

is manually controlled from the control room. Steam generator lew1 X.6.1.4.3 Initiatina Sianals foe Automatic Operation

indication (narrow range only) is available to the operator in the cytrol The auxiliary feedwater system is initiated manually from the control
roce. The narrow range level channels are designed in accordance with room.

protection systee requirements.

In the event of a steem or feedwater (main or auxiliary) If ne break,
X.6.1.4.2 Information Available to Operator isolation of the auxiliary feedwater flow paths to the affected SG is

System information availaote to the operator in the control room to assess accomplished ma sally.

the performance of the auxiliary feedwater system is as follows:

Main steam line break isolation is accomplished automatically by the M5IV
Status indicating lights for the motor driven auxiliary feedwater whereas feedwater line break isolation is accceplished manually,
pump.

A turbine trip will result in a reactor trip if reactor power is initially
Position indication cf auxiliary feedwater flow path control valves. above 15 percent of rated power. A reactor trip will always result in a

turbine trip.
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X.6.1.5 Testira

32* pent to ce cc.rT etian of this review, t's license has teen X 6.1. 6 Tecenical Specifications
l

cended to inwate ne Tedrical 9pecificatian rwiwnts The limiting conditions of operation a o in accordance with the Technical

as fnim: Specifications as follows:

WL:QL*C

Aglies !: ;ei-dic testi g rapirenents of ce rrtire-t.-i.en and Steam and Feedwater Systems

r*:r-driven aaillary fewster psq 3. App 11r.at ilit y

Applies to the operating status of the steam and fee 4 ater systees.
C E"ET'T

To ve-ify the gerability of the mailiary feerkater system and
oMeetive

.ts abilir/ to :vs;rr4 prcperly cer. reghi.
To define certain conditt ns of the steam and feedwater system necessary

cer77 CATn.5 to assure adequate decay heat removal,

a. 34 c;erabilirf of the ir. tor- ard s+eMiven auxiliary feed

pr;s s%11 te cor.fimed as rwpired by S;ecificatix. 4.3c.E Specifications

b. S.e crerabili*y f the accilia.~/ fee 6* ster psgs' discarta The primary coolant shall not be heated ab6ve 325'F unless the following

valves Cl-M35A and Cl-073'A shall be er.fimed at least every ccnditions are met:

three (3) creths.

s. Both auxiliary feedwater pumps operable or one auxiliary feedwater

pump and one fire pump operaDie.

D. A minieum of 100.000 gallons of water in the condensate stc+ age and

primary coolant system makeup tanks combined and a back@ source of

..nse: / ice testirg of M u. lass i. 2
additional water from Lake Michigan by the operability of one of the<

. .r S e ificat; n i.. L :=Ad.s as fnim:

fire protection pumps,r4 3 pu:;e, as deter .i.vd by 10 CI? 53, fec+1:n 50.55a and Peg alatcty

3 ide . 26 s'.all te perf rmed in accch.ce wi*h Sect %n X! Of ce m

h;iler r4 hysse 'lessel 0:de wie a;;11:able addenia as repired by

11 iTR 5', 549im s2.55a(g), except whe:v specifit relief has teen g"ar.ied

b; *he WC.
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c. All valves, interlocks and piping associated with the above components X.6.2 # elf oility Evaluation Results

required to function during accident conditions, are operable. The Palisades AFWS consists of two full capacity subsystees, either of

which, when delivering its pump capacity, can orovide for adequate decay

d. The main steam step valves are operable and capable of closing in heat removal. The system is manually actuated from the plant control

five seconds or less under no-flow conditions. room. The failure modes expected to dominate the overall comand unavail-

bility of the AFWS were assessed given three transient events for which

The licensee has committed to implement the following plant operating operation of the AFWS would be required. The dominant failure modes for

procedures, untti en approved Technical Specification revision in this these three transient events are summarized below:

regard is established:

X.6.2.1 Loss of Main Feehatee (t.0FW)

with the primary coolant system temperature greater than 325', both auxiliary The dominant fatlure mode assessed for the AfWS design for this transient

feedwater pumps and one fire pump will be operable ex ept as follows: was failure of the plant operator to start at least one of the AFW system

trains. This potential f a116re mode was estimated to contribute roughly
a. One auxiliary feedwater pump may be looperable far a priod of 72 hours. 9C% to the AFWS unavailability. The next level of dominant failure modes

identified was principally composed of double faults. These double faults

b. The firewater makeup to the auxiliary feedwater pump suction may be included: (1) failures in the turbine and electric pump trains due to
inoperable for a period of 72 hours. hardware f aults or allowed maintenance cutages, and (2) inadvertent Closure

of manual valve (A) from the condensate storage tank to the pumps sucton

If an inoperable auxiliary feedwater pump is not restored to service in and nct n opening this valve or, as backup, the operat&r fa111Pg to activate
72 hours, the plant will be placed in hot shutdown within the next 12 hours- the fire water supply to the AFWS before pwo damage occurs.

The licensee has proposed Technical Specification changes in this regard X.6.2.2 LCFW and t. css of Offsite AC Power (091v Onsite AC Power Available)
which are under staff evaluation. The &r.inart faults identified for this transient were essentially the

same as described above.
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E 6.2.3 (C'w with Oniv DC power Availaole soon thereafter as is practicaale. In general, they involve upgrading of

T*e cominant failure modes ioentified for this given event were (1) operator Technical Soecificatices or establishing procedures to avoid or sitigate

fail kg t6 octeate system free the control room and (2) demand failures in potential system or operatcr #:?? m The Inno-tars recew=eatcations

the turnine train due to single hardware faults and to the allowed outage (Dotn genetIu, f,4%0h; by h, and plant * specific) identified in this

time for this train of AFhS. For this LOFV event, it was noted that air section involve systes cesign evaluations and/or modifications to improve

operated valves (E) and (F) in the steam supply line for the tureine AFW system reif acility and represent actions M.6 should be isolesented by

driven pump cauld eve *tually f ail close af ter being actuated open. These January 1,1981, or as soon thereafter as is practicable.

valves fail closed on loss of air sucoly and with time, the air sucoly in

the air accumulator could decay to a point weere the valves would c1cse. X. 6. L 1 5%etdem

7% operater can, however, manually open these valves (locally) and reestao. L 8ecamendation GS-2 - The licensee should lock open single valves of

lism operation of the tu* tine ariven p.mc. If the plant operator fails ' sultiple valves in series in the AFW system peup suction piping and

to do this, tre AFWS will experience delayed failu s. lock ope 9 other single valves or multiple valves in series that coulde

intere4t til AFW flow. Monthly inspections should be performed to

X.6.2.4 Peincipal Ce:eaceacies / Int e ractic a Ice *tiefes verify that these valves are locked and 14 tee open position. These

*be prircipal de;e wencies are descefbed above. Dre otPer potertial inspections should be proposed for incorporation into the su*veillance

irte-action icertified is cue to the fact that both AFWS gwcs are 1ccated in roouireseats of the plant Technical Specificatioes. See Recosseendation

e.e san ecos. Thus, the pJcs appear vulne*aofe to floodfeg. ho hi g*, GL*2 for the longer tore resolution of this concern,

eaergy lires were said to esist witMin this toos; however, the roce has f2rtei

Eu ?4 past n a de;-5 cf ahxe six iretes i.e to lad c' fi w eso.c. e.e fixr 2 s coweacetion G5 4 - Emergency procedures for transferring to altsematee

t: air.. 34 ra.c is mm lei .g b;ec*ef f:r fbcdt g even_ y s'.i#t. sources of AFs s4Dly should be avail & Ole to the plaet operators.

These p*ocedures should incluce critaria to infore the operator iAen,
X.6.3 Deco *nandatio*s r * tris 8'a-t and in what cecee, the tra*sfer to altamate wate* sources shoulde

Se sScrt-to-e rococemencatises (both generic, denoted by 33 and plaat. tate place. T% following cases enculd be covered try the procedures:

s:Scific) *Ceatified in this section Peoresset actiCns to f rCrowe AFs "hese 1R which th pristry water s@ ply is not initially ava1180 9.1

systee reliability that smould be implemented Dy Janua*y 1,139",, ::P as The procedures for tn's case sMohid include any operator actions
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required to protect the AFW systes pumps against self-damage
slow, which are similar to Iten 2.1,7s of MUREG-0578. For thebefore water flow is initiated; and,

longer ters, the automatic initiation signals and circuits should be

upgraded to reet safety grade requirements as indicated in Recommendation
n case in which the primary water supply is being depleted.

GL-1.The procedure for this case should provide for transfer to the

alternate watee sources prior to draining of the primary water
The design should provide for the automatic initiation of thes upply,

auxiliary feedwater system flow.

The automatic initiation signals and ci cuits should be designed so3. Beccrrvindaticn GS-6 - The licensee should confire flow path availability
eat a single failure will not result in the lue af auxiliary

of an ATW systee flow train that has been out of service to perfore

periodic testing or maintenance as follows: feedwater system function.

Testability of the initiating signals and circuit! ehould be a

feature of the design.Procedures should be implemented to require an operator to
The initiating signals and circuits should be powered from the

determine that the AFW system valves are properly alir~ d and a
emergency buses.second operator to independently verify that the valves are

properly aligned. Manual capability to initiate the auxiliary feedwater systes

from the control room should be retained and should be implementedThe licarsee should propose Technical Specifications t, assure
so that a single failure in the manual circuits will let result

that prior to plant startup following an extended cold shutdown,
in the loss of systes eunction,

a flow test would be performed to verify the normal flow path
The alternating current motor-driven pumps and valves in the

from the priracy AFW system water source to the steam generators.

The flow test should be conducted with AFW system valves in

their normal alignment. actuation (simultaneous and/or sequential) of the loads to the

emergency buses.

4 Recommendation GS-9 * The licensee should install a system to auto- The automatic initiation signals and circuits should be designed

so that their failure will not result in the loss of eenualmatica11y initiate AFW system flow. For the short-tere, this system

reed not be safety grade; however, it should meet the criteria listed capability to initiate the AFW system from the control roce.
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coacleted or the AFW system is modified to preclude such 6n occue-
5. Recem g ISe lice.see sneuld verify ts , the air acc.mulatae

will hold the air operated valves in the turbine driven pump steam rence, emergency procedures should be prepared to retain AFW system

supply line open for at least two hours following loss of all A; capanility. (See lorg tern recommendation 4.b).

power.

7. Recoausendation - Each steam generator has two pneumatic-operated

6. Recoameadetion - The actoe driven o g and the pre estic-operated atmospheric steam cump valves connected in par 11e1. These four

valves have the same controller which presumacly receives power fromvalve (G) througM wnten AFw flow to steam generator A ts controlled

receive motive a*d coetrol power free Civision ! emergency buses. only one source, and therefore is vulnerable to a single failure

Pneumatic valve (F), which sucolies steam from steas gemuter A to event. Concern was expressed to the licensee as to whether the steam

the turbine driven AFw pump, receives control power from a Civision supply to the tyrbine AFW puan '* adversely affected by the potential

II eseegency bus. Similarly AFW flow control valve (H) and stese simultaneous ocening of all at 4speeric dep valves due to a single

failure at the controller or its power source. The licensee hassupply valve (E) asscciated with steam geaerator 8 receive power from

Civision II and I emergency buses respectively. Upon loss of air or indicated that the pressure drop maces the valves is sufficiently

power, tse AFW flow control valves (G) and (H) fail open and the large to assure adequate steam supply'to the tortine driven pump from

turtire driven pap steam amnissicn valves (D and (T) fail ci:eed, the steam generators. We require that the Itcensee provice analyses

It is recognized that the aFW ficw control valves are designed to fail to confire this assertion. (See long tore roccamendation 4a.)

C*ren upon loss of air or power so that AFW flow to t%e stese

generators smould be assured. However, it cannot ce concloced test

all f ailures will result in opening t*ese valves. Oegradation of

Division I buses could potentially result to loss of tne entire AFW

systes. The licensee s*ould analyze the corsecuences of 01 vision I

voltage degradation as well as otrer failures (e.g., restricted air

flow) to assure tnat toere is no Division I failure moce trat can 1.6.3.2 Additional 5$cet-Teen Recemmendations

resuit in loss of the entire AFW systee. Until tnis analysis is IPe following additional short* tere recoemendations resulted from the

staf f's tessons Learned Test Force review and the Bulletins and CPOers
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Task Force review of AFW systems at 8aDcock & Wilcox-designed operating 3. Recommendation - The licenses should implement the following require-

plants subsequent to our review of the AFW system designs at p and ments as specified by Item 2.1.7.b on page A-32 of NUREG-0578:

C-E-designed operating plants. They have not been examined for specific " Safety grade indiction of auxiliary feedwater flow to each

applicability to this facility. steam generator shall be provided in the control room.

1. Recommendation - The Itcenses should provide redundant level indica- The auxiliary feedwater flow instrument channels shall be powered

tions and low level alarms in the control room for the AFW system from the emergency buses consistent with satisfying the emergency

primary water supply to allow the operator to anticipate the need to power diversity requirements for Lt.e a'.:wiliary feedwater system

make up water of transfer to an alternate water supply and prevent a set forth in Auxiliary Syst*es Branch Technical Position 10-1 of

low pump suction pressure condition from occurring. The low level the Standard Review Plan, Section 10.4.9."

alarm setpoint should allow at least 20 minutes for operator action,

assuming that the Isrgest capacity AFW pump is operating. 4 Recommendation - Licensees with plants which require local manual

realignment of valves to conduct periodic test on one AFW system

2. Recommendation - The licensee should perform a 72-hour endurance test train, and there is only one remaining AFV train available for

on all AFW system pumps, if such a test or continuous period of operation should propose Technical Specifications to provide that a

operation has not been accomplished to date. Following the 72-hour dedicated individual who is in communication with the control room be

pump run, the pumps should be snut down and cooled down and then stationed at the manual valves. Upon instruction from the control

restarted and run for one hour. Test acceptance criteria should room, this operator would realign the valves in the AFW system train

include demonstrating that the pumps remain within cesign limits with from the test mode to its operational alignment.

respect to bearing / bearing of f temperatures and vibration and that

pump room ambient conditions (temperature, humidity) do not exceed 1. 6. 3. 3 Lona-Term

environmental cualification limits for safety-related equipment in Long-term recommendations for improving the system are as follows:

the room.

1. Recommendation - GL-1 - Licensees with plants having a manual starting

AFW system, should install a system to automatically initiate the AFW
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b. The Palisades AN system design does not meet the high energysystem flow. This systes and associated automatic initiation signals
line break criteria in SRP 10.4.9 and Branch Technical Positionshould be designed and installed to meet safety-g*ade requirements.

Manual A N system start and control capability should be retained 10-1; namely, that the AN system should maintain the capa0111ty

with manual start serving as becaup to automatic AN system initiatt m. to supply the required AN flow to the steam generator (s) assuming

a pipe break anywhere in the AFW pump discharge lines concurrent

2. Recommendation GL-2 - Licensees with plants in which all (primary and with a single active failure.

alternate) water suplies to the AN systees pass through valves in a

single flow path should install redundant parallel flow paths (piping The licensee should evaluate the postulated pipe breaks stated

and valves). above and (1) cetermine any AN s3 stem design changes or procedums

necessary to detect and isolate the break and direct the requirs J

Licensees sith plants in which the prisa y AFW system water supply feedwater flow to the steam generator (s) before they boil dry or

passes thmugh valves in a single flow path, but the alternate AFW (2) describe how the plant Can be brought to a safe shutdown

system wates supplies cor.nect to the AFW system pump suction piping condition by use of other systems which would be available

downstream of the above valve (s) should install redundant valve (s) following such postulated events:

from the alternate water supply upon low puro suction pressure. The
4. The licensee should evalute the following concerns:licensee should propose Technical Speciffations to incorporate appro.

a. Each steam generator has two pneumatic-operated atmosphericsrtate periodic inspections to verify he valve positions.

steam dump valves connected in parallel. These four valves have

3. Reconvaandation - The licensee should evaluate the following concerns: the same controller which presumably receives power from only

one source. The consequences of single failures would be reduced

a. The discharge lines of both AFW pumps coecire into a single by supplying power to the dump valves of each staan generator

header through which all AFW water must flow. A pipe break in from separate power divisions. (See short-ters reccamendation

snis single flow path enuid result in the loss of the entire AN 7).

systee function.
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b. Sie ecocam is a follow-up to that in short-tem twocr.riendaticn 6

(i.e., Ices of the AWS due to a degraded power system divisico). earthquakes, tornadoes, floods, and the failure of nonessential

Valves (G) and (T) an bcth in AfWS erein A but receive r *-vu systems,

differwnt DC divisicos as do valves (E) ana (M) which are in ANS

train B. Bus, the effect of degrudaticn of cre power division 2. The staff will reassess the need for a water level alam system in the

sculd be r*^M by havir.g valves (G) and (F) powerwd fran tne AFWS pump room.

sans divisienn sh4hrly for valves (E) and (H).

3. h Palisadne ANS is riot autcznstically initiated and the design does

not have e a sbility to automatically terminate feedwater flow to ac. Wide range steam generator level instrumentation is not provided

in the control room. Evaluate the need for such instrumentation depressue ,t * team generator and provide flaw to the intact steam

to facilitate proper operator action consid 'ng transients and Generator This is accomplished by the control roca operator. The

effect of g is provision will be assessed in the main steam lineaccident conditions.
break evaluation for Palisades.

Based on the results of the above evaluations, the licensee should (1)
4. A lack of system redundancy exists because the turbine-driven AFWSdetermine any AFW systes design changes necessary to mitigate the concern

or (2) describe how the plant can be brought to e safe shutdown condition pump is not seismic Class 1. The staff will consider the need for

by use of other systees which would be available following such postulated upgradinJ the seismic classification of the pump in the SEP

integrated assessment of Palisades.events,

5. The staff will assess the need for increasing the technical6.3.4 Considerations Based on the Systematic Evaluation Procram

The following items are under review by the Systematic Evaluation Progre. specification inventory Ifnit for the seismic Class I Mws water

(SEP) ard supplement the above long-ters recomendstions. s@ ply.

1. The Palisades Plant including the AFW5 will be reevaluated during the

SEP witn regard to internally and externally generated missfies, pipe

whip and jet impingement, quality and seismic oesign requirements,
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$ p3IS POR /GHJARY TEE"L;AM SY$7Di MCW REQUIRDCCS
f ,h
( )-

$.. X As a r* .. of recent staff reviews of operating plant auxiliary fee &ater systens/
"

a ' a

3( 3h3 (Ants), the staff concludes that the design bases and criteria prwided by licenseea
a o uI
5 -AE A for establishir.g AM reqairenants for flow to the stern generatads) tc assure ede-u
0 Dy c

;* quate removal cf nactor decay heat are not well defined or docunented.=

We require that you provide the fellt:wirs AM flow design basis inforeatim as appli-
Ii q |o cable to the design basis transients and accident omditims for your plant.*

e o g-

f g- a

T
~

Identify the plant trenaient and accident oct .itions ccr.sidered in estab-

A f *5
,

; 1. a.a ,

I- - s
3 EhMi lishing MVS flw requirenants, including the follwird events:

X *=5 me
g!! |$$ 1) Ices of Main Teod (IMV)*

g

/N
,,

:5r
,,

E ::' ' , of I E 2) IMV w/ loss of offsite AC power''

a:

3) UT4 w/ loss of offsite and matte AC power

j 4) Plant cooldom
: *[D g

* 5) Tatine txip with and without bypase
||

!!" J"- a_
-- -

s d;$ I! 6) Main ataam isolatim valve cicours
s- ' -w. 7) Main. fees u.no breakg g e, w

b g f 8) Main steam line bruak
,,

9) Strall brsak IDCA,

- u: r a- # 10) Other transient er accident conditims not listed above.
,

" b. escribe the plant protection acceptance criteria and --. Jing techni.,E I -r$5U
,

a < a
g jf g5{ , cal bases used for each initiating event identified abcve. h acceptancaE

ge=jg a,aag
-Ig- ma c.v

3e!E g > gg 2:n I criteria should address plant limits such as:o a_
E2 *

5g,2 N- BE'
E{Edb :
5g g" n

g ! f *t {j j - Mmn ROS pressure (pC!rl or safety valve actuatim)2
*5v jb( I E5h|| [-ga 2: + a- a

I II 3*EE5222d E ' >, ' 5 2 ! - r: 1 te::veratur= cr eamage limits (a:n, ref, eaxt:ssa fue. centrol serparar~= - m.
o

5o a y 5 5 - ROS cooling rate limit to avoid excessive melant shrir|Kage*

~ 3- A - H: eogeg3 g
.

- Miniru'n steam generator level to assure sufficient staan generster haat tri

far surface to'rreve decay heat and/cr cooldmn 14 primary system.
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2. Eescribe the ana , and assumpticr.s ane' cer ssponding technica4 p.cificatim

ced with plant ccnditims ccnsideid in 1.a. above including: Verify tMt t'4 FJ W b p p'at 6 scly h essq h to h.

a. Maxiu reactor power (include.g instrument exter allowance) at the tine of steam generator (s) as detembed by items 1 and 2 above considering a skgle
the bitiating transient er acc hnt. failure. Identify the margin in sizing the pump flow to allow for prp recir-

b. Tira delay fran initiating event to nacter trip. culation flow. ,eal leakage and prp wear.
c. Plant parameter (s) which init' .es ANS flow and tina dalay betwen initiat-

ing event and introductim cf 0%S flow into steam generator (s).

Mini.azu sten gene *ator water level when initiating event occurs,d. -

e. Initial stea:n generator water inventory and de .letim rate befon and after

Aras flow cc:raences identify riacter decay heat rate used.

f. Maxinum pressure at which steam is released fr:rn steam generater(s) and agains-

which the AN pump must deveicp sufficient head.

g. Minimum mumber of steam generaters that mst receive AN flow, e.g.,1 of 2,

2 s! u?

h. RC Low ecodition - continued operaticn cf RC pumpe - 4tuml circulaticn.

i. Maxi.m AN inlet tcperature,

j. Tc11cwing 'a postulated steam er feed line bnak, tine delay assumed to isolate

break and dinct AN flow to intact steam generator (s). AN p.rnp flow capacit

alicuance to acccrodate the tina delay and maintain minimum steam genezutor

water level. Also identify credit taken for primary system heat removal da

to blowdown,

k. Volume and maxinsn temperature of water in rain feed lines between steam

generator (s) and AF45 ccr:recticn to main feed line.

" . rating ccndition cf sten generater nemal blawiawn following initiating

event.

m. Pri .a / and soccedary system water a-d metal sensille heat used f:r cocidre.

a-d AN flow sizing.

n. Tine at hc standby a.d ti.e to cocidown RCS to K-3 (cr SCS) system cut

in ts pera rw te size AN water scuxe bventery.
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\ t>%iTaD STATES

[ 1,. c a NUCLEAR REGULA TORY CCMMISSION Mr. Robert E. Uhrig -2- Octooer 17. 1979
( masamarow a c.aoses

gv
*...* Ccteter 17 1979

entitled. " Review of Small Brest Transients in Combustion Engineertag
Occtet % M 5 8>> clear Steam Supply Systems." Our specific concerns include systems

reliability (other than the auxiliary feedwater systas), analyses,
gd cellaes and procedures for operators, and operator training.

Mr. Robert E. Uhr19. Vfco-Prestceat
Acranced Systems and Technolegy We plan to identify. In separate correspondence. the requirements
Flcrida Poner anc Light .apany resulting from the additional items from the Bulletins and Orders
P. O. Boa $29100 Task Force review.
Miami, FIorida 33152

"'' #'Dear W. Uhrig:
,,

SUSJECT: ARC REQUIREMENTS FOR ALIILIARY FEE:%ATER SYSTEMS #f ST. LLC E Uh!T 1 M
'he purpose of this letter is to advise you of our requirereats fcr the gMy *f , 9'gasmiliary feedwater systees at the s Aject f actlity. Inese requireceets
were ideetified during the course of tee NRR Bulletins and Orcers Task Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Force review of operating reactors in light of the acc1ce9t at 'hree File
Island. Unit 2. Er. Ictures.

As s'ated
Enclosure 1 to this letter tcerttfies each of the requirreets appitcable
to the subject factitty. These requiremer.ts are of two ty:es. (1) geneefc cc- See next page*

requirerents applicaole to mest Comoustion Engtneerfng.cesigres o;erattrg
plants, and (2) plant-specific requirements applicable caly to the subject
facility. Enclosure 2 contains a generic recuest for additional trfomation
regarding awa111ery feec=ater system flow requirements.

The desiges and peccedures of the sAject f acility should be evaluated
against the appitcable requiremets specifisc in Enclosure 1 to catemf re
t'te cegree to enica the factitty currently conforms to these requirerents.
The results of this evaluation and as associated scMedele and corritt. est
for 1eplementation of recairec changes cr actices should be provided f ce
MAC staf f revies within thirty days of recetat of this letter. Also, this
schedule should indicate your date for s.cmittal of f nformation sach as cesign
changes, procedure changes or Tecnnical Spectf tcation chaages to be pacviced
for staff review. You may also provice your respo9se to the tirs in Encies.re
2 at that time.

In addition to the recuirere9ts ide9ttfted in this lette", otrer re;.irre9ts
which may be apDlicatie to tPe subject factitty are ex:ected to te geateated
by the Bulletins and Orders Tasa Force. Sach recuirerents are trcse resaltteg
from Cur revies of the loss-of-feefwater event and tCe srall 3* eat ' O s s-c #-C ool a r t
accident as Cescribec in the Comekstion Engineering report CEbl?4 o (heacment 1-P }

9
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1

Combustfon Engineering e incisa1 Contact Listingr

Mr. Davf d Stre!
Nuclear Licensing Admifstrator
Consumers Power Company
212 West Michigan Avenue

Coreustion Engineering Owners Group Representatives Jackson, Michigan 49201

Mr. 3. E. Liebler. Chairman
Coreustf on Engineering Owners Group Mr. W111 tam Cavanaugh, !!!
Florida Power and Light Company Executive 01 rector of Generation
P. C. Box 013100 and Construction
Miamf, Flcrida 33101 Arkansas Power & Lig'it Conpaey

P. 0.' Box 551
Little Rock, Arkansas 7h2

Mr. Joseeh K. Gasper, Vice Chaf rman
Combustion Engineering Owners Group
Omaha Public Power District Mr. A. E. Lundvall, Jr.
Fourth & Jcnes Vfee-President . Supply
Crana, Nebraska 68108 Saltimf re Gas & Electric Company

p. . gon la75

Saltimore. Maryland 21203
Mr. John Garrity, Chairman
Gutee11res Subgroup
Maine Yankee Atomic Power company Mr. Theodore f. Short
rdtson Drive Assistant Generaf Manager
Augusta Maine 0a336 Omaha Pub 1fc Power 01 strict

1623 Marney Street
Omaha, Neraska 68102

Mr. Robert G. Marris, Chairma
Analysts subgroup
Northeast Utilities Service Co. Mr. Robert M. Groce
P. O. Sox 270 Lfcensing Engineer
Martford, Connecticut C613I Yankee Atomic Electric Company

20 Turnpike Road
Westboro, Massachusetts 01581

Mr. David 5. van de Walle
Consumees Poor ComCa91 '

212 West Mfchtien A'e%e Mr. W. G. Ccunsfl. Ytce-President '

Jackson. Michigan a9201 Nuclear Engineering & Operettons
Northeast * uclear Energy Company

Mr. W111 tam 5.ymcrat P. O. Sox 270 |Yankee Atomte Power Compa*y i:artford, Connecticut C6101 *

25 Research Def we
Westboro, "assachusett. 01581

O e. Robert E. ''hrf g. Vf ee-Prestcent
Atwarced Syste*s & Yechnology

Mr. J. T. Eacs Florida Powe* & Lf ght Companytrasasas Power 41.1;nt Company p. 3. Box 523100
c. C. Scx 551 Miami, Flories 33152
Little Rect. Arkaasas 72203

.'
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Florida Power & Lignt Conpany -3-

CC
Robert to w nstein, Esquire
Lowenstein, Nemnan, Reis & AAeiral
1025 Connecticut Avenue. N.W.
Washington. D. C. 20036

ENCLOSURE 1

korman A. Coll Esquire X. 7 ST. LEIE UNIT 1McCarthy, Steel. Hector & Davis
f ath Floor. First National Bank Building AUXILIARY FEE 0 WATER SYSTEMMiami, Florida 33131

Mr. Jack Shreve
Office of the Public Counsel X.7.1 Systee Descriration
Room 4. Holland Bldg.
Tallahassee, Florida 32304 X. 7.1.1 Confiouration. Overall Cesign

Indian River Junior Colle3e Lerary
3209 Virginia Avenue
Fort Pierce, Florida 33450 (AFwS) is shown in Figure 1. The AFWS consists of one fail capacity

turbine driven pump (500 gpa 91200 psi) and two half capacity

(250 gpm 91200 psi) motor-drive 9 pumps. One turbine puipp or both

motor driven pumps are required to adequately remove decay heat. The

turbine-driven pump supplies feedwater to two steam generators (50)

by means of two separate lines each with its own motor operated

control valve. Each motor-driven pep normally supplies feedwater to

one steam generator. A cross connection with two remote manual nor-

mally closed isolation valves is provided to enable the routing of

feed flow of the two motor driven pumps to eitber staan generator.

The AFVS is manually started from the control room. The AFW systes

can supply water to the 50(s). assuming a single active component

failure with loss of offsite or onsite power. Se licensee states

that the AFWS is capable of cooling the plant down to the condition

where the shutdown cooling system can be used to continue the safe

plant shutdown process.

The primary water supply o' the AFWS is maintained in a 250,000 gal.
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seismic Category 1 condensate storage tank (CST) connected to the steam supply header with a DC powered MOV which is normally closed

ptzge' suction by redundant lines with locked open manuai valves, and fails as-is. The two motor driven pumps are powered from the

A minimum of 168,000 gal. is reserved strictly for the AFWS by Division A and B emergency diesel generators espectively in case of

administrative control. The reserved mater inventory is sufficient a loss of normal AC power.

to maintain the plant at hot standty condition for 9 hours following

a reactor trip, and subsequently cool the plant down to the shutoown X. 7.1. 4 Instrumentation and Centrols

cooling system cut-in temperature. X.7.1.4.1 Controls

The control of auxiliary feedwater flow and steam generator water

Low water level in the CST will alarm and ar.nunciate in tne main level is accompitsbed from the control room by remote manually operated

control room. The AFW pump suctions are connected on y to t5e CST. control valves. A local control station is provided to facilitate

Additional water may be supplied eithei * rom the SG B owdown Monitor plant shutdown if the control room is not accessible. All manually

Storage Tank or the city water taas via the CST as .hown in operated valves in the AFWS are locked open. The motor operated

Figure 1. Supplying water from these alternate sourc es requires valves will fail in the "as is" position,

considerable operator action and is estimated to take 3 hours to

accomplish. X.7.1.4.2 Information Available to Cpe*ator

The important information available to the operator includes AFW

X.7.1.2 Components - Cesign. Classification discharge header flow, AFW discnarge Peacer pressure, CST 1evel,

All components of the AFWS, inc.uding the primary water supply, are steam generator level, steam pressure to steam driven AFW pump, and

cesigned to seismic Category 1 requirements. control valve positiot indicatfor.

X.7.1.3 Power sources Additional infomation available is listed in the following

The steam turbine driven pump uses steam from the main steam lines instrument list:

taken upstream of each main steam isolation valve (WS!v) and exhausts

to the atmosphere. The steam is suppif ed via an AC powered motor cpera:- Auxiliary Fee %atee Parameters availatte on RTG9 102 Veettcal

'ed valve (M'V) from each steam generator. These valves are normally
"" * I "# ~2Aclosed and fail as-is. Downstream of these valves there is a sir.gle '

2. , Aux Feedwater Flow, Header '8' FI-09-28
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9. 1C Aux Feed Pump stoaa inlet from 1A saf n steam if ne, W-C814
3. Awa Fetcwater Flow, Hea:er 'O' FI-09-2C

indicatar lights.
4. Awa Feed = ate * Press, beader 'A' PI-C9-8A

13. 1C Aux Feed Pap steam inlet from 18 saf n steas If ne W-08-13
5. Asa Feecwate* Press. Heacee '8' PI-C9-83

indicator lights.
6. Awi Fes2 water Press. Needer 'C' P!-09-8;

11. TC Awm Feed Pusic steam inlet W-08-3 indicater lights.
7. Steam Press. to Aux Feec;.mp 'O' PI-C3-5

X.7.1.A.3 !*f tiatian 54;aats for AetMat'c C;testf oe
8. Conceasate Storage Tama Level C5-12-11

'I e St. L.Jie AFW518 e man 6411y started systes. In the event of a
9. Aux Fees P,73 '1 A' Asceres

Icss of main feecwater pJaps or offsite power, followed by reactor
10. Aas Fee 8.mo 'll' Arperes

trip the ifceasee estfeates that the operator has a:pecainately

' ' "
A afliaey Fee s ete, parecetees oa e* S '02--e ireatal sectica

" "
1. AFw pap slA cisch steam generat:r (50) 1 A W-C9-9 5. itch are

Generator. free boiling Cry..valve position lights.

2. Arw puma 18 cisen to SG 18 W-09-10 - s=1tch a-c valve cositics
X.7.1.5 Testfac

19g.ts.
Each month toe actor ocerated fees .eter valves are cycled fres

3. AN pomo 10 cisc't to 501 A W-05-11 s itch o ' valve pcsitic9

Closed to full open to closed, afte* w$fch each pwsp is startes a nIfgats.
coe*ated at least 15 minutes. Specified sinfeum discea-;e pressare

A. AFW p#C 1C Oisch ts 5315 W-C9-12 - s. item a-d valve ;csittor

is verifieg welle the pumps a*e operatirg. Nc nam el valve 11reau
Ifg*ts.

" * ** I' " " * ' # 'I* *5. AFw pump 1A cisca to 50 i8 Fv-09-13 - switc3 ame valve sesitisi
is verified at or above Pipieum at least onCe per 12 hours.lights. (crossccaneet valve)

6. AFs 18 cisen to SG 1 A W-09-14 - s item aas vetve ;csition
X.7.1.6 To *aical 5:ecificatteas

lig,ts. (c*:ssesaract valve)

1. The two ector criven Are punts and tre steam twrt ae criven AFwi

7. Start aac stop s.iteres for 1A, 13 an: 1* A.a see: P r:s 4-0

Dump are all rec.1re3 to to cceraale we n tFe react:* coola*teindicator ligets.

system is aDove 325'F. the maairi.e operatirg temperat.re cf tre8. SC Aan Fsed Purc spees certrolle* and s:ee: 19:icato,

shatdow*t CSCli9g systee.
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2. If aay one puso is incpe sole, it must be returred to c; arable The following failure modes were found to dominate the demand

statis within 72 hcurs or the plant must be placed in not unavailabilitw of the St. Lucie AFW5:

sta%1y witPin 12 hcurs.

- Loss of fs*atee (Lord) with offsite 40 avai$aMe
3. If two or more pumps are incperable, the plant must te in met Failure to manually actuate the St. Lucie Unit 1 Ards, mas

standty within 1 hour and in cold snutocwn within 30 hours assessec te be the dominant failure mooe and this fault coc-

unless at least one pue:p is returned to operation and tse unit tribution to the overall ATW5 uravailability is estimated to be

is baca uncer 2 acove using tne time intervals cf tre initial approaisately 80 percent.

discoveey.

- LCFW with cely easite AC avellable

4. The CST is required to have einf ea volume of 116,0C0 gallons St. Lucie Unit I uses a swing tie bus (*Aa*) that furnishes AC

when the ROS temperature is acove 325'F. If the voi mo is tetow power to valves in the steam turbine driven portion of the Arus.

etnious it must be restored within 4 hours or the plant must to This bus is interlocked to present tie to acre than one eeer-

in het standty within the next 6 ocurs and in cold sa.utdown gency diesel generator (CG) simultaneously. The *AS* bus is

within the f allowing 30 hours. normally tied to the "A" CG. Thus, the limiting CG fatlure

would be failure of the " A" CG. This failure requires m ean

X.7.2 Reitability Evaluation liesults action to transfer bus *AS* to the avaitaale '8' CG. The
X.7.2.1 Oc+ u nt Fatiu-o doces impact of this human action on the 'averall Ares was assessed ada

The St. Lucie Unit 1 AF=5 consists of two sobsystems, i.e, one found not to significantly alter tM atove results. Thus,

subsystea of two one-half capacity motor-criven p ecs and a*otre- failure to manually actuate AFWS remains the common dominant

sutsystee of a single full capacity turcine-driven pump. Eitner failure mode identified.

st.Osystes, when celivering its pumping capacity to at least one steam

gewator Can provice for aceqi. ate ceCay heat removal f3r tne three - LCFW wit % enty CC avaitaM e

loss c' sain fee 3=ater evects cansicered. For this eveat, the St. Lucie Unit 1 AFWS cesign re:aires a

plaat operator to proceed to the local valve statioes for the

steam turbine driven train of the AFWS and open four AC Rotor
.
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X.7.3.1 Sno-t-Te-= Rec w eacatieasoperated valves (2 steam and 2 ate *; te.at are acesa11y cicsec.
s commeadatica GS-4 - Eseegency procedures for transferring to1- eThe licensee assessment of accessibility and tre ope 2ing tiees
altemate sources of Are supply sncula te avai?acle to the plantincicate that tnis cceration cculd te soccessfally accomplise c e

ecerators These procedares 55cw12 f ncisce criteria to infere
by two men in acc t 5 minutes and one mu'in a:owt 13 31Ntes.

tSe coerato' =*en, and in =*at orcer, tre treasfer to alternate
Human failure to o;:en these valves has teen assessed as toe

-ater sources soowlc taae place. The follo ing cases s*owid be
cominant f aJt contributcr (s63) for t9f s eveat.

covered by the prococ res:

The case in witch tre prisa*y water s. coly is nc*.X.7.2.2. Principai Cecenceacies

initially availatie. Tne procedures for this taseTFe principal cepencencies icertifiec -eas toc 6e asscc' ate: ithw
s m id include any cperator actions reautred to

human actiors requires to actwate t?e St. Lucie Unit 1 A N S for toe

pectact tne AFw system r eps a;ainst self-camage
aoove tnree events,

before =ater flow is in:tiated;.and,

X.7.3 Recommendatieas fee tnis Plaat

T*e case in =nics the primary watee s.pply is beingThe sncrt-teen recoemencatices identifice in tM s sectice re: resent
depieted. The proced re fcr tr.is case sno.13 provi:eactions to faceove aFW system reliacility trat snca!c ce 'epleeeated

by January 1, 1980, cr as soon trereafter as :s practica 1e. !n for transfe* to the alte-nate water sow ces prior toe

general, they involve wpgracing of Technical Specificatio.'s ca 8'*1"''S '# E * 8"I''*7 ****' 'dD8 /*

establisning procedures to avois or sitigate actential systes or
2. Becweacetica 05-5 - The piar.t s.w ad to capa Q of g ai.g emcpeeator failwees. Tne long-te*, recommeccations iceatf*ies in tnis

section involve system cesign ewelwations anc/cc sccificatf oas to rehired AFW flow fcr at least two howrs fees cae AFd pump train

incrove AFW systes reliacility and represeat acttors that sacals te incepeace*t of any atte matin 2 cs rer.t pe=ee sow ce. If saawaie r

ieplemented my Ja sary 1, 1981, cc as soon tserva* er as is AFw systes initiation or flow conteci is rehirec followir; a

practicatie. cceplete loss of alteraattn; carreat pc.er, eve ;ency procee res

shou'd te establis*ed for sa Na11y 17ttistic; anc ccetrollies

the systee ancer toese concittoas. Since tse ate- for cocling

of tre loce oil fca tre t rciee-criven puno tearings mey te
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system water scwrce to the steam geeerators. The flowdependent or alterrating curre9t power, cesign or p*ocadural
test should te Cond.Cted with AfW systes valves in

Cha3Qes shall be F.ade to elfeinate this depe9dency as sooe as
their normel alig eaa.tpracticaDie until this is done, the emergency procedores

should prow We for an individual to be stationed at 'he twe*

4. ReCN" ation * P4 licensee should install a system to
bire-d*#,en pump in the eve 9t Cf the loss of all iternating

avtomatiCally initiate ATW systes flow. For the short ters,Curre9t powee to monitor DAP bearing and/or 16te oil tempera.
this systes need not be safety-grade; however, it should meet

tu es. If necessary, this cperator would opeiate ther

the criteria listed below, which are steilar to Ites 2.1.7a o'
turtine-driven p ep in *. on-off moce urttl alterratieg careeat

hWEG-C578. For the longer ters, the automatic initiation
power sources is restored. AdeQ ate lighting powered by direct

signals and Circuits should to upgraded to meet safety gradecurrent power sources and communicatices at local statio9s
requireme9ts as indicated in Recommendation GL-1.

should also te provided if sarual initiation and ccetrol of the

The design should provide for the a.tcoatic 1,.itiationAfw systes is reeded. (See Recoerendation OL-3 for the
of the swxiliary fee,dwater system flow.longer-tere resolution of this concern.)
The aatomatic initiation signals and circuits smould

be designed so that a single failure will not result
3. Recceeacation GS-6 - The licensee seculd ccnfirs ficw path

in the less of auxiliary feedwater systas fonction.availacility of an AFW systes flow train .*at *as been cut of

service to perform periodic testieg or maintena9ce as follows: Testability of the initiating signals and circuits

should to a feature of the design.Procedures should te implesented to re;uire an

operator to oetermi o tnat the AFW systes valves are The initiating sig*als and circuits snoald be powered

from the esorgency tuses.peope*iy aligned and a second operatoe to ince;e,.
Manuel Capability to initiate the auxilia*y feedwate*de9tly verify that the Walves a"e properly alig9ed.

The licensee should procese Tecenical Specificatices syst** from the control roce should te retained 49d

to assu e that prior to plant start.D followiag a. Should be implemented so that a siegie failure in ther

extended CJld shi,tdown, a ?!cw test would to pe* forte. Ranual Ci*cuits will not result in the I:ss of systes

function.to veri *y the normal flow path from t*e pritary AFW
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The alternatica current actee-criven p.rps and valves
test on all AFW systes pwsps, if swCh a tast or Contimecus

in the aJailiary feedkater system should Oe inCI6ced
De"iod of operation has not bee 9 accomplished to cate. Following

in the 44tomatic actaation (sf*.ltaaeows sac /or
the 72*hcur pump run, the puPos should te sM t down ard c0cled

se4we9tial) of t*e lCacs to the e*eege9ty t'ses,.

cown and t*.en restarted and run for one hour. Test acceptaa.co
The aatematic initiation sigaals aa.a circ.its s*ca c

criteria snoald include comotstrating that t*e parcs remain
be casigned so that their failore =111 not res.it in

within cesign limits with respect to tearieg/teering oil
the Icss of maNal capability to initiate t*e AFW

toeparatures and vibration and t*at pump room amaieat coeditices
system free tre control roce.

(temperatwre, humidity) do not exceed e9virorre9tal ot.alif t-

cation limits for safeg -relates equipmeat in t*e recs.
X.7.3.2 sedit'ocal stcrt-Ter* 2.c w eedsticas

The follo,'ad additionai 590et-terai recore-cations resultec ' rem tse
3. Rec as*eadatien - TMe licensee should impleve-t tSe followf eg

staff's Lesson teard Tass Force review and t*e 9.lleties and gecers
require *ents as speci ied Dy Item 2.1.7.b on page A 32 of

Tasa Fcece review of AFW systets at Gate:ck & W11 coa-cesigasc
NURf3*0$I8:

operating plants satseque91 to o e review cf tme AFe system cesigas

at W- and C-E-cesigaes operating plants. They have not :een emap aed
" Safety grace indication of auxiliary feedwater ficw to

for scecific applicanility to tnis facility
each stese geaeratcr shall be proviced in t*e coatrol room.

1. Recem e* cation - Tre licensee s5oold pro, ice ret.ncant le.el
The auxiliary feec=ater flew instroeert c*annels stall be

indications and low level alan s in the control recm 'or the AfW
pcwered from tre eme*gency b.ses coesisteat wit" satisfsiag

system primary mater s coly to allow *,he ccerat.* to artici; ate
the emer;ency power diversity requireme*ts f;r tre aaniliary

the need to make .D wate* or transfer to an alteraate .ater
fee 2 water system sec forth 19 Assiliary Systers Braect

supply and prevent a Icw pump suctio, press.re c:eciticn from
Technical Position 10-1 of tre Stanca c Review olan,

occurring. The icw level alarm set:oint s" owed aliev at feast
Sectio 9 10 4.9.*

20 minutes for ccerator act'en, ass ming t at ',*e ia*;est

capacity AFw purg is ope-ating.

E-32
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4. Recowendation - Licensees with plants whicn reqv re local 3. Reccemencation - The present method of s.pplying water from tre

manual realignment of valves to conduct periodic tests en one etternate waw soums u W W for W W muh consM-

AFW system train, p d there is only c9e remaining AFn train etable operator action and is estimated to take a;prouisately

avaMacle for oceration snow 1d propose Tec%91 cal 5, W ficatiens three hours to acorplish.TSe licensee should modify the dest;n

to pecvide that a cedicated individual who is in comm.,nication to provide means to supply mater to the AFWS from the alternate

sou m s w one-ne f hour or less,with the control room De staticred at the man a1 vahes. Lpon

instraction from the control roca, this operator we'.1d realign
4. Recommendation - The St. Lucie pla9t needs one full capacitythe valves in tse AFW system train from the test moce to its

operational alignment. train of AFW flow (2 motor-driven or 1 tarbine-drive, A4 pump)

for safe plant shutdown. This AFWS design dcas not meet tre

teac-Tere s commeadations high energy line break criteria in SRP 13.4.9 and 8 ranchX.7.3.3 e

Long-te a recommendations for improving the system are as follows: Technical Position 10-1; namely that the AFWS should maintain

the capability to supply tPe required AFW flow to the steam

1. Recoweacation - GL-1 - Liceesees witn plants Paving a man.a1 generator (s) assumirg a pipe broen anywrere in the AFd pump

starting AFW system, should festall a systes to automatically scharge H m plus a $1rgie active faM ure, be Mee9see

initiate tse AFW system flow. This systet and associated snould (1) complete an ev&luation assumir; suc9 en eve 91 and

automatic initiation signals snould to cesigned ars iastalled to cetermine any AFW system modifications or procedares eecessary

meet safety grade reqairements. Manual AFW systes start a9d to maintain the required AFW f!ow to the steam gererator(s), or

control capability should be retained with raecal start se-ving (2) coscribe how the plant can to browg9t to a sa e sNtdo-nr

as Deckup to autoestic AFW system initiation. condition by use of othee availaDle systees following such a

postulated event.

2. Recowe-cation - GL-3 - At least ore AFW systai p.pp a-d its

associated flo= path aad esse 9tial irstr meatation sacaidu

automatically initiate AFW system flow a*d te capaple of teing

operated incepencently of aay alter *atiag caree9 pe=ee sow cee

for at least 2 nours. Conweesion of direct current po.e. to

alternating curre9t is acceptadie.
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Easis for Auxiliaev Fee ater
4 s) o Recw re eatshystem Flo i

3; ,

fE gM - .E As a result of recent staff revie:r of cre**tir; ciect Aaxiliary Feed-
3 <

>g$ water Systems (AFW5), the staff cencludes that tre cesign esses and[ f 3

- ~+- ~ as criteria provided by licensees for establishieg Ar.i5 requirements for
1

.

i

| W\ =[ flow to the steam ger.erator(s) to assure ace:uate reacval of reactor
--04 -N->+-f4-04- W r=i3 ~ ~ = cscas heat are rot weil ee' ired cr c:c rented.

8 e

--~[-[ 3 - - $ W $f $ ' e require tnat yca provice tne following AF4 flow design basis infor-n
"

,3':,-!
-

o >a
@ eation as applicable 13 the design basis transients and accident con-j { ~~

.; $2 h4 I M ''
-

f!
q I ditions for ycur plant.P

|!i=i % ""-T
5 p. g .miavecne

5d~
! M r- 5
;3" M g 1. a. Icentify the plant trFste9t and accident Conditions consicered,
.I e ya

j ~

g Mff in establishing Ara 3 flow requirements including the following
g

. . a, jj j
3

-

;z ; events:
3 5-g R

T 1 -5l y ,W ;y, 1) Loss of Main Feed (LMrd)
a : iy<

gj [ '%h 3 g ,- f( 2) LMTW w/lcss of offsite AC power
*3%] g [ 3) LMTW w/1055 of onsite and offsite AC power

i 4) Plant coold:wn- u
6

# IOu<
q g<a 5) Tarbine trip witn and witht bypass

f3! O~ E 5! g _ 6) Main steam isolation valve closare* 1 < %g"," _shvvCH$
~

53+ :[_

cyy" -- S"

|3 ~
7) main feed lire treakg =

{
8) Main steam line creat, , , ,

>p--N~
%.<O- l 9) Small treat LOCA
M M

:
~

:A
s

Ea r / g 10) Other treasient er accicent conditions ret listed a:ove
o aj g, z ggj= :j ,

,i
|

' 6: - ' S=

$ 33 33h-h \ j / b. Cescribe tre plant prote: tion acce:tance criteria aad r:eres.
R 533: 53: \ -

/
g 30<jjjj ponding tecnnical bases used for each init.ating event icenti-

===1532 } }-E
=

11122 fied above. The acce:tance criteria shculd a Pess plantgr e

:! k< :5|
=1=,=,!=.!

E<iyn~ ef=
- w

C4 C-( limits such as::, s v
3 =--.uAa 5:2: . . - ss=

51s=I!3!!i 3 II
ct::mi
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- maxime RCS pressere (PCr' or safety valve actatica)
f. Maximum pressure at which steam is released from steam gereratcr(s)

- Fuel te=perature o* cama;e Jimita (;'.S. PCT, e.aufx- f ue!
and against which the AN pure must develco swfficies.t head,

central terceratsre)

- RCS cooling rate limit to avoid excessive ccolant shrinkage g. Minimum number cf steam generatcrs that must receive AN flowl

- Minima steam generator level to assa*e s fficient steam e.g.1 out of 27. 2 OJt of 47

generator heat transfer surface to remove decay heat a':d/or . RC fl w enditien - continued _cperation cf RC pa ;s or ratsral
cool down the primary system.

circulation.

2. Cescribe the analyses and assotions and correspoeding technical
1. Maximum AFd inlet temperature,

justification used with plant condition consicered in 1.a. abcve

i ncl uding, j. Following a pcstulated steam or feed lire break time delay

a. Maximum reactor power (including instrume9t error allonance) assaried to isolate break and direct AN flow to intact steam

at the ti:ne of the initiating transient-or accidect. genera to r(s). APd pump flow capacity alto ance to ace:rrodate

the time delay and maintain minimum steam generator water level,
b. Time elay from initiating eve *t to reacter trip.

Also identify credit taken for primary system Peat remeval

c. Plant parameter (s) which initiates Ards flow and time celay due to blowdown.

between initiating event and introduction cf ANS ficw into
k. Volume and maximum temperstere of water in main feed lires

steam generator (s).
between steam generatcr(s) and AFV5 connection to main feed lire.

c. Minimum steam generatcr water level when initiating event
1. Operating condition of steam generator nennal blowoo n following

OCC""I*
initiating event.

e. Initial steam generator water intentary and depletion rate before

and after AFd5 flow corrences - identify reactor decay heat
used for coold wn and AFd flow sizing.

rate used.

n. Time at hot standby and time to cooldown R05 to RMA system cet

in temcera ture to size AFW water sou ce inver. tory.r

E4
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3. Verify that tre AN su s in ye.e plaat will s. coly t*e re: essa y /******<..
m

umtno states

[w):
fio to tre stea, is erstorts> as.,ete-ue, ,, ice s 1 a = af = 17,ff,r = *'

%W. ya ,ove coes uer16 , a s,rgle fa m re. :ee,t e , t e n gen in s w eg
, ,,, , , , , ,.....

the y, n to am. f , ,,, recircoat, , no.. seat ies age u c et M.. 5sn.
and p #p mese.

. . c. ,. :.e, m e-e,es4ce,t
Oceratiers Otvisten
Ducsesee Light Croaay
435 51ath Avenue
Pittsburgh, Pearsylva91a

Cear Mr. %nn:

Sat.TCT: NRC RE%:aE*E%T5 FCe Aul!LI ARY FE'. s TR SY54P5 AT SEAVER VALLEY I;N!T 1

The carpose of tht's letter ts to advise yow of our reo6 *s for the.

aantitary feed =ater systers et the s Aject faciltty. Th e. Tuirerent s
were tr entt fiec cartng tre cowese ce t>e han sa11et et anc . ers Task
Force re te= of o;eratirg reactors in itset of tPe 6 .13er.. et Three mile
Island. Urit 2.

Encloswre 1 to this letter iceatifies each of tP-e reautree9ts applicable
to tee sue;ect facility. 'rese regstrement s are of two types. (1; ge9eric
recstre eats a;c11 cable to mest mestieghouse-destgred ocerattrg plaats. 49d
(2) cleat-s;ecific recatrerents a clicacle cely to the sJject facility.
.ncies.re 2 cortatas a ge eeic re:.est for accittoral infer ration regarcirg
1.n11tary feetmater syste= fica re es t reeert s .

Se cesigas a d precec.res o' tre s2 ject factitty should be evaluated agatast
the accitcaste rec.tereets spectffed to Erctossee 1 to detereine the cegree
to =Mich t*e fe: titty currectly ccafens to teese requirreets. The resvits
cf tet s e a?.atton arc an associated sc*edsle and corritwt for 1s;1eeestation
o* requirea ceaeses ce acttors seautd be provided for PPO staff review =1t>1n
tetety days of receict cf this lette . Also, tPt s schacule should indicate
your cate f:r s.trittal of irfcreat'ca secM as cesign changes, procedure cheages
or Technical $;ectf tcatice crarges to be orsvices for staf f review. You ray also
previce ycor res: case to t*e ite-s to Enciessee 2 at test time.

In acett'on to tre rea f re eats ideatified te this lette*, etPer reewf rreats
wwtcP ray be seriscatie to the smject facility are espectes to be geneested
by the B.11eties sad Orce's Test Force . 5.cn requirereets are these res6lties
from osr re te. c' the less-c*-feecmate* eveat ard the small break ICss-cf-cocleat
acctcent as cescribed 1a t>e mesttageo.se re;cet 0A?-9600. *Re;cet on Srall
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Mr. C. N. Dunn
Mr. C. N. Ou nn -2- ' ' Y' Duquesse Light Coreany -3 OC%EEA ..D

Break Accidents for bestinghcuse N555 Sys:em." Our specific concerns include cc: Gerald Charnoff, Esquire Mr. James A. herling
systems relistility (cther than the availiary feed ater syster), analyses. Jay E. Silberg, Esquire Plant Superintendent
guice1%es and procedures for operaters, and operator traini"9- Shaw, Pittman, Potts and Trowbridge Beaver Valley Power Station

1800 M 5treet, N.W. P. O. tos 4
he plan to identify, in secarate correspondence, the requireeents resulting Washington, D. C. 20036 Shippingport, Pennsylvania 15077
from the adattional items from the Bullettes and Crders Task Force review.

Karin Carter, Esquire Mr. John A. LevinStrcerely, special Assistant Attorney Gereral Public Utility Cornission
y,
s Bureau of Adninistrative Enforceme"t P. O. Box 3265

V h {l l[/ )|pi /g/
Sth Floor Executive House Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17120

p Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17120

Ca rrel Eisenhut Acting Director
Division of Operating Reactors % Di" ster EngimrW
Of fice of huclear Reactor Pegulation Corporation

P. O. Box 2325
Enclosures: Boston, Massachusetts C2107
As stated

"r. J. D. Moodward
R & D Center
hestinghouse Electric Corporation
Building 7-303
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15230

B. F. Jones Memorial Library
663 Franklin Avenue
A11gaippa, Pennsylvania 15001

Mr. Jack Carey
Technical Assistant
Duquesne Light Company
P. O. Sex 4
Shippingport, Pennsylvania 15077

Mr. R. E. Martin
DJquesne light CoPDany
435 51sth Avenue
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15219

Marvin Fein
Utility Counsel
City of Pittsburgh
313 City-Couaty Building
Pittsbu-gh, Penrsylvania 15219

e
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level in W DW5T =01 alam and annunciate in the ., 's control roce.
EELCSURE 1

The secondsey watee s4 ply is the satssic Categoey I r ver water
X (W) BEAVER WALLEY Uh!T 1

systee with en additional tacks source from the fire protection
Aut!LIARY FEENATE4 5YSTEM

system.

X.1.1 Systee Cese*1ption

X.1.1.2 Conoceeats - Desian. ClassiffeationX.1.1.1 ConM eu etton. Overall Destene

" ** " "' I'E'"I' " ' " " * " ** * " ' " ' "A simplified flow diagram of the Seawee Valley Plant, Unit No.1
"' ^ ***"'"U "#' '# "" "' * ** **Awa111ery feedwater System (AFWS) le shown in Figues 1. The AFh5

Category I requirements.consists of one turbine driven pwp (700 ipe 9 2696 ft head), and two

ector driven Discs (350 gpe 9 2696 ft head). The pump discharge
The primary water source (Desineraitted Water Storage Ta n ) and theheaders are connected to permit auxiliary feeo.ater delivery to acy
secondary water source (River Water Systee) are also designed toone or all three steam generators by any AfW p wp. The ifcensee
"'"' * *0 * " ** * ** *states that for normal and transient plant operation, including loss

' " '# " #of main feedwater flow, only one pump is required to cool the plant
reed roments.down to the :ondition =nere the RNA systes can be put into operation

to continue safe plant shutdown. However, in the event of an
X.1.1.3 Powe e Sneenunisolanle main staas or main feed line beeaa, ef tsee one

" "* * ' ' " "turcine-driven ATW pwp or both actor-def ve9 pumps are required to
generator o6tlet header upstream of the main steam isolatten valvepreve9t dryout of the staan generaters.
(WSIV) and exhausta to the atmospeere. The actor driven p ecs

The primacy .ater supply of the AFW5 is saintained in a 140,000 gall:n m etre power f m W 4 W V AC vital bus u . In W event of a i n s

of offsite power, the p acs are powered by the Division A and 3seismic Category I, prisaey plant cesinera112ed water storage taas

(DW5T). The tasa is reserved strictly for the AfW5 pump usage. The surgexy diesel generators, respectively.

reserved water inventory is suf ficielt to maintain the plant at het

standby Conditiets for S nours following a reactor trip. Low water
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F1-FW-100A1 (9. C)
X.1.1.4 !astrumentation and Centrols

Readout location: Emergency Shutdown Panel
X.1.1.4.1 Controls

The control of aa111ary feedwater flow and steam generator water

level is accomplished from the main control room by manually operated
PRI PLNT CEMIM WTR STME TML LYL N-L CH 1

control valves. These valves can also be manually operated from the

local shutdown control panel if the control room is not accessible.
1/3 STM GEN 1A HI-HI LEVEL

All manually operated valves in the main flow path of the AFWS are
1/3 STM GEN 1A LOW LOW WATER LEVEL

either " lock-opened" or " lock-closed" in their normal position. The
STM GEN 1A LOW WTR LEVEL CM 1

motor operated valves fall in their "as is" position.
STM GEN 1A LOW WTA LEVEL CH 2

1/3 STM GEN 18 M!-MI LEVEL
X.1.1.4.2 Information Available to Operator

The important information available to the operation includes AFW
STM GEN 18 LOW WTR LEVEL CH 1

discharge header 3,ressure, AFW flow to each steam generator, DWST

water level, steam generator water level, steam pressure to turbine
1/3 STM GEN IC N1-HI LEVEL

driven AFW pump and control valve position indicators. Additional
1/3 STM GEN IC LOW LOW WTR LEVEL

information available is in the following instrument list:
STM GEN 1C LOW WATER LEVEL CM 1

STM GEN 1C LOW HATER LEVEL CM 2
SPECIFIC INSTRUMENTATION aND CONTROL

AUX STM GEN FEED PUMP 1A START-STCP
&

AUX STM GEM FEED PUMP 38 STAAT-STCP
Auxiliary feed flow to IA (8, C) Steam Generator

AUX STM GEN FC PP 3A MTR Ih80 843 TEMP
FI-FW-1004 (8, C)

AUX STM GEN FC PP 38 MTR IN83 3RG TEMP
Randout location: Vertical Board - Section C

AUX STM GEN FC PP 1A MTR 00T80 BM TEMP

AUX STM GEN F0 PP 38 MTR ouTsc SRG TEMP
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X.1.1.4.3 Initiatina $109als fee Automatic Operation instrumentation systes is checked periodically in accordance with

The AFW5 is automatically initiated. It can also be started manually the technical specifications, en a per shift, monthly or refueling

from the main control room. In addition, the pumps can be manually time frame basis.

started from the local shutdown control panel. The automatic

initiating signals are as follows. X.1;1.6 Technical Specifications

A review of the technical specif1Cattens indicated that these

1) Turbine Driven Pump specifications cover limiting conditions of operation (LCO) and

a) 1/3 Steam Generator Lo-Lo Level (1 out of 3 channel logic) periodic surveillance testing consistent with current standard

b) Under voltage Technical Specifications.

2) Motor Driven Pumps F' * Reliability Evaluation

a) 2/3 Steam Generator Lo-Lo Level X.1.2.1 Dominaat Failuee Modes

b) Both Main Feed Pumps Trip The following failure modes were found to dominate the demand

c) Safety injection Signal unavailability of the Beaver Valley Unit 1 AFWS.

d) Turbine Driven AFW pump low discharge pressure consistent

with a start signal on turbine driven pump. Loss of Feedwatee (LOW) with Offsite AC Available

e) Loss of offsite powe* The dominant failure mode (190%) for this transient event was

assessed to be those possible coupled human errors in testing, i.e.,

X .1.1. 5 Testina leaving two or more of the manual block valves closed in the

The systems are tested periodically in accordance with technical discharge side of the pumps while performing the type of pump flow

specification requirements. The ?raquency of periodic testing is testing required by the Technical Specifications.

31 days. In addition, the particula- system is tested in accordance

with the techical specification after performing system maintenance. The If tensee has recognized this possible cosmon mode error and is

The systems are tested using the recirculating lines, with various planning to chain lock all manual valves into their correct alignment

plant parameters noted (suction and discharge pressures, etc). The state. Further, the licensee will, in the future, stagger his pmp
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test program such that no more than one of the three pumps will be X.1. 3 Reconviendations for this Plant

tested tr. any one shift. Considering implementation of these pro- The short-term recommendations (both generic, denoted by G5 and plant

cedures, the overall ava11aD111ty of the Beaver Valley WS design specific) identifier in thf e section represent actions to improve AN

should be improved by roughly a factor of three. system reliability that should be implemented by January 1,1980, or

as soon thereafter as is practicable. In general, they involve

LO N with only Onsite AC Ave 11able upgrading of Technical Specifications or establishing procedures to

Assessment of the AFWS,given this transient event, Indicsted that avoid or attigate potential system or operator failures. The

there would be no significant change in the predicted unavailabilfty 1 sng-tare recommendations (both generic, denoted by GL and plant

of the Beaver Valley AFWS. Musan error concerning mispositioned specific) identified in this section involve system design evalua-

~ block valves in the AFWS discharge remained the dominant failure tions and/or modifications to improve AFW system reliability and

represent actions that should be implemented by January 1,.1981 or asmode.

soon thereafter as is practicable.

._ LO W with only DC Available

in this transient event.the Beaver Valley Unit 1 AFWS would be X.1. 3.1 $hort Teen

expected to automatically actuate and the human could serve as backup

1. Recomendation GS.3 . .no licensee has stated that it throttles MWto open any of the valving that failed to electrically respond.
system flow to avoid water hamer. The licensee should reexamine

the practice of throttling MW system flow to avoid water hansner.The dominant contributors to AFWS unavailability in this event were:

- allowed test and maintenance outage The licensee should verify that the MW system will supply on demand
- hardware faults (principally the failure of steam turbine pump) sufficient initial flow to the necessary steam generators to assure

adequate decay heat removal following loss of main feedwater flow
X.1.2.2 Principal Dependencies identified and a reactor trip frora 100% power. In cases where this reevaluation

The principal dependency identified was the human error (connon mode) results in antincresse in initial MW system flow, the liceasee
vunerability associated with manual closure of the AFWS discharge should provide sufficient *, formation to demonstrate that the required
block valves and failure to reopen them. initial MW system flow util not result in plant damage due to mater

h e'uner.
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Procedures should be laplacented to require an operatore

to detemine that the AFW systas valves are properly

aligned and a second operator to indeper.dently verify that

the valves are properly aligned.

e The licensee should prcpose Technical Specifications to

2. pecommendation 65-4 - Onergency procedums for transferring to attemate assure that prtor to plant startup following an extended

c it shutdown, a flow test would be performed to verifysources of ATW supply should be available to the plant operators. These
the nomal flow path from the primary ATW * system waterprocedures should include criteria to inform the operator
source to the steam generators. The flow test should t>ewhen.,and in what order, the t a nsfer to alternate mater sources should

take place. The following cases should be covered by the procedures: sysW walns in their nomal alignment.C u

e The case in which the primary water supply is not initially

available. The procedures for this case should include ary Recomendation C5-7 - The licensee should verify that the4.

* * '# * ** '" "' '" *"operator actions required to protect the ATW system pens

safety grade. If this cannot be verified. the AFV systemagainst self-damage before water flow is initistad; and,
automatic initiation systas should be modified in the short-tere

e The case in which the primary water supply is being depleted. to meet the functional requirements listed below. For the
The procedure for this case should provide for transfer to longee tarn, the automatic initiation signals and circuita
the altemate water sources prior to draining of the primary should be upgraded ta meet safety grade requirements as

water supply. *ndicated in Recommendation CL-5.

3. Reconneadation GS-6 - The licensee should confirm flow path The design se.culd provide for the automatic initiation of

availability of an AfW system flow train that has been out of the awtillary feessater system flow.

service to perform periodic testing or maintenance as follows:
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5. Recoaunendation - The normally closed manually operated suction
The automatic initiation signals and circuits should be

va.ves t ther water system to Oe AM skuM M
designed so that a single failure will not result in the

PeriLd1Cally tested and the Dosition verified. The licensee shouId
loss of auxiliary feedwater system function.

prCpose appropriate Itchnical Specifications to incorpcrate these

provisions,
Testability of the initiation signals and circuits shall be

#" "* * 9 * * * * ' ''

be e, feature of the design.
described in Section X.1.2.1 above should be implemented; namely.

the locking of manual valves in the correct position and staggered
The initiation signals and circuits should be powered from

testing of the ATW system pumps. The licensee has advised us that
the emergency buses,

it plans to implement such strengthened procedures before Beaver

Valley Unit 1 (currently shut down for reasons unrelated to this
Manual capanility to initiate the auxilia n feedwater

W system review) returns to power.
system from the control room should be retained and should

be implemented so that a single failure in tha manual
7- Recneeedation - As shown in Figure 1, the locked bloctt valves

circuits will not result in the loss of systee function.
in each AFW pump discharge line a n aligned so that the combined

flow from one motor-drivec pump plus one turbine-driven pump is
The alternating current motor-driven pumps and valves ina

supplied to the steam senerators via one AFW header while flow
the auxiliary feedwater system should be included in the

from the remaining motor-driven ptsp is supplied to the steam
automatic actuation (simultaneous and/or sequential) of the

generators via the redundant AFW header. As indicated in
loads to the emergency buses.

Section 1.1.1, the licensee states that.in the event of an

unisolable main steaa 6r main feed line break, the flow from
The automatic initiation signals and circuits shall be

both motor-driven pumps or from the turbine-driven pump is
designed so that their failure will not result in the loss

required to prevent dryout of the steam generators. The
of manual capability to initiate the AFW system from the

licensee should review the present alignment of the AFW pump
control room.

discharge block valves and modify as necessary to previde the

AFW required for normal, transient, and accieent conditions.
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I.1. 3. 2 Addittocal Snort-Tem Recorriendations 3* - scowdation - The Itcensee should iglament the following

The following additional short-tem recomendations resulted from the requirernents as specified by Item 2.1.7.b on page A-32 of

staff's Lessons Learned Task Force review and the Bulletins and Orders ##

Task Force review of A'W systems at Babcock & W11 coa-designed operating Safety-grade indication of ausmary 4 hater flow to

plants sabsequent to our review of the ATW system designs at p and C-E- each steam generator shall be provided in the control room.

designed cperating plants. They have not been examined for specific
The aux 111ary feedwater flow instrwnent channels shall be

applicability to this facility.
powered from the emergency bases consistent with satisfying

1. Reco weadation - The Itcensee should provide redundant level
the emergency power diversity requirements for the auxiliary

indications and low level alams in the control room for the feedwater systes set forth in Ausiliary Systems Sranch Techn-
AN system primary water supply to ellow the operator to anticipata nical Position 10-1 of the Standard Review Plan, Section
the need to make up water or transfer to an alternate water

10.4.9.*
supply and prevent a low pump suction pressure condition from

occurring. The low level alam setpoint should allow at least

" "~ #""""' "" * * "' ' '***I20 minutes for operator action, assuming that the largest capacity

AFW pump is operating. sanuel realignment of valves to conduct periodic tests on one

A W system train d which have only one remaining A N train

* * ** * " ** "*2. eeeeaseaoation - The licensee should perform a 72-hour endurance

test on all AFW system pumps, if such a test or continuous # * # #** *I " * * ** "

w con noe be stationed at W manual wahu. Wnperiod of operation has not been accomplished to date. Following

tne 72-hour pump run, the pumps enould be shut down and cooled instruction from the control room, this operator would realign

* '' " W**""" * ** U *down and than restarted and run for one hour. Test acceptance

criteria should incluoe demonstrating that the pumps restin operational alignment,

within design limits with respect to bearing oil temperatures

and vibration and that pump room ambient conditions (temperature,

humidity) do not exceed environm ental quattfication limits for

safety-related equipment in the room.
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x.1.s.s to,a-rer.

ED Dtong-ter. r._._.t ons f or .p ow, ng _ s,st .r. .s fo,,ows;
'

..

,] m [, , ffg1. eec - ,d.tio, ct-s - The incensee shouid upgrade the ArW syste.

automatic initiation signals and circuits to meet safety grade d5

,. 1,e ,ts.
. siw|| , ..

""Tii.. *
,,

SS2 *IIDEGE_ _ --
I2. Recomeadation - As indicated in Section X.4.1.1, the plant

m
requires flow from two motor-driven pumps or one turtline-driven ' 8

pump for accident conditions. This design does not meet the ,e _

high energy line break criteria in SRP 10.4.9 and Branch , h 8
Technical Position 10-1; namely, that the AFWS shwu1J maintain ,,

the capability to supply the required AFW flow to the steam gg g j

kfgenerator (s) assuming a pipe break anywhere in the AFW pump {, j g! ) )) .

n;$ ,! . .-discharge lines concurrent with a single active failure. The I,, , ,

licensee should complete a evaluation assuming such an event 5 s ". C
m m ~

o t 3 , c 3 g-
,

-m2 E <
and (1) deter.fne any AFW system modifications or procedures f Df 3| E a

Enecessary to maintain the required ATW flow to the steam g | j

generator (s) or (2) describe how the plant can be brought to a hE ,
5 *o

safe shutdown condition by uti of other available systems ej g= }o Kc, yg %[*. (I
8 =C

C5 hEfollowing such a postulated event. p 4 ,

lOdt** l :!! s
'

!
- :: - t

T , u

vo-. .
8 *

5

h!I]!EE!! s-
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Encicsarn 2

lasis for Aust11ery Feeonater
Systeti Flow Recuire'e*ts . Maxisum RCS pressare (PORV or safety valve actuation)

- Fuel temperature or damage Jimits (DNS. PCT. maximum fuel
As a result of recent staff revie:s of operatte; Diset Auxiliary Fees-

cae.tt:1 te-perature)
water system (AF45). t s staff eercludes trat the cesign bases and . RCS cooling rate limit to avoid excessive coolant shrinkage
criteria provided by licensees for estat11shieg Ards requircents fer . Minimum steam generator level to assure sufficient steam
flow to the steam generator (s) to assues adecuate removal cf reactse

ge erstor heat transfer surface to remove decay heat and/or
decay heat are not well cefined or docu*e:ted.

cool down the primary system.

he require that yev provide tM fo11 ewing AFd5 flow design basis infor- 2. Describe the analyses and assumptions and corresponding technical
nation as applicable to the design basis transients and accident con- justification used with plant condition considered in 1.a. above
ditions for your plant. including:

a. Maximum reactor power (( *1uding instrument error allowance)1. a. Identify the plant transient and accident conditions considered

in establishing AFV5 flow requirements. including the following at the time of the initiating trenstant-orsaccident.

events:
b. Time delay from initiating event to reactor trip.

1) Loss of Main Feed (trF4)
pamMs) 6 Wates W N W Une May2) LMFV w/12ss of offsite AC power - an

3) LMFW w/1 css of casite and offsite A" power beWn initiating event and introduction of AFW5 flow into

4) Plant cooldown steam generstor(s).

5) Turbine trip with and without bypa:s
d. Minisus steam generator water level when initiating event

6) Main steam isolation valve closure
occurs.

7) Main feed line breat

8) Main steam line breat e. Initial stems generator water inventory aml depletion rate before

9) Small bieat LOCA and after ArW5 flow connences - identify reactor decay heat

10) Other traestent or accident conditions not listed above rate used.

b. (= scribe tne plant votection ace.ptance criteria and corres-

pending tec%rical bases used for each initiating event identi-

fied above. The acceptar.ce criteria shoald address plant

limits such as:
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f. Maxt w p essure at which steam is released fran steam generator (s) 3. Verify that the AFW purgs in your plant will supoly the necessary
fand against which the AFW pug must sievelep su ficient nead- flow to the steam generator (s) as,detemined by itees 1 and 2

" "' ' "I " * '" # * I " ''#' I
g. Minimum net,er of steam generaters that must recetwe AFW flow;

the pump fl w t allow for pump recirculation flow. seal leakage
a.g. I out of 27. 2 out of of

and pump wear.

h. RC flow condition - continued operation of RC pumps or natural

circula tion.

1. Mazimum AFW inlet tagerature.

J. Following a postulated steam or feed ifne break, time delay

assumed to isolate break and direct AFW flow to intact steam

generator (s). AFV pump flow capacity allowance to accomodate

the time delay ano maintain minime steam generator water level.

Also identify credit taken foe primary system heat removal

due to blowdown.

k. Volume and maxime temperature of water in main feed lines

between ster:a generator (s) and AFVS connection to main feed line.

1. Operating condition of steam generator normal blowdown following

initiating event.

m. Primary and secondary systs water and metal sensible heat

used for cooldown and AFW flow sizing.

n. Time at hot standby and time to cooldown RCS to RHR systes cut

in temperature to size AFW water source inventory.
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-[%, 'g NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION;

'"f, a massedeGTON, D C. aOSSS

Cctober M.1973 kr. Jchn Dolan -2- October 30. 1979

ff
" ***

The results of this evaluation and an assocf ated schedule and comitment
for 1rplementatice of required chaeges or actions should te provided for
NRC staff review within thirty days cf receipt of this letter. Also, this

"r. Joe Dolan, Vice-Presicent schedule should indicate your date for su mittal of irformation such as
Indiana and richigan Electric Com;any design charges, procedure ch!nges or Technical Specification changes to be
Indf ana and Michigan Po.er Ccmpany .provided for staff review. You may also provide pose response to the items
P. O. Box 18 in Enclosure 2 at that time.

e Y k* w for CCC4 In addition to the reautremets identified in this letter, other recuiremerts
which may te applicable to the Ccok 1 & 2 facility are expected to be generated

' ear Mr* a*olan. by the Sulletins and Orders Task Force. Such requirements are these resulting.'

* from our review of the less-of-feedwater eve 9 and the small break loss-of-
SLBJECT: %2C REQU:RE*ENTS FCA AUX LIARY FEECWATER SYSTE*5 AT DChALD C. coolant accident as descrfbed in the besttrghouse repo,rt hCAP-9600. * Report

CC0( NUCLEAR PLANT, UNITS 1 ANC 2 on Small Break Acetdeets for hestinghcuse kS$5 System. Our specific con-
cerns include s stees reliability (cther than the auxiliary feedwater system).

The purpcse of this letter is to advise ycu cf our recuirements for the analyses, guice 1Ms ( * procedures for operators, and ope'ator training.
auxilf ary feedwater systems at tte Donald C. Ceek Aclear Plant. Units 1
and 2 (Cock 1 & 2). These require +eets were ideatified during the course O EI'" D UN7* in separau cmspohce, De Wets MNhg
c' the NPR B.11etics and Crders Task Force review cf c;erating reacters in from the additional items from the Bulletins and Orders Task Force review.
light of the accicent at *hree Mile Islanc Unit 2.

3 9 ,C ,,,) y , , ,
.

Based en cur review cf the aust11ary feedwater systens at Ccck 1 & 2, we i
have icertified req f reaerts whicM are 4;;11 cable to the curreat auxiliary

.W 8 jl'U M U "" " . .h.
/ * .-

feedwater system cesign. Encies6re 1 certains these requirerents. These -

requirements are cf two types, (1) geaeric require'aents applicable to most M @ M Mctor
bestinghcuse-cestgred operatics plants, aad (2) plant-specific requirenents Civiticn of C:eratirg Reactors
a:plicaole only to Cook 1 & 2. Eeclosure 2 contat u a generic recuest Of fice of Actear Reactor Regulation
fcr additieral infcmation regarcirg auxiliary feedwater system flow require- g,g),,**

As stated
Your letter of August 9.1979 to Mr. Marc 1d R. Centen, T**ector of huclear

. C': See attached listsReacter Regulatien, submitted Arencreat No. 84 to the Cock 14 ? Final Safety
Analysis Report. This s'nercrea*, which ccatairs a nurber cf propo ed mcci-
fications to t*e aux 11:ary feedwater systers, is currently under staff review.
'he redireneats centaired in Erc!cswre 1 are based en our review cf the
as-built auxiliary feec= ster system design at Cook 1 & 2. he recognize that
ycu have procesed modiftcatters tc the as-built design. Howver, to ex;edite
ratte-s, we request that you evaliate the Cook 1 & 2 design and precedures
agairst the a:plicable recotre'aeats s:ectff ed in inclcsure 1 to detemine the
ces*ee to which your facility c reertly ccnfcms tc these recuirrents. You
secult also incicate how this de;*ee cf ccnfc-aace will te affected by the
peccesed cesig- m0dificatic9s co*taired in Are9c eat Nc. 84
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Mr. Joe Oclen
Incisas anc Picaissa Electric Cr:any
Irtiana and yicaigaa Pc.ee 00*:any - 3 - October 30, 1971

ENCLOSURE 1

cc: Pr. R :ert d. Jerse'sei
Chief %clea- EF;1r.eer X.2 (W) vomALD C. COOK tmIT5 1 and 2
A.erican !!ect ic Pc.,.

AditILIARY FEE 0 WATER SYSTEM
25 a

hew Ycrk, New V0*k 10004

Gerale Cha-acf*, Es: eire X.2.1 * =tes Cescription
Shaw, Pitt .an, Pctts anc Tre.c*id;e
1E00 * Street, k.W. X . 2.1.1 Conficuration and Overall Design
Was'iagton 0- 0- 20036

The sua111ary feecwater system (AFWS) is designed to supply water to
04tizees fcr a Sette Eevircerect
53 East '.an Been Strect the steam generators for reactor coolant system sensible and decay
Chicago, Illinois 606CS

heat removal when the main feedwater system is not available. The
Ma ade Presten Pa! eas' e *'evi al.

AFWS for Cook 1 & 2 is utilized in the event of either a malfunction
$; a ge $;r.et
5: .:se:a, ''i cn i g an 49085 such es loss of offsite power, of an accident, and during certain

O. Sralie*, P' sat "Mager periods of normal startup and shutdown. The Afv5 is automaticallyer

C: calc C. Occk % clear Fl aat
P. 0 308 453 actuated under certain transient and accident conditions.
Betdraa, Mich'gan 49106

Fr. 7:teet Passe
Osanid . Cock % clear M eet The ATWS is shown in stepitfied form on Figure 1 attached. The AfVS,
P. O. B0m 458
3 rtegman, Mich* gan 49106 consists of a steam turtnine driven pump for each unit which supplies

ATW flow to 4 steam generators of its assoc 1sted unit and tra .ross-

connected motor driven pumps each of which supplies flow to 4 steam

generators, two in each unit.

The motor driven and turbine driven auxiliary feed pumps of each unit

normally take suction from the condensate storage tank associated

with that each unit. A cross-tie line connects the condensate storage

tanks and auxiliary feed pump suctions of the two units. An air-

operated valve which can te controlled from the con *.rol roce is
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prowiced in the cross tie line. This valve is normally closed and The motor drf ven AFw pumps supply two steam gererators in each unit

will fail in the closed position. This valve can also be manually (f.e., the Unit 1 motor driven pump supplies steam generators ho. 2
operates at a local valve statioC and No. 3 of Unit I and steam generators No. I and No. 4 of Unit 2

and the Unit 2 motor driven pump supplies steam generators No. 2 and

f ach condensate storage tana nas a cacacity cf 500,000 gallons of No. 3 of Unit 2 and steam generators No. I and No. 4 of Unit 1.)

whici17pCOgallonsarereserve. py Tetanical Specification for ATW Each of the motor driven pump supply lines to the steam gecerators

system use. The licensee estf rates that this reserve capacity is has a normally closed motor-cperated valve for flow control and

sufffcient for approximately 12 hours of cpera .on and is acequate to isolation. On loss of power these valves faf) A5-IS.

bring the unit to RPR operation capsellity. Each condensate storage

tana is located outdoors and is non-seismic Category 1 design. The motor driven AFW pumps are sited to prevent actuatfon of the

However, the tanks have been analyzed to shcw that they can withstand pressurfler safety or relief valves In the event of loss of all Sain

the operating tasis earthquake (OBE). If neither condensate stcrage feedwater supply in conhnction with loss of power to the reactor
tank is available, the AFW pumps can tame section from the Essential cociant pump buses. Each actor def ven AFW pap has a capacity of 450
Service water System (ES 5) through a normally cicsed motor operated spa with a TON of 2 n4 feet. These pumps are powered from separate

valve and a romally closed manual isolation valve at each auxilf ary emergency electrical buses. The capacity of the two pumps (900 spa)
feed p ap section. The ESW3 pfping and valves are designed in accorcance is sufficient to maintain the level in 4 steam generators above the
with 831.1. However, the entire ESh5 system is analyled to withstand lower limit of the wide raege level indicator.
the safe shutdown earthquake ;55E).

The turbine driven AN pumpa meet the same criteria as the motor

All renwal valves located between the cendensate storage tank and the driven AN pumps except their capacity is 900 gpa with a TOs4 of 2M4
AF'W pots sectio-s are locked in the cpen position.

feet.

A rancal dut ex strainer is f estalled in eac% auxilf ary feed pep Steam to each of the turbfne driven AFW pumps is supplfed free its
i

suction to prevent pump came;e from debris and/or scale in the water, associated Units' No. 2 and No. 3 steam generators tak&n upstreme of
also autcutic back asn duplex trainers are installed in the Eiks

the main steam isolation valves. Each of the tu*bine driven AN
pump discharge lines.

supply lines to the steam generators nas a normally open motor-operated

valve for flow control and isolation.
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The discharge pipe header and individual supply ifnes to each steam the requirement of 831.1. The suction pipfng is analyzed to

generator for the motor driven and turbine driven ausfitary fee:h.ater withstand the SSE.

pumps are designed to sefssic Category 1 requirements, AEPSC quality

level 4 which is equivalent to ASME Class II. 3. The ESW5 (alternate A N supply) piping valves and components

are designed to 831.1 requirweents. However, the ESW5 is analyzed

Each AN pump is provided with an emergency leakoff If ne and a test to withstand the SSE.

line. The emergency leakoff Ifne ensures that a etnimum flow through

The turbine driven pumps and motor driven pumps are designed tothe pump is maintained to prevent peep overheating and possible 4.

damage, seismic Category I requirements.

Upon sutomatic startup of the motor driven auxiliary feed pumps, the 5. The turbine driven pump discharge header and steam generator

steam generator blowdown valves and pump test line close. The motor supply lines and motor driven pump discharge header and supply

driven valves in the pump discharge If nes to the unaffected unit Ifees associated with each Unit are designed to seismic Category

remain closed while the valves to the affected unit open automatically. 1. AEPSC quality level 4 which is equivalent to ASME Class II.

A high flow rate through the motor driven of turbine driven pump 6. Each motor delven and turbine driven AN pg 's located in a

causes the associated pump's motor-operated isolation valves to the separate seismic Category I enclosure and protected from tornado

steam generators to automatically close to an intermediate position. missiles.

The valves may then be operated as recessary from the control room.

* 7. %2 tors, cables and other electrical componente required for the

X. 2.1. 2 Component Desian Classification AFW systee operation are Class IE.

1. The condensate storage tanks are ncn-seismic but have been

analyzed to withstand the CBE. X.2.1.3 Power Sources

Each Unit has tiso class IE power system traf ps A and 8. Each power

2. The suction piping and valves from the condensate storage tanks train contains a 250 V DC Station battery. 4 KV diesel generator and

to the AFW pumps are designed to 831.1 with quality control to power distribu*. ton sy stem.
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Each unit's turbine driven ATW pump and associated valves are po-ered buses or the 250 V CC power systes. The motor driven pump breaker

from power train 8 of its own unit. controls are powered free the class IE 250 V DC power system. The

class 1E station batteries are maintained at full charge by battery
Each motor driven AFW pump and associated support system is powered chargers supplied from the Class !! en111ary buses.

from the A power train of its associated undt.

X. 2.1. 3.1 Conteols

The motor driven AFW pump discharge valves are i owered free the A Controls for the AFW pumps and their associated valves are located in

power train of the valt vo veu. i . e . , v.. . . . - ,. ....en AFW pump the control roce of the unit with which the pump is associated, and
supply valves to Unit I steam cenerators are pow ered from train A are duplicated at the hat shntdown panel and other unit control

Unit 1; Unit 1 motor driven AFW pump supply val = ss to Unit 2 steam panels.

generators are powered frce train A Unit 2; Unit 2 motor driven AFW

pump supply valves to Unit 2 steam generators are powered free train a) FMO-211, -221, 231, and -241 (Unit 1) or (Unit 2) are the Staas

A Unit 2; Unit 2 matcr driven ATW pump supply valves to Unit I steam generator A rply valves free tre turbine driven auiliary feed
generators are powered from train A Unit 2. p ep (TCAFP). These 4-inch actor operated (Globe type) valves

are normally open, but each may be closed by the control room

The AFW systee as presently installed meets redundancy requirements, operator in the event of a feedwater or steam line break Jt the
however, it is depencent on both AC and DC power for automatic operation. steam generator with which it is associated. They also say be

throttled to regulate steam generator level. In the event of a
Intended modifications (currently in progress) to the turbine sriven steam line bresk and rapid depressurization of a steam generator,
AFW pumps will remove the tu bine driven AFW pumps AC pcwer dependence or upon detection of a hig, flow at the 'OAFP, these valves arer

for automatic system initiation. autcmatically driven to ad internef ate position to prevent pap

runout. On loss of power, the above valves fail AS-IS.
X.2.1.4 Instrueeetetton and Controls

The instrumentation and control power is supplied form the 120 V AC b) FMO-212, -222 -232 and -242 (Unit 1) or (Unit 2) era the steam
vital bus system. There are four vital buses, each supplied by an generator s4 ply valves from the actor-driven aux 111ery feed
inverter receiving power eftrer free the 6"e0 V AC Class IE sumi11ary pumps (atCAFP). These 4-inch actor oce sted (Globe type) valves
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e) F#V-257 and -254 are the smergency leasaff valves for setor-driven
are normally closed and are opened sad /or throttled as descriced

and twebine def ven awa111ary feed pwspo. The valves are 1 fach,
in (a) above. These valves open awtomatically, as a result of

air operated diaphrage, globe type, permally open and sprirg
any of the s?gnals which require KAFP start for that unit. The

actuated to fall open en loss of afr pressure. The valves are
steam geaerator swpply valves in the other unit wil) get a

automatically occulated (open or clored) when faaewater flow
signal to c1cso. On less of power, these valves fail AS-15.

rate to the steam generatore er throwgi the test line is below

or anovo the required minimum pump leakaff flow rats setpoint.
c) WC-753, and -754 are the essentist saevice weier (EWS) supply

valves to the turbine driven and actor-driven aux 111a y feed
f) CRV-51 is the concensate storage tana cross-tie valve. T%fs

pumps. These 4-tech meter operated (Butterfly type) valves are
8-inch, air operated diaphragm glote type, valve is normally

normally closed, and except for testia0 under closely controlled
closed and is sprfn0 actwated to fail closed on loss of air

conditions, are opened by the control room operator only if
The valve connects Unit 1 and Unit 2 Condensatewater is uravailable from the condensate storage tanks. In pressure.

store;e tanks. This valve is openes N eaergizing a solenoid
addition to the above noreally closed MCVf, the E5W supply to

valve in the af r sap 5,1y If ne. Controls for reacts operstfon of
the AFW pumps contains normally closed, manually operated,

this valve are located in the control roce. Power to easegize
butterfly valves ESW-109, -115. -145 and -240. These valves

the solenofd valve is supplied from the normal station AC power
%:t be locally cpened in tt.e event ESW is required. Operatfon

of these valves can be achieved in less than 10 minutes. Cn
secply.

'us of power, the motor operated valves f ail AS-IS.
Opening this valve and aanvally realf gning others in the AFW systems

d) MCM-22*. and -231 are the steam supply isolat1on valves to auxiliary pump swetions permits the AFW systems of both Units to draw condon-

sete from cne tank in the event the other tana is not available.feed pump turbines. These 4-inch meter operated gate valves are

normally open, allowing steam pressure to be available up to the

trip and throttle (T&T) valve at each turbine. The motor operated X.2.1.4.2 Iater=st'on AvaitaO e to the Cpeestoe

The following is inforsation available to the operator on the Malmsteam isolation valves KM-221 and -231 can be cpened or closed

from the control room and on foss of sc er they fatl AS-IS. The Control Board or on the Hot Shutdown Penel:

T&T valve opens automatically when the twebf ne def ven AFW pump

receives a start sf gral; nc.ever, it is 4-pue ed and f ails AS-IS.
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1. Flow, gpa to each stone generator
(3) Manually

2. Steam generator levels

3. Breaker position (actor driven pump) 8. Motor Driven
4. Motor cuerent and voltage (sotor def ven pump) The following signals in eithe* unit will ste-t both motor
5. Motor operated valve *.aus 1.Ots from linf t switches

driven auxf11ary feedwater pumps:
6. Steam pressure to aux 111ery feed turbine (as steam generator

pressure)
(1) Low-Low level in any steam generator (possible loss of

7. Pump discharge pressure
feedwater or main steam line break)

6. Condensate stora;;e tank level

9. Turbine driven aus111ary feed pump speed control
(2) Trip of main feed pumps in either unit

10. Operattonal alarms and annunciations shown on the attached Table

A and B
(3) Any safety injection signal , rived free teacter Protection

System and/or containme6L pressure - Nfgh at 1.2 pet.X.2.1.4.3 Initiation Sfcnols for Automatie Operatien

The turbine driven and motor driven auxiliary feedwater pump start
(4) Loss of offsite power" (Pump is sequenced Dit when eeergency

signals are IIstad below.
diesel generator is energizing safeguards bus)

A. Turbice Driven
(5) Manually

The following signals in one unit will start that unft's turbine
oriven auxiliary feed pump:

*N.ctee

(1) Low-Lew level in any 2 of 4 steas generators (possible loss
There is a delay of <63 seconds in starting the actor

feedwater or steam line break) driven pwp. The reason for this delay is to limit the

loads during emergency diesel generator leading.
(2) Reactor coolant pumps bus undervoltage (anticipation of loss

of offsite power)
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X.2.2 Pe11 ability Ev-luation
X . 2.1. 5 Testing

The AN system and co panenta, are tested in accordance with Technical
* * * *

The D. C. Cook auxiliary feedwater system was analyzed to detemine
$pecffication requirements. The frequency of periodic testing of the

dcainant f aHun edes Wer Wee handent conWes:
pumps is 31 days. In additton, the particular system is tested in

accordance with the Technical Specification af ter performing system
I* * '"'I * E # *** *maintenance. The systems ar' also tested using the pump recirculation

" '#8 * * *** *
Ifnes test lines with varicus plant parameters noted (as called out

(c) LON with only DC power evattable
by ASME Section XI). The instrumentation systems are checked in

accordance with the technical specifications, on a per shift, monthly
Results of the analysis are summarized below.

or refueling time frame basis.

* *
FRV-255 and -256 are test valves for the motor and turbine-driven

signiff cant faHun mMes won ManWW in W anatyds. 4
auxiliary feed pumps. These normally closed, 3-inch, air-operated,

significant single er double failures were noted. The most dominant
gict.e type valves are capable of passing approximately the design

" " " 'EE''' * * I' "" ' I " "O **'" "*"#' "
flow rates for each pump and are used to performance test the pumps

one of pWs pains and %9eWent faMuns h De oh
on a periodic basis. The valves are diaphragm, spring close type and

on loss of air pressure they fail closed. Operating air to each test

* * * *valve is controlled by a solenoid valve installed in the air supply
Tne system was analyzed to determine f f the dominant failure modesline. Should test valves FRY-255 and -256 be left in the open post-
wu be significantly diffonnt given f oss of offsite pw. As intion, aa aatomatic start of the auxiliary feed pumps will autoratically
the previous case, the dominant failure modes would appear to involve

close the valves.
three independent failures. The most dominant mode would involve

maintenance of one pump train and hardware f ailures in another, and
X. 2.1. 6 Technical Specifications

f ailure of the diesel powering the trird.A review of the technical specifications indicated that these specifica-

tions cover Itaitng conditions of operation (LCO) and periodic surveil-

Taxe testing consistent with current standard technical specificatf ors.

E-105
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LOG wite Only 00 6.e* a ailable potenttal system er c;eratar fa11 ares. T*.e 1ceg-tere raccreendaticesv

Asseia; 1:ss cf all A0 pc.er, t*e tornire-: riven train sst ca (both gene'ic, deneted ti Gi.. ard plant-s;ecific) identiffed in this

ra* ally a:t.ated by 1cca11y c;enics the turbine- riven Are ; fp trip section involve systa design evaluatiers a9d/cr rediff cations to.

and tnrottle valve. Ass.,ir; tnet tnis a: tion is perfer ed tne improve AFW systa reliability and represent actions that should be
sistem snowld c;erate ssecessfully, unless fat 1*res were to c:c.r in teplorar.ted by hary 1.1981 cr as soon thereafter as is practicable,
inis train er raintena ce was teia; perf:r ed at the ti e of less of ; =er.

D e ts-inant fail.re -cdes for tnis case a; iar t: to:
M . 2. 3.1 5kort Tore

1. Recomeadet'ea G5-2 The Itcensee show1d lock open sisale

(a) cperator fails to sasally e wn the steam assissf on valve; valves er cultiple valves in series in the AN systes pump

(b) turhtne traf n unavailable due to reintenance. ,,,g9,n ,9p9ng ,n,3,,g ,p,n ,gg,, ,93g), ,,7,,, ,, ,ugg9,3,

valves in series that could interrupt all AFW flow. Monthly
It should be noted that t*e liceesee is install 13; tre capability to inspections should be pe* formed to verify that these valves are
open tre steam admission valves by use of a 00 source. locked and in the open position. These inspections should be

proposed for incorporation into the sarvs111ance regatrosents of
I. 2. 2. 2 Oe;eadeactes

the plant Technical $peciff catters. See Reconsendation GL-2 for
No locatf oral cr envirenrectal depeadeactes were identified wnich tee longer tere reso16 tion of this concern,
could cease ccmon-ecce fat.1ures of tSe systes. The fowr pw ps for

the station are 1cceted in se;arate ecces epipped with adeqwate 2. esc w eadettoa GS-4 - Esergency precedures for transferrittg ta
crains aad pectacted agatest pf;e whip and missfles. In additten, no alterrete sources of AN ewpply should be available to tre plaat
covon dependencies on A0 se DO power were identified. operators. These peccedsres should include criteria to infore

the o;erators w*en. 494 in what ceder, the transfer to alterrate
X.2.3 DeccTeadatdoas * e this 81 ant

water sowrces shculd take place.. T*,e following cases show14 he
De short-tem recome9datt:as (both geretic, den:ted by 35 and plant-s;eciffe:

,,,,,,e 37 gp, ,7,g,gg,,,

tdenttfted in this secti:n represent actt:rs to fr;teve AFV systm The esse in which the prteary water supply is not initially-

resitability that should to tr;1 rented by Ja aary 1. ISM. er as availacle. The precedsrea for this case s*ewld include say
soon thereafter as is pra:ticable. In gereral, t?ey involve c;;radies cperator actions reqwired to protect the AN systes p rps
of Technical $;ecificatfort er establishtrg ; cce res to avcid er mitigata ,;,qn,g ,,jf.catege before water flow is initiated; a-d.
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should also be provided if sanual initiation and control of the
The case in which the prisary water supply is beieg depleted,-

AFW systee is reeded. (See Recommendation GL-3 for the longer-The procedure for this case should provide for transfer to
term resolution of this concern.)the alternate water sources prior to draining of the primary

water supply.
4. Recommendation GS-6 - The 'iconses should confirm flow path

availability of an AFW system flow train that has been out of
3. Recom eadation GS-S - Modifications currently are being imple-

service to perfore periodic testing or maintenance as follows:rented to make the turbine driven trains independent of any
Precedure should be implemented to require an operator to-

alternating current power source. The following recommendation
detereine that tne AFW systse valves are properly aligned

should be met in the interia. The as-built plant should be
and a second operator to independently verify that the

capable of providing the required AFW flow for at least two
valves are properly aligned.

hours from one AFW pump train independent of any siternating
The licensee should propose Technical Specifications to

current power source. If minual AFW system initiation of flow
assure that prior to plant startup following an extended

control is required following a complete loss of afternatfeg
cold shutdown, a flow test would be performed to verify the

current power, emergency procedures should be estab11shed for
normal flow path from the primary AFW system water source

manually initiating and controlling the systes under these
to the steam generators. The flow test should be cond -tedconditions. Since the water for cooling of the lube oil for the
with AFW system valves in their normal alignment.

turbine-driven pump bearings may be dependent on afteenating

' current power, design or procedural changes shall be made to
5. Reco-eacetton GS-7 - The licenses should verify that the automatic

eliminate this dependency as soon as practicable. Untti this is
start AFW s'gnals and associated circuitry are safety grade. If

done, the emergency procedures should provide for an individual
this caenot be verified, the AFW system automatic initiation

to be stationed at the turbine-drivan pump in the event of the
system should be modified in the short-term to meet the functionalloss of all alternating current power to monitor pump bearfeg

and/or lube oil temperatures. If necessary, this cperate would requirements Ifsted below. For the longer ters, the autoestic

initiation signals and circuits should be upgraded to segt
operate the turbine-driven pump in an on-off mode until alternating

safety grade requirements as indicated in itecommendation GL-5.
current power is restored. Adequate lignting powered by direct

current power sources and communications at local stations
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The design should provide for the automatic fnitiation of plants sesequent to our review of the AN systes designs at p and
the aunf11ery feedwater system flow. C-E-designed operating piants. They have not been examined for

The automatic initf atton signals and circuits should be specific app 1fcability to this facility.
-

designed so that a single faflure will not result in the

less of auxilfary feedwater systes function. 1. Reco*encation - The licensee should provide redundant level

Testacility of the initiation signals and circuits abill be indications and a low level alarm in the control room for the
*

a feature of the design. A N systes primary water supply to allow the operator anticipate

The initiation sfgnals and circuits should be powered from the need to make up water or transfer to an alternate water
the emergency buses, supply and prevent a low pump suction pressure condition from

Manual capability to initiate the auxiliary feedwater occurring. The low level alare setpoint should allow at least
.

system from the control room should be retained and should 20 minutes for operator action, assuming that the largest capacity
be implemented so that a single failure in the manual AN pump is operating.

Cf rcuits will not result in the loss of system function.

The af ternating current motor-driven cumps and valves in 2. Recommendation - The licensee should perform a 72-hour endurance

the auxiliary feedwater system should be included in the test on all AFW system pumps if such a test or continuous

automatic actuation (simultaneous and/or sequentf al) of the period of operation has not been accomplished to date. Following
loads to the emergency buses, the 72-hour pump run,.the pumps should be shut down and Cooled

- The automatic inittation sfgnals and cfreuits shall be down and then restarted and run for one hour. Test acceptance
designed so that their failure will not result f a the loss criteria should include demonstrating that the pumps remain
of manual capability to initfate the AFW system from the witbin design ilmits with respect to bearing / bearing oil
control room. temperatures and vibration and that pump room ancient conditions

(temperature, humidity) do not exceed environmental qualf fication
X.2.3.2 Additional Short-Term Recommendations 11mits for safety related equipment in the room.

The following additional short-term recommendations resulted from the

staff's Lessons Learned Task Force and the Bulletins and Orders Task 3. Recommendation - The licensee should implement the following
Force review of AFW systems at Babccck & Wficox-designed operating requirements which are identical to Item 2.1.7.b of NUREG-0578:
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should automatically initiate AFW system flow and be capable of
Safety grade indication of AFW flow to each steam generator

being operated independently of any alternating curMnt power
should be provided in the control room.

source for at least two hours. Conversion of direct current

power to alternating current is acceptable.
The auxiliary fee: water flow instrument channels should b,

powered from the emergency buses consistent with satisfying the
2. Recomendation - GL-4 - Licensees having plants with unprotected

emergency power diversity requirements for the auxiliary feedwater
normal AFW system water supplies should evaluate the design of

system set forth in Auxiliary Systems Branch Technical Position
their AFW systems to determine if automatic protection of the

10-1 of the Stancard R. view Plan, Section 10.4.9.
pumps is necessary following a seismic event or a tornado. The

time available before pump damage, the alares and indications
4. Recomendation - Licensees with plants require local manual

available to the control room operator, and the time necessary
realignment of valves to conduct periodic tests on one AFW

for assessing the problem and taking action should be considered
system train, d there is only one remaining AFW train available

in determining whether operator action can be relied en to
for operation, should propose Technical Specifications to provide

prevent pump camage. Consideration should be given to providing
that a dedicated individual who is in communication with the

pump protection by means such as automatic switchover of the
control room be stationed at the manual valves. Upon instruction

pump suctions to the alternate safety-grade source of water,
from the control room, this operator would realign the valves in

automatic pump trips on low suction pressure or upgrading the
the AFV system train from the test mode to its operational

normal source of water to meet seismic Category I and tornado
alignment.

protecUonrequirements.

X.2.3.3 Lena Te*m

3. Recomendation - GL-5 - The licenses should upgrace the AFW
Lorg-term recommendations for improving tre system are as follows:

systas automatic initiation signals and circuits to meet safety-
1. etccmmendation - GL-3 - Tre licensee is currently performing

grade requirements.
modifications to make the turbine driven train .indeperdent of

A-C power set.rces. The following recomendation should be met

ween these modifications are ccmplete. At least one AFW systes

pump and its associated flow path and essential instrumentation

E-100
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Basis for Asniliary feedwater
System Flow Re: sire eats - Manime R;5 presswre (P*RV or safety valve actuation)

- ntun e da*ap Ms M, M. nxW hel ,

As a resalt of re:et staff reviews of cperatir; plant Aaxiliary Feed.
"" " ' " "

water Syste s (Ara 5), the staff c:aciwdes trat tre cesign bases and
* " I "" ' * * " " ' " ' 'I'*

criteria previded by liceasets for establishir; AF=5 re;utre ents for
*""**'""I""" " """" "" ' ' "

flew to tre steam gererat:r(s) to assure adecwate removal of res:ter
I"'" *I " "" # '" " "'# "

de:ay Beat are %t well defined ce do: rented. *
cool down the primary system,

we re: aire trat yea provide tPe following Ar.3 flow design basis infor-
" #' " " ' " '

eation as applicable to tne cesign basis transtants and accident con.

ditions fo* yoJe p149t.
including:

1. a. Identify the plant transient and accident c:nditicas censidered a. Maximum rasctor power (including instrument error allowance)

in establishing ATW5 flow require-ents, includirg the following at the time of the initiating transient or accident.

events:

1) Loss of Main Feed (LMrd)

2) LMrd w/lcss of offsite A0 power c. Plant parameter (s) which initiates AFd5 flow and time delay

3) LMrd w/ loss of cesite and offsite A0 power between initiating ennt and intmduction of AM flow into

4) Plant coc1down steam gaaerator(s).

5) Turbine trip with and without bypass
d. Minimum steam generator water level when initiatics event

6) Main ste e is:1st'on valve closure
*

7) Main feed lire t* n

8) Main steam lire break e. Initial steam generater water inve9 tory and depletion rate before

g) Small break LOCA and after Ards flow comen:es = identify reactor decay hast

1*) Ctner tra sient or a:cident conditions ect listed above rate used.

b. Cescribe the plaat prote:tien a:ceptance criteria and c:r*es-

p:ncing technical bases used fee each initiating event identi-

fied aseve. The a::e: tan:e criteria should address plant

limits sach as:
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f. Maxhum ;ressure at wnich stea9 is released fr:r steam generator (s) 3. Verify that the AFd pu7s in your plant Will supply the necessary
and a;si .st unich tte AP4 FLmo rust desel:p saf'icient ret flow to the steam generater(s) as determined by items 1 and 2

above considering a sir:gle failure. Identify the margin in sizing9 Miniman nner of steam gene raters that m.st re:eive AFW flow;
the pep flow to allow for pump recirculation flow, seal leakage

e.g.1 out of 27. 2 out of 4?

and pump wear.

h. RC fic cc-dition . continued operatien of AC pcps er natural

Ci rc ala tion.

1. Maximm AF4 inlet temperature.

j. Fcllo.irg a pcst61sted steam or feed lire break, time delay

assred to isolate break and direct AFd flow to intact steam

genera to r(s) . AF4 pur.p flow capacity allowa9ce to accornodate

the tire delay and rsintain r.inimum steam generato* mater level.

Also identify credit taken for primary system heat removal

due to blowdcwn.

k. Volume and maximum temperature of water in main feed lines

between steam generatcr(s) and AF45 connection to main feed line.

1. Operatirg condition of steam generator norr.41 t,lowhn following

initiating event,

m. Primary and se:cndary system water and metal seasible test

used for cecidown and AFd flow sizing.

n. Time at hot standby and time to cocidown RCS to RHR system cut

in te perature to size AFW water source inventery.
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Westt yease 0 cers Group Representatives

i 0 52alay / . . ,*%, uhurso sTATss-::mic 1 %.strial Fcrw ! % NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMi$SION71 wtsc;rs:n Ave % e ,

~ I{ %/ / umasto o c.zonasaetnesca, so. 2x4
t

%,. .'. . . /- ccteert j g 373

Necas 0. Eceran
Decket 90.. 50-343se n n: tan es %ctenr w er C:ro.

770*ae Stree*
R.tland, verme s 057;l

Mr. Alan R. forton
Senior Vice presteent

Alabena Power Compary
P. O, Box 2041

Birminghe. Alabana 35291

Cear Mr. Barton:

SUBJECT: NRO eEW!aLFENTS FOR ALIILIARY FEE 0 HATER SYSTEps AT JOSEPH M. FAALEY
NUCLE AR PL|,hT. Oh!T 1

The ;urpose of this letter is to advise you of our recutremeats for the
ausiliary feedwater systems at the subject facility. These requirements
were 1centifico curtrg the course of the SA Bulletins and Orcers Task
Force review of cperating reactors in light of the accident at Three Alle
Island. Unit 2.

'Erclosure 1 to inis letter identiftes each of the requireents apo11 cable
to tre s c;ect f act14ty. Dese requirements are of two types (1) generic
requirerents a:p11 cable to aest Westingnouse-aesigned operatteg plants. and
(2) plant-s:ecific requtrerents applicable only to the subject facility.
E9c1cs.re 2 certa'es a gener*c recuest for adotttonal informatica regarding
aa111ary feec.ater system flow requiremer.ts.

Se dest;ns and procecures of the subject f acility should be evaluated againn
tPe a:Sitcatie redirements s:ecifiec in Enc'osure 1 to detemine the degree
to which the f acility currectly con 4res to these requirements. The results
of this eval atton and an associated schecute and cervettment for insiemertation
of required chanses or actions shcula be proviced for 'SC staff revtew within
Intrty cays of recetat of tais letter. Also, this schedule should Indicate
youe date for s.bmittel of irfomation s4h as design changes, procedure Changes
or Tecretcal Spectf tcation chaeges to be provicec for staf f revfew. You may also
provice your res;cese to the items 'n Enciesure 2 at that time.

In adattf ee to the requireMats ide*tified in.this letter, other requirements
= rich ray be acpl tcable to the subject factitty are expected to be geeersted
by the Bullet ns and Creers Task Force. Such requiremeets are those resulting,

from our rev4e= Of tre loss-:#-feedwater event and the small break l os s- cf-coc t ant
accicent as cescritec in the ' estinghouse report wCAP-9600. "Reecet on Small.
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W. Alan R. larton -2- . .u , Talt

Mr. AJ an R. Barton
Alabama Power Company 3- s. M4A .;M

h at Ac:Meras f ar westiNhause NSSS System." Our specific concerns include

systems rel t acility ( other than the aum111ary feeowater system), analyses.
4;tael'nes arc ,;rcrecares for operators, and operator trainirg. cc: Ruble A. Thomas, Vice President

Southern Services, Inc.
w plan to identt'y, in separate correspondence, the requirerects resulting Post Office Son 2525
ft:m the sJditional itens frcm the Bulletins and Orcers !ast Force review. 8tnningham, Alabama 35202

Si nc erel y, George F. fromeridge, Esquire
Shaw, Pf ttman, Potts and Trowbridge
1800 M Street, N.W..,

* * * "' "8 '""' D C- 2 0382.w'% S h 4<.u y, -
Darrell G. Et serhut, Acting 1 rector John 81ngham, Esquire
Civision of Operating Reactors Balch, 81 ogham, Saker, Hawthorne,
Of fice of Nuclear Reactor R*gulation W11T f ans and Ward

600 Nortli 18th Street
Enclosu es: 8traingtim, Alabama 35202r

As stated
Edward H. Kefler, Esqvf re
Ketter and 8vekley
9047 Jefferson Highi.ay
River Ridge, Louisiana 70723

George 3. Houston Memorial Library
212 W. Surdeshaw Street
Dothan, Alabama 36303
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ENCLOSURE 1 A backup long term source of water supply f s proviaed by redundant service

x. 3 (W) FARLEY 1 water trains. Two normally closed motor operated valves in series isolate

AURILIARY FEECwATER SYSTEM ** " *

valves car. be opeented from the control room (key locked) to initiate

A ; 3.1 svstem ::esce4etion service water flow to the AFW system. One SWS trata is normally lined up

x 3.1.1 Corficceation. Overall Desion to supply a ector driven pep and a turbine driven pumpi the redundant SWS

The aux 11f ary feedwater (AFW) system as shown in the attacned simplified 8 e 8 mo W m p@. W mnual valve
ciagram consists of three pumps (2 octor driven, 1 turbine driven) each of peration outside the control room, each SWS train can supply all three AFW

which is normally lined up to feed all three steam generators. The motor Gep suctions.

driven pumo discharges are cross connected through manual |y operated, locked-

cpen valves upstream of tne actor operated isolation valves to each steam

generator. The turbine driven pump supplies each steen generator down- All components of the sum 111ary feedwater systes are designed to Quality

stream of the motor operated steam generatoe isolation valves and the Group C. seisate Category I requirements including motor, pumps, piping,

valves, and valve operators. The aux 111ery feedwater control valves,aex111ary feedwater control valves. Che:k valves are provided downstream

of the feeawater control valves that will prevent reverse flow throug% the *

operated and DC power controlled. The air system is non-safety grace andcontrol valves.

the control valves will fail open on loss of air or DC control power.

The priea y water supply source fer tne AFA system is a E0,000 gr.11cn
""capacity canoensate storage tana (CST). 150,000 gallons are reserved for

The motor driven pumps are powered from independent Class lE emergency busesaecay heat removal in the event of an accioent. The Itcemee states that

this reserve capacity is suf ficient to maintain the p' ant ei. hot standby

for t.o nou s and cooldown to conditions that the RHP system Can De oper- are A-C motor operated or manual valves with the exception of the auxiliaryr

atti The CSI is normally lined up to supCly water te the AFW pumps.

through redundant lines (one to the actoe driven pumps and one to the One air compressor can be powered by the diesel-generators to supply air, buc

turbine driven pump) through lockea-open, man ally operated isolationu

AFW flow on loss of air or DC power.valves.
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The turbine driven train can be operated and controlled from the control ,dulating three flow control valves, one to each steam generator. These

room. incepencently of AC power. The steam inlet va'ves are air operated * valves open for full flow to the steam generators following AFW systes

fail closed, with a one-hour air accumulator available for valve operation initiation. This flow cannot be varied if the system was automatically

upon loss of st r. The accumulator will open the valve and keep it open started by a safety injection signal, until the injection signal has been

upon loss of instrwent air supply. DC control power is used to actuate reset which is 60 seconds after the receipt of the signal,

valve operation.

The flow to each steam generator from the turbine driven pump will normally

The backup service water system supply series isolation valves are powered be controlled from the control room by varying turbine speed. The flow

from the same Class If bus that powers the service water system train and control valves.to each steam generator from the turbine driven pwp will

actor driven AFW p wp train. Therefore a single failure of one bus will normally be kept full open.

not disaDie both backup service water supplies,

fach pump and all motor operated and air operated valves can be operated

There are two motor operated series isolation valves in the flow paths to from the control room and are powered from essential Class If buses.

each steam generator from the motor driven pumps that are powered from

separate Class If buses such that a single failure of a bus will not N.3.1.4.2 Information available to operator

prevent isolation of an affected steam generator following a sain steam or The control room operator has the following indications and alarus avail *

feedwater line break. able in the control room.

The circuit breakers for the motor driven pumps require DC control power 1. Motor driven Aua Feedwater Pumps

to operate and energize the AFW motors. These breakers can be manually a. Ammeter

closed locally without DC power. b. Breaker Status

c. Monitor Lignt (Pwnp Running)

X.3.1.4 Instrumentation and Controls d. Fault Trip Alars (overturrent)

n.3.1.4.1 Coatrois e. Pump in Local Control Atare

steam generator level is controlled manually from the control room. Flow f. ereaker ratis to close Alarm (Loss of offsite Power 4 SIAS)
to the steam generators from the motor driven pumps is controlled by indication and a am
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2. 5t .a Admission valves TurDine Driven AFW Puso " *

a. Valve Status indication

6. Nonttor Light

c. balve in Local Control Alarm 3. Loss of offs _fte power or two Out of three under"Oltage condition On

Turbine Driven Puso - Fault Alarm - (Dwerspeed Trip. Steam *d.

Valves closed witn Demand signal)

4. Safety Injection Sfgnal
3. Gerecat

valve Posttfon Indication for all motor and air operated valves Turbine Driven Pumpa.

Tu bine Speedb. r
1. Lo-Lo Steam Generator Level 2 out of 3 detectors to any 2 steam

c. Turbine Steam Pressure Generators
d. Flow to each $ teen Generator

e. Pump Discharge Pressure 2. Undervoltage to any two of three reactor coolant pump buses.
f. Pump Section Pressure

g. Condensate Storage Tank Level N. 3.1. 5 Testina
h. Steam Generator Level

1. The motor driven pumps and the turbine driven puno are tested for
1. Low Section Pressure Alare to each pump

operability by rectrculation back to the condensate storage tank
j. Loss of ventflation Cooler for eacn motor driven pump room

monthly. Each valve in the auxiliary feedn.ater system flow path or
1. Ht/Lo Section finw alarm

bypass flow path that is not locked sealed or Otherwise secured in

position is verif fed to be in its correct positfon at least once per
* 3.1.4.3 Initiating 51cnets for a tomatie coeretion. u

month. Motor operated stop check valves in AFW discharge to each steam
Moto Driven P a s

generator are verified to be open with the breaker to the valve
1. Lo-Lo 1/G 1evel 2 out of 3 detectors to any one steam generator

Operators locked open at least once a month.

2. At least o..co per 18 months during shutdown.
.

Verify that the motor driven pumps will start upon receipt ofs.

the following sige.als;
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(1) Loss of main feedwater pwps X. 3. 2 Reliability Evaluation

(2) safety injection signal X.3.2.1 Doeinant Failure W) des

(3) steam ger. retor water level low-low free one steam generator The doutaant failure modes are expressed for three transient situations.

(a) loss of effsite power Success criterion is the operation of at least one of the three pump trains.

:
b. Verify that the steam turbine driven pump starts automatically LOFV with offsite Power available

upon receipt of the following: The unavailability of the AFV5 during this type of transient is dominated

by several combinations of three failure elements. These includa test and

(1) . Blackout Signal (undervoltage to RCP Duses ) maintenance autages and hardware failures in various combinations and a

(2) Steam generator 1ew-low water from two steam generators combination af failures in source lines from the condensate storage tank

along with f ailure of the service water system backup.

valve operability tests are performed quarterly on motor and air

operated valves. Stroke tests for these valves are performed Test and maintenance outages of turbine driven pump train and moter

4**"**'I - driven pump trains are based on monthly pump tests as well as 72 hourF

allowable maintenance periods for each trsin. The hardware feitures of

X. 3.1. 6 Tecnnical spectrications for the motor driven wmp trains include pump failure, in.line valve

trith any one eusiliary feedwater pump inoperable, restore three auxiliary failures and control signal failure to the purps.

feedwater pumps (2 motor,1 steam) to operable status within 72 hours or

be in Hot snutcown within nemt 12 hours. This is in accordance with

limiting conditions for operation of Standard Technical Specifications. The harch.are failures for the turbine driven pump train include pump

failure, in-line valve f ailures and valve fattures in the steam supply

lines, including control of steam inlet valves. While the determination

of dominant failure contributors is based on systems of this type in

general, specific failure data for, Farley in its early life shows a series

of failure on demand dua to trip throttle valve action at the steam intet

to the turbina drive'. pump. Failure of the supply line valves in the,

closed pn31 tion are consioe-ed independent human errors.
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LON w9th loss o' Offsite Nwer but witn oasite AC Avefla01 denoted by GL and plant-specific) reconsnendations identified in this sec-

The conditional unavallanility of the ANS during this type of transient

is dominated by the same failure contributors as in the LON with Offstte systen reliability and represent actions that should be ir.plemented by

Power Availaele transtent with the aodttton that failure of one of the two January 1, 1932, or as soon thereafter as is practicable.

actor driven pump trains can come from potential one train failure of x;. 3. 3.1 short-Tere
onsite power -

1. pecomendation GS 4 . Emergency procedures for transferriry to alternate

sources of AN supply should be avail.able to tne plcnt operators. These
LON witn foss of all AC. DC avaflasie procedu es should include criteria to inform the operatorr

only the steam- turbine driven pump train can be operacle in this type of when, and in what order, the tearsfer to alternate water sources should
situation and failure contributors inc vde test and maintenance and hardware take place. . Thr following cases should be covered by the procedures:
single failure elements. Also inclue as a failure to manually reset

e The care in which the primary water supply is not initially
steam inlet valves which are operated by AC derived Compressed af e,

available. The procedures for this Case should include any

operator actions required to pretect the VW system peps
).3.2.2 intercependenc<es

against self-damagt before water flow is initiated; and.
The principal noted dependency is the AC derived compressed ete which

operates the steam turbine steam intet valves. Loss of AC and compressed e The case in which the primary water su; ply is being depleted,
air supply result in eventual 11eed eff and fail-closed of the steam The procedure for this case should provide for transfer to
intet valves.

the alternate water soueces prior to drainir; of the primary

water supply.
X. 3 Recomeadations for this Plant

Re m endatien G5-5 - The as-Duilt plant snould be caDaale of pro-
Ihe shCrt-term reconInendations (bCth gener1C cenoted by GS, and plant-

vigieg the required Mw flow for at least two hours from one MW pump
specific) identified in this section represent act1Cns to improve Afd

train independent of any alterr.eting Currert SCwer son.rce. If manual
system relia 01lity that should be imple9ented by Jaiyary 1,1980 or as

MW system initiation or flow Controi is required following a Co@lete
boon thereafter as is pract1Catte. In gereral, they involve upgracing of

.oss cf alternating current PCwer emergency procedures should be
Techrical Specifications or establishing procedures to avoid or mitigate

e

esta311sMed for ranually initiating and controlling the system
potential system or operator failures. The long-term (botn generic,

unce- these conditions. Sirce the water for cooling of the lute
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4 eveoamencation GS-7 - The licensee should verify that the automatic

start ATW systee signals and associated circuitry are safety grade,
cil f:r tre ter:tne-criven pep teartogs e.ay te cependent en alter-

If this cannot be verified, the AFV system automatic initiation
natie; c.'re91 DC.er, desig9 or prCce2 ural C*tanges snall be made to

system should be mocified in the short-ters to meet the functiceal
elt-1eate Ints Oe:e*049cy as socn as ;rac*1catie. Until this is done,

" " ' " " " ' * "' * "'t%e eMegeacy peccecares should provice for an incivic.al to be *

stationec at 19e t.rcine-criven pep in tne event cf tse 1gst of tion sigests and circuite should be upgraded to meet safety grade

n ennts as indested in Recmendation M ~

all alternating carrent power to menitor pe; bearing an:/cr lobe

oil te-peratores. If notessary, this operat:r wealc c:erate the

t rbtne-crives prp in an on-off mcce until alternatirg current
- The design sh6uld provide for the automatic initiation of the auxiliary

power is restored. Adeqsate lignting powered by direct Current feedwater system flow,

power sources anc corr unications at local stations should also te

providec if manual initiation and control of the :/L systee is
- The autcastic initiation signals and circuits should be designed se

neece: (See Recomencation k-3 for tne lorger-ter-n rescistion of that a single failure will not result in the foss of availiary feedwater

tnis c:rcern.) system function,

y Reco neca 1ce GS-6 - The lice *see sh0uld Confirm flow path avail-
,

a:111ty cf an ATW system flow train that has teen out of service to

perform periodic testieg or maintena9ce as follows:

e Frocecsres shcald be implementec to re; aire an operator
- The initiation signals and circuits should be powered from the emer-

to cetermine that the Afd system valves are prc;erly
gency buses,

aligned and a secord cgerator to independently verify that

the valves lire pec;erly aligned,

e I9e liceasee snould prcpcse Technical !;ecifica: ions to - Manual capability to initiate the aust11ary feedwater system from the

assore that ;r11e to plant startwp follcwing an exte9ded Control room should be retained and should be implemerted so that a

colo shot:0wn, a ficw test would te perfor ed to verify single failure in the manual circuits will'not result in the loss of

the 9er-al f1c= :stn from the ;rirary Jw syste water system function,

sCJrce t3 tre stea?. geaerat:rs. Tne flow test sn0uld be

cceducted witn AE system valves in their Sonrai alignrent.
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The alternating current motor-driven pumps and valves in the aumtif ary
~ ~

feed ater system should be included fn the automatic actuation (simul-

* "taneous and/or sequential) of the loads to the emergency buses. *

assuming that the largest capacity AFW pusqs is operating.

- The automatic feittation signals and circuits shall be desigaed so

that their failure will not result in the loss of manual capability

to initiate the AFW system from tee control room.
Operation has not been accompffshed te data. Following the 72-hour

pump run, the pumps should be shut down and cooled down and then

restarted end run for one hour. Test acceptance criteria should

include oemonstrating that the pumps remaf n wf thin design limits with

respect to bearfag/ bearing oil tamperatures and efbration and that

pump room amefeat conditions (taaperature, humidity) do not eaceed

environmental qualf fication limits for safety-related equipment in

X. 3. 3. 2 . Accit'eral 5*crt Term Recom eacations **

The following aJditional shCrt-term rec 0 c endatices resulted from the
i 3. Reco w dation . The licensee should implement the folltwingstaff's Lessons Learned Task Force review and the sulletins and Orders

Task Force review of AFW systets at.Batccck & Wilces-cesigned c;erating requirements as specified by item 2.1.7.b on page A-32 cf

NREG-0573*-plants satseasent to our review of the AFW system desigis at W. and C-E-

cestgres c;erating plants. They have ret been examined for specific " * * *#
* ' ' '" ' '# '" E*"''**applicasility to this facility.

The agx111ery feec.ater flow instrument chanrels s' tall be
1. secoweaestion - Tre Ifcensee s$ould provtae redun: ant level indica-

Sc=erec frw the e ergeacy bases coesistent eith satisfying
tions and 10w level alar s iP tre Coatt:1 roca, fCr the AFW system

tPe eN ege9Cy powe' diveasity regairements fcr the agalliary
primary ma*er supply to allow the cperator 13 antfCipate the need to

feedester syste9 set forth in Agailiary System Granch Techn-
make up water ce transfer to an alte*nate mater supply and prevent a

ni al Ecsitic'! 10-1 Cf the Standard Eeview Plan, SectionC

1ew p ep swetion pressure condition from occurring. The low level j g ,g,.

=
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4. teccmendation - Licensees =ttn plants which require local inual 3 - gg a

!| g ! Se
g H j| ! ! !|c ||c

realig vent of valves to conduct seriodic tests on one AFE system y 3!gg s.,

train d <nien have only one remaining AFw train available for i hk 8:iy i i g5

$e.o.
* * * * * '

c:eration, shes1d propose Technical specifications to provtae that ga og 5s 2 mz v s.

'a dea 1 cates inciviewal who is in corr:wnication =tth the control room
:'m ..I 3 ! $>-+1 J 8$ |'$> W 5
2

I 8*te statienes at the manual valves. Upcti inst wction from the control =

| o!n
2 - 'j aroem, this operator -cula re-align the val as in tne Arw system train go *

*n a"

*$'jm|"
from the test ecse to its operational alignrrent. s3*

I

3 Ko o r o |a |Sf 3 a ' 'x. 3. 3. 3 t e- T e m g

y ,y. . , ||igiu ,r te m ,eco eo. tion ror i.or..in, tne .y.te. .r. .. f.n :

|I I ' $ s #
: *<

Q-]'2 H2 MI b
| 2 8;1p"o pro

,"*
3i. -;*co : eecetion GL-3 At least one Afis system pun; and its = =,s .. 5 i <-| B.-y g -- ~ - .~ .: :s

ggg ggassociated flow path and essential instrusentation should auto-

S i 3 By-matica11y initiate AFw system flow and te canadie of being operated 37 S ---=

:ai,ll I,

independently of any alternating current po-er source for at least ,, g,

o 4>

t.o nears. Con.ersion of girect current poner to alternating currer.t g ,-

"is acceptable. e j
3 |3 j 4 .32. see.~ ad. tion st-5 - The licea... .%.uid upgr.o. the w .y.te. S'

( .|.!
*

j j | l' f 1-
re .fre.ent.. I i i i |

- ;i. t .ste initi.sion .isn.is .no circois. to .t .arety ar.e.

m m; s 5 m- nn_.a.* . * < we% _ _-
o

s s,

y* / .2 3 4

O O U M

.hh h '

ex 2X [FM es !v1
( s . )-a ~v

a

't T u-.J is .13 j'a - - - _ ,
--

jj *I o =
i

(j.')4-
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ENCtCSURE 2

Easis for Auxiliary Feec=ater
System Flow Recuirewnts . Maximum RCS pressure (PORY cr safety valve actuation)

- Fuel temperature or damage Jirits (DN8. PCT. maximum fuel
As a result of recent staff revices of operatic; olant Auxiliary Feed-

central tef=perature)
water Syste s (APds) the staff concludes that the cesign bases and

- RC3 c cling rate limit to avoid excessive coolant shrinkage
criteria provided by licensees for estabitshing AF.-5 requirements for

- Titnimum steam generator level to assure sufficient steam
flow to the steam generator (s) to assure adequate removal of reactor

generator heat transfer surface to remove decay heat and/or
da:ay heat are r.ot well defined or docu ented.

cool down the primary system.

We require that you provide the following AFWS fic+. design basis infor-

mation as applicable to the design basis transients and accident con-
* * "" ""

* ** "" "" " " " " *** * *
ditions for your 5,lant.

including:

1. a. Identify the plant transient and accident conditions considered a. Maxirua reactor power (including instrument error allowance)

in establishing ATW5 flow requirements, including the fo11owin9 at the time of the initiating transient or_ accident.

events:

1) toss of Main Feed (IMrd)
* ** * # " " "I ""I "**#

2) LMFd w/ loss of offsite AC power c. Plant parameter (s) which initiates Ards flow and time delay

3) LMFd w/ loss of onsite and offsite AC power between initiating event and introduction of Ard3 flow into

4) Plant cooldown steam cenerator(s).

5) Turbine trip with and without bypass
" ' " " "

6) Main steam isolation valve closure
""#"*

7) Main feed line break

8) Main sttam line break e. Initial steam generator water inventory and depletion rate before

9) Small break LOCA and after AFJS floe cweences - identify reactor decay heat

13) Other tr:nsient or accident conditions not listed above rate used.

b. Describe the plant prote: tion acceptance criteria and corres-

ponding technical bases used for each initiating event identi-

fied above. The acceptance criteria should address plant

limits such as:
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f. Max 1: un pressJre at which steam is released fran steam generator (s) 3. Verify that the AF4 pumps in your plant will supoly the necessary

and against whjch the AFn pun must develop suf ficient heed. flew to the steam generator (s) as, determined by ite s 1 and 2

above considering a single failure. Identify the margin in sizing
g. Minimum n.crter of steam geceraters that must receive AFd flow;

the pu-:p f"ow to allow for pump recirculation flow, seal leakage
e.g.1 out of 27, 2 out of 47

and pump wear.

h. RC flew condition - cor.tinued operation of RC pumps or natural

circula tion.

1. Maximum AF4 inlet temperature.

j. Following a postulated steam or feed lir.e break, time delay

- assumed to isolate break and direct AFW flow to intact steam

generator (s). AFV pJmp flow Capacity allowance to aCCor3nodate

the time delay and maintain minimum steam generator water level.

- Also identify credit taken fo, ,,. ..ary system heat removal

due to blowdown.

k. Volume and maximum temperature of water in main feed lines

between steam generator (s) and /FV5 connection to main feed line,

l. Operating condition of steam generator normal blowdown following

initiating event.

m. Primary and secondary system water and metat sensible heat

used for cocidown and Ard flow sizing.

n. Time at hot staMby and time to cocidown RCS to RHR system cut

in temperature to size AFW water source inventory.

,
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fvvCLEAR REGULATORY COMMIS$ TONj **wsows o c renes
,

** " . ' October 22, 1979 Mr. Leon D. bhite -2 October 22,1979
.***

tocaet M. 50 .44 Break Accidects for bestinghouse N555 System.* Our specific conceres tnclude
systems reliability (other than the auxiliary feed ater system), analyses,
guidelines and procedures for operators, and operator training.

Mr. Leon 0. white, Jr., vice-Presideat be plan to idertify, in separate correspondence, the requirements resultingNctric 4 Ster Productior
from the additional items from the Bulletins and Orders Task force reefew.bceester 2s aac Electri- Co rpo ra t t o,

E 9 East s.er4e Sincerely,F;chester, New Yo rs 1 649

Dear Mr. white:

SUBJECT fGC PEEiiEMEhT5 FOR AUX]LIARY FEE 0 HATER SYSTEMS AT RGBERT E. GINNA
- b5 ''
Darrell G. Eisenhut, Acting CirectorhAEAP K%ER AANT, UNIT I 01stston of Oparattag Reactors
Office of IOclear Reactor Regulation

The purpcse of this letter ts to advtse you of our retire' rents for the
aus111ary f ecc= ate r systems at the subject f acility. These requirements
were idettfied c rtng the course of the f39 Bulletins and Orders Task Enclosures :
Fcrce re te. O opgratsog reactors in light of the accident at Three Mile As stated
Island, Lnit 2.

Enclosu e I ta this f etter toertif tes each of the requirereets applicabler

to the seject f acility. These recatrements are of two types, (1) generic
requirrents apclicable to most Westteghouse desigred cperating pla-ts, and
(2) plant-specif te reoutrener,ts applicable orly to tee subject f acility.
Encicsure 2 certains a generic request for additional trfomation regarding
auntltary 'eed=ater system flow rec,wirenents.

The cesigns and procedures of the subject fac'Itty should be evaluated against
the applicable requirements specified in Enclosure I to determine the degree
to which t ne f ac111ty currently confoms to trese requirements. The results
of this evaluation and an associated schedule and carnitrent for taptementation
Of reqJired Changes or actions should be provided for WC staf f review within
thirty days of raCeikt of this letter. Also, this schedule should indicate
your date f or s#1ttal of infcrmat1Cn svCh as design Changes, procedure changes
or Techetcal Specification changes to be provided for s'af f review. You may also
provide yo6r resporse to the flees in EPClcsure 2 at that time.

In add!!4n 10 the req.tre'e9ts identified in this letter, other requirements
>+ ? ch may te a;;licWe to the subject f actitty are espected to be ge"erated
by t he E'.Ilet t bs and Ceders Task Force. Such rewirecerts are these resulting.

f rDn our review S' tne ICss*C *ftedwater evett and the small brega loss-Of*CCClantf

accident a s descrited in tPe bestin0 Mouse re;cet * CAP-MOC, " Report Cn Pall

bb



u . Leon D. uhote, Jr. 3 Octcher 22, 1979r

Cc WID"CICS'''91
Les K. Laru i, Esquire x. 4 GINNA
Le*cte!, Lunt, Le4by & "acDae
1757 N 5treet, M. e. AUXILIARY FEEDWATER SYSTEM
hashingter D. C. 20036

Mr. MfChael Slade
12 Trailwood Circle x.4.1 $YStem DefCriptfon

R oche st er , New vert 14418
x.4.1.1 Conffauration -Overall Desian

Rechester Comittee for
Scieetif te lefo*mation A simplif ted flow diagram of the Ginna auxiliary feedWater system

Robert E. Lee, Dh.D.
8 C. En 5236 Rtver Campus (AFv5) is presented in ffgure 1. The ANS consists of a mafn (M)

. ,*1on

Rache..er, New Ycrk 14527 ANS and a standby (58) AFwS. The (58) A N5 was installed s esequent

Jef frey Co*en to the (M) AFws and has recently t>een placed in service. The (M)
Mew York State Eneegy Of fica -

Sven Street Evilofng AFws consists of 3 pumps (2 motor-driven p e ps,esin 200 m and 1
Ccre 1, Second Floor
Emrire State Plate turbine-driven 400 gre). Normally, each meter-driven pump supplies
Albany, New Yo rk 12223

ene steam generator (SG) t>ut,with operator action ef ther motor-driven
Director, Technical Develoseeat Progracs
State of Mew York Energy Cf fice pop can provide feed ater to both steen generators ($G). The
Agency Ba'l aing 2
En;1re State N ara turistne-delven pump normally provides feedwater to both $Gs. Only
Albany. New York 12223

the flow from one motor-driven AN pg to one SG is needed to cool

herbert Grcssman. Es a.o Cr.a irwan
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board the plant down to the temperature where the RHR system can be used to
U. 5. Nuclear Regulatory Corrission
Washieston, C. C. 20555 befng the olent to safe shutdown. The steam generatae would boil dry

Dr. Richard F. Cole in approximately 30 minutes without arty feedwater flow and a reactor
Atonic Safety at Licensing Board
U. 5. Nuclear Pegulatory Conef ssion trip.

Washington, D. C. 20555

Or. Erreth A. Li,et' er
Atonic Safety and Licensing Board All three of the (M) AFws are located in the same room and could be
U. t. Nuclear Regulatory Corrission
Wasaington, u. C. 20555 rendered inoperable es a result of a high energy line ..at. The

R e chester h tlic Litrary (58) AFw$ was added to provide independent AFWS capability Y*ilowing
115 South a<e Ne
Rochester, Nea Y o *h Inca such an event.-

,
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The ($$) AFWS is in a separate plant area from the (M) AFWS. The X. 4.1. 2 Conconents - Desica Classification
(SB) arws consists of 2 motor-art wen pumps. Each motor pump has a The (M) AWS, the (58) AFWS, and the SWS have a Class I seiseic

capacity of 200 gpe. The pumps are in the same room.but scparated by quali fication. The primary source (two 30,000 gallon condensaw
a partial well. Thus the (58) AFWS functions independent of the (M) storage tanks) and associated supply lines to the (M) AFWS pumps

AFWS. suction are non-Class I seismic.

fae primary source *of watse for the (M) AFWs are two 30,000 gallon X.4.1.3 Power Soveces

condensate storage tanks (C$T). The tanks are non-seismic Category I and are The main and standby auxiliary feedwater systems are powered from the
cross-connected through locked open manual operated valves. The (M) emergency buses. The two motor-driven pumps, associated valves and
AFWS pumps can drew from either tank. The two condensate tanks are lube oil cooling system for the turbine driven pump in the main
connected to the condenser hotwell and can be connected to a 100,000 aus111ary feedwater system receive motive power from two redundant

'
gallon non-seismic Caragory I condensata storage tack. The pump that and independent AC emergency buses. The steam adm18ston and water

would transfer water from either the condenser hotwell or the 100,000 discharge valves and lube oil cooling systaes associated with the

gallon tank to the 30,000 galun tanka is powered free a non-safety stees turbine-driven pump in the main auxiliary feedwater systas
grade supply. There is an emergency procedure for connecting to these receive power from the electrical divisions indicated in Figure 1.
water sources. Connection to either of the e water sources requires The two motor-driven pumps and valves in the standby auxiliary feed-
operator action, which takes approximately 15 minutes. The (M) AFWs water system are supplied free redundant and independent AC emergency

also has a secondary seismic Category I water source; namely, the buses. The (58) AFWS is interlocked with the (M) ANS so that bot %
service water system (SWS). The primary water source for the (SB) are not simultaneously leaded onto the vital AC buses to prevent
AFWS is the SWS. The SWS draws water from Laka Ontario. It is esti- overloading the vital buses on loss of offsite power.
mated to take approximately 5 minutes to connect the (M) AJWS to

the SWS. There is an emargency procedure for connecting the (M) AFVS X.4.1.4 Instrumentation and Coatr61s
to the SWS. X.4.1.4.1 Controls

upon loss of the main feedwater system, the (M) AFWS is automatically

initiated to supply water to the steam generators. Thereafter, the

level in the staan Generator is manually contaolled from the control
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room by adjusting valve positions. The (58) AFW5 is #4nually initi- seismic damage to the (M) AFWS primary water source, the (58) AFW5

ated and manually controlled from the control room ty adjusting valve would be available since its water souce (SW5) is seismic Category I.

positions.

X.4.1.4.2 In'oemation Ava11able to Operator X.a.1.4.3 Initiatino Sianals for Automatic coeretion

System information available to the operator in the control room to The steam turbine-def ven and motoWrim pumps and corresponding

assess the performance of the auxiliary feedwater system is as valves in the (M) AFW5 are automatically initiated by the fol'owing

follows: signals;

. Indicating red (open) and green (close) If ghts associated with " Motor * Driven Auxiliary Feedwater Pump A

each electrical and pneumatic operated valve. * 2/3 le-lo leveT in either SG

. Steam generator level "Both main feedwater pumps trip

.5 team generator pressure ' Safety injection initiation

. Auxiliary feedwater flow indication in each of the two water Motor-Driven Auxiliary Feedwater Pump B

p**%s to the steam generators as related to the (M) AFWS. *2/31e-lo tevel in either SG

. Auxiliary feedwater flow indication in each of the two water "Both main feedwater pumps trip

paths to the steam generator as related to the (58) AFW5. . Safety injection initiation

* 5 team Admission Valve to the Turbine-Driven Auxiliary

The EM) AFW pumps are not auchatically tripped as a result of low Feedwater Pump

puso suction pressure conditions. This was r potential concern '2/31o-10 level in both steam generators

because the non-seisof c condensate storage tank supply lines could be * Loss of voltage on both 4 KV buses (non-safety buses)

severed by a seismic event causing the loss of suction to the (M1 . Motor and Turbine Driven Pumps Discharge Valves

Afv5 pumps. There is also no alarm or indication in the control room * pump start

to alert the operator of tow suqtion pressure conditions at AFW5

pumps. However the operator does have CST level and pump discharge

pressure and flow indication. Further, however, in the event of
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The (58) AFW5 is manually inttfated.
flow to one SG fa necessary. To achieve the 200 gpa flow rate, the

operster must either throttle er shst off some peps. If this actinn

Both the main and standby aua111ary faedwater systems flow paths t is not taken, the CSTs could empty in 20 minutes. The short (fee
the steam generators are not isolated automatically as a result of a

interval may not allow the operater time enough to valve in the
steam or feedwater (main or aumfitary) line break. The tsolation fs

accomplished manually.
pror,ouce te gveilable; however, it reautres operator action

outalde the control room. The next alternative is to
X.4.1.5 Testina and Technical Specifications " ~ ~

open a service water system valve which is outside the centrol room.

Subsequent to this review, the licensee proposed a Technical
,

Specf fication revision which provides Itaiting conditions of
, _ , ,, ,

operation and periodic testing for both the (M) and (58) AFWS. These
control panel the (58) AFWS for which procedures exist. If the

proposed revisions have been re owed by the staff (Systematic

Evaluation Program) and found acceptable. The Technical Specific-
adequate time and s@ ply to prevent a prooles. The licensee esti-

atton revisions were approved in Amendment 29 to the G1nna operating

license (DPR-18) dated A. pst 24, 1979.
30 minutes which should allow sufficient time te valve in the service

water.

X.4.2 Reliabilftv Evaluation

X.4.2.1 Dominant Failure Modes
LOFW with onstte power evettable

LOFV with offsite power ave 11able
Same as for LOFW with effsite power ave 11able. Fe'r this event the

Failure of operator to throttle pumps and failure of operator to
~

Condenser hotwell and 100.000 gallon backup consensata storage tank
switch to service water supply and failure of operator to actuate the

are not available since the transfer pumps are powered free non-vital
(58) AFWS.

M. bus.

The condensate storage tanks have 15,000 gallons dedicated to the (M)

AFWS. When the system starts, all 3 pumps have the possibility of

starting. Their total capacity is 800 gpe. However, only 200 gpa
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LOFW wfth cely DC avatlable soon thereafter as is practicable. In general, they involve upgrading of

Failure of the turbine pump train. Technical Specifications or establishing procedures to avoid or mitigate
~

potential system or operator failures. The long-term (both generic.

This is the short tore failure. For this conditton, the turbine denoted by GL, and plans-specific) reconumendations identified in this sec.

could eventually fall since the AC powered service water pumps are tion involve system design evaluations and/or modifications to taprove ATW

not operettng. Thus, there is no water flow to cool the turbfne pump systes reliability and represent actions that should be implemented by

lube o11. The CST (assuming 15,000 gal level) could go dry in 40 January 1, 1981, or as soon thereafter as is practicable,

sinutes and also cause failure. The backup sources from the service

water and b) AFWS are all AC dependent and would not be available. I.4.3.1 Short-Term

See Recommendations. 1. Recommendetton GS-3 - The licensee has stated that it.

throttles AN system flow to avoid water hammer. The

X. 4. 2. 2 Princfoal Decemiencies Itcensee should reemanine the practice of throttiing AN

1. All (M) AFWS pumps are in the same room with high energy piping system flow to avoid water hammer,

over-head. However, a postulated high energy line break in this

room is mitigated by the installation of $he (58) ANS The licensee should verify that the AN system will s@ ply

in a separate plant area. on demand sufficient initial flow to the necessary steam

generatore to assure adequate decay heat removal fellowing

2. The DC controlled turbine tube oil pump forces oil through a loss of sein feedwater flow and a reactar trip from 1005

heat exchanger which depends on t.g AC powered service water power. In cases where this reevaluation results in en

system to cool the oil. In a total loss of AC, the turbine increase f n initial AN system flow, the licensee should

could fail. See Recoseendations. provide sufficient information to demonstrate that the

resquired initial AFW system flow will not result in plant

M.4.3 Recomendations for this Plant damage due to water hammer.

The short-term reconsnendations (both generic, denot6f by GS, and plant-

specific) identified in this section represent actions to improve ATW 2. Recossendation - The plant has AC dependent servlce water

system reliability that should be implemented by January 1. 1990, or as cooling of the lube oil for the turbine driven pop. .The
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succine detven fees eter pomo has an AC Iube oil pump med e altercating current power to monitor pep / turbine bearag
DC luce oil pump. These puncs af rect the oil through e ana/or luce ett teareratures. If necessary, tnf s operater

heat esc 4.aage* weich depows on the AC powered service would operste the turbine-erf van pump in an on-off mode

water system puses to cool the oil. In the evoat of a vet 11 alteceating current power is restored. Adequate

total less of AC power, luce oil coolf ag capabfif ty for the lighting powered by direct current power sources and
turbine-def ven puso will be lost due to the loss of AC communications at local stations should aise be provided if
power to the soevf ce water peps. The turnine-doivon pump sanual initiation and control fa the AN systes is needed.
could cease to function due to the loss of luce ett cooling. (See Recommencation GL-3 for the longee tars resolution of
The as-built plant s%ould be capaole of providing the this concern).
required AN flow for at least two hours fece one Arw puse 3. Recosameneatf oa C5-6 The Itcensee should conf ten flew path

train independent of any alternating current power source. availability of an AN system flew tref n that has been out

Subsegant to this review, the licensee conducted a test to of service to perform pertedic tasting er maintenance as
demonstrate that the turtine-detten pop could operate for follows:

two hours without lee oil cooltag water flow. The test

was run for one hour and 45 minutes with the final one hour procedures snoof d be implemented to require an
and 15 min tes of the test with Je p ep at rated speed butu operator ta setermine that the AN systas salves are
at SC% of required plant flow. preif ninary test results

properly alfgned and a second operster to independetty
indicate the pm , N turtine bearing temperatures recefned verffy that the valFes are properIF aligned.
within allowacle Ifetts. The staff fa evetuating these

test results to deteentne if the test cata will support e
The licensee should peopose Technical Specifications

conclusion that the ree iced Afin flow can be proviced
te assure that prior to plant startuo followf ag an

f adependent of any AC power source. Until this evaluation
entenced cold shutdown, a flow test would be performed

is concleta, interfs emergency procedures should be
to verify the normal f' ow path from the primary AN

established weich provice for an individual to be stationed
syntae water source to the steen generataes. The flow

at the tartine-def ven ;wp in the event of the loss of all
test should be conducted with AN system welves in

their normal alignment.
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4. Rece -e natica G5" - T*e Itceasee s%1s =erify test ta. The alteenating current noter-detwen pumps and valves in

autoestic start (Ms ATd syste1r Si p als 4*d associata3 circuitry are the awattfary foeaweter s;stes should be included in the

ew matf C a vat en (simultaneews or e atia e thesafety grade. If this cannot be verified, the d) ATW Syste1

autoestic f nitiation systes s%1d te moetfied in the sheet-tece leads to the emergency buses.

ta meet the fu ctional reavirements listeJ calow. For then

longer tem, the astematic initiation s'geals and circuits %1d The automatic initiation sf gnals and circuits shall bes

be upgraced to meet safety grace requirteemts as indicated in 0881gned as that their fa11ere will not result in the less

Recoseendation Gi-$. of ma#wel capaallity to initiate the a#W system free the

control roes.

The oesign s % 1d pre,1r,e for the astomatic initiatfon of

* "" ' '** "'the esattiary fee hatae system flow.

The following additional short-tere recommendattene resulted from the

* * " * ** * "*The automatic initiation sfgnals and circuits should be

designed so that a single fe11ure will not result in the

loss of aamiliary feehater systee function.
at P and C-E-designed operating planta. They have not been omastnod

8 c cat to this fac1Hty.
Testacility of tP.e initiation signals and circuits shall be

a feature of the design.

1. secease watton - The Itcensee smould provide redundant level

indicattens and low level alares in the coetrel rece foe the ArwTre initiation signals and circ.its srowld be powered f a

systee pr eary water seply to allow the operater te anticipate
the eeergency buses.

the need te make w water er transfee to en afternste water

Man al ca:: ability to initiate tre aust1(aey feedwateru

occurring- The low level alem setpoint should allow at least
systes from tSe coetrol room s%ould to retained and sW1d

20 FinWtes for Operater eClien, assdaing that the largest
be isolemented so that a single fa11ere in the maawal

* '"8'
circuits will not result in the loss of system function.
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2. Recoseendetten The licensee should perfom a 72-hour endurance operation, should m oose Technical Specifications to provide that

test en all AFW system pumps. if such a test er centtnuous a dedicated individual who is in Courman1 cation with the Control room

perted of operetten has not been accomplished to date. bs stationed at the manual valves. Upon instruction from the control

Fellowing the 72-hour pg run. the pumps should be shut down '00** this operator would re-align the valves in the AFW system train

and cooled down and then restarted and run for one hour. Test from the test mode to its operational altgrunent.

ecceptance critaria should include sesonstrating that the pumps
X. 4. 3. 3 LovTem

remain within design limits wth respect to bearino/ bearing oil

tageratures and w1Dratten and that pe reos asetent condittens

(temperature, humidity) de not exceed environmental qualif t-
,

catten tietts for safety related equipment in the rece.

3. Recernendation - The licensee should isolament the follasing automatica11y initiate AFw system flow and me capanie of metng

requirements as specified by item 2.1.7.b on page A-32 of operated independently of any alternating current power source for at

NGt15-C578: Teast 2 hours. Conversten of direct current power to alternettag

' Safety-grade indication of auxiliary feedmater flow to current to acceptable.

each steam generator shall be provided in the control room.

2. Pocommendetton - The 11censee she=14 evaluate the metoe source
The aux 111ary feedwater flow instrument channels shall be

capabilities (Ac powered service meter pumps. condensate transfee

powered from the emergency buses consistait with satisfying
s, umps and the limited Leveetary of condensate storage tank water

the emergency power diversity requirements for the aus111ary
-

gravity feed to the tureine pump suction to assure .that there is a
feedwater systen set forth in Aus111ery Systems Branch Techn-

water source sufficient to supply the required AFW flow for 2 heure

nical Position 10-1 of the Standard Review Plan. Section
independent of any AC power source. '~

10.4.9.*

4. Recorriendation - Licensees with plants which require local manual 3. Reco==eacet bn - GL-5. The Itcensee should crede the AFW system

realignment of valves to conduct periodic tests on one AFU systes autcretic initiation signets and circuits te meet safety grade

train g which have only one remaining AFW train available for e ,quirements.
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Basis for Ant 11ary Feedwater
2$- .

System Flow Recuiremeets-. .

-' a As a resalt of recent staff reviews of operstir.g plant Aastliary Feed.= ~
*.. *@ '| .ater syste-s (ANS). the staff cencludes that the cesign bases and* *

3( * ) 3( * ) criteria previded by licensees for establishing AFW5 reqairetents for,

I~~~~~~- ' flow to the steam generator (s) to assure adequate removal of reactor
-

|'' '
g decay P-eat a e nqt mell defired or documented.In '

il I d
It

Ii: X"g Q g Le require that you provice the following AF.S flow design basis infor-i,

| .$ | . . matien as app 1f cable to the desig.- basis traastants and accident con-

ditices for your plant.

3 3 .g f_A 1. a. Identify the plant transte91 and accident cenditions cor.stdered

| } fn establishing Ards flow requirements. including the following
"

h: | ; events:g
I.

.. -94-
m .7< . . -

J e e >) 1) Loss of Main Feed (LMrd)I | }

f| [ [ j 2) LMrd w/ loss of offsite A0 power
-r =' " d- i*

f *h h 3) LMrd w/ loss of onsite and offsite AC power
<i Ig g 4) Plant cooldown

|,+

I 5) Turbine trip with and without bypass
= < < *

N MI @ 3D | 2N EM
| 6) Main steam isolation valve closurei

*R / "E | | | 7) Mafn feed itne break
'

i

I I
8) Mais steam line break

fl *1 9) Small break LOCA
I

T. I
I IC) Cther transient or accident conditiers not listed above<

|
g

$ |
e

.

l | | | b. Cescribe tre plant pectaction acceptance criteria and ccrres-' I I !I I | pcmding technical. bases used for each initiatir; event identi-
bl 63 0| L ._- _ _ gs;_____J

fied abeve. Tre acceptance criteria shculd aedress piant3

limits such at:
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- Maximum RCS pressure (PORY cr safety valve actuetion)

- Fuel te perature or dat.a;e limits (Df;3. PCT. rentram fuel Maximum pressure at which steam is released frm steam generator (s)f.

central temperature) and against which the AFW purp must develop sufficient head.

- RCS cccling rate limit to avoid excessive coolant shrinkage
Minimum c.rter of steam generaters that must re:eive AFW flow;

9- Minimum steam generator level to assure sufficient steam
e.g.1 out of 27, 2 out of 47

generator heat transfer surface to remove decay heat and/or

cool do'wn the primary system. h. RC flew cendition - continued operation of RC Pumps or natural

circulation.
2. Describe the analyses and assumptions and corresponding technical

justification used with plant condition considered in 1.a. above 1. Maximam AN inlet temperature.

including;
j. Following a postulated steam or feed line break, time delay

a. Maximum reactor power (including instrument error allowance)
assurted to isolate break and direct ATW flow to intact steam

at the time of the initiating transient or accident.

generator (s). AN pur p flow capacity allowance to accomodate

b. Time delay from initiating event to reactor trip. the time delay and maintain minimurs steam generator water level.

Also identify credit taken for primary system *hent removal
c. Plant parameter (s) which initiates ATW5 flow and time delay

dae to blowdown.between initiating event and ir.troduction of ATW5 flow into

steam generator (s). k. Vc.lume and maxiansa temperature of water in main feed lines

between steam generator (s) and AFVS connection to main feed line.
d. Minimum steam generator water level when initiating esent

# '''""** 1. Operating condition of steam generator normal blowdown following

initiating event.
e. Initial steam generator water inventory and depletion rate before

and after AFWS flow coemences - identify reactor decay heat Primary and secondary system water and metal sensible heatm.

'"** "*' used for cooldewn and AN flow sizing.

Time at hot standby and time to cooldown RCS to R9R systes cutn.

in temperature to size AFW water source inventory.
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.- % UmitD 'ATEs3. Verify that the AFd pur;s in your plant will supply the necessary y '- ; NUCLEAR REGULATowY COMMisstCN, , , -

; e usewacome. o. c aonesflow to the steam generator (s) as detemined by itess 1 and 2 * N" / gf
% / reptember 21, 1979ab:ve considering a single failure. Identify the rargin in sizing *****

the pc@ flow to allow for pur@ recirculation flew, seal leakage Docket No. 50-261

and pump wear.

W. J. A. Jcnes,

Senior vtce-President
Carclina Power and Light Carpa9y
336 Fayetteville Street
Raleigh, horth Carolina 27602

Dear f*r. Jones:

$;;BJECT: HEC REQUIREFENTS FOR AUX!LIARY FEEDwATER SYSTEMS AT H. 8. ROE!NSON
STEAM ELECTRIC PLAMT, UNIT 2

The purpcse of this letter is to advise you of our requirements for the
ausiliary feedwater systems at the sutject facility. The:e requirements
were identified during the course of the NRR Bulletins and Orders Task
Force review of operating reactors in light of the accident at Three Mile
Island, Unit 2.

Enclosare 1 to this lettee identifies each of the requir*ements applicable
to the subject factitty. These requirements are of two types, (1) generic
requirerents applicable to most bestinghcuse-designed operating' plants, and
(2) plant-specific requirements applicable only to the subject facility.
Enclosure 2 contains a generic request for additional information regarding
491111ary feed =4ter system flow requirements.

*he designs and procedures of the subject facility should be evaluated against
the appitcaste requirements specified in Enclosure 1 to determine the degree
to which the facility currently conforms to these requirements. The results
of this evaluation and an associated schedule and comitment for implementation
of required changes or actions should be provided for NRC staff review within
thirty days of receipt of this letter. Also, this schedule should indicate
your date for submittal of information such as design changes, procedare changes
or Technical Specification changes to be ;,rovided for staf f review. You may also
provtce your response to the items in Encicsure 2 at tnat time.

In addition to the requirements identif f ed in this lettee, other requiremeats
which may be applice:1e to the subject facility are espected to be generated
by the Bulletins and On:ers Task Force. Such requirements are those resulting
from o6r review of the ICss-cf-feedwater event and the small break loss-of-Coolant
acCicent as described in the 'westieghouse report WCAP-9600, " Report on Small
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?*r. J. A. Jones
Mr.. J. A. Jones -2 Septecer 21, 1979 Carolina Power am 'get Company

3reas Accidents for hestingbouse N555 System.* Cur specific concerns include cc: G. F. Trowbridge, Esquire
systems reltability (other than the auxiliary feedwater syster), analyses. Shaw. Pittman, Potts and Trowbridge
guidelines and procecures for operators, and operator training. 1800 M Street, N.W.

Washington, D. C. 20036
Le plan to identify, in separate correspondence, the recwirements resulting
from the additional items from the Bulletins and Orders Task Force review. Hartsville Memorial Library

Home and Fifth Avenues
incerely, Hartsville, South Carolina 29550

'

Michael C. Farrar Chairman
/ //g g Atomic Safe *= and Liceasing

7 A;;eal Board Panel
Ca rrell Ei sen ut. Acting Director U. 5. Eclear Regulatory Commission
Division of Operating Peactors Washington, D. C. 20555
Cf fice of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Richard 5. $alzman
Enclosures: Atomic Safety and Licenstr9
As stated A; peal Board Paeel

U. 5. Nuclear RegJlatory Commission
cc: w/ enclosures Washington, D. C. 20555

See next pagc

Dr. W. Reed Johnson
Atomic Safety and Licensing

A peal Board Panel
U. 5. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, C. C. 20555
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ENCLOSURE 1 f rom tne turbine driven pump train connect to the feedwater regulating

X.6 (w) H. B. ROBINSON valve bypass lines for each individual steam generatcr ca.tside

AUMILIARY FEECWATER SYSTEM containment.

/. 6.1 System Description The system was evaluated for higai energy line breaks in two main

x 6.1.1 Conficuration overall Cesion steam, main feed lines and the AFws itself. For the eain feed and

A simp 1ffied drawing of the H. B. Robinson auxiliary feedwater system * "*

(AFw'5) is shown in Figure 1. Basically the system consists of two feed at least one steam generator which is wfficient to safely shut

actor crisen pumps located in the auniliary building, each with a d wn tne plant. Remote manual action would be required to isolate

capacity of 300 gpm at 1300 psi. and a tuttine driven pump located in the af fected steam generator and AFws line feeding that generator.

the seismic portion of the turbine building with a capacity of 600 '" *

gom at 1300 psi. The turbine-driven pump is nct tornado missile * * " " * * * " '

protected. All three pumps take their primary suction from the " * ""' "* " * " " **' **

* "" * * " * *' * # #*seismic Category I condensate storage tank. The system is automatic-

ally started by signals identified in Section 6.1.4.3. The two motor '"" ' "# " " * * " *** "

driven pumps take section from a common header and feed all three train is, however, still available to shut ccan tre plant, provided

steam generators through lines which are cross-connected in the pump E"*# "" * E"9 * * ""* *# ** * *

room as shown in Figure 1. T$e-e is a normally closed motor cperated would be lost, but main feedwater could still be used to supply water*

valve in each line to the steam generators. The AFWS discharge to the steam generators.

lines from the mctor driven p eps coceect to the main feed lines

inside ce9tairment. Sources of water

There are three sources cf water for the auxiliary feedwater system.

The turbine drivan pwmp takes its source of water from the CST comann The primary source is from a 200,000 gallon seismic Category I

heacer and feecs into the main feed system tnroag% three ncemally conde7 sate stcrage tank (CST),of which 35,000 gallons are cedicated to

ClCsed mCtor-Cperated valves. The aguiljary feedwater lines the asmiliary feed =4ter system. This will last a minime of two
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Pcort. The CST is cet protected against torraco missiles. A!I

valves fecm the ta-k to the AFws are normally o;en, and are local
X.6.1.2 Cerecae-ts - Cesien sad Classiffeatienea % ally operated valves.

cceporeat Envi ronmental Design seismic
Tre secondary sowrce of water as well as long tere cooling is tne ,

Qualification Clu sification Category
seistic Category I se*vice water system and the ultimate heat sink.

The pipirg for this system is buried or in tPe auxilia y building so
Turbine Driven Pump ASME VIII I*

it is prctected agatest tcreado eissiles. So=ever, the pum p ouse

*91cn contains the se vice water pueps is not pectected agatest tornado
Valves / Actuators 831.1 I"

missiles The valves ccnnecting this system to the AFWS are locked
Cortrol & Actuation System - I*

closed manual valves Thus, it *cald take time to open these valves.
Indication - N.S."

Treet is, however, sufficie-t time to op2n these valves before the
* " * '9'condensate storage tank is depleted or t*e steam generators boil dry.

Service Water System - I*

p ' M I Systes - N.S."
.fFe back-up source of water is the non-seismic deep well system which

. Main Steas Lines to - I"

has a capacity cf 603 gom. The valves that connect this system with b reine Criven Pump

the AT=5 are manually locked closed valves. IC'""''** "I' **'

Main Feed Lines from Main - !"

Feed Block Valves to
Steam Generators

N.5 - Non Seismic Category I

x.6 1.3 Power Sources

Eacn motor driven pump is supplied power from its res;ective emer-

gency tas which receives power from normal station transformers or

se;arate diesel generators (DG). The three actor coerated discharge

valves (MCV) in the actor driven pump trains are p0=ered from the

emergency Duses. The valve for steam generator A is powered f rom

etee;e-cy bus El or E2. The valve for steam generator (SG) B is
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the lute oil cooler can be cooled by AFW pump flow, but the valve align-
powered fees Dos E2 and tme valve for 50 C is from Dus El. The MCv's

ment must be changed (See Recorrnendation GS-5).
are formally c1csec and fail-as-is. The irstr.me-tation for these

trains is taken off the station batteries.
X . 6.1. 4 !asteveentation and Coetrols

X.6.1.4.1 Controls
T*e tortine driven pump is supplied steam fecm all three staat gererators.

The following AFw$ sanual controls are available in the control room:
The steam is taten off upstress of tre MSIV and passes throagh a

motor operated valve, a check valve and gces into a ccmon Sender
1. Mctor Criven Pump Start-Stop

**.fch fee s the tortire. The motor opera;ed valves tame their power
2. Steam Inlet Line to Turbine - Motor Operated Valves Open-C1cse

f rem the evergency buses. The valves from SG B M are co W C M M
3. AfW Cischarge time Mctor Operated valves - Open-Close

eus E1, and the valve from 50 A is cennected to bus E2. The motor
All other valves as well as the above can be controlled at the local

cperates valves ir the turtine puep discharge lines to the steam
stations. Steam generator level is controlled manually at the actor

geaerater also take treir power from tre er:ergencs Duses with

operated discharge valves locally or in the coetrol rcos by starting
valves for s; A&C from bus E2 and 53 8 from bus El. The atove MCv's

and stepoing the pumps,
are noreally cicsed and fail-as-is.

4.6.1.4.2 Iaformation available to Operator
The system coes not eeet NRC's current power source diversity position

The following information is available to the operator in the control
with respect to the turbine driven pump train valves although manual

room:
action can te taken at the valves. (See recommendation GS-5)

1. Motor Criven Purps Start-Stop
In additicn, cooling to the lube oil cociers to the turbine criven

2. Motor Operated valves (All) Opened-Closed
pump is from t*e service water system, which takes its power fro's the

3. Motor and Tortine Driven Pumps Discharge P-essure
emergency D.sses. Upon station blackout (1oss of all AC). coo 11n9 il

4 Steam Cereratcr tevel
lost to the turbine which could result in a possibie shaft seizure ce

5. Steam Gererator and steau header Pressure
,,ipes tea-ir s in tne tartine within a short t me e:;ronientely 10d

s

o 2C m tes., th.s ressittag in tee Icss of all d a flo 8- d oi'' d P =

tne 1.te oil coolin; mater pipir , and valves are arranged 5: that
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This information is also available at the local control stations. 4 Safety injection Signal starts motor driven pump trains.

The following alarms are located in the control room: 5. Loss of Voltage ( <70%) on buses 1 and 4 starts the steam driven

pump train. Steam inlet valves (MOV) are operated from buses El

1. Condensate Storage Tank Low Level and E2 and therefore will open.

2. Equipment on Local Control

3. Steam Generator (s) Low Low Level Alares X.6.1.5 Testina

4. Steam Generator High Level Ala** The systes is tested on a monthly bases with soee exceptions. The
5. Low AFW Pump Discharge Pressure Alarm and Trip pumps are run in recirculating mode monthly and the motcr operated
6. Loss of Lutse Oil discharge valves are stroked monthly with the pumps off. All other

valves in the system including the A pump tur0ine steam inlet
N.6 1.4.3 Initiation Sigmals for Autor,atic Operation valves are tested quarterly; however one steam inlet valve is operated,

The following signals initiate automatic operation of the AFWS: monthly in conjunction with the monthly tests of the turbine driven

pump. All valves are checked at the end of the tests for correct
1. Low-Low Level on Steam Generator positioning both in the control room and locally. The piping in the

a. 2 out of 3 on orie steam generator initiates the system is hydrostatically tested every 10 years. The system is
motor driven pump trains, tested as a whole during refueling cycle as part of the ECCS actuation

test. The only pieces of equipment not tested on a periodic bases are
b. : out of 3 on two steam generators initiates the turbine the locked closed valves to the service water and deep well systems.

pump t ain. Tne periodic test requirements are as follows:

2. Loss of Both Main Feed Wster Pumps starts Motor Driven

Pump Trains.

3. Loss of Offsite Power starts motor driven pump trains.
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AJa:LIZ AY FEE 7. ATE'4 Sv$ TEM 4.8.3 Tre a.siliaey f.edwater purp discharge valves will be

testec by coerator action at intervals not greater than one

A:clict3tlitv floc th.

a;: lies to periodic testing requirements of t*e tart' e-drive * and a . 8. 4 These tests shall be consicered satisfactcey if control

motar-criven awailiary feedwater pumps. beard indication and sucseqwent visvii observation of the

equipsert demonstrate that all corg rents P-ave c;erated

Ctfecti<e proterly.

To verify t*e creratitity O' the auniliary fee satee system and its 4. ti .1. 5 Tec W est 5:ecificatioes

stility to res;ted ;repeety when re;6ited. T*e follo.ir; te:nnical specifications apply to H. B. Acbinson. The

salient featwees are that one pump could be out of service for an

$2,rie ret :n incefiaite pericd of time wit's no limiting condition for operation en

t$e plant, t%at the 1.mstr w ntation for tr.e system could be cut for

4.S.! Ea:n motor criven auxiliary .eer.ater Sea will be started all trains withc.t limiting condition for cperation.

at irtervals not to esceed cee mor.th, run for 15 miNtes,

a.d ceterwined that it is c;erable.

SECC M ARY STEAM Ah; PCirfR CONvfRSION SYSTEM

4.8.2 Tre steam turtire driven auxiliary feedwater pamp ty using

meter c'erated steam admissica valves will te started at A;plicatility

intervals not to exceed one cente, run for 15 mi Stes, ard

:etermi9ec that it is operatle wnen tre reactor cocla"t A;;Iies to toe c:erating status of tertire cycle.

systee is atc.e tre cold sa.' :=n c0ccition. w*e6 ;erices

of reattcr c3!d s%.t'own ente-c this interval be> cad c e

me- J tre test spat' te cer's-med irrediately fclic.f r;

reat u r * eat .
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Cejective e. The main steam stop valves are operable and capable of

closing in five seconds or less.
To define conditions of the turbine cycle ste:m-relieving capacity.

Auxiliary Feecwater System and Service Water Systes operation is 3.4.2 The specific activity ef the seconcary coolant system shall

necessary to ens re the capability to remove decay beat from the be $ 0.10 SCl/ gram 005E EQu! VALENT I-131 under all modes of

core. eperation from cold shutdown throug* power cperation. When

the specific activity of the secon.ary coolant system is
specification >0.10 pCf / gram DOSE EQUIVALENT 1-131, be in ,t least MCT

SHUTC0w'N within 6 hcurs and in COLD SHUT! awn within the

3,4.1 Tne reactor coolant shall not be heated above 350'F unless followir.g 30 hours.

the following conditions are met:

The specific activity of the secoccary ccolant system shall

a. A minimum turbine cycle steam relieving capability of be determined to be within .he limit by performance of the
t=elve (12) main steam safety valves operable. sampling and analysis program of Table 4.1-2.

Two of the three auxiliary feed *ater pumps sust be 3.4.3 If, during power operations, any of the specificatiens in

etable. 3.4.1 above cannot be met within 24 hours, the operator

shall initiate procedures to put the plaat in the hot

c. A minimum cf 35,000 gallons of water in the condensate

stcra;e tank and an unlimited water supply frca the be met within 48 hours, the operatoe shall cool the reactor
lake via either leg of the plant Service Water System. below 350*F using normal procedu es.e

d. Essential features including system piping and valves 4 6.2 Reifab414tv Evaluation
directly associated with the above components are g 7 y ,

operable. The system -as analyzed for three cases:

(a) loss cf feedwater with offsite powee available;
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(t) 1:ss c* fee =ater witn rsite A ;ower 4.ailatle; - 13 -
(:) ':ss of 'ee:=ater with o 'y ;C pc-er a a Matte.

(D) loss cf feedwater with onsite AC power availatle;
?'e c:e'ran* *aihee ecces for ea n case are s earized teicw. (c) 10ss of fee 2=ater with only DC power availatle,

a 6 2.1.1 L:5= .s t, O f's te 6 e e s s!1a5',i

Tre domicaat failure modes for each case are esimarized below.
Tne castrant failure acces are as f311c=s:

(1) ' css o# i.a:e sate storage ta a s.;;1y d.e to f ailu*e of valves 4 5.2 1.1 LCF wit % Offsite Pcwee available
in t*e 5.;;1y line p1ss f ailure to eaa ally act. ate ta:k.: The dominaat failues modes are as follows:
se vice wate- s6 p1/ ty locally cre9f ag closed valves. (1) loss of c ncensate starage taak saply due to failure of valves

in the s@ ply lire plus failure to mani, ally actuate tack p
(2) 09e train ou incefinitely for saintee.ance ;1,us har0= ace and service mater sa; ply by locally opening closed valves,

tsirte .*:e c.ta;es in ct'e* t=0 traies.a

(2) cee train out indefinitely for saintenance plus harcware and
a 5 ' 1. 2 L0r= with Orsite a: ; =e* avaiiaele mainteaance cotages in other two trains.

D-e systes was a#a y ed assumf eg icss or offsite pc.er, consicerie;

tre possi ie 1:ss of c9e of the ciesel ger.e'ators. The acsiraat n.6.2.1.2 L0rw with C site AC powe* available
t

fai' w es fcr tris case are sic 11a- to tecse discussed in the
T*e system was andy2ed assuming 1 css cf off;ite power, consicering

Deevicas case.
t*e possible less of one of the diesel generators. The dceinant

s . 6. 4 .1. a. s . =ith >,,y ,, F.wer a,siladie failu*e moces for this case are similar to those discussed in the
- _

I*e syste9 aill fail in the Icag-term 0.e tc reliance ;f t.rtiae 1 te C'ev Cus Case.

c11 c clie; y AC ;ower with:.t c:;erater ac'.ica to really cca ia) =ater s.6.2.i.3 t.CF. =1tn C,1y 30 P:=er available
valves iSee Ie:* 27 6.1.3;. In tae s'icrt-te h:5 n e.tes ,, . a sail- ;'e syste, will fail in tne long-term cae to reliance cf t.rtine lobe
Sillity is ::'1rdt** Cy *ainte9arte aN rarc= ara fail.res Of 'fe *.rtire

gij C3clir} On 40 ;ceer =1thCot CDeratCr actiCM to realigm cCCllr.g water
9 < * * ; .~ D ral" a*: f&' ore 'c "s*. ally 00,9 t*e stes* 59 =atee L ;'e s valves (See Section 6.l.3j In the shcrt-ter? (h 45 U n.tes), unavail-
=a :$ ..T ;m =:'a..t AC ;c er.

a::iit ty is cartirated by mainteearce and harc-are f ail.,res Cf tre tortire

Oriven p. ; train and failure to maa ally C;en tee stes7 and =ater PC(s

=91 n CG rc t C;e9.with09% AC power.
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Yhe case in which the primary water supply is not initiallyex 6.3.1 P e-t- Te r
available. The procedures for this case should include any

j. pecome u,, tien GS-1 - The licensee shoald propose modifications to

trie Technical Specificaticrs to limit the time that Cne AFW system

pro aN its asscciated flow train and essectial instreention can t,e

inocerable. The outage time limit and subsecuent action time e The case in which the primary wate supply is being depleted.

should be as re;uired in current Standard '.chnical Specifications; The procedure for this case shou'J provide for transfer to

1.e., 72 hoars and 12 hours, rescettively. the alternate water sources prior to draining of the primary

water supply.
2. Recoeved ation G5 2 - The licerset should lock cpen single valves Cr

* ~

multiple valves in series in the AFai system pump suction piping and

loca open other single valves or f%1tiple valves in series that viding the required ATW flow for at le st two hours from one ATW pump

train indepencent of any alternating current power source.,If manualcould interrupt all Afd flow. Monthly ins;ections should te performed ,

AfW system initiation or flow control is required folloaing a completeto verify that these valves are locked and in the open position.
loss of alternating current power, emergency procedures should beThese inspections should te proposec for incorperation Mto the
estab M ed for manuaHy in W a W and con M ng W sy hsun tillance re;uirements of the plant Technical Specificat ons. See
under these conditions. Since tne water for cooling of the lubeReco9neM ation GL.2 for the longer-term resolutico of this oncern,
oil for the turbine-driven pump bearings may be dependent on alter-

nating current power, design or procedural changes shall be made to

* '" ' " " '"C# '' ' ""E* ''" '' "**
3. Pecome-dation GS 4 Dnergency procedJ"es for transferring to alternate

"
sources of ATW supply should be availatle to the plant operators. These

*
proceoures snould include criteria 'o infonn the operator

when, a*d in what order, the trarsfer to alterrate water sources should

*
take place. The following cases should be coveeed by the procedures:

turDire-criven py p in an on.off mode until alternating Current
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Recorme9 datio 9 GL-5.

;o.er is restored. Adeqsate lignting powered by cirect current The d* sign should provide for the automatic initiation of the.

power so.rces and cocrsnicatiens at local stations should also be auxiliary feed =ater system flow.

provi ed if marsal initiation and control of the AFW system is The astomatic initiation signals and circuits should be

needed. (See Recorrendation GL-3 for the lon;er-term resolution of destgaed so that a single failure will not resalt in the loss

this concern.) of auxiliary feedwater system fur: tion.

Testability of the initiation s'gnals and circuits shall be
8eco ,-eacation GS-6 - The Itcensee shou 14 confirm flow pato avail-

be a feature of the design.
ability of an AF.' system flow train that has been out of service to

perfcrm periodic testing or maintenance as follows:
energency bases,

o Prccesores shos1d be implemented to reqaire an operator
Man al capatility to initiate the auxiliary feed = ster system

to determire that the AF.' system valses are properly
from the control room should be retained and should be

alignea and a second operatcr to inde;er.dently verify that
implemented so that a single failure in the ranual circuits

the valves are properly aligned.
will not result in the loss of system function,

o The licensee should propose Tecnnical Specifications to
The alternating current motor-driven peps and valves in the

assure that prior to plant startup following an extended
auxiliary feedwater system should be included in the automatic

cold shutco.n, a flow test would be performed to verify
actuation (simultaneous and/or sequential) of the loads to thethe normal flow path from the primary AFd system water
eme*gency buses,

source to the steam generators. The flow test should be
The automatic initiation signals and circuits shall be designedconducted with Afm system valves in their normal alignment.

so that their failure will not result in the loss of manual

capatility to intiate the ATV system frers the contml room,
t 3:ome%tien GS-7 - The licensee should verify that the automatic

start Ara system signals and associated circuitry are safety-grade. If

this cannct be veriffe: the ATW system aatomatic initiation system shoui

te mcdified in the snort-ters to meet the functional requirements listed

telcw. For the longer term, the autor'atic initiation signals and circu'

should be upgraded to meet safety-grade requirements as indicated in
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7. The licensee sho ld propose mocifications to the Technical
2. Recomendation - The Ifceesee should perform a 72-mour enduranceSpecifications to provide for periodic testing cf the normally

test on all AFW system pumps if such a test or continuous periodlocked closed service water and ceep well maNal valves.
of operation has not teen accomplished to date. Following the

8. The licensee should prepose modificatters to the Technical 72-houe pump ran, the pumps should be shut down and coof ed down

Specificatices to provide for monthly testing of all steam and uen restarted and run for 1 hour. Test acceptance criteria
admissicn val.es to the turbine pump. should include cesonstrating that the pumps remain within design

limits with respect to bearing / bearing oil temperatures and
X.6.3.2 Adsitional Short-Term Recomendations

vibration and that pump room amoient conditions (temperature,
The following adsitional short-term recomendations resulted from the

hun dity) do riot exceed environmental qualification limits for
staff's Lessons Learned Task Force review and the Eulietes and Orders

safety related equipment in the room.
Task Force review of Afd systems.at Babcock & Wilcox-designed operating

plants s asequent to our review of the ATE system designs at W and C-E-
~

3 Recomendation - The licensee should implement the following
cesigned operating plants. They have not been examined for specific *

requirements as specified by Item 2.1.7.b on paga A O cf
a;plicability to this facility.

: REG-0578:

1. Pe:omendation - The licensee shCuld prCvide redJndant level in- *$afety-grade ind',ation of agalliary feedmater flow to

dications and, low level alarms in the control room for the AFW each steam generatre shall be proviced in the control room,

system primary water supply to allow the cperator to anticipate
,

the need to make up water or transfer to an alternate water supply

and prevent a low pump suction pressure condition frw occurring.

The low level alarm setpoint should allow at least 20 minutes
fe dester system set forth in Auxiliary Systems Branch Techn-

for operator SCtion, assJni"9 that the largest CapaN O W
ni al Position 101 of the Standard Review Plan SectionC

is operating.
10,4,9,.

4. Recomeccatien - Licensees with plants which require local manual

realignnent of valves to condact periodic tests on cee AFE system

train aj which have only ore remaining ATw train available for
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2. e, cow enention GL-3 - At least one AFW systes pump and its

operatien, snculd propese Technical Specifications to provide that associated flow path and essential instrumentation s%culd auto-

a dedicated individ.al who is in comunication with the control mm eatically initiate AFW system flow and be capable cf being cperated
te stationed at the e.anual valves. Upen instructi0n from the control independently of any alternating current power source for at least

room, this operator would re-align the valves in the AFW system train two hours. Conversion of direct current power to alternating current

from the test rede to its operational alig,neet. is acceptable.

M.6.3.3 tom Tenn 3, secceendation GL-5 - The licensee should upgrade toe AN system

Lerg-term reen,endations for im; roving the system are as follows: automatic initiation signals and circui. to meet safety geade

1. Recorrendation GL-2 - Licensees with plants in which all (prieary re r.;ui reme nt s.

and alterra'e) water su; plies to the AFW systems pass through

valves in a single flow path should install redundant parallel 4. here of the AFW water sources are prctacted against tornado

flew paths (piping and valves), missiles. Tne licensee should complete an evaluation con-

* '" "E * E * * "* "' ' "E ' " ' ' "
Licensees with plants in which the primary AFW system water supply

*''"''# *'#"''" * "' ' ' " "*
passes through valves in a single flow path, but the alternate

to assure a suf ficient AFW water spply or assure t%t the plant
AFW systen water su;;11es connect to the AFW system p mp suction

'*" * * E" ' '' ' ' '" ' " ' ' * * ' ""'""
piping dcwnstre u of the above valve (s), should install redundart

valves parallel to the above valve (s) or provide automatic opening

of the valve (s) from the alterr. ate water supply upon low psip suction

pressure.

The liceasee should propese Technical 5;ecifications to 1ccorporate

a;;rc;riate periodic inspecticrs to verify the valve ;csitions.
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f Sasis for Aaxiliary Feewater
.

System Ficw Recuire eets

r .. ,. . 24 45 a result of recert staff revices of operatte; piant Auxiliary Feed-
- - -

-ng-5 _5
v:ater Syste s (ARS), the staff cencludes trat tre design basas and* = u

J
criteria provided by licensees for establishing ArWS requirements for

l flow to the steam gee.erator(s) to assura adequate removal of reactore a

5 m
|

decay teat are not well defined c.c documented.

Z Z Z
We recaire that you provide the following AFWS flo . design basts infor-

- - - - -- - - - - - . - _ . . _ _ . __ _ _ _ __ _ . , .

mation as applicable to the desiste ' sis transf er.ts and accident con-
Y Y X 7 7 ~

ditiers for your plant.

3 ~

m3 m3 m3 E 1. a. Identify the plant transient and accident conditions considered

}( !!| 2 { g* 2f5 j in establishing AFW5 fl w requirements, including the following3 2 >
5 S

|
E

X x yg events:

-g_
1) Loss of Main Feed (LMFW)y 7

E M =- 2) LMFW w/ loss of offatte AC power
[::C : C -+--

E E 3) LMFW w/ loss of onsite and offsite AC power.. -

I7 ]'
u #~
j 4) Plant cooldown
.
"

q 5) Turbine trip with and without bypass
b \ V 6) Main steam isolation valve closure

7) Main feed line break
X X X,

8) Main steam lire breat

3 9) Small break LCCA
*

s g
;4 :" 10) Other trarsient or accident conditions not listed above

i: i 55$a"

33 'V is|Es =
2 b. Cescribe the ;1 ant protection acce;tance criteria and corres-A ,. gg;*og- . ... .

| -c4 ;; I 4 - = |- , pcadirg technical basss used fer each initiating event identi-2
,
-

II:
, -- -X N fled above. The acceptance criteria should address plant

nv24A5: Itmits such as:
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- f%iNm RCS press re (PORY or safety valve actuaticn)
f. M uim.m press.re at which steam is released iro, steam generator (s)

- Fsel tem;erature or da* age Jimits (?,3, P;T, -exi um fuel a-d a;airst e.jch the ATW punp m.;st develcp 16fficient tiead.
.e. tral te ;erature)

- RCS cooling rate limit to avoid excessive coolant shrinkage S. Minf *um A-:er of steam generators that %st receive AFw flew;

. "inimum steam generater level to assure sufficient steam e.g.1 out cf 2?. 2 out of of

ge trator heat transfer surface to remove decay heat and/or
h. RC flew ccediticn continued operation of RO Farps or natural

cool down the primary system. laden.

2. Descrite the analyses c ed assumptions and cor esponding technical
1. Maxi m AFW inlet temperatare.

Justification used with plant condition considered in 1.a. above

including: d' IQU C*I"9 " E'S * * # * ' #

a. Maximum reactor pewer (including instrument error allowa-ce) asseed to isolate break and direct AFW flow to intact steam

at the time of the initiating transient cr accident, generator (s). ATV p 1np flow capacity allour.ce to accorTnodate

the time delay and maintain m'inimum steam gene-ater water level.
b. Time delay from initiating event to reactor trig. Also identify credit taken for primary system. heat removal

c. Plant parameter (s) which initiates AFWS ficw and time delay d;e to blowdown.

between initiating event and introduction of AFV5 flow into
k. Volu e and mutmum ternperature of water in main feed lines

steam generator (s). between steam gererator(s) and AF.'s ccnnection to main feed line,

d. Minimum steam generator mater level when initiating event
1. O erating condition of steam generator normal blowdown following

occurs.
inidating evut.

e. Initial steam generator water inventory and depletion rate tefore
m. Primary and secondary system water and retal sersible heat

and after AF'n"5 flow comences - identify reacter decay heat used for cooldown and AFV flow sizing.
rate used,

n. Time at hot standby and time to cooldow9 RCS to RMR system cut

in te-;eca'se to size AfW water source inventory.
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3. Verify that the AFW puis in ycwr plant will sg:ly t e recessary [ *'%,,
. .\ UM TED sT A TE S

flew to the steam geaerater(s) as,detemined by ite s 1 and 2 7,r j NUCLE AR REGULATORY COMMIS$ TON
ws==.orow, o c. seses

; ,

above Corsidering a single failure. Identify the ra ;fn in sizirg g/ nCtoder 11. lo7e
.....

the prp f*ow to allew for pop recirculation flew. seal leakage
OcChet ho. 50-213

and p e p wear.

W . C. C. 5=ttzer. President
Coecett1 Cut Yau ee AtoetC Po.er Company
P. O. Son 270
Hartford, Connecticut 06101

Dear Mr. 5.ttzer:

5.1JE CT: hRC REQUIREMENTS FOR AWILI arf FEE 0=ATER SYS' EMS AT HA0||AM HECK
%UCLEAR POmER PLAhT

The PLrscse of this letter is to advise you of our requirer'erts for the
4.a111ery feed ater systems at the subject f aC11 tty. These requireceets
were identif ted during the Course c' the WR Eulletins and 0*ders Task
FC"Ce revtew cf operat trg reaCtcrs in light Of the accident at 'bree Mile
!si and. Unit 2.

EMCICsare I to tMS letter identifies each Of the requirergets appliccDie
to the subject f aCility. These requiremeet s are of two tyces (1) Seaeric
reautreteets a:Glicable to most bestieghchse-Cests"ed CDerating pleets, and
(2) Claet-scecif1C reqsireecets applicable Cnly to the skDject f aCility.
EaCICsare 2 Cortates a generfC request for additional infomation regardtag
aum111ary feec.ater system flew requirerents.

The Cesiges and proCedu es C' the subject f acility should be evalwated age 195tr

the aN ?Catie recairer49ts spec 1f ted in Enclos re 1 to detemtre tre degreeI
to whtCh t*e f aC11 tty CLrrectly Coe'Orms to these re%1rere9ts. The results
of this evalua!!0n and 49 assCCta'ed sCPed le and C3rrttreat fCr teCleneetation
Cf regatred Chae.ges Cr aCtt0Ps showId De prCvided for TC staff revfew within
thirty days of reCetpt of tnis letter. Also, tht s scheowle shcold ind1Cate
your date for SAmtttal Cf information ssCh as desig9 Changes, Dr0Cedure Changes
Cr TEC*tnical Specification Changes to be prCvided f0r staf' review. You ray also
prov13e your respCese to the items in EnCICsure 2 at that t1re.

In adcitics to the requirer ents icertified in this letter. Other requirenects
wMCh may be appitcable to tee sue;ect faCiltty are es;eCted to te generated
by the Bulletins and Crcers Task Forte. SwCh requirereet s are these res61 ting
from Car review of the 10ss-Cf-feedwater ete9t and the small Dreait ICss-C -COClantf

aCC1dee'. as descrited in the bestingh0Lse report bCAP-9600, "Gepcrt en Sr 11
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*3*"r. D. C. Switzee - 2- N to *ee 11, 197 e

Break Acct ceet s for mestia7cuse MS$ 5 Sy*'est." Our specific concems include

systws retteoflity (cteer tPan the asil?ary feedwater system), analyses. cc wrexlosures:
g.1 del tnes and precedsres for oceestors, and coerator traint%. Day. 8erry & Howard

gg gg
'"we plan ts ideettfy. In se;4eate corresponceece, tee reautrere-ts reswiting ' "

a o"nnec t N103from the accittonal iter s from the Bellettns and Orters test Force review. rtf r u

!$tecerely. Superintendent
Nascas neck Plant
RFD el\ Post Office 8cm 12?E

(Q[/ gg East Hag %n. Connecticut 06424
M..g DirectorCarrell G. E en%t ,

Ct=1ston of Operat199 Reacters Mr. James R. Niemelwef et
Cffice of huclear Reacter Regulation norttwast Utilities Service Company

P. C. Som 270
Encicswres: Martford. Ccnnecticut 06101
As stated

Russell LTDrary
119 Broad Street
picaletm. Coanecticut 06457
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The header is nomally split in such a manner that two steam generators
EN RCSURE 1

supply one terbine pump w%ile the other two steam generators s@ ply
X.5 (W) HAOCAM NECK

th' f**aining turbine pump.
AUXILIARY FEE:P 4TER SYSTEM

The system has no automatic int 4ation capability and relies en
X.5.1 Systes Descriction

manual initiation from the control com for all conditions. However,
X.5.1.1 Configuration overall Cesta,

on loss of control air, for whatever season, the turbine driven pumpsFigure 1 is a simplified flow diagram of the Haddam Neck auxiliary
would start due to the fa114 pen feature of steam inlet valves and deliverfeedwater system (AFWS). The ANS consists of two steam turbine
AN through the main feedwater bypass control valves which also fail

driven pumps" which take water through a common underground header
open on loss of air.from the domineralized water storage tank and inject it into four

steam generators via main feedwater piping. The pumps discharge to a
No electrical power is necessary to operate these valves because thecommon header which supplies water via either of two possible parallel
controls at the panel mechanically initiate or remove control air.flow paths. One path feeds to the bypass line around the sain feed
(Concrol air passes throug% panel via copper tubing.,regulating valves in the turbine building. By using the bypass line,

the main feedwater bypass control wah e can be used to regulate flow
The primary source of water is from the desineralized water storageto the steam generators individually. The other flow path supplies
tank (Minious capacity 50,0C0 gallo o by Technical Specifications)water from the discharge beader through a motor operated valve to the
which is always lined up to the pump suction header via locked openmain feedwater piping downstream of the feedwater check valve inside
manually operated valves. The secondary source of water is the

containment.
primary water storage tank (Minimum volume of 80,000 gallons by

Technical Specifications) which sust be transferred to the daein-Steam to the turbine driven pumps is taken from all four steam generators
eralized water storage tank before use. As a backup to these sources,upstream of the main staae isolation valves from a common header.
the recycle water storage tant (100,000 gallons) is normally always

available and also must be transferred to the domineralized water

*The licensee indicated that it plans addition of a motor drhen ANS pump- storage tank before use. Long ters sources of sataup water include
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the water treatment system using a well pep, the well pap without
compresss' air is used to operate the steam inlet valves and the main

use of the water teestment systes and a diesel driven fire pectection
s1 1 TW nlm m WW p

system pump. All water sources must eventually come via the dimin-
cicsed at the contrel panel by controls that are essentially control

eralized water storage tank.
valves that control the air pressure from the cogressed air header

to the valve operators. All valves f ail in the open position @on
X. 5.1. 2 Coavonents Cesion Classification

loss of air pressure. The compressed air systes includes three air
The seismic design and safety classification of components for the

compressors and three air receivers for control air. All ef the

haddam heck plant are being reviewed as part of the Systematic
s hWWhWdW pah

Evaluation Program. The safety classification and seismic desigi

requireserts for the plant as compared to today's requirements are
The AF1s puscs have a self-contained lute oil pumping systas (shaft

too detailed and comptes to provide a meaningful explanation in this
driven) but require service water to cool the tube oil. The seevice

report. Refer to the details available as part of SEP for this
water is supplied on a continuous basis to the lute of f coolers (one

information. The overall design of the auxiliary fee hater system,
service water train to each pump). However, the pumps will start and

including the desineralized water storage tank and primary water
operate for an unspecified time without cooling water. Subsequent to

storage tank,are constoered to te seismic Category I based on the
this review, the licensee indicated it is presently in the process of

Licensee's standards. The adequacy of these seistic criteria are
modifying the AFW system to clininate the need for service water for

also being evaluated as part of SEP.
the AFW turtire driven or g tube oil coolers. TPe modification will

provide a self-coetained '-% oil cooling systee for each AFw
X.5.1.3 #c*ee Sourc''

swo. water will be drawn from the pump first stage discharge and
ho electric power sources are directly 6 sed for valve operation or

gyj g
turbine pump startup to use the main feedwater bypass cortrol valve

g
flow path. To use the alteenate flow path directly to the fee hater

inlet pining at the steam generators, a single motor operated valve,

powered from a vital bus is used.
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X.5.1.4 Instrumentations and controis (In contro1 Goom)
gg, gnaicaggan

X.5.1.4.1 Coetroll
1. Electrical position indication for actor operated isolation

Steam generator level is contro1b ; manu11y from the control room by
valve 1'. an alternate flow path

varying turbine speed or Wsttling the feat =ater bypass control
2. Output pressure of controllers to bypass flow control

valve or a cost,"lat.5: of both. When the alternate path to the steam
valves and turbine inlet valves (indirect indication of

generators is dd through the motor operated valve directly to the
valve position and turbine speed)

feed m er piping inside containment, level is controlled by tur0ine
3. Steam pressure at intet to turbines

speed control.
4. Discharge pressure from pumps

5. .Staas generator level
Controls for the valves to fnitiate the auxiliary feedwater system

6. Desireralized water storage tank level and temperature
through either of the two flow paths are located in the Control room.

The controls for the normal flow path through the feedwater bypass
X.5.1.4.3 Inittetino Sicnals for Automatic Control

line are independent of electrical power.
Mot applicable - manual AFh5 initiation

X.5.1.4.2 Information Avatisele to toe Operato"
X.5.1.5 Testino

I. Alarms
The auxiliary feedwater pumps, steam inlet valves, and controls are

1. Cominera112ed water storage tank low level
tested monthly by isolating pump discharge and starting pump from the

2. Contrcl air systes low pressure alare
control room and checking discharge pressure. This same test is

3. Discharge header high temperature alarm (indicates backflow
performed following return of system to operation after maintenance,

from main feedwater system to discharge header via Teaty
A flow test of the auxiliary feedwater pumps is performed annually.

check valve)

4. H1/Lo steam generator level alarms

quarterly. All valvesactive and manual.are cycled annually and the

stroke times of the active valves verified.
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M2 N ieti H ty analysisThe coatrols for all vehes are used during valve testing for control

X.5.2.1 Doeinaat Fasiuee Mooesoperacility check.

LCFW with Offsfte eowee aveliable

Technical Seecificatiors The principal dominant failure modes include two single failures

The reactor sha'' not be critical (except for datermination of * bst associated with human failure. Oee is a h aan failure to restore to

critical * rcd position and low power tests at or below 'O percent of CDen. following a maintenance actitm , the suction line valve from the

full power) uniess the following conditions are met: deetneralized storage water tank. The second is the human failure to

1. One steam driven auxiliaey feedwater pump available initiate the AT=3 upon evidence of need. The latter centributor is

reduced to some entent due to recent MRC Bulletin 71r-064 for operator, 2. A stoieue of 50,000 gallons in the desineralizer water stcrage

tank and an additional 80,000 gallons in the primary water personnel specifically dedicated for AFWS initiation,

stcrage tank.

3. System piping and valves directly associated with the above Other dominant f ailure modes include failure to reopen valves in both

~

compcaeats operable. of two systees, and long ters allowaDie maintenance in one puep

system conDired with hardware or haan failure associated with the

ticensee is planning to convert to standard Technical Specifications other pump system.

and ccwrications with MC have been started in this regard. In a

lettee dated June 1, 1979 in respcnse to Bulletin 79-06A, the licensee LO W with lots of Offsite Power

Same as above.subeitted a license amendmeat request preposing more cosprehensive

technical specifications to further assure the awallability of the

AFW systes. The proposed cranges incluce a requirement that both AN L0ru with less ce Cffsite and casite AC

pumps be operable = den the reactor is critical and a pmvision that The dominant failure is loss of both pumps due to lack of lube oil cooling

if aits the time tnat one AN ptmp train can te inopecable. The proposed from loss of alt ac.

change is currently under staff review.
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X.5.2.2 Intercepence'cies 2. Reseendation GS-2 - The Itcensee should lock open single

The principal interdependencies noted are the commen valve in the valves or multiple valves in series in the A'W system PJ9

storage tank line and t*e A0 cependexe for cooling of the staae suction piping and lock open other single valves er multiple

driven pumps. valves in series that could interrupt all AFW flow. Monthly

inspections should be performed to verify that these valves are

t $,3 pe:wendatices f or this Ple"' locked and in the open position. These inspections snould be

The short-term recommendations (both geeeric, denoted by GS, and plant- incorporated into the surveillance requirteents of the plant
specific) ideatified in this section represent actions to improve ATW Technical Specifications. See Recommendation GL-2 for the

system reliatility that shculd be implemented by January 1,1933, or as longer term resciution of this concern.
Sosn thertafter as is practicable. In general, they involve upgrading cf

Technical Specificatio95 or establishing procedures to avoid or mitigate 3, pecommeadation GS-4 - Emergency procedures for t'ensferring to

potential syste- er operator failures. The forg-tern (both generic, alternate sources of ATW supply should be

denoted by GL, and plant-specific) recorv9endations identified in this sec* available to the plant operators. These procedures should

tion involve system design evaluations and/or esodifications to improse AFW include criteria to infore the operators when, and in what

system reliability and represent actions that should be implemented b) order, the transfer to af ternate water sources should take

Jan ary 1, 1981, or as soon thereafter as is practicable. place. The following cases should be covered by the procedures:

X .5 . 3 .1 short Tecm * The case in which the p*1 mary water supply is not initially

1. Recommendation 05 1 - The licensee should propose * eodifications available. The procedures for this case should include any

to the Technical Specifications to limit the time period that cperator actions required to protect the AFW systes pumps

one AFW systes pump and its associated flow train and essential against self-damage before water flow is initiated; and,

instr sentation can be iroperacle. The outage time limit and The case in whic'. the primary water supply is being depleted.*

satsequent action time should be as required in current Standard The procedure for this case should provide for transfer to

Technical Specifications; i.e., 72 hours and 12 bcurs, respectively. the alternate wats * sources prior to draining of the prisery

'"
Ts discusses in section 5.15 the iftensee tan procesed Technical Specification
modifications fo* AFW system wtich a*e currently under review by the staff.
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4. Recew e e stion GS-5 - The as-Duilt plant should te capanie
5. Rec 7mme w etten GS-6 - The liceasee should cocifirm flow path

of Eroviding the required AFW flos for at least two hours
availability of an AFW system flow train that has been o.:t of

from one AFW pump train independent of a9y alternating
service to perfore periodic testing oc saintenance as follows:c6rrent pc.er source. If manual AFw systee initiatten or

Procedure should be implemented to require an operator to*
flow control is required following a complete loss of

detere ne that the AF's systee valves are properly eligred
alterr.ating current power, emerge Ny procedares should be

and a second operator to independently verify that the
established for manually initiating and controlling the

valus are pmperly aMgned.systas under *5ese ccnditioes. Since the water for cooling
The licensee should propose Technical Specifications to*

of the lube oil for tf* turbine-driven puso bearings may be
assure that prior to plant startup following an extendeddependent on alternating current power. design or procedural
cold shutdown, a flow test would be performed to verify the

changes shall be made to eliminate this dependency as soon
normal f1w pau free ne priman W systae water swceas practicatte.' Until this is dona, the emergency procedures

3 " " * *should provide for an individual to be stationed at the

with AFW systee valves in their normal alignmort.turbine-driven pump in the event of the loss of all alternating

current power to monitor pump bearing and/cr lute cil
6. RecomeMatica GS-8 - The licensee should install a system totemperatures. If necessary, this cperatcr would ope ate

aatomatically initiate AFW system flow. This system need not bethe turbine-driven pump in an on-of f occa untti alteenating
safety grade; however, in the short-teem, it should meet thecurrent power is restored. Adecuate eighting powered by

* * *direct current power sources and communicatioes at local *

" * *stations should also te previded if ma%al initiation and '

control of tha AFW systes is readed. signals and circuits should be upgraded to meet safety grade

requirements as indicated in Recommendation GL-5

The design should provide for the aatoestic initiation of*

" As noted in Section 5.1.3, the licensee is proceeding with AFw systes modifications De aaWay fudwater systee NW.
to provice coolit of the turbine driven AFh pump lube cil which is independent of
alte*nating current power. The automatic initiation signals and circuits s%ould be*

desigwd so that a single f ailure will not result in the

loss of auxiliary feedwater system function.
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Testac111ty of the initiation signa's rad circuits shall be ,,anthly pump test should be performed by isolating the*

a feature of the design. pumps incividually such that ore pump is always available

The initiatira signals and circuits shculd be powered from 7 ]*

the emergency buses. verted to automatic operation, then the outsting procedure

Manual capedility to initiate the auxiliary feedweter =111 have to be changed to individual pump isolation tests*

system from the control room should ce retained and should to allow automatic initiation.

be implemented so that a single failure in the manual

circuits will not result in the loss of system function. b. According to Haddam Neck surveillance procedure No. $.1-14,

Any alternating current motor-driven pumps and valves in the annual flow capacity test of the ATW pumps is currently*

the auxiliary feedwater system should be included in the performed either at powar or in hot standby. During the

automatic actuation (simultaneous and/or sequential) of the test temporary piping is connected to a valved flange in

loads to the emergency buses, the common discharge header to divert flow away from the

The automatic initiation signals and circuits shall be jf ,*

designed so that their failure will not result in the loss temporary piping. This diverts flow from both Atv pumps

of manual capability to initiate the ATW system from the while the isolation valve in the flange connection is open.

control room. This test should not be conducted when the plant is at

power since both AFW pumps * availability is affected.

7. Reconc ?ndation -

According to Haddam Neck surveillance procedure No. 5.1-13' X.5.3.2 Additional Short-Tern Recomemsationsa.

the monthly operational check of the aux 11tary feedwater The following additional short-term recommendations resulted from the

pgs is currently performed by closing a manual valve in 77,, 7 g ,

the common discharge header of both pumps, isolating the Task Force review of ATW systems at Babcock & Wilcox-designed operating

normal flow path of the auxiliary feedwater system. A plants subsequer.t to our review of the AFW system designs at y and

parallel flow path is available by manual operation from C-E-designed operating plants. They have not been examined for specific

the control room through motor operated valve PCV-35 The
applicability to this facility.
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1. Recomedation - The li ensee should provide redunda9' 'evel The auxiliary feedwater flow instrument channels shall be

frdications and low level alares in the control room for the powered from the esergency buses consistent with satisfying

Ard system prima *y w-ter sapply to allow the operator to anticipate the emergency power diversity requirements for the auxiliary

the need to mate ,p water or transfer to an alterriate water feedwater system set forth in Auxiliary Systems Branch

supply and prevent a 1:w pump suction pressure condition from Technical Position 10-1 of the Standard Review Plan,

occurri ng. The low level alam setpoint should allow at least Section 10.4.9."

23 minutes Tor operator action, asst:: sing that the largest

capacity AF4 ptmp is operating. 4. Recasamendation - Licensees with plants which require a local

manuel realignment of valves to conduct periodic tests on one

2. Recceencation - The licensee seculd perfom a 72-hour endurance AFW system train d which have only one remaining AFW train

test on all AFW system pumps, if such a test ce continuous available for operation, should propose Technical Specifica-

period of operation has not been accomplished to date. Followi'g tions to provide that a dedicated individual who is in communica-

the 7?-hoce pump run, the pumps should be shut down and cooled tion with the control room be stationed at the manuat valves. Upon

down and then restarted and run fer one hour. Test acceptance instruction froe the Control room, this operator would re-align

crite-ia sNuld include ceecnstrating that tne cumps remain the valves in the 4FW system train from the test mode to its

within desig9 limits with respect to t. earing / bearing oil operational alignment,

terperatures and vitration and that pump rooe ambient conditions

(temperatu e, humidity) do net exceed environmental qualification X.5.3.3 Long Teree

limits fer safety related equipment in the roca. Long-term recommendations for improving the systes are as follows:

1. Recommendat* TL-2 - Licensees with plants in which all

3. Recceweecstbn - The licensee should implement the followieg (primary and alternate) water supplies to the AFW systems pass

req.f re-eets weich are specified pv Item 2.1.7.b on pau A-32 of through valves in a single flow path should install redundant

NLREG-C578- parallel flow paths (piping and valves).

" Safety grace indication of auxiliary feechnater flow to each

steam geaerato* shall be provided in the control room.
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Licensees with plants in which the primary AFW system water line will not result in the loss of all pumps. Also the licensee

supply passes throug's valves in a single flowpath, but the should 1) install the third pump with appropriate valves in the

alternate AFw system water supplies connect to the AFW system pump discharge line connections to meet the high energy line break

poinp suction piping downstream of the above valve (s), should criteria in $1F 10.4.9 and Branch Technical Position A3310-1;

install redundant valves parallel to the above valve (s) or namely, to maintafn the capability to supply the required AFW

provide automatic opening of the valve (s) from the alternate flow to the steam generators with a postulated pipe break anywhere

water supply upon low pump suction pressure. in the AFW pump discharge lines plus a single active failure, or

2) describe how the plant can be brought to a safe shutdown

The Jicensee should propose Technical Specifications to incorporate condition by use of other available systems following such a

appropriate periodic inspections to verify the valve positicTs. postulated event.

2. Recommendation- GL-5 - The licensee should upgrade the AFW 4. The AFW system itself is not designed to withstand a passive

system eutomatic initiation signals and circuits to meet safety- failure at all points within the systes. A pipe break in a

grade requirements. normally pressurized portion of the AFW system can be isolated

by operation of manual valves outside the control room. An

3. Recommendation - There is a common crossconnect line with no alternate flow path to all four S/G's would be available fol-

isolation valves between the two parallel flow paths on the lowing such isolation. The motor driven main feedwater pumps

S/G's. A break in this section cannot be isolated in the present may also be available in this event since no transient should

design and the total system would be unavailable. It is result to cause a loss of non-vital pcwer. For the same reasong

recommended that some modifications be made (such as isolation the main feed pumps may also be available following a break in

valves) to pecvide isolation when necessary and assure a means any portion of the AFW system that is not normally pressurized

of supplying AFW flow *ollowing isolation of such a break. The even though the AFW system could be disabled. Further review ,

licensee has begun design plins to add a motor driven pump to including the main feedwater system and time available for

the system. The licenses should introduce the flow from this operator action ,should be conducted to determine if thig design

third pump in such a manner that a breat in this crossconnect has protection equivalent to today's requirements (pipe break
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3 * 3 2and sis.gle active failure). This review is being conducted as a

part of Systematic Evaluation Program (SEP).

5. The Systematic Evaluation Program (SEP) will re-evaluate the (*
plant with regard to

internally and externally cenerated sissiles, pipe whip anda.

Z Z Z Zjet impingement quality and seismic design requirements

earthquakes, to nadoes, floods and failure of nonessential
y- $

systems :
,

b. the possible need for automatic termination of feech ster X X X SX SW '

g gg g gge '

flow to a depressurized steam generator and providing flow
NEM Nf. NU NM Ito the intact steam generator (s). This is accomplished by -
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ENCLOSURE 2

Basis for Auxiliary Feedwater
System Flow Reouirements

- Manime RCS pressure (PCRV or safety valve actuation)

As a result of recent staf f reviews of operatiry plant AJm111ary Feed. - Fuel temperature or damage limits (Ct;3. PCT. raxiram fuel

water Systems (AN). the staff ccncludes that the design bases and central temperature)

criteria provided by licensees for establishing AFWS requirements for - RCS cooling rate lieit to avoid excessive coolant shrinkage

flow to the steam generator (s) to assure adec; ate removal of reactor - Minimun steam generator level to assure sufficient steam

decay heat are nqt well defined or docurented. generator heat transfer surface to remove decay heat and/or

cool down the primary system.
he require that you provide the following AFWS flow design basis infor-

mation as applicable to the design basis transients and accident con. 2. Describe the analyses and assumptions and corresponding technical

ditions for your plant, justification used with plant condition consice nd in 1.a. abovt

including:
1. a. Identify the plant transient and accident conditions considered

Maximum reactor power (including instrument error allowance)a.
in establishing AFWS flow requirewnts, including the following

at the time of the initiating transient or accident.
events:

1) Loss of Main Feed (LMN) b. Time delay from initiating event to reactor trip.

2) LMFW w/ loss of offsite AC power
Plant parameter (s) which initiates AFWS flow and time delayc.

3) LMFW w/ loss of onsite and offsite AC power
between initiating event and introduction of AM flow into

4) Plant cooldown steam generator (s).
5) Turbine trip with and without bypass

6} Main steam isolation valve closure d. Minimum steam generator water level when initiating event

7) Main feed Ifne break / occurs.

8) Main steam line break
e. Initial steam generator water inventory and depletion rate before

9) Small break LOCA
and after AF'd flow cornences . identify reactor decay heat

10) Other transient or accident conditions not listed above
that require AFW for mitigation rate used.

b. Cescribe the pla... protection acceptance criteria and corres.

po,-ding technical. bases used for each initiating event identi-

fled above. The acceptance criteria should address plant

limits such as:
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f. Mast:x;m pressure at wMch steam is released fro * steam generator (s)
3. Verify that the AFW pumps in your plant will supply the necefsaryand against n.titch the AFW pump rust develop sufficient head.

flow to the steam generstcr(s) as detemined by items 1 and 2
g. Minimam neaer cf steam generaters that must receive AFW flow; abcve censidering a single failure. Identify the margin in sizieg

e.g.1 out of 27. 2 out of 47 the pu + flow to allow for pump recirculation flow, seal leakage
and pur:p mear.

h. RC ficw cendition - continued c;eration of RC pu .ps or pataral

circulation.

1. Maximwn AN inlet temperature.

j. Following a pcstulated steam cr feed line break. time delay

assumed to isolate break and direct AFW flow to intact steam

generator (s). AFV pump flow capacity allowance to accomodate

the time delay and maintain minimum steam generator water level.

Also identify credit taken for primag system * heat renoval

due to blowdown.

k. Volume and maximum temoerature cf water in main feed lines

between steam generator (s) and AFVS connection to main feed line.

1. Operating condition of steam generator normal blowdown following

initiating event.

m. Prima 7 and secondary system water and metal sensible heat

used for cooldewn and AN flow sizing.

Time at het standby and time to cooldown RCS to RHR system cutn.

in te-perature to size AFW water source inventory.
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[p **og\ UMrsD STATES
'j NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION[' ,e

s mAseve.,G70m, D. c. aOH5;'
. !t

%, 'v .# November 7, 1979 Mr. William J. Cahill -2- November 7,1979

J04ket No. 50 247

Break Accidents for Westinghouse NSSS System.* Our specific concerns include
Mr. William J. Cahill, Jr. systes reliability (other than the auxiliary feedwater system), analyses.
Vice-President guidelines and procedures for operators, and operator training.
Consolidated Edison Company

of New York, Inc. We plan to identify, in separate correspondence, the requirements resulting
4 Irving Place from the additional items from the Bulletins and Orders Task force review.
New York, New York 10003

%incerely,
Dear W. Cahill:

!
SUBJECT: NRC REQUIREMENTS FOR AUX 11.!aRY FEEDWATER SYSTEVS AT 1h3 AM PCIKT

i

f/ [j l[d(,hlNO. 2 NUCtEAR POWER PLANT Darrell ,G. E[senhut, Acting Director
Tne purpcse of this letter is to advise you of our recuirerients for the Division of Operating Reactors
auxiliary feedwater systems at the subject facility. TPese requirements Of fice of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
were icentified during the course of the PER Bulletins and Crders Task
Force review of operating reactors in light of the accicent at Three Mile Enclosures:
Island, Unit 2. As stated

Enc 1csure I to this letter identifies each of the requirertents applicable
to the subject f ac111ty. These requirements are of two types, (1) generic
requirements applicable to most Westinghouse. designed ocerating plants, and
(2) plant. specific requirenents applicaole only to the subjec facittty.
Ecclosure 2 contains a generic request for adattional information regarding
auxiliary feedwater system flow requirements.

Se designs and procedures of the subject f acility should be evaluated against
the applicable requirements specified in Enclosure 1 to determine the degree
to which the facility currently conforms to these requirerents. The results
of this evaluation ard an associated schedule and comitment for implementation
of required changes or actions should be provided for fGC staff review within
thirty days of receipt of this letter. Also, this schedule should indicate
your date for submit *al cf information such as design changes, procedure changes
or Technical Specification changes to be provided for staff review. You may also
provide your response to the items in Enclosure 2 at that time.

In addition to the requirements identified in this letter, other requirements
which may be ap;*1 cable to the subject facility are ex:ected to be generated
by the Bulletins and Orders Task Force. Such requeerer.ts are these res6? ting
hor- Our review of the loss.cf.feedwater event and One small break less.cf. coolant
acc: ent as described in the bestinghouse report 448.H00, "Re: ort on Small
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ENCLOSURE 1

e. William J. Cahill, Jr.
Consolidated Edison Con;any of New York, Inc. - 3 - movemoer 7,1979

X.7 t/) INDIAN POINT 2 & 3
cc: White Plains Pub'ic Library

ALXILIARf FEE 0 WATER SYSTE'1 ( AFWS)100 Martine AverJe
White Plains, N,w York 10601

Joseph D. Ble.t. (squire X.7.1 Syste* Descriptf on
Executive V.ce President

Adm W .trative X . 7.1.1 Coa'imation - Overall Desic9r . olidated Edison Cogany
'of New York, Inc. A simplified drawing of the AFW systems for Units 2 and 3 are shown in4 Irving Place

New Yort, New York .0003 Figures 1 and 2 respectively. The system is basically the same for

both units, although there are differences in the actuation system,,

onso date en ay and es se n. e sys > consisM o ne t W ne driven
of New Toft. IRC-

4 Irving Place pump (capacity 800 gpm at 1350 psta) and two motor-driven peps, each
New Yort, hew Yort 10003

with a car..ity of 400 som at 1350 psia. A flow of 200 gpm to each
Anthony Z. Roisman
Natural Resources Defense Council of two out 6 * four steam generators ($G) 'Is reqwired for safe
91715th Street, h.W-
Washington, D. C. 20005 snutdown. Indian Point Unit 2 and 3 steam generators would boil dry

Dr. Lawrence R. Quarles
Apartment 51
rendal at Longwood feedwater flow, ass ring a reactor trip.
Kennett Square Pennsylvania 19348

Theodore A. Rebelowski
U. 5. Nuclear Regulatory Comission The AfW water supply consists of a primary source, a secondary source,
P. O. Box 38
Buchanan, New York 10511 and a long-range source. The primary source is one seismic Category I

John D. O'Toole condersate storage tant with a total capacity of 600,000 gallons. Of
Assistant Vice President
Consolidated Edison Cogany this total volume, 360,000 gal. is dedicated for ATWS use. When the

of r.ew York, Irc.
4 Irving Place water level in the condensate storage tank reaches the 360.000 gal.
New York, New York 10003

low value, a valve automatically closes isolating the condensate

storage tank outlet from all other systems. The secoedary water

source is a 1.5 million gal. city water storese tank which

is sha*ed between Units 2 & 3. This backup wate* supply can be
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ranually initiated from the control ro m . The long range water source
of tne N pumps. level in the We is maintained manuaM y W Wis the City water supply. Each motor-driven Arw pump supplies water
control room ey ocsitioning t>+ flow control valves. Each valve canto two steam generato's. The turbine-driven pump is headered to

D' P''id " " # "" *** * * * * ' " " ** * * * " "
sapply all four steam generators. Motive steam to the turbine-driven puito

Each motor-drhen aM11an W m has mme h pam M Mis from two steam generators; the piping configaration is such that
'' #ettber c'e or both of these stessi generators can provide steam to the '

M ire nen pg has dschay Cow paus.each poh wm a vaMturbine-driven pump. The AfW syster: is autcoatically actuated. but the
N"'""" " " " '$ " '' ""

operator has to coetrol flow rate to the steam generators remote-manually.
suppited ey inoeoencent air compressors powered from seDarste emergency

X.7.1.2 Components - Cesign Classification
diesel generators. The air supply to the valves is backed up by an

mrgency Mgn omssum nitmgen (Octtle) system.The components of the ATW5 for IP.2 and IP-3 are classified seismic

Class I. The motor-driven pumps and ATW system instrumentation
In IP-3, the valve position controllers associated with one motor-and controls are supplied from Class IE r>=er sources, encept for
driven pump (31) and the turbine-driven pump receive power from

IP-2 flow control valves (see Section 7.1.4.1 below).
independent safety grade instrument buses with backup battery inverters.

The controllers associated with the remaining motor-driven pep currectly
X.7.1.3 power Sources

receive power f rom a safety grade instrument bus. However. the licensee
In IP-2 and IP-3, the motor-driven pumps receive powee from indepen-

' "
dent AC emergency buses. Pnematic-operated alves in the steam inlet

this bus with a battery inverter system.line to the turbine-driven pump and the ATW flow paths receive

power as noted in Figures 1 and 2 and as discussed below.
In IP-2, all the valve position controllers receive powee from the

same ncn-safety grade bus, but fail open sn loss of power. (See short
X.7.1.4 Instrumeatation and Contrels

term recomendation e7. )X.7.1.4.1 Coatrols

The AFW5 is automatically initiated. Flow control to the four stear

ge9erators is through eight gir-operated valves located on the dis- In 4334110n to remote coetrol from the Control room, all of the AFW

cParge side of the puMDs. which are ncrmally 353 cpen. After actuation pumps and reguisting valves can be operated locally in the aun t l i a ry

feedwater building. All regulating valves are equipped with manual

operators and eoualizing valves for the control air to take the
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p..uematic operators out of service lith the local steam generator
%r-Driven Feater Pgs

levet inaication noted in X.7.1.4.2. the level in each of the steam
1) 2/3 Low-Low water Level in any one steam generator

generators can be maintained and controlled from the sumiliary feedwater
2) Loss of either main feed pump

building without any assistance from the control room.
3) Safety injection trip signal

4) Loss of of fsite power concurrent with a main turbine generator
x 7.1.4.2 Informatica avattable to Operato"

trip

System information avafiable to the operator in the control room to

assess tne performance of the swalitary feedwater system is as follows:

Pump on-off+ auto trip lights
Steam Criven 4 iwater Pump

. As feeswater flow patn control valves position indication
1) 2/3 Low-Low water Level in any 2/4 SGs

Primary source water level indication and alam
2) Loss of offsite power concurrent with a main tureine generator

IP-2 and 3 secondary source high and low water level alam (alarms
trip.

located only in IP-2 control room.)

- Aux Fd flow indication to each steam senerator
motor.Criven Feedwater Pumps

. Steam generator levels
1) 2/3 Low-Low water Level in any one steam generator

2) Loss of either main feed pumo
X.7.1.4.3 Initiattac Si vals fo* Automatic operatio"

3) Safety injection trip signal
J.8 .3 4) Loss of offsite power concurrent witn a main turnine generator
The a.stifary feedwater pumps are automatically started on receipt of

g,,,

any of tne following signals:

Steam Criven Feedwater Pump
Maf n steam or main feedwater line Dreak isolation is accomplished

1) 2/3 low-low water tevel in any 2/4 SGs
automatically in IP-2 and IP-3.

2) Loss of offsite power concurrent witn a main tu ef ae geaeratorr

trio
The design of the AFWS coes not have the Capability to automat 1Cally

terminate feedwater flow to a depressuriZed steam generator and

provide flow to the intact steam generator. This is accomplished by

the operator.
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M.10.1.6 Technical Specification

M.7.1.5 Testina
The limiting conditions of operatten for Indian Point 2 and 3 AFWS

Tne Arw51s tested periodically in accordance with the following
are cantained in the following Technical Specifications:

Tecnnical Specification requirements:
Indien Point 2 - Specification

Indiaa Point 2 Specification - Testina seguirements
A. The reactor shall not be heated above 350*F unless the following

1. a Each motor-driven auxiliary feedwater pump will be started at
condition are met:intervals not greater than every month with full flow established
(1) A minimum A$ME Code approved steam-relieving Capab111ty of

to the steam generators once every refueling.
twenty (20) main steam valves sh*'. De operable (except for

The steem turDice driven auxiliary feedwater pump will be startedb

at intervals not greater than sin months with full flow estab11shed testing).

(2) Two of the three sumiliary feedwater pumps must be operable.
to the steam generators once every refueling.

(3) A minimum of 360,000 gallons of water in the condensate
The aunttiary fee 3=ater pumps discharge valves will ce tested byc

storage tants and a tackup supply f rom the city water
operator action at intervals not greater than sin months-

supply,
2 These tests small be considered satisfactory if coetrol board

indication and subsequent visual observation of tre egotpment (4) System piping and valves directly associatec with the above

components operable.
demonstrate tPat all components have operated property.

(5) The main steam stop valves are operable and capacte of

closing in five seconds or less.
Indiaa point 3 - Specification - Testinc seguirements

1. a fach a ux ili a ry feedwater pump will be started manuai7y from the
(6) The total iodine activity of I-131 and 1-133 on the secondary

side of the steam generator small be less than or equal to
control room at monthly intervais witn fuff flow estaolished to

0.15 uC1/cc.the steam generators once every refueling.
If du ing power operations any of the conditions of 3.4.A aboveB. r

The auxiliary feedwater pumps discharge valves wfli be tested Dyb
can not be met =fthin 48 hours the operator shalt start to

operator action at intervals not geester *han sfm mont's.
snutdown and cool the reactor below 350*F using norest o. eratingi

Backup supply valves from the city water systee will be testedC

procedures.
once every refuel (og,

2. Acieptance levels of performance sna11 be that the p#os start,

their required developed head on recirculation flow, andreach

operate for at least fifteen minutes.
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Indian Point 3 - $cecification
..ss of MFw with offs.te power avaffable

A. T%e reactor shall not be heated above 350*F unless the following The cominant failure mode for this transient is the fatture to provide
ccedition are met:

suf ficient water to the suction of the AFws peps. There are two
(1) A minimum A$MC code approved steam-re11eving Capability of

manual valves in the supply ifne from the Condensate storage tank;
twenty (20) sain steam valves shall to operacia (except for

the inadvertent closure of either of these valves cuts off this water
testing).

supply. In the event of an AFWS demand, operator action would be
(2) Two of the three au 111ary feedwater p eps must ne operanie.

required to either open the closed valve (locally) or to manue11v
(3) A minimum of 360,000 gallons of water in the conceasate

open the valves in the sucoly line from the alternate water sources
storage tana.

(City water) before pap dagge occurs. Thus the dominant failure anda it the
(a) System piping and valves directly associated with the above

human error of inadvertently closing a valve in the CST supply line,
components operable.

coupled with the failure of the operator to manually reopen the
($) The main steam stop valves are operable and capanle of

closed valve or open the velves from the backup water supply.
closing in five seconds of less.

(6) Two steam gereretors capacte of performing their heat
A second important failure mode was also poted in this evaluation.

transfer function.
The Indian Point Technical Specifications and LCOs require only that

(7) City water system pipfng and valves directly associated
two of the three AFwS be operable, thus allowing the posstDility that

with providing Backup supply to the awa11 ta*y feedwater
one train could De cut of service indefinitely. This, in effect,

pumps are operable,

reduces a three train system to a two train system, and thus reduces
8. If during power operations any of the conditions of 3.4.A above

the predfCted AFWS re11aDility to some degree. Revision of the
can not be met within 48 Pours the operator sea' start to

Technical Specifications /LCOs to the present require *ents (in the
shutdown and cool the reactor pelow 350*F using normal operatin9

standard Technical Specifications) would eske this failure mode much
procedures.

less signiffcant.

X.7.2 s lianility Evaluatione

Less o' MFw witm only onsite AC power avatleele
N . 7. 2.1 Dominaat Faff wee Maces

Because the dominant failure modes discussed above are not dependent

on the source of AC power (onsite or offsite), these modes are also

dominant for this transient event.
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Less of WW with eeIV OC Co=er *,ailable
-

k. 7. 3 1 $$oet-Tere
In this transieat, loss cf both o'fsite and cesite AC power is postulated

to occur, so that the AFhis is reduced to only the steawdriven
_

to tPe Technical
C #2 train. IhJs failures in this train e'One wCuld be sufficient to SpeciftCations to limit the time that or.e AFW

syste* pump and its assoc 1sted flow train and essential instnmen-fail %Fd$, f;r this trR*sient. The dcr-inset failure mode for this
tation Can De inoperaole The outage time limit and subsequentCase is that the train is out Cf stry1Ce fce fraietenance, for the
action t

reason that tuertet Technical Specificat1Dns and LCOs specify ro time time shou c be as requires in Current $tancard Technical
$pecifications; i.e 72 hou

limit that the train C0uld be Out Of service. Thus the revision Of rs and 12 hours, respectively.,

the TeCheiCal 5:ecifications and LOCs 'Pentic*ed f e f.he above Cases
2. Recomaeadation

also .0214 be of signi't:aat beaefit for tnis Case, G5-2 - The 11Ceesee should loch open single
walves er multiple va'ves in series in the AFw system pump

swCtion pioing and toCA open other single valves or multipleX.7.2.2 PrinC* cal Teraa5eacies
walbes tn series that could inteer pt 41) AFh; flow- MonthlyuTme prie;iral depender.Cy # cad in this 894 lysis is, as disCWssed
ins?ections should be perfoemed to variey that these valves areab0ke, tae 'JNel valves 10Cated in tre deedwater sJCCly line C0rs*06
ToChed and in the cpen positico. These inspections should beto all Ar.; :r:s and tne possible ulie ted cutage of cre prp.
pecposed for i nco rpora tion into tne surveillance require #kents of

the plaat Technical $DecifiC8tiors. See Recommendation GL*2 forx.7.3 recFendetters fer *ais Piant*
the ionsee tere resolution of tnis conc,rn.

The shert-tea" re: F eadatices (tot % ;eneric, deac*ed by GS, and plaat-$0ecific)

identified in tris seCtion represent actiCrs to T9er0ve AN syste"
3. 8eC omematie cs-3 - The if

realistility t*at seculd be i+ple-eated by Ja%ary I,1980, or as Censee has states that it throttles
AFa syste* fio= to a.oia .ete, naemer. Te, IfCensee should500n *.heetaf ter as 15 practiC8 die. In gereral, they involvS upgrad199
reenamine tee practice of terattling AFw system flow to avoidOf Technical Speci'iCatiers or esta:11s*ir; procedares t: avoid or iri igatet
, , , , , , , , , ,_

?Ctertial system ce operat0r *allu es. ?*e ICng-te'*' reCCw'enda tiLPsr

(toth generic, Cgno;ed by G' , acd D a* Ns eCi UC) ide d N N N,

N IIC"1" Ood d M Ustt% W sy@ dllsuW onJsetti0n inv0lde systea' design esal.ati;es and're modificatiCns to
ce*ata suff4cient initial

syste* reliability sad represent eCti0ns that sPould be flow to the eeCessary steam generators1.rprove Arm

1:rpler-eated by January 1,1931, or as soce thereafter as is prettf Cable.

* Reco mendations a;cly to 19-2 and 3 unless otherwise stated.
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<ees.atee flow and a reastcr trip free 100% power. In Cases er9Cedures should be implemented to require an operator

eere te s reevalwatise resuits in an feCrease in initial W to dete mine tnat the AFW system valves are properlyw

system flow, IPe lice 95ee sBowld p*0Vice lwf f1Citat info **ation aligned and a seCond operator to independently verify

13 GemCmstrate that t*e r#QairfG initi&I M8 sJstem flow will that the valves are properly al199ed.

e,' res,lt in plaat Camage doe to water hewe' The liC e*s *f shruld propose Technical Specifications

to assuee that prio* to plant startup following an

4 De m aeacatde- GS-4 - Emerge %cy precedures f or t ransferring to estenced Cold shutdown, a flow test would be perfo'med

a'tecaate so.-ces of A'w s4Db should De availsele to t*,e start to ve*1fy the normal flow path from the priesey AFW

eperators Trete D*0;*dwr#5 5"ouis incluce criteria to iMom system water source to the steam generators. The flow

tag cperatc w*em and in what orcee sme *.*aasfer to alternate test should be CondwCted witn AfW system walves in

watee sow"Ces sacold tame place. T*e f o? low'*g Cases should to their normal aligeeent.

c0werec ty t*e ;*95edw'es

'*e case 19 . hic * t*e Critory wate' 5wppl) 15 mCL 6. Ge 0weedatioa CS*7 * The lice 9see should verify that the automatic

availaD'e **e E'0Ce bres fce tnll Cale**4 tie'73 start AFe' System signals aPS assoCisted Circuitry are safety grade.

5*- w13 *ac!wce may cparator actions reavired to If this CaBrot De we'ified, the AFW systes automatic initiation

0 c te:'. t*e Vw sy ste* g 7s agai"51 Self*Ca'aie system should be modified in the short-terg to efet the functional

* * * I * * requirements listed Colow. For the longer tere, the autometic

initletion sginals and Circuits shculd be upgraded to meet

Se case nwe1;M t*e De*ma*y water supp y is be'og safety-gra3e requirements as indicated in ReCoeunendation CL*S.
deLittej 'Se OrCCec.re 90' tSin C ale 5" oslo prSwice

IMO Cesign should provide for tPe autDestic initiation

'wr t-am'ee to the s'te*este wate" sc eces D'ior to cf the auniliary feedwater system flow.

gen edag ;f t*e Cri'a") wate" sw;;Iy* The automat 1C initiation sigaals and Circuits should

De Cesigaed so that a siagle failure will not result

c se pwe"at a a G$+6 T*e 14:e*See s"Cw'd Coeff'8 #IO* E8th
in the ICss of ausiliary fee 2 water systee fu Ction.n

a,a*iat'e aC 't) ee Ar, system f'ow traia t*at Pas been owt' *

Testagility of t".e initiation signals and Circuits

ge s ee ,4 ce to ;e * *C r* Ceri o ' C testi"3 o' me!*teia"C# as f0lIO"s
shall De a feature of the Casigi.
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The initiation signals and circuits should t,e powered to assure that such events wow 1d not incapacitate the availiary
f-ce the emergeacy bwses feedwater syste* the licensee should establish suitable emeromaev
Ma sa l cacability to initiate the awmiliary feedwater procedsres to assare AFWS functinn fne e.<h dvents.
systea from the control roce should be retained and

shoula be implemeated so tnat a single failure in the X . 7. 3. 2 a m tioaal Smort-To-* Becommendatin g

Taaual Circuits will rot result in the loss of system TPe foIIowing additional short* term recommendations resulted from the

fu ction. staf f's Lessons Learned Task Force review and the Bulletins andn

fSe alternating cserent motsr-driven pumps and valves Creers fast Force review of AFW systems at Babcock & Wilcom-designed

in t*e sumiliary feehater system should be included ope *ating plants swDsequent to our review of the AFW system designs

in tee avtamatic actwation (51% 1taaeous and/or sequen- at W- and C-E-oesigaed operating plants. They have not been esamined

tial) o* the los:s to the eeergency bases, fce specific apolicacility to this facility.

T*e automatic initiation signa t s ans curcuits shall be

aesi;*es so that theia failwee will not 'e1 ult in the 1. #ecommendation - The licensee snow 1d provide redundant level

1 css or ee%al ca: ability to init# ate '.*e AFw system indications and low level alarms in the control room for the AFW

' rom tne conte; roem system primary water supply to allow the operator to anticipate

the need to mane up water or transfer to an alternate water

-:ss, p- at 2 supply and prevent a low pump swction pressure condition from
'

Rece we-cei4e - Se paeumatic-ocerated walves in the steae occurrieg. The low level alare setDoint should allow at least

s.ppiy li*e to '.re taebi e-e 1 en AF= pamp, and all of the oceumatic- 20 minutes for operator action, assuming that the largest capa-

*:erated AFw fic- co trot vetves ceri,e taeir power from tne sate city aFW pwep is operating

eco-sa'et/ grade bus. Al t hous'1 t%ese valves are designed to fait

c ea o: e t > e 'oss c' air ce po.ee teerecy assuring auxiliary 2 sec e eaestion - Tne Ifcensee snowla peeform a 72-nowr endurance

#eec=5 tee flow t3 the steam Gemerators spo"I swCM losses, it test on all AFW system pumps, if such a test or continuous pvriod

ra9ect Ce c;nc1 We3 IFat a?l failwres will resslt in opening g$g of operation nas not been aCCo* polished to Cate Following tPe

va'w4s- he C;ase beacts cf voltage cegracation s % 1d to 72-Mcur psmp ewn, the pumps should be shut down and Cooled down

ace'yzes as -eli es oteer fa11wees (e. g restricted air flow) and then restarted and run for one mowe Test acceptance criteria
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680616 i nCluCe demonstrattag that tPe pwecs e*4*9 mithia des'g3 g , 7, 3, 3 goaq- h ee

limits udtM res;ect 13 tea *ing Deaeing oil ter.peratw*es and Lcag-tece rec 0emendat10ms for latproving the systee see as fwllows:
w'tratie" and that pump roae 4*Citat Conditions (temperat.re.

L Ro w e*catica Oi*2 * tiCeasees wit 4 pla9ts in whiCh SII (pfiS8 9

hwST3fts) 30 not emceed enviroememtal q.alificat40M liedts fce
and alternate) mater supplies to the AFw systems pass through

54f e ty * F e l at e 2 eQwtDecat 's t?e roce. , ,) ; 4 gj 7 39 )

flow pat *s (Dipieg and walves).

3 ee M*wata f e t * t e * '%e llCeases sPowld 1*p'eme"t t*e follo=1Pg

req '***eets as sCeC'f'ed by Ite* 2.1,7.D Cm page A*32 of
Ligensees with pleets in which the primary AFw systee water

A E * W O-
sspoly passes ter099% valves in a single flom path, but the

" Safety grace ina' Cation of as=111ary *e+2-ater flo. to
alternate AFw systee water supplies Connect to the ATM system

ea:h stese gemerstee shall be provided in the Coe. trol room.
p ep section piping do.nstrees of tee above walte(s) should

,no assilia y fee watee fio. Inst weent C% ann,is snali es.

i ns tal l req.s9Caat valves paralf el to the above w&Ive(s) Cf
Fowe'ed from the e***ge6:y D6ses Coasistent with sattsfying

provide automatic opening of the talve(s) ff0e the alternate

tre eeergenCy go e* giversity re%t eesents f:* the aga 'liary
.ater supply uDea low pw p swCliCn peesS#e.m

feedwater system set forth in Awaillary Systems BranC%

TeCP"' Cal Positiae 10-1 Cf the $tamda'd Peview PI49 SeClio9
Tre liteeste teowld peopcse TeChafCSI SCeCif1 Cat 10ns to incorporate

13 4.9."

aspectriate DeefodiC iespections to werify the valve positions.

4 RfCS**fadattem - Lite' sees mit% plaats =*1C* reQwire 'OCal
2. Reccameacatioa CL-5 - The liCeesee shewld opgeace the AFh systee

realtgmoent cf waiveg to Cor39:g pectadiC tests om Cae AFu'
a.tcett1C iPitiati36 sigaals and CieCwits to eget safety * grace

system tealm, aad there is 09'y One re*ateing AFm train
, ,g,

a.aila5 e 'cr cperatim should CrCSCSe feCPMiCal Specificati0* to1

i #;"w de ISat a SeC Cate3 individual who is la CC**waitatic9 witM
3 SeCCwestatsan * TPe two motor-deives pumps a*d the tw' time

tae C3atrol PCC* Oe stat 13*ed at the ma sal v a ? >#s. *00^ dasteaC '
C'ivea Cu ; are located in t?e same P00e. The liC4'See shCulde

t'C9 fr P tMe Coetect Pope, this CPe'atCP =Cw'O *ealiga s*e .a'.es
e,4 4 e he C3 G a, i l i y Cf IPe desig9 10 withstead 3) 99,1P08t-

1" tre AF'm system train from the test * Oe to its operatic *al
sestal Conditic's (steam, flooding, pipe whip and jet impingement)

aidgweat.

resultiag fec= a cipe breaa, b) inteenally generated missiles.
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ENCLOSURE 2

Basis for Aust11ary Feedwater
System Flou Recairements

.

3 3 3 3 As a rescit of recent staff reviews of operatirg plant Aax111ary Feed-

X X water Systeas (ANS). the staff concludes that the design bases and

criteria previded by licensees for establishing AFWS requirements for

'' "' ' ~ flow to the stes:n generater(s) to assure adequate removal of reactor
es es es

decay heat are nqt well defined or doeurented.
<s es

/s %

We require that yoJ provide the following AFWS ficw design basis infoo

ration as applicable to the design basis transients and accident con-

3h8 ditions for your plant.

.

E I

_ _

1. a. Identify the plant transient and accident conditions considered
* ' N2 E in est blishing AFWS flew requirements. including the following

eg o 1) Less of Main Fred (LPFW)

$ $ g 2) LMFW w/1 css of offsite A0 power

| N3 } 3) LMFW w/lcss of cnsite and off.'te AC p>erj ;;

b*,
a>. >-

u ;,
- t; s 4) Plant cooldownt u, a njjg $) Turbine trip with and without bypass* *

,

o w : >t =

$$i 3, 3gi 6) Main steam isolation valve closure
E2" $ ? 15"g* q J 7) Main feed line break

( A .@. , 8) Main steam line break
-N "'

9) Small break LOCA

10) Other transient er accident ca nditions not listed above
3 2*h

yj j 3$$fy;j=zz
2

b. Describe the plant protectian acceptance criteria and corres-

! $$ $ 5$h 3=5
" 5s==53 8u pondirg technical bases used for each initiating event identi-
(jd j {fff fled above. The acceptance criteria should address plant

r << =

{||' {
*

s-2 2 3 4 4 * A 4 0 * * *
.iii e i i t i 8 8 8 8'8

limits such as:*
=s

3 = _= 3 pc s, c7 y -

_ --=.2 . uo o _- < -
a
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"' animo RCS pressee (PCRV or safety valve actuation)

- Fsel temperature or dange limits (D'i3. PCT, maximm fuel f. Maximum pressure at which steam is released from steam generator (s)

central tem;erature) and against which the AFd pump must develop suf ficient head.

. RCS cooling rate limit to avoid excessive coolant shrinkage
E* " # ' ' " " "

- Minimum steam generator level to ass.re sufficient steam
**b " *

generator heat transfer surface to remove decay heat and/or

cool a-. the primary system. h. RC flow condition - continued operation of RC picnps or natural

* #" "*
2. Cescrite the analyses and asseptions and correspondirg technical

justification used with plant condition considered in 1.a. above 1. Maximum AFJ inlet temperature.

including:
b " * " "" "" '#

a. Maximum reactor power (including instrument error allowance)
"' # ' ' "

at the time of the initiating transient or accident.

genera tor (s). APJ pump flow capacity allowance to accomodate

b. Time delay from initiating event to reactor trip. the time delay and maintain minimur.: steam generator water level.

" " " "
c. Plant paramete-(s) which initiates AFd5 flow and time delay

between initiating event and introduction of AFd5 flow into
*

steam generator (s). k. Volume and maximum ternperature of water in main feed lines

" '" " " "" " ' " "

d. Minimum steam generator water level when initiating event

occurs. 1. Operating condition of steam generator normal blowdown following

n tiating mnt.
e. Initial steam generatcr water inventory and depletion rate before

and after aid 5 flow cormences - identify reactor decay heat m Primary and secondary system water and metal sensible heat

rate used. used for cooldown and Afil flow sizing.

n. Time at het standby and time to cocidown RCS to RHR system cut

in temperature to size AFW water source inventory.
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umTED STATES

! % NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION, , , ,

} | nas uwatow. o. c. acase
3. Verify that tee ATW pu7s in yecr plant will supply the recessary '

"C ' " #%, v...../ *

flew to the steam generator (s) as detemf red by items 1 aad 2
Docket No. 50-286

above considering a single failure. Identify the margin in sizirg

the pcp flow to allow for pump recirculation flow, seal leakage pp. George T. Berry
and pump wear. General Manager and Chief Engineer

Power Authority of the State of New York
10 Colunbus Circle
hew York, New York 10019

Dear Mr. Berry:

SUBJECT: NRC REQUIREMENTS FOR AUXILIARY FEEDWATER SYSTEMS AT INDIAh POINT 80. 3
NUCLEAR POWER PLANT

The purpose of this letter is to advise you of our requirements for the
auxiliary feedwater systens at the subject facility. These requirements
were identified during the course of the ER Bulletins and Orders Task
Force review of operating reactors in light of the accident at Three Mile
Island, Unit 2.

Enclosure 1 to this letter identifies each of the requirements applicable
to the subject f acility. These requirements are of two types, (1) generic
requirements applicable to most Westinghouse-designed operatir, plants, and
(2) plant-specific requirements applicable only to the subject facility.
Enclosure 2 contains a generic request for additional information regarding
auxiliary feedwater system flow requirements.

The designs and procedures of the subject facility should be evaluated against
the applicable requirenents specified in Enclosure 1 to determine the degree
to which the facility currently conforms to these requirements. The results
of this evaluation and an associated schedule and comitment for implementation
of required changes or actions should be provided for WC staff review within
thirty days of receipt of this letter. Also, this schedule should indicate
your date for submittal of information such as design changes, procedure changes
or Technical Specification changes to be provided for staff review. You may also
provide your response to the items in Enclosure 2 at that time.

In addition to the requirements identiff ed in this letter, other requirenents
which may be applicable to the subject facility are expected to be generated
by the Bulletins and Orders Task Force. Such requirements are those resulting
from our review of the loss-of-feedwater event and the small break loss-of-coolant
accident as described in the Westinghouse report WCAP-9600, " Report on Small

E-130
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Mr. George T. Berry 2 hovember 7, MM
Ge(]T.Be

r
, p , the state of New York -3 November 7,1979

Break Accidents for Westinghouse NSS$ $ystem.* Our specific concerns include ec: White Plains Public Library Mr. J. P. Bayne, Resident Manager
systems reliability (other than the auxiliary feedwater system), analyses, 100 Martine Avenue Indian Point 3 Nuclear Power Plant
guidelines and procedures for operators, and operator training. White Plains, New York 10601 P. O. Box 215

Buchanan New Yort 10511
he plan to identify, in separate correspondence, the requirements resulting Mr. Vito J. Cassan
from the additional items from the Bulletins and Orders Task Force review. Assistant General Counsel Mr. J. W. Blake, Ph.D., Director

Power Authority of the Envirorsnental Programs
incerely, State of New York Power Authority of the

10 Colebus Circle State of New York
- [ New York, New Yort 10019~

New Yort, New Yort 10019
10 Columbus Circle

/'' s' ,/ /
DL /k o

Darrell G. Eisenhut , Acting Director Anthony Z. Roisman Theodore A. Rebelewski
Division of Operating Reactors Natural Resources Defense Council Lt. S. Nuclear Regulatory Ccrnmission
Of fice of Nuclear Reactor Regulation 917 - 15th Street, N.W. P. O. Boa 38

Washington, C. C. 20005 Buchanan, New York 10511

Enclosures:
As stated Dr. Lawrence C. Quarles

Apartment 51
Kendal at Longwood
Kennett Square, Pennsylvania 19348

Mr. George M. Wilverding
Licensing Supervisor
Power Authority of the

State of New Yort
10 Columbus Circle
New York, New York 10019

Mr. P. W. L' ony
Manager - Nuclear Ope ations
Power Aathority of the

State of New York
10 Coltenbus Circle
hew York, New York 10019
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-2-

manually initiated from the control room. The long range water source
X.7 (W) INDIAs POINT 2 & 3

is the city water supply. Each motor-driven ATW pep supplies water
AUXILIARY FEEDWATER SYSTEM (AFW$1 to two steam generators. The turbine-driven pump is headered to

supply all four steam generators. Motive steam to the turbine-driven pump
I.7.1 System Description

is from two steam generators; the piping Configuration is such that
X.7.1.1 Corfiguration - Overall Desig"

either one or both of these steam generators can provide steam to the
A simplified dra.ing of the AFW systems for Units 2 and 3 are shown in

turbine-driven pump. The ATW system is automatically actuated, but the
Figures 1 and 2 respectively. The system is basically the same for

operator has to control flow rate to the steam generators remote-manually.
both units, although there are differences in the actuation system

and diesel generators. The system consists of ore turbine-driven
n - D W Classification

pump (capacity 800 gpm at 1350 psia) and two metor-driven pumps, each
The components of the AFWS for IP-2 and IP-3 are classified seismic

with a capacity cf 400 gpm at 1350 psia. A flow of 200 gpm to each
Class 1. The motor-driven pumps and AFW system instreentation

of two out of four steam generators (SG) is reovired for safe
and cortrols are supplied from Class 1E power sources, except for

shutdown. Indian Point Unit 2 and 3 steam generators would boil dry
1p-2 flow control valves (see Section 7.1.4.1 below).

in approximately 35 minutes and 24 minutes respectively without any

feedwater flow, assuming a reactor trip.
X . 7.1. 3 Po-er Sources

In IP-2 and IP-3, the motor-driven p eps receive power from indepen-
The AFW water supply consists of a primary source, a secondary source,

P M h Wt
and a long-range source. The primary source is one seismic Category I

,

condensate storage tank with a total capacity of 600,000 gallons. Of
power as noted in Figures 1 and 2 and as discussed below.

this total volume. 360,000 gal. is dedicated for AFWS use. When the

water level in the condensate storage tank reaches the 360,000 gal .

Iow value, a valve automatically closes isolating the condensate
X.7.1.4.1 Controls

storage tank outlet from all other systems. The secondary water
The AFWS is automatically initiated. Flow control to the four steam

source is a 1.5 million gal. city water storage tank which
generators is through eight air-operated valves located on the dis-

is shared tetween Units 2 & 3. This backuD water supply Can be
cha rge side of the Paps, which are normally 35% open. After actsation

E-lC2
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of the :W pumps, tevel in the SGs is maintained rianually from the pnvematic operators out of service. fith the local steam generator

control room by positioning the flow control valves. Each valve can level indication noted in X.7.1.4.2. the level in each of the steam

be positioned from the control room via electric / air converters. generators can be maintained and controlled from the auxillary feedwater

Each motor-driven auxiliary FW pump has discharge flow paths to two building without any assistance from the control room.

steam generators, each provided with a valve position controller. The

turbine-dirven pump has discharge flow paths.each provided with a valve X.7 1.a.2 Informatioa available to Operator

position controller. Air to these valves is from a corunon header which is System information available to the operator in the control room to

assess the performance of the auxiliary feedwater system is as follows:supplied by independent air compressors powered from separate emergency

diesel generators. The air supply to the valves is backed up by an Pump on-off-suto trip lights

Aun feedwater flow path control valves position indicationemergency high pressure nitrogen (bottle) system
Primary source water level indication and alarm

in IP-3, the valve pcsition controllers associated with one motor- IP-2 and 3 secondary source high and low water level alarm (alarms

driven pump (31) and the turbine-driven pump receive power from located only in IP-2 c,ontrol room.)

. Aux FW flow irdication to each steam seneratorindependent safety grade instrument buses with backup battery inverters.

The controllers associated n'th the remaining motor-driven pump currently Steam generator levels

receive power from a safety grade instrument bus. However. the licensee
a tomatiC Operationhas indicated that a design modification is in progress to supply x.7.1.4.3 Initiatina Sfoaals foe u

this bus with a battery inverter system, y
Tne eumiliary feedwater pumps are automatica11y started on receipt of

In IP-2, all the valve position controllers receive power from the any of the following signals:

same non-safety grade bus, but fall open on loss of power. (See sho*t Steam Driven Feedwater Pump

term recortnendation e7.) 1) 2/3 low-low water level in aay 2/4 SGs

2) Loss of offsite power concurrent with a main turbine generator

W
In adottien to remote control from the control room, all of the Arw

pumps and regulating valves can be operated locally in the auxiliary

feedwater building. All regulating valves are equipped with manual

operators and equalizing valves for the control air to take the
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Motor-0 riven Feedwatee Pumps 2. 7.1. 5 Testiaa

The ArwS is tested periodically in accordance with the following1) 2/3 Low-Low Water Level in any one steam generatoe

Technical Specification requirements:2) Less of either main feed pump

3) Safety injection trip signal Indian Point 2 9ecification - Testina Requirements

4) Loss of offsite power concurrent with a main turbine generator 1. 4 Each motor-driven ausiliary feedwater pump will be started at

intervals not greater than every month with full flow establishedtrip

to the steam generators once every refueling.

b The steam turbine driven aust11ery feed.ater pump will be startedM
Steam Criven Feedwater Pump at intervals not greater than sin months with full flow established

1) 2/3 Low-Low water Level in any 2/4 SGs to the steam generators ence every refueling

c The availiary feedwater pumps discharge valves will be tested by2) Loss of of fsite power concurrent with a main turbine generator

trip operator action at intervals not greater than sia months.

2. These tests small be considered satisfactory if control board

indication and suf> sequent visual observation of the equipmentMotor *0 riven Feedwater Pumps

descestrate that all components have operated properly.1) 2/3 Low-Low water Level in any one steam generator

2) Loss of either main feed pump

Indian Point 3 - kecification - Testina Requirements3) Safety injection trip signal

1a fach auxiliary feedwater pump will be started manually from the4) Loss of of f site power concurrent with a main turbine generator

control room at monthly intervals with full flow established totrip

the steam generators once every refueling,

Main steam or main feedwater line break isolation is acccmpt' 'ed b The aus s e iery feedwater pumps discharge valves will be tested by

automatically in IP-2 and IP-3. operator action at intervals not greater than sin months.

C Sackup supply valves from the city water system will be tested

the design of tPe AFWS does not have the Capability to automatically once every refueling.

2. Acceptance levels of performance shell be that the pumps start,terminate feedwater flow to a depressuriZed steam generator and

provide flow to the intact steam generator. This is accomplished by reach their required developed head on recirculation flow, and'

the oper8 tor, operate for at least fifteen sinutes.
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D dian Point 3 - Specification
M 10 1.6 Tecenical Specification

The reactor shall # sot be beated above 350*F unless the followingA.
Tne limiting conditions of operation for Indian Point 2 and 3 AfwS

condition are met;
are contained in the following Technical Specifications:

A minimum ASME code approved steam-relieving Capability of(1)
Indiaa point 2 - Specification

twenty (20) main steam walves shall be operable (except for
A The reactor shall not be heated above 350*F unless the following

testing).
condition are met

Two of the three auxiliary feedwater pumpt must be operable.(2)
(3) A minimum ASMf Code approved steam-relieving Capability of

(3) A minimum of 360,000 gallons of water in the condensate
twenty (20) main Steam walvel shall be operatie (enCept for

storage tank.
testing).

(4) Sy6 tem piping and walves direCtly allociated with the above
(2) Iwo of the three auMillary feedwater pumps mubt be operable.

components operable.
(3) A minimum of 360,000 gallons of water in the condensate

The maio steam stop walves are operable and Capible of(5)Storage tanks and a baChup supply from the city water
flo$ing in five seCondt or lest.

Sufply
(6) Two steam generators Capable of perf orming their heat

(4) Sylle? 0109ng and walven directly albociated with the above
fu ction.transfer n

components operable
(7) City water system piping and walvel directly 456cCisted

(5) Ihe main steam stop welwel are operable and capable of
with providing backup supply to the auxiliary feedwater

Closing in five Seconds or less.
pumps are operable.

(6) The total ied1ne activity of I-131 and 1-133 on the secondary
If during power operations any of the' Conditions of 3.4.A above9side of the 5tcam generator shall be lest than or equal to
can not be met within 48 hours the operator shall start to

0 15 pCi/cc.
Shutdown and cool the reactor below 350*F using normal operating

B If daring powe. coerations any of the conditions of 3.4 A above
proce-ures.not be met witnin 48 hours the operator shall start tocan

thutdown and cool the reactor below 350*F using normal operating
g,7.2 geliability Ivalsation

procedure n .

X. 7. 2.1 Dominant Failure Mudel
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Less of M5w with offsite powee available Loss of MFW with only DC power available
,

The dominant failure mode for this transient is the fatture to provide In this transient. loss of both offsite and onsite AC power is postulated

sufficient water to the suction of the AFws pumps. There are two to occur, so that the ANS is reduced to only the steam-driven

manual valves in the supply line from the condensate storage tank; p ep train. Thus failures in this train alone would be sufficient to

the inas.ertent closure of either of these valves cuts off this water fail ANS for this transient. The dominant failure mode for this
supply. In the event of an AFws demand, operator action would be case is that the train is out of service for maintenance, for the

required to either open the Closed valve (locally) or to manually reason that current Technical Specifications and LCOs specify no time

open the valves in .he supolv line from the alternate water sourch limit that the train could be out of service. Thus the revision of

(city water) before pump damage occurs. Thus the dominant failuee mn<ie it the the Technical Specifications and LCOs mentioned for the above cases

human error of inaavertently closing a valve in the Csf supply line, also would be of significant benefit for this case.

coupled with the f ailure of the operator to manually reopen the

closed valve or open the valves from the backup water supply. X.7.2.2 principal Dependencies

The principal dependency found in this analysis is, as discussed
A second important fatture mode was also noted in this evaluation. above, the manual valves located in the feedwater supply line corrion

Tne Indian Point Technical specificatioas and Lccs require only that to all ANS pumps and the possible unlimited outage of one pep.
two of the three AFWS be operable. thus allowing the possibility that

one train could be out of service indefinitely. Teis, in effect' X.7.3 Reco m ndations for this Plant *
reduces a three train system to a two train system. and thus reduces The short-tem recomendations (both gereric, denoted by GS. and plant-specific)
the predicted Arws reliability tn some degree. Revision of the identified in Ois section represent actions to imDrove AN system
Technical spec ifications/LCOs to the present requirements (in the realiability that should be implemented by January 1.1980, or as
standard Technical specifications) would make this failure mode much soon thereafter as is practicable. In general, they involve upgrading
less significant of Technical Specifications or establishing procedures to avoid or mitigate

potential system or operator failures. The long-tem recomendations
toss of Mrw with only onsite C power available

(both generic, denoted by Gl., and plant-spe:1fic) identified in this
Because the dominant failiere modes discussed adosi are not dependent section involve system design evaluations and/or modifications to
on the source of AC power (onsite or of fsite). these modes are also

improve AFW system reliability and represent actions that should be
dominant for this transient event.

implemented by January 1.1981. or as soon thereafter as is practicable.

* Recomiendations apply tg IP-2 and 3 unless otherwise stated.
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The initiation signals and circuits should be powered
Prc,cedures should be implemented to require an operator

to determine that the AFW systee v61ves are properly f"o* the emergency buses,

Man al capability to initiate the ausiliary feechsateraligned and a second operator to independently verify

that the valves are properly aligned, system from the control room should be retafned and

should be implemented so that a single failure in theThe licensee should propose TeChMICal Specif1 Cations

manual circuits will not result in the loss of system
to assure that prior to plant startup following an

fu ction.n
eatended cold shutdown, a flow test would be pe* formed

to verify the normal flow path f rom the primary AFW Ihe alternating Current motor-driven pumps and valves

in the availigry feeJwater system should be includedsystem water source to the steam generators. The flow

test should be Conducted with AFw system valves in in the automatic actuation (Simultaneous and/or sequen-

their normal alignment. tial) of the loads to the emergency buses.

Yne automatic initiation signals and curCults shall be

6. PeComsPencation C5-7 - The licensee should verify that the automatic cesigned so that their failure =111 not result in the

loss of manual capability to initiate the AFW systeestart Afw system signals aas associated Circuitry are safety grede.

from the control rooe.If this cannot be verified, the AFW system automatic initiation

system shculd be modified in the short-ters to meet the f unCtional

Indian Poiet 2requirements listed below For the longer ters, the automatic

7 se:ommencation - The pneumatic-operated valves in the steaminitiation nginals and circuits should be opgra3rd to meet

safety grade requirements as indicated in Recommendation GL-5. supply line to the turbine-eriven AFW pump, and all of the pnewatic-

The cesign should provide for the automatic ieftiation eterated AF= flow coatrol =alves dertwe their powee from the Same

of the auxiliary feedwater system flow. non-Safety grade bus. Although these valves are de5igned to fail

The automatic initiation signals and Circuits should ode * upon tSe loss of air GF power, thereby assuring auxiliary

feedwater flow to the steam generators upon such losses, itt'e designed so that a single f ailure will nct result

in the loss of sumiliary feedwatee systee fu c tion. cannot be conct oded that all failu es will result in opening thern

Testability of the initiattog signals and circuits walves. The consequences of soltage degradation should be

shall be a feature of the design. anatyred as well as other failures (e.g., restricted atr flow)
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to assure the- such e.ents ecwid not incapacitate the awmiliary

should include demoestrating that the pumps remain within design
feed =ater systM the licensee Should establish suitable emercenew

limits with respect to bearing / bearing oil temperatu es andr

procehres to assure Af ais funCtinn hr ei ch everts *
vibration and that pump room ambient Conditions (temperature,

humidity) do not euCeed environmental qualification limits forN7 32 Adfit'oeal $hort - Te ** e C ommenda t i onse
'

safety related eqd peent in the room
7%e fel?o irg acditional short-term reconumendations resulted from the

ste'f's Lesscas Learned Task Force review and the Bulletins and
3. eccommendation - The 11Censet should implement the folic ingOrders fast Force rew+e. of AFW systems at Babcock & WilCom-designed

require *ents as specified by Itee 2.1 7.b gn page A-32 ofOgerating plants swDs#4 vent to our review of the AFW systee designs
k REG-CS78

at h- and C E-cesigned opeeating plants. They have not been examined
* T*' a Cau a of ao H ary fw dwater no. to

er sceci fic acat iCasii t ty to this factifty.

each steam generatoe shall be provided in the Control roca.

1 R ec osune - ition - The 11Censee sheuld provide redundaat level

indic a; e ns and low le=e1 alarms in t%e control room for the AFW pc-ered from the emergency Duses consisteet with satisfying

syste* Drimary water supply to allow the operator to anticipate " ''

the need to mese up water or transfer to an alternate water

supDT ,3nd pre,,et a low pump swClion pressure Condition frDey '

occurring Tov 10 Ie.el alare setpoint should allow at least ~ ' '

20 minutes for operator action, assum'ag trat tee largest Capa-

* ' ** Ute" sees with plaats whtCh rec.fre localC i t; arw pace is operating

Italignmee.t of walves to CondwCt periodic tests on oee AFW

2 GeC omure nd s t ' " - he licensee should perform a 72-how e endurance

test on all AFm system pumps, if such a test or Continwcus period a.ailaote for coeratin showid propose T.ChaiCat specifiCat ton to

er oceestfor has not been acccepolfsbec to date. Following the provide that a dedicated individwal who is in Communication with

72 acur pump run, the p.*;s sfowid be s%t down and Coole3 down

and then resteeted and ro" for fee hour Test acceptance Criteria '

in the AFw syste* train from the test mode to its operational
alignment.
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x 7.3 3 to-c-T'** we iiCensee swid e.a16 ate the postwisted pipe breaks stated

LO^g* term rtCCome6datiOPS f0e improving the Sylte* are el follows; eMwe 89d (1) Ottergipe any AFw Syntes deligm CPaiget er prOCe*

durel peCella"y 10 detect omd 180 late the break 894 direct the1. Ee!O**eadation GL-2 - LtCeeleet with plS913 in w*1CM all (prinaey

and alterrate) watee supplies to the Are Syste#5 Cass terowgh re3. ired feedwater flew to the stete generator (l) before they

trcild dey Oe (2) describe how the plaat Cea be browget to a safevalves la a Single flow path sS0d d install red #daat pa*allel

shutdow9 COnditice by use af Other lytteel =BTCP would be 4 vail 4 dieflCw pat *t (piping and valwel)^

f oll owi ng S uC P pcstulated eveats.

Li(tatees wit" plants in w ice the prieary AFl8 Systep wate'e

6.? ly pa$lel through Wale 95 in a si gle fl0= pat *, but t*e Ipoian potet 2&

eltee* ate AFh systep water supplfes C09eeCt to the AFW syntee 4. Recympndation . Thig 11 the S W CM Ce M 4% th8t #dd'e11ed 19

p Jr0 twClica pipiag dowast'est of ? %e 800*e talve(s) E*0wid 5hcet ters rectreendatiDn f*JDec 7.

ta61all red =63991 values parallel to the above valve (s) er

p-o.ide e.,tocatiC Opening of t*e valve (s) froa the altereate The Itcersee sacsid ccpaplete the modification described in Section

wette secply 4 c' 10= pump twCtion p'essu e 7.1,4,1 abCte that will $dpply powee to thele CCatroller$ fromr

fSeparate $4 ety grade N1el.

T*e 11Ce*1ee 6SGd d DeCpGle IeCP6 ital $0eCT'iCatiCnl to iSCO*porate

a23rcteiate pe''051C feSpect40*1 te veri'y the valve 905111095.

2, seCo weada**S* CL*5 * The lite 9509 5 % 1d uDg'ade the AFw Syste9

a.10eatiC iaitiatich lig*all a9d CirCwit5 to meet safety * grade

reQsi'emeat9

3 ReCoweacat'o, - TPe two pote--crt.e* p eps etc the te timer

drive ^ & #E- are ICCated ie t*e 5 4*e rC om . the lice * Set 9"Culd

evaluate the CapaDility Cf the desig9 to wit *5tamd e) e7w*r09-

meatal Conditicel (Steam, fl00dieg, pipe whip 3"d jet frpiege* eat)

res.ltieg from a pipe break, b) inteeaally generated sibliIen.
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ENCLOSURE 2

Basis for Auxiliary Feed =ater .
"'*System Flou Resuiremeets

As a result of rece9t staf f reviews cf c;eratirg plar.t Aniliary Feed- - ManiN, RCS pressure (POW or safety valve actuation)
water Systems (AFWS). the staff cencludes trat the design bases and - Fuel temperature or damage limits'(D*4, PCT. raxirum fuel
criteria provided by licensees ter establishing AFWS requirements for

ficw to the steam generater(s) to assure adequate removal of reactor - RC5 cooling rate limit to avoid excessive coolant shrinkage
decay heat are nqt well defined er docu ented. - Minimum steam generator level to assure sufficient steam

We recuire that you provide the follcwieg AFWS flow design basis infor- generator heat transfer surface to remove decay heat and/or

mation as applicable to the design basis transients and accident con. coal dekn the primary system.

ditices for your plant.
2. Describe tne analyses and assumptions and corresponding terhnical

1. a. Identify the plant transient and accident conditions considered justification used with plant condition considered in 1.a. above

in establishing AF45 fice requirements, including the following including:

a. Maximum reactor power (including instrument error allowance)events.

1) Loss of Main Feed (twFd)
at the time of the initiating transient or accident.

2) LMFW w/lcss of offsite AC pcwer b. Time delay from initiating event to reactor trip.
3) LMFW w/ loss of onsite and offsite AC p>er

4) Plant cooldown c. Plant parameter (s) which initiates AFWS flow and time delay

5) Turbine trip with and without bypass between initiatirg event and introduction of AFV5 flow into

6) Main steam isolation valve closure steam generator (s).

7) Main feed line break d. Minimum steam generator water level when initiating event
B) Main steam line break

occurs.
9) Small break LOCA

10) Other transient or accident conditions not listed above e. Initial steam generator water inventory and depletion rate before

and after AFWS flow cor.rences - identify reactor decay heat
b. Describe the plant prctection acceptance criteria and corres-

rate used.
ponding technical bases used fer each initiating event identi-

fled above. The accsptance criteria should address plant

limits such as:
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f. Maximp pressure at which steam is released from steam gereratcr(s)
* # #

and against which the AFW pui must develop su'ficient becd. flow to the steam generator (s) as detemined by item.1 and 2

g. Minimum number of steam generaters that must necebe AFW flows above considering a single failure. Identify the margin in siziep

e.g.1 out of 27. 2 out of 47 the pug flow to allow for pump recirculation flow, seat leakage

h. RC flow condition - cor.tinued operation of RC pu*ps or natural

circulation.

f. Maximum A7 inlet temperature.

j. Following a postulated steam or feed line break, time delay

assumed to isolate break and direct AFW flow to intact steam

generator (s). AFV pump flow capacity allowance to accorrnodate

the time delay and maintain minimum steam generator water level.

Also identify credit taken for primary system heat removal

due to blowdown.

k. Volume and maxim.n temperature of water in main feed lines

between steam generator (s) and AFVS connection to main feed line.

1. Operating condition of steam generator normal blowdown following

initiating event.

m. Primary and secondary system water and metal sensible heat

used for cooldown and AFW flow string.

n. Time at hot standby and time to cooldown RCS to RHR system cut

in tarperature to size ATW water source inventory.
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Mr. Eugene R. Mathews ENCLOSURE 1Wisconsin Public Service Corporation -3- September 21, 1979

cc: Steven E. teane, Esquire
X.8 (W) KEWAUNEEFoley and Lardner

777 East Wisconsin Avenue
AUXILIARY FEE 0 WATER SYSTEMMilwaukee, Wisconsin 53202

tewaunee Public Liscary
822 k neau Street
Kewaunee, Wisconsin 54216 X.8.1 System Cescription v

Stanley Lacrosse, Chairman X.8.1.1 Configuration Overall Design

Town of Carlton
Route 1 Figure 1 is a simplified flow diagram of the Kewaunee auxiliary feeeeater
Kewaunee, Wisconsin 54216

systee (AFVS). The Kewaunee AFWS design includes three auxiliary feed-

water pumps, two motor driven and one turbine driven.which suoply feed-

water to two steam generators. All three pumps are normally lined up to

take suction from the non-safety grade condensate storage tanks through a

comen header. A redundant seismic Category I source of water is avain-

able to the pump suction free the service water system. Each train of the

service wat'er system will supply one motor driven pump, and both service

water trains can supply the turbine driven pump. A failure in the common

pump suction header will not affect this s4 ply since the service water is

connected directly to the individual pump suctions. All operations to

connect the service water system are done from the control room via safety

grade equipment.

The motor driven pump discharge lines are cross connected downstream of

the AFW control valves. There are two normally open noter operated valves

(CC pcwered) in the crossconnect line with the turbire driven pynp dis-

charge connected between the two valves. Manual operation from the control

E-195
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room is avatlable to separate the ha '-es or direct the turbine driven
tube oil pump is d-c powered such that the turbine drhen train is

pump discharge to a specific steam generatoe. This is accomplished by
independent of A-C power. Electrical interlocks are provided such that a

closing one or both of the cross connect isolation valves.
pump will not start unless its respective tube oil startup pump develops

sufficient lube oil pressure. Once up to speed, tube all can be supplied
Each motor drhen pump (240 spm) has its own air operated flow control

by shaft driven lube oli pumps independent of the startup system. Whilevalve located at the pump discharge. These valves are ncesally cpen and
running, a loss of tube oil pressure will result 4n a pump trip.

fat) open on loss of air. Each cf the three puers has an individual

normally open manual isolation valve at the pump discharge. There is r:0 X.8.1.2 _Corponents. Desicn Classification
flow control valve for the turbine driven pump which operates at full flow

The condensate storage tank is classiffed non-safety grade and non-seismic
capacity continuously on demand (240 gpm).

*'
'

and sofsmic Category I.
All safety systems at Kewaunee, including the

There are ao other valves in the flowpath between the pumps and the steam
reactor coolant system, are classif ted safety Class 1 and have the same quality

generators other than a check valve at each pump discharge and a check assurance requirements. Steam generatcr level indication, vahe
valve in each of the two discharge lines at the main feedwater system

position indication and all control equipment are safety grade. The restconnection,

of the system instrumentation is non-safety grade.

There are two condensate storage tanks (capacity 75,C40 gallons each). Technical X. 8.1. 3 Powee sources

specifications require at least 75,000 galic" tetai ce available when the
The valves which initiate steam flow to the turbine driven puso are

reactor is above 350*F or the plant must be cooled down below 350* within
operated by a safety grade d-c power supply. These are the normally open

48 hours. One condensate tank is rored ly if ned up to the AN system
motor operated isolation valves from the steam lines and a normally closed

suction, with the other tank is usec for normal secondary system demands,
motor operated valve at the turbine inlet. Each motor driven pump receives

power from separate emergency A-C buses capable of being supplied by theEach motor pump uses a startup lube oil pump, powered from the same diesel generators.
electrical train as that of the p op. The turbine driven start up
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The normally open flow control valves from each motor driven pump are air All controls are located in the control roce. Steam generator level will

operated and fall open on loss of air. Control power is from the same normally be controlled by modulating the flow control valves on the discharge

emergency bus as its respective pump. The cross connect isolation valves of the motor driven pumps. The turbine driven pump will deliver full flow

are D-C powered motor operated valves supplied by safety related 0-C buses. when operating and will be secured manually from the control room if flow

to generators is more than necessary.

All instrumentation and controls associated with t .e auxiliary feedwater

systems are powered free onsite electrical systems. X.8.1.4.2 Information Available to Operator

The following alarms and indications are available to the operator in the

X.8.1.4 Instrumentation and Controls cortrol room:

X.8.1.4.1 Controls

he Kewaunee AW design has a minimum number of control features because I. Indication

af the small nuster of valves associated with the systes. These control 1) System Actuation Light - Actuates when actor is energized with

are: sufficient pump discharge pressure. (Both signals necessary)

1) Motor Driven Pump Start / Step Switches 2) Discharge Pressure for each pump

2) Turbine driven Pump Steam inlet valve open/close for start and 3) Flow rate to each steam generator

stop operations 4) Condensate storage tanks level indication

3) Modulation Control of AN flow control valves for motor driven 5) Steam Generator Level

pumps from full open to full closed 6) Valve position indication for steam valves to turbine, feedwater

4) Open/Close control of discharge headr .ross connect isolation control valves, crossconnect isolation valves and service water

valves (each isolation valves will also isolate turbine pump system supply to AfW isolation valves.

discharge from individus1 steam generators).

5) Open/Close control of turbine steam isolation valves which II. Alarms (Turbine Pump)

isolate turbine from main steam lines. 1) Steam inlet valve cpen to turbine coincident with low lube oil

6) Open/Close control of service water system isolation valves to pressure to turbine driven purp

AFW pump suctions. 2) Steam inlet valve open coincident with low discharge pressure at

turbine driven pump

E-lC7
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3) Steam isolation valve (either of two) from main steam system to
II. Turbine Oriven Pump

turbine header not open
1) Law Low level in bot steam generators-2 out of 3 detectors

4) Turbine thrcttle vaho - not open
2) Loss of Voltage on both 4-KY busses (Reactor Coolant Pump and

5) Discharge valve not open - either of two crossconnect isolation
Main Feedwater Pump supply be s).

valves

6) Valve Control Power - In pullout positf or (cannot actuate valve
All pumps can be manually started '. rom the control room and will auto-

at steam inlet)
,j jy, jy fgj gg g ,w gmrators een starud.

III. Alares (Motor Driven pumps)
The main feedwater pump trip automatic start of the motor driven aunt 11ery

1) Breaker closed coincident with Icw lube oil pressure
feedwater pumps is bypassed during startup by breaker " pull out* switch in

21 Breaker closed Low Discharge Pressure
tml me.

3) Breater in pull cut - Pump cannct be started

4) Breaker open coincident with auxiliary feedwater control valve
Tes W

closed.
Pump coerability is tested once per month, by closing the auxiliary feedwater

control valves and manual isolation valve at pwg discharge and verify 49
X.8.1.4.3 !aitiatina sicrats for krtomatic Coeration

discharge pressure white recirculating to the condensate storage ta k.
1. Motor Driven Pumps

This same test also verifies valve operability. The service water system
1) Safety Injection Signal

isolation vahes to the auxiliary feedwater pumps are cycled quarterly to
2) Loss of Bus Voltage (Less of Offsite Power - LOOP)

verify operaility.

3) Low-Low level in either steam generator-two out of three detectors

4) Tripping of Both Main feed ater pumps. (% tor Driven Main Feed
X. S. I . 6 Tec %ical Specifications

Pumps - Signal taken from contact on circuit breaker) g

systee are:
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1) The reactor shall not be above 350*F unless the following conditions The second failure combination type is based on maintenance outages

are met. combined with hardware failure. The Kewaunee technical specification

a) Two of three AFW pumps are operable permits unlimited outage of one of the three subsystess and permits outage

b) System piping'and valves for 2 pump trains are available or test of a second system for up to 48 hours prior to a required

c) Mtntmum of 75,000 gallons of water is available in th* shutdown.

condensate storage tanks and the service water system is capable

of delivering an unlimited supply from take Michigan. LOFW With loss of Of* site Power but With Onsite A0 Power Avellable

The conditional unreliability of the AFWS during this type of transient is

2) If, when the reactor is above 350*F, any of the above conditions are dominated by the same failure mode as in the previous section with a more

not met within 48 hours, the reactor shall be shutdown and cooled to significant contribution from the triple hardware failure. In this situation

below 350* using normal operating procedures. failure of one of the two electrical loops can come from partial (one

train) failure of onsite power.

X.8.2 Reliability Evaluation

X.8.2.1 Dominant Failure Mode $ LOFW with loss of All AO, DC Available

The dominant failure modes are expressed for three transient situations. The condition'al unreliability of the AFWS during this type of transient is

Success criterion it the operation of at least one of the three pump trains, dominated by the test and maintenance contribution by the turbine driven.

pump train. Since only the turbine driven pump train is useable under

these conditions, unlimited possible outage of that train makes a high

LOFW with Offsite Power A%ailable probability for AFWS outage pcssible.

The unreliability of the AFWS during this type of transient is domirated

by two types of failure combinations. The first involves inittation of the_ X.8.?.2 Interdeoendeacies_

AFW pumps with tradvertent closure, and delayed discovery of the manual None noted.

valves in the CST supply line combined with human failure to swit.h to the

service water source.
___

_
X.8.3 Recomeadations for this Plant

The short-term recorvnendations (both generic, denoted by GS, and plant-

- _ - - - - - . - - - - - -.- --
specific) identified in this section represent actions to improve AFW
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system reliability that should be implemented by .lanuary 1, 1983, or as 3. Recomendation GS-4 - Dnergency procedures for transferring to alternate

soon thereafter as is practicable. In general, they invcive upgrading of sources of ATd supply should be available to the piant operators. These

Technical Specifications or establishing procedures to avoid or mitigate procedures should include criteria to inform the operator

pctential system or operator failures. The long-term (both generic. when, and in what order. the transfer to alternate water sources should

denoted by GL, and plant-specific) recomendations identified in this sec- take place. The following cases should be covered by the procedures:
tion involve system design evaluations and/or modificaciens to improve AFW e The case in which the primary water saply is not initially
system reliability and represent actions that should be implemented by available. The procedures for this case should include any
January 1. 1981, or as socn thereafter as is practicable. operator acticrs required to protect the AFW system pers

against self damage before water flow is initiated; and.

X.8.3.1 Short-Tere

The case in which the primary water supply is being depleted.e

s. Recomendation GS-l - The licensee s%Id propose modifir.ttons to

the Technical Specifications to limit the time that one AFW system

pump and its associated flow train and essential instrumention can be

inoperable. The outage time limit and subsequent action time

should be as required in current Standard Technical Specifications;

i.e. 72 hours and 12 hours, respectively.

4. Recomendation GS-6 - The licensee should confirm flow path avail-
2. Recomendation GS-2 - The licensee should lock cpen single valves er

ability of an ATW system flow train that has been out of service to
multiple valves in series in the AFW system pump suction piping and

perform periodic testing or maintenance as follows:
lock open other single valves or multiple valves in series that

Procedures should be implemented to require an operatore

could interrupt all AFW flow. Menthly inspections should be perfonted
to detennine that the AFW system valves are properly

to verify tatt these valves are locked and in the open position.
aligned and a second operator to independently verify that

These inspections should be proposed for incorporation into the
the valves are properly aligned.

surveillance requirements cf the plant Technical Specifications. See

Recomendation GL-2 for the longer-term resolution of this Concern.
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o The licensee should propese Technical Specificaticns to . Manual capability to initiate the auxiliary feedwater system

assure that prior to plant startup following an extended from the control room should be retained and should be
cold shutdown, a flow test would be perf ormed to vertry implemented so that a single failure in the manual circuits
the normal flow path from the primary AFW system water will not result in the loss of system function.
source to the steam genera' ors. The flow test should be . The alternating current motor-driven p e ps and valves in the
conducted with AFW system valves in *netr normal alignment. auxiliary feedwater system should be incl.ded in the automatic

actuation (simultaneous and/or sequentia') of the loads to the

emergency buses.
5. Recerriendation GS-7 - The licenses should verify that the automatic

The automatic initiation signals and circuits shall be designed
start AFW system signals and associated circuitry are safety-grade. If

so that their failure will not result in the less of manual
this cannot be verified, the AFW system automatic initiation system should

capability to intiate ue ATW system from the control mom.
be modified in the short-term to meet the functional requirements listed

s'

below. For the longer term, the automatic initiation signals and circuits

should be upgraded to meet safety-grade requirements as indicated in

Recorsnendation GL-5.

The design should provide for the automatic initiation of the.

auxiliary feedwater system flow.

The automatic initiation signals and circuits should be
X.8.3.2 Additional Shcrt Tees Recom endatfoes

designed so that a single failure will not result in the loss

of auxiliary feedwater system function.
The folicwing additional short-ter n recomendations resulted from the

Testability of the initiation signals and circuits shall be
staff's Lessons Learned Task Force review and the Bulletins and Crders

be a feature of the design.
Task Force review of AFW systems at Babcock & Wilcox-designed operating

The initiation signals and cirt:uits should be powered from the
plants subsequent t' our review of the AFW system designs at W- and C-E-

emergency buses,
designed operating plants. They have not been examined for specific

appitcability to this facility.
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j, peromendation - The licensee should provide redundant level in. The auxiliary feedwater flow instrument channels shall be

dications and icIw level alarms in the control room for the AFW . powered from the energency buses consistent with satisfying
system primary water supply to allow the operator to anticipate the emergency power diversity requirements for the auxiliary
the need to take up water or transfer to an alternate water supply feedwater system set forth in Auxiliary Systems Branch Techn-

and prevent a low pump suction pressure condition from occurring, nical Position 10-1 of the Standard Review Plan. Section
The low level alam setpoint should allow at least 20 minutes 10A.g."

for operator action assuming that the largest capacity AFW pump
4. Recomendation - Licensees with plants which require local manual

is operating.
realignment of valves to conduct periodic tests on one AFB system

2. g ommendation - The licensee should perform a 72-hour endurance test
train and,which have only one remaining AFW train available for

on all AFW system pumps, if such a test or continaous period of
operation, should propose Technical Specifications to provide that

operation has not been acccmplished to date. Following the 72-hour
a dedicated individual who is in cormnunication with the control roompump run, the pumps should be shut down and-cooled down and then
be stationed at the man al valves. Upon instruction from the cor. trol

restarted and run for one hour. Test acceptance criteria should
room, this operator would re-align the valves in the AFW system trairt

include demonstrating that the pumps remain within design limits with
from the test mode to its operational alignment.

respect to bearing / bearing oil temperatures and vibration and that

pump room ambient conditons (temperature, humiditA do not exceed
L g,3,3 (ono-Term

environmental qualification Itaits for safety-related equipment in

room.
Long-term recommendations for improving the systes are as follows:

3. Recom endation - The licensee should implement the fo110 win 9
1. Recommendation GL-2 - Licensees with plants in which all (primary

requirements as specifigd by Item 2.1.7.b on page A-32 of
and alternate) water supplies to the AFW systems pass through

N"RE3-0578:
valves in a single flow path should install redundant parallel

" Safety-grade indication of auxiliary feedwater flow to
flow paths (piping and valves).

each steam generator small be provided in the cortrol room.
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Licensees with plants in which the primary ATW system water supply 3. Recomendation - GL-5 - The licensee should upgrade the ATW

passes through valves in a single flow path, but the alternate system automatic initiation signals and circuits to meet

AFW system water supplies connect to the AFW systes pump suction safety grade requirements.

piping downstream of the above valve (s), should install redundant

valves parallel to the above valve (s) or provide automatic opening

of the valve (s) from the alternate water suppl 3 upcn low pump suction

pressure.

The licensee should propose Technical Specifications to incorperate

appropriate periodic inspections to verify the valve positions.

2. Recomendation - GL 4 - Licensees having plants with unprotected normal

AFd system water supplies should evaluate the design of their ATW systems

to detemine if automatic protection of the pumps is necessary following

a seismic event or a tornado. The time available before pump damage,

the alams and indications available to the contrcl room operator, and the

time necessary for assessing the problem and taking action should be considere:

in determining whether operater action can be retted on to prevent

ptstp damage. Consideration should be given to providing pump protectfon

by means such as automatic switchover of the ptep suctions to the alternate

safety-grade scurce of water, automatic purp trips on low suction

pressure or upgrading the nomal source of water to meet seismic

Categcry I and ternado protection requirewnts.
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E'vCLOSURE 2 -2-

Basis for Auxiliary Faef. mater
System Flew Recairewets

- Maxin. RCS pressee (PORY cr safety valve actuation)

As a result cf retent staff revie:s of operatin; plant Aasiliary Feed. - Twel tenerature or data;e Jimits (O';9. PCT. maxi vi fuel

water Systems (AP45). the staff concludes that tne cesign bases and central temeratare)

criteria provided by licensees for establishing AFd5 re<;uirements for - RCS cooling rate limit to avoid excessive coolant shrinkage

flew to the steam generator (s) to assure adequate removal of reactor - Minimum steam generator level to assure sufficient steme

decay heat are not well defined oe documented. generator heat transfer surface to remove decay heat and/or

cool dow9 the primary system.
We require that you pecvide the followirg AF45 flew design basis infor-

mation as a;plicable to the design basis transients and accident con- 2. Describe the analyses and assumptiens and cor esponding technical

ditions for ycur plant. justification used with plant condition censidemd in 1.a. above

including:
1. a. Identify the plant transient and accident conditions considered

a. Pazimu:s reacter power (including instrwnent error allowance)
in establishing ATV5 flew requirements. including the following

at the time of the initiating transient cr. accident.
events:

1) Loss of Main Feed (U1rd) b. Time delay from initiating event to reactor trip.

2) LMrW w/1 css of offsite AC pcwer
Plant parameter (s) which initiates Arals flow and time delayc.

3) LMFW w/ loss of onsite and offsite AC power
between initiating event and introduction of AF.3 flow into

4) Plant cooldown
s e ra* M ).

5) Turbine trip with and without bypass

6) Main steam isolation valve closure d. Minimum s team generator water level when initiating event

7) Main feed line breat occurs.

8) Main steam line breal
Initial steam genaratcr water inventory and depletion rate beforee.

9) Small break LOCA
and after AFWS flow corsnences - identify reactor decay heat

10) Other traasient or accident conditions not listed above
7,3,

b. Oescribe the plant protection acceptance criteria and corres-

oceding technical bases used for each initiating event identi-

fled above. The acceptance criteria shoald address plant

limits such as:
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f. Maximum pressure at which steam is released frm steam generator (s)
3. Verify that the AN puis in your plart will sweply the necessary

and against whjch the AN pump most develop sufficient head
flow to the steam generator (s) as,detarmined by ite s 1 and 2

g. Minism nuncer of steam generaters that must receive AFd flow; above considering a single failure. Identify the rargin in sizing

e.g. I cut of 27. 2 out of 47 the pung f ow to allow for pump recirculation flow, seal leakage

and pump wear.
h. RC flow condition - continued operaticn of RC pumps or natural

ci r;u k t *m .

1. Maximum AF4 inlet temperature,

j. Following a pcstulated steam or feed line break, time delay

assumed to isolate break and direct AFd flow to intact steam

generator (s). AF4 pump d.; ~ ::itj allowance to accomodate

the time delay and maintain m'inimum steam generater water level.

Also identify credit taken for primary system heat removal

due to blowdown.

k. Volume and maximum temperature of water in main feed lines

between steam generator (s) and AFdS connection to main feed line.

1. Operating condition of steam generator normal blowdown following

initiating event.

m. Primary and secondary system water and metal sensible heat

used for cooldown and AF4 flow sizing,

n. Time at hot standby and time to cocidown kCS to RHR system Cut

in tarverature to size AFW water source inventory.
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Cear Mr. Proffitt:*

@ @ scp 1.
-+Q--co-<j i SUBJE CT: NRC REQUIREMEhT5 FOR AUXILI ARY FEEDhATER SYSTEMS AT NORTH AhMAX X

PWER STATION, UNIT 1*

=.m

The purpcse of this letter is to advise you of our requirements for the
3* E* -@ g'zu "a v

a.miliary feedwater systems at the si.bject facility. These requirementsse
33 33

,

- w !'j g were teentified during the course of the 4R Bulletins and Orders Task
$ 3 $ 1 Force review of operating reactors in light of the accident at 'hree Mile

Cm.@.5 5 E-I : -

*

Island. unit 2.;
j.

! J . Encics re 1 to this lettee identifies each of the requirereets applicable,
*

| 3 h to the sLbject facility. These requirerents are of two types, (1) generic
, 1m' requirerents applicable to mest bestinghouse-desigaed c;erating plants, and

!!

-

g
-

I % je j (2) plant-specific requirerents applicable cely to the sdject facility.g
; Encicsure 2 contains a generic request for additional infomatica regarding=

j ! hC' * * auxiliary feed =ater system flow requirements.*
4,53 - 4I. +

f E | The desiges and procedures of the subject facility should be evaluated against
- Qi, tre a;;11 cable requiremerts specified in Enc 1csure 1 to detemire the degree

to which the f acility currently Conforms to these # 2quirer ents. The results*

of this evaluation and an associated schedule and corsnitment for implementation
of required changes or actiors should be provided for 20 staff review within
thirty days df receipt of this letter. Also, this schedule should indicate'

your date for s*mittal cf infomation such at design changes, procedure changes
y or Technical Specification changes to be provided for staf f review. You may also

,

2 provide your respcese to the items in Enclosure 2 at that time.7 .: .
I>< >- , >

j$ ! h * $ i, in addition to the re:wirements identified in this letter, other requirements

\ :!j-
{

which may te applicable to the subject facility are tapected to te generated1 aj- | 15t o o

: | | a'
j : g =a=ga by the e 11etins and Creers Task Fcree. such requirwts are those resi,1 ting*

j |2s:: from our review er tre icss-of-feed-ster event and the, snail b,epo.t on smaiireak Ici n et. coolant

!sg ! _I
; :: , , , I

=
,

c -cice,1 as cesc. ..ed in t e bestinghouse ,eport w Ar- sco. -
, _ _ ,

c < :Mfo. *
jii '

\ d' $I C-$3}$2 e :i 8
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Mr. W. L. Proffitt -2- Septeder 28,197g Mr. W. L. Proffitt
Virginia Electric aad Power Company -2- September 28, 1979

cc: Mr. Anthony Gamterdella Mr. Michael 5. Kidd
Cffice of the Atterrey General U. S', Nucles* Regulatory Coreissicn

Brest Accidents for Westing %ouse h555 !jstem." Our specific concerns 11 $cwth 12th Street - Room 308 P. O. Sea 128
include systems reliability (other than the auxiliary feedwater system) Richmond, Virginia 23219 Spotsylvania, Virginia 22553
a9alyses, guidelines and procedures for operators, and cperator training.

Richard M. Fester, Esquire Director, Technical AssessMnt Divisic
We plan to icentify, in se:arate correspondence, the requirements resulting 1230 A Pearl Street Of fice of Radiation Prograns (Ad-459)
from the additional items from the Bulletins and Orders Task Force review * Cenver, Colorado 80203 U. 5. Enviremental Protection Agency

s Crystal "all #2Sincerely *- -

Michael W. Maupin, Esquire Arlingt:n, Virginia 20460

/. L/ Nnton, Williams, Gay and Gibson
C P. O. tox 1535 U. 5. Uvireveetal Prctection Agency'H '%3 9"- / / // g

D. EisenhLt. Ac'ttng'C[r et'or Rictreed, Virginia 23212 Region !!! Cffice
Am E!$ C0CRWWCivision of Operating Reactors

Office of Nuclear Peactor Regulation Mrs. Jure Allen Curtis tuilding
412 Cwens Drive 6th and Walnut Streets

Enc 1csures: Huntsville, Alatama 35801 Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19106
As Stated

Mr. James Terson Aldeman Library
501 Leroy Masscri;ts Ce:artrent

$ccorre, hew Mexico 87801 University of Virginia
Char 1cttesv111e, Virginia 22901

Frs. Margaret tietrich
Route 2, Sex 558 Mr. Edward Kube
Gordonsv111e, Virginia 22042 Board cf Supervisors

Louisa County Courthcute
Ellyn R. Weiss Esquire P. O. Box 27
Sheldon, Harmon, Roisman and Weiss Louisa, Virginia 23093

Suite 5061725IStreet,N.W.$0006 Mr. J. B. Jackson, Jr.Washington, D. C.
Commonwealth of Virginia

F a. James C. Cuestan Council en the Enviroment
State Corporation Commission 903 Ninth Street Office Building
Correnwealth of Virginia Richmond, Virginia 23129
81andon Building
Richmond, Virginia 23209 Mr. Paul W. Purdcn

Enviro vental Studies Institute
Mr. A. 3. Jchnson, Chairman Crexel University
Board cf Supervisers of Louisa Courty 32nd and Chestnut Streets
Trev1111ans, Virginia 23170 Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19104
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!*r. W. L. P reffitt
Virgies Electric and Power Con;acy .4- Se;tecter 23, 1979

E*CLOSL8E 1

Alan 5. Rcsenthal, Escoirecc:

O. 5,'c Safety aad Liceasing A;;eal ScardAt , n.9 (m) h0ATM A u A thIT 1Oclear Regulatory Comission
Washtrgton, D. C. 2C555 AUXILIARY FEEW4TER SYSTEM

metael C. Farrar, Esquire
Atonte Safety 89d Lice * sing A;;eal Board
'J . 5. Eclear Regulatery Co':issica " 13 52 5t'* 0" 'i:t ienWashington, D. C. 20555

u 9.1 1 Cer'ipration a-3 0.eea11 Cesign
r,;;ha g. g,cte

A.ric Safety sed Lice-sing A;;eal card The aaillary feeswater system ( Arws) is cesig-ec to supply water to
g 5. Eclear Reg.latcry Comissicn
wasningtcn, C. C. 20555 tre steam geeeratces (SG) for rea: tor roolant system sensible and

Attric Safety ae.d Licersing Board Parel decay Beat reme.a1 #en the ncesal feecwater systes is nct availab?e.
% 5. Oclear Reg;1atery Comission
Wa shingten, D. C. 20555 Tee Ar,s c , te 6ti142ec duriag certain periocs cf noreal startep and

s % te w s. in toe eveat ce malfunctices sue as less of sain feed-

wate* flow. 1ess of of fsite power and also in toe e eet cf an accident.

Toe Ar. system is automatically initiates t.cen receipt of t*e following

sigaats: low steam generator level, safety injection. loss of effsite

power, aad main f eed pump trip.

The Ar=5 is shown .n simplified f:ra in Fig.re 1 attached. The

system censists of two actcr driven pumps (3A, 38), and one steam

driven tu bine pu p (2). Each actor driven cump has a cesign flow ofr m

350 gas, tre twetine ceiven puro das a cesign flow cf 700 som but is

orfice limites to 353 gom w*en puepieg in the normal linewp to SG-A.-

Ta;s from each esin steam tire at a pobt westream of tSe sain steam

isciation val es previce the ssucce of steas to t*e tu tine. Ther

mctcr cri en por:s are co-eected to separate eaeegercy Sc-er bwses
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(Class IEj. herma11y tre pumps take suction from toe 110,000 gallon m 9 1.2 Co-pereat Cesign Classi fication

evergency conceasate storsge tamk. This provices 8 Fo.rs of operation The tuccine pump train and actor pump trains (110.000 gallon tent.

for cecay teat reec.af. The ereegency cor!cesate stcra;e tema is pu+ps , valve s , oc '.ces , piping, service water a-d fire protection

desig'ed to seismic Categcry I requirements and is prciected from s stees) are seiswic Category 1 and tor-ado missile protected,

to-naco missiles A, edaitior.a1 supply of 300,000 gallons is designed to G ality Group C. (Class 1E for electrical equipment).

a,allaole f ece a non-seistic co,deasate make vo storage tana. In The 3,,,000 gallen concensate make up ta% is ncn-seismic.%

a * 'i co tc the 300.0C0 gallon susply, e' el mit ed s eply of =ater

is a ailatic f rc= tre seismic Category I serece .ater and fire , g,j 3 pc,,,, Sources

Tee ector driven pu ps and motor operated valves are sopplied frompec ection systess which are supplied from Lane Anra a,d tre spray m

cecling pend, v ic5 is seisstc Categcry I ses*gned~ t*e Class 1E A-C emerge *cy tuses which eaj te powered ty tSe diesel

geaeratoes, 31 f roe Emergency Bus 1M, 3B free ea4rgeacy bus 1.1. The

Ref e-ring to rig.re 1, each pump is lined up Mr' rally to a scecific steam acmissico valv es f er the turtirse pump are air cperated use;

steat ge"eratCe patp 33 to 50 0, 3A to $O C a9d 2 to 50 A. IPe CC soleeoids 4"O are energized frce the emergency battery buses.

E pps ca9 te alig*e3 to cther steam ge"eraters in *e e,ert Of life

creaks, pump fail.res, etc. ty positioning t*e t-asal cortrol valves lastromertatier a,d Coatrols

to soit. Arw e1cw te steam generator C is ncreally re w te ranually Tr, irstrune-tation and control po.er supplies are from the 120 VAC

controlled ty an ai- opeeated valve. Ar. fic. to steam ge-erators A vital bus system. There are 4 vital doses, each supplied by aa

a,3 8 is similarty rassily centre 11ed by an AC motor cpe ated valve inserter from t*e 125 c c power system. Tre motor d*1ven p ep

in eace supply line. In tre evert of icss of of f site and onsite AC tresser coetrols are po-ered from the 125 900 power system provided

pc.er, realig-ment cf ranual valves is necessa*y to s pply Arw f10* from toe Class 1E emergency DC bus n.

to alt steam generators from t$e turtir.e-d iven pu p. The inst u ertm w

air supply system, for the air eperated Aru f!ow control w- a l v e s , ,,9i, Controls

inc Ldes a % 7 cm ft acc eulater ta,* c*ar;ed to 1c0 ps's. tris 51,.. g,,,,atcr 1ewel is controlled remote ess ally from either tre

capacity is s.,fficie-t to cperate tre air operatec se'.e(s) fec* Main Control R:cs (MCA) or the Aunt 11acy 5%tco.n Facel ( ASP) with

3; m m tes te 8 r:urs cependir; or frecse cy cf valse adjustment. safety g ade instr ee-tation provided (level and flo. indicaticas).
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4.N el >-. ,

X916 laitiatino Sienals for Automatic OperaticasThe valves in the water flow lines to the steam generators censist of
The following signals start the pu p motoe. a*d open the steam con-mthree motor operated valves f rom one teacer and three air operated
trol valves to the turbine-valves from the other header. Any p op can supply either header by
1. Steam generator =ater level, low-low in any steam generator (2operating maNa1 valves in the pue;*s cischarge. (For norral alig vent

refer to Section X.9 1.1.) The air crerated valves are rcreally open out of 3 signals)

2. Safety Injection signal * (Delay of 35-60 seconds on Metoe crivenand f ail open on loss of power, the MCV) a-e coreally open and fail

as-is on loss of po.er. The MCys or air cperated valves are pesitio9ed p.a-o s )

3- Less of offsite powerby the operator to maintain prcper level in tPe steam generators.
4. Main Feed pump trip (1 css of all Main feed pumps)

5. ManualThe steam a missica valves to the turtine are air cperated, normally

cicsed ana fait cren. T*ese valves can be coatrolled from the MCR or
X 9.1. 7 Testinc

ASP.

The systers are tested periedically in accorcance with tech spec

require ents. The frequency of periodic testias is 31 days. InM.9.1.5 In'c matice availaele to the Operate,

The following indications are awailadle at t,otn operating statices addition, the particular system is tested in accordance with the

technical specifications after performing system eaintenance. The
except as ncted.

1. Position iedication of the MCys and air cperated valves systers see tested using the recirculating lines, with various plant
, parameters noted. (Suction and discharge pressure, etc.) The2. Flow, gpm to each steam gene'ator (Main Control Board (MCB))

instrumentation systems are checked peri dically, in accordance withonly

3. Pump Cu rent and Voltage (MCB only) the technical specifications, on a per shift, monthly or refuelingr

tire fra*e tesis.me tu bine (PCB Cnly)4. Steam Pressure to Aus feed pu r

5. Steam Generater Le,els

6. Dump Cisc*arge and suction pressves (MCB och) rihere is no celay of the $. I. sig*al to the turbine driven p#p Control.
7. Breaker (motcr criven pumps) positico e reesce fer tre delay in the ector driven pump control circuit is to

limit the 1 cads f6cing emergency diesel gererater Icedieg
8. Condensate storage taat level emergency
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s . 3.1. 8 TechMCal Specificaticas Loss of MFW with Caly Onsite at Power Available

A review of the teCbeiCal specif tCatioas iadicated test teese This trans1 eat is soeewhat dif ferent in Character than in t>4 Case

specificatices Cover limitfe3 C3nditions Cf Cperatico (LCO) and abooe, in that reliaxe for AC power is now on the station diesel

periodic surveillance testing C0asistemt with staata*c Te:*aiCal gere,etors rather them offsite power. In essence, this adds failure

specifications, ocdes swCh as diesel generator failure to start to the Overall list

of failure modes of trains of the Afb 5-

1 92 Relittility fvaluation

R . 9. 2.1 Coaiaant Failure Medes The dominaat failure modes for the AFW5 discussed for the above Case

5bCCessful delivery Cf feedwater is Considered to be the fit s of at are not dependent on the actual source of AC power (I.e. , off site VS.

least 350 cm to cae (e- scre) of tre teree steam generato s fCr tre onsite). Thus tre pretsetlity of the fatlure esce disCwssed above

treasients CCeside*ed Bere- sheuld n0t Change. Further, the addition of the diesel generator

failure mode to other train failure modes is not suff1Ciently

Failu e rects of the A5h5 were assessed fce t*ree types cf initiating important to make the probability of suCh a Contination cf modesr

treasit*ts. The dotira91 failure mcOes fC' etC" t-aas'e*t ty pe are si 91fiCaMt. for these reasons,the AIb5 failure probability for this

discussed belo*- Case is still doeirated by the Coincident loss of both actuatien

traies. Coupled with the failure of the operator to sutseQweetly

Less of rFW with Offsite Po.ee Availa51e man ally aCthate the AFW5.w

The reliatility analysis of the North Anra AFh5 based on t*is ini-

tiating transient did not identify say strgle failu es or cowble Loss of MFW with Only DC Powee Availabler

failures whiCh would fail the entire AFWS. This assessment indicates In this case, no AC power (of fsite or orsite) is available; the AFWS

the domi*aat AFw5 failure mode to te a combiaation of the failure of is t %s redsted to tPe ore steam-drive 9 train for feedwater delivery.

A NPter of sing e failures within this trale Cam fail ttie AFWSbot % act.ation trains to aCtwate their res:e:tive CDPp 9 eats, Cowpied l

(e. g , Pard.are f ailu e in the pump and valves Cortrol systaewith f ailure of the C;eratcr to cetect the non-a:t atiCm of the r

system and to ea N elly act., ate it. fa116res, etc.). The dominant failwre pode for tPis train is that

the train is owt er servfCe for reinte9aace w*em the tramstent oCChrs.
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a 9.2 2 P-tec+;al ce:e-ee- 4es

available. The precedures for this case shoald include sayTre ;oteetial fce locatics ce;ecce-cies =ns 7:te: c.*ir; tH s
epe-ater actices required to pectect the ATW systean pJ psreliability e.a'uatice. in that sc*e p:'tfo s c' the a % $ were
assiest self-da*. age before mater flow is initiated; and.1 c ated in c:--a, ecces. ke-e.ee te:a se -a Ocat c- :e:e-ceacies

were fc e d N cn co... .ially affect all t-airs of the af=5
The case in w ich the primary water supply is being depleted,he

trese cece-ce-cies co re' a:;ea- to te s si;'ifica% ccacern,
Tee pecceds*e fer this case should pecvide for traesfer to

the alte~ ate water sogeces p* ice to drairir; of the primaryu111.9 3 Se:c~ eetat ic s f c r tes Pier'
water sap;1y.

T>e SP:rt-ter recome-caticrs 4t:th seeert:. Cen ted ty 05, and pla-t-

spe:ific) ice-t+fted tr tnis section represe*t a:t o s t: 1+;rc.e M*
Seco r entatten ".5-6 - Tne licensee sho.ld confim flow path avail.

system reltatility trat stool? te t ciemerted :y Ja .ary 1. 195;. er as
stility cf an Mn system flow train that eat been cat cf service to

s: n t&erea'ter as is practicable. In ge eral, tFey 1 v:1.e w;;rading cf
perfem geriedic testic; cr rairterance as follows:

Techr tcal $;ec1ficatic s cr esta:iisme; prece:.res 10 a.13 cr e tigate
e Frsced.res shoald te iglementes to rea. ire an operator

;;teettal s,ste er ::erator fail.res. T*e .03 'er- ::ta gemeric,
to detemire tFat the M system valves are pro;erlyce cted by G., aad cla*t-s;ecificj recovencations it'e-ttf tec in this sec-
ali;*ed and a second c;erator to incependently verify that

tier im:Ive syste- desi; eval.ati:ns aa:/cr reeifications to irgrove M.
tre .al.es are properly aligned.

syste reliatility an: represer,t actices that shaJd te 1 4 e entea t1 2 Tre 11cersee should propose Technical 5;ecifications toe
Ja .ary 1. 19:., or as scor. thereaf ter as is geactica:le-

ass re that price to pla-t startup follomir; an eatendedM 93.1 Sweet Term

cold shstdowe, a flow test would be perfomed to verify
1. c :orre-datier C5-4 - Leergeacy procedures for tra sfeerie; to alternatee

the ocmal flow path from the primary UW system water
sources of afei suf;ly shNId be a gilatle to tee C a-t C;tratcrs. Thesel

s:arce to the steam generatcrs. The flow test should be
proced.res 5% sic tecl. e Criteria to inf: m tee c;eratCr

cond.cted with Md system valves in their nor-al alt 9 ment.Gwhen, and 4 what Cede', the tr *sfer to alter * ate wat* r sc.Pces sh alda

take place. The following Cases shCWId te Cc.ered by the C*Cced.*es:
3 s ecc e-catio- C5-7 - Tne liceasee 5%culd verify ta.at the

e TPE Case in which the prieary water SL ;1y is Pct initially
a tceatic Sta-t Ma sig-als and associate 3 Circuitry are safety
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' ' 'graa If this cannct te verified, the AFw system A Aceatic

iritiation system should be modified in the short-ters to meet The folio.ir; additional shcrt-term reconr eedations res41tet f rom the

staff's lessCns Learr.ed Task forCt review aSd the $411etins and Ordersthe fu cticaal requirements listed telCw. for the longer ters,n

Iask FCrce review Cf AfW systees at Babcock & milCOn-designed 0; gratingthe 8.tn'atic initiation signals and circgits shoold te n.pgraced
IE "" 5 "'tsea. eat to our review of the AFe system easigas at E- and C-E-to meet safety grace recuire=ents as incicated in eecommendation

g_y designed cperating plaats. They have not been esatired fcr spectf st

I 8 "I I "ET^e cesiga shoald pecvice for tre a tcmatic initiation of

t*e aalliary feec-ater sy stem flo .
1 Reccarventien - The licensee should provide redandant level in.

The a.tcoatic fritiation signals and circuits should te
dicatiens and low level alares in tee coa. trol ro'# fcr the ATm

Cesig ed so that a single failure will FCt result in the
sys'e* primacy water suT0ly to allow the Cre*atCr to a9tiCipate

13ss c' aanilia*y f eef-ater s) stem fwection.
f DF dtUrm We WD

Testability of the initiation signals ard circuits shall te
and presert a low p#p 1 action pressure cor dition fetr occurrirg,

a feetare Cf the design, , gy ,g ) 3 ,9 gg

Tae iritiatic7 sig"als and circ tts shoJ d te go-ered fecm
fcr operator actio9 ass #ing that the largest ca;acity Afsi purp

the emergency tuses.
is operatin2-

Marwal capability to initiate toe a.ailia y feedwater
2. accwdeticn - The litersee should perfom a 72-Scar endaraece test f

systte f rom the control rcos shculd ce retained and should
all ArW system pur ps. if such a test or continueus period cf ooerstion

be implemented so that a single failure in the pansal
has ect been accPplished to date. FollCwing the 72-hour pep run,

circuits mill not result in the loss of system function.

the p#ps should be shut down and cooled dcwn and then restarted and
Tre alternat teg current motor-d is en pumps and valves in

run foe ore bear. Test acceptaate criteria should include demorstratir-
the a niliary feed =ater system should be included in the

a tomatic actuation (s % )ta-eous a-s'o* seavential) of
't*e Icacs to tre e+erge-cy tuses.

Tre automatic initiation sigaals and circuits srall te

'
cesi ec se that treir failure ill not reso?t the fossg

of earual capability to initiate tee AFh system from the

co'troi room.
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e3. eeconnendation - Tre liceasee s%culd 1*;1e 4*t the fc110.ic; [. ! -- -

re siremerts as specifie! by Ites 2.1.7.5 c9 page A-32 cf , 5 . * *

|
-

E- ! !
__

. = ,
E8t!3-C575: -$ . - i i

*

* 8 st :

it le $ =j ! -!! 2 c 2 ! .

8 .,

* Safety-g'aie indication cf a miliary fee:. ate * flow t:
,

| 5
{ ",

' /v%|
s 4each stest generater shall be prcvided in the ccatrol roce. gjsjj;- E,

_
,-

-

,
3- :-

5 I a .- ; -

^
s

gTes a.ziliary feed ater flow irstre eat chaneels siell te -4 q , y ,r; . 1 g .Q.
**

J,
s- a s ,-g a

p0=ered from the e-eegeaty t.ses co9siste-t mite satis'steg

the em rgeacy po.er civersity re:,,1re* arts fer tre awa111ary
--

,jy __

,

!_feed ster syste= set forth in A miliary Syste s Bramch Techn- 3 |a _ _ _ ,
-

: *
- __

- Ieical Fesition 10-1 cf ta.e Sta-car Revie. Plan. Se:tiot {f { i, ' . ' '
-

| |-10.4.;** * i ,---.

L = (f s = C .!.i:2
I I 1 *12

| | { A h
_t]t

4. Secom ea:atien - Lice-sees with p! ants wei:9 re:. ire 1::a1 r4asal

realign ect cf valves to conc :t perio:ic tests c9 cae AFE system f ? |e^W^ l i
^

train aad w .ich have only oee re .aining tJ. train avat*a:1e fer j j M "}
h

a
~

$ w
! I kocrerati:n, 55o.16 pre;;se Technical 5;ecificatices to provice that i o,e - * 4

I 3' Ia dedicated irtivie.a1 who is in cortvi:stien .ith the coetrol roo* !' I I
*

g4 y
,

|
| ,. - I C$:, CY,wte statiores at the r-anual valves. Upon irstraction from the control

room, this o;erator vow 1d re-ali;n the valves in tre AN system train ! ! cA y *3

} -<-
( |from the test rcce to its caerational alignm nt. I

l I o I I-

i !, -- r ,

R . 9. 3. 3 Q ; Te-.
. =. i. 3 *; *

. a;-ter, re:cmmeacaticas fer impreviag tee s3 ster a o as ' olla.s: --
q f **

I*, x
1 acc e-e- cat sca - GL-5 - Tre If:e-see sa:Je s:; a:e tae AN d hx-

system autoestic iritiatten sisvis anc cie: 4ts to meet X h
i k -

sa'ety ;-a:e reasire+e-ts.

.
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Sasis for Acriliaey Feed =ater
System Fle.. Recuire eets - PariN R05 pressuee (PCRV or safety valve actuation)

- Fuel temperature or damage lirits (D!3. PCT. ramire fuel
As a result cf recent staff reviews cf cperatir.g pla't Lailiary Feed.

teetral te*;eratu e)r

kater 5)steNs (AR S). the staff concludes that the design beses and

criteria prcvided ty liceesees for establishing AFai5 require 9ents f or
- c0 g ra ex H s M codani S W age

- Minimum steam generator level to assure sufficient stern
flew to the steam generater(s) to assure adequate removal of reactor

gererator heat trarsfer surface to reacve decay heat and/or
cecay heat are not well defir.ed ce cccurented.

cool dch the primary system.

We recuire that ycu provide the followirg AFW5 fic4 design tasis infor-

retice as a;plicable to the design basis trarsie ts and accident con-
* '"' " """ " ' " " " "

justification used with plant condition cons dared in 1.a. above
ditions fer your plant.

including:

1. a. Identify the plant transient and accident ccnditices considered a. Maximm recetcr power (including instrumert error allowance)

in establishiag AFWS flew require ents, includirg the following at the time of the initiating transfert or accident.

events:
b. Time delay from initia*ing event to reactor trip.

1) Loss of Main Feed (LMFW)

2) LMFW w/lcss cf offsite AC pcwer p

3) LMTW w/less of onsite and offsite AC p>er between initiating event and intred.ction of AFW5 flow into

N '" "OU ' steam generator (s).

5) Turbine trip with aad withcut bypass
d. Minim.cn steam generater water level when initiating event

6) Main steam isolation valve closure
occurs.

7) Main feed line break

8) Main steam line break e. Initial steam generater water inventory and depletion rate before

t' Small brerk LOCA and after AFWS f1cw co-rences - identify reactor decay heat

10) Other transient or accident conditions net listed abcve rate used.

b. Cescribe the clant protecticn acceptance criteria and ccrres.

ccadirg tecMical tases used for each initiatir; event identi-

fled add e. The acce;tance criteria should add-ess plae

limits such as:
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Muire pressw e at which stest is released irr stete ie eratce(s)f. r

3
,

in e pla t will so; ply t$e Petessary

a's a; air.st which the AFW p S Post deselcp s.''icie .t tecd.

f!cw to the stea* geterater(s) as deter-ined by iters 1 and 2

9 Minime n,ter of steam generaters that mast re:eine Ar. flo.; above cor. side *ing a sir;1e f ailure. Idectify the irdriin in 512ir;

e.g. I cat of 2?. 2 out of 4? t*e pep flow to allow for pcp recirculatten flew. seal leakage

and p# p wear.

h. RC flew cenditien - contic ed c;eration cf 50 b ;s er ratural

circulation.

1. Fazimsm AFJ inlet te ;erature.

J. Following a postulated steam cr feed lir.e break, tire celay

assumed to isolate break and direct Ard flew te intact sten

generator (s). Ard prp flow ca;acity allo.tece to et: wdate

the time delay and maintain minimum steam ge eratcr water level.

Also ide9tify credit taken fcr prirary syste- Feat remcval

d.e to blo. dew 9.

k. Volume and maxima temperature of water in rain feed lines

bet-ee9 steam ger.erater(s) and Ard5 cernection to rain feed liee.

1. 0;erating condition cf steam generator normal bio.hn following

initiating event.

m. Prima *y and secendary systers water and metal sensible test

used for coold:.m and Ard fle= sizing.

n. Ti e at het standby and tire to coold><, FCS to R'A systen cut

in te ;erature to size AFW water source ir.ett:ry.
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Mr. Sol Burstein
wisconsin Electric Power Company

ENCLCSURE 1
cc: Mr. Bruce Churchill, Esquire

Shaw, Pit * man, Potts and Trowortage X.11 (k) PCMT BEACH 2 AM 2
1800 M Street, k.W.
Washington, D. C. 20036 AUXILIARY FEE 0iwATER SYSTEM (AFWS)

Document capartseat
University of wisconsin
Stevens Point Library X.11.1 Systee Oescription
Stevens Point, Wisconsin 54481

X.11.1.1 Ceificuration. Overall Desion
Mr. Glen Reed, Manager
Nuclear Powee Division A simolif ted flow diagram of Point Beach I a .d ? '95 is shown in
Point 8esch nuclear Plant
Wisconsin Electric Power Company Figure 1. The automatically initiated auxiliary feedwater (AFW)
23) west Michigan Street
Milwaukee, misconsin 43201 system for each Point Beach Unit is partially shared between units I

and 2 to supply AFW to both steam generators of each unit. Each AFW

system uses a turbine drive pump and a motor driven pump. The turbine

drive 9 pump of one unit feeds both steam generators of that unit

only. The motor driven pump of each unit feeds one steam generator

in each unit and therefore is shared betseen units. The turbine

driven pumps supply AFW to the sain feedwater piping inside containment

through a motor operated valve for each steam ger,erator of their

respective units. The motor operated valves (MOV 1A and 2A for

Unit 1, MOV 18 and 28 for Unit 2 on Figure 1) are normally opened to

a throttled position to supply design flow to each steam generator.

On loss of power these valves fail as-is.

Each of the two motor driven pumps supplies AFW to one steam generator

of each unit through individual motor operated isolation valves which

are normally ope 9 and fail as-is on loss of power. (MCV 3A and 38

from one pump and MCV 4A and 48 from the other pump). A pressure

control salve (PCV-1 for Unit 1 PCV-2 for Unit 2) at the discharge
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of each pump cor.trols flow to two steam generators ( one
Since all valves in the flow path to the stesa generators are normallygenerator per unit) by maintaining a constant pressure at the pump
open and fail as-is (with exception of PCV-1 and 2 which fail open) a

disc *arge. The set point of this controlled pressure determines flow
loss of A-C or D-C power does not require valve manipulation. The

to tre steam generators and can be varied - ontrol room operator.
motor operated steam valves at the inlet to the turbines (MS*1A and

TPe PCv's are air operated and fail open 4.; as of air.

2A for Unit 1. MS-18 and 28 for Unit 2) are D-C motor operated valves

nd will autoestically open in the event of a loss of all A-C power.All four ATW pumps normally take suction from t o non-seismic

Category I condensate storage tanks (45.000 gs11 ors capacity eacn)
In the event of an unisolable rain steam or feedwater line breakth-cugh sanually cperated locked open isolation valves. The
coincident with a worst case single active failure. operator action

condensate storage tanks are normally lined up in parallel to the
within the control room will isolate AFW flow to the affected steamcommen suction header of the AN pumps.
generator and assure flow to the unaffected steam generator. The

licen m estimates >30 minutes to boil dry.
The minieve total capacity of the condensate stora(e tanks (by Technical

Specifications) is 10,000 gallons per operating unit. The total
A breat anywhere in the auxiliary feedwater system discharge pipingcapacity (20,000 gallons) will allow at least 25 minutes of supply
w u d not prevent automatic Art flow to at least one steam geeeratorwith both turbine drive AFW pumps running (400 gpm per t6rbine-driven

pump) or 50 minutes sopply with both mater-drivei pumps running g200 gam A single active failure coincident with a breat could dis-n de*and.

e automatic ArW to both stess generators. depending on break location,
per motor driven pump). The service water system serves as the

In e ther case, breaks could be isolated by operator action within
seismic Categury I source of water to the AFWS and is capable of

*
unlimited supply. The service water system (SWS) connects directly

to the suction of each AFW pump down-stream of the suction check
I- W at Desico Classification

valves and is therefore unaf fected by ea1 functions in the condensate
1 E"*E8' V8I*es. P ping, instrumentation and controls associatedi

tant supply portion of the AFW system. SW5 supply is initiated in
with the euriliary feedwater system (eacept Condensate Storage Tanks)tae control roor by opening a motor operated valve in the SW5 to each

esi ned safety Class I wniCh includes seismic Category I3"e G
AFW pump suction. TBe system is arra9 Qed sLCh that a failure of

rMent s .
either of the two diesel gererators on site will not prevent water

from being supplied to the AFW system for either unit.
a
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The concensate storage tant and associated instrumentation are not level is controlled in the control room by ad hsting the pressure set

cesigmed to safety ;eade requireee9ts. The pipirg from the tant to pciet of the pressure control valves at the discharge of each motor

tr.e sailiary feed.ater systes is classified as safety class I which drive 9 pas. If it is necessary to control turbine pump flow for
inc1waes seiseic Category 1 reavireeeats. I'''I CC"te,ol, t"e motoe operated valves in the dischaege lines from

the tuetine Criven pump each steam geaerator can be throttled free
k.11.1.3 Power Sov res the ccetrol room.e

Power sources foe all instrumentaticn and cratrols are taken from the

energe9cy buses which are s4 plied by the safety related diesel fec9 control actsator in tre room is located in a basic
generators or safety related station batteries. Steam generator system layout (MIM!C Bus) to help identify the control switch function

water level cor. trol aad the automatic initiation systre are cesigeed in ad31 tion to the identifying name plate,

as a safety related system, inc1wding seismic Category !.

3 11.1.4 2 19fomet9Ce awaflatie to the Operatee

Each motor driven pump and associated instrumentation and controls I. Alarms

are powered by a separate diesel-geaerator, such that a f ailure cf one a) Hi/Lo Steam Generator Level
diesel generator will only disable one motor driven train. b) Low Level - Condensate 5tcrage Tank

c) Service Water Systes header Pressure Low

The turbine driven puso for each unit receives steam from both steam

generators of its respect we unit througn parallel d-c motor operated II. Indication
isolation valves. The paeallel valves are powered frca separate D-C a) Steam Generator Level

buses such t'at a lo- of one d-c system will not prevent operation b) Condensate Storage Tank Level
of ef ther ta tine driven pep. c) AFW pump discharge pressurer

d) Service bater Heacer pressure
X.11.1.4 !ast*ueeatation and Coateo?s e) Valve Pcsition Indication - All Active Valves
x 11.1.4.1 Ceo aol s f) P ep Ronning Lights - Motee Drive

all cartrols for the active compenents of the sua111ary feecmater g) P ep Breaker Troucle Light - {Cid N0t Clcse on Cesand)
systee ;ai be o;trated free tre control room. Narsally steam ge9erator b) Pressure Set Point - Pressure Control Valve
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All waive position irdicat0rs are located with thef t respective
5) Automatic .nitiation of the AFW system is verified during each

Cortrols on tPS *WiW|0 Boa *G" such that tre walhes are readily
re*seling.

identified.

6) Control and initiating circuits are tested with each pump and

walve test
u . l l .1. 4. 3 ATW |ritiatinc Sicaals

7) Following maintenance on the system,an operational test is
!. TurMne Paps

a) Lo-Lo Level 19 Deth S/G's of its r s;ective unit - automatic pe*+ormed to bring the system back in ser. ice.

b) Less cf toth 4 G tusses (Supply reactor cociant Pumps) -
a.11.1.6 TecnMcal Scee :sticas4.tomatic

a. een tne reactor coolant is bested scove 350*F the reactor skall
c) Manual - From Control Room

eot be taken critical unless the followieg conditioes are met:

la. Two Unit Operation - Three of the fowe awmiliary feedwater
w tor Driven PwmpsII. e

a) Lc-Lc Level in say one 5/G of either uit - automatic pumps are operaole.

1b. Single Unit Operation - Either t e twroine ceiven pumpTrip of betM Main feed Pw p - ettmee writ - e.tomaticc) m

c) Safety Injection Siga.a1 - eitrer unit - automatic associated with that unit together witn one of the two

motor driven pumps or both motor driven pumps must te
d) Manual - from Control Room

operable.

2. A minimum of 10,000 gallons of watee pee operating unit in
X .11.1. 5 Testin;

1) Valve position is verified monthly the condensate storage tanks and an uniinited water supply

2) Service Water Systes supply valves are cycled scathly from the lake via either leg of the piant service water

3) Operatioral tests of ArW p Tps are perforced monthly by verifying system.

ps.rp suctice aad disc *arge presswee (Tests are staggered) 3. Systes piping and valves reewired to function during

4) Flow ve ification tests from conceasate tanks to 5/G's acciceet ennditions directly associated with the above

are perforted at each refweling or wPenever in cold snutcown components must be opacable.

(Not more freq ently than quarterly)
9. h-i n g powee os eration, the requireeents are modified to allow

ine *ollowing cocooner.ts to De inoperatie for a specified time.
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If the systee is not restored to meet toe aDove requireceits LON with Only DC eower Available

witnin the time period specified the appropriate reactor (s) Stacle Unit Operation

shall be placed in tre hot shutdown condition. If they are not The dominant failure contributor is loss of both motor-driven pumps
\

satisfied within an additional 48 hours, the appropriate and subsequent failure of the turbine driven pump due to loss of

reactor (s) shall to cooled down to less than 350'F. service wate'r (AC) -aeling to steam turbine pump bearing ett.

1. Two Unit Operation - Cne of the thre' operable auxiliary

fee hater pumps may be out-of-serv f:e provided a pump is Couble Unit Operation

restored to operable status within 24 hours. Same failure as single unit operation.

2. Single Unit Operation - One of the two operable auntliary

feedwater pumps may be out-of-service provided a pump is ,.11.2.2 lete rdependencie s

restored to operable status within 24 hours. The principal noted dependency is the design for AC cooling of the

turbine driven pumps.

a.11.2 teliability Evaluation

a.li.2.1 Dom uaat Failure Modes x.11.3 Recommendations for this Plant

The dominant failure modes are expressed for three transient The short-term recomendations (both generic, denoted by ES, and plant-
situations and two operational configurations, single unit operation specific) identified in this section represent actions to improve ATW

and douD1e unit operation. system reliability that should be implemented by January 1, 1980, or as

soon thereafter as is practicable. In general, they involve upgrading of
Limiting conditions for single unit operation are a single motor-driven Iechnical Specifications or establishing procedures to avoid or mitigate

pump and associated turbine driven pump operable or both motor driven ' potential system or operator failures. The long-term (both generic,

pumps operable. Any one can be out of service for 24 hours. denoted by GL, and plant-specific) recomendations identif ted in this sec=

tion involve system design evaluations and/or modifications to improve AFW

Limiting conditions for double unit operation are three of four system reliability and represent actions that should be implemented by

auxiliary feedwater pu ps operable. Any one can be out of service ;anwary ,, 49S,, or as soon thereafter as is practicable.m . , .

for 24 hcurs.
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L 11. 3 1 Snort-Te** e The case in which the primary water supply is not initially

1. Rec w eacatien G5-1 - The Itcensee showla pr:pese mccificatiens to available. The procedures for this case should include any

tre Iechnical $;ecifications to limit the time that one Afed system operator actions required to prctect the AFW system purPps

p #p a1d its associated , 4- ''ain aid essential Instrumertian can be agaiast self-damage be#cre water flow 15 initiated; and,

ineceracle. Tne cutage tii, t and suoseceert action time
, e The case in which the primary water supply is being depleted.showid be as rec ired in curr. stancar. Technical Specifications;

'i.e., 72 hosts and 12 neurs, res- ctivtly.
the alternate water sources prior to draining of the primary

2. Gecomeadaticn 05-2 - The licensee snowld lock cpen single valves cr water supply,
maltiple valves in series in tt.e AFW system pump suction piping and

Reco-pendation GS-5 - The as-built plant should be capable of pro-
Icct open otner single valves or multiple valves in series that

g ,, g
cow 14 interrupt all AF. flow. Mce.tnly inspections should be performed

va O re t pow r purce. If ma m l
te verify tnat taese valves are locked and fn the open ecsition.

AFW system initiation or flow control is required following a complete
inese irspectices should be preposed for incorporation into the

loss of alternating current power, emergency procedures should be
sord .llance redirements of the plant Technical Specifications. See

estaolished for mansally initiating and controlling the system
Recoacendation GL-2 for the 1crger-term resolutien of this concern.

under these conditions; Since the water for cooling of the lube

oil for the turbine-driven pump bearings may be dependent on alter-

nating current po er, design or procedural changes shall be made to
a. Fecomendat4en 05-a - Emergency precedures fer transferring to alternate

eliminate this cepencency as socn as practicable. Until this is done.
s.urces of ArW sapply should be availaole to the plant operators. These

the emergency procedwres should provide for an individual to be
croceh res shewld ircloce criteria to inform the cperator

stationed at the turbine-driven pump in the event of the loss of
=>en. and in what order, the transfer to alternate water sources shoulc

all alternating current poner to monitor pump bearing and/or lube
take place. The felle.ing cases showld be c0ve*ed by tre procedures:

oil temperatwres. If necessary, this o;erator would operate the
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,.. eq.:es,e. :.e; *e se on-cff Tc:t .r* , s'.te-*a. .. ,'e.g **:1! --al S V -t Te-s Rec w e*:ati:Ps. , . .

A:e;. ate 11...?r, ere .y .o ,e . c.r,e,.. ?Pe foli:wieg a::ittenal shcrt-term re:wercat+oes res41ted fr:rs the;3.e- is reste-e: , . . . . ..

:.ee s:.-:es a-: e: w a.i:att:es at i; .I stati-as s m ': ais te staff's less: s Learre: Task fcrce revice and t'e Salittins and Orders
,, ,, ; ;s : tf . ras ai i 'tist4:9 a-: c .r * 0* *?e F * sJgte, is *ask *crce re,f ew of Un syste*s at Intc :t & W11C:n-cestsaed o; erat _ing

. .-3 <,, ..e *- :e .te-r res*'*ti a cf ;?amts sAseq.e*,t to cor review cf the U w syste9 Jesigns at W- e d C-b*ee:e: i!ee a t:Wt": ,. 9 a - - *

-

, 3 s ,. .,, ., a ,, . s est;*e c;eestbg ;ta-ts. They have not bee't e atined f r specific

a;;1i:atility to tMs fa:iitty.
3 = m .,+*-cais-* S *-6 '*e li:t s ee s*'.. O c;*#i m fl3*' ;a t 9 avati.

a tlity Of aa Ma syste #*:. * * a' n t* a t *.a s t e e a :.* :' serv +:e t:

:e*#:'*1 Cer** r testiry ;r Taiateaaace as #:II =s:
1. Ret W m:ation - The litersee s%Id prov f de redWait level

e ;*, e:.*e5 s*...+ De ";1 eae-te: 10 re 1-e a9 C; erat:"
fes ,Catic% and 'w Iesel ale *ms in '.Pe ContrC1 rOCve fCr tMe

t: p te-v1-e **.41 t*9 afa system vaIves are ;G ;P ly-

af,g g j t,,ppjeg,y water s @ ply to allow tf.e CFeratCe 14 aiticipateg

sii;-e a,: a se: -: ::e*at:r 1: t ede:e -:e-*. it *rtfr t'at.

t.e eea to mo e e .ater or transfer to an afternate water
t'e v aI *es are ;"":e"l/ aIIi'e*

s.co?y and prevent a low pue9 swCtion pressure Condi610n froe
g The lite *see 5% ;rC Cse IeC***CaI $$e:IfiCaII ?5 IO

agg,rring, Tp,e }0w Ievel alare set oint shouId allow at leastk
ass.*e *?at F i r !3 plaat starts; f;IIC='*; SS eEte W :

23 rie.tes for cpe*at. 11cas, assding that tPe largest
:: s%* JM. a #!ce test .: 1 te gerfor'*e: 10 verify

g,;,gggj g79 p.co fs operating..

. e '.ce al f t:. ;at' #er t*e Or1?ary AI* sys*e'' *ater*

g; r:e ' : *?e stet 1 Gef'e r a t 7s , S e fl:a test s % i: te,

2. eer-e.eadatise - The litersee sSceld perfore a 72-how, e ndu rance
F. sy stem valves 1" *fe v ncr*al ai ;* e-tg: 0.,te: .: a

test on all AF=' systee pumps, if such a test ce comttnwous

teric: ;f c;eratics has not teem aCCsaclished to date. Folic ing
,re 72-move :. sap e .n, *,Se purps s*culd te shut down ami cooled.

6 ~ - ": r a 9 * - Et.* - **e ticemsee smoi : we*t# t*st *.'e a t:Matic*
/

g ,,3 t'en restarted aN3 r s* for oce % r. Test acceptance
sta** ~a syste'* s'i*ats e-: a s s:Ci a te: cfec.itef a'e sa'e*f-;* ace. !#

-aite*f a s' asis inchce canonstrating that the pwegs reeaf n
* as :3~ *. te ve-i'ted, t*e V a Syste9 a.trat : f***,'at * syste* s''i

g t.19 cesfgi I!*'ts sitM respect to tearir / bearing oil terpere-
te cc #4e: t' ''* stc** te"m t* *eet t'e forct'.-al ee:J re eats liste *

*es aad u f:: Pat'03 a d **st ;e; re:m a'Cient Ceeditteesa
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(tes e-ats e, n.micity) oo not exceeg e,vircsevntal cualificatione

'1133 l '"^#' **iteita for safety-relatea ec.1;eemt in tae ecom. -

Leag-ters reconmencatioes for improving the system are as follows:

1. Reco-r emf ation "A-1 At least cce AFW systes p.en; and its3. Se::e a*:st e n . ine li ce.see sg * g 3rg ;,,,,.t tre f olic.1 ;
associated flow path and essential instreentation shogld aatc.reqstre+e-ts as s;e:ifte: ty : tem 2.1.Lb on cage A-32 cf

%Rf3-0575: ratically initiate Afd system flow and be capable of being C;erated

*!af ety-grace indicat'on Of a.aC .ary fee:=ater f1c. ts inderer,caetly of acy altercating current .0-er so6rce for at least

eacm stent ge eest3* shall te pr: vices 1n the c;-*-ci r:ce. two nc.rs. Conversion of direct correr' :ower to alterestirg current

is accestacie.
I's a.allia y 'ee:.ater fic. 1rstreert ceancels small te

;c*ere: frc+ t*e e-e";e9:/ .ses consiste9t .itm satisfying 2. Recoweaestten - GL-4 - Licensees havieg pleets =1th unprotected

the e e gee y ;;.er chersity re; ire +erts fcr tEt a.silia*y normal AFw system ater supplies should evaluats the design of

feed. ate" system set f:etn in A.x111s$ Syste s Bramen Tecen. g,,,, ,pg ,,,g ,,g,e.g.r,,,, gf automatic protection of the

ricat P:sitic ,0 1 cf t e 5ts-:ard Review Plan, Secti:n , ,,, ,, ,,c,,,,,y f,ji ,3,g , ,,,,,,e ,,,.g or a tornado, in,

,.

''9' time availacie before pump damage, the alares and indications
.

availaole to t a control room operator, and the time necessary
Ge::veecat es . Licensees ith plants -nicn re: sire local mansal*

for annaug ue om ao a4 taWg action sM be coastcemd
realig-re-t of valves to concoct periccic tests en one AFi system

in determining whet er operator action can be relied on to
tra19 y =ticn have Caly one rev.aining AFW train availacle for

'""" '"I'' ' ' " * ' " ' ' " * O ' "" ' ^ ' "I
CieratiCP, snowld prCPCse Iecnnical $;ecifiCations to prCvice that

" " "
a Oe:1; ate 19 civic.al who is in com.nica*icn with the control reem

'

s stati0-e: at the mae.gl valves. .;0n instruction frC9 the c atr
" " " " $

r;ca, ;his c;erator WC ld re-align t%e valves in the AFa' system tra"
nomal source of mater to meet settefC Category I and tornado

fr09 t"e test 90Je to its operaticmal glignmeat.
proteClion rtquirteents.

3. accow endatiom*GL-$ * The liCemsee should wpgrade the AFW system

autcastic initiation signals and circuits to sut safety-geode

reqwirements.
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$ asis for Auxiliary Feewatere
~

zI System Flou Re:virennts
b I 3. ! 15~ : I ~3 [!.3i.I$_$ 3 f3 ~0j As a result of recent staff revie:s of operatig piant Auxiliary Teed-

s = |= . gIs = se
=5.5 :I$$~f5 Ei

-

=

<$5hE*~E
- $. $. > $ 3 E water Syste s (AGS). the staff cenciwdes that tne design bases and$

- --aj Ih, $ SI',$ crite-ia provided by licensees for establishing AWS requirements for3

j!j |j![ "kkh k$ k b!'3 I
flod to the steam gereratcr(s) to assure adetuate removal of reactor

-2 !I-E C{ I e : i :? sd !? CI I~
' ~

* * * ' * * decer heat are not well defined or docum nted.
! _v--- Q I. X j --h-

N #ib, 8 at recaire that you provide the following AFW5 fle design basis infer-
>, ,-, s1;

aij maticn as a:plicable to tre design basis transie ts and ac"ident con-
.

j I_~1 jj$.8 g ,

o . ,foe -
, ,-|-c w e

-I hk I-k3 I-k I-k I-k k k3 '*' '' ' " # "" ''''**

u t _ ,.,.; = < - , . =v , , L._
| r I g ; 1 i 1. a. Identify the plant transient and accident conditiens considered

! _
in establishing ATW5 flow requirements. including the followinga

<3 1
$ j , *)

i e

$ ;-ge g* y j --- | everts:
T -

d-
- A.

y
_

b, 2 c 1) Loss of Main Feed (LMFW)
, e

g C-{ ? g[-{ 9 J. J 2) LMFW w/lcss of offsite AC power

-f g g 3) LMFW w/ loss of onsite and offsite AC power

RK TR Je < s
5j7 .g ;',

g- gj -- 3. 5 4) Plant cooldown

5) Turbine trip with and without bypass- s
j

1l % .1 t T. {. L.a.1 6) Pain steam 1sclation valve closure* !!
i 1 --=~[| ! $ ! i ~ J .. fir ~ ! ..

>a < .

f5 7) Pain feed line break. .

| 4 4 | 4 | 4 44#

- j _ L _3 _ _ y _, 7 _ _p _ _ _ _.___L4_ a) Main steam line breal,

=,=f y
:h:y I* c7:7 ? ;:^ T

J ~7 J f ~y -f g| |
T

I * ~7- 77, 9) 5 all break LOCAj

bi1 m m f- x ~Ii ' ' - iii = 10) Cther transient or accident conditions not listed aboveeg ;;i
$fJr< ) ' DC---Q V ~ ) 1 I d(E s <'

J E is % .) V E g
e. Describe the plant prctecticn acce;tance criteria and corres.

ec-dirg technical bases used for esc 5 initiating event identi.

fied above. The acceptance criteria should address plant

limits sacn as:
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f. ;*ari am ;rressure at which steam is releasec fro steam generator (s)
nyM ." cessary

and agagest which the AFi pu"9 rust develcp sufficient hett
flew to the steam generator (s) as, determined by iters 1 and 2

g. Minins ne.ter cf steam gereraters that must re:eive AFW flo=; above considering a single failure. Identify the rargin in sizirg

e.g.ji out cf 2?, 2 cut of 47 the pu-'p f*ow to allow for pump recirculation flow, seal leakage.

* "'"
h. RC' flow conditica - continued c;eratten cf RC pu ps or natural

circula tion.

1. Maximum AFd inlet temperature.

J. Following a postulated steam or feed line treak, time delay

assumed to isolate break and direct Ard flow to intact steam

generator (s). AFd pump flow capacity allowance to accomodate

the time delay and maintain minimum steam generator water level.

- Also identify credit talen for pri e system best remcval

due to blowdown.

k. Volume and maximum temperature of water in m.in feed lires

between steam generator (s) and AFd$ connection to main feed line.

1. Operating condition of steam generator nonnal blowdown following

initiating event,

m. Primary and secondary system water and netal sensible heae

used for co0ldown and AfW ficw sizing,

n. Time at hot stardby and tirre to cocido n RCS to RHR systeri cut

in tenerature to size ATW water source invent:ry.
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- L. C. Payee **n
':rthe-a 5:stes F:=er C:P.;aay -3- __ **'"

ENCLOSURE 1
*: Ge ald Cear-:'f, Esa/re

Saaa, P:tt an, P: ts a-a Tr:gri:;e
1800 F SI-eet, 4.w.
hasv e; tee, 3. C. 2:235 X 10 (W) PRAIRIE ISLANO 1 & 2

"s Terry r:f f: an AUXILIARY FEED.ATER SYSTEM

Ere:.* is e : * *c ' r
n-aes ta F 11e* .- C.rtr:1 A;aacy
M3 d s. .:: y P:s 52 0 10.1 System OescriptionResev*lle, t rnes:*a -5113

X.10.1.1 Confiquration and Cverall CesicaThe EnvirJrre-tal Corservatice Litrary
"in-eapolis N elic Library
200 hic 11et PaII The auxiliary feedwater system (AFWS) is designed to supply water to
Misrea,,0lis, Mi v es::3 $5401 the steam generators for reactor coolant system decay neat eesoval
Mr. F. P. Tier-ey, Pla-t Manager
?rairf e Islanc ' .ciese Generating Plam when the normal feedwater systes is not available. It is also used

' e-9een 5:stes Dower C:r;a y for plant startups and shutdown (below the point where main feedhie 2
Welch, Minaes:ta 55039 system flow capacity is not required).
.;;c,yn F. Cis , Isaalre
5:ecial as si st ae: At-:eaey Se'e*al
Mi-aesota P:llation Ctetr:1 A;eacy The ATWS is shown in simplified form on Figure 1. The system con-1935 4. Ccanty Read B2
Reseville, Ptereseta 55113 sists of two steam turbine-driven pumps 11 and 22, (220 spe rated

2:: art L. Ny :, Jr., C* airman flow with 20 gpa recirculation flow each), one for each unit, capable
Mir esc *a-Wis * sin 3:w" ary Area

Co-d s si on of delivering feedwater to either or both steam generators of the
613 Se: enc Street
%ds:n, ntscenst, 54*:6 same unit. There is no interconnection between the discharge Ifne of

Cl a*eace O Fieraterd the two turbine-driven pumps of eithe.r unit. In addition, there are
U. S. Aclear egJ at:ry C:mtssico
p, O ha 374 two ector-driven punos 12 and 21 '.220 gem gated flow with 20 sps
te: . ' a g , 'e + a -e s : *. a -0f5

recirculation flow each), one for each unit, capable of delivering

feedwater to either or both steam generators of the same unit.

Referring to Figure 1 pumps 11 and 12 are normally lined up to feed

the steam generators of Unit #1, pumps 21 and 22 are normally lined

up to feed tte s'eam generators of Unit #2. The' two motor-driven

pump discharge headers are interconnected by two normally closed
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valves. By cpening these valves the Unit #1 pump *12 can sspply 3

water to Unit #2 steam generatgrs or the Unit #2 pump #21 can supply
X.10.1.2 cmonen t ce,f an ci,,,q f,c,g g,,water to Unit #1 steam generators.

The turbine pump trains and motor pus.p trains (pumps, valves, motors,

* '# * '' " '0**N3rmal feedwater scpply to the auxiliary feed-ater pt.mps consists of

" " '" *150,000 gallon candensate storage tanks, one f or Unit 1, two for

Unit 2 with a cer. men (isolable) header. A tackup water'sL; ply to the
The sources of water and associated piping are classified as follows:pumps ,is provided by the cooling water system. The cooling water

system consists of five pumps, 2000 gpm capacity each - three motor ) Type 3 (Non-seisetC)
Condensate storage tanks (Unit 2)driven, two diesel driven. Normally two-motor driven pumps are

2. Cooling water Systee - Setssic Categcry I, Tornado Missile
ope r a ti ng. Actuation of the third inotor driven pump is automatic on

Protected
low cooling water header pressure. 4f low discharge pressure

3. Suction Piping
its (s75 psi) and/or AC power is lost, the diesel driven pumps

from condensate storage tanks - Class 23 (non-seismic)
*=rted. In addition, 260 gpm of water can te

from cooling wat.ee system (sef sale - Category 1)
s upp lied. o 4 -=4f smic demineralized water creatment system to

4
Ceminoralized water treatment system (non-seismic)

the concensate storage u .k(s).

X.10.1.3 Power Sources

The ATV system is autcratically actuated. The itcersee states that the
The motor driven pumps are supplied from the Class IE emergency

steajs genera wrs would lose' trete actitty to transfer heat in approximately buses, (Bus #16 - Train B for #12 pump, Bcs 26 - Train A for #21 pump)
40 minutes. The valves in the ArwS lines to the stea, generaters 'ce

Motor operated valve (MCV) power is from the emergency buses on a
mctor cperated and are nsrmally cpen. '5he steam admiss ion val' 4 in train basis. The emergency buses are capable of being powered from
the steam supply line to the steam tsrbine is motor cperatet and is the diensi generators. Steam for the turbine driven pumps is
r.crmally closed. Lo steam supply valves, cne frca each sieat . * *" ' ' * 9 "' ' # * "" ' " ' " ' ""

generator, are rctor cperated and are normally cpen.

The instrumentation and control power supplies are from the 120 VAC

vital bus system. There are four vital buses / unit, each supplied by

an inverter cor.nected to the 480 YAC e+ergency bus and the 125 VDC
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X.10.1.4.2 Initiatino Sicnals for Automatic Operation

power system. The motor driven pump breaker controls are po-ered The following signals start the pump motors and open the steam
from the 125 YOC control batteries which are charged by battery admission control valve to the turbine of the affected ontt:
chargers connected to the 480 \ AC emergency buses. 1. Low-low water level in either steam generator

2. Trip of both main feedwater pumps

d.13.1.4 tastet.sentation and Coctrol 3. Safety injection
Cont *ols 4. Undervoltage of both 4.16 kw normal buses (turbine driven pump

Aay cf the MCV's can te cor. trolled frca either the Main Control Roos only)
or the Fot Shutdown Panel (local station).

5. Manual

Steam generator level is controlled by positioning the MCV's in the
X.10.1.6 Testina

flow discharge lines. Level and flow indication is provided for Auxiliary feed systes surveillance tests are required on a monthly
operator information. and refueling interval in accordance with tech scoe requirements.

The manthly tests involve (a) stroking MCV's and observing stem
The valves are motor operated and fail as-is on loss of power.

travel and (b) pump curve point check. The test is performed by

X.10.1.4.1 AFw Systes Information Available to the Operator (At both remote and local
tc r.re CST. After the test, the valves are positioned to norma?

stations encept as noted)
lintap and all valve positions are verified.

1. MCV Position

2. 5/G Level and pressure indication (alars-control room only)
#* # "

3. 5.1. Ready Panel-abnormal valve positicn and AFV pump coerability
'" " 9

statt.s-(control rt::n only)
ca ation with one motor-driven pump operabir and either ore turbine

4. Discharge Pressure
or oee motor driven pump operable and if failure occurs and is not

5. Discharge Flow
fixed in 48 hcurs go to cold shutdown. Two unit operation is

6. CST tevel Indication (Tow level alarm-control ecos only)
permitted with all four AFW purrps operable. If a failure occurs and

repair is 'ot completed within 7 days so that the four pumpn

requirement is met, one unit must be taken to cold shutdown.
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X.10.2 Reliebtitty Evaluation Results before initiating operation of the main feedwater system after

X.10.2.1 Domiaant Failure Medes reaching a reactor power; thus inoperability of the AFws would have

Failure modes of the AFWS were assesssed for three types of ini- been detecte', tercre proceeding further. See Recommendations GS-2'

tfating transients. The dominant fat'ure modes for each transient and GS-6.

type are discussed below.

Less of McW with Only Onsite AC Power Avefiable

It should be eoted that the f ailure modes discussed below as dominant This transient is very similar to the transfent discussed above,

presume LCCs of 49 hours on all AFh5 trains. Currently, the LCO Additional fatlure modes related to the oesite AC power system were

allows Deth the turbine-driven trains to hn unavailable indefinitely considered; however, these did not have a aignificant f apact. As

when only one of the two units is operating. See Recommendation GS-1. such, a dominant failure mode for the caso described .bove (closure

of two P.anual valves in the AFWS discharge Itoes ins'de containment)

Loss or urW with Cffsite Pe=er Avaffaele is also considered to be dominant for this transient.

A dominant fatture mode of the AFWS for this transient is assessed to

be the bl.ockage of flow to the two steas gerorators due to ined. toss of wFW with Only CC Powee Available

vertent closure of two manual valves in the pump discharge lines In this trae. stent no AC power (onsite or offsite) is availanle, so

inside containment. These valves could pcssibly be closed prior to ; hat the AFWS is reduced to one steam-driven pump train. The

the AFwS demand because of, for example, a personnel error in f atling dominant failure mode of this train in such a transient is assessed

to reopen thee after maintenance on the AFWS. Because these valves to be failure of the operator to open the normally closed

do not have remote position indication and are located inside the steam-adetssion valve before the steam generater water level decreases

coetainment, there could be a considerable delay in gaining access to to the point where it loses its acility to transfer beat. This valve

and reopening cf the valves after an AFWS demand. However, the is motor-operated and is normally powered from either offsite AC

11cecsee states that any inadvertent closure of these valves would be power or from the diesel generators. Since neither of these power

detected prior to reactor startup or at least be'sre the reactor sources f s available in this transient, local, manual opening of the

exceeds M pcwer sirce (a) plant startuo precedures require a valve valve would be reautred,

aligreent check to verify the AP.S flow patn and (b) the AFh5 is used

daring normal plant startup to maintain steam generat:r .,ater level
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X.10.2.1 Principal Ceceadenci g
reliability and represent actions that should be implemented by

The principal dependency found in this evaluation is the coanon-cause
January 1,1981, or as soon thereafter as is practicable.

failure of all trains due to closure of the manual valves in the two

ANS discharge lines.
X.10.3.1 SMet Terg

1. Recoeendation GS-1 - The Technical Specification LCO for cne
The second significact depecdency found is the dependence on AC power

unit operation allows the turbine-driven pump train of that unit
to run the turbine-driven pump train of the A NS.

to to unavailable indefinitely. Consequently, the plant could

" E' * *" '" "" * * * * "*' *
Becasse of physical separation of the AM pos:ps, location depen-

E * ' **'** * E * * * *

dancies do not appear to be significant In thfs plant.
Technical Specifications to 11mit the time that a turbine-driven

* "" * * * *" E' * "' *
The ANS pumps repire cooling from the plant cooling water system.

'

However, since this system can be run from offsite or onsite AC power

supplies, and also has separate diesel-driven pumps, this potential
Technical Specifications; naeoly 72 hours and 12 hours for the

common cause failure does not appene to be of significance.
outage time limit and action time.

X 10.3 Reco mendations for this Plart
2. Recewendation GS-2 - The licensee should lock cpen single

The short-term recommendations (bot * generic, denotes by G5, and
valves or sultiple valves in series in the A N system pump

pla9t specific) identified in this section represent actiors to
suction piping and lock open other single valves or multiple

leprove AN systems reliability that should be implemented by
valves in series that could interrupt all AN flow, including

Jawary 1,1980, or as soon thereaf ter as is practicable. In
the manual valves V12 and V25 inside containment. Monthly

gent.ral, they involve upgeading of Technical Specifications or inspections should be performed to verify that these valves are
establishing procedares to avoid or mitigate potential system er

locked and in the open position. These inspections should be
operator failures. The long-term recem eFdations (both ge9eric,

derated by GL, snd plant spect fic) identified in this section involve the plant Technical Specifications. See Recossendation GL-2
systaa design evaluations and/cr modifications to f? prove AN systes .

for the longer-ters resolution of this concern.
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3. #eenmmenoit ten GS-4 - E.eergency procedures for transferring to emergency procedures should provide for an individual to be

alternate sources of AN swpply should be available to the plant stationed at the turbine-driven pump in the event of the loss of

ope rate rs. These procedures shoula include criteria to infore all alternating current power to monitor pump bearing and/or

the operators when, and in wnat order, the transfer to alternate lube oil temperatures. If necessary, this cperator would

water s x rces should take place. The folln.ing cases shculd be cperate the turbine-driven pump in en on-cff mode untti

covered by tne procedures: alternating current power is res .cred. Adequate lighting

The case in wnich the primary water supply is not initially powered by direct current power sources and coanunications at

available. The procedures for this case should include any local stations 'should also be provided if manual initiation and

operator actions required to pratect the AW system pumps control of the AFV system is needed. (See Recomeendation GL-3
.

against self-damage before water flow is initiated; and, for the longer-term resolution of this cnncern.)

5. #ecea*endation GS-5 - The licenses should confire flow pathThe case in which the primary water supply is being cepleted.

The procedure for this case should provide for transfer to availability of an AW system flew train that has been out of

the alternate water scurces prior to draining of the service to perform periodic testing or maintenance as follows:

Procedures should be implemented to require an cperator to, primary water supply.

4. Recmendation GS-5 - The as-Duilt plant should be capaole of determine cat ce AW system vah are WMy aWM

providing the required AFW ficw for at least two hours from one and a second operator to independently verify that the

AFV pump train independert of any alternating current power valves are properly aligned.

source. If manual AW system initiation or flow control is The licensee should propose Technical Specifications to

required fc11owing a complete loss of alternating current power, assuae'that prior to plant startup following an extended

emergency procedures should be established for manually cold shutdown, a flow test would be performed to verify the

initiating and controllfog the systee under these conditions, normal flow path from the primary AFW system water source

Since the wate" for cooling of the lute oil for the turbine- to the steam generators. The flow test shnuld be conducted

driven pump tearing may be dependent on alte* rating current with AFW systes valves in their normal alignment.

6. Rec w e W ti e G5-7 - The licenses should verify that tfe auto-power, cesign or procedural changes shall te wade to elisinate

this de:endency as soon as practicable. Until this is done, the matic start AFW signals and associated circuitry are safety

grade [ If this cannot be verified, the AFW system automatic

initiation systera should te modified in the short-ters to meet
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the functional requirements listed below. For the longer tern, X.IO.3.2 Additional $ bort-Team Receavaendations

the automatic initiation signals and circuits should te upgraded The felicwing additional short-ters recommendations resulted from the

to meet safety grade requirements as indicated in Recocuendatica staff's Lessons Learred Task Force review ad the su11stin and Grcers Tast

GL-5- Force review of AN systems at ea: cock & Wilcox-designed operating

The design should provide for the automatic initiation of plants subsequent to our review of the AN systes cesigrs at W- and*

the auxiliary f eed-ater systes fiow. 0-E-desigred cperating plants. TSey bive not teen esamined for

The autcmatic initiation signals and circuits should be specific applicability to this facility,*

designed so that a single failure will not result in the 1. Recemendation - The Itcensee should provide redudant level

loss of auxiliary feedwater system function. Indications and a low level alare in._the control room for the

- Testability of the initiation signals and circuits shall be AFW system primary water supply to allow the operator to anticipate

a feature of the design. the need to make up water or transfer to an alternate water

- The initiation signals and circuits should be powered from supply and prevent a low pump suction pressure condition from

the emergency buses- occurring The low level alarm setpoint should allow at least

Manual capability to initiata the auxiliary feedwater 20 minutes for operator action, assumieg that the largest

system from the control room should be retained and should ca acity AFW pum is cperating,

be implemented so that a single failure in the manual 2. Receeeadation - The licensee should perform a 72-nour endurance

circuits will not result in the loss of system functi:- test on all AFW system pumps, if such a test or continuous

The alternating current motor-driven neps and valves in period of operation has eet been accomplished to date.

the auxiliary feedwater system should to included in Ja Following the 72-hour pump run, the pumps should be shut down
,

automatic actuation (simulta eous and/or sequea*4al) of ae ' cooled down and then restarted and run fcr one hour. Testa

loads to the emergency buses. acceptance criteria should include comonstrating that the pumps
r

The automatic initiation signals and circuits shall be remain within design limits with respect to teariag/ bearing oil

designed so that their f af f are will not result in the loss temperatures and vibratien and tnat pump reos aWent concitions

of manual capability to inf tf ate the AFW system from the (tenerature, haf dity) do not exceed erwiroamental qtatifica-

control r::om. tion limits for safety related epuipment in the room.
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3. Ree:meadstiol- Be Iftensee should implemt the following

requirteents as specified by item 2.1.7.b en page A-32 of oserated independently of aay alternatf eg curres.: power source

g for at least two hours. Conversion of direct current power to
" " '##* * *~" Safety-grade incicatien of auxilf ary feehater flew to each

2.steam ge*erator sull be provided in tre control r009 Reco=**Mation - GL-4 - Licensees havMg plants with unprotected

The an11tary feehnter ficw insterent chanrels shall be noesal AFV system water supplies should evaluate the design of

pc.ered faom the emergency buses ca9ststett with satisfying tref r Ard systems to cetermine if automatic pectection of the

ta. emergency powee diversity requirereats for the auxiliary pump is necessary following a safsafe event or a tornado. The

fee %4ter system set forth in Aux 1liary Systeas Branch time available before pump damage, the alares and f adications
,

Techef cal icsition 13-1 of the $tandard Review plan, available for the control rces operator, and the tfee necessary

for assessing the prCOles and taking action should be Considered,

4. Dec meadatten - Licensees with plants wht:h reqaire local manual in determining whether operator action can t>e relied on to

realig mnt of valves to conduct periodic tests on cre W prevent pump casage. Consideration should be given to providing

sys te-: train, ag theee is enly one reaafning ATW train pu'np prctectfon by means such as automatic switchover of tr.e

pump suctions to the alternate safety gence source of water,available for creratien, shculd pro;cse Technical !pecificatioas ,

to prev 1de that a dedicated individual who is in cerrwication satomatic swam tefp on low saction pressure or upgrading the

ncesal source of water to meet seismic Category I tornado pro-with tre corteol roon te staticaed at the unaal valves. 'Jpen
tectfon regaframents.

fnstructfen from the control room, this operator aculd realign
3. e

the valves in the AFW system train frere the test mcde to its sce N dation - GL-% - The licersee should upgrade the AFW

cperatteral alig w nt. system automatic fnitiation signals and circuits to meet safety-
grade requirements.

X.lc.3.3 torg 'em

Lo 3-tem recovendatf ors for 1rprevieg t'e syste9 are as fellows:

1. c ec Tendatten - GL-a - At least cae W systea pm and its

ass cf ated flew cath and esseatial instreentatica s*nid aut:-

matically initiate ATW system flew and be ca:atie of being
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DCLOSURE 2

, , E (, X Basis for Auxiliary Feedwater
,,, 8 System Flou Recairsants< < ;

!5 5 !cf !
I !E h As a result of recer.t staff reviews cf operatiry plant Aam111ary Feed-

~ *
t

2 R X water Syste s (AFWS). the staff coacludes that tne design bases and
> >

b- _3 criteria previded by 11censees for establishing ArWS requirements for
e % a

( f :) flew to the steam generater(s) to assare adecuate remeval of rea: tor^

C C U t ce:ay mest are nat well defined ce coc rented.

$} +O
I, '-x : x4 .

We recuire that you provide the following Ard$ flew design basis infor->

f matice as a;p11 cable to the design basis transients and accident con-'

5
** C ditions for your plant.O_

n-~- ~ n-

,'T- 1. a. Identify the plant transient and accident conditions considered,s

k j i in estad11shing AFVS flow requirements. including the followingy
n ;

e_ events:
s=

I [i$ } 1) Less of Main Fred (LW)

g- , -3 2 kd 2) LMrd w/ loss of offsite A0 pcwee
u

^
0 3) LMFW w/ loss of casite and offsite AC po er

!$ f 4) Plant coold:wn4

C, G_ g 5) Turbine trip with and withcut bypass,
X M w <

CN {
'

6) Main steam isolation valve closure>q
( - ~

7) Main feed line break

!~ h 8) Main steam line break
"3 C =

b_ $ 9) $ mall break LOCA< ^
_ '--cdo-3N % / $

f 10) Other transient or accident conditions not listed above, ,
2 Cr 3*

L> zu

b. 0escribe the plant protection acceptance criteria and ccrres--

;
. CT 7 I

,
A w

J E ~Q pcr. ding technical bases used for each initiating event identi-o

] ! rO
|" I =~ I :())

U m* d

3 3 jj{ j{g jjy X jj fied above. The acceptance criteria should address plant
2 5 I EE$2 j> E I

- 0 3 limits such as:
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-3-

*auf %* 905 presse-e (PMY Ce s afety valve actutti0n)

TseI te";f'a'ure er dat!ge li*its (Oh!, PCI. rati*J" fuel f. Maxi %S prelsare at whTCh steam is released fr:P steam generator (s)

Ce9 tral tene*atare) and against which the APW pu p rast develop su*ficient read

- p'5 c::lf e; rate li-it to aveio excessive coolant shrinha;e
I* '

. Mi'tf%1 stent generat:r level to ass;re $6fficita.t sten-
* * *

ge e-atse heat transfer surfa:e te, remove decay Feat ard/ce

c::1 dian tre p*ita*y systet. h. RC flew tecditi0n - c0ntinued c;eration of V pu*;$ or ratural

" * "*
2. Oes: rite t'e sealyses and assJr;tiens a*d c:rresponding technical

1.stification used wit 9 plant coadition conside'ed in 1.a. abcve 1. Maxim AF4 inlet ,tencerature.

irclwdie;;

4. Mast %m react:r power (including irstrurect errce allowance)
* * "U ' "" * " ' ** "#

' " " " *
at t"e tT*e of the iettisting transie*t er accident.

generater(s). AF4 pump flow capacity allcwance to accomodate

b. Time delay ' rom initiating eveet to rea:ter trip, the time delay and maintain minimum staan generater water level.

'

c. t paea eter(s) =51cn initiates AF.S flow ard tire delay*

'
between initiating event and ir,trodu:tien of Aral flow into

steam geaerater(s). k. Volume and maximum tarperature of wate* in main feed lines

tetween steam generater(s) and ArdS connection to main feed 11r,e.
d. Mini %1 steam geaerator water level when initiatirg event

CCC"rs. 1. Operating condition of steam generator nonral blowdown following

initiating event.
1.itial steam generator water inve t:ry a*d depletien rate beforee.

ard a f te* AP3 #10w c Te'ces - identi*y rea:tc* de:ay heat m. Primary and seccMdary system water and instal seasible heat

' * " * " ' used f or cooldew9 and AF4 flew sizing.

n. Time at het sta*.fy and tire to cocidown RCS to Rd systen cut

in ter-perature to size ATW water s0urce inve9t:ry.
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% UlulTED sTATf s

= NUCLEAR RECULATORY COMMISSIONi .- I' ^I,

-, d,,,)g/
V / vias a crose o c.2cese

f3. Vertfy that tee AFW puis in your plant will s4 J1y the re:ersary
4 - September 21. 1979

fle v to the steam generator (s) as detemined by .tems 1 and 2 *****

Docket Ao. W 272above considering a sirgle failure. Identify the margin in sizing

the pu p flow to allow for purr.p recirculation flo . seal leakage

" " Fr. F. P. Libr1221. General Manager
Electric Production
Public Service Ef ectric and Gas Corpany
$3 Park Place. Room 7221
Newark, hew Jersey 07'. 1

Cear Mr. Librizzt :

SUBJECT: NRC REQUIRrMENTS FCA ALX!LIARY FEE 0 WATER Sf5TEMS AT SALEM UNIT 1

The purpose of this letter is to advise you of our requirements for the
auxiliary feedwater systems at the subject facility. These requirements
were identif ted during the ccurse cf the NRR Bulletins and Orcers Task
Force review of operating reactors in light of the accident at Three Mile
Island, t;ntt 2.

Enclosure I to tais letter identifies each of the requirecenss applicable
to the subject facility. These requirements are of two types. (1) generic
requirerents applicaole to most Westinghouse-cesigned operating plants and
(2) plant-specific requirerents applicable only to the subject facility.
Enclosure 2 contains a generic request for additional information regarding
auxiliary feedwater system flow requirements.

Se designs and procedures of the subject facility should be evaluated against
the a;plicable requirerents specified in Enclosure 1 to detemine the degree
to which the facility currently conforms to these requirements. De results
of this evaluation and an associated schedule and corrnitment for implerentation
of required changes or actions should be provided for NRC staff review within
thirty cays of receipt of this letter. Also, this schedule should indicate
your date for submittal of information such as design changes procedure changes
or Technical Specification changes to be provided for staff review. You may also
provide your response to the items in Encicsure 2 at that time.

In addition to the requirements identified in this letter, other requirements
which may be applicable to the st.bject facility are expected to be generated
by the Bulletins and Crders Task Force. Such requirements are these resulting
from our review of the loss-cf-feedwater event and the small break less-of-coolant
ac:1 dent as described in tne Westinghouse report WCAP-96CO. * Report on Small
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Fr. F. P. Librizzi -2 Se:te-ter 21, 1979

Mr. F. P. L1Drfrz1
Puelic Service Electric aac Gas Company

a cideats for Lesttegneuse 455$ System." Ctr s;e:tf +c coace*as incideBreas c
systens re11a:111ty (cteer than tre a.nlliary feed =ater systea), aael)tes,
gatcelines and prxedares for : eratcrs, and c:erater traimg. cc: Mart J. hetternahe, Esastre

Copeer, Moore and Corner
he ::lan to tcentify, in separate ccrres;c 4erce, tre recaf re* eats resaltteg Saite 1050
frem tre aditional ite-s from tre Balletirs anc Crce s Task Ferce review, 1747 Pennsylvania Avese. he

nasnington. D. C. ?J006

Richarc Fryling, Jr.. Esauire
Assistant Geaeral Solicitor
Puelic Service Electric and Gas Company

. 80 Part Place
, r re, i 5. Ei serhI ctir; otrector bewart, New Jersey 07101..,

Civist:n of Se*atte; Reactors
Of fice of tciear Reacter Eegulation Gene Fisher, SareaJ of Chief

86reau cf Radiation Protection
330 Scotcn AcasE-cies res:
I''"t0"* kew Jersey M28As stated

cc: w/ enc 1:sares Mr. nant Mica a, Managerr

Salem nuclear Generating StationSee rest page Puelic Service Electric aad Gas Cos9:any
80 Park Place
Newart, he Jersey 07101

Mr. R. L. Mitt 1, General Manager
Licensing and Enviro < pent
pus 11c Service Electric and Gas Compary
80 Part Place
f.ewart, new Jersey C7101

Sales Free Library
112 best Broseway
Sales, kew Jersey 08079

Lef t J. korrno1e
U. $. muc1rar Regulatory Commission
Drawer !
Mancocks Sridge, he Jersey C8038
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ENCLO5URE 1 =ater sources are availaste from the fire protection and domestic

L 12 (=) SALEM 1 water storage tank and the seismic Category I service water systes.

Ausi !ARY FEE 0 WATER SYSTEM A speol piece is required for connection between the AFws end either

of these two other backup wate r systems. The licensee estimates that

appron cately 1/2 hour will be neeced for manual coneection of thei1 12 1 httea Description

x. 2.1.' C&f' arstica. Overall :esian scool piece. (see recornendation GS-4)

d agens of the Salem 1 Av iliary Feed.atee Systemia steplified flow

(ar.5) is shewn in Fi p re 1. Tre AFWS censists of cae steam turcine x .12.1. 2 Comperents - Cesico. Classification

"iwen D#p (88C gpm @ 1550 psi) ard two mot:r a-iven s urps (440 gre The AFws including the primary water supply is classified as an

7 1300 psi). The turtine driven p ep is connected suc*: that it can engineered safety-related system and designed according to seismic

supply feed. ster to a'I fou' steat generators. Each of the BGtor Category 1 and Quality Group C reovirements.

driven pu ps is connected ta supply feedwater to two different pairsm

Cf the f0ur steas ger.e* stars (5~,). The licensee states that each of X.12.1.' Power Sources

tu bine driven pump uses steam from two Cf the four main'.5 9 three pumps is capatle of c0011eg the plant dJwn to tre Co9dition The steet r

where the RdR system can te used to Continue tNe safe plant shutcown steam lines tamen from a point upstream of the main steam isolation

process. valves (MSIV) and eAhausts directly to the atmosphere. Separate

isolation valves are provided for the steam supply connections to the

Ide primary water supply f " the afe's is maintaired in the 220,000 gallon AFws turbine pump. The motor driven pumps receive power from the

seistic CateQcry I Auxiliary fee Nater Storage Tank (AFWST). The 4 KV vital Duses. The steam supply valve to the turofee driven pump

in e9 tory is suf fiCieat f07 8 hours decej heat removal anJ to is OC operated (Channel C). The tureire driven pump discharge valves=ater v

maleta*9 the water inveatory Of the steam generators at Gr above LPe are also CC oDerated (Channel C). The motor deiren pump discharge

mim mum allowacle . ate- 1evel. Low .ater level er la. .ater temperature valves are AC operated (either A or 8 vital Dus).

in the AFwST will alaem and annu.iciate in the sain control room. The

secorda*y =ater supply is ta<en f*cm the 9en-seistic Cetineralized

water Storage Isr< s 500 'C0 311cas en.a In a ci* ice, '$ s'rer taa;,p
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PA-1040 No.12 Aguiliary Fees.ep sactica pressure.
X.!2.1.4 I m t- pertat'en and Coat-ots

PL-3447 No. 12 Awailfaey Fee @ uso suction peessure.
p.12.1.4.1 C:,c ' ~ e s

PT-1683 ho 12 Asiliary Fee:p.pp suction pressure.
The ins!"ar tst'c i a-4 c ontrc t s =t t e tre A45 ra.e ceen aesigned

PA-1C41 No. 13 Auxiliary Fee @ ump suction peessa-e.
as se:ss+c Cateucry an IEEE 279 ;ce:.cne-t s. Tre 5 Te.e1 is.

Pi-3445 hb 13 A.=iliary Fee c e; s.cti n gressure,
reecte 94%a 'y c rteoi;r in t..e ceia m.ates -o a . v en t e 1e.e1

M-1685 No.13 Awaitia y Fee @ ump ssction pressure.a y !S is < '04 cn t$e aaer:w -age instra eatatica tae fees ate,r&
,

eA-3450 No. 11 Auxiliary FeodoJuo discharge pressure.
f'.. to tre SG is l aite: tJ i 2 in/ein All power c:eratec val.es

PA-1061 ho . 11 Availiary f ee@sp di c*arge crassure.s
toss :fca- :e sasa?:y c::etec' led f ree t e cactrei oce, w e.er, on

PL 1678 ha 11 A2x11ery Fee @ ump discharge press re.
AC or .. p ae- tr.ese .41.es can te cperatec Iccal,y..

PA-3443 No. 12 Auxiliary Fee @smo discharge pressure.

FA-1082 40. 12 Asm111ery Fee @pe discharge pressure.
X.12.1.4.2 Ia'e-+a. tor Avaita-le to % erat 3e

PL-16B4 ho.12 Auxiliary Feeccarp discharge pressure.
* e i* f omtien a.e 41ao;e t* the cre-atar irc1 ces ; #o eperect'$ty

^~ 03 "0' I3 A*xilia*y Fee @wsp discha*ge pressure.
(s ctier D* essa *e, cisc'a ge pressure a-2 ci scharge fic*). A45T

PL-1686 No.13 A.,silie y Feeeptep discha*ge pressure.discre ;e p res s.ee, Ar=5T 9 evei aas temce*ature, stes* ge erat--
FA 'O'7 No.11 Aguiliaey Fee @ AD discharge flow.

. . . - ;;-- . . .te 'c;;' .ac *:at-et .O.* 07sittans is a+ f s .

.

FA-103$ Mt 12 Aguilfaey Feecpapp afscharge flow.
i w catica .w system s ns t rupe+ t ces , g at .n / e t y.*e 1 a a d ,., e.

FA-1C87 hc. 11 Steam Centratu. : tees flow.
asscciated f cct a are listed te k.

FA 1091 No. 12 Steam Gene *ator steam flow.
' st- reets FA-lO95 ho. 13 Steam Generat0e steam flow.
PC-1:43 Asat19sry fees 5tcrage Tana Ots:Pa"]e Press.re.

FA.1297 me . 14 5 team Geacrator steam flow.

P A ' 6 '. ;.u s 'eaf feed Sta age 7sca Oisc*arge P*ess ve
70-3609 Au=111a*y Fee 3=ater Storage Tara tem:erature.

m all'ar, FeeJ Sto ne 'a"= ? sd ar9e P*e56 #'-p( p3
LO-2?55 Assiliary Feec. ester Storage Tasa level.

p, $a3; t 11 A allia y feeip e; s# tica cross""e
LO-35:1 Aafliary Feewater Stora;e Tant level.

a ;- 3..M N3. 11 Aca i' t a7 Few ;W s,ctier Fessve.
(;.3443 4;,;,4)tary Fee, hater Storage Ta n level.

r :p u La i l ar' fee h r: uc t 1 # ""ess'*e''

LA-1558 Age'liaey Fee bater Sterage Tara le.e1.

-mn
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0 12 1.4.3 !M tiatiao Sir els for a.t W tic be*ntion pep or the stese driven feed pep from per*orming its individual

Tre noter criven owmps will stJet a M atically on any of tre fallowirg safety function.

cctattists: Icss of offsite pc.er, lcas cf main feef ater ft:w,

sa*e;uerds sehence stral, or low-law level afgral from any one of Sweve111ance Procedure SP0(0) 4.0.5-P Precautions 3.0 states "Do kot

tne foo sfeam generat es. When eitrer 3f tosse p s.ps is started, a Test Mcre Than One P wp At A Time," and Technical Specifications

stset indicati;r. is sne.n on tre stat <.s panel 13 the control rccm, as Action Statement 3. 7.12 does not permit more than 1 puar) to be out of

well as t*e rewte ccrtrol station and local irdication at its local service for more than 72 hours, otherwise be in Hot Shutdown within

M W co tec1 parel. The turoine aviven pump is started by any one of the next 12 hours.

tae falle.iag conditions: loss o' offsite po.e , low-low levei ia

two of the fos steam gewrators or accervoltage signal b tne EP x .12. 2 bliaoility Evaluation bsults

X.12.2.1 Dominant Fail re Modes Ide9tifiedu
grosp teses

hereally, any one of three subsystees supplying their pump capacity

X.12.1.5 Testino an1 Technical Sc ci'icstiens to at least 2 of the 4 steam geaerators can provice for adequate

The licensee incicatec trat after eac't AFW train saintenaace cotage, decay test removal (giver these three transient events considered).

the train wed d be fice tested to the SG to ensure systes flow path

aligament. 'ectnical Specifications, Auxiliary feeawater Systems, Pessently, buwever, the flow from the AFWS is t%rottled tack to

Su mefilance h autrements 4.7.1.2 Dec. ice *oe certah testtrg at reduce tne potential for occurrence of watee harwer due to rapid

least once per 31 aafs 1, acccedance witn Station ProceAre concensation of steam in the steam generator associated with fee 3 water

SP(0) 4.7.1.2(a). Testi'ig tre ~3 steam criven feeJ psp eces not addition when the 53 water level has dropped below the feed ring.

prevert tre t=c mater driven feed cumes or tasir associated fic= Because of this initially throttled operation of the AFWS (f 1.2 in/ sin),

patns free performir; their fetenced function. Te crocal Soecifica- tre operator must take steps shortly after AFwS actuation to increase

tions section a 0 5, 1^-ser. ice testing of pumps, re wires periedic camp flow and the rate of fill of the SGs until the desired water

testing of each motor ceiven feed pumc in accorcance witn Staticn levet is reestablished in the SGs.

P-oce tre SM C) a.C.5-D. Testing of either mctor 3 riven (11 oe

12 ) fee.1 pump aces not prevent tne remaint ag mctor crhen f eed
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Tr.is tPrattle baCm procebre 1) serves to reduce the installed AFWS

Capacity; 2) it reduCas the initial flow Capacity that can be Claised
back pectedures were removed.to esist for the AfwS designs; 3) it interposes the operator initially

into the Cperation of t%* AfoS; a) it Creates a risk of Celayed

refill =r the SGs treceoy increasiaa the c*acce of operation (and * *
-

sticking cpen) cf the PCRVs on tne pressurizer; and 5) it a"ects the
same as those described above.Ower4II availaDility that Sight othe* wise bt, estimated to esist for

the Salem Unit 1 Afe'5 desig9. For tecse reasons, we Conclude that

the need to maintatn suCn AF65 tarottle-back proCeaures should be LOF= wits only DC Power Availasie

reassessed by the licensee. For this transient event, the electric AFWS pumps would be unavailable

but feedwate* to the SG would be automatically provided by the single

Tne following failure medes were found to dominate the cemand steam taroine-criven pump. (No AC dependencies weet identified for

u availability of the Sales Unit 1 AFWS- the steam drivoi portion of the AFW5.) The dominant f ault Contri-n

butions would be those associated with failure of the turbine-driven

4 12.2.1.1 Loss of Feeo.ater (LOFw) wits Offsite aC Asaila5fe pumps r the unavaila0111ty of this subsystes due to maintenance

T"e single manual walwe (IAFI) in the suction line from the primary 0'

water stora;e tant was assessed to be the dominant fault Centribution

( 73 ) foe the Salem 1 AFWS Presently this manual value is nct

loChed Ofen 89d if inadvertertly Closed would result in delay or

PCssibly failure of the AFWS Ge demand. The pbmps Could be damaged si gle etnual waive (IAFI) in the afh5 suction line to the principal

"aless Drompt operator actica .as taken to 55ct the pumps off and water supply tank and the throttle-back practice Currently being

take subseQLent actions ta reestaClish a water sepD1y to the AF'S..

that aisable the availability of the AFh5.

Tne indeDendent failure of bcth the steam turbine pump subsystee and

eitse- of tne .Cter d-i.en cumps s.esys n Cem;rised 1 3 a of tne
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T*e lictaste v c.13 w?1fy t'at tne AF. systea =111 sw;;ly on dem4*d
a.12. 3 Re:ome-c at uni for tu s Plant

5.fficita* nitial fl:a t: Ve ae:e55 try Stea9 geatrat ra to an5are
The stort-ter* re;3Te93atloas (b;th generic, Gencted by G5, and plant *

80e;wate Ce:Sy Meat re*Chal f:ll:=1ag Icss Cf main feeg.ater flow
5;eC1fic) identified in (Mis sect 1C6 re;resert actiofis 12 improve AFn

393 a rea:*07 tri; fr m IX1 p:me*, In cases * Mere this reeval.at10e
system relistility tM?t thCgld te iglemented by JaNary 1,1930. Or as

r m lts ia 49 1rcrease 19 1aitial Ma system fl0w. the liCeasee
50G9 19ereaftee 45 15 practicable. I '1 ge*eral, tmey jevolve LDyradleg Cf

IC prCwije 5 ?fi;iert irf;rtaticn to CeScrstr ate that the reg *C
5 ". JItcM69 Cal $;ecif1CaliGr5 or esta0115hi g prgceh re5 13 av013 cr ettigate
191tial AIa by%!e5 fico ,111 oct resalt im plant damage he 10 materPOLEMtlal sytte5 or operator fa)la es. TPe lcrg-term LbCth generic,r

cencied ty k , aad plant-specific) recomendettons icea.tified in this sec- mav e*.

ti3a 1"volve lytte* destgr eval <.at1cr5 a9 dice modificatices ta tm;r:ve t.F.
3 Cere W "dat ? M 4 . Sergeacy pr0Ce b res foe treasfeering te alterMa*ef

Syste" reliaDility 49d represent acticr5 that shouls t- w;;er.erte** by
s:Jrces of AIsi se ;ly sh0wld be availatie t: the plant C; erat rs. These

Ja%ary 1, lE, Dr 35 500r trereaf ter 45 1s practica31e.
;r:ce: res $50.13 incloce criteria to irf--* taa c;erator

X.12.3.1 5 % rt to-=
een, aa: in w*at craer, the t'aesfee te alte mate water sources s h id

take cle:e. The f:110=4rg cases shculd te c0ve'ed by tre pr0ceda"es:
I. S e: ~--e *c a t i c a M ? *ne l f .ciee Sec,.l: 1cc. ;;en sie;;e wahes er

e Tre case in unich the primary matee su;;ly is ect feitially
% lti;le valves in series ia tre AF= syste91 pump sactice ;1;ing and

availatie. The procedures for mis case sa.ould incl.de say
Icck o;en ciner slegie valve 5 cr s iti;!e vai.es in 5eries that

eperator attices reLired ts g *:tett the ATW sy* tem pu';s
co lc teterr ;t all V . flaw. N ntnly inSpecticas incal: ce perfo,w ga

against self-camage tef;re water flow is initiated; aad.ta verify t%at these valves are lccaed anc in the epen pcsition.

These inspectices src.ia ;e pr::: sed for inc r;craticn int 0 the e The case in which the prieary watee $60;ly is being decleted.
serveillance re; aire-eats cf the ;1ar.*. Techrical Specifications. See

Re:cerendat10n R-2 f or the icnger-term re5:lutica cf this c:rcern.
t*e alts -rate wate- segetes p-ice to traiming of the primacy

wate' sep;ly.

2. Ee t v e6dati:n *S-3 - Ine liceasee Pas state that it tnrettles AF..

System flow to avoid ater haw er. The liteasee should reeta91ae

*be ;ractice Of ter ttlirg AF= syste* flow 10 av3id mater Mavec,
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4'
3e:0ve*:st4:n *S-6 . **e 11:eeset s*.. c cftem fl:= ;ste avait. ?"e desigi sac id p*0mico fse tSe a.toratic initiatiest of

atility of an AF. system fI: *. rate t*at Fas taea c.t :* servi e t: the a.d ifaey 'ee s. ate * systee fio..

;eef e9 *eci0 ic ttstirg O' *ai*te*a Ce as f:lIO=s:

T*e s.to 44ti; f aitiatio9 sigmals a94 CirCaits showId bee Pe::efw*es sa .'d te **;;e e**e: *: ee: 4eg gn :;g g;;r

syste9 v alves are ;rcreely f*s'gae3 to that a singia failuce will act res lt 19 thet: Cete-? *e *? at *.ae Af a

aIig*e1 a* a se::e* ;; erat ** t3 fe:e;tetently geetfy **g* I:ss Cf awai|13ey fee 0wat#* Jvstas famCtio%

**e h alves art Oe: ealy alis*ej.

Testability o' the 19ftiation sig9els aad C'ec d ts s'all bee *** li;e*see sN d pr:;;se 'e:- ' 3' $;e:jf,tg r g .;

h a 43W H W des'gn.ass.*e * tat ; rice to ;1ga*. sis,;,; agjsg,9p; g, ,,g,,,,;

013 s%* :a*. a fI:n test w;. te :e**:r*e: 10 werify
a s and Cidts sScald te pwed f*os**e *: " al fl = *at- *e:S t* e ;r t a g ey ,, a syste9 mater

the etergeacy twseg,sc.*:e *- *.*e stea* ;eate3*: Tre s ;w test $*:.': "e

::a:_ *e: .'t% aF. syste valwes 1* * at r 9:-a l .ii ga*e-t, i

8'a%a1 CaDaDility to ir.itiate t*.e s.ailiary fee? water

sy stee f rom the CCate21 roce s*Culd be ettaiSed a*d s%

De fed emeated so that a sf*g's failwee fa the ma sali

5. tecs'ae-catiem GS-7 - The 11Ceesee sneald ve*1f f tmat the a.tamatic circuits m not mat M ee loss cf systee f "Ctioa.
start AFuf systee sigaais aad associated Cirtvitry 4*e safety *

g*ade. If this Cavot De ve*f fie3, tSe AFaf systee awtceatic TPe alterrat1*g Cweeeet motor-ceivea puncs and valves 19

191tiat109 systee sac 'd be ecci*fe3 in the gnort-te*1 tc eeet the auxiliacy feedwater systea s9Cu'd be imC1 0ed f a t*e9

the f#Ctional eeqLiremeats listed beIow. Far the I:*ger f. eau, awt388atic actwatica (sietitaae0Ls 594/o* se:.e'tial' of the
t*e agicaati initiation signals RFC CirCwits s*0973 te wCgende; ' cads to the eteege vy tuses.

to etet s4#e!y 7'a04 re d 'e*e*ts as 19C4:Sted 19 e :Ove*dat :e i S

GL-5. **e autosatiC initiatiom sigaals a9e CieCuits s' ail to

desig*ea so that their fatiwre will not result in the I3ss

C' masal Cacatility to 19ttiste t?e arw syste, free t*e

Co*troi room.

E-2t5
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A.12.3.2 lccitieral Stort Ter- Gec w encaticas 3. Ecco-e-:atien - The licensee skculd i?;1emeat the fsllowing

Ihe f 311Cwing additicnal SNrt-term recoreadatices resulted from the re:.iee"T*t5 as 50ecified by Ite9 2.l.7.b on page A-32 of

Staff'E Les50*.5 Learea: Task fcrce review anc 're Collettr5 and Order $ '4MIE-CI73:

Tasa F:rce resiew cf M W systeel at Satc u L wti: n-0esi ye: c;erattn; " Safety-;ra:e incicat'0a cf auniliary feedwatee flow to

plaM s s.tse;. eat to owe revtew cf *?e ATW sjstem cesi;rs at w- ar: C.E. ca:5 steam generator shall be proviced in the centrol room.

CeSigned ;;erating ;laats. The) have n:' Leen enamaed fcr s;ecific

5;3licatiitty to this facility.

' # *
1. Recomme,dstion - The licensee should provice redundant level

indications and IN level alar *s 'n re :cete:I rC7 f;" tre

Ah system primary water supply to allow the operator ta

*
anticipate the neto to make up water -r transfer to an alternate

water sucr:'y and prevent a low pump suction pressere condition

from ocesreing. The low level alarm setpoint should allow at secreecatic, - Licensees wita plants which reasire 1ccal manaal4,

least 20 minutes for' operator action, assuming that the largest realt;e ent cf ,alves * cca.dsct periccic tests en o'e ATE System
capacity AFW pamp is operating. train available fortrain g e ich have cnly cre re?.aining -w

C* erat 1cn, SWld Gr0035e TecMiCal SDecifiCati0n110 OICWi3I th3I
2. Recome dation - The licensee should perform 4 72-hcur endurancea

a dedicated indivicwal who 15 in cort".nication with the C0Ftrol room
test on all AFW system pumps, if such a test or continuous

be staticeed at the ma%41 valves. U?ce testruction from the control
period of operation has nct been accomplished to date. Following rcoe, his c;erator would re-align the valves in iPe ATW System train
the 72-hour pump run, the pu@ s should te shut down and Cooled from the test mCde to its Cperational ali;'Wert
down and then restarted and run foe one hour. Test acceptance

criteria should include demonstrating that tSe pumps remain

witnin design limits with respect to bearing oil temperatures K 12 3 3 LO* F e**

and vfDration and that pump room amtieat corditions (temcerstr e, Loeg-teem recomrendatioes for imCroving the system are as follows:

humidity) co not onceed environmental cualification limits for

safety-related equipmeet in the r3Cm.
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EELOSURE 2 -2-

Basi s f or Aa,t lia v f eeu.. ate r

System Flow Rec.1 re ea =

- '% W .- RCS oressa e ( D J ce safety valve actaetion)

' # 'el te ;eratare ce da.a;e Jt-4ts (0',5. PCT. masi v failAs a resw't c' rece- , sta'f revt e s cf c; erat u s. e ; A.wiliar, Feed- -

central te verata e)rvate- Syste s (AFWS), tre staM c:rciaces t*at t e cest;9 tases a*d

criteria provided by licensees fe- estatif shi-g Ar<s re:wirements fer - a:s culing rate 1 trit to avcid excessive coolant shrinkage

- Minim sten 21 generator lesel to assure sufficier* ' ef!cw t3 the steam generater(s) to assure adec. ate removal of reactor

ce rest are not well de+ ned c- c: created generator heat transfer surface to remve decay heat enc /or
s

c cl dcwn the primary system.
=e recM ee that you prov1:e the followira, AFa5 flew design tasis infor-

cation as applicable to the cesign basis tra9 stents and accident cen- . s a alyses aM asseps and comsWng hchnical

f ast fication used with plant cordition c:nsicered in 1.a. above
citi3ns f0r your plant

including:
1. a. Identify the plant transient and accide9t conditions considered

a. Maxim reactor power (including instrutnert error allowance)
in establishirg Af4 flow require-ents. including the followin9

at the time of the initiating trarsient1r accident.

events:

1) Loss of Main Feed (L%) . e ay n a ng event to macMr W.

2) LMFW w/losi cf cffsite A0 pcwer c. Plant parameter (s) which initiates Afef5 flow and time delay
3) tMFW w/ loss of cesite and offsite A0 power between initiating event and introduction of AFai5 flow into

} "" E steam generator (s).
5) Turbine trip witn and witheat bypass

d. Minimum steam gererator water level when initiating event6) Main steam isclation valve closure

7) dain feed line brea, occurs.

8) Main steam line trer. ,, g , 4,) , p p

9) Small breat LOCA
and after Afiis flow comences - identify reactor decay heat

10) Otner traasient or accident conditions net listed above rate used.

b. Describe the plart prctactien acceptance criteria and cor-es.

pending technical bases used for each icitiating event identi-

fied above. The acceptance criteria should address plant

limits such as:
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m ; ;cen.*e at wmic9 stram is *eleased fe:r stes' gewat:-is: "I'' # W "' YO*' # #~I * * *"'8 7f. v

a-: a;s' es t wit ' th e Ar. p. t rss ce<el:; s.**i:te *et: fic= to t*e stat = ge t'st:r(s) as,detemined by ite s 1 a-d 2

socre cors90e-isg a sirgie failu-e. Ideat1'y t*e ra*;*n in sizieg
g. "' rte e.ur ter Of stes:s ge-erstres that Nst rece%e AT. flow,

t*e pc f~ow to ailow foe peo retirculatice ficw. seal leakage
e.g. I cat Of 27. 2 Out cf 4?

,1d j,7 ,,,,,

h. 20 fi:= c0*dition - coatinued cre*atiO9 cf RC p r:s c reta al

cir glatics,

f. Watf u Afd Inlet tenceca*ere.

j. Followi3 a pcstalated steam er feed lire treak, ti-e delay

ass;-ed to isolate b-eak and direct AN flew to f atact steen

ge* erat:r(s). AFa* pg flow capacity allowance to accTredate

the time delay and maictain sintwJs ste!9 geme-ater watee level

Also ideetify credit taken for prieary syste- heat rene.al

ese to blowdew9.

k. Volume and maatmJs tenteratwre of wate- in r.af n feed lires

betwee9 s*ea1 cererator(s) and ANS coerecti:n t0 win feed liee.

1. Operating condition of steam generator norul blowdown folic.ing

initiatir; eve 9t.

m. Primary and secondary system water and metal seasible test

used fo* c001 1vt and AW flow sizirg.

If*w at het standby ard time to cocl0m RCS to RHR syster: cutn.

in te7erstuee to size AFW water source icvertcry.

E-250
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Enclossre 2

6 asis for Auxilt aey Feewate r - Maxim RCS pressure (PSV or safety valve actuation)
hystet Flo ; FecJi re ents

- fuel teeperature er damage Jimits (DNS. PCT, maximum fuel

As a result of rece a staff revie s c' c:eratic; plaat Asuiliary Fees- g

water Systems (ArWS). the staff concludes that the cesign bases and - RC5 cooling rate limit to avoid excessive coolant shrinkage

criteeia provided by licensees for establishing Ara'S requirements for . Minimum steam generator level to assure sufficient stest

flow to the steam generator (s) to assure adecuate removal of reactor gererator heat transfer surf ace to remove decay heat and/or

decaj heat are not well de'ined ce coctreted- cool down the primary system.

We recuire that you provide the followirg AFa3 flow design basis infor- 2. Cescribe the analysas and assumptions and corresponding technical

mstion as appitcable to tne design basis transients and accident con- justification used with plant condition considered in 1.s. above

ditions for your plant, including:

"* M* 'I""" "* C# W' ' " * *
1. a. Identify the plant transient and accident conditions considered

at the time of the taitiating transientmr. accident.
in establishing AWS ficw requirements. including the following

events: b. Time delay from initiating event to reactor trip.

1) Loss of Main Feed (LMF4)
Plant parameter (s) which initiates AFd5 flow and time delayc.

2) LMrd w/ loss of cffsite AC power
between initiating event and intmduction of AFW5 flow into

3) LMW w/ loss of onsite and offsite AC power
steam generator (s).

4) Plant cooldown

5) Turbine trip with and without bypass p

6) Main steam isolation valve closure 73,

7) Main feed line treak
'' I" * I U "" I'' " " ""

8) Main steen lire break
"" U * I" I"'""'"'''" " * * * #

9) Small break LOCA
rate used,

10) Other tres*ent or accident conditions not listed above

b. Describe the plant prote: tion acceotance criteria and corres-

pording technical bases Jsed for each initiating event identi-

fled above. The acceptance criteria should address plant

limits such as:
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f. Maxt w pressure at wMich steam is released fr m steam generator (s)

and a; air.st wtich the AFn' pure must develop sdficient head "

flow to the steem gere7ter(s) as,detemired by ite+s 1 aad 2
g. Mininnan nJ:ter cf steam generators that r~st receive AFi flow; abcte considering a sirgle faf kre. Idertify the maegin in sizieg

e.g.1 out of 27, 2 out of 47 the pure flow to allow for prr:p recirculation flow, seal leakage

and pJnp wear.
h. RC flow cordition - continued operation of RC pumps or natural

ci rcula tion.

1. Maxinus AFd talet temperature.

j. Following a postulated steam or feed line break, time delay

assumed to isolate break and direct AFW flow to intact steam

generator (s). Ard purip flow capacity allowance to acc:rrodate

the time delay and maintain minimum steam generator water level.

Also identify credit taken for primary system heat removal

due to blowdown.

k. Volune anJ maxisnst tempertture of water in main feed lines

between steam generator (s) and AFW5 connection to main feed line.

1. Operating condition o' steam generator normal blowdown following

initiating event.

m. Primary and secondary system water and metal seasible heat

used for cooldown and AN flow string,

Time at hot standby and time to cooldown RCS to RHR system cutn.

in temperature to size AFW water source iwentory.
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*

Se Wal CO.:'st *
Ninern Cal f f:rria Ecison Lemna6y A a:LIARY FEE 0kAf!R SYSTEM
F ast Cffice $n 50 0
A3semead, CafifCr"ia 917N

Ca vic R. pi p" x.13.1 Sy ste- ceseei;t en

Sem.el B. Cuey
051:ke-1a; I sceg-v X 13. '. 1 Cemfi:vrition. 0.e*att Cesi:n
*a*ee Ettarrace-- Ce-ter A si plifi d diag'at of the San Oncfre U,it 1 Aailiary Feedwatee SystemTwe**v J'**J 7100* y m e

;an Fra9:is: Ca'ifcr''a 94, (AFw$) is snown in Figure 1. Basically, tre Aailia y Feedwater Sys tes
Ja:k C. in us (sims) is a saa ally operatec system weich consists of two saillaryc arry L Sit e n-
54* 014;0 (as & [lectriC 07r? arf f eedwater was (AFP), one motor-driven pump wncse ca;acity is 235 spo atp, ; ; u 1931
5:e Di ego, Cali fe-94 a 52112 1035 psi aad o*e steam ariven punqa whose capacity is 300 sps at 1110 psi,

5. % clear Ce; slat ry C e m sst;' Both punas tave cemen suction and cischarge piping and valves.o

AD: a ta-' . D a te

P. O Bc4 4-
189 Cle e9 e, Cal 1#:nis ; 572

"" *
Misst:9 Vte' 3-an a Liten y
2ad51 Creisaata ;***e two patts. The normal path is from tre pumps to the sain feed header
vissica Vie c, Cali'3 914 9267!

through conrections upstream and dcwnstream of high pressare feed feater.

The second path is t.*e emerge ^cy feecwater line wMch is a fou~ inch line

wMcn ca9 te suoclied by either AFP. Inis line branches inte three three-

incn lines which jain the main feed lires for each of the three steam

gecerators tetween the sain feecwater regulating valves (FAvs) and the

sain feed line containment peretrations. Normally closed isolation valves

in the three-iach If nes must t:e manually opewd locally to s. poly feedwater

thrcw;9 the emergency lines. Control of Afd flow througi the normal path

i s t) means cf air-operatad ausiliary feedwater regulating valvenfAFRTs)
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wM c't Dypass J a sain FR.s. Aceteer bypass' tire exists arc.'d es e cf the 15,000 ge11ons is ded*cated to the AfW Systes. This will last fori

Fhs. ints 1+ne r8s a two*i*;h Sa % dl valve w9?Ch may be CpeFed to allow apDr0mimately three hou s. All Walves to the ATws are in the no!SaIlyr

fasc ster to typas' a failed-cleted FR/. The FRVs and AFPvs are a*P-ccerated o;en pcsition 49d a*e ra,ually operated. This tank is not tornado missile

a9d c:atrolled from the cortrol r:cm. Oa loss c' air, tre The fail cron peotected.

**11e tSe AFhs fa'' cluhed. Pcetions of the main fee $ater system are

also used for safety *aja:tice; es ra19 feed puras are electric motor-drive' The secondary scurce of water is the Prisary Plaat Make up Tank (PPMT).

and are safety- olates a'd a** cowe ed f*om *.be evergency tuses This taak Scids ISO,000 gallons of which a saz a.m of 105,TO gallens isi

reserved for the AFWS. The Technical Specifications require a total of

Isolaticn of * ailed ;cetic's of tre AT * low paths can te accomplisted by 105,000 gallons te availa*le either from this taik or the service water
tea ai vPres reservoir. Thw PPC is not tornado missile protected. The liceesee

estimates that the 105,000 galloes will last approximately 39 hou s. Ther

If the me.*.c~~ riven A:P f ails d,.e to electrics 1 or mechanical g*cbleT5 ficensee estimates that conservatively 30 minutes may be required to line

the tarcire-defveq AFP is avai?atle to prowMe the necessary stesi generatc* up tne systes, since oam aanual valve must be operied and a primary plant

eske m L eir; a s N tdown. TFe fion from the turbire-drive 9 ATP make up pamp (one is normally operating at all times), is used to put water

(300 gM) 15 i ff'"!ert to co~t"c1 and raise steam generatcr level accut into the CST.

fo.- vi % ten aft - a scret ine motor-criven auxiliary feedwater pums

' low (235 ,n) :s suf ficient to control a*d raise steam generatcr level The eack up source and long term cooling is from the Service Water Reservoir

appe nteately seier to eight m N tes after a reactoc scraz. tnrough the service water and fire protection systeis. This reservoir has

a capacity of 3 rillier gallens of w. ich 105,000 gallons is decicated as
Both Afd remps re: ise water vie a feer-inch line from the concenser take stated a:ove. Portions of these systems, at least the pecs and some of

up and reject line, wh'ch is corrected to the concensate storage tank the piping, are not tornado missile protected a9d would take abows 33

(OST), with tre CST tri g the pr4tary source of water- minutes to line sp, since man al valves must be opered and a fire hoseu

must be ccnnected to the C5T Corp,lete loss cf water scurces to the

s w ees v .ete- auxiliary feedater system such as by entersive toenado damage to the CST
There are ''eee sources o' water fcr AFW Systet. The Celtary scarce is would disable the AFwS; whereas, tornado damage to the service piping from

the W ae sate Sto-age Tarn (cst). T91s tark Nics 240,"00 gallors of tre service water reservoir af fects the availability of the long term

s cply of water for the AFw system.
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X.13.1.2 Ceax ee-ts - Oesica and C?essifica N T*e systes *as teen reviewed based on documents w:.ich a*e row asaltable to

E n v i rsreca tal Cesign seismic tSe Staff for pcstalated treaks in high energy lires including the Main
C o',"O r e m' Cua'Ificatton C'essificat y Ca*e*Cey

* "*Me t0 r-C ri vea P#3 42 1 eat' Safety Relatad 3

we coulMe that in a reak in the ATW $ystes discharge f . ping with ce withoutSteam-Ori.en P#p Ar.b i e e t * Safety Related 9

* "I * '' * * ** ***" *** * ** * ** *****I"**'"AFV5 Piping - Safety Related B

Fain Feed Piping _ Safety Related d a the ee n i m P W s and the main f**d e78 tea 888 ain8 the8e Pumps are
Aftee sain f eed poma s ava|1& ole g that the*e is no safety injecticn signal. A treak in the

AT=5 Valves Anci e nt Sa'ety 4 1ated B main feed or sain steamisne owtside containment may result in environmental
wFm5 Vahes - Af ter Ascia .t Safety Related conditions for which componaats in the main feed and Ain'$ have nct beenM;w Pumps

** #"densate 5 tore;e Ta 4 Anc iee t Sa'ety Related A

#Primaey *1a.*t Make-Lp Amtieat Ncn-Safety Related B
Ta-k tions for weich main fe* * and A45 components have nct teen comonstrath

P 9 mary Pla't Make up Arc'ent han-Safety Related 9 to be ocerable. In this latter case, one train of the main feedwaterTaat Piping System

system would not be affected and would, therefore, remain available toService water Reservier Amen.ent Safety Reisted A

' E * 'Service wate- System Ancien t Safety Related
* iejection signal. Based on the above, postulated breats in the sain steam

Fain Steam Piping - Sa'ety Related A and sain feed lines may result in local environseatal conditicns weich may

disa$le conventional means to feed the steam generatoes and result in
42 'C4*F 10C% naicity*

steam generatces boiling dry.
Seis+ic Catet:ry

A * Desigred fce SSE In conjection with bign e"eegy pige breaks, the licer.see states that in
B = Cesig ed for OSE

a ,, dance with tre criteria establish.ed by the hRC and previews 1y approved
C = Ncn seismic

ty tne NRC for San Gnofre Uni 6 ? . the Itcensee's analysis of pipe treats

outsico contairsent dd not postalate treaks in the annul? tetween the

centainseet and the turDine building. However, in o*cer to pectect against

the effects of cracks along p Yes in this a*ea, the main steam and main
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feedwater lines were enciesed in retal sleeves. The licensee stated that X.13.1.3 Powee Sources

they consider that steam released from pipe cracks would, for the most The steam supply foe the turbine-driven AFW pump is provided from the main

part, condense on the sleeves and drip out t*ie eacs and any steas which steam headee from a connection ucstream of the main steam stop valves,

did go out *Pe ends would tend to rise to the open atmosprere. In view of The turbine-driven AFW pump is started by local sanval startup of the

these considerations. The licensee does not coesidee cred1 Die that the turbine. An air operated valve e mplies stese to the turbine and taltes

environment at tre manuel maxiliary feedwater valves located a: proximately power from 0.C. Sus 1. On loss of air pressure this valve would fall

14 feet below the high energy lines would be suct as to prevent an ocerator closed. However, it can be opened sarually to control the turbine locally.
from openieg tre valves.

The motor-driven pump can be started from the control roce, the

In the feecwater mezzanfre area, in order to preclude treaks in the sain auxiliiry control panel, or with the ocal operation of its breaker
steam a .d feeawater lines, an augmented ISI Program has teen estatif shed. in the 48CV switchgear room. The motor receives power from 48CV

However, breaks were postulated in smaller piping. In addition, cracks switc , bus #3. This bus can recebe electrical p1wer from both

were postulated in ali pipirg. To protect catie trays located below the offsite and onsite sources. During a loss of offsita >=er, emergency

hig% energy line frr jet frpingement fece the breaks or cracks, the floor diesel generator #1 supplies power as switchgear bus e is 4160V bus

grating was replaced with a plata barrier. Although the catie trays 1C after the electrical system tas been realigned.

penetrate the turnine building well acout 5 feet above the manual auxiliary

feedwater valves, the licensee believes that steam is inhibited from The esto feedwater regulator motor-operated block valves take their

passing through these pentrations by the plate barrier. Although state power from the A C buses and fail in the as-is position on Icss of
could pass through penetraions at the elevation of the main steam and power. These valves an be manually operated locally.
fetewater lines, the licensee considers that this steam would tend to rise

to the open atmospeare. In the area of the ranual auniliaey feedwater Upon loss of all A-C power, the turbine pump will provide water to

valves (atout 14 feet below these lines) the licensee believes that the the steam generators via manually operated valves, The pump beariegs

environment would not be so adverse as to prevent an operator from open'"o will be cooled by geavity fecd from the service water reservior,
the valves. See Section 13.3.3 Long Tere Recce encations, and Section

13.3.4 Systematic Evaluation Program Coesiderations for recommendations

relating to high energy pipe breaks.
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3 13 T 4 !-ste e tatics a < ac-t-ets he folle.f rg info-eation is availatie at tSe remote s%tsome pa el.
N .13.1. 4.1 Coat -c 's

All certrois for t*e system a; e ':ocal, savi c -t-o? s esce:t fee t*e i, $t,,, cc ,,te, level fadicatio9.

=ctc- ceives p m cr-:ff coate:1. tre sain feedwater e; slat * *; velves 2. fie:' d: Are pJnD cpe stion

CCetr31 ea: 1 4 a.milia-v *eed=& Le* regalati% valve C;rt-01. I*ese

cDat-CIs are ICCated Istally as well as at t*e eep;te s N IOc=5 Ga*4 ? a*d All ctmer indgesatice needed by the ccerator ca9 be found at t.he local
t*e coatrol roc 4. I** SctCP-0;e-ated blD-;t val ues 4*e Corte317e3 caly stati ns.

!ccally ca in t*e c:-tre! reos.

x.11.1.5 !aitist' m $1:aa's foe a tamatic beratie9
a.13.1.4.2 af:e,atiaa a.ailac'e to t e Cee at*- Since tre systes is a sasally initiates sistee this section 's not eccli-

he folic =ing infoenation is a.a11 acte to t$e cce ater tn tre cost of caste, but sana 1 tr.itatica is started on 1 css ef sain fees puncs and lo=
M w. steam generatar level. Swesequeat to t*e sta*f review of the San Cmfra 1

Are syntes, tre liceases coscletely re.ised nis eeerge-cy oceesting instruc-
' C5T, P M . and set -ate- le.el eta-es tia-s reisted to acmreat steam gene-ater matee level (incl.d:ing icss of
2. "Si and PP=T tana level traicatic9 sain feed p.z: sT a-e steam geae stor Pig % e e y pi;e treak. These revised
3 Steam Ge w at:- Level peccecu es 1:eatf*y plaat sys; toes a u peevice s;,ecific teme3 fate a 4r

4 Steas 0*ne ster Lc= Level Ala-ss s.esecaat action redire* eats for tre control room ocecator aa4 tN
5. F:e= at *ees fic= conteel vaives ee:icates ccerator staticaed at the recWant Arv systes maa ally ocerated
6 w in stens ;ress.rea c=et-o1 valves to f eitiate Ar. sy . tee oceestion.
7. w in Fees Lice Pressurea

8. Main Feed F1:= Cort ol Wai e 8:sitio1 Inc'catica L 13.1. 6 Testia:v

9. Eie:t-ic Ar. c.rc caerat'c asa ereter 8:tm A.uttia y Feeewate Pscs a-o res.; red to to testes bi =eekly. but

the lice see states tPat they are p eseatly teia; tested weetly in t*e

re:1-colating ecce c' cce atten. T*e tetire-c-1 e9 psec is tested eve *y

sin scetrs in rm overspees cea41ticn.
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The 'eed control salves are used contin casiy fce pla- ~*ation. All (3) A einisum of 15,000 galtoes of watee in too condensateu

other rearally closed valves see not tested oncer sse. stcrage tank, and an additional 105,009 gallons in the

service water assevoir and/or the prisary plant

ine tw, diesel generators are tested monthly on a staggered cases, saaewo tana.

X .13.1. 7 Tec*nt.el seecificaticas (4) Systee piping and valves cirectly associated with the

The Tec*nical Specificaticas for the plant that are applicacle to the above components operable.

Awsiliary Feedwater Systes are as follows:

After criticality is achieved, one seniliary feedwater pus 9

TLRE N OvCLE eay be removed froe service for maintenance for a period

Orecatino Status not to exceed 24 consecutive hours.

Appl ic a911 t y: Applies to the operating status of the tuttine cycle.

CD'ective: To ce'ine conditions of the tuebine cycle necessary to X .13. 2 Reliability Evaluation

ensw e the capability to remove decay oeat from t$e core. 3.13.2.1 Oo*inant Failure Mcdese

The San Cnofre auxiliary fee:rwatee system was analyzed to determine the

Specification: The reactor small not be pr .s rized above 500 psig unless dominant failure modes under three transiert concitions:

tne folloeing conditions a o eet,

a LsFu with offsite power available

(1) A minism turbire cycle steam-relieving ca attlity of b. LOFW with onsite power available

5,706,0C0 lb/hr (eucept foe resting of the main steam c. LOFw with only DC power available.

safety valves). Reswits of the Anaysis are sumearized below.

(2) Both awailiary feed ater pumps operar.,Te, ce the stese- LOFh with Offsite 6 wee avellaele

driven auxiliary feedwatee p so is coetinuous operation Vravailability of the aga111ary feedwater systee is doeinated by. the

when tne residual cecay Peat levels aae g* eater than following;

the natural beat losses from the reactor coolant

system.
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a. Cre*ator failure to a:t. ate systes uten cemand; Smcrt term systes cavafia:flity (130 mi%tes) is dominated ey the pote-tial

Failu e of tre siegle maawal vahe in the so: plyr liae from 19e conce'* 'o* maietema7ce teing pe-fereed on t % tarbine driven p ep and by theD.

sate sto-age taan. pessittlity or tPe discharge block valve inasveetantly being left closed

follo.iag sairterance en tPe p.rp.

De operato* nst recog,1:e cer:1tions requirin; auniliary fee:.ater,

Long teem w s.aila:111ty (130 minutes) is cereacert upon assuring thatsta t t*e peps (ele:tric pep from 1% centrel reos ce tw-tire DW a

locally) a-d locally o;en tse normally closed ea,ual cis:*arge v ehes. t*e stens a sission val.e ee=ains c:en. This air operated valve wt11 fail

tessite basing a ce:icated saa at the 1 scal station, his actions see closed apon sstseq.ent loss c' air =%1ch is cepe90 sat soom AC pcwer.

cependent upoa instruction fece tne coateel roce crerator. Tre Maa a1 action is reawired to o;en this valve or to provice as air sapply

avaifa:111ty of the system is, thus, cepenceat upon tee ucwie:;e a,d after escat 30 sirutes .*eq local air reservoirs ccA d be cealeted.

actions of t%e cartrol ecos operator.

X.13.2.2 Ce:eadeac'es

Cespite several soweces of watee, all water is cra." free the co-cessate Cne cetectial ce:eadency was iceetified in the analysis. 5:th p eps of

st0 rage ta*a throwg3 a single ea%al valve. $P.culd tPis valva ' ail c'esed, tPe aguiliaey feefwatee syste9 are in a Common location esking t?em ssscep*

the system .ill be 6.aavaila31e. ticle to a y locally as.eese concitions such as hig3 eaergy breats or

fires.

L0rd wit 5 Oesite #e.ee availat ei

The una.aiiatility of the system is costeatec ty tre sare fact:es as the x,13.3 secow eacat+cas 'ee t*is 8?ett

case ciscussed at:ve. Postu'at%g 1:ss o' t e cf tse two diesel geaerators ?3, ,,cet.ters reconvencations ideetified in this section represent a:ticas

does not effect the domimaat failu*e 3::es. to feerove AN system reliatt11ty that sho.12 be implectated by Ja%ery 1,

1950,ce as soon tmereafter as is practicante. In geaeral, tPey involve
Lord with Caly L" Powe* Ava41431e opgeadirg cf Technical Specificatter.s or establis*'ing procedsres to avoid

Cespite 1 css of all AO po.ee t%e toro 4ee-driven pump train could continue ce sitigate potential systee or operator failures. The long-team recommend-

to se; ply the necessaey seniliaey *ee2 water. S fficieat cooling should be ations identified in this section involve system design evaluations and/ce

supplied by gravity feed to kee; the pump beariegs Coct. Socif1Catio9s to ir;eove AFn system rellatility and represe9t actions that
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should be implemeated by Ja9ua*y I,1981, cr as soon the eaf ter as is The case in wnich the prima *y matee sJpply is teing cepleted.

The prece3 ares for thf s case should provice fer tra9s er to thee
practicat!e.

alteraate water sources prior to c*aining af the primary water

X.13.3.1 Skoet-Te m supply.

1. Recawe, cation GS-2 - The licerste shcuid tock open single valves or

meltiple valves in series in t*e AFW system p ep ssction piping and 3. e+c mndation GS-5 - The as-tuilt plant saculd te capable of provicing

loca coen ot*er single valves or eultiple valves in series that cculd the required AFai fice for at least two hours from cne AFs pump train

interrupt all AFW flow. Morthly inspections should be performed to incepencent of aey alternating current powe* sou ce. If sacual AFWr

verify that trese valves are locked and in tre cpen position. These systee initiation or flow cortrol is required following a cceplete

inscections should te proposed for incorporatics into tre sarveillance loss of alterratirg current power, emeegency procedwees should te

requireme,ts of the plant Technical Specifications. See secome, cations established for manually initiating and controlling the system uncer

these conditions. Since the water for cooling of the lute cil forGL-2 for the longer ters resolution of this ccecere.
tre tu tine-criven pump tearings may be de;endent on alta m atinge

.

2. Recce+acatio* GS-a - Emergeacy process es for traasferring to alteerste cu eeat power, cesign or proce:wral changes seodd to made to eliminatee

sources of AFW s4 ply should be availatie to the plant operatcrs. this desencency as scon as practicaste. Ortil this is ocne, tPe

These proce:w es should include criteria to irform the operator w*ei, emergency procecares s*culd provice for an individ.al to to stationese

anc in = eat orcer, the transfer to alternate water sources snowlc at tFe turbine-criven pump in the eveat of the 1 css of all altecaatieg

take place. The following cases shoulu te cove *e2 uo by the proce M es: curreat powe* to penitor p ep bearf9g aid /c' l.te til te*Cerstweet.

If recessary, this operator would operate t*e tsetine-ceive9 pero in

Tne case 19 =hien tse priva*y mater s@ ply is not initially a9 on-off soce antil alternating correct po.e* is restcred. Adecoate

availasle. TPe procedwees fo* this case should incluce say lightirg powered by direct current power sources and communicatices

crerator actiers required to protect tre aFW system p ecs against at local stations should also be provided if manual initiation aid

self-datage before water flow is initiated; e9d, control of the AFw system is reeces. (See Recommendation G;.-3 fo*

tSe longer-te's reso16tio9 of tMis Cc9Ce'n.)
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4. Recoceendatio, GS-6 - The licersee should confim flow path avail- The automatic initiation signals and circutts sheutd be designed

ability of an AFW system flow train that has been owt of service to so t?at a single failure will not results in the loss of auxiliary
perform periodic testing or maintenance as follows: feedwater system function.

Testacility of the initiating signals and circuits s%uld be a
Procedures shoald be implemented to require an operator to feature of the design.

determine that tRe AFw systee valves are properly aligned a9d a - The initiating signals and circutts should be powered from the

second operator to inoependently verify that the valves are emergency buses.

properly aligned. Manual capability to initiate the auxiliary feedwater system

from the control room should be retained and shou!d be implemented

The licensee should propose Technical Specifications to assure so that a single failure in the manual circuits will nct result

that prior to plant startup following an extended cold shutdown, in the loss of system function.

a flow test would be performed to veeify the normal flow path The alternating current motor-driven pumps and valves in the

from the primary AFW system water source to the steam generators. auxiliary feedwater system should be included in the automatic

The flow test should be conducted with AFW syltem viaves in actuation (simultaneous'end/or sequential) of the loacs to the
their normal alignment. emergency buses.

The automatic initiation sige.els and circuits should be designed
5. Recommeadation GS-9 - The licensee should install a system to auto- so that their failure will not result in the loss of sanual

natically initiate AFW systee flow. This system need not be safety- capability to initiate the AFW systee from the control room.
grade, however in the short-ters, it should meet the criteria listed

below, whict: are sisitar to Item 2.1.7a of % REG-0578. For the 6. Recommendation - The licensee should propose swifications to Technical

longer ters, t9e automatic init'ation signals and circuits should be Specifications so that manual valves that are normally closed will be
upgraded to a.eet safety grase requirements as indicated in

tested periodically.

Recoewnendatica GL-l.

7. Recompe Nation - The licersee should install valve operators that can

The design should provide for the automatic initiation of the to controlled free the control room on all the normally closed
auxiliary fee 3 water system flow, manual discharge valves. This will reduce the time delay trhe*ent in
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the present sanwal set up as discussed in Section 13.2.1. The AFW 2. Recoame-datica - The If tensee shculd perfore a 72-hour endurance test
system could then te operated free tne contaal room urtil the on all AFw pystes pumps, if such a test or continuous pe*ied of
systee has been fully automated. (See Recommendatien 5 stese). operation has not been accomplish 4 to date. Follo= fag the 72-hour

pump run, the pumps should be shutdown and cooled down and then

8. Reconeeadation - To reduce dependence on a single flow path from the restarted and run for one hour. Test acceptance Criteria should

water sources and increase the quantity of water reserved and reacity include demonstrating that the pumps remain within cesign limits with
availatte for the AFW system, the licensee should connect tempora 7 respect to bearing / bearing oil temperatures and vibration and that
piping or a fire base from the Service hater Reservoir / fire protectio" pwp room ambient conditf oes (temperat.re, hwidity) do not exceed
system directly to the AFWS pump section Beacer. environseatal qualification If nits for safety-related equipment in

the roce.

X.13.3.2 Additieaal Short-Tere secoamendaticas

The following acditional short-tere recensendations resulted from the
3. Recoaumendation - The licensee should implement the following requirements

staff's Lessons Learred Task Force review and the Bulletins and Ceders
'

as specified by Ites 2.1.7.D on page A-32 of NUREG-0578:
Task Force teview of AFW systems at Babcock & W11cou-designed operating = Safety grade indication of auxiliary feedwater flow to each steam
plants subsequent to our review of the AFW system cesigas at y and generator shall be proviced in the control roce.
C-E-designed operating plants. They have not been emanined for specific

applicability to this facility. The auxiliary feedwater flow instrument channels shall be powered

f rom the emergency buses consistent with satisfying the emergeacy
1. Recogeendation - The licensee 5%ould provide redundant level indica * cower diversity requirecer'.- se the availlary feedwater systes set

tions and low level alares in the control room for the AFW system forth in the Auxiliarv ,es 8 ranch Technical Position 10-1 of the

primary water supply to allow the operator to anticipate the need to
Standa*d Review Pl* o section 13.4.9.*

make up water or trasefer to ea alternate water supply and preveat a

low pump section pressure condition from occurring. The low level
4. Recom endation - Licensees with plaats wnich require local manual

alare setpoint should allow at least 20 minutes for operator a: tion,
realignment of valves to conduct periodic tests on the ATW system

assuming that the largest CaDacity AIM pump is operating.
,
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systen wate* sw;clies cenrected to the AN system pep suction piping
train, ead tre*e is 091y one remaining AFw train avaitable for c; era-

cowestress of t*e atove valve (s) sSould testall redw caet valvesa

tics should propose Technical Scecificaticas to p ovice t*at a codicated
parallel to tPe acove valve (s) or provide awtomatic cpent'0 af tPe

individ.al wPo is in corvN.nication with the control r:oe to staticaed
valve (s) froe tre alternate wate* s cply upon few p ep section presswee.

at tre aanwal valves. Upon testewetioe free the cc* trol ecom, this
TPe licaases should prepcse TecMical Specifications to incorporate

operator would realign the valves in tre d i system train from tae
a;propriate periodic inspections to verify the valve positters.

test acce to its operatioral alignre9t.

3. secoweacatien - GL 3 - At Isast one AFW systas pep a9d its associated
X.13.3.3 L eac-Tem

flow patn and essential irstrumentation sPoslo autcoatically initiate

AFW systee flow and be Capable of being ope'ated fedapendePtly of 49y
Leag-tace recommencations for improvieg the system are as follows:

alterrating curre*t power sca*ee for at least two hours. Conve*sion

of direct current power to altercating curreat is a ceptable.
1. Reco=*adation - GL-1 - Licensees with plants Paving a ma %al startieg

AFW systas, should install a systes to automatically initiate tPe AN
4. escoweacetica - Gi-4 - Licensees having plants with unprotected

system flow. This system sad associated automatic initiation sigaals
normal AN systee matar supplies s9celd evaluate t'e design of tocir

should be designed and installed te meet safety-geade requirements.
AFw systees to cettesine if evtomatic protection of the pumps is

Manual AN system start and control capability shculd te retained
recessary following a seismic event or a tareado. The time available

with manual start serving as backup to automatic AFw system initiation.
tefore pump damage, the alarms and indications evallatie to the

control roca operator, 49d the time recessa y for assessing the
2. Recowendation GL-2 - Licensees wit % plamts in which all (primacy a94

probles and takf ag action s%ould be considered in determining whether
alternate) watee sweglies to the AFW systems pass t* rough valves in a

cpeester action ca9 De relied on to prevent p ap damage. Consideration
single ficw path should install redancaat parallel ficw paths (piping

should we given to providiPg puma protection by means sach as a.tomaticand valves),
switchover of the pump suctions te the alternate safety-grade sowece

Ucaasses wito pla9ts in w91ch tre priaa*y ATW system watee s.pply
tre noesal source of water to rest seissic Category 1 and tornadopasses througovavle. :n a sfrgle flow path, but tSe alternate AFW
protection requirements.
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5. Recoreencatien - Tne licensee should evaluate tre following concerns: 1. The San eacfre Unit 1 plant, including the AFW Systaa, will be reeval-

u ted during the SEP with regard to internally and enternally generated

missiles, pipe whip and jet impingemen '. including pain steam and maina) A treak in the sain feed or ma'n steamline outside containment
feed line Dreaks irside and outside cottainment, quality and seissicor a breek in the steamline to the turbine driven AFW pump may

result in environmental conditions for which the main feed and cesign regairecerts, and the effects of wrthq ames, tornadoes and

flocds.AFW system comporents are not cualified.

b) The San Cnofre Unit 1 AFW system design does not meet the hign 2. The San Cncfre Unit 1 AFW Systes is nct aatomatically initiated and

energy line break criteria in SRP 10.4.9 and Branch Technical the design does not have capability to a.tomatically terminate AFW

Position 10-1; namely, that the AFW system should maintain the ficw to a depressurized steam generator and provide flow to the

capability to supply the required AFW flow to the steam generator (s) inta:t steam generator in the event of a main steam or main feed line

assuming a pipe breat anywnere in the AFW pump discharge lires break. The effect of this design will be assessed in the desig9

basis event evaluations for San Onofre Unit 1.concurrent with a single active failure.

The licensee should evaluate the postalsted pipe breaks stated

above and (1) determine any AFW and main feedwater system design

changes including environmental qualification, or procadures

necessary to detect and isolate the breat and direct tre required

feedwater flow to the steam generator (s) before they boil dry or

(2) describe how the plant can be brought to a safe shutdown

condition by use of other systems which would be available

following such postulated events.

13.3.4 Systematic Evaluation Preccam Considecations

The fcitowing itees are still under re<iew by the Systematic Evaluation

Program (SEP) and supplerent the above long ters recommendations:
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E C 0$L1t! 2

Basis for Asnilia*y Fres.ater
Syste= Flo.; te:wireme. ts

! * ~

| ( (s Tw As a res.lt Of rece .! staf f reviews O' c;t'at1*g p'a-t A.siliary Feet-
E | wate' Syste s (aN5). tre staff c:ac16:es tPat t*e cest;9 tases a-g
I

I
: criteria previ:es by if ce sees fo* estat11shi ; ANS rewim-9ts for,

A
' ! flew to t*e sten- se-e at:r(s) to ass.ee a:ewate removal cf reacter

4 =
|"

{ de:ty *est are %t well defined ce c::.reate!
7 y : .

- _m
j j *e re: wire t'at y0J p*Cvice the f011cmir; AN'$ flCW desi;9 basis infce-3

2i s _5
- s.

2E;8 ratica as a:slicatie ts t*e eesis, tesis traeste9ts and accise :t cem.
-

M| III-

0-I, C ' 2 :
'

i
.; d.ticas f:r ye.r plaat,

s * *
n .-e .g

| J {* I 1. a. Ide-tify t*e sla t tra sie-t and accioemt cocittoas ceasidered
4 .

!/ E
- g in estat11shing AM flow re f re nests, f ac! weirs the following

-
x-

} eve-ts:g
~

E $ 35 j~. 1) Less cf Pain Feed (L*N),
2: 4 < a.[~ 'I j :8 $ 2) twni w/lcss cf of' site A; pewr

JX [-.4 - 3) LPT4 w/tess c' c-site amd effsite A* p>ee
1 I I +
g y i A Plant co:1dow9
a

5) Turtine t 1p with a 2 wit %t bypass

$
. I 6) Fain steam 1 sciatic, walve closure

,E ( j 'g | 7) Pain feef line b 7 stg
I -E3:

- | /:
; 8) Pain staat Ifee t-eau

[ 9) 5 a11 treak LCCA.

,, 1*) Ot'ee tra t'e-t er a::1ce t coaditicas ret listed abeve
,:-

jbh 3 ><
. 3. Des: rite t*e ;1a-t crete: tin a:ce;ta ce criteria a-d ccans..J Ea :-5!is 3g33 oc-ete; tec ical bases used fe eacw fetaaties eve-t tee-t1-re-

t$$ ! E k fiei at0ve. Ire at;e*ta :e Crite'ia sDIC adi ess pla*t
i:j siii 8v

*
.

: j jgj limits s.c as-.

.- ,
-- A %
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-3-

"aniv R:5 p*ess.1 (P 0/ c- safety valve acteat*:n)

M4_t*v p'ess.'s at w*ich strai is released frCF steam gamerater(s)= f.el te pe'atste c' ds a;t li*its (7 5. MT. rami *# fuel f.

and agniest w .ich the AFd pw S a%st deveicp safficieMt Pead.cea " al tenerst;re) a

- R05 ccolleg rate limit to avcid eacessive coctant shrinks;e
I* "" '

. Miniu steam ge-e*ator level to assu*e sJficie91 steam
e.g.1 owt cf 27, 2 cut of U

ge*e ator test transfer surface to remove decay test and/or

c:o1d$vnteeprimarysystem. RC flew ceadition - continued operation of RC pu ;s ce esturalh.

circulation.
2. Descrite the analyses and assapticas 49d corrassendirg achnical

jestification used with plant coedition censf;e ed in ?.a. above 1. Mantras AF4 inlet terceratare.

includ1*g:
j. Following a pcstulated staa:a or feed line break time delay

a. Manfre.n reacter power (including instreent errer allowance)
assped to isolate break and direct AFd flow to intact steam

at the time of the initiatir3 transient or accident.
generacor(s). Ard purp flow capacity allowance to accomodate

b. Time delay from initiatins event ts reacter trip. the time delay and maintain einfeam steam generater water level.

Also identify credit taken fcr primary system heat receval
c. Flant parameter (s) =*tich initiates AFWS flow and time celay

due to blowdown.between initiating event and introduction of AF=3 flow into

steam generator (s). k. Volume and maximum temperature of water in eain feed lines

between steam generator (s) and AF45 cor.nection to main feed line.
d. Minimum steam generator water level when initiating event

occurs. 1. Operating condition of steam generator nereal blowdown folkwing

initiatirg event.
e. Initial steam generator water inventory and depletion rate before

and after Ard5 flow corrences ide* tiff reactor de:ay heat Primaey and secondary system water and metal seasitie heatm.

rate used. used for cocidown and Ard flew sizing.

Time at het stadty and time to cooldown RCS to R@ system cutn.

in tea;eenture to size AFW water source invent:ry.
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3

I*fseestfea a.e41stle to t*e Oce*etor
X.14.1.2 System Cesi;9 Classification Ence;t as nctei, tPe fallo =ing indications are availatit at both cperating

The tart -e ;smo train and mctor cump trairs (ps ;s, valves, motors *f

statsov2

pfgfr;) are seismic Cate;c*y I and tcrea : missile ;rccf (Class :( far

electrical e:si; eet).

2. Air operate $ valves position indication, te tine control systesc

X.14.1.3 Pwee Sources

The motor driver pue s and valves are s4 plied fam the Class 1E A-C

emergeecy buses; 3A from Erergency Das IM, 35 from eme gency tus 1). The
6. Sreate* (actor ceiver paro) ocsition

air cperated tsrtir.e pues steam acmission valve is 3.* s:leacid c;erated a*d

fatis opem The parallel WCV is ;cwored by Class IE A-C power and fails

as is.
!attiattae si:-als for a tcoatic Opeestionu

1. The following sigaals start tre ector driven pano actors:
X.14.1.4 Instree-tatice sad Centrol

a. Low-Low level face aay steam generator
The instrumentation anc control pcwer sc plies are from tre 123 VAC vital

D. Undervoltage o* transfer buses D & F
bus system. 'There are four vital tuses, two sapolied fros inverters

c. Safety injection
cenrected to tre ese*qency CC power sup;11es and t.o regulated power

( Trip cf both eain feed pumps
supplies covected to the AC ewegency buses.

e. Ma Na1

4 ' '^ E99t" I8
2. The following si; als ocen the steam control valves starting the

stesi gererator level is cent olled ea% ally from eiteer tre main cortrol
,

roam or the auxilian se tdcwn panel by cperating tae a;prcpriate MCV in
Unce* volta;e on the Station Se*vice bus (2 out of 3 togic)a.

t*e AT's lire. ?"e valves are metoe crerated, are noemally open aad fail
D. Low-Low steam geaecatcr level.2 c t of 3 steam gemeesters

as-is cn less cf pc.er. Class if irstreeetation is provided (level and
C. Ma%al

flow 1*dicatical).
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's cut of ser ice cue to eatrienance. Tr'e current Surry Technical Specifica-v

M.14.3.1 So rt-Teeao

tions and tCOs pe mit the cutage of cre AFe5 ; #p indefinitely so that 1, p,;3,,,entation GS-1 - The licensee swld propose accifications to
the possiDility of t?e steam tri n being out Of service in a statiCM

the Technical Specifications to limit the time that one AFW system
blacko I inC1 dent Could te high. Revision of the Sorry Technical Specifica--

PJ99 and its associated flow train and essential instrumentien Can be
tions and LCOs to ncesally re hire the coe-acility of all three trains

inoperable. The outage time limit and subse nent action time
except for l!aited maintenance cutages (as in the standard Tech Specs)

should be as repired in current Standard Technical Specifications;
moul0 improve the 'eliacility of the Aim 5 swOstantially f0r this transient

i . J. , 72 hours and 12 hours, respectively.

W.14.2.2 Potea*ial Ceree.encies
2. escoctmendation $5 4 * Emergency procedures for transferring to alternate

T"e pctential for a COO *C*-cause f a t i re l' t*e Af=5 due to Nman error
sourtes of AIa' supply should be avallatle to tne plant operators. These

is, as dis assed above, the scst sf;74 fica- Ocea:ency found in tnis
procedures showl leCluce criteria to inform the C0erator

saal) sis. A se:Qnd Cetential coiracm-ca.se ill ,,re Le to Coa 3Bonalities of w6en. and in what creer, the transfer to altemate wate" sources .nould
eM;*e-t location was afsc noted; hc=e.e*, since tne on t inteetie systes

take place. The following cases should be cove *ed by the proceda es:r

=as 9stalle: s ecifical!y to alleviate this pessible prc5iem, this dces
e Tre case in weich the primary water supply is not initially

not ac: ear te te a significant c:acer''

available. The procedures for this case should include any

operator actions required to pectect the AFW system purTs
v.la 3 s :: ,.ee .t,3.s fer tais Dia *e

against self-daamge before water flow is initiated; and.
The short-tem rec:rredaticas it:tn generic, cencted by GS, an plaet.

s;e:1f1c, 1:eatifie: in tMis se:ti:n represert actions to te; rave AF. e The case in w*1ch the primary water surely is being depleted,
syster reltatility ' Mat sec.1c te 1% 1emente: cy Ja % ary 1, 1930, or as The procedure for this case should provide for transfer to

soon theres*ter as is ;*a:t):stie. In ge-eral, they involve upgrading cf the alter-ate water sources prior to draining of the primary
Te:M ical 5:=cificat1:es or establisning groce:.res to avaic cr mitigate water supply.

;ctenttal syste- cr : erator fail res. Tre len;-term Octn generic,

ceacte: ty L . aa: ;Ine'-5:e:1f1: rec: reacaticr.s 1:entified in this se:-

tian inval,e syster cest;- e ni.st :ns a-:/cr mccift:aticns to improve AF.

syste re11a:111tj and re;resen' actions inst secsi: te 1 ;1e ertes ty

Ja% ary 1, 195., er as sa n thereafter as is practica:le.
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3- Reonrendation G5-5 - Ine as-built plant should be capable cf pro. tre valves are properly aligned.

viding tne required AT flow for at least two hours from one AFw pump e The licensee should propose Technical Spe-ifications to

tratn indepencent of aay alterrating current power scarce. If ranual .ssure that prior to plant startup following an eatended

AT w system , initiation or flow control is redired following a complete cold shutdown, a flow test would be perfomed to verify

loss cf alternating currert power, emergency procedures should be the normal flow path from the primary AFW system water

established for manwally initiating and controllirg the syste, source to the steam generators. The flow test should be

uncer these conditions. Since the water for cooling of the lube conducted with Af d system valves in their nomal alignment.

cii for tne t.rbire-deiven p ep bearings may be ce;endent on alter-

rat rg c.rrent power, dest;n or procedoral changes shall be mace to

eliminate this cependency as soon as practicatle. Until this is done, 5. Rece = endation GS-7 - The licersee should verify that the automatic
the em rgency proce u es shoald provide for an individual to be

start AF'n system signals and associated circuitry are safety grade.
stationed at tre turbine-driven pump in the event cf the less cf If this cannot be verified, the AFW system automatic initiation
all alterr.ating currer.t power to mcnitor p ep bearing and/or 16be system should be modi'ied in the short-term to meet the functional
oil tem; erat res, if .unessary, inis cperator would operate the requirements listed below. For the longer term, the automatic initia-
turbtre-driven puro in an on-cff mode until alternating c < rent

tion signals and circuits should be upgraded to meet safety grade
pawer is restored. Acebate lignting powered by 3' rect current requirements as indicated in Recoreendation GL-5.
pcwer sources and corrwnications at iMal s'at.cos snould also be

proviaed if ranwal initiatm a-J c:* r il of the AFW system is The design should provide for the automatic initiation of the
nee ce.: ;5ee Secorrencation Gs3 fs the longer-tem resol. tion of auxiliary feedwater system flow.
tnis concern.)

4 Re:cer,endativ GS-6 - The 1:censee snou'd confirm flow path avail- ahadc Wamn @als a4 ckch poM M MgW
acility of an AF. 5/ste : flow train that has been out of service to so that a single failure will not result in the loss of auxiliary
perf: ,periosic testing or maintenance as follows: I "Ch"ater system function.

e Proce:f % s w id te s le-eated to require an operator

to dete -ine that tne AT. system valves are properly Testability of the initiation signals and circuits shall be a

aligned and a secon? cperator to independently verify that feature of the design.
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The initiatien signals and circuits should te sc*ered from the 8. Recommendation - Emergency procedures should be avatlable

r.ergency buses. to the operators for cperating the AFWS of one unit such that it is

supplying water to the steam generator (s) of the opposite unit in the

Ma %ai capatility to initiate tre auniifary fee 3.ater system event that such an operating mode should be necessary.

from tre c r. trol recs snod d to retained and sbos13 te implemeated

so that a sin;1e failure in the manual circuits will not result X.14.3.2 Additional Short Term Reconciendations

in the less of systes functicn. Tne following additional short-term recorsnendations resulted from the

staff's Lessons Learned Task Force review and the Bulletins and Crders

The alter *atiag current acter-driven pum;s and valves in the Task Force review of ATW systems ac Baecock & Wilcon-designed operating

a niliary fee 2=ater system should te included in the automatic plants subse hent to our review of the AFW system designs at W- and C E-
_

actuation (simaltaaecus anc/or sequential) c' the loads to the designed operating plants. They have not been examined for specific

emergency buses. applicability to this facility.

The astomatic initiation sipais and circuits sna11 te designed
* * ~ ' ~

ca s and kw W alams in t M con W ro m for tM C
so that their failure will not result in the loss cf manual

sy pr mary wsW suMy to a% tM mWr u aWchau
cacat:flity to initiate the AFW system f rom tre control room.

the need to make up water or transfer to an alternate water supply

and prevent a low pep suction pressure condition frtM occurring.
6. Recc rer. cation - Proce b res snouid be estaclisned to lock cpen and

The low level alam setpoint should allow at least 20 minutes
periodically verify cpen position of all manual Ar.5 valves inside

for operatcr action, asseing that the largest capacity AFW pu!rp
contatvent.

is operating.

7. Recc-remtion The Itcarsee should recaire sta;;erir; cf the periccic

p n train tests (e.g., :, .e train at Nortn Anna is tested every 10 2. Mmme.NWeWMWeaWWWmmWp

cajs ratner tnan all three traies testes at once en a -crtnly tasis; all AFW system pumps. if such a test or continuous period af operatiovi

Ihis recaces the potential far iradvertently leavleg cI: sed tne dis- p

chdege valves cf all trates af ter test, the p ps should be shut down and Cooltd down and then restarted and
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ran for one hour. Test accettance criteria shculd include de'noestrating te stationes at the man al valves. U;on instruction from the centrol

that the purcs rerain withia desiga limits with resrett te bearing / roCm, this operator would re-align the valves in the ATW system train

bea*iF7 cil te-peratares and vib*ation and that pJn: rocet a-tient cenJt- from the test ocde to its cperational alignment.

tioas ( tqersta e, n#idity) do not es:eec eevircretetal balificaticer

1tytts for sa'ety-related ew1;rwet in the roce.

b l4. 3. 3 Lena-Team

(cag-tem rec 0mendations for impreving the syste, are as follows:

1. Reccainendation GL-3 - At least one ATW system pur:0 and its

3. G ecaerse-d a ti ca - The licensee shoal: 19ple-ent the fcilowing associated flow path and essential instrumentation should auto-
ire d renents as 5;ecified by item 2.1.7.b or page A-32 cf matically initiate AFW system flow and be capable of betng operated

W G-0573: independently of any alternating current po-er source for at least
" Safety-;*a:e indication cf aax11iary feed = ster flow to two h:ars. Conversion of direct current power to alternating current
es:n stea.m ge erater small be proviced in the control room. is acceptable.

The a milia y fee 3.ater fic= instreer*. charrels small te

pc.ered from tne e-ergency cuses consistent mitn satisfying au'.cmatic initiation sigrals and circuits to meet safety grade,

re m ents.the e-ergency pc.er diversity re d re eats f:r the a.miliaryi

fee: mater system set fcrtn in Awailiary Systems Branch Techn-

3. Recenu endation - The AFWS ficw control valves for botn the motor andnical P:sition 10-1 cf the Staccard lievie. 71a9, Section

10.4.9.. turbine pung trairs are AC pc.ered, normally cpen, f ail as-is motor

cperated valves wnich are located inside containmeat. Also, sam.ol , norm-
4. G e:yren s a t ic e - Licensees with plants =Mich rec'. ire local man ala

reali;nraert of valses to conas:t periodic tests on one Afii system
g g g, ,

train aj which have only cae remainieg AF. train available fer

ope atis , sneuld pec cse Te:Pnical Specificatices to provice that

a cadicated individ al .no is in cornqication mith tne control room

radiation) that precludes access to the valves. The reevaluation

secold c:rsi:er tre folic.ing:
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Basis f:r Aemilia y Feed.ater
System Flcs: Re: sire v ts - Paxi e R;5 press.re (P0tv cr safety valve actuetion)

- F.el te ;erature er data;e 11-'ts (O';3. P;T. raxi .m fselAs a res.lt of re:t-t staff reviews O' ::eratir; statt Ax11tary Feet-
central te ;erature)

.ater Syste s (AT=5), tre staff c:n:1. des that t e cesign bases a .d
- FC5 cecling rate lirit to av:id ex:essive coolar.t shrinkage

criteria pr:vided by li:e-sees f: establiskir; AFW5 recaire eats f r
- Minte steam ;enerator level to assure s.fficient steam

flew :: the steam ge erat:r(s) t: assa e ade;.; ate ret: val of rea t:r
ge trat:r heat transfee surfa:e to re cve decay heat mad /orte:ey heat are ngt well defined ca c: . eated
cc:1 dian the primary system-

' e recsf re that yeu pro.ide tre falle-ing Aris flen design basis infer-W

2. Oescribe De analyses and assmtfens aad emesWeg techMcalrati:n as a;;licable to tre esign basis tra-sients a-d accident cen-
f stificaticn used with plant cendition c:esidered in 1.a. above

44.*.*..- s 'or y. v ,la-t.

includir;:

1. a. Ide-tify the plant transie-t med ac:ide-t c:rditi:rs c0rsidered axim rea:t:r power (includir; instreert errer allowance)a. w

in establistir; Ar75 fi:w re;uireme9ts, in:1.dirg the folle=ing at the ti e of t5e initiating trarstent or accide .t.

ev ee.ts :

b. Time delay from initiating eve 9t to reacter trip.
1) Less of Pain feed (LHF4)

2) Lwr 4 w/lcss Of cffsite A p: er c. Plant ara eter(s) which initiates AF.$ flew a-d tire delay
3) Lwr 4 w/less of ensite ard offsite A: ;>er between initiatirg event and intred;:ti n cf AFJS flow into

4) Plant cc:ld wn steam generator (s).

5) Turbire tri; witn and without bypass
d. Mirim steam generat:r mater level when initiatir; event

6) Main steam is lati:n valve closa e
OCCL?s-7) Main feed line treak

8) Main s' a, lire treak e. Initial steam generat:r water invent:ry a-d depletion rate before

9) Stall break LC CA a d after AFd5 flew ccTen:es - identify reacter de:ay heat

10) Ot'e* tra sie-t er a::idect c:aditi:rs r:t listed ateve rate used.

b. escrite t e pia- pr:te:ti:a a::a:ta :e criter'a a-d c: res-6

::-air; te:*ri:al.tases used f-" es:5 tritiatir3 eve-t identi-
fied at:ye. Tre a::e:ta ;e C-iteria 55:.14 add-ess plant

li:-its s;ch as:
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f. Marin e pres n re at wM ch stes?. is released fro steam generate-(s)
3. Verify that the Armi purps in your plant will supply the necessary

aad a;ainst Mich the AP4 pu-p must deveicp suf ficie .t held
flew to the steam generater(s) as determined by items 1 and 2

g. Minimum nacer of steam generat::rs that must re:eive AFW flow; above considering a single failure. Identify the rargin in sizirg

e.g.1 out of 2?. 2 out of 4? the pu p ficw to allow for pump recirculation ficw. seal leasage

and pump wear.
h. RC flow ceediticn - continued c;eraticq of RC pumps or natural

circulation.

i. Maximum AFJ inlet te .perature.

j. Following a postulated steam or feed lire break, time delay

assu ed to isolate break and direct AFW flow to intact steam

generator (s). Ari pu p flow capacity allowance to accorrodate

the time delay and maintain minimum steam generator water level.

Also identify credit taken for primary system heat removal

due to blowdown.

k. Volume and maximum temperature of water in main feed lines

between steam generator (s) and APJ5 connection to rain feed line.

1. Operating cenditien of steam generator norr:1 blowdown following

initiating event.

m. Primary and secondary system water and metal sensible heat

used for cooldewn and AP4 flow sizing.
,

n. If e at hot standby and time to cocidown ES to R4 systen cut

in te perature to size ATW water scurce inventcry.
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/ <, LMTED 5fAff s

# 7 e /* O NUCLE AR REGULATCRY COMMISSION
I **smwGYow. ? c 205555( j // Tr. charles Goodwin -2 OCT 3 579

.....
3DOccket Nc. 50-344 trean Accidents for hestingbcuse N555 System." Our s;ecific concerns include

systems eliab111ty (cther than the aux 111ery feedwater system), analyses,
guidelines and procecares for operatcrs, ard 0;erator trataing.

' ' e plan to identify, in separate correspcndence, the require-ents resultingg Vi P den, from the addittoral itens from the Bulletins and Orcers Task Force review.
.

Portland General Electric Company S1215. W. Salmon Street
II"C'I'I *JFor:1and, Cregon 97204

r

Cear Mr. Goocwin: g .4

k.Q[' JLiSUBJE CT: MC REQUIREMENTS FOR AUXILI ARY FEE 0kATER SYSTEM AT TR1'AN NUCLEAR PLANT e . E s ntf., ting 01 rector
Civision of Operating Reacters

The purpose of this letter is to acwise you of cur require ents for the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
auntliary feed =ater systems at the s.bject f acility. These recuire-ents
=ere icentified during the co rse of the NRR Bulletins and Orcees Task Encl osures :Force revien of cperating reactors in Ifght of the accident at Three Mile As stated
Islanc, Ur't 2.

Encicsure 1 to this letter icentifies each cf the requirerents applicable
to the subject facility. These requtrerents are of two ty;es, (1) generic
requirements applicable to mest bestingnouse-cesigred operati.ig plants, and
(2) plant-soecific requirennts a;plicasle only to the subject facility.
Enclosure 2 cortains a generfc request fer accitional information regarding
auxiliary feec ater system flew require 9 eats.

The destg9s and procedures of tre subject facility should be evaluated against
the applicaale requirements specifies in Enclesure 1 to detemine the cegree
to which the factltty currently conferes to these requirements. The results
of this evaluation arc an asscciated schecule and cceriit:nent fcr implementation
of required changes or actions shculd be provided for NPC staff review within
thirty days of receipt of tnis letter. Also, this schedule should indicate
your date fer submittal of information such as cesign changes, procedure changes
er Technical Specification chaeges to be provided for staf f review. You may also
provice your respcese to the items in Enclosure 2 at that time.

In accitten to the require-ents identified in this letter, other requirements
whten reay ce a::::11 cable to the subject f acflity are ex;ected to be geeerated
:y rae S.ltet'ns at Orcers Task F c cc e. 5.ch requirements are tecse resulting
fecn tur recew cf tee Icss-cf-feec=3ter eveat and the small break less-cf-coolant
accicent as cescriced in the West 1*gac. se re;crt = CAP-9600, "De;cet c'1 Small.
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Mr. Charles Goodwin, Jr.
Portland General Electric Compa9y ENCLOSURE 1

cc: Mr. H H. Phillips Rctert M. Hurt, Chairman
Portland General Electric Company Board of County Conaissioners h.15 (s) TROJAN
121 S.W. Salmon Street Colunbf a County
Portland, Oregon 97204 St. Helens, Oregon 97051 AUXILIARY FEE 0 WATER r TW) SY, TEM

Warren Hastings. Esquire
Counul for Portland General

Electric Company k.15.1 System cescription
121 S.W. Salmon Street
Portland, Oregen 97204 x 15.1.1 ConM ouration. Overall Desion

"r. Jack W. Lent'ch, Manager The Auxiliary Feedwater ( AFW) system for Troja3 uses two full
Geaeration Lice 9 sing and Analysis
Portland General Electric Company capacity pumps (1 turbine driven. I diesel driven - 880 sps per pump)
121 S.W. Salmon Street
Pcrtland, Oregon 97294 to feed four steam generators. A simplified flow ciagram of the Trojan

Columbia County Courthouse AFW is shown in Figure 1. The licensee is currently planning
Law Library, Circuit Court Rocm
St. *elens, Oregon 97501 installation of a third motor driven pump (non-safety grade) for

Director, Oregon Department of Energy startup and shutdown. Each of the two installed pumps taxes suction
Labor and Industries Building, Roon 111
Salem, Oregen 97310 from a non-safety grade condensate storage tank through manually

Richart! M. Sandeth, Esquire locked open valves via a common suction header. The seismic
Counsel for Oregon Energy Facility
Siting Counsel and Oregon Depart:nent Category I classification of the AFW system stops at the check valve

of Energy
500 Pac'.fic Buildin9 in each pump's suction line. A long term setsnic Category I supply
520 S.W. Yachill
Portland, Oregon 97204 of water from the service water system (SWS) connects to the piping

Michael Malmrose between the check valves and the pumps via normally closed motor
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Trojan Nuclear Plant operated isolation valves. These valves can be opened or closed from
P. O. Box 0
Rainier, Oregon 97043 the control room.

Mr. Donald W. Godard, Supervisor
Siting and Regulation
Oregon Oepartment of Energy Each pump feeds all four steam generators through a discharge line
LaDor and Industries Building, Room 117
Salem, Oregon 97310 ,. , ,

Each pufrp CisCharge line is previoed with a Check valve and an

isolatiCn valve to permit maintenance of the pump and the check
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vahe. Tre :4 scra*;e if e tBe, trax *es 'ato *:o lines te sec:lyr

MOV fr:s the service water systee .*ene.ee the twecine pwee gets a
t'.e * cur stest geneeste-s. Ea:n cf these f:ur fires is ;rc. iced wit"

sigaat to start. The lice tsee is presently revising 191s cesign ssce
a mot:r-ccerated control valve, a t$eca ba?.e Oc rstream, and maNelly-

t*at the luce cil .111 be cooled by t?e discearge cf the tartine
c;arated isolation velves utstreas and cew stress cf tre control

defven pura.
valve. y

The diesel criven pump Fas its cwn startieg tattery which auto-
Eact of t*ese roer ast11a y feeewater lines jcies .ith a cor espencing

metically starts the diesel. The initiating sigaals aise start e
11 e feca t$e sec:rd pump feto a single line in =5 ice a fic= indicater

reduction gear lute oil prising paro, and open an MOV to supply
is providec fer resete aad local indicatien. also, f7Cw restrictors

service water ?CT jaChet Cooling aid lute oit Cooling. The diesel
a-e 'ecatec upstream of eac'1 ect:r-cocrated cortec1 valve in each of

tas a cay tank with a 500 gallon capacity good for 10 hours of diesel
t*e two s.: ply lines to eacn steat ;eaerator. In the eveat of a p1;e

creration. A.tomatic transfer o* oil to the day tank free the
breae acwnstreas of tPe *CV, a higS * low si;-al free a #1c. element

ierer;eScy d esel fuel oil trarsfer system is controlled by day tark
at cre of t*ese restri:ters will aatematicall, ciese t*e metoe-operated

7,,,3,

valve associated with the ceifice. Tne siegle a.silia*y *eed line

then joirs with t*e steam generator main feedwater lire in the Seismic
Both the diesel and tartine driven pumps use governors that controi

Categcry I section cet.een tre feedwater line isolation check walve
the speed to automatically maintain a set pressure differe-tial

and the c:etainment.
terween the p e c discharge and the steam geaerators. This pressure

differential can Le selected by the centrol roca operator to help
The system is Cesigaed to automatically start both A8"V pumps upon

control steam generator level.
receipt cf iritiating signals. All wahcs in t*e system flowpath are
90*cally cpen and ' ail as-ts. S e ste n t 't'"e C*ive' pu p ($33 ;;mm

5 s,; 3 .,,,;g, esi:9 Classificaticoa

. e $'O's) is autoe? anal s*.a'te: ty cDe*ia; SC *4* CCe "ated i s3 Iat ic'1*c *

Se c P easate st0 rage tare aa t*e p!pjng f*09 t"e CCRdeNsatesalses fro? **e s! eat lires of all *, .w' stest ge*e*at3#s 8 C Dy
st: rage Is"t to t*e c'ect salhe '* GIC* D#p's suCtfGn Itae are

:ea ; * e t#t i re ' e : t% ?!e ,al.eia /e con:1 ~ea er Oc.n-.

. ._,,,, , ;,ase (cce-seisC c). ?*e recirca!ation Ifnes f*om thes t re a= :* me *:o r 1,'e t v al s es Service water 'o cool t'e .ce oil

: #c cisc~aa;e to t e coace sate stora;e tank are also non-safety* 9 ' e * . e. e :* .e9 ; #p is a. n a* ca?fy i"itiated by . e" a; C a#
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against the effects of a steam line break in the supply if neg-a:e. The pumos, of ping, valves, and valve actuators fot the rest

of the AFW s) stem are seismic Categcry I. cowestream of these valves.

The controls, instrt, mentation and power supplies for tre ope-ation of The diesel driven pump may start and cperate with u t AC power but due

the ausiliary feedwater system are seismic Category I, Class IE. to lack of cooling water to the jacket and lube oil, and due to lack

However, the SCtual indicators in the Control room are not designed of Ventilation, cperation of the diesel Could not be sustained. The

licensee estimates that this diesel will trip on over-temperature into meet seismic Categcry I requireA nts.

5-10 minutes.

The ventilation supply fans, diesel fuel oil and lobe oil system,

service water cooling supply and water source supply are designed to The vital DC buses are used to supply control power to the speed

seismic Categacy I requirements. governors for both pumps a.nd foe nperation of the turbine trip

throttle valve to the turbine driven $ ump,

X .15 1. 3 Power Sources

The turbine driven pump (train A) is associated with the train A x.15.1. 4 Instrumentation and Controls

electrical buses including the train A ESF channels for automatic X.15.1.4.1 Controis

All controls for normal operation for the AFW system are Class IE and
operation.

operated from the control room. These include steam inlet valves,

Tre diesel driven pump is supplied by train B in the same manner as the trip throttle, the steam control valve in the steam line to the

turbine, the AFW flow control valves (2 to each S/G), and pump startthe turbine driven pump-

and stop.

Neitrer teain is independent cf AC power. The steam inlet valvet to

t*e *.eci-e deisen put o are ctecated f rom the train A vital 4M volt $ team Gene *ator leset is controlled frcm the control rocm by con-

Panual CperatiCm of these valves is required to open these trolling pt.mp speed and cpemirg/ Closing of the AFs flow ControlA; iLs.

T.'s opon loss af tre train a vital bus,since they fail as-is and val es to tre steam ge erator. Steam generator level teansmittersn

are nor-ally closec. These valves are normally clcsed to protect
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and 19str rer tation circuits are saiety grace tut tne levelu
3. Loss of Botn main Feed Pumps

indicators on tre control panel are not.
4. Less of Of fsite Pcwer - Senses on vital tus

4.15.1.4.2 r+-emat'on Awai t aet e +e tSe Ope-stor
s 15. .5 Tes*i 2

!. atams
Pamps and motor operated valves are tested monthly. All the MOV's,

1. Mi/Lo Steam Cererater Level
including tre service -ater system supply isciatica valves,are cycled

2 Lo Concersate Storage Ta m Level
d ring teeir monthly test. The pumps are tasted by closing the flow

3. Low aFW Pump Suction Press-each pump
contrcl valve for the pump. starting the p@, and checking

a. Local-Control Cverride for each pump
pressure and recirculation flow. All testing is cone from the

5. Hi Cond.sctivity A N
control rocm.

II. Indication
Every 16 oceths,a flow verification test f rom the condensate storage

1. Steam Generator Level
tana to the steas generators is performed. Also every 18 months,

2. Condensate Stora;e Tank Level
automatic start of the AFW pumps from the auto-start logic is tested.

3J Valve Position Indication for all MCV's, including SWS
Every 18 months,a routine instrumentation and controls calibration

4. Steam Pressure at Turcine
creck is performed.

5. . Suction Press each pump

6. Oiscnarge Press each pump x 15.1.6 Technteal Scecifications
7. a.to/ Man Light for Pump Control

1. A t least two independent steam generator auxiliary feedwater8. Arw Flow to each Generater (not fo each purp)
pumps and associated ficw paths shall be operable with:

9. Cifferential Pressore - P#p discFa ;e a9d steam gererato"
0*e feehater pump capable of being powered by an cperable4.

diese? .itn >450 gallsns of fuel in its cay tara, 4-d_

1 ?-st4c - Sic als *cr ato 0:e*stion
t " e feec-eter p >D ca atie of Deing powered from an-

3: D.rcs 1. Safety Injection Sigral*

.;eracle steam supply.
2. Lo-Lo Level in any steam ge e*Stor (2 out of

3 cetectors)
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0 wit" c*e .afd p ep iro;eracie, restore uhe iM:e a:?e ;uco to
=itn tre tarDine train n pan fa11 ore to open t*e AC steam inlet MCd's

cperat'e statos ithin 72 hoJes er te i9 *ct s v co n witnia the ty hand and AC pc er depencence for Cooling tre diesel crher1 purp.
aen' '2 * cars.

a.15.2.2 Inter ereacencies
a.15 2 c tissilit< Evibatiene T*e prircical noted cepenceacy is the design for AC Cooling of the
r.15 2 1 00tinaat Failure Woces

diesel driven pump and fcr cperation of the ,rbine steam inlet

i:rm =4*$ Cffsite o *ee aw aiief ec valves.

'he acvinant fa11are cortrih tors incloce a cceDination of butan

errors asscciated with the t o water sources (manual valve left 5.15.3 Ecc:veadaticas f or this Plant
c1csed and 'a41are to take ccrrective actices). Cteer caminant Tae secrt-term reco nencations (both generic, cencted by GS, nd plant-
centritutors are com01 nations cf rare-are failures associated with s;ecific) identified in this section represent actions to improve AFs
eacs ;u p trai , test a-o cairtena'ce esta;es, and a tuvan er*oe syste? reltatility that should te i'rplemented by January 1,1980, cr as
resultirg in mas al wahes left cicsed in tre p #p cisenarge lires,

soon tneren'ter as is practicable. In gerecal, trey involve upgrading of
v cetected ty centrol roem incication or by pumc test indicatiens.a

7echnical 5:e<ifications cr estabitshing procecures to avoid or mitigate

potential system or cperatcr fail res. The long-term (bCth generic,
Lce. .it* tess of C*fsi e pe.e* with C-site AC Pe-er avai!aolet

cencted by GL, and plant-specific) recomendaticns identified in this sec-
ine ace rant r ttare c -tri htors are the sa.re as 'cr tse non-LCPa tics involve system cesign evaluations and/cr modifications to improve Afw
trarsient .ith tre a attien of a single emergency AC train failu*e in

system reliability and represent actions that shcold be implemented by
comeination with etner failures in the otoer p.mp train. Jassa'y 1. 1931, or as soon thereafter as is practicable,

_t c. . . tess - 211 ac ac A.01,ete ;5.3.. senet Tee,

f:e ,-ese-+ :esi;- ass.- vg ca-C et'ce of 7 e m:cift:ation *o ; s -:y ,;ation a,s.2 - The licensee should lect c;en single valves ere

:-c. ce tear * ; cci ; -ater fr:m t$e AF t r se ;c-c line, *Je
N iti;le valves in series in the AFW system psr0 ssction pi;ing and

: g 3,+ r ce co- - : tces a-e s'-f e 'ailsres hey inc!uce '.re lcck c:en ctber single valves or Nltiple valves in series that
Na a n <C..e c:en a s censate st.-a;e ta-m ma%al valve tre cculc interrat all AF. flo.. Mcrthly irspections should te perferred
~3r: 3,e. test i,a ea,nera ce a-c v aa e--:" c *tr' tors ass ciatec to verify that the!* # tts are locked and in t*e open pcsition.
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'' ace tre water *or cooling of the fate cil fce tr,e tortfee-driven
it.to the* ese irs;ects rs $r: be ;*:;; sed f:r inc_*, rat s a

.

p e ; tearing may be ce:encea,t on alternating cwcreet go.er,es. ,eilla :e re.aer6cerls cf de plart . :ie 9n' cal 5:e:ift:ati:Ps. see
design er procederal c".anges shall te race to eliminate this

- cf tr.ts c:acere.f e:We'da* S r GL-2 f y *re 1:nger-term res: .tica

:e:eecency as 50cn as practicatle. Until this is done, the

emergency peccedures should provice for an irdividual to be2 :.er--e uta-- 05-4 - ve*;eacy ; race d.*es f cr tra s fer-ia; to

a' tee-ate sour:es cf W so;;ly s"cald t e a <aiia:le *c tFe laat stationed at tne tuebire-driven pump in *.Me event of the less Cf

c:e-at.-s **ese prece tres shod d in: .ce c*ite*ia to ir'c*' all alternating current pc.or to tenit:e pum; tearirg and/or

tra c;eest. en, a*c in w at order *?e treasfe* to alte** ate lute oil tempe*atures aad, if necessaay, this operator would

.ater sc.*ces s*ca'd tame c: ace Tre fol c.ing cases sro A d ::e operate the turcine-drisen pue.o in an on-of' mode until

5:verec ts ,re proce:.res: alteeratieg current power is restored. Adequate lig1'ing

*re :sse 'n *9i;9 t'e ?*ife y .ater s.;c?y is rct 61tiall) Ec-ered cy direct carrent power sources and communications at

a.ai Me **e P*0c4Ves 'o* tM s case s%l3 i ncli.,:e aay local staticos should also te proviced if manual initiation and

:e at:- a:* cns re; sires to ;rotec* tBe AFa system pu*;s c o nt ro l of the AFw systee is needed. (See Recommendation GL*3

aga!*st self-mage tefore e tter fl: is initiated; ard, for tre longer term resolation of this conceen.)

9 e case in W C- 9e priracy water supply is tein9 4 Recommercation GS-6 - Tne licersee should confirm flow path

repleted The peccec *e for this case shei d provi:e for swailability of an AFW system flow train that has been out of

rn-sfee t) Lee alte*nate water scL* es ; rice to draini'9 se*vice to perform periodic testing or eaintenance as follows:

c' t* e pr 9 eary .a te* s a::cly . Proceduresshould te implemented to recuire an operator to

3. Fee w erdatice M-b - Pe as-built piant sbodd te capable of detereine tnat the AFd system valves are preperly aligned

cen 4 :' g ,te re;. ired AF fic, 'Or a* least t=o Bours fr0m C"e a"d a seccnd oCerator to independeetly verify that the

2". Of: tra'- aftre*0e"? c ' a *, alte**stirg c /*eak ;^=tr ,3+,gg gry geg;g.,y g)(gned,

* *1".6' - * ' s t" d t'at'va ce := v**r0 is *e ceasee s*0vl3 f rcCOse Techrical 5;etificatices to*
5;_* .i

:. ga,miete 5s c' alte**5* *; s.r*e"* *'*e* asi.*e L*'at ;r'Or to *1aat s*aatup #0lic.ing 49 esteeded. -.a da

* * *a Na' / ., Osa_*:wa, a el:= test = .ld te pe*#0*med to berify the,e*y - * /es a' s C Ce es*a*' 2 e'

; 8-
- ; . e sy s te'a # :e* *.*e54 -C'* #s , r,gt c= Cat" f ecm t*e P rir a ry AFa' syster wate" s0 #Ce* ,, 3

,,, . e stea." ge trat#5 T'e ficw test s*odld ce Cen0.Cted

.1;- i. ; a syste" val.es 'F t'e'r nOrtal ali;T eat-
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5. Ge m e m tion G M - The licensee should .er'fy that the The automatic initiation signals and circuits shall te

a.'c-at'c start AN signals and associated ci-cu try are safety designed so that their failure will nct result in the loss

geade, if '"is Camot ce werified, tn? W system autoTatic of ma9wal Capability to initiate the A"w system frce the

1M tiation sy ste" s*culd be %Cdified in ',"e sScrt-term to meet control room.

tee f uncticeal recuirements listed celcw. For the leager teem,

Add tional Short-Tere Recommendations(*e automatic 'v tiaticn s gnals and circuits sheuld be upgraded E.15.3.2 i

*c eeet safety grace requirements as i uicated in Recommendation The fellowing additicnal short-term recommendations resulted from the

GL-5. staff's Lessons Learned Task Force and the Bulletins and Orders Task

Tne desig, snould provice for tae automatic initiation of Force review of AFW systems at Sabcock & Wilcox* designed operating

the aaxil'a y fecc.ater system flow. plants subsequent to our review of the AFW system designs at W- and

The automatic initiation sig'als aad circuits should be C-E-desigred operating plants. They have not teen examired for

cesigred so that a single failure wi!1 ret result in the specific applicability to this facility.

oss of asiliary f eeo.ater system f unction. i Recommendation - The licensee should provide redundant level

Testaoflity cf the initiation signals and circuits shall be irdications and Icw level alarms in the control room for the

a 'esture of the design. AiW system primary water supply to allow the operator to antici.

The initiation signals and circuits should te powered from pate the need to make up water or transfee to an alternate water

**e emergency buses. supply and prevent a low pump suction pressure condition from
.

Manual CA:4bility to init14te tre auxilia"y feedwater oCCurri ng. The low level alarm setpoint should allow at least

sys'ee fecm the contrQI Pcom shculd be retained and should 20 minutes for operator action, assuming that the largest

be im0le:Pented so that a single f allere in the manual Capacity ATW pump is operating.

circ / ts will ut resuit in the less cf system *#ction. 2 Recomme Mation - Tne lice"see snould perform a 72-hour endurance

system puTCs, if suCh I test o# COntinucus*** alte -at 6; curre 9t *c tCr* 0"i .e9 " #"s a-d .3Ives in tes* c3 aII AIa

'* a u ia#y fee *ater sistet s'ci: ta i' .2ej "n t*e ,, g g 9

av est'c ac'wat' ?1 (si V ta9em.s a*. Ce sec e*'*4') of t*e EclicwiF3 the 72-Pose D#0 run, the pu?Ds should be s %t down

54cs to Y'e e'e'se'cy twses. a"2 Cooled Ocon and ',nen restarted and run far One hour. Test

E-237
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acce:tance :Hteria s cu w f ac!.de ce:crstratmg t at tne pa::s . 2. 2 te c Tee.^

nam .itnin cesign !!mits with respect to :earic;Jtearing oil .:r;-term re :neacations for ieproving tre system are as follows:

in: era! res ne co-it on ana est cop roc, at: ent censitions 1. Reco n+:ation - GL-2 - Licensees witn plants in =%ich all

(tenza at.re, % stet ty) :o act e. eed e viaca ertal c.alification (pri-ary a,d alternata) water suppif es to tre AF. systess pass

lid ts fer sa'ety related ecuiprent in tre ecc3. througn valves in a single flow path should i* stall redundant

3. Ecccm e dation - The lice-see srculd im: e ert tne following parallel flow paths (piping and valves).

re: wire ents as specified by Item 2.1.'.b on page A-32 Of

G EG-0578: Licensees with clants in which tSe primary AFW systes water

" Safety-grade incicati n cf a..iliary fee:.ater ft:. to supply passes thrct.,95 valves in a siegle ficw path, but the

ea h steati generator snali te provided in the c0ntrol room. altercate Afd system water supplies connect to the AFW system

pep sucti:n piping downstream of the aucve valve (s) should
The auxiliary feed.ater flc instrucent chanrels shall be

1" stall recuncant valves parallel to the above valve (s) or

po.ered from the e-ergency tuses consistent with satisfying provice automatic opening of the valve (s) from the alternate
the emergency power cive-sity re*Lirements for the awaillary .atee supply upon low pump section presvu-o.
feed.ater system set forth in A.miliary Systems Branch Tecnn.

nical Positten 10-1 cf the Stand ro Review Plan, Section
The licensee should pecpose Technical Specifications to incorporate

10.4.9."
appropriate periodic inspections to verify the valve positions.

4. Seco-reccation - Licensees with plants wiich require local manual 2. Recewendation - GL-3 - At least one AFW system pump and its

realign-er.t of valves to conduct periodic tests on one AFE system associated flow patn and essential instrumentation should auto-

train a-y, whicn have coly ore remaining AFW train available fe- matically initiate AFW system flow and be capable of ceing

Oce-ati e sSculd pr::cse Technical Specifications to provide that c:eratec heepe%dently of any alternatf ag current pc ee source

a ce:icates in:h1Lal .no is in cr.nication ith tee cartrol roc ':- Et ie5!! *-o " curs. C:".e-s t on cf ci-e:t current po.e. to

te stati:med at 19e man.a1 valves. Up:n instruct 1:n from tre c:ntrol alte--at ; : *rea' is acce:ta:Te.

ro:c, tsis operator . cold re-ali;a the valves in the AF. system train 3- :e: -" a:at 'a - GL-4 - Liceasees ea,ieg Olaats with eprctected

from tre test tr::e ta its c;erati:nal aligr?ent nc--al AF- sjstem .atee socplies snowic e<aluate tte cesign of
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their Arw systems to cetermine if autcmatic pectactica of tBe
6 Gerommeadation - A pipe break in certain locations of the tureine

cump is recessary folleming a seismic evert or a tcreacc The
def ven auxiliary feed =ater pump disCnarge pipirg ray a'fect DCth

time a.aila31e before pump da age, the ala ms and indications AFW trains,since portions of this piping Cass thecugi the diesel
avail 4 Die for the control room operatce, and tre t'me recessary criven pump rocm. The motor criven pump to te installed should
for assessing the p*oblem and taking action should te considered ce located such that a breax in the AFW system (nct associated
in determining =Pether cperator action can be relied on to

with the motor driven pump train) could not affect the motor

prevent purp damage. Consideration s9ould ce given to providing crive pump. Also the licensee 5%culd 1) install the actor pump
pcwp protection by means such as automatic switchover of the

with appropriate valves in the pump discharge line connections
puro suctions to the alternate safety grade source of water,

to meet the high energy line break criteria in SAP 10.4.9 and
automatic pump trips on low suction pressure or upgradi*g the

Branch Tecnnical Position 10-1; namely, the AFWS should maintain
normal sou ce of water to meet seismic Category I and tornador

the capability to supply the required Arw flow to the steam
protection requirements.

generator (s) assuming a pipe treak anywhere in the AFW pump
4 Recommercation - GL-5 - The licensee should upgrace the AFW

systee automatic initiation signals and circuits to meet
the plant can be trought to a safe shutcowf1 ccncition Dy use of

safety geade requirements.
gther available systems following such a postulated event.

5. Recommeadation - A motor driven purp is currently being

installed or is planned to te installed ty the licensee.

Present plans are for a non-safety grade motor driven pump

system. Based on past emperience of the problems associated

with the speed control (overspeed trips) of Doth the diesel and

turtire driven p eps and othe* Licensee Event teccats c- the

Troja9 AF= syste'., tme '':essee srowic f u -?er rev e= . er

secocsed 'astal'at cn to dete*miae if tre sc ca cr'ven ; *od

snou'a te saf ety grace anc a.tc.+atica'ly a:t ated / tre Are

autc*atic start logic.
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. v3,3 ,- :;$ tress.-e (PC' ' Ce sa#ety valve a:Idat :9)
#

te :eratste er da a;e fi?its (7.2. 807. "a"T f**I f. Ma71 .9 Freissee at which steam is released fr:n stez9 Gererat:r(s)- e
and a;af rst which the Ard pey r st deve7:p sa,'ficient ecad.ce --al te :e*st.-e) e

. ;;5 -::' ag rate 1Mit t; av id excessive c::iant strir.ha;e
- Mi*i E mter of stea9 generat:rs that r st re:eive ATW flow;.

. - -i .- steam ge-erat:* level to ass'.re s fficie-t ster...

e.; I cut of 2?* 2 cat of 45-

-.-*-at:r rest transfer s,rfe:e is rete de:ty rest aad/or
3-

h. RO fica ceadition - continued c;eration cf R; pum; s or natural:::1 dM t*e ;*imary syste9-
ci r:ala tion.

Ces:eite ve ansi ses and ass. ;tions aad c:rresp:ediag technical2. f

ssed with plant c:mdit :* : -sidend in 1.a. above g, ya8fm m Ard inlet te-';e-ature.

J.sti' Mat'ca

irthd'ri* j. Following a pcstulated steam or feed line break, ti e delay
axis- rea:t:r ;>er (i"CIddI'S I ' 5 I"*''I ' ~

w assw*ed to isolate break and direct Ard flow to inta:t steama.

at t e tf e :f t'e initiatin; traasie.*.! tr at:i::t-t. generat:r(s). Ard pump flow capa:ity allewance to accomodate

reseter teip. the time delay and maintain reinime steam ge-eratcr water level,
c. Tire ::st ay fr:m ir.itiating event t:

is identify credit taken for primary systet heat remcval
Ma :t para ete*(s) =$1th initiates AFW5 fle= and time delay d.e to blowd:=m.c.

tet een initiating event and intreducti:n c' A.. fi:w intom

k. Volu e and maximum tarperature cf water in rain feed 11ressteam ge erat:r(s).
be>H9 steam ge*erater(s) and Ar=*S connectica to rain feed line,

Mi-i ., stea ge* erat:r mater level ="ee icitiatir; eventd.
1. C:erattrG condition of steam generator ner al ble=down following

cc: rs.
initiating event

!*'tial stean ge erat:r water invent:ry aad de;letten rate bef:*ee.
r, p.g. ./ 8"d Se:Ondary syste wate* and metal se sible heata-d a'te* arW5 fi:. c:-re ces - ideatify reett:- de:ty heat

used f P c: ld:w9 and Ar=* flow sizir;.
a = . set

N- ~# e at h:t s'ardty a-d ti: e to c::lg3., ;;5 : R A systen cut

19 tr;e-s tJ'e *: size AEW =ater s:Jrce ih e .t: y.
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LMTE O STATES'

t'i #y *T tt t> e AIa' ; *;s in y:.* ;t a*t .111 s. ;.ty *?e 'e:esst'y *

q 1 NUCLE AR REGULATORY COMwSSION'

I naa-wos o t acess
fic. : t e stee ge-eret:ds) as cate~i*ec ty itt'* 1 e-: 2 7j
ate.e c: side-fa; a strgie * ail ee haa-Hy t*e m;" ir si:W . ' . . * "'W : ?M*

a chet has. 50-250
t e ;. : f k. to t l:. #:. p: re:ir .lati:9 f1: . stai lesia;e 50.I51i

a-: ;. 2 = ear.

;r. a cert ' L5 rig, Vice-Presicentc
Ad.anced Systeis aN Techeology
Fl crita Ecme' and Li ght CC";4Py
D. O. Een 529100
Miami,F1cetea 13152

Cee- Ce. J.rtg:

SUBJECT- 9: RE3AllE*E%T5 FCR 1;x*LIAn FEE 0= ATit $YSTI"5 AT TJKD FO!MT Pt. ant,
LNITS 3 A.40 a

'5e por;cse of 1915 lettee is to a: vise you cf cwr re wiremeats for the
a.x11tary fee:.ater syste s at tre sucject facility. Pese rec.f reMats
were tcer:1f tec dart:g tee course cf tre 44 h11etias and Ordees issk
Fcree review Of c;eratteg reactors 1911;* t cf the accicent at Three Pfle
Isla-a, Lett 2.

Erciossre 1 to this lettee icentif tes eacm of tre reqatreeets a:pitcable
to the s6 ject f act11ty. Dese re: street s are cf two ty;-es, (1) geatric
re;wt remects a cl ? cable to mest mestirghcuse-cestgred creratia; plaits, and
(2) ;149t.s;ecific recu re eets a;;11 cable caly to the sLbject facittty.
En:lcs re 2 c:atairs a gemeetc request for a:dtticnal infomatien regarding
sexfitary feec ater system fice reqLire-ects.

*5e cesigas and procedsres of the sat;ect 'actlity shosid te evaluated against
tae a;;licable re:at reaents s;eciff ec 13 Encies re 1 to determire the degree
to wh+ch the f actitty currently co* forts to these rewirerre9ts. The results
c' t*ts evaluatic" acc an associated sched61e and cceritment for 1m;1eNetation
Of recuitec chaages or actices should te previced for SC staff review within
thirty cays of recetrt c' this letter. Also, this sc9edule should indicate
yes cate for sacmittal cf inferT.ation such as design chaages, procedure charges
ce Tecrnical 5:ecification charges to te ;reviced for staf f review. Ycu ray also
fe:vice ):6r res; case to t"e iteas in Ecclesure 2 at * Pat thre,

a ac ition *: the requirerea's tceatt ff ed ir tris letter, steer re;direeeats
atcr af te a;:l tta0!e to the s.tject 'actitty are es;ected *3 te ge'eeatedw

:y ' * * C.'l et 's a ad C"ters Ta s s F;rce. 5.ca re;/re e'.ts are ? Pose resaltteg

review Of the ICss-C #ee0*ete* ever' a*d tre snail treak ICss-Cf-CDclart##r:n c.e
"; C e" * 2 5 :esCP' ed 'a * P e 'r e s* * ";'cu s e re*crt n~AP - MC O , * "e;0rt c I $rall
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Cr Robert E. Chrig -2- '

a c ert E. O rig a s .
"

Flcrica Pc.er and Light Company -3-
Breau Accidents for ' estinghcuse hS55 System." ir s:ecific ccnceres include.

systens reliability (cther than tee ausiliary feedwater systeT), aralyses,
Cc: Mr. RcDert Lc enstein. Esquireguideltres and procedures for cperators, ar.d c;erater training. Lc enstein, New ian, Reis and Aseirad

08" ' " "" "' 'be ;1an to identify, in separate corresscederce, t!'e req irenents resulting , 2
from the additional itec s from the Bulletins and Orders Task Force review, mashiagton, D. C. 20036

Si nc erely , Environmental and Urban Affairs Library
Flcrida International University

f Miami, Floriaa 33199
m ~

W, e /4
MlW. - N eA, C W 'b Mr. Noman 4. Coll, Esquire
Carrell G. Eiserhut Acting Of rector Steel, Hector and Davis
Divisien of Ocerating Reacter5 1400 Southeast First National
Of fice of Nuclear Reacter Pegulation Bank Building

?11ami, Florica 33131
Enclosures:
As stated e. Henry Yaeger, Plant ''anagerw

Turkey Point Plant
Florida Pcwer and Light Company
P. O. Ben 313:00
Miami, Florida 33101

Mr. Jack Shreve
Office of tee Puelic Counsel
Room 4, Molland Builcing
Tallanassee, Florica 32304
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ENCtCSURE 1 operated valves associated with CST's are locked open. A secondary

X.16 (W) TURKEY PCINT UNITS 3 & 4 water supply comes f rom the non-sef smic Category I water treatment

AUXItIARY FEE 0 WATER SYSTEMS system. An additional feedwater supply can be provided from the main

feedwater system of the adjacent Units 1 & 2 (non-nuclear power

I.16.1 System Cescef ption plant).

4.16.1.1 Conficuration-Overs 11 Desf;n

The auxiliary feedwater systes (AFWS) for the Turkey Point plant X.16.1.2 Components - Cest2n. Classification

(Units 3 & 4),as shown fn Figure 1. consists of three steem turofne Ibe AFVS is designed according to seismic Category I *equirements.

de1ven pumps, i.e. , one pump normally aligned to each unit and the The AFWS is classified as an engineered Safety related System and its

third pump is a shared stancby for either unit. Eacn pump normally associated instrumentation and controls are designed accordingly.

delivers 600 gpm (9 2775 f t. head) feedwatea to the three steam

generato's (SG) in each unit. Also, the control roca cperatcr can X.16.1.3 Power Sources

manually direct flow from any pump to all three steam generators of The turbine driven pumps are supplied with steam from the safn steam

either unit.Under a design basis accident, only one pump would be line of either or both units upstream of the R$1V. The operator

required in order to cool the plant dcwn -o a condition where the RHR normally selects the steam supply from the Unit which has lost its

system can be put into operation to continue the safe plant shutdown normal feeowater supply. The turbines have an atmosphere exhaust.

proce s s. Steam can also be supplied from the Unit having normal feedwater

supply and f rom an e txiliary steam system connection to Units 1 & 2.

Primary water supply for the AFws comes from the seismic Category I The turbine driven pump steen supply line has a normally closed AC

condensate storage tanks (CST) of toth units. Each CST has a capacity motor operated valve in serf es with a normally closed DC solenoid atr

of 250,000 gallons with a sinisum reserved storage capacity of operated valve. The pump discharge control valves are DC solenoid

185,000 gations of deafneralized water. with this quantity of water, operated air valves.

the licensee indicated that the unit can be kept at hot stancty

condition for 15 hours and then cooled to 350*F, at which point the X.16.1.4 festrumeatation and Control

RhR system can be put in service, or the unit can be kept at hot X.16.1.4.1 Cont rols -

standoy condition for acout 23 additional cours. All the manually The steam generator water level is manually controlled by the control

room operator using eitSer one of the DC solenoid operated air valves.
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Local manual operation of these valves can be performed on loss of X.16.1.5 Testing

coacrossed afr. The AFW pump feedwater discharge rate is always The Turkey Point Units 3 and 4 Technical Specifications require the

greater than the turbine steam consumption when the steam pressure is following testing of the auxiliary feedwater systes.
higner then 120 psig. When the steam pressure is reduced to 120 psige 1) Monthly test of each auxiliary feedwater pump to run for 15 minutes

the RMR systes is started and the ATW pumps are shut down. and verify a flow rate of 600 gpa to the steam generators.

2) Tests of auallf ary feedwater discharge valves during the monthly

X.16.1.a.2 fcforntion avaffeble to Operator pump tests.

Low water level in the condensate st rage tank will alam and annunciate 3) Tests of steam supply and turbire pressure valves during monthly

in the sealn control room. In addition, AFW flow indication, SG water pump tests.

level, and control valve position indication are provided in the

control room. These tests are designed to verify the operability of the auxiliary

feedwater system and its ability to respond properly when required.I

x.16.1.4.3 Initiatina 51 oasts for Autom tic coeestion

All three AFW pumps will automatically start by any of the following X 16.1.6 Technical $pecifications

signals from either unit: The Turkey Point Units 3 and 4 Technical Specifications provide for

(a) safety injection the following limiting conditions for operation with respect to the

(b) low-low water level in any of the three steam generators Auxiliary Feedwater System:

(c) loss of voltage on both 4160V WSes 1) Two out of three ATW5 pumps must be operanle for single nuclear

(d) loss of both main feedwater pumps. Unit operation.

2) Three cut of three AFV5 pumps must be operable for dual nuclear

Any one of these signals will also automatically open the normally unit operation.

closed motor operated and air operated valves in series which isolate

the main steam line from the stone supply header of each AFW pump

turnine. Air to operate the AFW control valves to the steam generators ;Tre licensee advised that the type of periodic (monthly) testing
is supplied when the steam supply valves comence opening. The AFW5 performed for the AFWS includes fall flow neth discharge to the SG's,

i.e., a sirgie actuation of AFWS and delis *o SG's whfie power is
can also be started manuelty in the control room or from the local being produced.

station.
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3) The condensate storage tank must contain a minimum of The periodic testing practice followed involves full flow path testing

185,000 gallons of water, to the steam generators. This type of testing ter of quality in that

4) System piping, interlocks and valves must be operable. it yfelds an advantage on detectablitty of valves that afght be

mispositioned through human errors. Also, the AFWS manual valves are

If any of the above conditions cannot be met within 48 hours, the locked open and this practice further reduces the chance of inadvertent

reactor must be shut down and the reactor coolant temperature must be closure through human error.

reduced to less than 350*F.

Several unif kely common mode vulnerabilities were identif f ed '. tat

X.16.2 eeliability Evaluation afght serve to limit the availability of the hfghly redundant Turkey

N.16.2.1 Dominant Failure Modes Point AfWS; their ultimate impact should be further Considered in e

The AFWS simpitffed flow diagram for Turkey Point Unit 3 is illus- longer time assessment. These worn

trated in Figure 1. This AFWS design reflects a redundant, highly a) The possible common sharing of the lube oil coolfog by the

shared, system between Uni.tr 3 and 4. Operation of any one of the service (city) water , system which is DC powered.

three steam turbine driven pumps would be expected to result in b) The potential for common disabling of Unit #3 and/or #4 AFWS by

successful decay heat removal (rom either Units 3 or 4. Accordingly, a single failure of the connecting piping between the headers in

the success criterion selected for this reliability evaluation was: the AFVS pump discharge and steam supply paths.

Failure of AFWS is insufficient AFWS flow from one AFWS pump to 2 of

3 steam generators in one unit. LOFW with Only Onsite AC Avaflable

The irpact of shared emergency diesel generators (EDG) and their

The following failure modes were found to dominate the demand unavaila- contribution to the unavailability of the Turkey Point AFWS were

blifty of the Turkey Point AFWS. estimated to be very small. The steam admission valves to the turbine

pumps are AC operated,but either of the two EDG's operating would

LOFW with Of f site AC Available suffice to operate at least one or more of the three AC valves in

The Turkey Point AFWS was found to be highly redundant in that there each heacer in Unit 3 and 4. Further, the human can serve as backup

was no obvious single fau ts (active 'ccmponents, manual valves or to open these valves if for some reasog the AC or DC valves in either

human errors) identified that dominate the availability of the AFWS. Unit 3 or 4 steam admission header failed to operate electrically.
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The dominant faults appear to remain similar to those discussed for X.16.3 Reconneadations for this Plant

the preceeding LCFW transient event. The short-term recomendations (both generic, denoted by GS, and plant-

specific) identified in this section represent actions to improve Afw

LOFv with Only Oc available system reliability that should be inclemented by January 1,1930, or as

As noted above the steam assission valves are AC operated in Tursey soon thereafter as is practicable. In general, they involve upgrading of

Point Units #3 and #4. The dominant f ault contribution for this Technical Specifications or establishing procedures to avoid or mitigate

event was assessed to be f ailure of the human to open at least are of potential system or operator failures. The long-term (50th generic,

the steam admission valves by local manual action. The licensee denoted by GL, and plant-specific) recomendations idertified in this sec-

estimated that such actions could be accomplished within about tion involve syster design evaluations and/cr modifications to improve AFW

10 minutes. system reliability and represent actions that should be implemented by

January 1, 1931 or as soon thereafter as is practicable.

X.16.2.2 Principle Dependencies identified X.16.3.1 Short-term

Recommendation GS-1 - De licensee should propose rodifications to theOne dependency identified was the AC dependency for the stone admission 1.

valves that.for the event including complete loss of AC,would require Technical Specifications to limit the time period that one AFW system

pump and its associated flow train and essentiel instrurentation canlocal manual action to initiate the ATWS.

be inoperable.

Several additional dependencies were identified that should be

considered further,but on a longer term consideration as to their The' outage time limit and subsequent action time should be as

ultimate impact on the ATWS. These were (a) the potential for common required in current Standard Technical Specifi ations; 1.e , 72

lubrication cooling faults in the service (city) water system and (b) hours end 12 hours, respectively.

the potential for common disabling of the AFWS due to breaks in the

single line in the ATWS discharge headers and in the stea.a supply 2. Recommendation GS-2 - The if censee t hould loca open single

headers to all turbine driven AFW pump turbi.es. valves or multiple valves in series in the AFW system pump

suction piping and lock open other single valves or multiple

valves in series that could interrupt all AFW flow. Monthly

inspections shauld to performed to verify that these va1ves are
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locked and in the open position. These inspections snould be required following a cc41ete loss of alternating curret power,

proposed foe f acorporated into the surveillance requirements of ewrgency procedures shoold be establisned for manually initiating

the plant Technical Specifications. See Recoesnendation GL-2 for and controlling the system under these conditions. Since the

the longer tore resolution of this concern. water for cooling the lobe oil for the turcine-driven pump may

be dependent on alternating rurrent power, design or procedural

3. Rece-ndation os-a - Emergency procedures for transferring to changes shall be made tc elirinate this dependency as soon as

alternate sources of AFW s'upply should be practicable. Untti this is do7e, the energency procedures should

available to the plant operators. These procedurea should provide for an individual to be stationed at the turbine-driven

incluce criteria to infore the operators wnen, and in what pump in the event of the loss of all alternating current power to

croer, tre transfer to af ternate water sources should take monitor pum *+sring and/or lube oil terceratures. If necessary,

place. The following cases should be covered by the procedures: this operator would operate the turbine-driven purp in an on-off mode

The case in wnich the primary water supply is not until alternating current powee is rt;tored. Adequate lighting

inttfally available. The procedures for this case powered by direct current power sources and comunications at local

# * U Ishould include any operator actions required to protect

"the AFW system pumps against self-damage before water

is needed. (See Reconrendation GL-3 for the longer ters resolutionflow is initiated; and,

ofthisconcern).

The case ir which the primary water scpply is being

depleted. The peccedure for this case should provide
~

" " ' "for transfer to the alterrate water sources prior to

periodic testing er maintenance as follows:dratning of the primary water supply.
P acedures should be inlemented to require an operator

4 Re-o v endation CS-5 - The as-built plant should be capable of

"providing the required AFW flow for at least two hours from one

ATW pump train independent of any alternating curren'; power that the valves are preperly aligned.

source. If manual AFW system jattiation of flow control is
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The Itcensee should propose Technical Specif f cations should be impiesented to that a single fdlure in the

to assure that prior to plant startup following an manual circuits will not result in the loss of system

extended cold shutdown, e flow test would be per'oemed function.

to verify the normal flow path from the primary A N The alternating current motor-driven pumps and valves

system water source to the steam generators. The flow in the auxiliary feetater system should be included

test should be conducted with A N system valves in i'1 the automatic actuation (simultanous and/or sequential)

their normal attenment. of the load's to the esecgency buses.

The automatic initiation signals and circuits shall be

6. Rece==evation GS-7 - Thw licensee should verify that tne autoestic designed so that their failure will not result in the

start AN system af snais and associated circuitry are safety gesde. loss of manual capability to intiate the AFW system

If this cannot be verified, the AN system automatic inttf ation from the control room.

system should be modified in the shc-t-term to oest the functional

requirements listed belcw. For the longer term, tre automatic X.16.3.2 Additfocal Short Term #eco wendations

inttf ation signals and circuits should upgraded to meet safety grade The following additional short term recoceendations resulted from the

requirements as indicatad in Reconcendation GL-5. staff's Lessons Learned Task Force review and the Sulletins & Orders

The design should provide for the automattc inftietton Task Force review of AFW systems at Babcock & Wilcoz-designed operating

of the auxiliary feedwate* system flow. plants subsequent to our review of the AFW systes designs in p and

The automatte initiation stenals and circuits should C-E-designed cperating plants. They have not been examined for

be designed so that a single fatlure will not result specific applicability to the facility.

in the loss of auxiliary feedwater systes function. 1. Recemendation - The liceasse should provide redundant le.e1

Testabfif ty of the intiation signals and circuits indications and low level alanes in the control room for the

small be a feature of the caston. AFW systes primary water supply to allow the operator to anticipate

The initta*1cn signals and ctreuits snould be powered the need to make up water or transfer to an alternate water

from the emergency buses. supply and prevent a low puro suction pressure conditipn froa

*'anual capability to inittate the aux 111ery feedwater occurring. The Icw level alam setpoint should allow at least

system from tne control room should be retained and 20 minutes for operator actions, assuming that the largest

capacity AFW pucip is operating.
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2. #ecewdation - The licensee shou'd perform a 72-hour endurance operation, should propose Technical Specifications to provide that

test on all AFd systes pumps, if such a test er continuous a dedicated individual who is in cormunication with the control room

period of operation has not been accomplished to date. Following be stationed at the manual valves. Upon instruction from the control

the 72-hour pump run, the pumps should be shut dcwn and cooled MC"* this operator would re-align the valves in the AFW systas train

down and then restarted and run for one hour. Test acceptance frcrs the test mode to its operational alignment,

criteria shJuld include descnstrating that the pumps remain with

cesign limits with respect to bearing / bearing oil temperatures

and vibration and that pump roce ambient conditions (temperatures, **33 l**"

humidity) do'not exceed environmental qualification lielts for Lonrtm recomndations for improving the system are as foMows.

safety-related equipment in the room. 1. Recom endation Gt-3 - At least one AFW system pump and its

associated flow path and essential instrumentation should auto-
3. Recomendation - The licensee should implemnt the following

natically initiate AFW system flow and be capable of being operated
re utreeerts as specified by Item 2.1.7.0 on page A-32 of

independently of any alternating current power , wrce for at least
M EG-C578:

two hours. Conversion cf direct current power to alternating current
" Safety-grace indication of auxiliary feedwater flow to

is acceptable,
each steam generator shall be provided in the control room.

The auxiliary feedwater flow instrur:ent channels shall tie 2. Eec:mmeadstion - GL-5 - The licensee should upgrade the AFW

powered from the emergency buses consistent with satisfying system automatic initiation signals and circuits to meet safety grace
the ew rgency power civersity requirements for the auaillary requireeents.

feedwater system set forth in Auxiliary Systems Branch Techn-

nical Position 10-1 of the Standard Review Plan Section 3. #ecomeedation - The AFW punp discharge Ifres and turbire criven AFM

10.4.9.* pump steam supply lires for each unit cocetne into single lines through

4. Recomendation - Licensees with plants which require local manual wnich all water and steam respectively from either unit mst ficw. A

reali;nnent of valves to conduct periodic tests on one Afe system pipe break in either of these single ficw paths would cause loss of the

train ,yo, which hase only one remaining AFd train availacle for capabiltty to provide AFW flow to all the steam ge%rators of Cne unit.a

The licensee should evaluate the consequences of a
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Basis for Assiliary Feedwater
System Flew Recuia eats - Pasim 9 RCS pressure (PORY cr safety valve actuation)

- Feel tea;erature or data;e limits (ONS. PCT. tasir:rn fuelAs a ress1t of re:e-* staff reviews Of 0;eratirg plart Aex111ary Feed-
ceatral te ;erature)watea Syste s (APAS) the staff concludes t?at t*e cest;9 bases aad

- RCS ccoling rate limit to avoid encessive coolant shrinkagecriteria provided by licarsees for establishirg AFWS re;gire .ents for

flew to the steam gereratsr(s) to assure ade;.; ate rencvat of reactor * "I"*' 8 "I * """" ' '

de:ay test are nQt well de' ired ce doc' re9ted. geatrator best tracsfer s- :e to rencre decay heat and/pr
.

c:s1 d:=n tre primary sy .com.
We re;utre that you prov.de the followiag Ard$ flow design tasis infce-

" "" " # "I " " 'I' "' * I ETatie as a;plicable to tne design basis transients and accident ec9-

diticas for year plant
bstification used with plant condition considmd in 1.a. aku

in:16ciing:
1. a. Identify the plant traeste.t ard accident ecmdttions corsidered

a. Paxtmum reactor power (including instreert error ellowsece)
in estat11shing Aris flow require ents, includirg t*e fc11c=ing

at the tire of the initiating transiert ce accident.

events:

b. Time delay from initiating event to reactor trip.1) Less of Malr. Feed (Lur4)

2) Lurd r/ loss of cffsite AC pewer
Plant paranater(s) which initiates Ards flow and time delayc.

3) LMFW w/1 css of crsite and offsite A; p>er between initiating event and intredac toc. cf AF45 flow intoa

4) Plant cocid:*n stes geterator(s).
5) Turbine trip with and without bypass

d. Mini:':a:n stea generat:r water level when initiating event5) Fain stes- 1s:1sti:9 valve closare

7) Fain feed line break c: curs.

81 Main stea* line treak e. Initial steam generater water inventcry and depletion rate he' ore
9) Small break LCCA

and after Ar=3 flew corrie9:es - ide9tify reactor de:ay heat
10) Ottea tra9sient er a::ident cceditions r:t listed ahve rate m d.

b. Oescribe the plant p-ete: tic, acce:tance criteria ard c: ares-

ponding technical teses used fer each initiatirg event identi-

fied above. The acceptat:e criteria sh uld address platt

limits such 's:
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f. Maxi m m pressure at which steam is released iron steam generator's) 3. Verify that the Ard puis in your plant will supply the eccessary
and against unic5 the AFd pt t must develco su'ficient head flow to the steam geeerstor(s) as detemined by iters 1 and 2

g. Minime neter of steam generaters that cust receive APW flow; above considering a single failure. Identify the margin in sizing

the pu o flow to allow for pump recirculation flow, seal leakagee.g.1 out of 2?. 2 out of 47
and pur.p wear.

h. RO flow cendition - centinued operation of RC peps cr natural

circala tion.

i. Maximum AFW inlet tem::erature.

J. Following a postulated steam or feed line break, tire delay

assumed to isolate break and direct AFd flow to intact steam

generator (s). Ard purp flow capacity allowance to accorr:cdate

the time delay and maintain minime steam generator water level.

Also identify credit taken for primary system heat reroval

due to blowdown.

k. Volume and maximu:n temperature cf water in main feed lines

Setween steam ge. aerator (s) and Ard$ connecticn to main feed line.

1. C;erating condition of steam generator nereal bicwdown following

initiating event

m. Primary and secondary system water and metal sensible heat

used for cooldewn and AP4 flow sizing.

p. Time at hot standby and time to cooldown RCS to RnR system cut

in te-; erst re to size AF4 water source inventory.
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NUCLE AR REGULATORY COMMISSiCN

Um TED STATES*

[,e~
i mas wo= o e aossa

sbw// h e-tee 9, 1979
f Mr. Re:ert n. Grece -2- h er:er 9, 1979e-c.,

*...*

Occaet he. S0-C 29 Breat Accicents f er =estinshcuse %555 System." Cur specif tc cencerns 1*clude

systeas reif attitty (cther than the auntliary feed = ate" systee), amaI ses,J
guidelines and procedures for operators, and o;erator training.

Pr. Rctert H. Croce, L1cersf og E,agtreer be plan to ideetify, f n separate corresponcence, the reca1*erents resuittag
Yaakee Atcraic Electric Campany from the addittonal itees frem the Bi.11etins and Orcers Test Force review.
20 Turaptke Road
bestScro, Passachusetts 01 Sal dinc erely,

,,

- ,f . f.Cear Mr. Groce:
M"N bl / [' . bM .

SLBJE CT: hE REQUIREMENTS FCR AUX:L. ARY FEE 0 HATER SYSTIFS AT YAv.EE RCwE Ohre11 G. Eisenhut. Acting Cirecter
NLCLEAR PChER STAT' 3 . a:T 1 01stston cf Ccerating Aeacters

Of fice of Nuclear teactor Regulation
The purpon of this letter ds' eMse you cf our recuireceets for the
at.xiltery feed =ater systers s at;ect f actitty. These requtrerent- Enclosures:a

were teentified during tre ; me :f the *@R Ballettns and Orders Task As stated
Force restew of cperating res- Ors in itgat of ;he acticent at Three File
Island, Unit 2.

Ecclcsure 1 to this letter icentif tes each of the requireneats applicable
to the subject f acility. These requirements are of two types, (1) generic
recutrements apolicaole to most bestinghouse-cesigned cperattag plants, and
(2) plant-specific requirements applicable only to the subject facility.
Enclosure 2 contains a seneric request for accittonal information regarding
auxtliary feedwater system flow requirements.

%e desigas and procedures of the subject facility shou':f be evaluated against
the applicable requirements specified in Enclosure 1 to cetemtre the degree
to which the factitty currently confcrms to these requirer ents. The results
of this evaluation and an associated schedule and comitment for implemertation
of required changes or actices should te previced for l@C staff revtew within
thf rty cays of receipt of this letter. Also, this schedule should indicate
yo:.r date for sobmittal of information such as design chaeges, procedure changes
or Technical Specification changes to te proviced for staf f review. You may also
provide your response to the 1 teres in Enclosure 2 at that time.

In additten to the recuirements identified in this letter, etber recairements
wntch may be applicaole to the scject factitty are exrected to be generated
by the Sulletins d'd Crders Tass Fcrce. Ssch recuteenents are those res:.ittrg
from our review of the Icss-ef-feedmater event and the small treak less-c'-ccciart
accide9t as described in the bestinghCuse report WCAP-9tCO, " Report on Small
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Me. Eccert M. Grece 3 Nc e ter 9,ir9

!%CLC5tRE 1,.
-- w,e"C1C hres-
W. Laweence E. winnica, Presiccat

Y N EE RCwEVa'.kee Atomic Electric Compa*y
3

-
AUXILI A4f FEE 0'.MER SYSTEMesttore. MassacMusetts p1581

Greenfield Comu91ty Cc11ege
! Colle;e Dette 4,17,1 g,,t,,e,,crggt,c,
4reenfiel d. Massacnusetts C1301

x.17.1.1 Ce vi;;seitica and Overail Design

The auxiliacy feef=ater systes (AFwS) is cesigned to supply water to

the steam generators for reactor coola-t systes decay heat reecval

=ren the rcrmal fees ater systes is not available. Tre Afs$ is ect

normally used for cther plant coerations such as startup cr shutdoe.

The system can also to used for performing bydecstatic tests during

plant shutdewn. A cedicated cperator fer initiating fio for this

systes is availaele with direct ccern,n'ication with the control room

eperatoe. The auxiliary feedwatee (eteegency toffer fee' pumc-EEFP)

Pust te started locally and four nerally closed renual valves in

parallelin the ESF pump discharge lines must locally crered. Aftee

starting the pep, the flow can be cor. trolled free the cortrol room.

Mcwever, the dedicated c;erator remains en station even if ficw is

bei*g controlled fece the control room.

The AF'='5 is s'em in simplified form on Fi;ure 1 attached. The

system consists of a steai turbine crisen positive displacment pump,

with steas being supplied f rom each steam gere*ater into a cowNn

header to the pwmp turbiae Oischarge from the p e; feeds into a

coreon 5eacer .Sich sapplies each of four steam generaters via

the main fee $ ater piping. Each of the AFWS lines c0ntainsa reemally
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c' sed manal isciati:n we've. 'he pe; ca:s: tv is da ::;m et 1200 plus t"e iperatian of one of two recandant meter eperated valves

psi ed te.as s rtis '-ci a 'O C00 gai en OeSi e'3iized wate* Ta'k (MC' ) . Flaw is then directed to the steas geaeraters througi thev

(; w? ) . same ge ma-e-tly carnected spool piece used for the ce rging pumpa

path as described aucve. The flow available fece this source is 200

A # e,:ary sosece c' .ater is a.aiiav e from a 135,C,J ga?|cn Pri w y gp ,per t.ain (three teafas available).

water 5tcra;e Taas @ 57). water ' es t5e 135 CC0 galis' tart is

grav ty f ed tc t5e 30,Cw] galten cemineralized water taak ty crening AFd f*ow is controlied by the nereal feedwater control valves in the

ene m aal .a've or firestly fe: 10 w p suct on ey creairg a $1ffe"ent main feed.atee (%) lines to the steam generaters. The preferredi

s m. n l valve. Level indisa*.ic7 from the 30 003 gai'On 1*3 135 400 system to t.e used upon desand is t"e steam driven turt'ine pamp (MW)

g41'en ta^as are ;rovided n the co-trol re;a, w'th M g5 and low system. ,he cNeging peps or the $. I. cumps are bactu:s to the AFW.

le el a!ar s is the cert ol re A fce the 10,u00 gallon ten. system. The minieum AFW flow required for decay heat reseval is

a;;rostrately 50 gam.
t te Ap tet%< e f sep;Iy t eg fee >ater to the steam geme-ators in the

tielt o f f 411.re in the aim $ is the 01 art's p riwy CC. jstem

cal gi j ,,ufro h with tctal CJpa;#ty of % 1Z 3p1 ( 33 J 7/ p% ). TwJ cf The turtice driven purp steam admission valve is a ma'ual valve, which

tre t ocs have verlable s;eed ectors. The '' 's c3*ected is in the auxiliary steam header. The a siliary steam header is
, . fe main fee.%aterre marent'y Dj a scool ? ea ' P it cr-ni isolated on receipt of a contaireeat isolation signal by eperation of

keaeer. Tre gerat on cf te, i- al .as (t.o cralcs arc eight an air operated trip valve. Capability is provided to override the*

isciat:n) is re w rea to in ia** ' ;* frem this sca ce. The waterr contaiement isolation signal from the control room. The trip va1ve

. ;:ty to tre Ja gm ; p'.rcs :s ve ID.000 gallan or' w y Water also cicses on loss of air pressure. An alternate supply of nitrogen

5 t w * Ne r 's -e is peceided (in tanks) in the event of loss of the acroal air supply.

A noter of weally epen isolatten nives are also located in the

''( 41 7 ress_re Safetf Irje;* On a74 lcm Drest 'e Safety M eCli n0 header between the adSission valve aad t"e trip valve tnat feeds staam
tt a C r;.v4 3%*?te tnc y ret"Od of 54 ?lyl g # cec =ater to IPe to variCJs stea9 euailiary Systems.s

stets ge'Eratc'S Fl;. vrc 9 tnis s? "ce is C:talme1 Cy '?e 00e"It c3

c' 5 Se e %%.al val res Mad Pe7 '3e chargirq system is t"e so *ce,
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X.17.1.4 Instrumentatino aad Cortrels0 11 1.2 Cyroncat Ces & Classification
X.17.1.4.1 CortrolsT'e staat c'cing and prisary piping (cnarg'rg, 51 systems) are non.

The watse level fer each steam generator is controlled sanually fromseis' tic systems, Safety Class 2, classi'ied in acccedance with ANSI
the control rcom by tre f aedwater centrollers that normally are used

IS.2.w"ich reqeires e tre' safety Class 2 or 3 pipieg. Control and

Irstromentation Systets are nor.-Class IE. in the main feed systes lires. Steam generator water level can also

be controlled local'y at the controllers. All MOVs can be remote

manually operated from the control room. The charging pumps and 51x 17.1. 3 Pr.ee Tearcas
pumps can be started from the control roca.Pc.er fer t'e char;iaq peeps and m s is s_-calied fece se;arate

nonsafety 4sCV AC owses,.hich are ca;4ule of teir; fed by the emergeacy

4 Sci AC b;ses by reTcte manual cperation of circuit treane's. Ibe X.17.1.4.2 Informatico Available to t*e Operator

injecticn M Ps a-e cornected to tSe 43CV erergency tuses. Offsite The following indications are available in the control room:

1. Level Indication - 30,000 gallen desireralized wate* tankpc-er ncetally feeds the e7ergency buses. Diesel generators are
2. tevel 16cication - 135,000 gallon PwSTa tmtically cenrected to tSe eteegeecy 43CV AC buses on loss cf
3. Flew to steam generators when SI system usedoffsite pc..e

4. Charging pump dischaage pressure

5. Steam generator water levelThe plae electrical bas arrv9ement cor'sists of three independeat
6. Steam ger.erator steam pressuredivisices c' 2450V AC buses, or'e Dus fed by cre of' site line, a

secsna 4 d f*cm an irdeperdent aff.ite line, and the third fed from

X .17.1. 4. 3 Initiating Sirals for Automatic Operationthe um t generator. Capa llity esists to ma % ally transfer frca cre

.
The AF=S initiation is manual. (See section 17.1.1 for manual5 4 ply to t*e 'ther. The three 24 CV AC divisions then feed t$ree

cDeration)ince;eacent 4D AC througt- transforme-s,

The 'rst v eatation and contrtl ;cwer is 12CV AC from an inverter X.17.1.5 Taitira

Steas Tartine systemc r ,ected to 9e 125V CC ra tery s_ poly.
it.e steam turtiae is tested every 15 days and cperated for 15 minutes.

Tne discharge pressere is acnitored to veci'y rated cut;ut (950, psi).
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In accitf oi to t'e c;e-at!:aal test, t*e valve liae.; cf t$e systes X .17. 2 Ee'4ati1*ty Eva hatica ces 'ts

is serif'ei W.17.2.1 *ceiasat faitsee w dese

Failere w: es o' the AF=5 we-e assessed for theee types of inttf ating

TBe S! system is tested -ee<?y en a sta;;ered tasis. Se fis. is tra sierts. T*e domicant failure ecces for each transfest type are

recirc.'ates to the suc;iy ta-t aad ;.ep c.rre9: i s me.' tc re d cisc ssed teicw.

(v:tration tests are per':~ed menteiy 'er teth tre Ar.5 a-c 5;

systes; In a:2'tfon at t*e co';ietior. cf t** c;eratisaal test, t0ss of "P=' with C'fs + te 8 ewer a.ailable

.a!,e Ecsition ;f the systes is verifiet IPe cozinant * ail.re ecce of tre AFe5 f:r tMs traestant ressits free

a set of Naa7 eerces. TPe first haan errer, w*fch ca ses tPe

L 17.1 6 in sm i c al b cificati -s u a ailatility of the AF.5, is the inadvertent closire of ose of sinn

~'e Fa5 Est te c;eratie ce the LM t s.st ce in het sta cty in tre ma*wal valves in the steam s.; ply line to tre ATn3 ;uq: tu-ti-e.<

ec e a*d het snsta:.n f, rest 12 newes. L;cn a cerard for tre Arm 5, Je operater has Lo to an ev ,*

this faalt and correct it.(f.e., e;en the valve). An altercati.e fa*

4.17.1.7 a $ tic'ai Ia' m atien tre cperatoe is to aansally ege9 tre vehes fees t*e c'.arging pars
h e aF ai sys'e1 is ma w ally act.ated, a.c. ewer, a;;rse rately cae sad supply water to the steam generat:rs free t?ese PJGs. ins. the
he of steaa ge erator .ater '%eato y is a<aila31e s.tsedea' 13 a:sina9; failwre m0de is the coscicaticn of a hea7 errce inadvertently

'ess ' feehater aad reacter 5% tJ:wn. clestag cre cf the stess $. ply lie.e valves a^d the errce cf failf"2

to reope9 the vahe, se reali;919g t*e c*argf og pacs, witMa scout

Tre offstte ;c.er is exce;ticcally *eliatle, "aviaq esce**e9ced only C"' 50'r after a ceea,d c1 the Af=5.

c'e sta;e in 19 years of c;eratf en.

mess of wrw .it% Cnty Casite a" 8:we- avait able

Nc ,*ai7e ;es *. Je AF syster 'a.e teen tafe <4*; tSe eati-e AC ;0 wee cepeadencies were coasisere3 as potential f aults for this

;;e stional nistory. analysis, it =1s cenchded tPat t*e de;eecence on crsite gewee

f astead o' cf' site pcwer Ocas not significaatly alter the resalts of

tre assessteat. I'.as t'e :et wart 'albre ecce of ca.ntimations of

Lean errors before a*d afte* the transient evert is considered to te

d:Tiramt f:r t*is traasiert also.
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toss of MFW with Oniv CC Power AssMable X.17.3.1 Short-Term

for this event, the probability of AFWS failure is redwced to the 1. Rec m aendation GS-2 - The licensee should lock open single

probsDility o' failure of the steam driven p ep train. The dcminant valves or multiple valves in series in the AFW system pump

failure mode within this train is failure to provide steam to the suction piping and lock cpen other single valves or multiple

turbine, caused by the inadvertert closure of any I cf 6 valves in valves in series that could interrupt all AFW ficw. Monthly

the steam supply line, coupled with failure to reopen the closed inspections should be performed to verify that these valves are

valwe(s) within approximately ore hour after a cemand on the AFWS. locked and in the open position. These inspections should be

preposed for incorporation into the surveillance requirements of

X.17.2.2 Principal Dependencies the plant Technical Specifications. See Recommendation GL-2 for

hithin this plant, the principal dependency is the requirement for the longer term resolution of this concern.

human actions, such as valve manipulations, to start the AFW5 or the

backup systems such as the charging pumps or the safety injection 2. Recowendation CS-4 - Emergency procedures for transferring to

pumps. No other depentfancies of significance were icentified in this alternate sources of AFW supply should be available to the plant

evaluation, operators. These procedures should include criteria to infore

the operator when, and in what order, the transfer to altereate

X.17.3 Recorv9endaticas for this Plant water sources should take place. The following cases should be

The short-term recomendations (both gener ic. denoted by G5, and plant- covered by the precedures:

spe:1fic) identified in this section represent actions to improve AFs The case in which the primary water supply is not

systen reliability that should be implemented by January 1, 19 M , or as initially available. The procedures for this case

socn thereafter as is practicable. In general, they involve upgrading of should include any operator actions required to protect

Technical Specifications or establishing procedures to avdsd or mitigate the AFW system purps against self-damage before water

potential system er operator failures. The long-term ibotn generic. flow is initiated; and,

deacted by Gt. and plant-s;ecific) recomendations identified in this sec- The case in which the primary water supply is being

tion involve system design evaluations and/or mcGifications to iTprove Afa depleted. The procedure for this case should provide

system reliability and re; resent actions that should te ingle *ented Cy for transfer to the alternate water sources prict to

Ja% ary 1, 1981, or as socn teereafter as is practicaole. draining of the primary water supply.
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3. Recc e W ation GS-5 - The as-built plant should be capable of Procedures should be implemented to require an cperator

providing tre required AFai flow for at least two hours frem one to determine that the AFW systes valves are properly

AFW pump trata ince;endent of aay alternating current pcwer aligned and a second operator to independently verify

source. If manual AFW system initiation of flow control is that the salves are prcperly aligned.

required following a ccsplete loss of alternating current power. The licensee should propose Technical Specifications

emergency procedures should be established for maaually initiating to assure that prior to plant startup following an

and controlling the systei uncer these conditions. Since the extended cold shutdown, a flow test would be performed

water for cooling of the lute oil for the turbine-driven pump to verify the normal flow path from he primary AFW

bearings may be dependent on alternating current power, design systee water source to the steam generatars. The flow

cr procedurst changes shall be mad to elisinate this dependency test should be conducted with AFW system valves in

as soon as practicable. Until this is done, the emergency their normal alignment.

procedures sbculd provide for an individual to be stationed at

the turbine-driven pump in the event of the loss of all alternating 5. Recon nendation - The .AFW surveillance tests should require that

carrent power to mcnt tor pump bearing and/or lobe oil temperstares. the normally closed manually operated valves in the connection

If necessary, this cperator would cperate the turbice-driven between the charging pumps / safety injection pumps and the AFV

pump in an on-off mode until alternating current power is restored. system be cycled each quarter.

Adequate lighting powered by airect current pcwer searces and

communications at local stations should also be provided if X.17.3,2 Ar'ditional Short-Ters Recomendations

manual initiaton and control of the AFW system is needed. (See The following additional short-ters recomendations resulted from the

Cacommendation GL-3 for the toeger-term resolution of this staff's lessons Learned Task Force review and the Bulletins and

concern. ) Orders Task Force review of AFW systess at Babcock & Wilcox* designed

operating plants subsequent to our review of the AFW system design at

4. .Recewendation GS-6 - The licensee shculd confire flow path p and C-C-designed cperating plants. They have not been examined

availability of an AFW system flow train tPat has teen out of for specific applicability to this facility.

service to perform periodic testing or maintenance as follows:
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1. Pecommendation - T*4 licensee should provide redundant level The auxiliary feedwater flow instrument channels shall be

indications ar.d low level alares in the control room for the AFW pawered from the eeergency buses consistent with satisfying

system primary water supply to allcw the operator to antici: ate the emergency power diversity requirements for the auxiliary

the need to make up water or transfer to an alternate water feedwater system set forth in Auxiliary Systems Branch

supply and prevent a low pump suction pressure condition from Technical Postion 10-1 of the Standard Review Plan,

occurring. The low level alare setpoint should allow at least Section 10.4.J."

20 minutes for operator actions, assuming that the largest

capacity ATV pump is operating. 4. Recommendation - Licensees with plants which require local

manual realignment of valves to conduct periodic test on one AFW

2. Recommeno. tion - The licensee should r.erform a 72-hour endurance system train, a$ there is only one remaining AFW train available

test on all ATW system pumps, if such a test or continuous for operation should propose Technical Specifications to provide

period of operation has not been accomplished to date. FollowinG that a dedicated individual who is in communiciation with the

t e 72-hour pump run, the pumps should be shut down and cooled control room be stationed at th7 manual valves. Upon instruction

down then restarted and run for one hour. Test acceptance from the control room, this operator wop 1d realign the valves in

criteria should include demonstrating that the pumps e ,ain the ATW system train from the test mode to its operational

within design limits with respect to bearing / tearing oil tempera- alignment.

turer and vibration and that pump room ambient condi' ion 2

(temperat.sre, humidity) do not exceed environmental q talification 1.17.3.3 L ong-Te rs

limits for safety-related equipment in the oom. Long-term reconvnendations for improving System are as follows:

1. Reccamendation - At least one AFV system pump, its associated

3. Recomendation - The licensee should implement the following flow path and essential instrumentation should be capable of

requirements as specified by Item 2.1.7.b on page A-32 of being initiated from the control room and being operated indepen-

NUREG-0578: cently of any alternating current fer at least two hours. Conversion

" Safety grade indication of antif ary feedwater flow t of direct current to alternating current is accept

each steam generator shall be provided in the Cor. trol rocm.
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2. Recommendation - Initiation of AFW flew (inchding ficw from t'io licensee should review the design basis for this circuit logic

backup systems-c54*ging/SI) to the steam generators requires to detersire whether all events that can geaerate a contain/ rent

several local manual coerator actions outside the control room. isolation signal should in fact, shutdown the Afh5. As a result

Even though there is a reasonable tire period (up to one hour of this review, describe any design changes of procedure changes

before the S/G's will boil dry) for operator action and a dedicated that will be proposed to assure AFW system and containment

operator, the licensee should improve the reliability of initiating isolation capability.

AFW flow by providing the capability to start the purgs and open

the valves of the AFh5 by cperator action frem the control room. 5. Recommendation - The licensee should evaluate the reed for the

Local eenwal operation capability should be retained as a backup charging pumps and associated instruments and control to to

to remote manual cperation capabiliiy. normally supplied by the emergency electrical buses since the

charging pumps are backups to the one AFW pump.

3. Reccmmendation - A pipe break in the Main Feedwater heacer

upstream of the control valves could cause loss of all AFW flow 6. Reconpendation - The, plant is within the scope of the Systematic

to all steam generators since the AFW pump and the charging /51 Evaluation Progres (SEP). The following additional long tern

pumps connect to this header. The licensee should evaluate the conceres have been identified by SEP, and are applicable.

consequences of a pipe break in this section of the MFW beader

and 1) determine any systes design changes or emergency proceAres a. The Yaekee Rowe hclear Plant including t*e AFW5 will be

necessary to detect and isolate the break and direct the required reevaluated t ring the SEP with regard to internally and

AFW flow to the steam generators before they boil dry or 2) externally generated missiles, pipe whip and jet impingement,

describe how the plant can te brought to a safe shutdown condition quality and seismic design requirements, and earthquakes,

by use of cther available systems following such a postulated tornadoes, and floods,

event.

b. The Yankee Rowe AFs5 is not automatically initiated and the

4 Recomendation - The air cperated trip valve in the auxiliary design does not have capability to automatically tereinate

st'.4m header which scpplies steam to the f.urbine driven AFW pump feedwater flow to a depressurized steam generator and

closes upon receipt of a containment isolation signal. The provide flow to the intact steam generator. This is
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Basis f r Avsiliary Feedwater
System Flow Fe:wi wis - %w R;5 press.ee (POR'; ce safety valve actuatica)

- F.e1 te";erature ce da age 11-its (53. FCT. raxire fuel
As a ressit cf recent sta'f reviews c' Operatir; ; tart Ast11ary Feec-

certral temperatsre)
water 5;,:te s (Ards), the staff c:*:1wees that tne sesign bases a-d

R;5 c cling rate lirit to avoid em:essive coolant shrinkage
crite ia ;eeviced by 11:eesees fs estat11shir, AFws re:; ire ents for

. wint:num stea? generater level to assure sufficient steam
ficw to the steu ge-erat:r(s) to asssee age:;aa*.e removal cf rea: tor

ge erator heat transfer sar# ace to remove decay heat and/or
de:ar heat are eat well ceff red ce c;cu ented

'

c:el d:wn the primary system.

we re:uire that yea p*cvice the followirg AF.5 flew design basis infor-
2. Oescrite the analyses and asseptiens and correspondirg technical

e.ati:n as applicable to the design basis transie9ts and ac 1 dent con.
justification used with plant condition coesidered in 1.a. above

ditises for year plant,

tecluding:

1. a. Tdentify the plant transient and actident c:cditico corsidered 4. Maxirum res:ter po.ee (including instretet error allowance)

in establishing AF'.*5 flow re;utrecents including the following at the time cf the initiating trarstent er accident.

events:
b. Time delay from initiating event to reseter trip.

1) Loss of Main Feed (Lwrs)

2) LwFW w/1 css of offsite A0 power c. Plant paranater(s) which initiates AI4 flow and time delay

31 LMFW w/10ss of cnsite and cffsite A poer between initiating event and introdaction of ATA flow into

4) Plant c cid0wn 33,3g,irabr(s).

5) Turbine trip with .9d without bypass
d' "I " I " I " *" I '"' '' D ' " * " " '' '"' '' "I "

F) Main steam isolatica valve closure
occurs.

7) Main feed line break

8) Main steam lire break e. Initial steam entrater water inve*tery aad depletion rate befcre

9) Small break LOCA and after APA flow comences - identify reactor detsy heat

IC) Other transieat or a:cident conditions not listed above rau m L

b. Describe the plant pr:tection acceptance criteria and corres-

pcading technical bases used for each icitiatirg event identi-

find above. The acceptan:e criteria sh:61d add *ess pla-t

limits such as:
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f, Maximum pressure at wSich steam is released fr:r steam generater(s) 3. Verify that the AFd puis in yost plart will supply the necessary

and a;sirst which the AF4 pu v must develop 5.'f f cient head flow to the stes generator (s) as detemined by itets 1 and 2

aMye considering a single f ailure. Identify the margin in sizirg
9 Minime nJnter of stea* generaters that must receive AfW ficw;

the pung flow to allow for pump recirculation flow. seal leakage
e.g.1 out of 2?. 2 out of 47

and pump wear.

h. RC flow ceedition - continued operation of RC pumps or natural

circulation.

f. Maximum Araf inlet temperature.

J. Followirg a pcstulated steam or feed line break. time celay

assumed to isolate break and direct AFJ flow to intact steam

generator (s). AFW pump flow capacity allowance to acccmodate

the time delay and maintain minimum steam generater water level.

Also identify credit taken for primary system heat removal

due to blowdown.

k. Volume and maximum temperature of water in main feed lices

between steam generator (s) and AFdS connection to main feed line.

1. Operating condition of steam generator norral blowdown following

initiating event.

Primary and secondary system water and metal sensible heatm.

used for cooldown and AF4 flow sizing.

n. Time at tot standby and time to cocidown RCS to RHR systen cut

in terperature to size ##W mater source inventery.
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Fr. Cordell Reed 2- 5eptember 18. 1979
, , , ,

/ *), wum starts
''a NUCLEAR Regulatory Comssrom-*' r 3 {* - mas ero( o e usesg on Svil Break Acciderts for Westinghouse NSSS System." Our specific concerns,

%v / include systems reliability (other than the auxiliary feedwater system). analyses.
September 18. 1979 9"idelines and procedures for operators, and operator training.*****

Cocket Nos. 50-245 We plan to identify in separate correspordence, the requirements resulting
from the additional itens frte the Bulletirs and Orders Task Force review.50-304

ecerely.
,

-
wr. Cordell Reed. Assistant s. 3-President
Ccer,o* wealth Edison Ccepany i

P. O. Box 767 Carrell G. Eisenhot. Acting Director

Chicago, Illinois 6C690 civision of Operating Reactors
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Cear Mr. Reed:
Enclcsures :
'***SUB?ECT: NRC REOUIRE S TS FOR AutILIARY FEECWATER SYSTEMS AT ZlCN STATION,

UNITS 1 AND 2

The purpcse of this letter is to advise you cf car requirements for the
a.x111ary feedwater systems at the subject facility. These requirements
were identified during the co.rse of the NRR Bulletins and Ceders Task
Force review of operating reactors in light of the accident at Three Mile
Island, Unit 2.

Ecclosure 1 to this letter identifies each of the requirements applicable
to the subject facility. These requirements are cf two types. (1) generic
requirements applicable to most Westinghouse-desip ed ovating plants, and
(?) plant-specific requirements applicable only t the subjwct facility.
Enclosure 2 contains a generic request for additi nel information regarding
auxiliary feedwater system flow requirements.

The designs aad procedurts of the subject faci *6 ;n. 'd be evaluated against
the applicable requirements specified in Enclosure 1 > determine the degree
to which the facility currently conforms to these requirements. The results
of this evaluation and an associated schedule and Comitment for implementation
of required Changes or actiCns should be provided for hRC staff review within
thirty days of receipt of this letter. Also, this schedule should indicate
your date for submittal of information such as design chartges, procedure
Changes or Technical Specification changes to be provided for staff review.
You may also provide your resDoese to the items in Enclosure 2 at that time.

In addition to the requirements identified in this letter. other requirements
which Fay be appl 1 Cable to the subject facility are expected to be generated
by the Bulletins and Orders Task Force. Such requirements are those resulting
fro:n obr review of the loss-of-feedwater event and the small break ICss-of-
Ccolant accident as described in the bestirghouse report WCAP-9500. " Report
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Fr. Corre11 ceec
Cc cawealth Edisen Cenpaay 3- September 18, 1979 h N TS 1 N 2

AJX!LIARY FEECWATER SYSTEM

Cc je' J W11er. Esuire
. . hort h Cea-born St reet U. 5. Environreetal Protecticn Agency

rederal Activit tes BuildingChicaso, Illiccis 6CtC2 Region V Cffice X.18.1 System Descriptio6
ATTP, EIS COcc0INArcst

(,irectorofDescarchandOevelcTert. Cecti Lue4ir9
w 233 Sc.th Ceartorn Street X.18.1.1 Confi % ration. Overall Design

Chicago, Illinois 606C4Metro clitan SJeitary 01 strict A simplified drawing of the Zion Aan.iliary feedwater (AFW) System is shownof Creater Chicago
107 East Erie Street in Figure X.18-1. The design configuration is the same for both units.Chicago, Illinois 60611

The systeat consists of two motor-driven pumps,each with a capacity of 450,

4 C"-Beaton Nbi te tit rary District
bagg g pm as M99 feet head and one steam turbine driven pump with a capacity of

#Fr. r e,1111 p p, Ste7;ce
IP P, Linccin and Peale header which in turfi eeeds all four steam generators through motor.
Ceeselcrs at Law
Cre First %3ticaal Plaza cperated throttle valves that limit the flow to 105 gpm per steam generatos.
4 N ficar
Chicago, Ill'ncts 606:3 The turbine-driven pump feeds a common header,which feeds all steam

5.sa- %. Se bl er , Escuire generators through motor-operated throttle valves,which limit the flow
Assistaa. Attorney Oereral
Crviro rental Com rol civip an to 105 gpm per steam generator. The nomal auxiliary fee;! water supply
if5 mest Dandel e Street, suite 2315
C M c e;c. 1111 r o t s 60tC1 is the conde'tsate storage tank,which suplies a comon header that feeds

Mr. a Erece Carbar all three pumps. There are cross -connections between all psap discharge
Nyor of Zicn
Zicr, Illiccis (0099 treins,as shown in Figure X.18-1 with the cross-connection between the

Ce;artre < 3f Putlic N 41th motor-driven prp and turbine-driven pump trains nomally closed; all otherAP Ch .f. Civisic n of % clear Sa*ety
535 Wes' Jeffersen valves are in a nomally open-fail open or fail-as is position, as sneen
Scrirg*ield, :11tncis f 2N1

in the figsre.
01 rec!Or, Technical Aggeg5re-g 3 } y j $jg5
C* f'ce cf Daciation Oregers ( A. 459)
Lj. 5. E rvirenrect al pectect ion Agency The AFW system was evaluated for high energy line breaks, with and without
rysta1 *a11 e2s

Aril gton, Virgte a t;e a single active failure, in the main steam system, main feedwater system

and AFW system. In all cases considered, auxiliary feedwater can be

put into the steam generatcr within 20 minutes of the break or indication

of a pipe break, through one of the unaffected trains. There was only one

place in the pipe chase where a break in a auxiliary feedwater line might

damage the other auxiliary feedwater line. However, since the lines are the
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s sM stre, this wculd not cause a break in the cther lire. Consequently, discharge about 20 som,1f they are not closed den the service water

in Case of S tr*ak fn si dualliary f eebater line, water can still te system is used to suoply the ATW system.

Supplied to the steam gererater(s) . (sectien 18.2.2 discusses an
The other long-tem source of water is the makeup demineralizer system,

a111tional ofpe break concern).
which is not desfgned to fetsmic Category I requirements, Although

$22"Cf. d i.'E this system feeds directly to the condensate storage tanks at a

The autillary feedweter system has five sources of water. The primary maximum rate of 1200 gpm. It would take between 10-30 minutes to put

source cf water is the ron-selsetc ccedansate stora3* tank for the unit. the system in operation manually. The water source for this system

This ta,k tas a ce:ecity of 500,000 gallons of which 170,000 gallons is also Late Michigan,

are atinistrat'vely dedicated to the easiliary feedweter system.

Tnese u.',3C0 gallu s will provice a minimum et eight hears of water

to the stea generator witn the steam being drped to atmespbere. V al ves

in the worly line to the afM system are rwally open. The tank is not

tornale essile protected, but the lires are buried, so soma protection

from toryado missi?cs is prevfdeJ.

Tic seccndary source of water is the condensate sto-age tank for the other

unit. The cross cornection has a nomally closed manually operated valve,

but t*ere art other mears of transferriag water from tank to tank, if needed.

The bickup scurce (sid one of the long-tem sources of water) is the

setsmic Ca'egory ! service water system, which can supply both units.

Ibe source cf service wMer is Lake Michigan. A conv9on header from the

service Wer syste serves all pumps. In order to put the system into

creestion es a tarkup for tea AFW system, motor-cperated valves have to be

openad. There is a maNally-operated cross tie with the other unit's service

water system. There is the possiotiity for minor flooding in the

a2xil'ar/ building when the service water system is used for long-tem

ceniing. There ae* soae vents in the service water system which will
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3.I3.1.3 Posser Sources

! & . Lsn.".i. if uci The motor-detven pumcs are powered from separate emergency diesel-generators;& ".

I"M' b # 1.e., one pep to each diesel-generator. The eight motor-operated throttle

Envirorreatally Cesign Seistic valves taae power from the diesels. TwJ out of four Enrottle valves for the
G 41tfit1 (li 4 Classification Catepry

tren) mtor-driven p fp trains are run off one diesel-generator. The other two are

on anothee diesel-generator. The four on the turbine-driven pump train areSten Cri.s i L' - a, j Turh re us j ,

-- C -i w e r. .;5 . : Ytars ves 1 y divided the same waj. All motor-operated valves are in the open PCsition and''

h p l ^.] - In v iitary twildtr:) Yes } [ f IaM.

trca i s ensate $torcje Yark 3 N 5.*
The steam turbine-driven pump takes its steam from steam generators A and D

to a .iiic , PW!jteg
through a corrion header, a nonnally open, motor operated, fail as-1s

va.n ves Same as piping valve. and an air-operated, fail-open, control valve. The solenotd for

tre air-operated valve is powered from the direct current buses.
Pc.cr $ cal its yes 1 g

Irbt*/c-taticn ko 3 N. S ' ' The alternating currect power for the irstrurientation is derived frmn the

Certrols yes j j direct current buses, which take power frm the onstte alternating

aat - 3 g,5' current system, or fre the station batteries through an inverter.Condensate ste e. T

5s rv h e Wate i ',s - 1 ;
The power for the service water pumps comes from the alternating current

p wer sys are mtor-driven ad Mbtne-dMyen pps have lum
d( ) e Clas cation C o

t.rc a t ) cil cociers, the cooling from these pumps comes from the service water

%r ~ C*m rer 41tr tinn systsm - 3 h 5. system. If tre plant were to coerience a station blackout (loss of offsite-

h.* i n um %,,1 y fer Teto and orsite alternating current zwer), the 11censee esti etes that the
M m 9m hc:vdtng ut ves - 1 g

tuebine-driven pump would last a mirimum of 15 minutes without cooling
*LS. (am-se4s=*c) - not destgad to moet seismic Category I requirements.

and the steam gerierators would boil dry appecaimately y) minutes after the

auxiliary feedwater purrp stopped. We believe that this conditton is
- unacceptable, and adequate lube oil cocling for the turbine-driven ppmp

should be previded =Aich is federendent of alternating curreet. (See

9ecorvrenda tinas) .
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T .18 .1. 4 fettrecatati:n and Co-trols
1.19.1.4.3 initiating styals fce Automatic Operatica

I.H.I.a.1 Coa trol s.
The A N system flow is automatically initiated on any of the following signals:

T*e AF's system is an ea.tirely a,tystic system, except fer the sof tching of
1. Steam Gererator le=-low level (10% narrow range)

tee sources of water. This switching must be dor) either in the control room
a. *otor-driven peps start on one steam generator low-low level;.

or locally, depeading ca the source. Tee rawal cortrois located in the
n. Turbire-driven pump starts on two steam geaerators low-low level.

coetrol ream are tBe pump on-off switch, valves cree-clese switcres, and
g .

the throttle valve cortrol switch. =Mch is used fer steam generatcr
3. Safety 1 & ction signal;

level ccetrol . Tne ccrtrois at t*e remete shutdow panel and local ama

Tne AfW system can also te initiated by the operator from the control rom
crera t 49 statter are the sa-e as tnese in the coetrol rom, encept for tee

and/or the Remcte $butdown Panel.
lu5e oil otro coatrols. wMct are only 1ccated at the remote shutacwn carel

=71ch 15 also tne lacel Ale crerating station.
The AFW systam is tested on a monthly basis, one train at a time. The

4 .1 .1, 2 letcm at1rn availa'.,le to Cteratcr
procedure tests all compoecats of the system. It 1" composed of closing

Tre ir41 cat 60n avstlable to tne operator is as folloms:
the thecttle valves for tre train teirg tested, and running the system

3. Alams (Cce. trol Rcx >1, j
in t'ie recireplating mode. The throttle valves art then opened to allow a

a. Ica soctica pressore tcuron all pns);
flow of 105 gam to the steam generators. All valves, including the

b. Aailiary fees a p; act available (corren all pu $s);
service water system valves and the throttle valves, are stroked scathly.

c. Coacersate tam 10. aN ht;h level;
at the saw time tSe monthly tests a-e beirg perf:rmed, a vibration test

J. Lom 14te oil cressure trip (cors,cn all pas,;
is performed on the pumos.

2. !rcicaters Ccetrel k om and Ge-cte $%tccan Fanel, encept as notesj
Pen a train is being beNg*t back into service after a e.aintenance Cutage.a. AT. flow to e ch g erater;
the abcve tests are perfomed, except that the vibration test is deleted.b. ConJeasate stcra;e tana Tc=el; dentrol Room ar Ras maste Fanel)

I.19.1.6 Tecksical Specifications
C. Af ~m p.rp rarnteg.

Table 1.13-1 details the liettirg conditions for operation and survetilancec. .alve in icattans gren-close,,
requirements for the Zion Station ATW system. Problem areas identified during

Alie panp turtir.e vilet steam ;ressure; (Control Rocm only)e.

our review are that (1) one wrp can be out of service ind finttely with nof. u. pep aisenar,e press.re;

j. Ai n pp; rEtcr cwr rent. *

as part of the system. Thus the festrumentation for oee or more pecs could

be out of service white tre plant is allo ed to cperate. (see p.ecomendation).
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Ausiliary tero.ater pep system Au r i t ia ry f eed. it e r pu- * * s t em

(lable 4 7-2)
A Ino (f the tnree ausiliary feed.nater p g systems A. Su rve illanc a and t + s t i nq of t r+ au i i ' a

Sr.all be operable wrenever the rear tor is going f eedwater ptsp systems shall tic s.e. soa r , e
from cold shutdown to not standby. follows.

8. Iwo of the three ausiliary f eed=ater pump systems 1. The auxillary f eedwater pumps shall be
shall be operable whenever the trattor is In hot start *3 manually f rom the control roos each
standby or operating estept as specified in 3. 7.2.C. month. Performance will be Acceptable if

the pump starts upon actuation. oraratet for
C. F rct and after tre date that two of the three at least to minutes on rec t rc..'at ian f lw .ausiliary feedwater pump systems are made or found and the discharge pressure anal flwe a re-

to be Inoperable for any reason, reatter operation within 110% of a poirt on t he rur's he a't ne ve.
is permiss 6ble only during the su(Ceeding ? days
provided that during these 7 days the remaining 2. The service mater twer operate 1 supply
aualhary feedwater pump system shall be operable. valves to the auniliary fe.asat es pianps

shall be stroked manually f r om the content
D If these conditions cannot be met the reacter room each month Perf rema ce ill beshall be brought to tre hot shutdown condition acceptable if salve motion is indicated

within f our hours. A <er a masimum of 48 hours upon actuation..

in the hot shutdown Ca rdition, if the systee
is not operable the reactor shall be brought 8. Not Appilcable.
to the told shutduwn candition within 24 hours.

C. When it is determined that two of three availiary
f eedwater pump systees are inoperable, the one
remaining systes shall be started immediately and
daily thereaf ter including the associated starwfby
AC and DC power supplies (See Section 4.15.1.8.2
and 4.15.1. E.1). .

*

D. Not Applicable.
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Less o' m ta reecu te* with O'fsite power Availablea
powered service water system for coo 11eg. Without alterratteg current

Tha veavailability of the AFW system for this case is dominated by tPe
power. lobe oil cooling is lost, which could result in failure of the only

following failures: opergel, Apw p,p,
s. maintenance being perfcrmed on the second rarual valve in the supply

lies from tre concensate storage taak + failure to manually initiate In the short-term { $ 45 minutes), the turbire-driven pe p train

service water to scply the system upon demand, and. unavailability is dominated by maintenance, test. and single hardware

failures.
b. turbire-driven pump train out for maintenance over an esteeced

period of time + testing of one of the meter-driven pumps. X.18.2.2 De;*adencies

The first of these failures disables the supply water to the ATW system. In addition to the dependence of the tuttine-driven pump tMin on

The second disables AFW system discharge to the steam generators in the alternating currect power discussed above. one locational dependence

following manner. Maintenance on the turbine-driven pep train results wss identified. The two motor-driven peps and their associated

in four lines to the steam geeerster not receiving flow; testing foe the motor-operated valves on the suction side are in a CGe90n locatioR

motor-driven pep train requires clesing of the motor-operated valves There is only a short barrier (about sta feet tall) between this cell

in the other four 1tres to the steam generators, thus closing off all and tre cell contatning the turbine-driven pump and its suction motor.

'discharge flow to the steam generators for the period of the test. *

in this system. A high energy line (steam 1tne to the turbine-detven

Ms of Main Feedwater with Onsite Alternatino Current Pewer Available pep) passes through this space. Althoush the peos are qualified for
The AFW system was analyzed asseing loss of offsite power, considering

a steam envirorrent it does not appear that the motor-operated valygs
possible loss of one of the diesel generators. Failure of a diesel-

are (See Recorunendations),
generator has no significant effect on system reltability. The dominant

X.18,3 Recomeedettoms for tMs plantfailure modes appear to be similar to those discussed in the previous

The short-term recomendettons toentiffed in this section representc,,,,

actions to improve AFW system reliability that should be iW91emented
toss of rain Feedwate" with Only Direct Current Ava91able

by January 1.1980, or as soon thereafter as is practicable. In general.
For this case, neither offsite nor onsite alternating current power are

they involve upgracing of Technical Spectffcatices ce establishing procedures
available. The system may not successfully operate fur an eXte"ded

to avoid or mitigate potential system or operator failures. The Iong-
time period without alternating current power due to the fact that the

tem recomendatices identified in this section involve system cesfgn
turbine-driven pump lube oil is dependent upon the alternating current

evaluations and/or modifications to improve ATW system reitability
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and represent actioos that should be implemnted by January 1.1981

of as soon thereaf ter as 13 practicable.
Sources of MW supply should be available to the plant operators. These

X.15.3.1 short-Ter*
procesares should include criteria to infom the operator

1. ecco ,eadation GS 1 - The licensee should propese modifications to when, and in what crder, the transfer to alterrate water sources should
the Technical Specifications to limit the time that one M W system take place. The following cases should be covered by the procedates:
pamp and its associated flow train and essential instranention can be e The case in which the primary wette supply is not initially
inoperable. The cotage time limit and subsequent action time available. The procedures for this case should include any
shou'd be as required in current Standard Technical Specifications; operator actions requimd to rectect the MW system pumps
i.e. 72 hours and 12 howes, respectively. against self-damage before water flow is initiated; and.

2. accomeadation G54 - The licensee should lock open single valves er
e The case in which the primarv water supply is being depleted.

multiple valves in series in tne M W system pump saction piping and
ThmMNrMwsM We&WWu

lock open other single valves or multiple valves in series that
the alternste water sources prior to draining of the primary

could interrupt all MW flow. Montnly inspections should be performed
water supply.

to verify that these valves are locked and in the open position.
5. Recomeadation GS-5 - The as-built plant should be capable of pro-

These inspections should be proposed for incor; oration into the
viding the required MW flow for at least two hours from one MW pump

surveillance requirements of the plant Technical Specifications. See

Recorrnendation GL-2 for the longer-term resolution of this concern.
M W system initiation or flow control is required following a complete

3. Recomendation GS-3 - The licensee has stated that it throttles MW loss of alternating carrent power, emergency procedares should be

system flow to avoid water hanrier. The licensee should reenamine estaolished for manually initiating and controlling the system

the practice of throttling MW system flow to avoid water hansner. under these conditiorsa Since the water for cooling of the lebe

The licensee should verify that the M W system will supply on demand
'

sufficient initial flow to the necessary steam generators to assure
' *adequate decay heat removal following loss of main feedwater flow

and a reactor trip from 1001 power. In cases where this reevaluation

reswits in an increase in initial M W system flow, the licensee

should provice sofficient information to demonstrate that the required

initial M W system flow will not result in plant damage due to water

haver.
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the emergency procedures should provide for an individ.al to be
7, Ret:rreadation GS-? - I"e Itcensee should verify that the automatfC

stationed at the turbine.oriven pump in the event of the loss of
start ATW system signals and associated c1*cuitry are safety-geade. If

all alternating current power to scattor penp bearing and/or late
this cannot be verified, the AfW system automatic initiation systes shld

all tecperatu es. If necessary, this operatcr would operate ther

be modiffed in the short-tern to meet the functfocal recairemts listed
terbine-driven pump in sn on-off mcde until alternating current

below. For the longer ters. the automatic initiation signals and circuits
power is restored. Adequate lighting powered by direct current

should be upgraded to meet safety grade requirements as indicated in
power sources and comunications at local stations shc.14 also be

secoranendation E-5.
provided if manual laitiation and control of the AFw system is

needed. (See Recorriendation R-3 for the longer-ters resolutten of
. The design should provide for the automatic inttf ation of the

auxiliary feedwater system flow.
this concerp.)

The automatic initiation signals and circuits should be

6. Secome v ation GS-6 - The licensee should confirm flow path avail- destgeed so that a single failure will act result in the loss

ability of an AFW system fIcu train that has teen out of service to o e a M isry fM M " m W M N

perform periodic testing or maintenance as follows: Testability of the initiation signals and circuits shall be

Procedures should be implemented to require an operatore ** ' "

to determine that the AFW system valves are properly The initiation signals sad circuits 5 % 1d be powe Md from the

aligned and a second operator to independently verify that emer9eecy buses.

the valves are properly aligned. Manual capability to initiate the auntlf ary feedwater system

The Itcensee should propose Technical Specifications to * ' 'o

assure that prior to plant startup following an eatended i'PI'"ented so that a single failure in the manual cfftuits

cold shutdown, a flow test would be performed to verify will not result in the loss of system function,

the normal flow path from the primary Afw system water The alternating currect rotor-driven peps and valves in the

source to the steam generators. The flow t-st should be auntliary feedwater system should be included in the automatic

conducted eith AFW system valves in their normal aligfunent. actuation (simultaneous and'or sequentf al) of the loads to the

emergency buses.

The automatic initietton signals and circutts shall be desigaed

so that their failure will act result in the loss of manual

capability to intiate the AFr system from the control roon.
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X .18.3.2 addittoral $ bort Tem accomeadaticas

The following additional short-team recomendations resultec from the
8. Recomendation GS-8 . The licensee should propose mcdtfications to the

staff's Lessons Learned Tasa Force review and the Bullettes and CroersTechnical 5secificattoes to include a Limiting Condition of Operation when
Task force review of M W systems at Sabcock & hilton. designed operating

tne Co"densate storage tar.k level f alls below the 170,3 gallon level.
plants sJseheat to our review of the AFd system cesigns at == and C4

Considering both one- and two-unit operation.
designed operating plants. They Pave net been saamined for specific

applicant 11ty to tais facility.

cccereadation . The Itceesee shovid provide nduedant level in.1. e

dicattoes and low level ala ns in the co* trol room for tne Afd

system primary water supply to allow the operator to antfef pate

t% need to inake up water or transfer to an altareste water supply

and prevent a low PJep suction pressure condition for occurring.

The low level alam setpoint should allow at least 20 afrutes

for operator action, asseirg that the leegent cacacity ATW pwp

is operating.

2. Recomendatien . The liceasee should perfom a 72. hour end. rave test en

all AFW system peps, if such a test or continuous period of opeestion

has not been accomplished to date. Following the 72-hour pe p run,

the peps should be shut down and cooled down and than restarted and

run fee one hour. Test acceptance criterie should include demoestrating

that the pumps remain within design limits with nspect to bearing /

tearing oil te=peratures and vitration and that pump room emient conet-

tiont ( temperstare, hun'idity) do not onceed eeviro'untal q.alification

limits for sa ety-related equiprent in the room.r
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3. a ccarewNation - The Itceasee should inglenent the following
s.15.3.3 L oa:-Tem

requirements as spectfled by Item 2.1.7.b on page A-32 of

IKREG-C578 : Long-term recormendatices for improving the system are as follows:

1. itectrumendation GL-2 - Licensees with plants in which all (primary" Safety-grade indication of aailfary feedwater flow to

each steam generator shall be provtDd in the control room. and alternate) water suorites to the AFW systems pass through

valves in a single flow path shos14 install redundant paralle)
The a.a111ary feedwater flow instr a nt channels shall be flow patas (;tping and valves).

powered from the e wrgency buses Consistent with satisfytag

the emrges.cj power diversity recairewets for the aum111ary Licensees with plaats in which the primary ATW system water supply

feed =4ter system set fo. 3 in Aaa111ary Systems Branch Tecnn- passes throw;M valves in a single flow pat %, but the alternate

nical Position 10 1 of the Standard Review Plan Section AFW systa=n water soppItes conrect to the AFW systen pany section

10.4.9.* piping downstream of the above valve;s}, snowld install redundant

valves parallel to the above valve (s) or provice a.tomatic opening
4. Recomensat ion - Licensees with plants wntch require local manual

of the valve (s) f rom the alternate water sspoly upon low pJag suction
realignment of valves to conduct periodte tests on one Afii system pressore.

train d enigh have only one remaining V'd train available for

operation, showie propese Technical Specifications to provide tnat The 11ceasee sec.14 propese Technical Specifications to incorporate

' # ' *a dedicated individual who is in ccreunication with the coctrol room

be stationed at the man 6al valves. Upon instruction from the coatrol 2. 8ecomeadatten GL-3 - At least one AFW systes pump and its
roan, tnis operator would re-align the valves in the AFW systee train asscciated flow path and esseatial instrJae9tation should a to-
trots the test mode to its operational alignment,

ratically initiate AFW system flow and be ca;able of befng ocerated

indepe MentIf cf any alternating C6rrent power source for at least

two hours. Converston of direct current power to alteresting current
is acceptable.
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g a,emadatun - GL 4 - Licensees having plants wit % unpectected nomal

AFW system water supplies should evaluate the design cf their AFW systers the actor-driven er teroine-driven Arw pers. The liceesee should

to detemipe if automatic protection of the purgs is necessary following evaluate a post 41sted pipe break in either header and indir*.' the

a seism 1C event er a tomado. The tim available before pep damage. Are system design C anges or e*ergenCy proCed.Tes PGCessary to detect

the alams and indicattoes available to the control room operater, and the and isolate the break and direct the reqaired AFW flow to the steam

ttw recessary for assessing the problen and taking action should be ccesider d generators before they boil dry.e

in deterrinteg d ether operator actten can be Mlfed on to prevent

pump damage. Co9 sideration should be given to providing pump protection

by means sach as automatic switchever of the pep suctions to the alte*nate

safety-grade source cf water, automatic purp tript on low saction

pressure ce upgra::ing the ecmal sou ce of water to meet seismicr

Cate; cry I and tornade pectection recaire*erts.

4 Pec rreadatioe- GL-S - The Itcensee should upgrade the AFW system

automatic initiation signals and circuits to meet safety-grade re frements.

5. Recmadatten - The licensee should evaluate the consesences of a

pcstulated break in the steam line to the turbine-drfven AfD pump to

detemine t%e need to cualify the AFW system valves, valve actuators,

and frstrurentation for the envf ronmental conditions resulting from such

a high energy 11ae break in order to maintain operability of the motor-

driven AFa p ecs and their associated flow trains.

6. Pectreeadatten - Th.ere are no salves in either of the

common headers supplied from the motor-driven AFW peps or the turbine-

driven p.4 to all four steam generators. A pipe breaa in either header

could ca.se loss of all AFad flow to all steam generators frum either
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Easts for Anilt aev Feewate r
2 Syste- Floa Recaireme*ts

e e a
q

Is a resbit cf recept staff revie s c8 cceratir; plart Awaillary Feed-

3 =r watee Syste s (AFsi). the staff co-clades that t*e Cesig9 bases 49de

____:_______ . .t .
I_g

.
crite-ia prevveed my n ee-sees fe- estanishin Am rmirerents fcr_ _ _ _ _ _ _ .._______ ---_

g g gg fice to the stea= geceester(s) to ass -e adecuate renoval of reactor
,

c6ca.< Peat are not mell Ce't aed ce Cec.*eated.

ee recaire that you provice tre folleming ATM flow desigfl tasis infor-e. em ''

''
matien as applicable to the desig9 basis tra911ents and accident ccm-

ditices for year plaa *
1P
dk

1. a. Ice 9tify the pla9t tra9sieet and accideat cceditio-s considerea37
'

in estabitshing AN5 flow receiraments. including the follemingee

x x s
} eve 9 ts '.

1) Less of Main Feed (LwN),, m m

e- 2) LMIV w/lcss Cf cffsite AC power

Q 3) LMFW w/lcss cf ensite a94 cffsite A0 p>er

QPg g gg Q[g 4) Plaet cooldown

, gg 5) Turbine trip with and without bypass

6) Main steam 1sclatic9 valve closure, ,. s=

< 7) Pain feed line treakSE , .e m.

8) Main steam liae treak

y a 9) Small breat LC".A

|gg 1*) Cther traasiert er accide9t condittoms ect listed above,,

d' ya 2R

g| dy { h. b. Describe the pla-t pectectica accepta9ce criteria a9d corres-

)[ I ., ! b5 ! I kh=

|5|"
gu |.s pcmding tech-f cal bases ssed for e=ch feitiatiag eve 9t identi-* *** *

g g g g gg fied above. The eccesta-ce criter.e shc414 address plant,

-

limits such as:
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- Maisv- RCS pressure (PDFV cr safety valve actuatien)
f. Maximum pressure at wMch steam is released frm steam generator (s)

- Fuel temperature or damage Jimits (MB. PCT, maximm fuel
and against wnich the ATW puty must develop suf ficient head.

central terperature)

- RC. cooling rate limit to avoid excessive coolant shrinkage 9 Maum new of steam geh nat mst MceM W %

- Minimum steam generator level to assure sufficient steam e.g.1 out of 27. 2 cat of 47

generator heat transfer surface to renove decay heat and/or h. RC flow condition - continued operation of RC pumps or natucal
cool down the primary system. circulation.

2. Describe the analyses and assumptions and corresponding technical
1. Maximum AN inlet terq>erature,

justification used with plant condition considered in 1.a. above

J. Following a postulated steam or feed if ne break, time delayincluding:

a. Maximum reactor power (including instrument error allowance) assumed to isolate break and direct AN flow to intact steam

at the time of the initiating transient-or accident. generator (s). AN pump flow capacity allowance to accormodate

the time delay and maintain minimum stete generator water level.
b. Ti:ne delay from initiating event to rasctor trip.

Also identify credit taken foe primary system heat removal

c. Plant parameter (s) which initiates AFW5 flow and time delay he ta blowdown.

between initiating event and introduction of AN5 flow into k. Volume and maximum tenperature of > vater in main feed lines
steam generator (s),

between steam generator (s) and ANS connection to main feed line,

d. Minimum steam generator water level when initiating event
1. Operating condition of steam generator normal blowdown following

occ *s. initiating event,

e. Initial steam generator water inventory and depletion rate before
primary and secondary system water and ertal sensible heatm.

and af:er AFW5 flow comences - identify reactor decay heat
used for cooldown and AN flow sizing.

rate used.

Time at hat standby and time to cooldown RCS to RHR systen cutn.

in terrperature to sire AFW water source inventory.
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.

3. Verify that the AFd pns in your clart will smly t*e r.ecessary

flow to the steam geaerator(s) as,detemirred by ita s 1 and 2

abcve considering a single f ailure. Identify the margin in sirf rg

the pump f ow to allow for pump recirculation flow, seal leakage

and pump wear.
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APPENDIX F

LETTER TO LICENSEES OF ALL OPERATING REACTORS,

DATED OCTOBER 30, 1979

CONCERNING SHORT-TERM LESSONS LEARNED REQUIREMENTS
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[pa nsay(o,, UNITED STATES
g g NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
; E WASHINGTON, D. C. 20555:

Eo

% /
**"' October 30,1979

(T0 ALL OPERATING NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS)

Gentlemen:

SUBJECT: DISCUSSION OF LESSONS LEARNED SHORT TERM REQUIREMENTS

On September 13, 1979, a letter was issued to each power reactor licensee
which defined a set of "short tenn" requirements resulting from the NRC
staff investigations of the TMI accident. Since the letter was issued, the
staff has attempted to further define these requirements. During the
week of September 24, 1979, seminars were held in four regions of the
country to encourage industry feedback and dialogue on each short term
requirement. As a result of these discussions, four topical meetings were
held in Bethesda to discuss certain issues in further detail.

Enclosure 1 provides additional clarification of the NRC staff requirements.
It should be noted that the intent of these requirements have not changed '
throughout this process and are restated in Enclosure 1.

Enclosure 2 is a chart of the NUREG-0578 items and their corresponding
implementation schedules. The chart indicates which of the items require
prior NRC review and approval and those for which post implementation NRC
review is acceptable.

For those items requiring prior NRC approval, your design details should be
submitted in a timely manner so that this approval and your implementation of
the item can be completed by the required date. For those items which do not
require prior NRC approval, you must document your method of implementation by
the required completion date. These schedules assume that your methods are in
complete agreement with the staff's requirements as previously documented in
NUREG-0578, our September 13, 1979 letter, and clarified herein. Where your
methods are not in complete agreement with the staff's requirements, a detailed
cescription of your proposed methods along with justification for the differences,
is required. Please provide this description and justification as soon as
possible but no later than 15 days following receipt of this letter.
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-2- October 30, 1979

The schedule for completing each of the short tenn TMI followup requirements
is firm. Some licensees, in responding to our September 13, 1979 letter
have indicated an inability to treet the established implementation sche .sle.
If your response was in this category you are requested to reconsider your
implementation schedule with the purpose of improving your implementation
dates to meet those required by the staff. Within fifteen days from receipt
of this letter, you are requested to submit your revised schedule for
implementation. If you are unable to connit to meeting any of the
January 1,1980 requirements, you must provide, for each item, a report on
the degree of compliance expected on January 1,1980, and a detailed
justification for the delay.

Sincerely,

Harold R. Denton, Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Enclosures:
1. Discussion of TMI Lessons Learned

Short Tenn Requirements
2. Implementation Schedule

F- 3
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EMERGENCY POWER SUPPLY (2.1.1)

Pressurizer Heaters

POSITION

Consistent with satisfying the requirements of General Design Criteria 10, 14, 15,
17 and 20 of Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 50 for the event of loss of offsite power,
the following positions shall be implemented:

Fressurizer Heater Power Supply

1. The pressurizer heater power supply design shall provide the
capability to supply, from either the offsite power source or
the emergency power source (when offsite power is not available),
a predetermined number of pressurizer heaters and associated
controls necessary to establish and maintain natural circula-
tian at hot standby conditions. The required heaters and their
controls shall be connected to the energency buses in a manner
that will provide redundant power supply capability.

2. Procedures and training shall be established to make the operator
aware of when and how the required pressurizer heaters shall be
connected to the emergency buses. If required, the procedures
shall identify under what conditions selected emergency loads
can be shed from the emergency power source to provide sufficient
capacity for the connection of the pressurizer heaters.

3. The time required to accomplish the connection of the preselected
pressurizer heater to the emergency buses shall be consistent
with the timely initiation and maintenance of natural circulation
conditions.

4. Pressurizer heater motive and control power interfaces with the
emergency buses shall be accomplished through devices that have
been qualified in accordance with safety-grade requirements.

CLARIFICATION

1. In order not to compromise independence between the sources of

emergency power and still provide redundant capability to provide

emergency power to the pressurizer heaters, each redundant heater

or group of heaters should have access to only one Class 1E division

power supply.
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2. The number of heaters required tc have access 'to each emergency

power source is that number required to maintain natural cirtula-

tion in the hot standby condition.

3. The power sources need not necessarily have the capacity to provide

power to the heaters concurrent with the loads required for LOCA.

4. Any cnange-over of the heaters from normal offsite power to ernergency

onsite power is to be accomplished manually in the control room,

b. In establishing procedures to manually reload the pressurizer heaters

onto the emergency power sources, careful consideration must be given to:

Which LSF loads may be appropriately shed for a given situtation.o.

b. Reset of t.he Safety Injection Actuation Signal to pennit the

operation of the heaters.

Instrumentation ond criteria for operator use to prevent overload-c.

ing a diesel generator.

o. lhe Llass IE interfaces for main power and control power are to be

protected by safety-grade circuit breakers. (See also Reg. Guide 1.75)

7. Being non-Class IE loads, the pressurizer heaters must be automatically

shed from the emergency power sources upon the occurrence of a safety

injection actuation signol . (See item 5.b. above)
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Emergency Power Supply (2.1.1)

Pressurizer Level and Relief Block Valves

POSITION

Consistent with satisfying the requirements of General Design Criteria 10,14, ld
17 and 20 of Aprendix A to 10 CFR Part 50 for the event of loss of offsite power,
the following positions shall be impleinented:

Poar Supply for Pressurizer Relief ano Block Valves'and Pressurizer
Le_3cl Indicators

1. Motive and control components of the power-operated reliet valves
(PORVs) shall be capable of being supplied from either the offsite
power source or the emergency power source when the offsite power is
not available.

2. Motive and control conponents associated with the PORV block valves
shall be capable of being supplied from either the of fsite power
source or the emergency power source when the of f site power is not
available.

3. Motive and cor. trol power connections to the emergency buses for
the PORVs and their associated block valves shall be through devices
that have been qualified in accordance with safety-grade requirements.

4. The pressurizer level indication instrument channels shall De powereo
from the vital instrument buses. The buses shall have the capability
of being suppied from either the offsite power source or the
emergency power source when offsite power is not available.

CLARIFICATION

1. While the prevalent consideration from TM1 Lessons Learned is being aDie

to close the PORV/ block valves, the design should retain, to the extent

practical, the capability to open these valves.

L The motive and control power for the bleck valve should be supplieu from

an emergency power bus different from that which supplies the PORV.

3. Any changover of the PORY and block' valve motive and control power from

the normal of f site power to the emergency onsite power is to be

accomplishea manually in the control room.
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4. For those designs where instrument air is needed for operation,

the electrical power supply requirement should be capable of being

manually connected to the emergency power sources.
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PERFORMAhCL TESTihG FOR BWR AND PWR RELIEF AND SAFETY VALVES (2.1.2)

POSITION

Pressurized Water Reactor and Boiling Water Reactor licensees and applicants
shall conduct testing to qualify the reactor coolant system relief and safety
volves under expected operating conditions for design basis transients and
aCC idents. '

LLARIFICATION

1. Expected operating conditions can be determined through the use of analysis

of accidents and anticipated operational occurrences referenced in

kegulatory Guide 1.70.

2. This testing is intended to demonstrate valve operability under various

flow conditions, that is, the ability of the valve to open and shut

under the various flow conditions should be demonstrated.

3. Not all valves on all plants are required to be tested. The valve testing

may be conducted on a prototypical basis.

4. The effect of piping on valve operability should be included in the test

conditions. Not every piping configuration is required to be tested, but

the configurations that are tested should produce the appropriate feedback

effects as seen by the relief or safety valve.

S. Test data should include data that would pennit an evaluation of discharge

piping and supports if those components are not tested directly.
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6. A description of the test program and the scF ale for testing should be

submitted by January 1,1980.

7. Testing shall be complete by July 1,1981.
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DIRECT INDICATION OF POWER-OPERATED RELIEF

VALVE AND SAFETY VALVL POSITION FOR PWRs AND BWRs (2.1.3.a)

POSITION

Reactor System relief and safety valves shall be provided with a positive
indication in the control room derived from a reliable valve position
detection device or a reliable indication of flow in the discharge pipe.

CLARIFICATION

1. The casic requirement is to provide the operator with unambiguous

indication of valve position (open or closed) so that appropriate

operator actions can be taken.

2. The valve position should be indicated in the control room. An alarm should

be provided in conjunction with this indication.

3. The valve position indication may be safety grade. If the position

indication is not safety grade, a reliable single channel direct indica-

tion powered from a vital instrument bus may be provided if backup

methods of determining valve position are available and are discussed in

the emergency procedures as an aid to operator diagnosis and action.

4. The valve position indication should be seismically qualified consistent

with the component or system to which it is attached. If the seismic

qualification requirements cannot be met feasibly by January 1,1980,

Justification should be provided for less than seismic qualificationd

and a schedule should be submitted for upgrade to the required seismic

qualificiation.
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5. The position indication should be qualified for its appropriate environment

(any transient or accident which would cause the relief or safety

valve to lif t). If the environmental qualification program for this

position indication will not be. completed by January 1,1980, a

proposed schedule for completion of the environmental qualification

program should De provided.
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INSTRUMENTATION FOR DETECTION OF INADEQUATE CORE COOLING (2.1.3.b)

SUBC001.ING METER

POSITIUh

Licensees shall develop procesiures to be used by the operator to recognize
inadequate core cooling with currently available instrumentation. The licensee
shall provide a description of the existing instrumentation for the operators
to use to recognize these conditions. A detaileo description of the analyses
needed to fom the basis for operator tr'aining and procedure development shall be
provided pursuant to another short-tern requirement, " Analysis of Off-Nomal
Conditions, Including Natural Circulation " (see Section 2.1.9 of NUREG-0578)

In audition, each PWR shall install a primary coolant saturation meter to provide
on-line indication of coolant saturation condition. Operator instruction as to
use of this meter shall incluoe consideration that is not to be used exclusive of
other related p!ont parameters.

LLARIFICATION

1. The analysis and procedures addressed in paragraph one above will

revieweo and should be submitted to the NRC " Bulletins and Orders

Task Fon;e" for review.

2. The purpose of the subcooling meter is to provide a continuous indication

of margin to saturated conditions. This is an important diagnostic tool

for the reactor operators.

3. Redunaant safety grade temperature input from each hot leg (or use of multiple

core exit in T/C's) are required.

4. Redundant safety grade system pressure measures should be provided.

5. Continuous display of the primary coolant saturation conditions should be

provided.
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6. Each PWR should have: (A.) Safety grade calculational devices and

display (minimum of two meters) or (B.) a highly reliable single

channel environmentally qualified, and testable system plus a backup

procedure for use of steam tables. If the plant computer is to be

useo, its availability must be documented.

7. In the long term, the instrumentation qualifications must be required

to be upgraded to meet the requirements of Regulatory Guide 1.97

(Instrumentation for Light Water Cooled Nuclear Plants to Assess Plant

Conditions During and Follo' ing an Accident) which is under development.w

8. In all cases appropriate steps (electrical, isolation, etc.) nust be taken

to assure that the aaaition of the subcooling meter does not adversely

impact the react'or protection or engineered safety features systems.

9. The attachment provides a definition of information required on the

subcooling meter.
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INFORMATION REQUIRED ON THE SUBC00 LING METER

Display

Information Displayed (T-Tsat, Tsat, Press, etc. )

Display Type (Analog, Digital, CRT)

Continuous or on Demand

Single or Redundant Display

Location of Display

Alarms (include setpoints)

Overall uncertainty (*F, PSI)

Range of Display

Qualifications (seismic, environmental, IEEE323)

Calculator

Type (process computer, dedicated digital or analog calc.)

If process computer is used specify availability. (% of time)

Single or redundant calculators

Selection Logic (hignest T., lowest press)

Qualifications (seismic, environmental, IEEE323)

Calculational Technique (Steam Tables, Functional Fit, ranges)

Input

Temperature (RTD's or T/C's)

Temperature (number of sensors and locations)

Range of temperature sensors
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Uncertainty * of temperature sensors ("F at 1 )

Qualifications (seismic, environmental, IEEE323),

Pressure (specify instrument used)

Pressure (number of sensors and locations)-

Range of Pressure sensors

Uncertainty * of pressure sensors (PSI at 1 )

Qualifications (seismic, environmental, IEEE323)

Backup Capability

Availability of Temp & Press

Availability of Steam Tables etc.

Training of operators

Procedures

* Uncertainties must address conditions of forced flow and natural circulation
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INSTRUMENTATION FOR DETECTION OF INADEQUATE CORE COOLING (2.1.3.b)

ADDITIONAL INSTRUMENTATION

POSITION

Licensees shall provide a decription of any additional instrumentation or controls
(primary or backup) proposed for the plant to supplement those devices cited in the
preceding section giving an unambiguous, easy-to-interpret indication of inadequate
core cooling. A description of the functional design requirements for the system
shall also be included. A description of the procedures to be used with the
proposed equipment, the analysis used in developing these procedures, and a schecule
for installing the equipment shall be provided.

CLARIFICATIOk

1. Design of new instrumentation should provioe an unambiguous indication of

inadequate r. ore cooling. This may require new measurements to or a synthesis

of existing measurements which meet safety-grade criteria.

2. The evaluation is to include reactor water level indication.

3. A comitment to provide the necessary analysis ano to study advantages of

various instruments to monitor water level and core cooling is required in

the response to the September 13, 1979 letter.

4. The indication of inadequate core cooling must be unambiguous, in that, it should

have the following properties:

a) it must indicate the existence of inadequate core cooling caused by various

phenomena (i.e., high void fraction pumped flow as well as stagnant

boil off).

b) it rust not erroneously indicate inadequate core cooling because of the

presence of an unrelated phenomenon.
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S. The indication must give advanced warning of the approach of inadequate

core cooling.

6. The indication must cover the full range from nomal operation to

complete core uncovering. For example, if water level is chosen

as the unambiguous indication, then the range of the instrument (or

instruments) must cover the full range from nomal water level to

the bottom of the core .

,
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CONTAINMENT ISOLATION (2.1.4)

POSITION

1. All containment isolation system designs shall comply with the
recommendations of SRP 6.2.4; i'.e.,, that there be diversity in the

parameters sensed for the initiation of containment isolation.

2. All plants shall give careful reconsideration to the definition of
essential and non-essential systems, shall identify each system
determinea to be essential, shall. identify each system determined to
be non-essential, shall describe the basis for selection of each
essential system, shall modify their containment isolation designs
dCCordingly, and shall report the results of the re-evaluation to NRC.

3. All non-essential systems shall be automatically isolated by the
containiaent isolation signal.

4. The design of control systems for automatic containment isolation valves
shall be such that resetting the isolation signal will not result in the
automatic reopening of containment isolation valves. Reopening of
containment isolation valves shall require deliberate operator action.

CLARIFICATION

1. Provide diverse containment isolation signals that satisfy safety-grade

requirements.

2. Identify essential and non-essential systems and provide results to NRC.

3. Non-essential systems should be automatically isolated by containment

isolation signals.

4. Resetting of containment isolation signals shall not result in the

automatic loss of containment isolation

.
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DEDICATED H CONTROL PENETRATIONS (2.1.5.a)
2

POSITION

Plants using external recomoiners or purgt syste.,s for past-accident combustible
gas control of the containment atmosphere should provide containment isolation
systems for external recombiner or purge systems that are dedicated to that service
only, that the redundancy and single failure requirements of General Design
Criterion 54 ana 56 of Appendix A to 10 CFR 50, and that are sized to satisfy the
flow requirements of the recombiner or purge system.

CLARIFICATION

1. This requirement is only applicable to those plants whose licensing basis

includes requirements for external recombiners or purge systems for post-

accident combustible gas control of the containment atmosphere.

2. An acceptable alternative to the dedicated penetration is a combined design

that is single-failure proof for containment isolation purposes and single-

failure proof ' r operation of the recombiner or purge system.

L The dedicated penetration or the combined single-failure proot alternative

should be sized such that the flow requirements for the use of the

recombiner or purge system- are satisfied.

4. Components necessitated by this requirement should be safety grade.

5. A description of required design changes and a schedule for accomplishing

these changes should be provided by January 1,1980. Design changes

should be completed by January 1,1961.

.
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CAPABILITY TO INSTALL HYDROGEN RECOMBINER

AT EACH LIGHT WATER NUCLEAR POWER PLANT (2.1.5.c)

POSITION

The procedures and bases upon which the recombiners would be used on all
plants should be the subject of a review by the licensees in considering
sheilding requirements and personnel exposure limitations as demonstratea
to be necessary in the case of TMI-2.

CLARIFICATIOk

1. This requirement applies only to those plants that included Hydrogen

Recombiners as a design basis for licensing.

2. The shielding and associated personnel exposure limitations associated

with recombiner use should be evaluated as part of licensee response

to requirement 2.1.b.B, " Design review for Plant Shielding."

3. Each licensee should review and upgrade, as necessary, those criteria

and procedures dealing with recombiner use. Action taken on this

requirement should be submitted by January 1,1980.
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INTEGRITY OF SYSTEMS OUTSIDE CONTAINMENT LIKELY

TO CONTAIN RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS FOR PWRs AND BWRs (2.1.6.a)

POSITION

Applicants and licensees shall immediately implement a program to reduce
leakage frem systems outside containment that would or could contain highly
radioactive fluids during a serious transient or accident to as-low-as-
practical levels. This program shall include the following:

1. Immediate Leak Reduction

a. Implement all practical leak reduction measures for all systems
that could carry radioactive fluid outside of containment.

b. Measure actual leakage rates with system in operation and report
them to the NRC.

2. Continuing Leak Reduction

Establish and implement a program of preventive maintenance to reduce
leakage to as-low-as-practical levels. This program shall include
periodic integrated' leak tests at intervals not to exceed each refueling
cycle.

CLARIFICATION

Licensees shall, by January 1,1980, provide a sumary description of their

program to reduce leakage from systems outside containment that would or

could contain highly radioactive fluids durinj a serious transient or

accident. Examplesof such systems are given on page A-26 of NUREG-0578.

Other examples include the Reactor Core Isolation Cooling and Reactor Water Clea

Cleanup (Letdown function) Systems for BWRs. Include a list of systems which

are excluded from this program. Testing of gasecus systems should include

helium leak detection or equivalent testing methods. Consider in your program

to reduce leakage potential release paths due to design and operator deficiencies

as discussed in our letter to you regarding North Anna and Related Incidents dated

October 17, 1979.
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DESIGN REVIEW OF PLANT SHIELDING AND ENVIRONMENTAL

OVALIFICATION OF EQUIPMENT FOR SPACES /SYSEMS WHICH

MAY BE USED IN POST ACCIDENT OPERATIONS (2.1.6.b)

POSITION

With the assumption of a post-accident release of radioactivity equivalent
to that described in Regulatory Guides 1.3 and 1.4 (i.e., the equivalent
of 50% of the core radiciodine,100% of the core noble gas inventory,and
1% of the core solids, are contained ir. the primary coolant), each
licensee shall perform a radiation and shielding design review of the
spaces around systems that may, as a result of an accident, contain highly
radioactive materials. The design review should identify the location
of vital areas and equipment, such as the control room, radwaste control
stations, emergency power supplies, motor control centers, and instrument
areas, in which personnel occupancy may be unduly limited or safety equipment
may be unduly degraded by the radiation fields during post-accident operations
of these systems.

Each licensee shall provide for adequate access to vital areas and protection
of safety equipment by design changes, increased permanent or temporary
shielding, or post-accident procedural controls. The design review shall
determine which types of corrective actions are needed for vital areas
throughout the f acility.

C' ARIFICATION

Any area which will or may require occupancy to permit an operator to

aid in the mitigation of or recovery from an accident is designated as

a vital area. In order to assure that personnel can perform necessary

post-accident operations in the vital areas, we are providing the following

guidance to be used by licensees to evaluate the adequacy of radiation

protection to the operators:

1. Source Term

The minimum radioactive source term should be equivalent to the

source terms recommended, in Regulatory Guides 1.3, 1.4, 1.7

and Standard Review Plant 15.6.5. with appropriate decay times

based on plant design.
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a. Liquid Containing Systems: 100% of the core equilibrium

noble aas inventory, 50% of the core equilibrium halogen

inventory and 1% of all others are assumed to be mixed

in the reactor coolant and liquids injected by HPCI and

LPCI.

b. Gas Containing Systems: 100% of the core equiliDrium noble

gas inventory and 25% of the core equilibrium halogen

activity are assumed to be mixed in the containment atmosphere.

For gas containing lines connected to the primary system (e.g.,

BWR steam lines) the concentration of radioactivity shall be

determined assuming the activity is contained in the gas space

in the primary coolant system.

2. Dose Rate Criteria

The dose rate for personnel in a vital area should be such that

the guidelines of GDC 19 should not be exceeded during the course

of the accident. GDC 19 limits the dose to an operator to 5 Rem whole

body or its equivalent to any part of the body. Wheti determin n3 the

dose to an operator, care must be taken to determine the necessary

occupancy time in a specific area, For example, araas requiring

continuous occupancy will require much lower dose rates than areas

where minimal occupancy is required. Tnerefore, allowable dose rates

will be based upon expected occupancy, as well as ;he radioactive source

terms and shielding. However, in order to provide a general design

objective, we are providing the following dose ra';e criteria
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with alternatives to be documented on a case-by-case basis.

The recommended dose rates are average rates in the area. Local hot

spots may exceed the dose rate guidelines provided occupancy is not

required at the location of the hot spot., These doses are design

objectives and are not to be used to limit access in the event of

an accident.

a. Areas Requiring Continuous Occupancy: <ldmr/hr. These areas

will require full time occupancy curing the course of the

accident. The Control Room and onsite technical support

center are areas where continuous occupancy will be required.

The dose rate for these areas is based on the control room

occupancy f actors contained in SRP b.4.

b. Areas Requiring Infrecuent Access: GDC 19. These areas

may require access on a regular Dasis, but not Continuous

occupancy. Shiciding should be provided to allow access at

a frequency and duration estimated by tne licensee. The plant

Radiochemical / Chemical Analysis Laboratory, radwaste panel,

motor control center, instrumentation locations, and reactor

coolant :nd containment gas sample stations are examples

where occupancy may be needed often but not continuously.
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AUTO INITIATION CF THE AUXILIARY

FEEDWATER SYSTEM (AFWS) (2.1.7.a)

POSITION

Consistent with satisfying the requiremenf.s of General Design Criterion 20 of
Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 50 with respect to the timely initiation of the
auxiliary feedwater system, the following requirements shall be implementea in
the short term:

1. The design shall provide for the automatic initiation of the
auxiliary feedwater system.

2. The automatic initiation signals and circuits shall be designed so
that a single failure will not result in the loss of auxiliary
feedwater system function.

3. Testability of the initiating signals and circuits shall be a
feature of the design.

4. The initiating signals and circuits shall be powered from the
emergency buses.

5. Manual capability to initiate the auxiliary feedwater system
from the control room shall be retained and shall be implementea
so that a single failure in the manual circuits will not result in
the loss of system function.

6. The a-c motor-driven pumps and valves in the auxiliary feedwater
system shall be included in the automatic actuation (simultaneous
and/or sequential) of the loads onto the emergency buses.

7. The automatic initiating signals and circuits shall be designed so
that their failure will not result in the loss of manual capability
to initiate the AFWS from the control room.

in the long term, the automatic initiation signals and circuits shall be upgraded
in accordance with safety-grade requirements.
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CLARIFICATION

Control Grade (Short-Tenn)

1. Provice automatic / manual initiation of AFWS.

2. Testability of the initiating signals and circuits is requied.

3. Initiating signals and circuits shall be powered from the emergency buses.

4. Necessary pumps and valves shall be incluaea in the automatic sequence of

the loads to the emergency buses. Verify that the addition of these loads

does not comprimise the emergency diesel generating capacity.

5. Failure in the automatic circuits shall not result in the loss of manual

capability to initiate the AFWS from the control room.

6. Other Considerations

a. For those designs where instrument air is needea for operation,

the electric power supply requirenv.it should be capable of being

manually connected to emergency power sources.
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AUXILIARY FEEDWATER FLOW INDICATION
10 STEAM GENERATORS (2.1.7.b)

POSITION

Consistent with satisfying the requirements set forth in GDC 13 to provice the
capability in the control room to ascertain the actual performance of the AFWS
when it is called to perform its intended function, the following requirements
shall be inplemented:

1. Safety-grade indication of auxiliary feedwater flow to each steam
generator shall be provided in the control room.

2. The auxiliary feedwater flow instrument channels shall De powered
from the emergency buses consistent with satisfying the emergency
power diversity requirements of the auxiliary feedwater system set
forth in Auxiliary Systems Branch Technical Position 10-1 of the
Standard Review Plan, Section 10.4.9.

CLARIFICATION

A. Control Grade (Short-Term)

1. Auxiliary feedwater flow indication to each steam generator shall

satisfy the single failure criterion.

2. Testabiiity of the auxiliary feedwater flow inoication channels shall

be a feature of the design.

3. Auxiliary feedwater flow instrument channels shall be powered from

the vital instrument buses.

B. Safety-Grade (Long-Term)

1. - Auxiliary fee &ater flow indication to each steam generator shall

satisfy safety-grace requirements.

C. Other

1. For the Short-Term the flow indication channels should by themselves

satisfy the single failure criterion for each steam generator. As
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a fall-back position, one auxiliary feed water flow channel may be

backed up by a steam generator level channel.

2. Each auxiliary feed water char.nel should provide an indication of

feed flow with an accuracy on the order of + 10%.
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IMPROVED POST-ACCIDENT SAMPLING CAPABILITY (2.1.6.a)

POSITION

A design and operational review of the reactor coolant and containment
atmosphere sartpling systems shall be performed to determine the capability
of personnel to promptly obtain (less than I hour) a sample under accicent
conditions without incurring a radiation exposure to any indiviaual in
excess of 3 and 18 3/4 Rems to the whole body or extremities, respectively.
Accident conditions should assume a Regulatory Guide 1.3 or 1.4 release of
fission products. If the review indicates that personnel could not promptly
and safely obtain the samples, additional design features or shielding
should be provided to meet the criteria.

A design and operational review of the radiological spectrum analysis
f acilities shall be performed to determine the capability to promptly
quantify (less than 2 hours) certain radioisotopes that are indicators of
the degree of core damage. Such radionuclides are noble gases (which
indicate cladding f ailure), iodines and cesiums (which indicate high
fuel temperatures), and non-volatile isotopes (which indicate fuel melting).
The initial reactor coolant spectrum should correspond to a Regulatory
Guide 1.3 or 1.4 release. The review should also consider the effects of
direct radiation from piping and components in the auxiliary building and
possible contamination and direct radiation from airborne effluents. If

the review indicates that the analyses required cannot be performed in a
prompt manner with exi., ting equipment, then design modifications or equipment
procurement shall be undertaken to meet the criteria.

In addition to the radiclogical analyses, certain chemical analyses are
necessary for monitoring reactor conditions. Procedures shall be provided
to perform boron and chloride chemical analyses assuming a highly radio-
active initial sample (Regulatory Guide 1.3 or 1.4 source term). Both analyses
shdl be capable of being completed promptly; i.e., the boron sample analysis
within an hour and the chloride sample analysis within a shif t.

DISCUSSION

The primary purpose of implementing Improved Post-Accident Sampling Capability
is to improve efforts to assess and control the course of an accident Dy;

1. Providing information related to the extent of core damage that
has occurred or may be occurring during an accident;

2. Determining the types and quantities of fission products released to
the containment in the liquid and gas phase and which may be released
to the environment;
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3. Providing information on coolant chemistry (e.g., dissolved gas,
boron and pH) and containment hydrogen.

The above information requires a capability to perform the following analyses:

1. Radiological and chemical analyses of pressurized and unpressurized reactor
coolant liquid samples;

2. Radiological and hydrogen analyses of containment atmosphere (air) samples.

CLARIFICATION

The licensee shall have the capability to promptly obtain (in less than I hour)

pressurized and unpressurized reactor coolant samples and a containment

atmosphere (air) sample.

The licensee shall establish a plan for an onsite radiological and chemical

analysis facility with the capability to provide, within I hour of obtaining

the sample, quartification of the following:

1. certain isotopes that are indicators of the cegree of core damage

(i.e., noble gases, iocines and cesiums and non-volatile isotopes),

2. hydrogen levels in the containment atmosphere in the range O to

10 volume percent,

3. dissolved gases (i .e. , H2 , U ) and boron concentration of2

liquids.

or have in-line monitoring capabilities to perform the above Gnalysis.

Plant procedures for the handling and analysis of samples, minor plant

modifications for taking samples and a design review and procedural modifi-

cations (if necessary) shall be completed by January 1,1980. Major plant

modifications shall be completed by January 1,1981.

During the review of the post accident sampling capability consideration should

be given to the following items:
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1. Provisions shall be made to permit containment atmosphere sampling

under both positive and negative containment pressure.

2. The licensee shall consider provisions for purging samples lines,

for reducing plateout in sample lines, for minimizing sample loss or

distortion, for preventing blockage of sample lines by loose

material in the RCS or containment, for appropriate disposal of

the samples, and for passive flow restrictions to limit reactor

coolant loss or containment air leak from a rupture of the sample

line.

3. If changes or modifications to the existing sampling system are

required, the seismic design and quality group classification or

sampling lines and components shall confonn to the classification of

the system to which each sampling line is connected. Components and

and piping downstream of the second isolation valve can be

designed to quality Group 0 and nonseismic Category I require-

ments.

The licensee's radiological sample analysis capability should include

provisions to:

Identify and quantify the isotopes of the nuclict categories discusseda.

above to levels corresponding to the source terms given in Lessons

Learned Item 2.1.6 b. Where necessary, ability to dilute samples

to provide capability for measurement and reduction of personnel
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exposure, should be provideo. Sensitivity of onsite analysis capability

should be such as to permit measurement of nuclide concentration

in the range from approximately 1 pCi/gm to the upper levels indicated

here. ,

b. Restrict background levels of radiation in the radiological and

chemical analysis facility from sources such that the sample analysis

will provide results with an acceptaDly small error (approximately

a factor of 2). This can be accomplished through the use of sufficient

shiciding around samles and outside sources, and by the use of

ventilation system design which will control the presence of airborne

radioactivity.

c. Maintain plant procedures which identify the analysis required,

measurement techniques and provisions for reducing background levels.

The licensees chemical analysis capability shall consider the presence of the

radiological source tem indicated for the radiological analysis.

In performing the review of sampling and analysis capability, consideration shall

be given to personnel occupational exposure. Procedural changes and/or plant

modifications nust assure that it shall be possible to obtain and analyze a

sagle while incurring a radiation dose to any individual that is as low as

reasonably achievable and not in excess of GDC 19. In assuring that these

limi ts are met, the following criteria will be used by the staff.

1. For shielding calculations, source terms shall be as given in Lessons

Learned Item 2.1.6.b.
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2. Access to the sample station and the radilogical and chemical analysis

facilities shall be through areas which are accessible in post accident

situations and which are provideo with sufficient shielding to assure that

the radiation dose criteria are met.

3. Operations in the sample station, handling of highly *dioactive samples

from the sample station to the analysis facilities, and handling while

working with the samples in the analysis facilities shall De such that

the radiation dose criteria are met. This may involve sufficient

shielding of personnel from the samples and/or the dilution of samples

for analysis. If the existing facilities do not satisfy these criteria,

then additionsi design features, e.g. , additional snielding, remote

handling etc. shall be provided. The radioactive sample lines in the

sample station, the samples themselves in the analysis facilities, and

other radioactive lines of the vicinity of the sampling station and

analysis facilities shall be included in the evaluation.

4. High range portable survey instruments and personnel dosimeters should

be provided to permit raoid assessment of high exposure rates and

accumulated personnel exposure.

The licensee shall demonstrate their capability to obtain and analyze a sample

containing the isotopes oiscussed above accoroing to the criteria given in

this section.
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INCREASED RANGE OF RADIATION MONITORS (2.1.B.b)

POSITION

The requirements associated with thi:, recommendation should be considered as
advanced implementation of certain requirements to be includeo in a revision
to Regulatory Guide 1.97, " Instrumentation to Follow the Course of an Accident",
which has already been initiated, and in other Regulatory Guides, which will
be promulgated in the near-term.

1. Noble gas effluent monitors shall be installed with an extended range
designed to function during accident conditions as well as during
normal operating conditions; multiple monitors are considered to be
necessary to cover the ranges of interest.

Nogle gas effluent monitors with an upper range capacity ofa.
10 fi/cc (Xe-133) are considered to be practical and should
be installed in all operating plants.

b. Noble gas effluent monitoring shall be provided for the total

concentrations to a maximum of 10{ rom normal condition ( ALARA)
range of concentration extending

uCi/cc (Xe-133). Mul tiple
monitors are considered to be necessary to cover the ranges of
interest. The range capacity of individual monitors should
overlap by a factor of ten.

2. Since iodine gaseous effluent monitors for the accident condition are
not considered to be practical at this time, capability for effluent
monitoring of radioiodines for the accident condition shall be
provided with sampling conducted by adsorption on charcoal or other
media, followed by onsite laboratory analysis.

6
3. In-containment radiation level monitors with a maximum range of 10

rad /hr shall be installed. A minimum of two such monitors that are
physically separated shall be provided. Monitors shall be designed
and qualified to function in an accident environment.

DISCUSSION

The January 1,1980 requirement, were specifically added by the Comission
and were not included in NUREG-0578. The purpose of the interim January 1,
1980 requirement is to assure that licensees have methods of quantifing
radioactivity releases should the existing effluent instrumentation go
offscale.

CLARIFICATION

1. Radiological Noble Gas Effluent Monitors

A. January 1,1980 Requirements

Until final implementation in January 1,1981, all operating reactors

must provide, by January 1,1980, an interim method for
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quantifying high level releases which meets the requirements of Table

2.1.8.0.1. This method is to serve only as a provisional fix with

the more detailed, exact methods to follow. Methods are to be aeveloped

to quantify release rates of up to 10,uu0 C1/ser for noble gases

from all potential release points, (e.g. , auxiliary ouiloing, radwaste

building, fuel handling building, reactor Duilding, waste gas cecay

tank releases, main condenser air ejector, BWR main condenser vacuum

pump exhaust, PWR steam safety valves and atmosphere steam dump valves

and BWR turbine buildings) and any other areas that consnunicate directly

with systems which may contain primary coolant or containment gases,

(e.g., letdown and emergency core cooling systems and external recombiners).

Measurements / analysis capabilities of the effluents at the final

release point (e.g. , stack) should be such that measurements of indivicual

sources which contribute to a comrnon release point may not De necessary.

For assessing radiciodine and particulate releases, special procedures

must be developed for the removal and analysis of the radioiodine/

particulate sampling meaia (i.e., charcoal canister / filter paper).

Existing sampling locations are expected to be adequate; however,

special procedures for retrieval ano analysis of the sampling media

under accident conditions (e.g. , high air and surface contamination

and direct radiation levels) are needed.

It is intended that the monitoring capabilities callea for in the

interim can be accomplished with existing instrumentation or readily

available instrumentation. For noble gases, modifications to exist-

ing monitoring systems, such as the use of portable high range survey
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instruments, set in shielced collimators so that they "see" small

sections of sanpling lines is an acceptable methoc for meeting the

intent of this requirement. Conversion of the measured cose rate

(nR/hr) into concentration (pLi/cc) can be performed using stanuard

volume source calculations. A methoa mu'st be aeveloped with suf ficient

accuracy to quantify the iocine releases in the presence of high

background radiation from noble gases collected on charcoal filters.

Seismically qualified equipment and equipment meeting IEEE-279 is

not required.

The licensee shall provide the following infonnation on his methods

to quantify gaseous releases of radioactivity from the plant curing

an accident.

1. Noble Gas Effluents

a. System / Method description including:

1) Instrumentation to be used including range or sen-

sitivity, energy dependence, and calibration

frequency and technique,

ii) Monitoring / sampling locations, including methods to

assure representative measurements and background

radiation correction,

iii) A description of method to be employed to facilitate

access to radiation readings. For January 1,1980,

Control room read-out is perferred: however, if impractical,

in-situ readings by an individual with verbal communication

with the Control Room is acceptable based on (iv)

below.
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iv) Capability to obtain radiation readings at least

every 15 minutes during an accident.

v) Source of power to be used. If normal AC power

is usea, an alternate back'up power supply should

be providea. If DC power is used, the source should

be capable of providing continuous readout for 7

consecutive days.

b. Procedures for conducting all aspects of the measurement'

analysis including:

1) Procedures for minimizing occupational exposures

ii) Calculational methods for converting instrument

readings to release rates Dased on exhaust air flow

and taking into consideration radionuclide spectrum

distribution as function of time after shutdown.

iii) Procedures for dissemination of information.

iv) Procecures for calibration.

B. January 1,1981 Requirements

By January 1,1981, the licensee shall provide high range noble gas

effluent monitors for each release path.- The noble

gas effluent monitor shou:d meet the requirements of Table 2.1.6.b.2.

The licensee shall also provide the information given in Sections 1. A.I.a.1,

1.A.I.a.ii, l.A.l.b.ii, l.A.l.b.iii, and 1.A.l.b.iv above for the noble

gas effluent monitors.
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2. Radioiodine and Particulate Ef fluents

A. For January 1,1960 the licensee should provide the following-

1. System /Methoa description including:

a) Instrumentation to be used for analysis of the

sampling media with discussion on methods used to

correct for potentially intertering background levels

of radioactivity.

b) Monitoring / sampling location.

c) Method to be used for retrieval and handling of

sampling media to minimize occupational exposure,

d) Method to be used for data analysis of individual

radionuclides in the presence of high levels of

radioactive noble gases.

e) If normal AC power is used for sample collection and

analysis equipment, an alternate back-up power supply

shoula be provided. If DC power is used, the source

should be capable of providing continucus read-out

for 7 consecutive days.

2. Procedures for conducting all aspects of the measurement

analysir, including:

a) Minimizing occupational exposure

b) Calculational methods for determining release rates

c) Procedures for dissemination of information

d) Calibration frequency and technique
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B. For January 1,1961, the licensee should have the capability

to continuously sample and provide onsite analysis of the

sampling media. The licensee should also provide the

information required in 2. A above.

3. Containment Radiation Monitors

Provide by January 1,1981, two radiation monitor systems in containment

which are documented to meet the requirements of Table 2.1.6.0.2.

It is possible that future regulatory requirements for emergency planning

interf aces may necessitate identification of dif ferent types of radionuclices

in the containment air, e.g., noble gases (indication of core damage) and

non-volatiles (indication of core melt). Consequently, consideration

should be given to the possible installation or future conversion of

these monitors to perform this function.
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TABLE 2.1.8.b.1

INTERIM PROCEDURES FOR QUANTIFYING HIGH LEVEL

ACCIDENTAL RADI0 ACTIVITY RELEASES

Licensees are to implement procedures for estimating noble gas and.

radioiodine release rates if the existing effluent instrumentation

goes off scale.

Examples of major elements of a higlily radioactive effluent release.

special procedures (noble gas).

- Preselected location to measure radiation from the exhaust

air, e.g., exhaust duct or sample line.

- Provide shielding to minimize background interference.

- Use of an installed monitor (preferable) or dedicated portable

monitor (acceptable) to measure the radiation.

- Predetermined calculational method to convert the radiation

level to radioactive effluent release rate.
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TABLE 2.1.8.b.2

HIGH RANGE EFFLUENT MONITOR

NOBLE GASES 0:.t.Y.

RANGE: (Overlap with Normal Ef fluent Instrument Range).

UNDILUTED CONTAINMENT EXHAUST 10+5 Ci/CC-

DILUTED (>10: 1) CONTAINMENT EXHAUST 10*4 pCi/CC-

MARK 1 BWR REACTOR BUILDING EXHAUST 10*4 pCf/CC-

PWR SECONDARY CONTAINMENT EXHAUST 10*4 pCi/CC-

BUILDINGS WITH SYSTEMS CONTAINING-

PRIMARY COOLANT OR BASES 10+3 pCi/CC

0THER BUILDIhGS (E.G., RADWASTE) 10+2 pCi/CC-

NOT REDUNDANT 1 PER NORMAL RELEASE POINT.

SEISMIC - NO.

POWER - VITAL INSTRUMENT BUS.

SPECIFICATIONS - PER R.G.1.97 AkD ANSI N320-1979.

DISPLAY *: CONTINUOUS AND RECORDING WITH READ 00TS IN THE TECHNICAL.

SUPPORT CENTER (TSC) AND EMERGENCY OPERATIONS CENTER (EOC)

QUALIFICATIONS - NO.

*Although not a present requirement, it is likely that this information may
have to be transmitted to the NRC. Consequently, consideration should be
given to this possible future requirement when designing the aisplay
interfaces.
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TABLE 2.1.8.b.3

HIGH RANGE CONTAINMENT RADIATION MONITOR

RADIATION: TOTAL RADIATION (ALTERNATE: PHOTON ONLY).

RANGE:.

0- UP TO 10 RAD /HR (TOTAL RADIATION)

7- ALTERNATE: 10 R/HR (PHOT 0N RADIATION ONLY)

SENSITIVE DOWN 10 60 KEV PHOTONS *-

REDUNDANT: TWO PHYSICALLY SEPARATED UNITS.

SEISMIC: PER R. G. 1.97.

POWER: VITAL INSTRUMENT BUS.

SPECIFICATIONS: PER R.G.1.97 REV. 2 AND ANSI N320-1976.

DISPLAY: CONTINUUUS AND RECORDING.

CALIBRATION: LABORATORY CALIBRATION ACCEPTABLE.

* Monitor must not provide misleading information to the operators assuming
delayed core damage when the 80 KEV photon Xe-133 is the major noble gas
present.
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IMPROVED IN-PLANT IODINE INSiRUMENTATION UNDER ACCIDENT CONDITIONS (2.1.d.c)

POSITION

Each licensee shall provide equipment and associated training and procedures
for accurately determining the airborne i,odine concentration in areas within
the facility where plant personnel may be present during an accident.

CLARIFICATION

Use of Portable versus Stationary Monitori. g Equipment

Ef fective monitoring of increasing iodine levels in the buildings under

accident conditions must include the use of portable instruments for the

following reasons:

a. The physical size of the auxiliary / fuel handling building

precludes locating stationary monitoring instrumentation at

all areas where airborne iodine concentration data might be

required.

b. Unanticipated isolated " hot spots" may occur in locations where

no stationary monitoring instrumentation is located.

c. Unexpectedly high background radiation levels near stationary

monitoring instrumentation af ter an accident may ir,terfere with

filter radiation readings.
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d. The time required to retrieve samples af ter an accicent

may result in high personnel exposures if these filters are

located in high dose rate ar v

lodine Filters and Measurement Techniques

A. The following are short-term recommendations and shall De implemented

by the licensee by January 1,196u. The licensee shall have the capability

to accurately detect the presence of iodine in the region of interest

following an accident. This can be accomplished by using a portable

or cart-mounted iodine sampler with attached single channel analyzer

(SCA). The SCA window should De calibrated to the 365 kev of 1.

A representative air sample shal.1 be taken and then counted for 1

using the SCA. This will give an initial conservative estimate of presence

of iodine and can be used to determine if respiratory protection is

required. Care must be taken to assure that the counting system is

not saturated as a result of too must activity collected on the sampling

cartridge.

B. By January 1,1981:

The licensee shall have the capability to remove the sampling cartridge

to a low background, low contamination area for further analysis. This

area should be ventilated with clean air containing no airborne

radionuclides which may contribute to inaccuracies in analyzing the

sample. Here, the sample should first be purged of any entrapped noble

gases using nitrogen gas or clean air free of noble bases. The licensee

shall have the capability to measure accurately the iodine concentrations

present on these samples and effluent charcoal samples under accident

conditions.
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TRANSIENTANDACCIDENTANALYSIS(2.1.9[

POSITION

See NUREG-0578, page A-44.

DISCUSSION

The scope of the requied transient and accident analysis is discussed in

NUREG-0576. The schedule for these analyses is included in NUREG-0576

and is reproduced in the Implementation Schedule attachment to this letter.

The Bulletins and Orders Task Force has been imp,lementing these required

analyses on that schedule. The analysis of the small break loss of coolant

accident has been submitted by each of the owners groups. These analyses

are presently under review by the B&O Task Force. The scope and schedule

for the analysis of inadequate core cooling have been discussed and agreed

upon in meetings between the owners groups and the B&O Task Force, and

are documented in the minutes to those meetings.

The analysis of transients and accidents for the purpose of upgrading emergency

procedures is due in early 1980 and the detailed scope and schedule of this

analysis is the subject of continuing discussions between the owners groups

and the B&O Task Force.
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CONTAINMENT PRESSURE INDICATION

POSITION

A continuous indication of containment pressure should be provided in the
control room. Measurement and indication capaDility shall include three
times the design pressure of the containment for concrete, four times the
design pressure for steel, and minus five psig for all containments.

CLARIFICATION

1. The containment pressure indication shall meet the design provisions

of Regulatory Guide 1.97 including qualification, redundancy, and

testabili ty.

2. The containment pressure monitor shall be installed by January 1,1981.
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CONTAINMENT WATER LEVEL INDICATIO,N,

POSITION

A continuous indication of containment water level shall be provided in the
control room for all plants. A narrow range instrument shall be provided
for PWRs and cover the range from the bottom, to the top of the containment
sump. A wide range instrument shall also be provided for PWRs and shall
cover the range from the bottom of the containment to the elevation equivalent
to a 600,000 gallon capacity. For BWRs, a wide range instrument shall be
provided and cover the range from the bottom to 5 feet above the normal water
level of the suppression pool.

CLARIFICATION

1. The narrow range sump level instrument shall monitor the normal contain-

ment sump level vice the containment emergency sump level.

2. The wide range containment water level instruments shall meet the require-

ments of the proposed revision to Regulatory Guide 1.97 (Instrumentation

for Light-Water Cooled Nuclear Power Plant to Assess Plant Conditions

During and Following a Accident).

3. The narrow range containment water level instruments shall meet the

requirements of Regulatory Guide 1.89 (Qualification of Class IE Equipment

of Nuclear Power Plants).

4. The equivalent capacity of the wide range PWR level instrument has been

changed from 500,000 gallons to 600,000 gallons to ensure consistency with

the proposed revision to Regulatory Guide 1.97. It should be noted that

this measurement capability is based on recent plant designs. For older

plants with smaller water capacities, licensees may propose deviations

froni this requirement based on tne available water supply capability at

their plant.

5. The containment water level indication shall be installed by January 1,19o1.
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C0_NTAINMENT HYDROGEN INDICATION

POSITION
,

A continuous indicaton of hydrogen concentration in the containment atmosphere
shall be provided in the control room. Measurement capability shall be provided
over the range of 0 to 101, hydrogen concentration under both positive and negative
ambient pressure.

CLARIFICATION

1. The containment hydrogen indication shall meet the design provisions

of Regulatory Guide 1.97 including qualification, redundancy, and

testabili ty.

2. The containment hydrogen indication shall be installed Dy January 1,1961.
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REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM VENTING

POSITION

Each applicant and licensee shall install reactor coolant system anc reactor
vessel head high point vents remotely operated from the control room. Since
these vents form a part of the reactor coolant pressure bounoary, the oesign
of the vents shall conform to the requirements of Appendix A to 10 CFR
Part 50 General Design Criteria. In particular, these vents shall be safety
grade, and shall satisfy the single failure criterion and the requirements
of IEEE-279 in order to ensure a low probability of inadvertent actuation.

~

Each applicant and licensee shall provide the following information concerning
the design and operation of these high point vents:

1. A description of the construction, location, size, and power supply for
the vents along with results of analyses of loss-of-coolant accioents
initiated by a break in the vent pipe. The results of the an51yses should
be demonstrated to be acceptable in accordance with the acceptar.;e
criteria of 10 CFR 60.46.

2. Analyses ceomonstrating that the direct venting of nonconcensable gases
with perhaps high hydrogen concentrations does not result in violation
of combustible gas concentration limits in containment as describeo in
10 CFR Part 50.44, ' Regulatory Guide 1.7 (Rev.1), and Standard Review
Plan Section 6.2.5.

3. Procedural guidelines for the operators' use of the vents. The information
available to the operator for initiating or terminating vent usage shall
be discussed.

CLARIFICATION

A. General

1. The two important safety functions enhanced by this venting capability

are core cooling and containment integrity. For events within the

present design basis for nuclear power plants, the capability to vent

non-condensible gases will provide additional assurance of meeting the

requirements of 10CFR50.46 (LOCA criteria) ano 10CFRbu.44 (containment

criteria for hydrogen generation). For events beyond the present design

basis, this venting capability will substantially increase the plant's

ability to ceal with large quantities of non-condensible gas without the

loss of core cooling or containment integrity.
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2'. Procedures addressing the use of the RCS vents are required by

January 1,1981. The procedures should define the conditions under

which the vents should be used as well as the conditions under-

which the vents should not be used. The procedures should be based

on the following criteria: (1) assurance that the plant can meet

the requirements of 10CFR50.46 and 10CFR$0.44 for Design Brsis

Accidents; and (2) a substantia.1 increase in the plants ability

to maintain core cooling and containment integrity for events beyond

the Design Basis.

B. BWR Design Considerations

1. Since the BWR owners group has suggested that the present BWR designs

inherent capability of venting, this question relates to the capability

of 2xisting systems. The ability of these systems to vent the

RCS of non-condensible gas must be demonstrated. In addition the

ability of these systems to meet the same requirements as the PWR

vent systems must be documented. Since there are important differences

among BWR's, each licensee should adoress the specific design features

of his plant.

2. In addition to reactor coolant system venting, each BWR licensee

should address the ability to vent other systems such as the isolation

condenser, which may be required to maintain adequate core cooling.

If the production of a large amount of non-condensible gas would

cause the loss of function of such a system, remote venting of that

system is required. The qualifications of such a venting system should be

the same as that required for PWR venting systems.
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C. PWR Vent Design Considerations

1. The locations for PWR Vents are as follows:

a. Each PWR licensee should provide the capability to vent the

reactor vessel head.

b. The reactor vessel head vent should be capable of venting non-

condensible gas from the reactor vessel hot legs (to the elevation

of the top of the outlet nozzle) and cold legs (through head

jets and other leakage paths). Additional venting capability

is required for those portions of each hot leg which can not

be vented through the the reactor vessel head vent. The hRC

recognizes that it is impractical to vent each of the many

thousands of tubes in a U-tube steam generator. However, we

believe that a proceoure can be developed which assures that

sufficient liquid or steam can enter the U-tube region so that

decay heat can be effectively removed from the reactor coolant

system. Such a procedure is required by January 1981.

c. Venting of the pressurizer is required to assure its availability

for system pressure and volume control. These are important

considerations especially during natural circulation.

2. The size of the reactor coolant vents is not a critical issue.

The desired venting capability can be achieved with vents in a

fairly large range of sizes. The criteria for sizing a vent can

be developed in several ways. One approach, which we consider reasonable,

is to specify a volume of non-condensible gas to be vented and

a venting time i.e., a vent capable of venting a gas volume of

1/2 the RCS in one hour. Other criteria and engineering approaches

should be considered if desired.
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3. Where practical the RCS vents should be kept smaller than the sizc

corresponding to the definition of a LOCA (10CFR50 Appendix A).

This will minimize the challenges to the ECCS since the inadvertent

opening of a vent smaller than the 1.0CA definition would not require

ECCS actuation although it may result in leakage beyond Technical

Specification Limits. On PWRs the use of new or existing valves

which are larger than the LOCA definition will require the addition

of a block valve which can be closed remotely to terminate the

LOCA resulting from the inadvertent opening of the vent.

4. An indication of valve position should be provided in the control

room.

5. Each vent should be remotely operable from the control room.

6. Each vent should be seismically qualified.

7. The requirements for a safety grade system is the same as the safety

grade requirement on other Short Term Lessons Learned items, that

is, it should have the same qualifications as were accepted for the

reactor protection system when the plant was licensed. The exception

to this requirement is that we do not require redundant valves at each

venting location. Each vent must have its power supplied from an

emergency bus. A degree of redundancy should be provided by powering

different vents from different emergency buses.

8. For systems where a block valve is required, the block valve should.

have the same qualifications as the vent.
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9. Since the RCS vent system will be part of the reactor coolant systems

boundary, efforts should be made to minimize the probability of an

inadvertent actuation of the system. Removing power from the vents is

one step in the direction. Other steps are also encouraged.

10. Since the generation of large quantities of non-condensible gas could be

associated with substantial Core damage, ventirg to atmosphere is

unacceptable because of the associated released radioactivity. Venting

into containment is the only presently available alternative. Within

containment those areas which provide good mixing with containment air

are preferred. In addition, areas which provide for maximum cooling of

the vented gas are preferred. Therefore the selection of a location for

venting should take advantage of existing ventilation and heat removal

systems.

11. The inadvertent opening of an RCS vent must be addressed. For vents

smaller than the LOCA definition, leakage detection must be sufficient

to identify the leakage. For vents larger than the LOCA definition,

an analysis is required to demonstrate compliance with 10CFR50.46.
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SHIFT SUPERVISOR RESPONSIBILITIES (2.2.1.a)

P^SITION

1. The highest level of corporate management of each licensee shall
issue and periodically reissue a management directive that emphasizes
the primary management responsibility of the shift supervisor for safe
operation of the plant under all conditions on his shift and that
clearly establishes his comand duties.

2. Plant procedures shall be reviewed to assure that the duties, responsi-
bilities, and authority of the shift supervisor and control room operators
are properly defined to effect the establishment of a definite line of

command and clear delineation of the comand decision authority of the shift
supervisor in the control room relative to other plant management personnel.
Particular enphasis shall be placed on the following:

a. The responsibility and authority of the shift supervisor shall
be to maintain the broadest perspective of operational conditions
affecting the safety of the plant as a matter of highest priority
at all times when on duty in the control room. The idea shall be
reinforced that the shif t supervisor should not become totally
involved in any single operation in times of emergency when
multiple operations are reouired in the control room,

b. The shitt supervisor, until properly relieved, shall remain in
the ontrol room at all times during accident situations to
direct the activities of control room operators. Persons
authorized to relieve the shift supervisor shall be specified.

c. If the shift supervisor is temporarily absent from the control
room during routine operations, a lead control room operator
shall be designated to assume the control room comand function.
These tesporary duties, responsibilities, and authority shall be
clearly secified.

3. Training programs for shift supervisors shall emphasize and reinforce the
resporsibility for safe operation and the management function the shift
supervisor is to provide for assuring safety.

4. The administrative duties of the shift supervisor shall be reviewed by the
senior officer of each utility responsible for plant operations. Administra-
tive functions that detract from or are subordinate to the management
responsibility for assuring the safe operation of the plant shall be
delegated to other operations personnel not on duty in the control room.

CLARIFICATION

The attachment provides clarification to the above position.
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Attechment

SHIFT SUPERVISOR RESPONSIBILITY (2.2.1.A)

NUREG-0578 POSITION (POSITION NO.) CLARIFICATION

Highest Level of Corporate Management (1.) V. P. For Operations

Periodically Reissue (1.) Annual Reinforcement of
Company Policy

Management Direction (1.) Formal Documentation of Shif t
Personnel, All Plant
Management, Copy to IE Region

Properly Defined (2.0) Defined in Writing in a
Plant Procedure

Until Properly Relieved (2.B) Formal Transfer of Authority,
Valid SR0 License, Recorded

in Plant Log

Temporarily Absent (2.C) Any Absence

Control Room Defined (2.C) Includes Shift Supervisor
Office Adjacent to the
Control Room

Designated (2.C) In Administrative Procedures

Clearly Specified Defined in Administrative
Procedures

SRO Training Specified in ANS 3.1 (Draft)
Section 5.2.1.8

Administrative Duties (4. ) Not Affecting Plant Safety

Administrative Duties Reviewed (4.) On Same Interval as Reinforcement:
1.e. , Annual by V. P. for
Operations.
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SHIFT TECHNICAL ADVISOR (Section 2.2.1.b),

POSITION ,

Each licensee shall provide an on-shif t technical advisor to the shift supervisor.
The shift technical advisor may serve more than one unit at a multi-unit site
if qualified to perfonn the advisor function for the various units.

The Shif t Technical Advisor shall have a bachelor's degree or equivalent in a
scientific or engineering discipline and have received specific training in the
response and analysis of the plant for transients and accidents. The Shift Technical
Advisor shall also receive training in plant design and layout, including the
capabilities of instrumentation ana controls in the control room. The licensee
shall assign normal duties to the Shift Technical Advisors that pertain to the
engineering aspects of assuring safe operations of the plant, including the review
ard evaluation of operating experience.

DISCUSSION

The NRC Lessons Learned Task Force has recommended the use of Shift Technical
Adviors (STA) as a method of immediately improving the plant operating staff's
capabilities for response to off-normal conditions and for evaluating operating
experience.

In defining the characteristics of the STA, we have used the two essential
functions to be provided by the STA. These are accident assessment and operating
experience assessment.

1. Accident Assessment

The STA serving the accident assessment function must be deaicated to concern
for the safety of the plant. The STA's duties will be to diagnose off-normal
events and advise the shi-ft supervisor. The duties of the STA should not
include the manipulatin of controls or supervision of operators. The STA must
be available, in the control room, within 10 minutes of being summoned.

The qualifications of the STA shoulo include college level education
in engineering and science subjects as well as training in reactor operations
both normal and off-normal. Details regarding these qualifications are
provided in paragraphs A.1, 2 and 3 of Enclosure 2 to our September 13, 1979
letter. In addition, the STA serving the accident assessmeat function must be
cognizant of the evaluations performed as part of the operating experience
assessment function.
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'2 . Operating Experience Assessment

The persons serving the opeating experience assessment function must be
dedicated to concern for the safety of the plant. Their function will be to
evaluate plant operations from a safety point of view and should include such
assignments as listed on pages A-50 and A-51 of NUREG-0578. Their qualifica-
tions are identical to those described previously under accident assessment
and collectively this group should provide competence in all technical areas
important to safety. It is desirable,that this function be performed by
onsite personnel.

CLARIFICATION

1. Due to the similarity in the requirements for dedication to safety, training

and onsite location and the desire that the accident assessment function be

perfomed by someone whose nomal duties involve review of operating

experiences, our preferred position is that the same people perform the

accident and operating experience assessment functions. The performance of

these two functions may be split if it can be demonstrated the persons

assigned the accident assessment role are aware, on a current basis, of the

work being done by those reviewing operating experience.

2. To provide assurance that the STA will be dedicated to concern for the safety

of the plant, our position has been that STA's must have a clear measure of

independence from duties associatea with the comercial operation of

the plant. This would minimize possible distractions from safety

judgements by the demands of comercial operations. We have determined

that, while desirable, independence from the operations staff of the

plant is not necessary to provide this assurance. It is necessary,

however, to clearly emphasize the dedication to safety associated

with the STA position both in the STA job description and in the personnel

filling this position. It is not acceptable to assign a person, who is

normally the imediate supervisor of the shift supervisor to STA duties

as defined herein.
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3. It is our position that the STA should be available within 10 minutes of being

summoned and therefore should be onsite. The ensite STA may be in a duty status

for periods of time longer than one shift, ar.d therefore asleep at some times,

if the ten mir.ute availability is assured. It is preferable to locate

those doing the operating experience assessment onsite. The desired exposure

to the operating plant and contact with the STA (if these functions are to

be split) may be able to be accomplished by a group, normally stationed offsite,

with frequent onsite presence. We do not intend, at this time, to specify or

advocate a minimum time onsite.

4. The implementation schedule for the STA requirements is to have the STA on duty

by January 1,1980, and to have STAS, who have all completed training require-

ments, on duty by January 1,1981. While minimum training requirements

have not been specified for January 1, ? the STAS on duty by that time

should enhance the accident and operating experience assessment function at

the plant.
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SHIFT AND RELIEF TURNOVER PROCEDURES (2.2.1.c)

POSITION

The licensees shall review and revise as necessary the plant procedure for shift
dnd relief turnover to assure the following:

1. A checklist shall be provided for the' oncoming and offgoing control room
operators and the oncoming shift supervisor to complete anC sign. The
following items, as a minimum, shall be included in the checklist.

a. Assurance that critical plant parameters are within allowable
limits (parameters and allowable limits shall be listed on the
checklist).

b. Assurance of the availability and proper alignment of all systems
essential to the prevention and mitigation of operational transients
and accidents by a check of the control console.

(what to check and criteria for acceptable status shall be included
on the checklist);

c. Identification af systems and components that are in a degraded mode
of operation permitted by the Technical Specifications. For such
systems and components, the length of time in the degracea mode shall
be compared with the Technical Specifications action statement (this
shall be recorded as a separate entry on the checklist).

2. Checklists or logs shall be provided for completion by the offgoing and
ongoing auxiliary operators and technicians. Such checklists or logs shall
include any equipment under maintenance or test that by themselves could
degrade a system critical to the prevention and mitigation of operational
transients and accidents or initiate an operational transient (what to
check and criteria for acceptable status shall be included on the checklist);
and

3. A system shall be established to evaluate the effectiveness of the shift
and relief turnover procedure (for example, periodic incependent verification
of system alignments).

CLARIFICATION

No clarification provided.
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CONTROL ROOM ACCESS (2.2.2.a)

POSITION
'

The licensee shall make provisions for limiting access to the control room to
those individuals responsible for the direct operation of the nuclear power plant
(e.g., operations supervisor, shift supervisor, and control roam operators),
to technical advisors who may be requested or required to support the operation,
and to predesignated NRC personnel. Provisions shall include the following:

1. Develop and implement an administrative procedure that establishes
the authority and responsibility of the person in charge of the
control room to limit access, and

2. Develop and implement procedures that establish a clear line of
authority and responsibility in the control room in the event of an
emergency. The line of succession for the person in charge of the
control room shall be established and limited to persons possessing
a current senior reactor operator's license. The plan shall clearly
define the lines of comunication and authority for plant management
personnel not in direct comand of operations, including those who
report to stations outside of the control room.

.

CLARIFICATION

No clarification provided.
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ONSITE TECHNICAL SUPPORT CENTER (TSC) 2.2.2.b

POSITION

Each operating nuclear power plant shall maintain an onsite technical support
center separate from and in clow proximity to the control room that has the
capability to display and transr.it plant status to those individuals who are
knowledgeable of and responsible for engineering and management support of
reactor operations in the event of an accident. The center shall be habitable
to the same degree as the control room for postulated accident conditions.
The licensee shall revise his emergency plans as necessary to incorporate
the role and location of the technical support center. Records that pertain to
the as-built conditions and layout of structures, systems and cosponents shall
be readily available to personnel in, the TSC.

CLARIFICATION

1. By January 1,1960, each licensee should meet items A-G that follow. Each

licensee is encouraged to provide additional upgrading of the TSC (items

2-10) as soon as practical, but no later than January 1,1981.

A. Establish a TSC and provide a complete description,

B. Provide plans and procedures for engineering / management support and

staffing of the TSC,.

C. Install dedicated conrnunications between the TSC and the control

room, near site emergency operations center, and the NRC,

D. Provide monitoring (either portable or pern.anent) for both direct

radiation and afrborne radioactive contaminmants. The monitors

should provide warning if the radiation levels in the support center

are reaching potentially dangerous levels. The licensee should

designate action levels to define when protective measures should

be taken (such as using breathing apparatus and potassium iodide tablets,

or evacuation to the control room),

E. Assimilate or ensure access to Technical Data, including the licensee's

best effort to have direct display of plant parameters, necessary for

assessment in the TSC,
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F. Develop procedures for performing this accident assessment function

from the control room should the TSC become uninhabitable, and

G. Submit to the NRC a longer range plan for upgrading the TSC to

meet all requirements.

2. Location

It is recommended that the TSC be located in close proximity to the control

room to ease comunications and access to technical information during an

emergency. The center should be located onsite, i.e., within the plant

security boundary. The greater the distance from the CR, the more

sophisticated and complete should be the communications and availability

of technical information. Consideration should be given to providing key

TSC personnel with a means for gaining access to the control room.

3. Physical Size & Staffing

The TSC should be large enough to house 25 persons, necessary engineering

data 'and information displays (TV monitors, recorders, etc.). Each

licensee should specify staffing levels and disciplines reporting to

the TSC for emergencies of varying severity.

4 Activation

The center should be activated in accordance with the " Alert" level as defined

in the NRC document "Draf t Emergency Actica Level Guicelines, NUREG-0610"

dated September, 1979, and current 1) but for public comment. Instrumentation in

the TSC should be capable of providing displays of vital plant parameters frc:n

the time the accident began (t = 0 defined as either reactor or turbine trip).

The Shif t Technical Advisor should be consulted on the " Notification of Unusual

Event" however, the activation of the TSC is af scretionary for that class of

event.
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5. Instrumentation

The instrumentation to be located in the TSC need not meet safety-grade

requirements but should be qualitatively comparable (as regards accuracy

and reliability) to that in the control room. The TSC should, have the

capability to access and display plant parameters independent from

actions in the control room. Careful consideration should be given to

the design of the interface of the TSC instrumentation to assure that

addition of the TSC will not result in any degradation of the control

room or other plant functions.

6. Instrumentation Power Supply

The power supply to the TSC instrumentation need not meet safety-grade

requirements, but should be reliable and of a quality compatible with the

TSC instrumentation requirements. To insure continuity of information

at the TSC, the power supply provided should be continuous once the TSC

is activated. Consideration should be given to avoid loss of stored

data (e.g., plant copiputer) due to momentary loss of power or switching

transients. If the power supply is provided from a plant safety-related

power source, careful attention should be give to assure that the

capability and reliability of the safety-related power source is not

degraded as a result of this modification.

7. Technical Data

Each licensee should establish the technical data requirements for the TSC,

keeping in mind the accident assessment function that has been established

for those persons reporting to the TSC during an emergency. As a minimum,
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data (historical in addition to current status) should be available to

permit the assessment of:

Plant Safety Systems Parameters for:

Reactor Coolant System.

Secondary System (PWRs).

ECCS Systems.

Feedwater & Makeup Systems.

Containment.

In-Plant Radiological Parameters for:

Reactor Coolant System.

Containment.

Effluent Treatment.

Release Paths.

Offsite Radiological

Meteorology.

Offsite Radiation Levels.

8. Data Transmission

In addition to providing a data transmission link between the TSC and the

control room, each licensa should review current technology as regards

transmission of those parameters identified for TSC display.

Although there is not a requirement at the present time, each licensee

should investigate the capability to transmit plant data offsite to the

Emergency Operations Center, the NRC, the reactor vendor, etc.
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9. Structural Integrity

A. The TSC need not be designed to seismic Category I requirements.

The center should be well built in accordance with sou3d engineering

practice with due consideration to the effects of natural phenomena

that may occur at the site.

B. Since the center need not be designed to the same stringent requirements

as the Control Room, each licensee should prepare a backup plan for

responding to an emergency from the control room.

10. Habitability

The licensee should provide protection for the technical support center

personnel from radiological hazards including direct radiation and airborne

contaminants as per General Design Criterion 19 and SRP 6.4.

A. Licensee should assure that personnel inside the technical support

center (TSC) will not receive doses in excess of those specif ten in

GDC 19 and SRP 6.4 (i.e., 5 Rem whole body and 30 Rem to the thyroid

for the duration of the accident). Major sources of radiation should

be considered.

B. Permanent monitoring systems should be provided to continuously

indicate radiation dose rates and airborne radioactivity concentrations

inside the TSC. The monitoring systems should include local alams

to warn personnel of adverse conditions. Procedures must be provided

which will specify appropriate protective actions to be taken in the

event that high dose rates or airborne radioactive concentrations

exist.
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C. Permanent ventilation systems which include particulate and charcoal filters

should be provided. The ventilation systems need not be qualified as

ESF systems. The design and testing gui' dance of Regulatory Guide 1.52

should be followed except that the systems do not have to be redundant,

seismic, instrumented in the control room or automatically activated. In

addition, the HEPA filters need not be tested as specificd in Regulatory

Guide 1.52 and the HEPA's do not have to meet the QA requirements of Appendix

B to 10 CFR 50. However, spare parts should be readily available and

procedures in place for replacing failed components during an accident.

The systems should be designed to operate from the emergency power supply.

.

D. Dose reduction measures such as breathing apparatus and potassium iodide

tablets can not be used as a design basis for the TSC in lieu of ventilation

systems with charcoal filters. However, potassium iodice and breathing

apparatus should be available.
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ONSITE OPERATIONAL SUPPORT CENTER (SECTION 2.2.2.c)

POSITION

An area to bedesigna'ed as the onsite operational support center shall be
established. It shall be separate from -the control room and shall be the
place to which the operations support personnel will report in an emergency
situation. Communications with the control room shall be provided. The
emergency plan shall be revised to r6flect the existence of the center and
to establish the methods and lines of communication and managensent.

CLARIFICATION

No clarification provided.
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IMPLEMENTATION SCHEDULE

SECTION IMPLEM. PROPOSAL IMPLEMENTATION
NUMDER TITLE CAT. (1) REVIEW REVIEW

2.1.1 Emergency Power Supply

Pressurizer Heaters A X

Pressurizer Level A X

PORY and Block Valve A X

2.1.2 Relief and Safety Valve Test

Program and Schedule A X

Complete Test 07/81 X

2.1.3 a Direct Indication of Valve A X

? Position
5

2.1.3.b Instrumentation for
Inadequate Core Cooling

Procedures A X

Design of New
Ins'erumentation A X

Subcooling Meter A X

Installation of New Instr. B X
(E.G., Level Meter)

T
S
S
4
m

(1) CATEGORY A: IMPLEMENTATION COMPLETE BY JANUARY 1, 1980, n>

CATEGORY B: IMPLEMENTATION COMPLETE BY JANUARY 1,1981.



IMPLEMENTATION SCHEDULE

SECTION IMPLEM. PROPOSAL IMPLEMENTATION
NUMBER TITLE CAT. (1) REVIEW REVIEW

2.1.4 Containment Isolatice A X

22.1.5 Dedicated H Control
Penetrations

Description and Schedule A X

Installation B X
.

2.1.5.c Recombiner Procedures A

X

7' 2.1.6.a Systems Integrity for High
Rj Radioactivity

Leak Reduction Program A X

Preventative Maintenance A X
Program

2.1.6.b Plant Shielding Review

Design Review A X
Plant Modifications B X

(1) CATEGORY A: IMPLEMENTATION COMPLETE BY JANUARY 1,1980,
CATEGORY B: IMPLEMENTATION COMPLETE BY JANUARY 1,1981.



IMPLEMENTATION SCHEDULE

SECTION IMPLEM. PROPOSAL IMPLEMENTATION
NUMBER TITLE CAT. (1) REVIEW REVIEW

2.1.7.a Auto Initiation of AFW

Control Grade A X

Safety Grade B X

2.1.7.b AFW Flow

Control Grade A X

Safety Grade B X

2.1.8.a Post-Accident Sarpling

d Design Review A X

Procedures A X

Description of Plant
Modifications A X

Plant Modifications B X

2.1.8.b High Range Radiation Monitors

In-Containment B X

Effluents - Procedures A X

Implement B X

(1) CATEGORY A: IW LEMENTATION COMPLETE BY JANUARY 1, 1980, *

CATEGORY B: IMPLEMENTATION COMPLETE BY JANUARY 1,1981.



IMPLEMENTATION SCHEDULE

SECTION IMPLEM. PROPOSAL IMPLEMENTATION

NUMBER TIILE CAT. (1) REVIEW REVIEW

2.1.8.c Improved Iodine Instrumentation A X

2.1.9 Transient and Accident Analysis (2) X

Containment Pressure Monitor B X

Containment Water Level Mointor B X

Containment liydrogen Monitor B X

RCS Venting

7 Design Co@lete A X

y Installation Coglete B X

2.2.1.a Shift Supervisor Responsibilities A X

(1) CATEGORY A: IW LEMENTATION COMPLETE BY JANUARY 1, 1980,
CATEGORY B: IW LEMENTATION COMPLETE BY JANUARY 1. 1981.

(2) SEE NUREG-0578



I'iPLI.'ENTATION SCHEDL'.I

I. .a.EME.1: AT10NSECT!:;N :yPLEM. PROPOSAL Y

S;M9f.R TITLE CAT. (1) RE'I'EW ~. E'i ' ? .

2.1.2.3 Shift Technical Advisor

Advisor on Duty A X

Complete Training B X

2.2.1.C Shif t Turnover Procedure A \

2.2.2.A Control Room Access A X

2.2.2.B Cn Site Te:hnical Support Center
-n
la Establish Center A .X

Upgrade to Meet All Requirements 3 X"'

2.2.2.C On Si te Oper *ional Support
Center A '(

(1) CATEGORY A: IMPLEMENTATION COMPLETE BY JANUARY 1, 1980.
CATEGCRY 3: DPLEMENTATION COMPLETE BY JANUARY 1,1981.



ANALYSIS AND TRAINING SCHEDULE

Task Description Completion Date

1. Small Break LOCA analysis and preparation July-September 1979*
of emergency procedure guidelines,

2. Inplementation of small break LOCA December 31, 1979
emergency procedures and retraining
of operators

~

3. Analysis of inadequate core cooling and October 1979
preparation of energency proceaure
guidelines

4. Is plenentation of emergency procedures January 1980
and retraining related to inadequate
core cooling

5. Analysis of accidents and transients and Early 1980
preparation of emergency procecure
guidelines

6. Implementation of en.ergency procedures 3 months after
and retraining related to accidents guidelines established
and transients

7. Analysis of LOFT small break tests Pretest
(Mid-September 1979)

F Range covers completion dates for the four NSSS vendors
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APPENDIX G

LETTERS APPROVING GUIDELINES FOR PREPARATION OF

SMALL-BREAK LOCA OPERATING PROCEDURES

In order to maximize efficiency of generic actions to be taken by licensees,
Owners Groups were established to work with NRC on actions or requirements
that were applicable according to reactor type; i.e., the particular NSSS
vendor. Therefore, owners groups were established for Westinghouse plants,
Combustion Engineering plants, General Electric plants, and Babcock & Wilcox
plants. One of the products that resulted from the NRC working with the
owners groups was the development of operator guidelines for small-break
loss-of-coolant accidents. These guidelines were transmitted to the owners
groups as follows:

Combustion Engineering Owners Group - 11/14/79

Combustion Engineering Owners Group - 12/26/79

General Electric Owners Group - 10/26/79

General Electric Owners Group - 11/28/79

Westinghouse Owners Group - 11/05/79

Westinghouse Owners Group - 12/06/79

Westinghouse Owners Group - 12/27/79

A copy of each letter is contained in this appendix.
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/ N
/v ?'' UNITED STATES

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

j ,Q[M j
I,

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20555
. c'j e

N .% 4/
. NOV 14 ;g79....

Mr. G. E. Liebler, Chainnan
Combustion Engineering Owners Group
Florida Powr & Light Company
P. O. Box 013100
Miami, Florida 33101

Dear Mr. Liebler:

SUBJECT: EVALUATION OF OPERATOR GUIDELINES FOR SMALL-BREAK
LOSS-0F-COOLANT ACCIDENTS IN.C-E DESIGNED OPERATING PLANTS .

Our letter of June 5,1979 (Robert W. Reid to all operating Combustion
Engineering plants) requested that operating plants with C-E designed
reactors develop guidelines for the preparation of operating procedures
to cope with small-break LOCA's. In response to this request, the C-E
Owners Group submit'ed report CEN-ll4-P (Anendment IP) wtitch included
said guidelines. In response to our requests for additional infcrmation
and to issues raised during our meeting of October 30, 1979, the guide-
lines were subsequently modified. The modified guidelines were submitted
by your letter to D. F. Ross dated November 8,1979. We have completed
our review of the modified guidelines, and are attaching hereto as Enclosure
1 a copy of our evaluation.

As stated in our evaluation, we have concluded that the guidelines sut .cted
by your November 8,1979 letter are accepti:ble for use in developing operat-

.

ing procedures to cope with small-break LOCA's in C-E operating plants
having high-pressure safety injection punps with shut-off heads less than
1600 psi. Although the guidelines were based on a reference plant having
200 psi safety injection tanks and 1300 psi high-pressure safety injection
pumps, you have stated that they are applicable to all operating C-E plants,
including those with 600 psi safety injection tanks and those with 2400 psi
high-pressure safety injection pumps. However, we have not as yet determined
that the guidelines are acceptable for a plent having high-pressure safety
injection pumps with a 2400 psi shut-off head. Our concern is related to
the potential events in which water could be discharged through the safety
valves while the operator is attempting to reach a condition of at least
500 F below saturation. A copy of the approved guidelines, subject to.
acceptably incorporating those revisions required by Enclosure 1, is attached
hereto as Enclosure 2.

Those licensees with C-E designed react-ors for which these guidelines are approved
may now proceed with the development of small-break LOCA emergency procedures
and operator training. In developing these procedures, each licensee must account
for the effects of specific design characteristics at its plant. As indicated on
Page 5 of Enclosure 6 to the Darrell G. Eisenhut letter dated September 13, 1979
to all operating nuclear power plants, these procedures and related operator
training ara to be implemented by December 31, 1979.
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In impler.enting these procedures, each licensee shall provide:

(1) The instrument uncertainties involved with HPI termination criteria
to indicate that the criteria will assure s,ubcooled conditions.

(2) Adequate assurance that the HPSI ptraps will not be run deadheaded in
the recirculation mode and that minimum flow requirements will be cet.

(3 ) An indication of the typicality of the analyses doctraented in
CEN-ll4-P ( Amendnent IP) and in the modified guidelines shown in
Enclosure 2 relative to its own plant.

Licensees will also be required to implement energency procedures covering
the extended loss of all feedwater, (jncluding pressure vessel integrity
considerations), and to revise er.crgency procedures for initiating and ecni-
toring natural circulation, including provisions for plant cooldown. These
procedures will be based on guidelines which the C-E Owners Group are oevelop-
ing under " inadequate core cooling."

As part of our audit program, we expect to examine the procedures at a lead
C-E operating plant initially, and at other C-E operating plants at a later date
to assure that the procedures were developed in accordance with the approved
guidelines. We also plan to check out s6me of the procedures at a C E
simulator on a schedule to be developed later. It should be noted however,
that our audit program need not impede progress toward imple#nting the
procedures and associated training by December 31, 1979. -

Sincerely,

Origi ni pigne6 by

D. F. Ross, Jr., Director
Bulletins & Crders Task Force

Enclosures:
As stated
cc: See attached lists

* See previous yellow for conr.urrences
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Evaluation of Combustion Engineering Post-LOCA Operating Guidelines

Introduction

By letter dated June 5,1979, the staff requested that all operating CE plants

provide guidelines for the preparation of operational procedures for the recovery

of plants following small LOCA's. The guidelines were to cover both short-term

and long-term situations and follow through to a stable condition. Recognition
,

of the event, precautions, actions, and prohibited actions were to be included

also. CE submitted CEN-il& -u1P), " Review of Small Break Transients in Combustion

Engineering Nuclear steam Supply Systems" in July,1979 and CEN-115-P,(NP),

" Response to NRC IE Bulletin 79-06C Items 2 and 3 for Combustion Engineering

Nuclear Steam Supply Systems" in August,1979. CEM-ll4-P(NP) was subaitted

in response to our request for information while CEN-ll5-P(NP) revised this

response to account for the impact of RCP operating requirements.

Summary Description: CE Post-LOCA Operating Guidelines

The guideline submitted by CE is preceded by a bases section which supplies

background material for the information presented in the guideline. The guide-

line itself is split into four sections: Symptoms, Immediate Actions, Follow-Up

Actions, and Precautions.

The Symptoms are a list of indications which an operator is expected to utilize

in confirming that a small break loss-of-coolant accident has occurred. Low

pressurizer pressure, high containment sump level, high containment pressure

or temperature, safety injection actuation, and hign or low pressurizer level

are among the symptoms provided to the operator to assist ir. the identification

of this accident. A diagnostics chart has been appended o the LOCA guidelines

to clarify symptoms and to channel the operator's actions into the correct

procedure.
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Inmediate Actions.am those actions which am required :: place the plant in a safe

condition. These steps am distinguished frun subseque..: pn =eiral steps by a re-

quirement for memorisation. An operator must knew these sis;s 'ridcut mference to

a procedure, thereby ensuring that there is no delay ir. ai.ieci.g a sa'e condition.

'Ihe guidelines requim that the mactor be tripped; standard p:st-t-ip actions be

carried out (plant specific); safety injection be initiated (i' not autcmatically

actuated); mactor coolant pumps be tripped after SIAS act".a: ion en low RCS pms-

sum; auxiliary feedwater flow be established if main feed.:arer is not available;

verification that the CIAS and SIAS signals have properly amated; the SIS be

operated to maintain a 50 F subcooling margin and indicated ;mssurizer level; and

the break be located and isolated if possible.

Follow-Up Actions are actions required to place the plant i' 7 stable condition.

The previous precedural steps (Inmediate Actions) ensured tha: -he reacter was in

a safe condition, that the core remains covemd by ECCE cperation, and that escap-

ing mdioactivity is isolated by CIAS. The next steps are ai.ed at bringing the

plant to a lower node of operation, cold shutdown. "he Follcw-Up Actions mquire a

plant cooldown within one-hour using the steam dumps or t.:rbine bypast system. The

cooldown is continued via a number of altemative paths such as long-tem recircula-

tion, initiation of shutdown cooling, continued use of the stecri dgs and emergency

feed, or, as a last msort, opening of the power opem ed relief valves.

'Ihe Precautions section lists warnings which the operator ust obse-ve to ensure

plant s.tfety. For example, the operator is warned tha; passrizer level may not

always be a tme indicator of fluid inventory and $at pri rf syste temoerature

cust be monitomd when establishing auxiliary feedwater :: ;mvent excessive cool-

doun rates. A total of eleven Precautions have.been i .:~ .: dei for i. plementation

by the licensees in the appropriate pmcedural locaticns.
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Evaluation

The NRC staff reviewed the post-LOCA operating guidelines with respect to the

following critical operator actions:

1. Reactor coolant pump trip

2. Safety injection termination criteria

3. Verification of safety systems actuation

4. Verification of a heat sink

During our review, the staff identified modifications to be nade to the guide-

lines to enhance the directions to the operator. These nodifications were

subsequently incorporated in the guidelines via revisions-issued on !!avember 8,

1979
-

The criteria for tripping the reactor coolant pumps are consistent with the

requirements of IE Bulletin 79-06C. All operating reactor coolant pumps are

stopped af ter an SIAS caused by low reactor coolant system pressure and af ter

it has been verified that the reactor has been shutdown for at least five seconds.

We conclude that this criterion is acceptable subject revising "Immediate Action"
item 3 of the guidelines to be consistent with the above wording.

The criterion for terminating safety injection flow is based on the establishment

and maintenance of a 50 F subcooling margin along with an indication of

pressurizer level. The staff concurs that these criteria are sufficient for

ensuring that safety injection can be terminated without concern for detrimental

voiding in the primary system. We conclude that this criterion is acceptable for

those plants with low-head HPSI pumps K 1600 psi,.
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part of his imediate actions, the operator is directed to verify the reactore.

trip, safety injection actuation, adequate auxiliary feedwater flow (if main

feedwater is not available), and containment isolation actuation. We concur

that these actions are sufficient to ensure minimut safeguards and heat sink

availability needed to mitigate small break LOUAs.

The staff noted that the guidelines are based on obtaining at least minimum

safeguards operation to mitigt.te small break LOCAs. We require each licensee

to extend the emergency procedures to cover the loss of all feedwater. Procedures

for this degraded condition should also take into account pressure vessel

integrity considerations. The Owners Group has cornitted to prepare guidelines

for operational procedures regarding the loss of all feedwater as part of its

effort on the issue of inadequate core cooling.

The staff also requires that the emergency procedures include instructions

for monitoring and initiating (if lost) natural circulation for small break

LOCAs where heat removal by the steam generators is required. A separate

guideline has been received on natural circulation operation. The staff,

upon completion of its evaluation, will require that the natural circulation

guideline be appended to or referenced by the appropriate emergency procedures.

The staff requires that each licensee provide procedures for cooling down the

plant under natural circulation conditions. These procedures should address

boration control and monitoring, cooldown of the pressurizer, and adequate

criteria for monitoring coolant system temperatures to ensure that voids do not

fonn in the primary system which could inhibit adecuate heat removal. As in
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ht e case of loss of all feedwater, the Combustion Engineering Caners Group has

committed to prepare guidt.'- ' for operational procedur:s regarcing cooldown

unuer natural circulation conditions as part of its effort on inadequate core

cooling.

Conclusions

Based on our review, we conclude that the small-break loss-of-coclant accident

operating guidelines submitted by the Combustion Engineering Owners Group on

November 8,1979 are acceptable for C-E plants having high-pressure safety injec-

tion pumps with shut-off heads 1600 psi or less. Accordingly, said guidelines

can be used for developing operating procedures for coping witn small-break.

loss-of-coolant accidents for such plants, provided that the licensees imple-

ment the requirements noted above when developing their procedures. Our

acceptance of these generic guidelines notwithstanding, each licensee must

account for the effects of specific plant design parameters .e.g., differences.

in the shut-off pressures of high-pressure safety injection pumps, differences

in the design pressure of the safety injection tanks), when translating these

guidelines into plant specific operating procedures.
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P.O. Box 529100
Miami, FL 33152

November 8, 1979

Or. Denwood F. Ross, Jr.
Director
Bulletins and Orders Task Force
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D. C. 20555

Subject: Transmittal of Revised Post-LOCA Guidelines

Reference: (A) NRC letter from Dr. D. F. Ross, Jr. to Mr. G. E. Liebler,
dated October 19, 1979

(B) IE Bulletin 79-06C, dated July 26, 1979

(C) NUREG-0578, July 1979

Dear Dr. Ross:

Reference A requwsted additional infomation regarding the guidelines presented
in CEN-ll4 Revision A and CEN-115 for loss of coolant accidents (LOCA). Questions
regarding those guidelines were further discussed in a meeting with the NRC staff
on October 30, 1979, and a number of revisions were agreed upon. This letter
transmits those revised Post-LOCA guidelines. These guidelines are being sub-
mitted for your approval on behalf of the Combustion Engineering Owners Group
so that they may be incorporated into utility procedures in accordance with
Reference B and the schedule presented in Reference C.

It should be noted that these guidelines do not necessarily reflect the preferred
actions of our vendor, Combustion Engineering. Combustion Engineering's pre-
ferred actions remain as stated in CEN-ll5. The NRC staff has specifically re-
quested that the guidelines for RCP operation be revised to incorporate the RCP
operating requirements stated in IE Bulletin 79-06C (Reference A Item I.6.E).
Combustion Engineering has been unable to identify a transient analyzed in
Chapter 6 or 15 of the FSAR that will result in violation of acceptance criteria,
provided the RCP's are not tripped until the rods have been fully inserted for
5 seconds. The enclosed guidelines have therefore been revised to reflect the
staff's request.

If you should have an questions regarding these guidelines, please feel free
te contact me at (305 552-3811.

Very truly yours,
4 .ERSGR0jlP

r ( a G &,,
GeorgvE. Liebler
Chaiman

Enclosure
G-ll



POST LOCA GUIDEL:::E5

Bases for Post-LOCA Ooerating Guide 1#9es

Provided celc.< is a general description of plan; resp:nses to large and
small break LOCA's. This is intended to supply backg-ounc material for
the information presented in the guidelines.

A small break LOCA is characterized by:

a) A slow loss of RCS pressure during the short enn (10 to 30
minutes) and equilibrium pressure above * 300 psia in the long
term (30 to 480 minutes) resulting from catch'n; safety injection
.fic.., and flow from the break,

b) A loss of RCS inventory during the short terr followed by a
refilling of the RCS during the long term.

c) Core cooling is initially by the steam generator (s) and flow from
the break and later by the shutdown cooling systen. The break does

not'always (depending on size) provide the ne:essary heat removal yet
decletes RCS inventory. Breaks in RCS piping less than 2 inches in
diameter fall into this category. Tne steam 2enerators provide

cooling for forced or natural circulation o'f -he RCS, if inventory is
depleted, in a boiloff and reflux moce. The sh.Itdown cooling system is
used after the RCS has been refilled and pressure control is provided by
the HPSI pumps and the charging pumps.

A general description of small break LOCA operations follows:

Initially, the plant is hot and pressurized. A small break LOCA results
in a slow loss of RCS inventory and a decrease in pressure. Low pressurizer

pressure initiates a SIAS which automatically actuates the SIS. The reactor
is tripped. The operator stops the reactor coolant ;ur.as. Auxiliary feedwater
is established to the steam generators. Steam dump is crovided manually using

atmospheric dump valves or turbine tiypass valves, or a::cmatically by the
steam generator dump and bypass system or by steam cenerator relief valves.

*This value is typical, it may vary for specific ces'; s.
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For very small breaks, the steam generators are tne train heat sink, and
additianal heat is removed with the coolant thrcugh ne break. Continued
reactor coolan~t pump operation during this period could, aid heat removal
by the steam generators. However, for s all het leg ;reaks, reactor coolant

pump operation will result in a higher two-phase .inJre level in the
reactor vessel and hot leg piping. Consequently, for a break in the bottom
of the hot leg, the break is covered longer by two-chase mixture, causing
a larger loss of water inventory from the vessel. This eventually results
in a lower coolant level in the reactor vessel. The result could be a
higher clad temperature and a delay in refilling the vessel. The net effect
of reactor coolant pump operation during the initial seriod may be to i.ncrease
the severity of the accident. The f4RC has therefore recuested that the RCP
operating requirements stated in IE Bulletin 79-C5C be incorporated into the
guidelines for operating plants following LOCA's (t-!RC letter from Dr. 0.F. Ross
to G. E. Liebler, dated October 19,1979). Bulletin 79-06C directed to holders
of operating licenses to: "Upon reactor trip and HPI initiation caused by low
reactor coolant system pressure, immediately trip all operating RC"'s." This
action should not result in the violation of acceptance criteria for transients
or accidents in chaater 6 or 15 of the FSAR, provided the RCP's are not
tripped until rods have been fully inserted for 5 seconds. This delay is to
allow for the decay of the heat flux following reac or trip before reducing
forced flow.

The time necessary to refill the (CS and regain control of pressure and inven-
tory depends on break size, break location, and the number of HPSI pumps and
charging pumps actuated. With only one HPSI pump activated, and a break located
on the bottom of the cold leg, it may take as long as 8 hours to refill the RCS.
With all injection pumps operable, the time is about I hour. In the period of

time it takes the RCS to refill some voiding in the RCS will occur. This,.

condition can be recognized by indication that RCS hot leg temperature or core

thermocouple temperature is equal to the saturation temperature for the existing
RCS pressure. In this mode. decay heat is removed by boiling in the core and
condensation in the steam generator. In addition, heat is removed by flow from
the break. The operator must ensure that the S!S is providing flow to. the RCS,
and the steam generaturs are removing. heat. These ac-ions will ensure adequate

cor cooling and eventually a subcooled condition will be achieved. 0,nce RCS
pressure and temperature are adequately reduced, the shutdown cooling system

,
_
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is Dlaced in operation. In the event that the feedwater supply to the steam

generator is exhausted and the shutdown cooling systel is inoperable, tne PORV's

are opened to ensure that the fl,ow from the injection system is sufficient to
cool the core. The SIS will be realignec for cold leg injection only. Core
flushing is fr'm the cold legs through the core and out the PORV.

Simultaneous hot and cold leg injection is used for both small break and
large break LOCA's so the operator does not have to distinguish between
them at the time when simultaneous injection'is required for large breaks.
(For small breaks, the boron concentration remains icw due to dispersal
throughout the RCS, so hot and cold leg injection is not essential).

Reactor coolant system pressure is used to differentiate between small and
large break LOCA's. However, the delineation between small and large breaks
does not need to be precise since there is a range of intermediate breaks for
which either response will produce satisfactory results. The guidelines take
this into account with the decisions to be made after eight hours. .

The large break LOCA is characterized by:

a) A rapid loss of RC5 pressure in 10 seconds.to 3 minutes with
equilibrium pressures below* 300 psia and, in the case of the
largest breaks, the RCS pressure nearly equal to containment
pressure.

b) Core cooling is provided for by large flow from the injection
system due to low RCS pressure. The flow from the break provides
sufficient heat removal. Simultane'ous hot and cold leg injection
is required to prevent possible boric acid accumulation in the .
core.

A general description of large break LOCA operations follows:

Initially, the plant is hot and pressurized. A large break LOCA results in
a rapid loss of inventory and pressure. Low pressurizer pressure initiates
a SIAS which automatically actuates the SIS. The reactor is. tripped.
Auxiliary feedwater is established to the steam generators. Steam dumo is
provided manually using atmospheric steam dump valves or turbine bypass
valves. The major mechanism for heat removal is the flow from the SIS

*This valve is typical, it may vary for specific cesigns.
G-14
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through the cm 3 and out the break. Containment :ressure r.ay be high and
containment isolation is likely. Contairment s: ray may have been auco-
maticall7 activated.

The SIS is aligned to provide simultaneous hot-and cold leg injection which

is sufficient to cool the core and flush the reactor vessel indefinitely.
For both large and small break LOCA's, continued monitoring of conditions
in the RC5 and perrv.irence of safety systems should be cone. All available
indications should be used to aid in diagnosing the event since the accident
may cause irregularities in a particular instrument reading.

.

Regardless of the cause of actuation of a safety system, the automatic response
should not be altered until it has been demonstrated that other systems and
equipment are providing the functions that the safety system is intended to
perform.

.

-
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Guidel'aes for Oceratinc plants Followina LOCA's

Symotoms

1. Reactor coolant system leak exceeds tne cacaci:y cf : e :: era:1e charging
pumps.

2. A reactor trip may have occurred.
3. The Safety Injection System (SIS) may have automatically actuated.
4. Any one or more of the following indications or alar s : ty be present.

a) Low pressurizer pressure
b) High containment pressure or temoerature
c) High containment sumo level
d) High containment radiation
e) High or low pressurizer level
f) High quench tank level
g) HigF quench tank temperature
h) High quench tank pressure

i) T decreasing or at saturati'an temperature for RCS :ressure.g

Immediate Actions

1. Trip the reactor if not already tripped and carry ot.: s:andard post
trip actions.

2. Initiate safety injection if it has not already beer. ac:;ated by the
safety injection actuation signal.

3. After an SIAS caused by low reactor coolant syster ;ressare and af ter
it has been verified that all rods have been fully inserted for 5
seconds, stop all operating reactor coolant pumps.

4. If main feedwater is not available, innediately estaoiisn or verify an
auxiliary feedwater flow of *gpm.

,

5. If the containment isolation actuation signal (CIAS' is activated,,

ensure that the system has properly actuated.
6. Ensure that the systems receiving an SIAS are prope-l 3:tuated and

that CIAS is actuated.
7. After.any SIAS, operate the SI5** until RCS hot anc ::1: iec temperatures

0are at least 50 F below saturation temperature for :r.e ::S pressure
and a pressurizer level is indicated, unless the ca.se :# the SIAS has
been verified to be an inadvertent actuaticn. .f 5: 22*

3.bcoaling cannot -
be maintained after the syscer, has been stc; sed, tre "; pressure
injection system must be restarted.
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S. Attemot to loca:e and isolate the source of :ne Teak. Possible leak
loca:icns inclu:e, but are not limited to the PC:.V's, the letdown line
and sarple lines.

::llow-US Actions

1. Operate atmospheric steam dump valves (or turbine bypass valves if the
concenser is available) to maintain or reduce plant temperature and reduce
steata generator pressure Delow the steam generator relief valve setpoints.
Begin a plant cooldown as soon as possible and in any case within 1 hour.

2. Manually align the safety injection and charging systems to provide flow
to the RCS hot and cold legs * two hours af ter the LOCA**.

3. If the pressure and inventory control,with the S!S cannot be ' established
after* eight hcurs and RCS oressure is less than" 300 psig, continue
the not and cold leg injection.

4. If pressure and inventory control with the 5:5 are established after* eight
hours and RCS pressure is greater than* 300 psig, conduct one of the follow-
ing activities. The activities are listed in order of decreasing preference.

a) RCS pressure above* 300 psig indicates that the system has refilled and
subcooling has occurred. Verify this by checking the saturation pressure
for the existing temperature. Realign the SIS for cold leg injection.
Continue to maintain subcooling and reduce RCS pressure to the initiation
pressure for shutdown coc'%g by reducing the flow delivered by the high
pressure injection and charging pumps and by venting o- isolating the
safety injection tanks as necessa'ry. 'n'hile reducing pressure and after
shutdown cooling is initiated, maintain RCS pressure with the charging
pumps and/or the HPSI pumps to continue to maintain at least 500 sub-
cooling, or

b) Continue to remove decay heat using emergency feed and steam dump if
adequate condensate is available and (a) cannot be implemented, or

c) Open pressurizer power operated relief valves and align the SIS for
cold leg injection if (a) or (b) cannot be imolemented.

This value is typical, it may vary for soecific :esigns.*

Includes stopping charging pumps on some piants"
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Prccautions

1. Before restarting RCP's ensure that cooling wa er se vices to 'the pumps
has been restored.

2. Pressurizer level may not always be a true incica::r of RCS fluid inventory.
Pressurizer steam space ruptures, reference leg faii;res, and ruference
leg flashing may cause indications which are contrary to true conditions.

3. All available indications should be used to aid in c.iagnosing the event
,

since the accident may cause irregularities in a particular instrument
reading. Critical parameters must be verifiec when one or more
confir atory indications are available.

4. When extablishi'ng auxiliary feedwater flow to the steam generators,
monitor primary system temperature and pressure tc avoid exceeding a

0100 F/ hour cooldown rate.

5. Feedwater is normally provided to both steam generators. Isolation of
a single steam generator is mandatory if a steam ger.erator tube rupture is
detected in that generator to prevent lifting of -he safety valves or reseat
them if they have lifted. This action will also recuce the amount of

radioactivity released. For small breaks in the RCS where steam generators
are imoortant for heat removal one steam generator must be used for this
purpose even if primary to secondary leaks are de ected.

6. Continued lengthy operation of the containment spraf may jeopardize the
operation of equiorent which would be desirable or r.ecessary to mitigate
the consequences of the event. Early considerati:n snould be given to
termination of spray operation. If the containment pressure has returned

to below the actuation setpoint, tne system may be stopped. The system
should be realigned for automatic actuation.

7. Observe all available indications to determine conditions within the RCS.
Use RCS hot leg temperature, RCS cold leg tempera t.re, core exit thermo-
couple temperature, and RCS pressure to determine if the RCS is subcooled
or sa urated. An increase in temperature above tne saturation temperature
for the existing pressure is an indication of voiding in the RCS. A de-
crease in operating RCP motor current or erratic cu o aP is also an indication
of voiding. If this occurs the operator must ensure that the RCP's are

turned off, the SIS is providing makeup to the DCS, and that.the steam
generators are removing heat from the RCS.

G- 19
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8. lionitor refueling water tank level to verify the shif: frcm injection to

reci rcula tion. If a recirculation ac .uation signal ':35) occurs , the
operator must prevent the HPSI pumps ' rom ope-a:ir.g 3: less than mininum

flow conditions. If all HPSI pumps anc cnarging ;um:s are operating and
the HPSI pumas are delivering less than 30 gpm per rp, turn off the
charging pumps one at a time and then HPSI pumps cre at a time until only
one HPSI pump remains operating. This will ensure that minimum flow
requirements will be met by the flow through the pum: to the RCS for the
smallest break size that results in a SIAS.

9. Monitor the auxiliary building radiation levels anc samp levels af ter an
RAS to attempt to detect leakage fron the SIS. E/en if leaks are detected
at least one high pressure safety injection cu.*o mus; remain in operation
to provide flow to the RCS.

10. If there is a high radioactivity level in the reactor coolant system,
circulation of this fluid in the SCS may result in high area radioactivity
readingt. in the auxiliary building. The activity le/el of the RCS should
be determined prior to initiating SCS flow.

11. Minimum Pressure - Temperature operating restrictions take precedence
over requirements for operation of the high pressure injection or charging

0system to achieve 50 subcooling during operation of the shutdown cooling
system.
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#pn ntag., o UNITED STATES
8 NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSIONo

5 E WASHINGTON, D. C. 20555

%+..../ DEC 2 61979

Mr. G. E. Liebler, Chairman
Combustion Engineering Owners' Group
Florida Power & Light Company
P. O. Box 013100
Miami, Florida 33101

Dear Mr. Liebler:

SUBJECT: EVALUATION OF OPERATOR GUIDELINES FOR St%LL-BREAK
LOSS-OF-COOLANT ACCIDENTS IN C-E DESIGNED OPERATING PLANTS

Our letter of June 5,1979 (Robert W. Reid to all operating Combustion
Engineering plants) requested that operating plants with C-E-designed
reactors develop guidelines for the preparation of operating procedures
to cope with small-break LOCA's. In response to this request, the C-E
Owners' Group submitted report CEN-ll4-P (Amendment IP) which included
the'se guidelines. In response to our requests for additional information
and to issues raised during our meeting of October 30, 1979, the guidelines
were subsequently modified. The modified guidelines were submitted by your
letter dated November 8, 1979. In my letter to you dated November 14, 1979,
we approved the modified guidelines for all C-E operating plants except
for a plant having high pressure safety injection pumps with a 2400 psi
shutoff head.

In your letter of December 13,1979 (see Enclosure 1) you provided modified
guidelines for this class of plant. Subsequent to th'.t, we held discussions
with members of the C-E Owners' Grr p and C-E to clarify certain natters.
We have now completed our review of the modified guidelines. Our supplemental
evaluation is provided as Enclosure 2 to this letter. The supplemental eval-
uation in Enclosure 2, together with the evaluation provided in my letter to
you dated November 14, 1979, comprise the bases for our approval of the
guidelines for this class of plant. The November 14, 1979 letter is provided
as Enclosure 3 to this letter.

The November 14, 1979 letter contains a number of provisions which licensees
are required to meet in implementing the guidelines. These provisions are
equally applicable to those licensees that develop procedures from the revised
guidelines.
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JiE ' 6 ' ~
Ifr. G. E. Liebler .,.

.

All licensees with C-E-desi m ed reactors are expected to procee ' 5.'ith the

development of small break LOCA emergency procedures and operator training.
As indicated on Page 5 of Enclosure 6 to the Darrell G. Eisenhut letter
dated SeptenScr 13, 1979 to all operating nuclear power plants, these
procedures and related operator training are to be implemented by December
31, 1979.

Sincer ely,

d
@MM1 hT

4D. F. Ross, Jr. , Director
Bulletins and'0rders Task Force

Enclosures:
As stated

cc: See attached lists
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Deccaber 13, 1979

Or. Dcnwood F. Ross, Jr.
Director
Bulletins and Orders Task Terce
Office of Hu:lcar Reactor Replation
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Co::nission

Subject: Additional Post-LOCA Guidance for Plants with High Pressure Safety
Injection Pumps with a 2400 psi shut-off Head

Reference: NRC letter fru Dr. D. F. Ross, Jr. to Mr. G. E. Liebler, dated
November 14, 1979

D.'ar Dr. Ross:

Your referenced letter forwarded the HRC evaluation of the LOCA guideline for CC
designed plants. That evaluation concluded that the guidelines are acceptable
for CE operating plants having high pressure safety injection pums with shut-
off heads less than 1000 psi. However, the NRC has not yet ceten=inee tnat the
guidelines are acceptable for a plant (Maine Yankee) having high pressuru safety
injection pumps with shutoff heads of 2400 psi.

Th: HRC is concerned with potential events in which water could be discharged
through the safety valves while the operator is attenting to achieve a RCS
fluid condition of at least 500 below saturation. The question is whether or
not 500 of subcooling can be achieved, at which point the operator is allowed
to stop high pressure f1w to the RCS, before the pressure in the P.CS reaches
the setpoint of the safety valves and water is discharged through these valves.
The shutoff head of the F, sine Yankee pucp (2425 psi) is below ine setpoint of
the safety valves (2500 psi) but is above the setpoint of the PORY (2400 psi)
e.nd this needs to be addressed.

To evaluate the HP.C concern, representative non LOCA events Mich depressurize
the RCS were studied. The events chosen were a failure of the rector coolant
pressure regulating system and a steam line break. Non-LOCA events result in
the highest P.CS repressurization due to high pressure pump action. These events
essentially represent a "zero breat" LOCA case. In this study it was assumed
that all four F.CP's were tripped following Sl$ actuation and that tha resultino
flex coastd::wn causes loss of pressurizer sprays. The study cor. firmed that 500
of subcooling is achieved prior to reaching the setpoint. of the PORY. If no
operator action is taken the high pmssure pums could cause the PORV's to lif t.
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l?.e rt- is apprvxirxtely 5 r:inutes between the point in tirm that 500 sub-
cooling is reachcd cod the setpaint t.f the POPa' is reached. Additionally,
when the PORY setpoint (2400 pii) is trached, the prrssurizer is nr.t water
solid. The stuoy also indicates that ther a is an additional 5 minutes be-
fore the pressurizer is filled solid assuming two llPSI ptops aru opa-ating.

This is judged to be sufficient tine frarre for the operator to take action.
The action the operator takes in this situation is as follows:

Preferred Action - Tenrinate high pressure pump flw to the reactor coolant
system.

Alternative Action - Prevent operation of the PORV's by:
(a) shutting down stream block valves.

2L
(b) position PORV's 'contnal switch to prevent autonutic

opening.

As a result of the above evaluation it has been concluded that en additional
precaution should be added to the CE Post. LOCA Guidelines in order to incor-
porate applicability to the Maine Yankee Plant. That precaution fonns the
atta:;h ent to this letter. The addition of this precaution should result in
a dctermination that the LOCA guidelines are acceptable for develeping oper-
ating procedures for Maine Yankee.

If you should have any questions regarding this guidance; please feel free to
contact re or Hr. P.. T. Harris of our Technical Advisarj Conraittee at (203)
655-6911. extension 5519.

Very truly yours,

C-E OWNERS GROUP

Ods ~(, %s pz
;Gqorge E. Liebler
Chairran

yw

.
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AUDITIO:it.L GJILOCEl0R PLANTS _ WITH,_HIGI PRESS 11FI

SA.fETf Ilu:.C110" F UIT51!ITH A 2403 PSI SHUT-Off HEAD

Add the additional precaution to the Post LOCA

Guideline:: as follows:

12. An SIAS can be generated by events other than a LOCA, such as a
failure of the reactor coolant pressure regulating system. Con-
tinued operation of high head-high pressure injection pur.ps can
cause the RCS to repressurize to the setpoint of the POR\"s,
Opening of the PORV's should be prevented by:

(a) operating the SIS to rm 'nuin RCS pressure bela.e the
FL .V setpoint (2400 ,t i? ;ile naintaining at least
500F subcooling.

E
(b) position the PORV control switch to prevent cutomatic opening

of the PORV's.

E
(c) shut the PORY block valves to negate consequences of PORV's

opening.
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EVALUAT10li 0F SMALL-BREAK LOCA GUIDEllliES FOR C-E O
'- ' ' TS_ .

HAVING SAFETY IiklECTI0i; PUi4PS UITH SHUT 0FF HEADS GGm . li^?. PSI

,1NTRODUCTION

By letter dated November 14, 1979, we approved the guidelines for developing small-
break LOCA procedures in C-E operating plants. This approval v:a:, iinited to plants
having safety injection (SI) pumps with shutoff heads less than 100? psi', therefore,

to support the implementation of these guidelines at plants having SI pumps with
shutoff heads greater than 1600 psi, (i.e. , Maine Yankee), the C-E 0..ners Group sub-
mitted additional information in a letter dated Dec mber 13, 1979. In addition, on

December 13 and 14,1979, we held discussions with C-E personnel regarding our con-
cerns associated with plants having SI pumps with high shutoff pressures.

EVALUATION

To evaluate the potential of lif ting the PORVs in C-E designed plants, all of which
have a setpaint of 2400 psi, prior to satisfying the 50 F subcooling criterion at
plants having SI pumps with a 2425 psi shutoff head (i.e., Maine Yankee), two non-
LOCA events vere analyzed: (i) failure of the pressure regulating system, and (ii)
a steam.line break. The maximum calculated hot leg temperature for these events
was 540 F. Since this temperature is significantly below 612 F, the saturation
temperature at 2400 psi with a 50" subcooling margin, our subcooling criterion should
be satisfied prior to lif ting the PORVs. This calculated temperature of 540 F was
based or, the dynamic conditions prevailing during the pressurizer refill portion of
the transients.

On December 13 and 14,1979, the staff discussed a more conservative steady state
analysis with C-E personnel wherein no credit is taken for the dynamic effects of
cold feedwater and SI flow. Such an analysis simply considers natural circulation
in the primary system transferring heat to the steam generator (SG) whose tempera-
ture corresponds to the saturation pressure of the SG safety valves. C-E stated
that under these conditions, their analyses show that the maximum hot leg tempera-
ture would be 580 F. Since this temperature is also below the 612 F cited above,
the 50"F subcooling criterion would also be met without exceeding 2400 psi, the
PORV setpoint.

_ CONCLUSIONS

Based on the results of the analyses that show that the 50 F criterion will be met
prior to lifting the PORVs, we find that the LOCA guidelines are acceptable for C-E
plants having SI pumps with shutoff heads of 2425 psi (i.e. , Maine Ymee). This
approval, however, is contingent upon receiving documentation from the C-E Owners
Coup of the analyses showing that the 50 F subcooling criterion can be met without
exceeding 2400 psi.
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Mr. G. E. Liebler, Chairman
Combustion Engineering Owners Group
Florida Power & Light Company
P. O. Box 013100
Miami, Florida 33101

Dear Mr. Liebler:

SUBJECT: EVALUATION OF OPERATOR GUIDELINES FOR 5.'ALL-BREAX
LOSS-OF-COOLANT ACCIDENTS IN C-E DESIGNED OPERATING PLANTS

Our letter of June 3, 1979 (Robert W. Reid to all operating Combustion
Engineering plants) requested that operating plants ,<ith C-E designed
reactors develop guidelines for the preparation of operating pror.edures
to cope with small-break LOCA's. In response to this recuest, the C-E
Owners Group submitted report CEN-ll4-P (Anendment IP) which included
said gifi-'"ines. In response to our requests for additional infccmation
and to iss.es raised during our meeting ut October 30, 1979, the guide-
lines were subsequently modified. The modified guidelines wer2 submitted
by your letter to D. F. Ross dated Nosember 8,1979. We have completed
our review of the modified guidelines, and are attaching hereto as Enclosure
1 a copy of our evaluation.

As stated in our evaluation, we have concluded that the guidelines submitted
by your November 8,1979 letter are acceptable for use in developing operat-
ing procedures to cope with small-break LOCA's in C-E operating plants
having high-pressure safety injection punps with shut-of f heads less than
1600 psi. Although the guidelines were based on a reference plant having
200 psi safety injection tanks and 1300 pe' high-pressure safety injection
pumps, you have stated that they are appl 1:cble to all operating C-E plants,
including those with 600 psi safety injection tanks ano those with 2400 psi
high-pressure safety injection pumps. However, we have not as yet determined
that the guidelines are acceptable for a plant having high-pressure safety
injection pumps with a 2400 psi shut-off head. Our concern is related to
the potential events in which water could be discharged through the safety
valves while the operator is attempting to reach a condition of at least
500 F below saturat on. A copy of the approved guidelines , subject to
acceptably incorporating those revisions required by Enclosure 1, is attached
hereto as Enclosure 2.

Those ilensees with C-E designed reactors for which these guicelines are approved
may non proceed with the development of small-break LOCA energency procedures
and operator training. In developing these procedures, each licensee must account
for the effects of specific design characteristics at its plant. As indicated on
Page 5 of Enclosure 6 to the Darrell G. Eisenhut letter dated September 13, 1979
to all operating nuclear power plants, these procedures and relat ed operator
training are to be implemented by December 31, 1979.
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Mr. G. E. Lieble- -2-

In implementing these procedures, each licensee shall provice:

(1) The instrument uncertainties involved with HPl ter.minatien criteria
to indicate that the criteria will assure subcooled concittor.s.

(2 ) Adequate assurance that the HPSI pumps will not be run decdheaded in
the recirculation mode and that minimum flow requirenents will be met.

(3 ) An indication of the typicality of the analyses doctaented in
CEN-ll4-P ( Amendment IP) and in the modified guidelines shown in
Enclosure 2 relative to its own plant.

Licensees will also be required to implement emergency procedures covering
the extended loss of all feedwater, (including pressure vessel integrity
considerations), and to revise emergency procedures for initiating and roni-
toring natural circulation, including provisions for plant cooldow1. Th ese
procedures will be based on guidelines which the C-E Owners Group are duelop-
ing under " inadequate core cooling."

As part of our audit progr.im, we expect to examine the procedures at a lead
C-E operating plant initia ly, ord at other C-E operating plants at a later date
to assure that the procedures were developed in accordance witii the approved
guidelines. We also plan to check out some of the procedures at a C-E
simulator on a schedule to be developed later. It should be noted however,
that our audit program need not impede progress toward implementing the
procedures and associated training by December 31, 1979.

Sincerely,

i- h.c / 4 h
D.'. oss, Jr., Director
Bulletins & Orders Task Force

Enclosures:
As stated
cc: See attached lists
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Evaluation of Conbustion Engineering Post-LOCA Opercting Guidelires

Introduction

By letter dated June 5,1979, the staff requested that all operating CE plants

provide guidelines for the preparatisn of operational procedures for the recovery

of plants following small LOCA's. The, guidelines were to cover both short-tem

and long-term situations and follow through to a stable condition. Recognition

of the event, precautions, actions, and prohibited actions were to be includcd

also. CE submitted CEN-1.14-P-(NP), " Review of Small Break Transients in Combation

Engineering Nuclear Steam Supply Systems" in July, 1979 and CEf;-ll5-P(NP),

" Response to flRC IE Bulletin 79-06C Items 2 and 3 for Combustion Engineering

Nuclear Steam Supply Systems" in August,1979. CEf!-il4-P(f;P) was submitted

in response to our request for information while CEfi 115-P(flP) revised this

response to account for the impact of RCP operating requirements.

Summary Description: CE Post-LOCA Operating Guidelines

The guideline submitted by CE is preceded by a bases section which supplies

background material 5r the information presented in the guideline. The guide-

line itself is split into four sections: Symptoms, Immediate Actions, Follow-Up

Actions, and Precautions.

The Symptoms are a list of indications which an operator is expected to utilize

in confirming that a small break loss-of-coolant accident has occurred. Lou

pressurizer pressure, high contanment sump level, high containment pressure

or temperature, safety injection actuation, and high or low pressurizer level

are among the symptoms provided to the operator to assist in the identification

of this accident. A diagnostics chart has been appended to the LOCA guidelines

to clarify symptoms and to channel the operator's actions into the correct

procedure.
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Ir.e ._ ' te ti: - m: those actions wTich ro wa. ir d > :1::t "c ;i .- i . a r s.~e.

cenditic:.. ~

.s= stcps are distinpai Md fm cc:. qu:: t ;r . . .._ c.1 : " : ' a re -;

quirement for tat.orization. An cperator trust Imow these stc; lth:u: m fe m n e to

a procedure, Inereby ensuring that there is no delay in achie .i . a sde c::.dition.

The guidelines require that the reactor be tripped; stand ed p:s:-rcio e ticas be

carried out (plant specific); safety injection be initiated (if not autcr.atically

actuated); reactor coolant pumps be tripped af ter SIAS actua:i:n ec Ic.. ?.CS pms-

sure; auxiliary feedwater flow be established if main feedwater is not available;

verification that the CIAS and SIAS signals have pmperly ac- aa:ed; the SIS be

operated to maintain a 50 F subcooling margin and indicated ;ressu-icer level, and

the break be located and isolated if possible.

Follow-Up Actions am actions required to place the plant in a stable condition.

The previous procedural steps (Irm:diate Actions) ensured that the reactor was in

a safe condition, that the core maains covered by ECC5 opera _on, and that escap-

ing radioactivity is isolated by CIAS. The next steps are af 7,ed at brin;;ing the

plant to a lower mode of operation, cold shutdcun. The Folic : 'Jp Actions recuim a

plant cooldown within one-hour using the steam dr.ps or tu-bine bypass system. The

cooldown is continued via a number of alternative paths such as long-tem recimula-

tion, initiation of shutdown cooling, continued use of the stec d =os and emergency

feed, or, as a last resort, opemng of the power operated relief valves.

'Ihe Pmcautions section lists warnings which the operator must observe tc ensum

plant safety. For example, the operator is warned that presrrizer level may not

always be a true indicator of fluid inventory and that prira_7 syste , te.werature

.nust be monitored when establishing auxilia7 feedwater to precent excessive cool-

down rates. A total of eleven Poacautions have been includei for i ple entation

by the licensees in the appropriate pn>cedural locations.
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Evaluation

The NRC staff reviewed the post-LOCA OMrating g u t _ .. ; .'th respect to tnee

following critical operator actions:

1. Reactor coolant pump trip

2. Safety injection termination criteria

3. Verification of safety systems actuation

4. Verification of a heat sink .
.

During our review, the staff identified modifications to be made to the guide-

lines to enhance the directions to the operator. These modifications were

subsequently incorporated in the guidelines via revisions issued on Novezber 8,

1979

The criteria for tripping the reactor coolant pumps are consistent with the

requirements of IE Bulletin 79-06C. All operating reactor coolant pumps are

stopped after an SIAS caused by low reactor coolant system pressure and af ter

it has been verified that the reactor has been shutdown for at least five seconds.

We conclude that this criterion is acceptable subject revising "Immediate Action"
item 3 of the guidelines to be consistent with the above wording.

The criterion for terminating safety injection flow is based on the establishment

and maintenance of a 50 F subcooling margin along with an ir.dication of

pressurizer level. The staff concurs that these criteria are sufficient for

ensuring that safety injection can be terminated without concern for detrimental

voiding in the primary system. We conclude that this criterion is acceptat,le for

those plants with low 'vad HPSI pumps K 1600 psi).
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As part of his irniediate actions, the coerator is directed te cerify the reactor

trip, safety injection actuation, adequate auxiliary feedaater flow (if rcain

feedwater is not available), and containment isolation actuation. i|e concur

that these actions are sufficient to ensure minimum safeguards and heat sink

availability needed to mitigate small break LOCAs.

The staff noted that the guidelines are based on obtaining at least minirum

safeguards operation to mitigate.small break LOCAs. We require each licensee

to extend the emergency procedures to cover the loss of all feedwater. Frocedures

for this degraded condition should also take into account pressure vessel

integrity consiaerations. The Owners Group has committed to prepare guidelines

for operational procedures regarding the loss of all feedwater as part of its

effort on the issue of inadequate core cooling.

The staff also requires that the emergency procedures include instructions

for monitoring and initiating (if lost) natural circulation for small break

LOCAs where heat removal by the steam generators is required. A separate

guideline has been received on natural circulation operation. The staff,

upon completion of its evaluation, will require that the natural circulation

guideline be appended to or referenced by the appropriate emergency procedures.

The staff requires that each licensee provide procedures for cooling down the

plant under natural circulation conditions. These procedures should address

boration control and monitoring, cooldown of the pressurizer, and adequate

criteria for monitoring coolant system temperatures to ensure that voids do not

form in the primary system which could inhibit adequate heat emoval. As in
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t e case of loss of all feedwater, the Combustion Engineering G..ncrs Group hash

committed to prepare guidelines for operatienal procedures regarcing cooldown

under natural circulation conditions as part of its effort on inadequate core

cooling.

Conclusions

Based on cur review, we conclude that the small-break loss-of-coolant accident

operating guidelines submitted by the Combustion Engineering Oaners Group on

November 8, 1979 are acceptable for C-E plants having high-pressure safety injec-

tion pumps with shut-off heads 1600 psi or less. Accordingly, said guidelines

can be used for developing operating procedures for coping with small-break

loss-of-coolant accidents for such plants, provided that the licensees imple-

ment the requirements noted above when developing their procedures. Our

acceptance of these generic guidelines notwithstanding, each licensee must

account for the effects of specific plant design parameters (e.g., differences

in the shut-off pressures of high-pressure safety injection pumps, differences

in the design pressure of the safety injection tanks), when translating these

guidelines into plant specific operating procedures.
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P.O. Box 52910:
Miami, FL 33152

November 8, 1979

Dr. Denwood F. Ross, Jr.
Director
Bulletins and Orders Task Force
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D..C. 20555

Subject: Transmittal of Revised Post-LOCA Guidelines

Reference: (A) NRC letter from Dr. D. F. Ross, Jr. to Mr. G. E. Liebler,
dated October 19, 1979

(B) IE Bulletin 79-06C, dated July 26, 1979

(C) llVREG-0578, July 1979

Dear Dr. Ross:

Reference A requested additional infonnation regarding the guidelines presented
in CEN-ll4 Revision A and CEN-115 for loss of coolant accidents .LOCA). Questions
regarding those guidelines were further discussed in a meeting with the NRC staff
on October 30, 1979, and a number of revisions were agreed upon. This letter
transmits those revised Post-LOCA guidelines. These gu.idelines are being sub-
mitted for your approval on behalf of the Combustion Engineering Owners Group
so that they may be incurporated into utility procedures in accordance with
Reference B and the schedule presented in Reference C.

It should be noted that these guidelines do not necessarily reflect the preferred
actions of our vendor, Combustion Engineering. Combustion Engineering's pre-
ferred actions remain as stated in CEN-115. The NRC staff has specifically re-
quested that the guidelines for RCP operation be revised to incorporate the RCP
operating requirements stated in IE Bulletin 79-06C (Reference A, Item I.6.E).
Combustion Engineering has been unable to identify a transient analyzed in
Chapter 6 or 15 of the FSAR that will result in violation of acceptance criteria,
provided the RCP's are not tripped until the rods have been fully inserted for
5 seconds. The enclosed guidelines have therefore been revised to reflect the
staff's request.

If you should have any questions regarding these guidelines, please feel free
to contac't me at (305) 552-3811.

Very truly yours,

N
Geo~rge'E. Liebler
Chainnan

Enclosure
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POST LOCA GUISEL:NE:

:ases for Post-LOCA Ooerating Guidelines

Provided below is a general description of plant responses to large and
small break LOCA's. This is intended to supply background raterial for
the information presented in the guidelines.

A small break LOCA is characterized by:

a) A slow loss ef RCS pr. essure during the short term (10 to 30
minutes) and equilibrium pressure above - 300 psia in the long
term (30 to 480 minutes) resulting from matching safety injection
flow and flow from the break.

b) A loss of RC5 inventory during the short term followed by a
refilling of the RCS duMng the long term.

't) Core cooling is initially by the steam generator (s) and flow from
the break and later by the shutdown cooling system. The break does

not always (depending on size) provide the necessary heat removal yet
depletes RCS inventory. Breaks in RCS piping less snan 2 inches in
diameter fall into this category. The steam generators provide

cooling for forced or natural circulation o'f the RCS, if inventory is
depleted, in a boiloff and reflux moce. The shutdown cooling system is
used after the RCS has been refilled and pressure control is provided by
the HPSI pumps and the charging pumps.

A general description of small braak LOCA operations follows:

Initially, the plant is hot and pressurized. A small break LOCA results
in a slow loss of RCS inventory and a decrease in pressure. Lew pressurizer

pressure initiates a SIAS which automatically actuates the SIS. The reactor
is tripped. The operator stops the reactor co)lant pumps. Auxiliary feedwater
is established to the steam generators. Steam dump is provided manually using

ataospheric dump valves or turbine bypass valves, or automatically by the
steam generator dump and bypass system or by steam generator relief valves.

*This value is typical, it may vary for specific designs.
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For very 5.7 ail breaks, the sicm : v- : i1 the ric in .et t c ira . cr f

additional heat is removed with t5o r'!t t-cugh the trea.. :ont mue:

reactor coolant pump operation durin; tr:: ce-icd could aid heat removal
by the steam generators. However, fr s El'. not leg breaks. reactor coolant

pump operation will result in a higher t..c-:hise mixture level in the
reactor vessel and hot leg piping. Conse:ver.tly, for a break in the bottom
of the hot leg, the break is covered Icnger by two-phase mixture, causing
a larger loss o' water inventory from the vessel. This eventually,results
in a lower coolant level in the reactor vessel. The result could be a
higher clad temperature and a delay in refilling the vessel. The net effect
of reactor coolant pump oper.ation during the initial period may be to i.ncrease
the severity of the accident. The fiRC has therefore requested that the RCP
coerating requirements stated in IE Bulletin 79-06C be incorporated into the
guidelines for operating plants following LOCA's (t;RC letter from Dr. 0.F. Ross
to G. E. Liebler, dated October 19,1979). Bulletin 79-06C directed to holders
of optrating licenses to: "Upon reactor trip and HPI initiation caused by low
reactor coolant system pressure, immediately trip all operating RCP's." This
action shouid not result in- the violation of acceptance criteria for transients
or accidents in chapter 6 or 15 of the FSAR, provided the RCP's are not
tripped until rods have been fully inserted for 5 seconds. This delay is to

allow for the decay of the heat flux following reactor trip before reducing
forced flow.

The time necessary to refill the RCS and regain control of pressure and inven-
tory depends on break size, break location, and the number of HPSI pumps and
chargino pumps actuated. With only one HPS1 pump activated, and a break located
on the bottom of the cold leg, it may take as long as 8 hours to refill the RCS.
With all injection pumps operable, the time is about 1 hour. Ir. the period of

time it takes tne RCS to refill some voiding in the hCS will occur. This,

condition can be recognized by indication that RCS hot leg temr ature or core

thermocouple temperature is equal to the saturation temperature or the existingv

RCS pressure. In this mode, decay heat is re. moved by boiling in the core and
condensation in the steam generator. In addition, heat is removed by flow from
the break. The operator must ensure that tne SIS is providing flow to the RCS,
and the steam generators are removing heat. Tnese actions will ensure adequate
core cooling and eventually a subcooled concition will be achieved. Once RCS

pressure and tenpersture are adequately reduced, the shutdown cooling system
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is .'laceu u operation. In tne event that the fee 6 vater supy te . t; .

generator is exhausted and the shutdown cooling system is inc;eraaie, . ie -

are opened to ensure that the flow f rom the injection syster is suf# icier.: :

cool the core. The SIS will be realignec for cold leg ir. e:. :r. Or'.j Cr

flushing is from the cold legs through the core and out the PORV.

Simultaneous hot and cold leg injection is used for both srail break nc
large break LOCA's so the operator does not have to distinguish between
them at the time when simultaneous injection is required fcr large breaks.
(For small breaks, the boron concentration remains low due to dispersal

throughout the RCS, so hot and cold leg injection is not essential).

Reactor coolant system pressure is used to dif ferentiate between smali and
large break LOCA's. However, the delineation between srall and large breaks

does not need to be precise since there is a range of intermediate breaks for

whic,h either response will produce satisfactory results. The guidelines take
this into account with the decisions to be made after eight hours.

The large break LOCA is characterized by:

a) A rapid loss of RCS pressure in 10 seconds.to 3 minutes with
equilibrium pressures below* 300 psia and, in the case of the

largest breaks, the RCS pressure nearly equal t'o containment
pressure.

b) Core cooling is provided for by large flow from the injection
system due to low RCS pressure. The flow from the break provides

sufficient heat removal. Simultaneous hot and cold leg injection
is required'to prevent possible boric acid accumulation in the.
core.

A general description of .large breck LOCA operations follows:

Initially, the plant is hot and pressurized. A large break LOCA results in
a rapid loss of inventory and pressure. Low pressurizer pressure initiates

a SIAS which automatically actuates the SIS. The reactor is tripped.

Auxiliary feedwater is established to the steam generators. Steam d;..p is

provided manually using atmospheric steam duno valves or turbine bypass

valves. The major mechanism for heat renoval is the flow from the 5:5

*This valve is typical, it may vary for specific designs.
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tnrough the core and out the breat. Conttir cr.t tressure r.s, be hign anc

containment isolation is likely. Containment s: ray esy have :een auto-

natically activated.

The SIS is aligned to provide simultaneous hot and cold leg injection which

is sufficient to cool the core .c flush the reactor vessel indefinitely.

For both large and small break L0r^'s, continued monitoring of conditions
in the RCS and performance of safety systems should be done. All available
indications should be u... . 0 aid in diagnosing the event since the accident
may cause irregularitids in a particular instrument reading.

Regardless of the cause of actuation of a safety systen, the automatic resp nse
should not be altered until it has been demonstrated that other systems and
equipment are providing the functions that the safety system is intended to
perfgrm.
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Guicsline: for Coera tir.: ''i m ts Fc ~ ' y :i r.: LOC:'s

Smotoms

1. Reactor coolant system leak exceeds .ne ca:acit/ of ; ; ::cen .t . :i .;

pumps,

2. A reactor trip may have occurred.

3. The Safety Injection System (515) may have autom::tically actuate:.
4. Any one or more of the following indications or thres cay be present.

a) Low pressurizer pressure
b) High containment pressure or tecaerature
c) High containment sump level
d) High containment radiation
e) High or low pressurizer level
f) High quench tank level
g) High quench tank temperature
h) High quench tank pressure

i) T,y decreasing or at saturati'an temperature for RCS pressure.

Irmediate Actions

1. Trip the reactor if not already tripped and carry out standard post
trip actions.

2. Initiate safety injection if it has not already been actuated by the
safety injection actuation signal.

3. After an SIAS caused by low reactor roolant system pressure and af ter
it has been verified that all rods have been fully inserted for 5
seconds, stop all operating reactor coplant pumps.

4. If main feedwater is not available, irrinediately establish or verify an
auxiliary feedwater flow of "gpm.

5. If the containment isolation actuation signal (CIAS) is activated,
ensure that the systen has properly actua:ed.

6. Ensure that the systems receiving an SIAS are properly actuateo and

that CIAS is actuated.
7. Af ter.any SI AS, operate the 515" until RCS hot and cold leg temperatures

0are at least 50 F below saturation emperature for the RCS pressure
and a pressurizer level is indicate:, unless the cause of the SI AS has

been verified to be an inadverterit i:tuation. If 50 F subcooling cannot

be maintained after the system has :een s opped, the high pressu're

injection system must be restarted.
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6. Attc = t to Ic:2:e e.d isc W.e 'm 3:ar:t :f tr.e Icai. . i e l e . ..~~

loca:icns ir.cluce, but tre r.o i' "i u : .: n e G." s , *. n s . . ::.r. 6 : r.i
and sa pie lines.

?:llow-09 Actions

1. Operate atmospheric steam dump valves (cr turbine bypass valves if the
condenser is available) to maintain or rc: ace plant temperature and reduce
steam generator pressure below the steam cenerator relief valve setpoints.
Begin a plant cooldown as soon as possiDie and in any case withir. I hour.

2. Manually align the safety injection and cnarging systems .to provide flow
to the RCS hot and cold legs * two hours after the LOCA**

3. If the pressure and inventory control with the SIS cannot be established
after* eight hours and RCS pressure is less than* 300 psig, continue
the hot and colc leg injection.

4. If pressure and inventory control with the 515 are establisned af ter* eight
hours and RCS pressure is greater than* 300 psig, conduct one of the follow-
ing activities. The activities are listed in order of decreasing preference.

a) RCS' pressure above* 300 psig indicates that the system has refilled and
subcooling has occurred. Verify this by checking the saturation pressure
for the existing temperature. Realign the SIS for cold leg injection.
Continue to maintain subcooling and reduce RCS pressure to the initiation

pressure for shutdown cooling by reducing the flow delivered by the high
pressure injection and charging pumps and by venting or isolating the
safety injection tanks as necessary. While reducing pressure and af ter
shutdown cooling is initiated, maintain RCS pressure with the charging
pumps and/or the HPSI pumps to continue to maintain at least 500 sub-
cooling, or-

b) Continue to remove decay heat using emergency feed and steam dump if

adequate condensate is available and (a) cannot be implemented, or
c) Open pressurizer power operated relief valves and align the SIS for

cold leg injection if (a) or (b) cannot be implemented.

This value is typical, it may vary for soecific designs.'

** Includes stopping charging pumps on some plants
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'P'reca u t i on s

1. Before restarting I.;P': rc te at ccclin; v.ncr nrvices :c :he r::

has been restored.

2. Pressurizer level may nct ahiays be a true indica:or of RCS f'.uid inventcry
Pressurizer steam space ruptures, reference leg failures, and reference
leg flashing may cause inoications which are contrary to true conditions.

3. All available indications should be used to aid in diagnosing the event
s

since the accident may cause irregularities in a particular instrument
reading. Critical parameters must be verified when one or.more
confirmatory indications are available.

4. When extablishing auxiliary feedwater flow to the stean generators,
monitor primary system temperature and pressure to avoic exceeding a

0100 F/ hour cooldown rate.

5. Feedwater is normally provided to both steam generators. Isolation of
a single steam generator is mandatory if a steam generator tube rupture is
detected in that generator to prevent lifting of the safety valves or reseat
them i f t' hey have li f ted. This action will also reduce "le amount of
radioactivity released. For small breaks in the RCS where steam generators
are important for heat removal one steam generator must be used for this
purpose even if primary to secondary leaks are detected.

6. Continued lengthy operation of the containment spray may jeopardize the
operation of equipment which would be . desirable or necessary to mitigate
the consequences of the event. Early consideration should be given to
termination of spfay operation. If the containment pressure has returned

to below the actuation setpoint, the system may be stopped. The system

should be realigned for automatic actuation.

7. Observe ali available indications to determine conditions within the RCS.
Use RCS hot leg temperature, RCS cold leg temperature, core exit thermo-
couple temperature, and RCS pressure to determine if the RCS is subcooled

or saturated. An increase in temperature above tne saturation temperature
for the existing pressure is an ' indication of voiding in the RCS. A de-
crease in operating RCP motor current or erratic pump 6P is also an indication
of voiding. If this occurs the operator must ensure that the RCP's are

turned off, the SIS is providing makeup to the RCS, and that the steam
generators are removing heat from the RCS.
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E. iionitor refueling water tani. .e eel to verify tne ,r.i . ' - .:
recirculation. If a recirculation at.uation sigt.ai ':. .:... ;u.

operator must prevent the HPSI pumps trom ope ating :: ' -- --:- -in uri

flow conditions, if all HPSI punps and charging pu :t are ec .'n; and

the HPSI pumos are delivering less than 30 gpm per p., 0, .;rn ;f' .ne

charging pumps one at a time and then riPSI aunps ane at a :. ire un:11 only
one HPSI pump remains operating. This will ensure that r-ir.imur ficw
requirements will be net by the flow through the pun: ic the RCS for the
smallest break size that results in a SIAS.

9. Monitor the auxiliary building radiation levels and sung levels af ter an
RAS to attempt to detect leakage from the SIS. Even if leaks are detected
at least one high pressure safety injection pump must re ain in caeration
to provide flow to the P.CS.

10. If there is a high radioactivity level in the reactor coolant system,
circulation of this fluid in the SCS may result in high area radioactivity
readingt,in the auxiliary building. The activity level of the RCS should

be determined prior to initiating SCS flow.

11. Minimum Pressure - Temperature operating restrictions take precedence
over requirements for operation of the hinh pressure injection or charging
system to achieve 500 subcooling during operation of the shutdown cooling
system.

Y
$
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Mr. David Bixel "r. G . E . _ . e: r , :' ' ir
tiuclear Licensing i; istrator Combusti:- Er.;' esrir.; Owners Gr:;p
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Jackson, Michigan 49201 jani, ::: 4.:3 _- :-e

Mr. Willian Cavana;g., !!! Mr. Ken Morris , . ice Chai rrin
''

Executive Director of Generation Combust 10. Engineerin; Owners Group
and Construction Omaha Public Pcwer District

Arkansas Power & Light Company Fourth & JonesP. O. Box 551 Omaha, liebraska 68105Little' Rock, Arkansas 72203

Mr. John Garrity, Chairman
Mr. A. E. Lundvall, Jr. Guidelines SubgroupVice-P. resident - Supply,

Ma'ine Yankee Atomic Power CompanyBaltimire Gas & Electric Company Edison Crive
~

P. . Box 1475 Augusta, Paine 04336Baltimore, Maryland 21203

Mr. Robert T. Harris, ChairnanMr. Theodore E. Short naalysis SubgroupAssistant General Manager f( rtheast Utilities Service Co.Omaha Public Power District P. O. Box 270
Hartford, Connecticut 06101

maha ebras 68102

Mr. David 5. Van de WalleMr. Robert H. Groce
Consumers Power CompanyLicensing Engineer

"i P" J ck .ch1gan 49202 Turnp ke o
Westboro, Massachusetts 01581 Mr. William Szymczak

Yankee Atcmic Power Company
25 Research DriveMr. W. G. Counsil , Vice-P-resident

fiuclear Engineering & Operatior Westboro, Massacnusetts 01581

flortheast fluclear Energy Company
P. 0. Box 270 Mr. J. T. EnosHartford, Connecticut 06101

Arkansas Power & Light Company
P. O. Bcx 551

Dr. Rnbert E. Uhrig, Vice-Preside Little Rock, Arkansas 72203

Advanced Systens & Technology
Florida Power & Light Company
P. O. Box 529100
Miami, Florida 33152
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8 g NUCLEAR REGULATORY Commission

j W ASHINGroN. D. C. 20555.
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W S h h}}
Mr. Thomas D. Keenan, Chaiman
General Electric Boiling Water Reactor Owners' Group
Vemont Yankee Nuclear Power Corporation
Seventy-Seven Grove Street
Rutland, Vermont 05701

Dear Mr. Keenan:

SUBJECT: EVALUATION OF SMALL-BREAK LOSS-0F-COOLANT ACCIDENT
OPERATOR GUIDELINES

We have completed our review of the small-break loss-of-coolant accident
operator guidelines contained in Section 3.1.1.2 of General Electric
Company Report NED0-24708. Our evaluation of these guidelines is docu-
mented in the enclosure.

As stated in our evaluation, we have concluded that these guidelines,
as modified in accordance with your letters dated October 18,1979 and
October 23, 1979, are acceptable. We request, however, that you submit
for our confimation the modified guidelines by November 16, 1979.
Following our receipt of these guidelines, we plan to acknowledge, by letter,
that the guidelines have been modified in accordance with our agreements.

All licensees of General Electric Company boiling water reactor plants may
now proceed with their development of small-break loss-of-coolant accident
emergency procedures and operator training based on the modified guidelines.
As indicated on Page 5 of Enclosure 6 to Darrell G. Eisenhut's letter to
all operating nuclear power plants, implementation of these procedures and
operator training are to be completed by December 31, 1979.

We understand that your present plans aref t' modify the procedures ino
two phases. The first, or short tem, phase, will produce small-break
loss-of-coolant procedures that ensure that all considerations that underlie
the guidelines are in fact considered in the procedures. The second, long-
' tem, phase will:

(1) incorporate a new procedure philosophy,

(ii) require restructuring and reformatting of many procedures;

(iii) start when guidelines for other, non-loss-of-coolant accident
events are approved; and,

(iv) be in place in the spring-summer time span of 1980.
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[7hanas D. Keenan -2- OCT 2 61979

As this long-tem approach involves impicmenting guidelines from the General
Electric Company for the' first time, we agree that more time is nesied, and
your schedule seems consistent with the schedule on Page 5 of Ep;1ppyrs 6
to Dartg8 O Eisenhut's letter mentioned above. It is impor(Act to provide
in the phase l' procedure revisions to all of the substantial considerations
that have resulted froc the analysis efforts of NEDO-24708. As long as
this is done, it is acceptable to defer the restructuring and reformatting
to phase II. We request that when you submit for our confimation the
modified guidelines, you also confirm the accuracy of our underktanding.

As part of our audit program, we expect to examine the procedures of lead
plants in several of the classes of boiling water reactors to assure that
they have been developed in accordance with the approved guidelines. We
also plan to check out some of the procedures at a boiling water reactor
simulator, on a schedule to be developed later. It should be noted however,
that our audit program need not impede progress towards implementation
of approved procedures and associated training by December 31, 1979.

Sincerely,

Origi:::.1 :!;y. ~. by t

D. F. Ross, Jr., Director

Bulletins and Orders Task Force
Enclosure:
As stated
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EVALUATION OF GE BWR OPERATOR GUIDELINES

FOR SMALL BREAK LOCA'S

Introduction

By letter dated July 13, 1979, we transmitted a formal request for additional
infomation required by the Analysis Group of the Bulletins and Orders Task
Force. Specifically, item (12) of Enclosure 2 to this request required the
preparation of guidelines or revised emergency procedures for the recovery of
plants following small LOCA's. This was to include both short-tem and long-
term situations with follow-through to a stable condition. The guidelines were
to also include recognition of the event, precautions, actions, and prohibited
actions. By letter dated August 17, 1979, the BWR Owners Group transmitted
General Electric Company Report NE00-24708, " Additional Information Required
for NRC Staff Generic Report on Boiling Water Reactors," which provided the
information requested.

Summary Description - GE BWR Operator Guidelines

General Electric, on behalf of the BWR Owners Group, has developed a set of
operator guidelines based on the design of various reactor systems and the
analysis derived from Appendix K LOCA models. The guidelines define operator
actions following a loss of coolant accident inside and outside the primary
containment. Three guidelines have been?provided with each guideline having
four major' headings:

1. Purpose--describe the intent or objective of the guideline.

2. Symptoms and Automatic Actions--The " Symptoms" are process variable

indications or alarms which the operator is expected to see or hear in
the control room. " Automatic Actions" are actions ~taken by the plant
protective instrumentation and associated systems without assistance
from the operator.

3. Immediate Operator Actions- "Immediate Operator Actions" are actions the
operator takes as soon as possible to protect the core and to reduce the
loss of primary inventory. This section also includes immediate verification
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that automatic actions have been correctly perfomed by checking inultiple
indications which should change as a result of the automatic actions.

4. Subsequent Operator Actions- " Subsequent Cperator Actions" are taken by the
operator after Inunediate Actions to bring the plant to a stable condition.
These actions are sometimes called follow-up or long-tem actions.

Within each heading, GE has made an effort to list the more important items
first and the less important items last. Also, " Caution" statements have been
added within some headings advising the operator not to take certain actions
Aich might increase the severity of the consequences or to be aware of key
indications during the course of the accident.

Small Break Accident Guideline #1 (SBA-1), " Pipe Break Diagnosis," provides
the objectives an operator is to achieve in the event of a pipe rupture and
the guidelines to be used in distinguishing between small pipe breaks inside
the primary containment and outside the primary containment. SBA-1 also lists
six Cautions which are applicable to the specific guidelines for inside and out-
side pipe breaks. The operator c tecks SBA-1 for an entry point in determining

'

which guideline, SBA-2 or SBA-3, is used.

Small Break Accident Guideline #2 (SBA-2), " Pipe Break Inside Primary Containment,"

describes the events to be expected and the operator actions required to bring
the reactor and containment to a controlled, stable condition after a pipe
break inside containment. Symptoms provihe'd in the guideline enable the
operator ~ to detemine t' hat a pipe break inside containment has occurred.
Immediate and Subsequent Actions are followe'd.by the operator to assure a

prompt safety response and maintenance of stable conditions. A " Contingency"
procedure is also provided in the event that vessel level cannot be maintained
with the high pressure system.

Small Break Accident Guideline #3 (SBA-3), " Pipe Break Outside Primary Contain-
ment," is very similar to SBA-2 except its Symptoms and Actions are changed to -
reflect the difference in break location and two additional contingency procedures
are provided.
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conclusion

The staff provided the Owners Groyp, via conference calls on Qctober 17, 1979

and October 22, 1979, its comments on the Small Break LOCA Guidelines. Each

of' these comments was resolved to the mutual satisfaction of the BWR Owners

Group and the staff. The resulting Owners Group comnitments were doctznented

in letters dated October 18, 1979 and October 23, 1979.

Based on our review of the information provided by the GE BWR Owners Group,

we conclude that the GE BWR operator guidelines for small break LOCAs in

NED0-24708, as modified in accordance with the Owners Group's letters dated

Octobe" 18, 1979 and October 23, 1979 are acceptable for use in developing

operating procedures for GE BWRs.

.
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OWNERS GROUP REPRESENTATIVt$

". A. Meyer Jack 5. Bitel.

lowa Electric Light & Power Commonwealth Edison Co.
P. O. Sox 351 72 West Adams, Room 2249
Cedar Rapids, Iowa 52406 Chicago, Illinois 60603

1. A. Domer Roger W. Huston
Tennessee Valley Authority Consumers Power Company
400 Chestnut Street Tower Nuclear Operations Dept.
Chattanooga, Tennessee 37401 1945 West Parnall Road

Jackson, Michigan 49201

Kris K. Chitkara Wayne Shamla
Cincinnati Gas & Electric Northern States Power Company.
P. 0. Box 960 Monticello Nuclear Plant
Cincinnati, Ohio 45201 Monticello, Minnesota 53602

Peter W. Lyon
Paul J. McGuire PASNY

Boston Edison Company 10 Columbus Circle
-ildrim St6 tion New York, N. Y. 10019

Rocky Hill Road
Plymouth, Mass. 02360 W. R. D'Angelo

Niagara Mohawk Power Corp.
300 Erie Boulevard West-

yracuse, N. Y. 13202
hi ad p Electric

2301 Market Street
Philadelphia, Penns lyania 191Q1 D. B. Waters

C.irolina Power & Light Co.
P. 0. Box 1551

H. A. Widner Raleigh, N. C. 27602
Georgia Power Company
Power Generation Department
Box 4545 Jay M. Pilant
270 Peachtree Street Nebraska Public Power-District
Atlanta, Georgia 30302 P. O. Box 499

Columbus, Nebraska 68601

Thomas J. Dente
!!ortheast Utilities T. D. Keenan
P. O. Box 270 Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Orp.
Hartford, Connecticut 06101 77 Grove Street

Rutland, Vermont 05701

Ed O'Connor
Jersey Centril Power & Light Co. Pat Marriott
'iadison Avenue at Punchbowl Road General Electric Company
*Mrristown, New Jersey 07960 175 Curtner Avenue, Mail Code lja

San Jose, California 95125

Taggart Rogers
Pacific Gas & Electric
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GE OWNERS GR00F SPECIAL CONTACTS LIST

. David Bixel Mr. W. G. Counsil Vice-President.: lear Licensing Administrator Nuclear Engineering & Operations;1sumers Power Company Northeast Nuclear Energy Company
12 West Michigan Avenue P. O. Box 270
ackson, Michigan 49201 Hartford, CN 06101

. Hugh G. Parris Mr. L. O. Mayer, Manager
inager of Power Northern States Power Company
ennessee Valley Authority 414 Nicollet Mall - 8th Floor
30A Chestnut Street, Tower 11 Minneapolis, Minnesota 55401
hattanooga, Tennessee 37401

Mr. Donald P. DiseR. J. A. Jones Vice President - Engineeringxecutive Vice-President Niagara Mohawk Power Corp.arolina Power & Light Company 300 Erie Boulevard West36 Fayetteville Street Syracuse, New York 13202aleigh, N. C. 27602

Mr. I. R. Finfrock, Jr.
:r. J. M. Pilant, Director Vice President-Generation.icensing & Quality Assurance
.ebraska Public Power Dir ict Jersey Central Power & Light Company

Madison Avenue at Punch Bowl Road. O. Box 499
'olumbus, Nebraska 68601 Morristown, N. J. 07960

Mr. Edward G. Bauer, Jr., Esquirelr. Cordell Reed Vice-Presifent & General Counselissistant Vice President
:ommonwealth Edison Company Philadelphia Electric Company

2301 Market Street?. O. Box 767
:hicago, Illinois 60690 Philadelphia, PA. 19101

-ir. Duane Arnold, President Mr. G. Carl Andognini
Iowa Electric Light & Power Company Boston Edison Company

?. O. Box 351 800 Boylston Street
Cedar Rap ds, Iowa 52406 Boston, Massachusetts 02199

;r. George T. Berry Mr. Rooert H. Groce, Licensing Engineer
3eneral Manager & Chief Engineer Yankee Atomic Electric Company
'ower Authority of the State 20 Turnpike Road

of New York Westboro, Massachusetts 01581

:0 Columbus Circle
.ew York, New York 10019

Mr. Earl A. Borgmann
Vice Presient - Engineering

:r. Charles F. Whitmer The Cincinnati Gas & Electric Co.
P. O. Box 960lice President-Engineering

ieorgia Power Company Cin:innati, Ohio 45201

. O. Box 4545
tlanta, GA 30302

Mr. Byi on Lee, Jr. , Vice-President
Commonweclth Edison Company

T. John C. Morrissey P. O. Box 767
Re-President & General Counsel Chicago, Illinois 60690
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Beale Street

m Francisco, CA 94106
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#pn asog'o UNITED STATES
8" "g

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSIONo

; ; WASW NGTON, D. C. 20555

%,*...+/
NOV 2 81979

Mr. Thomas D. Keenan, Chaiman
Gengd Doctric Boiling Water Reactors
Ownee's Group

Vennont Yankee Nuclear Power Corporation
Seventy-Seven Grove Street
Rutland, Vennont 05701

Dear !!r. Keenan:

SUBJECT: EVALUATI0ti 0F SMALL-BREAX LOSS-OF.-COOUWT,, ACCIDENT

GUIDELINES

By letter dated October 26,1979, subject as above, we advised you that
the small-break loss-of-coolant accident operator guidelines contained
in Section 3.1.1.2 of General Electric Company Report fiE00-24708 as
modified in accordance with your letters dated October 18, 1979 and October
23, 1979 were acceptable. We requested, however, that you submit for our
confimation the rnodified guidelines by November 16, 1979. We further
advised you that upon our receipt of these guidelines, we would
acknowledge by letter that the guidelines had been modified in accordance
with our. agreements.

By letter dated November'16,1979, you submitted for our confimation
the modified guidelines, a copy of which is enclosed. We have completed
our review of these guidelines, have detemined that they have been

that
modified in accordance with our agreements and conclude, therefore,dlthey are acceptable. As indicated on Page 5 of Enclosure 6 to Darn
G. Eisenhut's September 13, 1979 letter to all operating nuclear power
plants, implementation of the small-break loss-of-coolant accident emer0ency
procedures and operator retraining based on these guidelines must be
completed by December 31 1979.

$1ncerelyg
Original eignes k

~

D.7.108A M
D. F. Ross. Jr., Director

Bulletins ano Orders Task Force
Enclosure:
As stated

(-
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:...l.2 Operator Guidelines

Introduction

Based on the Analyses discussed in Sections 3.1.1,1 and the design of the
various reactor systems, a set of operator-guidelines has been developed. These
guidelines define operator actions following a loss of eco* ant accident at rates.

large enough to cause one or both of two autenatic actions: a) reactor scram on
high drywell pressure, and/or b) initiation of the primary containment isolation

system. It should be noted that a small pipe break inside the primary contain-

ment will cause a reactor scram from high dryvell pressure. Losses of coolant
at lesser rates are considered leaks, instead of breaks, and are not covered in

these guidelines. Technical Specifications and existing utility procedures

require the operator to shut down the plant whenever: a) total leakage exceeds

(25)* gym, and b) unidentified leakage exceeds (5] gpm. (A 25 gpm leak corre-

sponds to a liquid break size of 0.0005 ft2, or a circular hole of dianeter'
O.3 inch.)

Af ter the break occurs, plant protective instrumentation vill sense the break,

and cause either a scram and/or an isolation. If the operator sees the break

symptoms before automatic scram and/or isolation, and manually initiates scram
and/or isolation, so much the better. These guidelines vould not be written

differently, except perhaps to note that the scram and/or isolation was manual
instead of automatic.

*I,]indicatesplantspecificvalue.
_
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T.a f:*;: wing sect. . has -hree guidelines, cr;ani:ed as f:'..: s:.

e si r i A R v
RE AC OR SCRAM gg ,.3,yggg7 ,

ON MIGH ORYWELL 15CLA;icN EvgNT
PR ES$UR E

$ MALL SREAK ACCIDENT
GulOELINE NO.1

58A 1
PtPE 5 EAK C6AGNO$lS

i

SMALL SREAK AC010ENT
SMALL BREAK ACO:OENT GUIDELINE NQ. 3

GulOE LIN E5 NO. 2 $ 3 A.3$8 A 2
P1P1 s R E AK CLTS.DEPIPE BRE AK LN1101 PRIMARY CONTAINMENTPRIMARY CQNTAINMENT

Tae first guideline, SBA-1, is diagnostic and provides an ent-'/ peint for the
second and third guidelines, 53A-2 and 53A-3. Ocide'ines 53A-2 and 3BA-3 c:ntain.

specific recec=endations. They each have najor headings:

1. Purpose

2. Sv=peces and Aut==ati: Actions

"Sy=pcoms" are precess variable indicatiens er alares which the
operator is expected to see or hear in the t:n1 rol rocs.

" Automatic Actions" are actions taken by the plant protective

instru=entation and associated systens with:u: assistance frem the

:perater.
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3. I=mediata Ocerator Actions

"I=:ediate Operator Actions" are a:-ions the operator takes as soon as
possibia to protect the cora. The goals of immediate C;erator c.:ticas |

, are to reduce the loss of primary inventory as quickly as possible, and
to minisize the i=cediate release of radioactivity outside the contain-

ment. I= mediate Operator Actions include, as first actions, the vari-
fication of Automatic Actions, and are done before any further =anual
actions are taken. Verification means the operator confirms that the

Automatic Actions have been correctly performed by checking multiple
indications which should change as a result of the Automatic Action.

For example, the operator verifies reactor scram by coting all control
rod position lights sh'ow rods fully inserted, and that the neutron
flux indicators show decaying flux. As a second example, the operator
verifies HPCI initiation by noting indications on flow, turbine rpm,
valve positions, pu=p discharge pressure, etc. , in addition to the annun-

ciator that signals HPCI start.

As a third example, the operator manually initiates RCIC if RCIC
does not automatically start on low vessel level.

4. Subsecuent Ooerator Actions

" Subsequent Operator Actions" are actions the operator should take af ter
the I= mediate Operator Actions. The goal of the Subsequent Operator
Actions is to bring the plant to a stable condition, where the vessel

water level is steady or cycling within a satisfactory range, and
containment cooling has been established,

Within these major headings, an effort has been made to list the more important
items first and the less important items last. Plant specific values are

enclosed in brackets [ J. Utility-prepared procedures should contain the
specific alarm window numbers, setpoint values, panel locations,. notification
instructions, valve numbers, and reference to other applicable accident or

c:ergency proceiures.
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A.s: vi:hin s: e :f the headings, cautice s:::enen:s have been added. "Ca.:: ens"

are adsi:e :: :he :pera:or not :o take cer:a 10:i:ns whi:h migh; increas :ne

se teri:y of the :: taquences, g to be aware Of key indica:icns during :ne
c:urse of :he a..:icent. Cautions are included in :he guidelines where

apprcpriate.

The guidelines c:n ained wi:hin this re.por: are generic to all GE-3'G's 1: that
they include all systems which :ay be used :o ni:igate the censequences of a
small break acciden:, (i.e. H?C:, RCIC,1.?C5, ' 70!, CA3, and ADS) . 3ecause

arv pecific plant may n:t include all of the above systems, care cust be

exercised by the individual plant operator when applying these guidelines. The

guidelines will be applied to individual plan:s by either not considering

sta:ements frem the guidelines which are ne: applicable, er by substi:u:ing

corresponding systers. Ter example, plants vi:n no L?CI will not consider
sta:e=en:s referring to L?CI, and plan:s vi:h isciatien ecndensers will substitu:e

IC f er RCIC. In :his manner the guidelines app'., to all plants.

All systems func:1cn nor: ally, including f eedwa:er and condensate systems, of f-
si:e power, instrument air, control red drive pumps, and isoir icn valies.

Degraded cases (such as *oss of high pressure sys:e:s or failure of valres :c.

close) tre censidered uncer centingencies. Cen:ingen:ies for fai'ed ec.uipnen:.

are cen:ained within the guidelines; separate guidelines are not pr vided.

However, 1: is expected that the current u:ility proce'dures concerning equip-
men: out of service vill be referenced unere applicable.

f|

U bu| Ul(' d
UUL"
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ps. A. n. .e .:o

There .are four basic objectives the opera:or is :o achie te in :he event of a pipe
break, vi:h respec to the core and cen:ain=ent:

a. P.aintain core cooling to preven: excessive cladding hea:up and
oxidation;

b. Limi: the release of offsite radiation by : sin:aining the integrity

of :he primary and secondary centain 2ats;

c. Place the reactor in a safe, stable condition;

d. Keep the pool bulk te=perature belov : '7] :: present excessive

loads to the pool boundary and strue:ures during safe:y/ relief valve
discharges, and =aintain peak silevable :e:pers:uras withir ceoling
equipcen: and containment struc:u a design . :::s.

This guideline, SEA-1, provides the entry point for :he :ve folleving guidelines,
which include specific rece=:endations depending on the break location:

Small 3reak Accident Guideline SBA-2: Pipe 3reas inside Primary Con:ainment
Small 3reak Accident Guideline SSA-3: Pipe 3:eak Outside Primar Cen:ain=en:

Guidance is provi'ed to the operator in diagnesing the symp:::s disp'.ayed ind

the centrol roo: se enat he =ay dis:inguish between s=all pipe breaks inside
:he pri=ary containmen: and small pipe breaks outsi e :he pri ar' centain ent,
and :s selec: the appropriate guideline.
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. . . _ - - . _ . .:. . . : . .n. v. . _ . . ...:.. ,:
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:--_ --

Thia sec:icn pr:.- des "cau-i:ns" which are ::=cr :: b::' ; idelines $3A- and

53A-3. These i: ens cus: be '<ep: in sind a: s.. :::es :. ring :ne course of a

pipe break ac:ident.

! CAUTIOS :21 |
.

,

Opera: Ors shcu;d be prepared :o take i=edia:e at:i:ns as necessary te ,
e-

. Protect the c:re and :entainment. I=edia:e Opera::: A::icns include ver- |
!

ificati:n of Au:::ati: Acti:ns and taking manual a::i:- :: initiate a.'
,

I i

', aut::atic function whenever an Au:::a:ic Ac: ion : d n:: oc:ur : hat shculd i
,

I

have oc:urred. i
_

)
,

CAUTION 82

Con:inuously : ni :: vesse. level and pressure fr:: nu'.:i;1e indications,-

i
e

. '
CAUTICN d3'

i
f
i! On any autocati: initiation or a sa:et : unction, assume a : rue ini:iating ,

.e

I event has cecurred, until c her.ise cenfi ned b :ve .. ..e independen:
|

| process indi:sti:ns. ,

i

| CAUTION 24 !

Autematic cen:rcls should no: be placed in !LCTAL :ote, unless 1) risopera-

!tion in AUTCitAT C mode is confirmed by at leas: :ve :.nda;endent process
i ,

! parameter indications; or 2) core cooling is assured, and these guidelines i

,

'
*' hen manual Operation is no longerstate specifically to do otherwise. .

!

needed, res: ore the yste: to AUTOMAT ~C/5!AND3Y : ode, if possible. !

--

t

CAUT'ON _''S

Any e:ergen:y ::re ec:li.:g sfstem should ct be eu: :ff 2n'ess there are.

tul:iple confi--ing pr: cess partme:er indica:i:ns . s . : . 15 '.evel indica:icns'

,

.
'

f::: severs. ins::::en:s -ha the : ore ind ::ntainten: tre'i- a safe. 5:sb;e
,

::ndi:ir .

'
tj
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CAUTION #6

2 an sys:e= is svi::hed frc: ACTOP.A!!C :o MANCC ode, then frequen: :n e :,;s

Of :ne c:n:ro' led para:eter aus: be made._

ESTR1 PCIE EVENTS

1. Ij a reactor scram occurs from a high dryvell pressure signal, : hen
go to S3A-2, " Pipe 3reak Inside Primary Containment".

2. E any one or more of the primary piping isolation valve groups
isolates, then go to S3A-3, "?ipe Break Outside Primary Centain=ent".
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SMALL BREAK ACCIDENT GUIDELINE d2

SBA-2

PIPE BREAK INSIDE PRIMARY CONTAUDENT

1. PURPOSE

The intent of this guideline is to assure that the normal water makeup systems,

the Emergency Core Cooling Systems (ECCS), and containment coeling systems

operate as designed to protect the core and containcent in the event of a Small
Break Accident (SBA) insid.e the primary containment. In the guideline are

described events to be expected and operator actions which are recuired to
bring the reactor and containment to a controlled, stable condition. Also

included in this guideline are the operator actions following loss of the high

pressure water make-up systems.

2. SYMPTOMS AND AUTOMATIC ACTIONS

The symptoms and automatic actions which are displayed in the control room in

the event of a pipe break inside the primary containment are gre ped below,

The sy=ptoms observed will depend upon the severity of the accident. For smaller

breaks, only a few symptoms may be observed. For a larger break, more symptoms

would be expected.

2.1 Symptoms

2.1.1 Drywell atmosphere symptoms

High drywell pressure alarm [1.5 psig].

High te=perature.

High hu=idity.

High radiation.

2.1.2 Dryvell Sump Symptoms

High or high-high levels.

High integrator readings.

High sump temperaturr.

Excessive sump pu=p 3peration.
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2.1.3 Other Svaptens

Generator load decrease.

Steam flow / feed flow mismatch.

2.2 Automatic Actions
2.0psig]2.2.1 ECCS Actuations

Emergency diesel-generators start.

HPCIstartsandinjectsintothevessell)henvessel.

pressure is greater than the low pressure isolation

setpoint of 100 psig]
LPCI pumps start.

LPCS pumps start.

ADS high dryvell pressure permissive.

2.2.2 Other Automatic Actions

Reactor scram @.0psig].

Standby Gas Treatment System initiates [.0 psiD.

Valve group (2] isolates [RUR shutdown cooling, dryvell sumps. t

TIP systemj j_2.0 psig)

Valve group [6] isolates @rimarytentainment atmospheric control.

systemU [~2,0 psiC
Containment spray permissive [2.0 psi:],
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:. 20-:EDI.CI 0?EFLC:1 ACTIG::S

3.1 Any Automatic Actions listed in Section 2. above whi . sh: __ have

initiated must be verified, preferably by at least ::: inda:andent

indications, or manually initiated if the Automatic A:: ion did not occur.

Scram is verified by noting that control rod position lights show rods
* *

fully inserted, and that neutron flux indicators show decaying flux.

3.2 Take the reactor MODE switch out of RUN to prevent MS:V frc: -losing on

low vessel pressure [850 psig].

3.3 Continuously monitor vessel water level using all availa'cle ins:rumentation.

3.3.1 Narrow range level control indicators [instrutent type,#s2
3.3.2 Widerangesafetytripindicators(instru=ent :ype, is)
3.3.3 Fuelzoneindicators[ instrument type,#s]
3.3.4 Refuelingzoneindicators[, instrument type, #s)

CAUTION !7

The indicated water level, where provided by Yarway instru entacten utilizing

reference legs in the drywell, is dependent upon drywell te=pera:ure. Very

large increases in drywell temperature (an increase fro: 1350F to 3400F)

could result in a level inaccuracy (as much as [28] inches depending on
drywell temperature and type of instrument) with indicated level being

higher than actual level.

During rapid reactor depressurization (with ADS operation f:: example),
and particularly below 500 psig, the operator should utili:e the cold refer-

ence leg type of level indicators (such as operating range tad fuel zone
indication) to give backup information on vessel water level. The operator .

chould not turn off any ECCS unless there is sufficient ::sfirring information

Ifrom cold reference leg level instruments that vessel water le- ' has been

.
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res:: red. The opera:or should ne: rel;r en :he ?arvays if erra:ic beha.1:r.

indi:a:i'ce Of ref erence .es flashing , has :c:urred un:_1 :he srvay r22 din;s
are n scale and in reasenable agreeaent with other (: 'd ref erence leg) !_

'

types of level instrc=ents. The operator should verif : hat automati: ICCS

|actuationsoccurwhenthelevelsarea: :he trip poin:s (adjusted in ac:Ordance;
a

j vich each plant's indiiidually verified rece==endatiens). Theopera:rshouldj
i

be prepared to =anually actuate ECCS during a suspected LOCA if aute=atic
|

actuation is not achieved.

3.4 Centrol vessel level with available high pressure systems (feedvater,

control red drive pu=ps, HPCI, P C). When :he lerel appr: aches the high

level [8] trip [+58 inches] for feedva:er, EPC;, and RCIC, :ake manual

control (if possible) of the high pressure syste=s to =ain:Lin level, and to

prevent : rips of feedvater, HPCI, and RC!C. Res: Ore :o AUTOMATIC / STAND 3Y

ode (if possible) the systems which are not needed :: =aintain level.

Make frequent checks of level when sys:e=s are in :he MANUAL : ode.

I

Il high pressure systems are unable to maintain * eveL then go :o CONTINGENCY #1.!**
_

I >

' CACT!ON =8

f Ji signals of high pool level er icw cendensa:e s:orsge :ank 'evel ec:ur,.

! then manually transfer RCIC suction frc= :he condensate storage tank to che
i
pool, and verify auta=acic transfer of sue:icn for EPC:.

CAUTION #9
t
,

'

Do act :hro::le HPCI and RCIC systems below :urbine speeds which yield |
| t

j accep:able continuous operation. -

3.5 If the vessel pressure falls below the shutoff head of :he low pressure

sys:ees (cendensate [300 psig], L?CS ,'3CC ps ;,, and LPC [300 psig?),
::nfirm tha: :hese sys: ems inje:: in:: :he ressel, and tha: the water

'evel responds accc dingly._
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.

-. .u .3.

.1 C:ntinue ta =cni::: and en:::1 vessel level. As vessel pressure de:: eases,
main:ain level wi:5 low pressure sysca s in :he foll: wing order of
preference: cendensate, L?CS, then L?CI. Manually control flow to prevent
water from fleeding the stea: lines. Shut off or direct to other cooling
=edes low pressure syste=s not needed to =aintain level. One low pressure
syste= =ust be dedicated to =aintaining level.

ICAUTION a10 i

|Ifvesselpressureincreasesabcvetheshu:offheadofthelowpressure I,

:

sys:e s being used to =aintain level, ther depressuri:e the vessel in the !
i

following order cf preference: 1) condenser; :) one c: : ore SRVs to the '

pool (rotate use of SRVs to distribute heat unifor:ly :o the peol); cr
| 3) manual ADS ini:1ation.i

!

4.2 Continuously =enitor and control pool te=perature to keep the bulk pool
temperature frc: exceeding i *F].

.2.1 Re-establish =ain condenser as a heat sink, if possible.

!' ICAUTION 411 -

1

Assure main scea: lines are drained befcre opening =ain stea: isolation valves.
I

4.2.2 As soon at the pool te=perature exceeds the service water :e:perature,
use the RER pu=ps (if they are not needed in the L?C : ode for =ain-
taining vessel level) in the nor:al pool cooling mode.

I CAUTION dl2 i
i

'

_I_f vessel level cannot be ::intained, :her de ne: diver: RF.R pt ps f::: the
,

LPC: : ode.

.2.3 Ii :he ;::: tempera:ur. reaches ' '7', ther manus;;. feprassuri:e
.

:he 7 esse; :o below ."'20 ;si;: : sing :ne :: 2:re SK7s. Re:2:e use-

o f f ?'. s :: dis:ritu:e hea: unif:r:1 wi:hin :he pec;.
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. . 'i Meni::: and :::rci centain=en: pressure :: 'eer ;rtsi'.re 'It':.V ' e t '. : --

. < . .. .:..~ ..: -.. ..3,

., .. . . ,
.s.A .. pess.cze spray :ne too.. a.rs; ace wher :..i :r e'. :ressura.: .

exceeds !:.0 psig].

.3.2 If :he drvtell pressure exceeds [35 ;si;'. f:: .: ci.u:es', : .en
~

spray the dr,.vell un:il pressure is redu:ed :: ~25 psi;].

i

C.w. .. . . . s. .....i.-=>

'
Do not operate recirculation pu=ps when sprayir.g :ae d- e.l. Or.vell

spraying =ay put recirculation pu=ps cu: of serc.:e.
, ,

4.4 Follow procedures for post-LOCA cencain=en: .en: n; an: 'yd:rger cen:rol- -

(procedure ds).

M
~

1|J[]If)Jb]]h4JdtAJA|
!I) yQIlD

d m
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CONTINGENCY #1

I'.; ABILITY TO MAU:TAIN lE','EL W!!H HIGH PRISSU .I SYS!E'.S"

Il the operator determines that vessel level cannot be maintained by the high
pressure systems, then the operator =ust verify automatic operatien of the ADS
onlowlevel[1plus120secondspreset timedelay], Whdie waitire fer the
Auto =atic Actions to occur on decreasine vessel level, the coerater sheuld make

all attemots to start the hish oressure svstems and recain level bef ore the low
level [1 olus 120 seconds.oreset time delay'l is reached.

CAUTION ill4

If,the ADS does not initiate automatically on low level [1]I-146 inches],
then manually initiate ADS (operator opens the same valves that the ADS
logic would open automatically). Do not manually initiate .sDS unless it is
confirmed that at leastonelowpressurepump[, condensate, LPCS,LPCI]is
running. If,the operator is unable to manually initiate ADS, then the operator
must manually open other safety / relief valves. As many valves as possible, up
to the number used for ADS, should be opened.

The operator should also verify those Automatic Actions which occur on decreas-
ing level, and have not already occurred on high drywell pressure.

When the low level [13 [-146 inches] is reached, the operator should confirm
that the ADS timer begins and that the proper valves open [12d) seconds af ter

the timer begins, if possible.

CAUTION #15

Do not block or defeat the ADS sequence by resetting the ADS timer, unless

vessel level can be maintained.

Af ter ADS actuates, return to Guideline SEA-2, Section , "Su':secuent Operator

Actions".

* includes failcre of high pressure systems
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S'!All 2PJ.AK ACCIDENT GECEL*NE 92

SBA-3

?!PE BREAK OUTSIDE PRIMARY COE A'.5M '.C

1. PURPOSE

The intent of this guideline is to assure that the pri=ary containment isolation
system operates as designed in the event of a Small Bren. Accident (S3A) outside
the primary containment. If the break occurs in a pipe t.ich :an be automatically
isolated, neither reactor scram nor reactor isolation ay be :acessary. Technical
Specifications address how long the plant can operate bef::a the isolated system
must be restored to service.

2. SYMPTOMS AND AUTOMATIC ACTIONS

The sy=pto=s and autcmatic actions which are displayed in the :ectrol room in
the event of a pipe break outside primary containment are lis:ed below. The
specific symptoms observed will depend upon the locatio: and size of the break.

2.1 Primary Containment Isolation

There are(7_'I isolation valve groups, each associa:ed vich a system con-
nected to the primary coolant outside of pri=ary cen:a'- nt. One or

more of these valve groups will isolate on systen signals of high flow,
low vessel water level, high radiation, high area te=perature, high dryvell
pressure, low system pressure, etc., which are indicative of a pipe break
outside of primary containment. [ Utility =ayprovide=orespecific
infor=ationonthevalvegroup'sandAutomaticActi:ns].

2.2 Other Symptoms and Automatic Actions

2.2.1 Symptoms

Excess flow check valves actuatien and a"a : ! ]_
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1

Reactor building high radiation at exhaus: van: ~_ ,.

Area radiation monitor alarm [ ].

|
Decreasing hotwell level or condensate s::rI;e :ank _are..

Mismatch between steam and feed flow.

Decrease in generator output (MWe).

Increase in reactor power OdWe).

2.2.2 Automatic Actions

SBGTS initiation [ ].

Reactor building isolation C J.

3. DBEDIATE OPERATOR ACTICNS

3.1 Any Automatic Actions listed in Section 2. above whi:h sh:uld have been

initiated must be verified, preferably by at least tre independent indica-

tions, or manually initiated if the Automatic Ac: ion did not occur.

If scram occurs, scram is to he verified by noting -hat all :ontrol rod position

lights show rods fully inserted, and that neutron flux indicators shev deca'ying* *

jflux.

I

CAUTION #16,

i
|Ifanautomaticisolationofaparticularsystemhasoccurrad,do2o: attempt I
i !
'to de-isolate or restore the systen until all available indi:aticus have been '

I checked and are found to be normal.
.

For automatic isolation of a particular valve group, verify all valves in

the group are closed by valve position indication and ~y :oting confir=ing

process variables (such as zerb flow) . When all iso'atic: va_ves in the
*

_

suspected broken system are closed, note that area symptoms of high temper-

ature and radiation decrease.

- ,

l i
** I' there is a failure to completely isolate a suspe:ted ~:rohan system, then

go to CONTINGENCY d2.

*'If a reactor scr : occurs on high dryvell pressure, -hs- ;: : SIA-2 "?ipe -

3r=2k Inside Primzr - Cc-t2inmen "
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3.2 Continuousl:. monitor vessel water level using all .availc':le instruman:: tion

(Repeat 3.3.1 through 3.3.4 in SBA-2.) |

3.3 Control vessel level with available high pressure systems (f eedwatar, con-
trol rod drive pumps, HPCI, RCIC). When the level approaches the high
level [8] trip [+58 inches'] for feedwater, KPCI, and RCIC, take manual
control (if possible) of the high pressure systens to maintain level, and
to prevent trips of feedwater, HPCI, and RCIC. Restore to AUTOMATIC.'

STANDBY mode (if possible) the systems which are not needed to maintain
level. Make frequent checks of level when systems are in the MANUAL mode.

* If high pressure systems are unable to maintain level, then go to CONTINCpjCY #3. *

CAUTION #9

Do not throttle EPCI and RCIC systems below turbine speeds which yield
acceptable continuous operation.

4. SUBSEQUENT OPERATOR ACTIONS

4.1 ]][ the break is successfully isolated, and reactor operation is unaf f ected,
then continue normal operation per the applicable Technical Specification
and procedures for equipment out of service.

4.2 If the isolation resulted in a reactor isolation and scram, then follow

applicable procedures for scram / isolation recovery [ procedure #s].

4.3 ]][ vessel depressurization is necessary, then go to guidelines in SBA-2,
Section 4.2.
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NIDO-24708 Revisir- 1

CON!!SGENC'.' !!3

INA3ILITY TO MAINTAIN LEVEL KITH HIGH rRESS!.l.I 3YI!I"S*

Ij[ the operater determines that vessel level cannot be 22intained by the high
pressure systens, then the operator must manually initiate ADS (operator opens
the sa:e valves that the ADS logic would open automatically) when the level

~

reacheslevelL1]**

The coerator should make all attemets to start the hich oressure svstems and
regain level before manually initiating ADS.

-- --.

CAUTION 918 !

I

i
IDo not manually initiate ADS unless it is confirmed that at least one icw

pressure pu=p F_conaensate. trCS. trCI] is runnins.
.

If the operator is unable to manually initiate ADS, then the operator must

manually open other safety / relief valves. As many valves as possible, up to
the number used for ADS, should be opened.

After ADS is manually initiated go to Guideline SBA-2, Section 4, " Subsequent

Operator Actions".

* includes failure of high pressure systems

** The prese: :ime delay should be included f or plants whese A23 ' evel per=issive.

is a: the st=e level as the high-pressura ICCS initia:i:n : rips.
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: hat :here is .ly :ne i=:ediate :perator a::icn needed to :ain:ain c:re ::eling,

and it is needed only for a degraded condi:ic . In aires: all :ases the cperator

a : ions are aimed at keeping the ressel fres :terfilling, or to sini=1:e c:n-

tainment heat leads. The key operator acti ns are su arized beloe for breaks

inside and cutside the primary cen:ainment.
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-- Irests :nside :he C:n:ain:en::

:::e:iate :: erat:: .::icns

1. '.'erify au:cma:i: ac:: ens

. .ake reac:or .s,-,_s sv,.::h cu of ,a...
~..

3. Moni::: va:e: ".evel
i. Con:rol high pressure sys:e=s to preve.: Overfilling the vessel

5. Verify low pressure syste= injection
Subsecuen: Ocerator Actions

1. Control icv pressure syste=s :o prevent :verfi;1ing :he vessel

2. Keep the pool cool by using the main condenser or RER as heat sinks, or
if necessary, depressurize the vessel :: prevent later SR'.' discharge
into a ho: pool

3. Con:rol contain=ent pressure

i. Follow post-LCCA hydrogen control pr:ceduras

For 3reaks Outside the Primarv Contain=ent:
Inmediate C:erator Actions are the same as f:r breaks inside :he pri=ary

containmen: ex:ept that 1) no ac:ica is recuired regarding :he MODE switch,
and 2) no low pressure sys:e=s ark expe::ed to ini:ia:e.

Subsecuen: 3: ara:or Acti:ns are ei:her ncr:al Opera:i: . isciation recovery,

depressuri:ing :he vessel for pool cooling :ensidera:icns and sain:aining
fool cooling.

In addition if no hi6h pressure systems are available, : hen the operator
=ust =anually initiate ADS.

These guidelines clearly de=enstrate that the s=all break ac:ident does not
present a severe challenge to the BWR and that 1: can be au:r=atically =1:1ga:ed.
Even for severcly degraded conditions (no high pressure sys:ess available) che
operator has only to =anually ini:iate ADS :o decrease vessel pressure so tha:
:he 1:v pressure sys:e:s keep :he cere ::cled.
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,( 'o UNITED STATESg
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSIONe a

7. E WASHINGTON, D. C. 20S55.:

5~& e

***** NOV 5 1979

Mr. Cordell Reed, Chairman
Westinghouse Owners' Group
Commonwealth Edison Company
P. O. Box 767
One First National Plaza
Chicago, Illinois 60690

Dear Mr. Reed:

SOBJECT: EVALUATION OF SMALL-BREAK LOSS-0F-COOLANT ACCIDENT OPERATOR
GUIDELINES

We have completed our review of the small-break loss-cf-coolant accident
operator guidelines E-0 and E-1 contained in Appendix A of Westinghouse
Electric Corporation Report WCAP-96CO. Our evaluation of these guidelines
is documented in Enclosure 1.

As stated in our evaluation, we have concluded that the guidelines E-O and
E-1, as modified in accordance with your letters datec October 16, 1979,
October 31, 1979 and November 2, 1979 are acceptable for plants having high
head safety injection pumps similar to the 412 standard plant. A copy of
the approved guidelines is provided in Enclosure 2 for your information and
use. For the case of 4-loop, 3-loop, and 2-loop plants with nominal 1400
psi range safety injection pumps, it is our understanding that revisions to
the guidelines for these plants similar to those provided for the 412 standard.
plant in your October 31, 1979 and November 2, 1979 letters will be submitted
shortly. Based on your commitment to provide these agreed-upon revisions to
the guidelines in a timely manner, we find the guidelines for these plants

* acceptable, pending f.ulfillment of this comitment.

All licensees of Westinghouse Electric Corporation pressurized water reactor
plants may now proceed with their development of small-break loss-of-coolant
accident emergency procedures and operator training based on the modified
guidelines. As indicated on Page 5 of Enclosure 6 to Darrell G. Eisenhut's

.

September 13, 1979 letter to all operating nuclear power plants, implementation
of these procedures and operator training are to be completed by December 31,
1979.

In the implementation of these procedures, each licensee shall provide:

(1) The basis for the pressure setpoint at which the operator is to trip
the reactor coolant pumps. The basis should include defining the steam
generator safety valve setpoints and instrument uncertainties.
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s2; The instiument uncertainties involved with the HPI termination criteria
to indicate the criteria will insure subcooled conditions.

:3; Justification that the procedures for switchover from inspection to
.

recirculation will insure that the valve realignments can be accom-
plished before the RUST is emptied. This justification should include
instrument uncertainties and show that the pumps will be protected
against operating without adequate suction pressure.

(4) Licensees with 4-loop 3-loop, or 2-loop plants with nominal 1400 psi
range safety injection pumps, should show that the pumps will not be
run deadheaded when in the recirculation mode.

(5) An indicat4on of the typicality of the analy,es documented in UCAP-
9600 relative to its own plant.

Licensees will also.be required to implement emergency procedures covering
the extended loss of all feedwater . including pressure vessel integrit|-

.

considerations), and to revise emergency procedures for initiating ifs

necessary and monitoring natural circulation sincluding provisions for
plant cooldown,. Such procedures will be based on guidelines which you
developing under inadequate core cooling.

As part of our audit progra-, we expect to examine the procedures of lead
plants in several of the classes of Westinghouse-designed pressurized
water reactors to assure that they have been developed in accordance with the
approved guidelines. We also plan to check out some of the procedures at a
Uestinghouse pressurized water reactor simulator, on a schedule to be developed
later. It should be noted however, that our audit program need not impede
progress towards implementation of. approved procedures and associated training
by December 31, 1979.

Sincerely,

Origir.a1 signed byr

D. F. Ross, Jr., Director
Bulletins and Orders Task Force

Enclosures:
As stated

cc: See attached lists

/
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Enclosure 1

EVALUATION OF WESTINGHOUSE OPERATOR

GUIDELINES FOR SMALL BREAK LOCA

Guidelines for Emergency Procedures

A Westinghouse Interdittplinary Task Force was formed to prepare guidelines

for operators for small break loss-of-coolant accidents (LOCA's). The Task

Force consisted of safety analysts, systems analysts, training personnel and

other disciplines. The guidelines which were developed were reviewed and

approved by the Working Group on Procedures, which is a subgroup of the

Westinghouse Owners' Group.

Preliminary guidelines were submitted to the NRC staff as part of the

gtneric report WCAP-9600, " Report on Small Break Accidents for Westinghouse

NSSS System." The intent of the guidelines was for each of the utilities

using a Westinghouse nuclear steam supply system to revise or develop its

emergency procedures for the operators to use in diagnosing and responding to

a loss of reactor molant. The reference instructions developed by Westing-

house were expanded to include all emergency events in which the Emergency -

Core Cooling System (ECCS) was automatically actuated. The guidelines include

Immediate Actions and Diagnostics (E-0), Loss of Reactor Coolant (E-1), Loss

of Secondary Coolant (E-2), and Steam Generator Tube Rupture (E-3). Only E-0

and E-1 have been reviewed by the NRC staff at this time for both the 412

Standard Plant, which has high nead safety injection pumps, and other plants

with nominal 1400 psi safety injection (SI) pumps. The staff will not review

E-2 and E-3 until af ter January 1,1980.

The philosophy of the instructions was for the operator to respond to an event

in which safety injection was initiated and, following the required imeaiate
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actions, to diagnose the event and perform the necessary subsequent actions.

The immediate actions consist of verifying that the automati actions did

occur. Verification, in this context, includes performir3 the acticn manually

if it did not occur automatically. These actions are intended to assure that

the reactor is adequately shut down, that the safety injection system is

performing its design function and that auxiliary feedwater is being delivered

to the steam generators as a heat sink for the core decay heat.

In the diagnostic procedure E-0, the operator assesses the event using

reactor coolant system pressute as a key parameter. If the pressure falls below

a specified value, he must immediately trip all the reactor coolant pumps. The

primary system pressure at which the pumps will be tripped will be determined

based on the secondary system pressure in the following manner:

(1) Secondary System Pressure - Based on the number and size of the secondary system

safety valves, the secondary pressure will be established by determining the

pressure setpoint for that valve in which the calculated steam relief is

less than 60% of the valve's relief rating. If the calculated reliet is

greater than 60% of the rated capacity, then the next highest pressure setpoint

should be used.

(2) Primary to Secondary Pressure Difference - To account for the pressure gradient

needed for heat removal, pressure drop between the steam generator and safety

valves, pressure drop from steam generator to measurement location, etc.,

the primary pressure for RCP trip should be the secondary pressure as

established by (1) abo,e plus 100 psi if the adjustments calculated are

100 psi or less. If the adjustments are determined to be greater than

100 psi, the larger value should be used.
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(3) Instrument inaccuracies appropriate for that time in the accident

shoul be added to the primary system pressure value established in (2)

above. The resulting pressure is the indicated primary system pressure

at which the operator should trip the reactor coolant pumps.

The action regarding reactor coolant pump trip was deemed necessary by a West-

inghouse analysis of delayed reactor coolant pump trip for a limited range of

small break LOCAs (WCAP-9584). If, in addition to low pressure, the condenser

air ejector radiation or steam generator blowdown radiation monitor readings are

abnormally high, the operator is directed to E-3, the steam generator tube rupture

procedure. If the steamline pressure is abnormally lower in one steam generator

than in the others, he must assume a loss of secondary coolant. Abnormally high

readings for containment pressure, containment high radiation, or containment

recirculation sump levels are symptomatic of a loss of reactor coolant.

In the diagnostic procedure, the operator is permitted to terminate a spurious

high pressure injection (HPI) actuation if the primary system pressure, pressurizer

level, and subcooling are within acceptable limits and there is sufficient water

level in at least one steam generator and no abnormal readings for containment

atmosphere monitors.
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If HPI actuation is not spurious, the operator would proceed to the emergency

procedures for one of the depressurization accidents. The core is assured of

adequate core cooling in the LOCA procedure (E-1) in that the operator is

prevented from terminating high pressure injection unless certain criteria are

met. These criteria include:

1. At least normal t'ull power subcooling,

2. Primary system pressure of 2000 psig or greater and increasing, and

3. Pressurizer level at or above programed no-load range, and

4. Sufficient water level in at least one steam generator to assure a

heat sink.

Similar HPI termination criteria are included in the other emergency procedures.

Retognizing that, in most instances of safety injection, the primary system

will be repressurized, these criteria are necessary to allow the operator to

terminate safety injection to reduce the probability of lifting the pressuritzer
power operated relief or safet) valves.

The criteria for the lower head SI plants are basically the same. If the

safety injection is sufficient to repressurize the plant, flow will stop when

the shutoff head of the pumps is reached. The normal charging pumps and

pressu.izer heaters can be used to bring pressure above 2000 psig, at which time

the SI pumps can be stopped.

Subsequent actions'in the E-1 guidelines are based on whether the plant can be

repressurized. If the plant can be repressurized, the operator is directed to

increase the subcooling to 500 F and proceed with plarit cooldown while monitoring

subcooling. If subcool.ing cannot be .naintained, HPI is reinitiated. Subsequent
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actions include switchover from injection to recirculation when the level in

the refueling. water storage tank (RWST) is low and hot leg injection at about

20 hours. The NRC staff has not reviewed the guidelines for switchover and hot leg

injection, because these will be plant-specific.

Evaluation

The NRC staff reviewed the guidelines with respect to critical operator actions,

namely:

1. reactor coolant pump trip.

2. HPI termination criteria.

3. verification of safety systems actuation.

4. verification of a heat sink.

5. monitoring of important system parameters.

During our review, the staff identified modifications to be made_to the guide-

lines to enhance the directions to the operator. These modifications were sub-

sequently incorporated in the guidelines as defined by Revision 1 (October 16,

1979) and revisions dated October 31, 1979, and November 2, 1979.

The criteria for tripping the reactor coolant pumps are consistent with the

analyses presented in WCAP-9584, which have been reviewed by the staff and found

acceptable. In order to implement the criteria in individual plant procedures,

each licensee must document the basis for the low pressure set point. This

documentation should include defining the steam generator safety valve set points

and system and instrument uncertainties associated with the plant. Based on

our review of WCAP-9584 and the requirement for each licensee to justify

the low pressure trip point described in the preceding section, we conclude that

the reactor coolant pump trip criteria are acceptable.
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Although we find that the reactor coolant pump trip

criteria are acceptable, manual tripping of the pumps should be considered

only a short-term solution. For the long-term, we will require that this trip be

made automatic.

The criteria for terminating HPI flow is based on a combination of system

pressure, subcooling, pressurizer level, and steam generator water level. The

staff concurs that these criteria are sufficient for establishing subcooled

conditions in the core so that HPI can be safely terminated without concern for

detrimental voids being formed in the primary system. In implementing these

criteria, each licensee is required to document the instrument uncertainties (even

in an adverse environment) to show that the criteria in the guidelines will

indeed insure subcooled conditiors. Based on the above requirement, we find

the HPI termination criteria acceptable.

As part of the immediate actions, the operator is directed to verify that the

ECCS, auxiliary feedwater (AFW), and containment isolation systems have been act-

uated. We concur that these verifications are sufficient to insure minimum

safeguards availability needed to mitigate small break LOCAs.

The operator is also directed to verify that he has established heat removal

from the steam generator. We concur that tnis is a necessary instruction for

mitigating small break LOCAs.

The operator is directed to monitor primary system pressure, pressurizer level, and

coolant hot leg temperatures to insure that subcooling is maintained if HPI has

been terminated. We concur that monitoring these system variables is sufficient

to maintain adequate subcooling in the primary system.
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The staff has not reviewed the guidelines for switchover from injection to recir-

culation or hot leg injection because these actions are mostly plant-specific

instructions. The staff requires each licensee to justify the procedures for

switchover to insure that the valve realignments can be accomplished before the

RWST is emptied. This justification should include instrument uncertainties

and show that the pumps will be protected against operating with inadequate

suction. We will require that plants with nominal 1400 psi range SI pumps

demonstrate that these pumps will not be deadheaded.when in the recirculation phase.

The staff noted that the guidelines are based on obtaining at least minimum

safeguards operation to mitigate small break LOCAs. We :aquire each licensee

to extend the emergency procedures to cover the loss of all feedwater. Procedures

for this degraded condition should also take into account pressure vessel

integrity considerations. The Owners' Group has committed to prepare guide-

lines for operational procedures regarding the loss of all feedwater as part of

its effort cn the issue of inadequate core cooling.

The staff also requires that the emergency procedures include instructions

for monitoring and initiating (if lost) natural circulation for small break

LOCAs where heat removal by the steam generators is required.

.
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The guidelines for such procedures should direct the operator to initiate a

controlled plant cooldown is stable system conditions can be maintained.

The staff requires that each licensee provide procedures for cooling down the

plant under natural circulation conditions. These procedures should address

boration control and monitoring, cooldown of the pressurizer, and adequate

criteria for monitoring coolant system temperatures to insure that voids do not

form in the primary system which could inhibit adequate heat removal. As in the

case of loss of all feedwater, the Owners' Group has comitted to prepare guide-

lines for operational procedures regarding natural circulation and cooldown under

natural circulation conditions as part of its effort on inadequate core cooling.

Conclu_sion

Based on our review, we conclude that the guidelines E-0 and E-1 as revised

by the Owners' Group letters dated October 16, 1979, October 31, 1979, and

November 2, 1979 are acceptable for plants having high head safety injection

pumps similar to the 412 standard plant, provided that licensees implement the

requirements noted above when they develop their procedures. For the case

of 4-loop, 3-loop, and 2-loop plants with nominal 1400 psi range safety injection

pumps, the Owners' Group has committed to submit revisions to the guidelines for

these plants which are similar to those provided for the 412 standard plant in

the Owners' Group letters dated October 31, 1979 and November 2, 1979. Based

on this comitment, we find the guidelines for these plants acceptable, pending,

sutmission of such revisions, subject to the requirements on individual licensees

identified above.
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Enclosure 2

412 STANDARD PLANT

REFERENCE EMERGENCY

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

Revision 1

September 26, 1979

with Revised Pages

dated Octcber 15, 1979,

October 29, 1979,

and November 2, 1979

This document contains Emergeney Instructions for the Model 412 Standard
.

Plant and is intended to provide guidance in the preparation of Emer-

gency Operating Procedures for individual plants. It is not likely that

these instructions will apply in their entirety to any specific plant

design and adaptation will be required.
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ATTACHENT A

(1) Secondary System Pressure - Based on the number and size of the

secondary system safety valves, the secondary pressure trill be
established by determining the pressure setpoint for that valve
in tBrida the calculated steam relief is less than 605 of the
valve's re116f rating. If the calculated relief is greater then
60% of the rated capacity, then the next highest pressure setpoint
W uld be used.

(t) PHuery_to Secondary pressure Difference - To account for the
pressure gradient needed for heat rsnoval, pressure drop between
the steam generator and safety valves pressure drop from stamm
generator to measurement location, etc.. the primary pressure for
RCP trip should be the secondary pressure as established by (1) above
plus 100 pst if the adjustments esleulated are 100 psi or lass. If

the adjustments are determined to be greater than 100 psi, the larger
value should be ssed.a

(3) thstnseent inaccuracles appropriate for that time in the loss of
toolant accident should be 6dded to the pHuary system pressure value
estab11thed in (2) above. The resulting pressure is the indicated
primary tystem pressure at wMeh the operator thould trip the reactor
coolant pumps.

| t
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Revision 1

412 STANDARD PLANT

E-0

EMERGENCY INSTRUCTIONS

IMMEDIATE ACTIONS AND DI AGNOSTICS _

A. PURPOSE

This instruction presents the automatic actions, the imediate

operator actions and the diagnostic sequence which is to be followed

in the identification of the following:

1. Spurious Actuation of Safety Injection

2. Loss of Reactor Coolant

3. Loss of Secondary Coolant

4. Steam Generator Tube Rupture

The reactor automatic protection equipment is designed to safely shut

down the reactor in the event of any of the above emergencies. The

safety injection system is designed to provide emergency core cooling

and boration to maintain the safe reactor shutdown condition. These

plant safeguards systems operate with offsite electrical power or from

onsite emergency diesel-electric power should offsite power not be

available.

In the subsequent documents in this series (E-1, E-2 and E-3), instruc-

tions for recovery from the event are presented for each particular

accident.
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B. SYMPTOMS

NOTE: The process variables referred to in this Instruction are

typically monitored by more than one instrumentation

channel. The redundant channels should be checked for

consistency while performing the steps of this Instruction.

The following synptoms are typical of those which may arise in a

plant which is undergoing a loss of reactor coolant, loss of secon-

dary coolant or steam generator tube rupture (one or more symptoms

may appear in any order):

Low Pressurizer Pressure

Low Pressurizer Water Level

High Pressurizer Water Level

High Containment Pressure

High Containment Radiation

High Air Ejector Radiation

High Steam Generator Blowdown Radiation

Steam Flow /Feedwater Flow Mismatch

Letdown Isolation / Pressurizer Heater Cutout

Low Low Reactor Coolant System Average Coolant Temperature
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Nigh Contairment Atetreulation Sep Water level

Low Steam 1tne Pressure (one or 411 Steam 1tnes)

Low Steam Generator Water Level

Increasing Steam generator Water Level

Rapidly Changing Rear cor Coolant Systaa Average Coolant Tempera-

ture

Increased Charging Flow

High Stana Flow (one or all Steam lines)

Migh Contairrsent Humidity

High contairment Temperature

Low Feedwater Pump Discharge Pressure

NOTE: The pressurizer water level indication should alwys be
used in conjunction with other specified reactor coolant
system indications to evaluate system esnditiens And ts
inittsta manual operator actions.

C. 1 MEDIATE ACTIONS

1. Conditions warrahting reactor trip or safety truection may be

characterized by 4 humber 6f ancmatows 11tuations er unusual

instrument Indications.

4. If the plant is in a condition for which a reactor trip in

Warranted and en automatic reactor trip has not yet

occ rrred, manually trfp the reactor. Continue monitoring
plant ennditions as shown in Figure 1.

G-9:
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b. If the plant is in a condition for which safetf injection is

wat ranted and an automatic safety injection has not yet

occurred, manually initiate safety injection.

2. Verify the following actions and system status:

a) Reactor trip and turbine trip have occurred.

b) Bus voitages indicate that the busses are energized and all

intended loads are being powered.

c) ' Feedwater Isolation has occurred.

d) Containment Isolation Phase A has occurred.

e) Auxiliary Feedwater Pumps have started and the Auxiliary

Feedwater System valves are in their proper Emergency Align-

ment and are fully open or fully closed as appropriate.

f) Safety Injection Pumps have started and the monitor lights

indicate that the Safety Injection System valves are in the

proper safeguarus position.

g) Service and Component Cooling Water Pumps have started.

h) Containment Ventilation isolation has occurred.
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i) Other essential equipment as required by the specific plant

design has been put into service.

3. If any of the above automatic actions have not occurred and are

required, they should be manually initiated.

Verify the following:

a) Safety Injection flow from at least one train is being

delivered to the reactor coolant system when the Reactor

Coolant System pressure is below i.he high head safety

injection pump shutoff head. If not, atterapt to operate

equipment manually or locally.

b) Auxiliary Feedwater flow from at least one train is being

' delivered to the stecai generators. If not, attempt to

operate equipment manually or locally.

NOTE: Only after steam generator water level is established

above the top of the U-Tubes, should the Auxiliary

Feedwater System Flow be regulated to maintain required

level.
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c) Verify that heat is being removed from the reactor plant
via the steam generators by noting the following:

a) Automatic steam dump to i.he condenser is occurring;

b) Reactor coolant average temperature is decreasing towards

programmed no-load temperature.

NOTE: Atmospheric steam dump will be blocked by an existing
" Turbine Tripped" condition. If condenser steam dump

has been blocked due to a control malfunction or loss
of the " Condenser Available" condition, decay heat
removal will be effected by automatic actuation of the
steam generator power-operated relief valves, or, if
these prove ineffective, the steam generator code
safety valves. In this event, steam pressure will
be maintained at the set pressure of the controlling
valve (s) and reactor coolant average temperature will
stabilize at approximately the saturation temperature
for the steam pressure being maintained.
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4. Whe9ever the Containment Hi-2 pressure setpoint is reached,

verify that the Main Steam Isolation Valves have closed. If

not, manually close the Main Steam Isolation Valves from the

Control Board.

5. Whenever the Containment Hi-3 pressure setpoint is reached,

verify that the following have occurred:

a) Containment Spray is initiated

b) Containment Isolation Phase B is initiate f

If not, manually initiate Containment Spray and Containment

Isolation Phase B.

D. ACCIDENT DIAGNOSTICS (Refer to Figure 2)

1. Evaluate reactor coolant pressure to determine if it is low or

decreasing in an uncontrolled manner. If it is low or decreas-
,

ing, verify that:

a. all pressurizer spray line valves are closed and

b. all pressurizer relief valves are closed.

E-0(HP)-6
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If not, manually close the valves from the Control Board.

If the RCS pressure is above the low pressure reactor trip

setpoint and is sttble or increasing, go to- STEP 7.

2. Stop ALL Reactor Coolant Pumps after the high head safety
injection pump operation has been verified and when the wide
range reactor coolant pressure it, at (plent specific pressure

derived frem method in Attachment A of letter 0G-17).

CAUTION: If component cooling water to the reactor coolant

pumps is isolated on a containment pressure signal,

all reactor coolant pumps should be stopped within 5

minutes because of loss of motor bearing cooling.

CAUTION: If the reactor coolant pumps are stopped, the seal

injection flow should be maintained.

NOTE: The conditions given above for stopping reactor coolant

pumps should be continuously uenitored throughout this

instruction.
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*3. E the condenser air ejector radiation or steam generator blow-

down radiation monitor exhibit abnormally high readings, AND

containment pressure, containment radiation and containment

recirculation sump level exhibit normal readings, THEN go to

E-3. " Steam Generator Tube Rupture."

*4. E the steamline pressure is abnormally lower in one steam

generator than in the other steam generators, THEN go to E-2,

" Loss of Secondary Coolant."

5. E containment pressure, OR containment radiation OR containment

recirculation sump levels exhibit either abnormally high read-

ings or increasing readings, EEN go to E-1, " Loss of Reactor

Coolant".

NOTE: For ver. small breaks insioe the containment building,

the containment pressure increase will be very small and

possibly not recognizable by the operator. For very

small breaks the containment recirculation sumo water

level will increase very slowly and early in the tran-

sient may not indicate a level increase.

*These steps may be interchanged.

E-0(HP)-8
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6. E the containment pressure, containment radiation AND contain-

ment recirculation sump water level continue to axhibit stable

readings in the nomal pre-event range, THEN go to E-2, " Loss of

Secondary Coolant".

7. In the event of a spurious safety injection signal, the sequence

of reactor trip, turbine trip and safeguards actuation will

occur.

The operator must assume that the safety injection signal is

non-spurious unless the following are exhibited:

a. Normal readings for containment temperature, pressure,

radiation and recirculation sump level AND

b. Nomal readings for auxiliary building radiation and

ventilation monitoring AND

c. Normal readings for steam generator blowdown and condenser

air ejector radiation.

JfF, all of the symptoms a through c above are met and when the

followinc d through f g exhibited:

d. Reactor coolant pressure is greater than 2000 psig and

increasing AND

E-0(HP)-9
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e. Pressurizer water level is greate'r than programed no load

water level * ANO
f. The reactor coolant indicated subcooling is greater

than (insert plant specific value of subcooling equal 80/;

to full power normal operation).

g., Water level in at leas; one steam generator is in the narrow | 'o/r

range span, or in the wide range span at a level sufficient

to assure that the U-tubes are covered

* NOTE: Pressurizer water level should trend with reactor cool-

ant system temperature. If the pressurizer water level

is low enough to prohibit pressurizer heater operation,

re-establish water level by operating the charging sys-

tem. Energize the heaters.

THEN:

h. Reset safety injection and stop safety injecticn pumps not |'h<
needed for nomal charcino and RCP seal iniection flow.

CAUTI0il: Automatic reinitiation of safety injection will not occur iog
since the reactor trip brea.<ers are not reset.

CAUTICil: Subsequent to this Step, should loss of offsite power

occur, manual action (e.g., manual safety injection ' , oj,
initiation) will be required to load the safeguards

equipment onto the diesel power td 3mergency busses.
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1. Place all safety injection pumps not needed to provide |

normal changing flow in standby mode and maintain operable

safety injection flewpaths.

j. Isolt.te safety injection flow to RCS Cold Legs via Boron |

Injection Tank and establish nomal charging ficw.

k. Reestablish normal makeup and letdown (if letdown is |

unaffected) to maintain pressurizer water level in the

normal operating range and to maintain reactor coolant

pressure at values reached when safety injection is

terminated. Ensure that water addition during this process

does not result in dilution of the reacter coolant system

boron concentration.

1. Reestablish operation of the oressurizer heaters. When |

reactor coolant pressure cm be controlled by pressurizer

heaters alone, return makeup and letdown to pressurizer

water level control only.

NOTE: E after securing safety injection and attempting to

transfer to nomal pressurizer pressure and level con-

trol, reactor coolant pressure drops bels the low pres-

surizer pressunt setpoint for safety injection actuation

OR, if pressurizer water level drops below 10% of span,

OR_ the reactor coolant Tg > nomal full power T ' |.H

_THEN SAFETY INECTIO'i MUST BE MMlUALLY REINITI ATED. The

operator must rediagnose plant conditions and proceed to

the appropriate e:::argency instru::1cn.
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NOTE: JJ, after secyring safety injection and transferring the
plant to normal pressurizer pressure and level control,
the reactor coolant pressure does not drop below the low
pressurizer pressure setpoint for safety injection actu-
ation AND the pressurizer water level remains above 10%
span, AND the reactor coolant indicated subcooling is
greater than -(insert plant speci.fic value of subcooling
on ed on full power normal operation), THEN go to the
abnormal operating instructions.
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412 STANDARD PLANT

E-1

EMERGENCY INSTRUCTION

LOSS OF REACTOR COOLANT

A. PURPOSE

The objectives of these instructions are to specify required

operator actions and precautions necessary to:

1. Verify and establish short term core cooling to prevent or

minimize damage to the fuel cladding and release of excessive

radioactivity.

2. Maintain long term shutdown and cooling of the reactor by

recirculation of spilled reactor coolant, injected water and

containment spray system drainage.

B. IMMEDIATE ACTIONS

Refer to section on Immediate Actions of E-0, Intediate Actions and

Diagnostics, if not already performed.

C. SUBSEQUENT ACTIONS

CAUTION: Monitor RWST level ciosely. If RWST level

decreases rapidly such that the RWST low level

alarm appears imminent, go directly to step 5.
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f.AUTICM: The diesels should not be operated at idle or

minimum load for extendeid periods of time. If the
diesels are shut dm they should be prepared for

restrt.

NOTE: The operator thould verify that the Post Accident Monttori.6,

(PAM) instrueents are operating and recording. These Instru-

ments include wide' range RCs temperature and pressure, steam

pressure, Etems generator water level, conta1 ment pressure,

ftW$T water level, condensate storage tank watar level, pres-

tur12er water level. And boric acid storage tank natar level.

190TE: The process yariables referred to 1n this Instruction ere,

typically' monitored by more than one instrueentation channel.

The redundant channels should be checked for consistency while

performing the staps of this instruction.

It0fEt haetor coolant system isolation valves (LSIV) are optional

huipment on the Westinghouse Standard Plants. If a plant is

to equipped, the use of Ls!V's is not currently reconnended

$ wring the course of thf s Instruction. Arty trse of t.31V's must

M justified on a plant spectf te basis.

NOTE: The pressurizer m.ter level indication should always be
tased in con,fgoction with other specified reactor coolant
system indications * to evaluate systen conditions and to
inittete manuel operator actions.

E-1(HP)-2
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1. As the water level (PAMS) in the refueling water storage tank

decreases under the action of the safeguards pumps, check that

the recirculation sump water level instrumentation indicates

an increase in water level in the sump. If a sump water level

increase is not evident then a re-evaluation of the symptoms

in E-0 must be conducted.

Regulate the auxiliary feedwater flow to the steam generators

to restore and/or maintain an indicated narrow range water

level (PAF.S). If narrow range water level increases in an

unexplained manner in one steam generator, go to E-3, Steam

Generator Tube Rupture.

NOTE: Monitor the primary water supply (Condensate Storage '=nk) for

the auxiliary feedwater pumps ard upon reaching a low level,

switch over to an alternate water supply source.

2. Close all pressurizer power operated relief valves and backup

isolation-valves.

3. NOTE: The conditions given below for termination of' safety

injection should be continuously monitored thrcughout

this instruction:

E-1(HP)-3
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Ensure that containment isolation is maintained, i.e., not

reset unf.il such time as manual action is required on nec-

essary process streams.

Safety Injection can be terminated E :

(A) Reactor coolant pressure is greater than 2000 psig and

increasing, AND

(B) Pressurizer water level is greater than 50% of span,

AND

(C) The reactor coolant indicated subcooling is greater
"than (insert plant specific value of subcooling based

on full power normal operation), AND

(D) Water level in at least one Steam Generator is in the | ':

narrow range span, or in the wide range span at a

level sufficient to assure that the U-tubes are

covered.
THEN:

(E)Resetsafetyinjectionandstopsafetyinjection |"
pumps not needed fer normal charoing and RCp seal

injection flew.

CAUTION: Autcmatic reinitiation of safety injection will not occur
since the react;r trip breakers are not reset. I
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CAUTIO*l: Subsequent to this Step, should loss of offsite power

occur, marsal action (e.g., manual safety infection
,g

initiation) will be required to load the safeguards

equipmer.t cnto the :iesel powared emergency busses.

(F) Place all safety injecticn pumps not needed to | ' /:
provide normal charging flow in standby mode and

maintain operable safety injection flowpaths.

(G) Isolate safety injection flow to RCS Cold Legs via | ' !:
Boron Injection Tank and establish normal charging

flow.

CAUTIO!!: If reactor coolant pressure crops below the low

pressurizer pressure set;oint for safety injec-

tion or pressurizer water level drops below 20%

of span following termination cf safety injection

flow or the reactor coolant Tg > Normal Full Power Tg to/:
MANUALLY REINITIATE safety injection to

establish reactor coolan pressure and pressurizer

water level. Go to Section D of E-0 to reevaluate

the event, unless this reevaluation has already

been performed.
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_ (H) Reestablish normal makeup and letdown (if letdown |

1s unaffected) to maintain pressurizer water level

in the normal operating range and to maintain

reactor coolant pressure at values reached when

safety injection is terminated. Ensure.that water

addition during this process does not result in

dilution of the reactor coolant system boron con-

centration.

(I) Reestablish operation of the pressurizer heaters. |

When reactor coolant pressure can be controlled by

pressurizer heaters alone, return makeup and let-

down to pressurizer water level control only.

(J) Monitor either the average temoerature indication
of core exit thermocouples (if available) or all
wide range reactor coolant temperature TH (PAMS)
to verify that RCS temperature is at least 50'F
less than saturation temperature at RCS indicated
pressure.

If 50*F indicated subcooling is not present, then
attempt to establish 50*F indicated subcooling by
steam dump from the steam generators to the con-
denser or the atmosphere.

CAUTION: If steam dump is necessary, reduce the
steam generator cressure 200 psi below
the lowest steam safety valve setpoint
and maintain a reactor coolant cooldown
rate of no more than 50 F/HR, consistent

with plant make-up capability.

If 50*F indicated subcooling cannot be established
or maintained, then ranually reinitiate safety
iniection. Go to Section 0 of E-0 to re-evaluate
the event, ualess this re-evaluation has already
been perfor: red.

E-1(HP)-6
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(K) Perform a controlled cooldown to cold shutdown |

conditions using f ortaal Cooldown Procedures if
required to affect repairs. "aintain subcooled-
conditions (atleast50*Findicatedsubcooling)in [
the reactor coolant system. If subcooled con-
ditions cannot be maintained, go to Step 4.

4. If the conditions for terminating safety injection in Step 3

are not met, maintain recessary safety injection pumps opera-

ting. If any safeguards equipment is not operating, attempt

to operate the equipment from the control room or locally.

Effect repairs if necessary. If reactor coolant pressure is

above the low head safety injection pump shut-off head,

manually reset safety injection so that safeguards equipment

can be cot, trolled by manual action. Step the low head safety

~ injection pumps and place in the standby code.

CAUTION: k'henever the reactor coolant pressure decreases

below the low head safety injection shutoff head,

the low head safety injection pumps must be

ar.nually rectarted to deliver fluid to the reactor

coolant system.
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5. Stop ALL Repctor Coolant Pumps after the high head safety
injection pump cperation has been verified and when the
wide range reactor coolant pressure is at (plant specific
pressure derived frcm method in Attacr ant A of letter OG-17).-

CAUTIO'i: If ccmponent cooling water to the reactor coolant

pumps is isolated on a containment pressure sig-

nal, all reactor coolant pumos are to be stopped

within 5 minutes because of loss of motor bearing

cooling.

CAUTIO:i: If reactor coolant pumps are stcpped, the seal

injection flow should be maintained.

NOTE: The conditions given above for stepping reactor coolant pumps

should be continuously monitored throughout this instruction:

6. In the case of a break characterized by reactor coolant pres-

sure quickly decreasing below steeni p:ierator pressure, go to

step 7. In the case of a break characterized by a slowly

decreasing reactor coolant pressure or stabilized reactor

coolant system pressure above the lc. vest steam system safety

valve setpcint, (plant soecific) psig, the following addi-

tional manual actions should be taken to aid the cooldown and

depressurization of the reactor coolant system:
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a. If the main condenser is in service, open at least one

main steamline isolation vaTves or bypass valves and

transfer the steam dump control to steam header pressure

control and dump steam to the condenser to lower.the

reactor coolant temperature (PAMS) and consequently the

reactor coolant pressure.

b. If the main condenser is not in service, dump steam to the

atmosphere with the steam relief valves to lower the reac-

tor coolant temperature and consequently the reactor cool-

ant pressure.

CAUTION: Reduce the steam generator pressure 200 psi below

the lowest steam system safety valve setpoint and

maintain a reactor coolant cooldown rate of no

more than 500F/HR, consistent with plant make-up

capability.

7. Go to the Cold Leg Recirculation Instruction presented in
Table E-1.1. Note, if the reactor coolant system pressure
is above the shut-off head of the high head safety injection
pumps, stoo these pumps and place them in a standby mode
prior to transfer to cold leg recirculatien.

CAUTION: The cold leg recirculation procedures are
different for each plant ECCS design. .The
plant specific procedures should be incor-
porated in Table E-1.1.

EUTE: If RWST low level alarm is not imminent,
then consideratien should be given. to
performing a preliminary evaluation of
the plant status in Steps 9 and 10.
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8. If containment spray has been actuated, and if the containment

pressure is reduced to nominal operation containment pressure,

reset containment spray. Spray pumps should be shut-off and

placed in the standby m;de with cperable flow paths.

9. Periodically check auxiliary building area radiation monitors for

detection of leakage from ECCS during recirculation. If significant

leakage has been identified in the.ECCS, attempt to isolate the

leakage. The operator must maintain recirculation flow to the RCS

at all times.

10. While the plant is in cold leg recirculation mode, plant operators

should make provision for an evaluation of equipment in the plant.

This evaluation should include the primary safeguards equipment

e.g., RCS pumps and valves, emergency diesels, containment f an

coolers, etc. and support equipment e.g., ECCS HVAC equipment,

diesel fuel supply, diesel start air supply, sampling of RCS for

boron concentration and fuel damage, sampling of containment atmo-

sphere, sampling of recirculation Sr:p, etc. Adjust recirculation

sump pH, if required.

11. Prior to the time specified for the plant for the switchover

to the hot leg recirculaticn code, the operator in the control

room should:

E-1( h?)-l0 -
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a. Ensure that control room valve switches are aligned in the

proper positions for cold 13 recirculation mode,

b. Re-energize the creakers, as required, for valves needed

to effect switchover to the h'ot le; recirculation mode.

12. At (olant soecific) hours af ter the accident, realign the

safety injection systems for het leg recirculation. Go to

Table E-1.2.

CAUTION: The hot leg recirculation switchover procedures

are different for each plant ECOS design. Tne

plant specific procedures should be incorporated

in Table E-1.2.

13. Continue to implement the hot leg recirculation mode of cool-

ing.

14. Recovery procedures for the particular evar.t must be developed

and implemented to effect plant return to service.

E-1(HP)-il
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TABLE E-1.1

COLD LEG RECIRCULATION SWITCHOVER INSTRUCTIONS

PREREQUISITES AND PRECAUTIONS:

A. Prior to receipt of the Refueling Water Storage Tank (RWST) Low

Level Alam restart any safety injection pump -t operating and

reset /def eat the safety injection signal. Also open component

cooling water (CCW) valves to Residual Heat Removal (RFR) heat

exchangers if these valves are not interlocked to open automatically.

B. The Refueling Water Storage Tank (RWST) Low Level Alarm signifies

automatic initiation of cold leg recirculation. The contairrnent

recirculation sump valves will imediately start to open automat-

ically.

C. IMMEDIATELY pe-fam all steps given below when the recirculation

sump isolation valve position lights indicate that the valve is

fully open.

D. Do not close a RWST/RHR pump suction valve unless the corresponding

recirculation sump valve is open.

E. All operator actions must be performed expeditiously, in a precise,

orderly sequence. Do not interrupt this operation until all actions

are completed. When both trains are initially available and a ' e

E-l(HP)-12
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TABLE E-1.1 (Continued)

fails to respond or to complete its demanded operation, postpone any

corrective action until the subsequent operational steps are per-

formed.

F. IMMEDIATELY stop any pumps taking suction frcra the RWST on receipt

of a RWST empty alarm. Complete the switchover steps listed below,

then restart required pumps.

OPERATIONAL STEPS (NO SINGLE FAILURESl:

STEP 1

a) Close the RWST to low head safety injection pumo suction

isolation valves

b) Close the high head safety injection pump miniflow valves

c) Close the low head safety injection crossover isolation

valves

STEP 2

a) Open parallel valves in the high head safety injection and

charging safety injection pump concon suction heaoer.

E-1(HP) 13
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TABLE E-1.1 (Continued)

b) Open the low head safety injection to high head safety

injection and charging / safety injection pump suction

isolation valves

c) After completion of the above steps VERIFY that the two

high head safety injection pumps and the two charging /

safety injection pumps are receiving suction flow from the

low head safety injection pumps.

CAUTION: Do not perfom the following steps until the above

verification is made.

STEP 3

a) Close the RWST to high head safety injection pump suction

valves

b) Close the RWST to charging / safety injection pump suction

isolation valves

STEP 4

The utility should provide spray system switchover procedures

and integrate them into this instruction.

E-1(HP)-14
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TABLE E-1.1 (Continued)

NOTE: For p1ri designs which utilize only the soray system heat

exchanger to remove energy from the containment recircula-

tion sump the spray system must be operated during the long

term even if it was not automatically actuated.

VERIFICATION:

STEP 5

After completing the preceding steps, verify that the safety injec-

tion system is aligned for cold leg recirculation as follows:

a) One low head safety injection pump is delivering from the con-

tainment recirculation sump directly to two reactor coolant

system cold legs and to the suction of two charging / safety

injection pumps.

b) The other low head safety injection pump is delivering fecc the

containment recirculation sump directly to two reactor coolant

system cold legs and io the suction of two high head safety

injection pumps.

c) The two high head safety injection and two charging / safety

injection pumps are taking suction frcn the low head safety

injection pumps and are delivering to four reactor coolant

system cold legs.

E-1(Hp)-15
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d) The suction paths from the RWST to all safety injection pumps

have been isolated.

e) If containment spray is required, verify that flow is being

delivered.

STEP 6

If the system alignment has been verified go to E-1 Step 9. If any

failures have occurred, proceed to contingency actions.

CONTINGENCY ACTIONS

1. CONTAINMENT RECIRCULATION SUMP VALVE FAILS TO OPEN

If a containment recirculation sump valve cannot be opened, stop the

corresponding low head safety injection pump and verify that:

a) One low head safety injection pump is delivering flow to two

reactor coolant system cold legs and to the suction of the two

high head safety injection and two charging / safety injection

pumps.

b) The two high head safety injection and the two charging / safety

injection pumps are delivering to four reactor coolant system

cold legs.
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TABLE E-1.1 (Continued)

2. LOSS OF ONE TRAIN OF ELECTRICAL POWER

NOTE: If the single active f ailure is the failure of one of the

emergency diesel generators to start in conjunction with a

LOCA and a loss of offsite power, electrical power would

not be available to one of the vital safeguard busses. As

a consequence, all enginaered safeguards equipment assigned

to that corresponding electrical power train would not be

available for operation until power could be restored to

that bus. The instru::1on for switchover to cold leg

recirculation, assuming a train f ailure, is essentially the

same as the instruction above, which assumed no single

failures. The operator could follow the above instruction

with the understanding that those valves, without power, do

not have to be repositioned.

The following instruction is provided to illustrate the

similarity between the instruction which assumes no single

f ailures, and an instruction which assumes one complete

electrical power train failure. For this instruction, it

is assumed that Train B f ailed simaltaneously with the loss

of reactor coolant. It should be noted that if a train

failed subsequent to the initiation of the "S" signal addi-

tional steps may be recuired. For example, if no failure

is assumed, the parallel suction valves in the line

E-1(HP)-17
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from the RWST to the charging / safety injection pump suction

header would open on an "S" signal. Should a subsequent fail-

ure of one of the. electrical trains occur, one of the parallel

suction valves could not be closed frcxn the main control

board. Therefore, positive isolation of the RWST to charging /

safety injection pump suction path would have to be accom-

plished locally.

OPERAI?f)NAL STEPS: ( Assume only Train A available)

STEP 1

a) Close the RWST to low head safety injection pump suction

isolation valve

b) Close the high head safety injection pump miniflow valves

c) Close the low head safety injection crossover isolation

valve

STEP 2

a) Open one Of the parallel valves in the high head safety

i.'jection and charging / safety injection pump comon suction

heactr

E-1(HP)-18
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b) Open the low head safety injection to charging / safety

injection pump suction isolation valve

After completing the above steps, verify that the one high head safety

injection pump and one charging / safety injection pump are receiving

suction flow from the one operatin~g low head safety injection pump.

Caution: Da not perform the following steps unless the above verifica-

tion is absolute.

STEP 3
.

a) Close the RWST to high head safety injection pump suction

valve

b) Close the RWST to charging / safety injection pump suction

valve

VERIFICATION:

STEP 4

After completing the above step, verify that the safety injection

aystem is aligned for cold leg recirculation as follows:

E-1(HP)19
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a) One low head safety injection pump is delivering from the

containment recirculation sump to two reactor coolent system

cold legs and to the suction of one high head safety injection

and one charging / safety injection pump.

b) The one high head safa*j injection and one charging / safety

injection pump are taking suction frcrn the low head safety

injection pumps and are delivering to four reactor coolant

system cold legs,

c) The suction paths from the RWST to all safety injection pumps

have been isolated.

d) If containment spray is required, verify that flow is teing

delivered.

STEP 5

If the system alignment in Step 4 has been verified, go to E-3

Step 9. If any failures have occurred, attempt to operate the

equipment manually and locally.

E-1(HP)-20
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HOT LEG RECIRCULATION SWITCHOVER INSTRUCTIONS

NOTE: Hot Leo Recircula? ion Phase - At approximately 24 hours after

the accident, hot leg recirculation shall be initiated. The

following manual operator actions are required to complete the

switchover operation fran the cold leg recirculation mode to the

hot leg recirculation mode. In this instruction it is assumed

that both electrical power trains A and B are available and that

all safety injection pumps are operating. (No single failure

has occurred). If failures have occurred continue through the

instruction to contingency actions.

OPERATIONAL STEPS BASED ON NO SINGLE FAILURE

Steo 1: Teminate low head safety injection pump flow to reactor cool-

ant system cold legs and establish low head safety injection

flow to reactor coolant system hot leg by perfoming the fol-

lowing actions:

a) .Close the low head safety injection cold leg head 1r iso-

lation valves

b) Open the low head safety injecticn crossover isolation

valves

c) Open the low head safety injection leg header isolation

valve

E-1(HP)- 21
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Steo 2: Tenninate high head safety injection pump flow to reactor cool-

ant system cold legs and establish high head safety injection

flow to reactor coolant system hot legs by performing the fol-

lowing steps:

a) Stop high head safety inje: tion pump no.1

b) Close the corresponding high head safety injection cross-

over header isolation valve

c) Open the corresponding hot leg header isolation valve

d) Restart the high head safe y injection pumo no.1

e) Stop high head safety injection pump no. 2

f) Close the corresponding high head safety injection cross-

over isolation valve

g) Close 'the corresponding high head safety injection cold leg

header isolation valve

h) Open the corresponding hign head safety injection hot leg

header isolation valve

i) Restart the high head safety injection pump no. 2

E-1(HP)-22
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VERIFICATION:

STEP 3

After completing the above steps, verify that the safety injection

system is aligned to hot leg recirculation as follows:

a) Both low nead safety injection pumps are aligned to celiver

flow directly to the two reactor coolant system hot legs via

the single low head safety injection hot leg header while each

high head safety injection pucp is aligned to deliver flow to

the two reactor coolant system hot legs via two separate and

redun- dant high head safety injection hot leg headers.

b) The low head safety injection pumps continue to provide suction

flow to the high head safety injection and charging pucos.

c) The charging pumps continue to provide flow directly to the

four reactor coolant system cold legs.

d) If containment spray is required, verify flew is being

delivered.

STEP 4

If the system alignment has been verified go to E-1 Step 13. If any

failures have occurred, proceed to contingency actions.
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CONTINGENCY ACTIONS

1. LOSS OF ONE TRAIN OF ELECTRICAL POWER:

In the event that a single failure had resulted in a complete loss

of power to one of the electrical power trains in conjunction with a

LOCA and a loss of offsite power, the hot leg switchover procedures

would require some operations to be performed outsice the main con-

trol room, unless power could be restored to the f ailed train during

the 24 hour cold leg recirculation phase. These o;:erations, outside

the main control room, would be necessary to open a hot leg isola-

tion valve and to close a cold leg isolation valve. :n both cases

this can be acccreplished either by manually operating the valve or

by disconnecting the power to the valve from tne f ailed train and

temporarily connecting it to the available power.

In the following steps, it is assumed that train B failed simul-

taneously with tne accident.

OPERATIONAL STEPS ( Assume only Train A Available)

STEP 1

Terminate low head safety injection pump flow to reactor coolant

system cold legs and establish low head safety injection flow to

reactor coolant system hot legs.
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a) Close the low head safety injection cold leg header iso-

lation valves

NOTE: Since it is assumed in this case that train B has

f ailed, power to close one isolation valve may not

be availabic. This valve could be closed manually

or it could be closed remotely by disconnecting it

from train B and temocrarily connecting it to train

A.

b) Open the low head safety injection crossover isolation valve

c) Open the low head safety injection hot leg header isolation

valve

NOTE: Since it is assumed in this case that train B has

f ailed, power to open this valve may not be avail-

ab le. This valve could be opened manually or it

could be opened remotely be disconnecting it from

train B and temporarily connecting it to train A.

STEP 2

Terminate high head safety injection pump flow to reactor coolant

system cold legs and establish high head safety injection flow to

reactor coolant system hot legs:
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a) Stop the Train A high head safety injection pumo

b) Close the corresponding high head safety injection crossover

header isolation valve

c) Open the corresponding high head safety injection hot leg

header isolation valve

d) Restart the Train A high head safety injection pump.

STEP 3

Go to E-1 Step 13. If any f ailures have occurred, attempt +4

operate the equipment manually or locally.
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s-, g NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSIONy
$ E WASHINGTON, D. C. 20555

*o

% / -

**'**
DEC 6 1979

Mr. Cordell Reed, Chairman
Westinghouse Operating Plants Owners' Group
Commonwealth Edison Company
P. O. Box 767
One First National Plaza
Chicago, Illinois 60690

Dear Mr. Reed:

SUBJECT: EVALUATION OF SttALL-BREAK LOSS-OF-COOLANT ACCIDENT OPERATOR
GUIDELINES FOR Pl. ANTS WITH NOMINAL 1400 PSI RANGE SAFETY
INJECTION PUMPS

Our letter of November 5,1979 approved the guidelines for emergency
operational procedures E-0 and E-1 which you have developed for Westing-
house-designed plants with high head safety injection pumps similar t.o
the 412 standard plant. By that letter, we also approved the corresponding
guidelines for 2-loop, 3-loop, and 4-loop plants with nominal 1400 psi
range safety injection pumps pending fulfillment of your commitment to
provide certain agreed-upon revisions to these guidelines in a timely manner.

In your letter dated November 5, 1979, you provided revised pages for the
guidelines for emergency operating procedures for nominal 1400 psi range safety
injection pump plants which are similar to the October 31, 1979 and November 2,
1979 revisions to the guidelines for the 412 standard plant.

We have reviewed the revised pages submitted with the November 5, 1979 letter
and have confirmed that they contain the previously agreed-upon revisions.
Therefore, we reaf'irm our previous acceptance of these guidelines as stated
in our letter of November 5, 1979. A copy of the approved guidelines for
plants with nominal 1400 psi range safety injection pumps is enclosed for
your information and use.

Sincerely,

V(g'

D. F. Ross, Jr., Director
Bulletins and Orders Task Force

Enclosure:
As stated

cc: see attached lists
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4-LOOP, 3-LOOP and 2-LCCP

PLAtiTS

WITH tiOF,lt:AL 1400 PSI PatiGE

SI PUMPS

REFEREi:CE EME",GE:.Ci

OPERATI:!3 I::STRUCTIOiS

Revision 1

September 25, 1979

with Revised Pages

dated October 15, 1979

and October 29, 1979

and tiovember 2,1979

This document centains typicci Energency Instruction .~or 2, 3 and 4

loop plants with nominul it.00 psi rcnge safety injectica pumps and is

inter.ded to provide guidance in the preparation of Energency Operating

Procedurcs for individual plants in this category. It is not likely

that these instructions will apply in their entirety to any specific
"

plant design and adaptation will be required. G-138
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EOUIPwENT PARAMETERS

The folicwing :arameters are typical of plants with naninal 1100 psi

range safety inf ecti:n systems:

2 Loco 3 Loco a Loco

Hicn Head Safety :nfecti:n Duro

Num er 2 3 3

Maximum Flow Rate, g;m/:u.?c 11C0 5CO 650

Shut:ff Mead, ;sig 1520 15C0 1515

Low Head Safe y :nfecti:n/

Residual we nt Remeval 2.mo

Num:er 2 2 2

Maximum F: w Rats, g;m/puto 1520 A5CO 5500

Shut:ff Head, asig 110 1:0 1 30

i
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E-0

EMERGENCY INSTRUCT!CNS for 2, 3 &4 LCCP PLMS WITH
NCMINAL 1400 PSI RANGE SAFETY !NJECTICN PUMPS

IMMEDIAU ACTIONS AND DIAGNOSTICS

A. PURPCSE

Tnis instruction presents tne aut:matic actions, the imeciate

perat:r acci:ns and :ne diagncstic sequence anien is :: :e f:iicwec

in tne icent:rica:icn Of the follcwing:

1. Spuricus Actuation of Safety Injec-icn

2. Loss of React:r Cecient

3. Loss of Sec:ndary C alan:

4 Steam Generater Tube Ruotare

The react:r aut:matic pr:tec :cn e ui; ment is cesignec safe'.y snu:

Ocwn :ne reactor in 2e event of any of :ne aseve emergencies. Tne

saf t:y injecti:n system is :esignec :: pr:vice emergency : re :: 'ing

an: icratten :: main ain the safe react:r snu : an ::nci:icn. These

;ianc safeguarts systems ccerate vita cffsi a aiec:rt:a: ::wer Or f :m

Onsite emergency diesei-eiec ric pcwer sneuic Offsi:a :: war nc: :e

av ail able.

*

n the sucsecuent dccuments in :nis series (E-1, E-Z anc E-3), instruc-

ti:ns f:r rec:very fr:m :ne event are presentec f:r eaca ;arti:uiar

ac:icent.

E-0(LP)-l
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S. SYMPTCMS

NOTE: The pr: cess variables referred to in this Instruction are

typically monitored by mere nan ene instrumentation chan-

nel. The reduncant :tannels snculd be Oneckea f:r consis-

tency while pederming the steps of tnis Instru::i:n.

The fellcwing spot:ms are twical of : nose nien may arise in a

plant which is uncergoing a 1 ss cf reactor c clant, less Of sec:n-

dary ceniant er steam generat:r : ce r.cture (cne er mere spct:ms

may appear in any creer):

L w Pressurizer Pressure

L:w Pressurizer Wa:er Level

High Pressurizer Water Level

Mign C:n:sinment Pressure

Hign Containment Radtatica

2iign Air 4 ec:Or Radia:1:n

Hign Steam Genera:Or 31:wccan Racia:icn

Steam :lcwiFeedwa:er .:1:w Missa::n

Letecwn : solation /Pressari:er neater Cat:u:

Lew L:w Reacter C clan; Syste.m Average C:olan; Tec:er3:;re

E-0(LP}-2
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High Containment Recirculation Sump Water Level

Low Steamline Pressure (one or all Steamlines)

Low Steam Generator Water Level

Increasing Steam Generator Water Level

Rapidly Changing Reactor Coolant System Average Coolant Tem-

Temperature

Increased Charging Flow

High Steam Ficw (one or all Steam lines)

High Containment Humidity

High Containment Temperature

Low Feedwater Pump Discharge Pressure

HDTE: The pressuri:er water level indication should always be
used in conjunction with other specified react:r coolant
system indications to evaluate system conditions and to
initiate manual operator actions.

C. IMMEDIATE ACTIONS

1. Conditions warranting reacter trip or safety injection may be

characterized oy a number of anomalous situations or unusual

instrument indications.

If the plant is in a condition for which a reactor trip isa.

warranted and an autcmatic reactor trip has not yet

occurred, manually trip the reactor. Continue monitoring

plant conditions as shown in Figure 1.
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6. If the plant is in a condition for which safety injection is

warranted and an automatic safety injecticn has not yet

accurred, manually initiate safety injection.

2. Verify the following actions and system status:

a) Reacter trip and turbine trip have Oc:urred.

b) Sus voltages indi: ate tnat tne :usses are ener;':a: anc al'

intended loads are being powered.

c) Feedwatar Isciation nas Occurred.

d) Containment Isciati:n Phase A has occurred.

e) Auxiliary Feedwater 3.m:s have star ad and tne auxiliary

Fee: water System vaives are in their Or :er Emergency Ali;n-

ment and are fully Open :r f;11y clesed as 1::r:cria:e.

#) Sa'ety *njection ?;m:s nave started and tne menit:r l';n:s

indicate that one Saft:y Injecti n System v1Nes are in :ne

pr:per safeguards positi:n.

9) Service and Se cnent C0 cling Watar Pures have started.

n} C:ntainment Vent ~, ':n is: sti:n has cc:urred.4

E-C(LP',--
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f) Other essential equipment as required by the specific plan:

design h'as been put into service.

3. If any of the above autcmati: actions have not occurred and are

required, they sncuid be manually initiated.

Verify the foll0 wing:

a) Safety Injecti:n f':w fr m at leas: :ne train is teing

delivered to the reacter cociant system . hen the React:r

00ciant System pressure is telcw :ne high head safe y

injecticn pu.rs shutoff head. If nc:, attact :: ::erate

equipment manually cr iccally.

b) Auxiliary Feedwater #10w from at least ene : rain is being

delivered to the steam generat:rs. :f not, Mta=t to

coerste equi: ment manually Or 1:cally.

NCE: Cnly af ter steam genera::e nata- ievei :s es:aciisned

a x''i arv Fee:-aheve One t:0 cf the U-5:es, s.cu'd One u

water System O' w te reguinte: :: maintain ecu'-et

levei.

4 ahenever the Contain. ment Hi-2 pressure set:oint is rea:ned,

verify that the . Main Steam !sciaticn Vaives have ::: sed. I'

nc;, manua:Iy :!ase tne ?dain Steam ~s0iati:n Va'ves f ca tne

Control 3 car .
. -v~( ,..y - 3

-
* ' j
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1) Other essential equipment as required by the specific plant

design has been put into service.

3. If any of the above automatic actions have not occurred and are

required, they should be manually initiated.

Verify the following:

a) Safety Injection flow from at least one train is being

delivered to the reactor coolant system when the Reactor

Coolant System pressure is below the high head safety

injection pump shutoff head. If not, attempt to operate

equipment manually or lccally.

b) Auxiliary Feedwater flow from at least one train is being

delivered to the steam gener: tors. If not, attempt to

operate equipment manually or locally.

NOTE: Only after steam generator water level is established

above the top of the U-Tubes, should the Auxiliary Feed-

water System Flow be regulated to maintain required

level.

E-0(LP)-5A
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c) Verify that heat is being removed from the reactor p10nt
via the steam generators by noting the following:

a) Automatic steam dump to the condenser is occurring;

b) Reactor coolant average temperature is decreasing towards
programed no-load temperature.

NOTE: Atmospheric steam dump will be blocked by an existing
" Turbine Tripped" conditien. If condenser steam dump

has been blocked due to a control malfunction or loss
of the " Condenser Available" condition, decay heat
removal will be effected by automatic actuation of the
steam generator power-operated relief valves, or, if
these prove ineffective, the steam generator code
safety valves. In this event, steam pressure will
be maintained at the set pressure of the centrolling
valve (s) and reactor coolant average temperature will
stabili:e at approximately the saturation temperature
for the steam pressure being maintained.

4. Whenever the Containment Hi-2 pressure setpoint is reached,

verify that the Main Steam Isolation Valves have closed. If

not, manually close the Main Steam Isolation Valves from the

Control Board.
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5. Whenever the Containment Hi-3 pressure setpoint is reached,

verify that.the following have occurred:

a) Containment Spray is initiated

b) Containment Isolation Phase B is initiated

If not, manually initiate Containment Spray and Containment

Isolation Phase B.

D. ACCIDENT DIAST:CSTICS (Refer to Figure 2)

1. Evaluate reactor coolant pressure to determine if it is icw or

decreasing in an uncentrolled manner. If it is low or decreas-

ing, verify that:

a. all pressurizer spray line valves are closed aid

b. all pressurizer relief valves are closed.

If not, manually close the valves from the Control Board.

If the RCS pressure is above the low pressure reactor trip set-

point and is stable or increasing, go to STEP 7.

2. Stop ALL Reactor Coolant Pumps after the high head safety injec-

tion pump operation has been verified and tthen the wide
a

E-0(LP)-6
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range reactor coolant pressure is at (plant :cecific pressure

derivad from method in Attachment A of letter OG-19).

CAUTI0ft: If component cooling water to the reactor coolant

pumps is isolated on a containment pressure signal,

all reactor coolant pumps should be stopped within 5

minutes because of loss of motor bearing cooling.

CAUTION: If the reactor coolant pumps are stopped, the seal

injection flow should be maintained.

NOTE: The conditions given above for stopping reactor coolar.t

pumps should be continuously monitored throughcut this

instruction.

*3. IF_ the condenser air ejector radiation or steam generator bicw-

down radiation monitor exhibit abnormally high readings, Af'D

containment pressure, containment radiation and containment

recirculation sump level exhibit normal readings, THE:t go to

E-3, " Steam Generator Tube Rupture."

*4. IF,the steamline pressure is abnormally lower in one steamF

generator than in the other steam generators, THEt! go to E-2,

" Loss of Secondary Coolant."

*These steps may be interchanged.
E-0(LP)-7
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5. E containment pressure, g centainment radiation g c:ntainment

recirculation sumo levels exhibit either abncrmally high read-

ings er increasing readings, THEN go to E-1, "L ss of Reacter

C clant".

NOTE: For very small breaks inside the ::ntainment buildi19,

the containment pressure increase will be very small and

possibly not recognizable by One ccerator. For very

small breaks the containment recir:uist :n sump wateri

level will increase very sicwly and enriy in the tran-

sient may not indi: ate a level increase.

5. Jf, the containment pressure, centainment radiaticn aND contain-

ment recirculation sump water level continue :: exhibit stable

readings in the normal ;re-event range, THEN go :: E-2, "L ss Of

See:ndary CO lant".

7. In the event of a spuricus safety injecti:n signal, the secuerte

of reactor trip, turbine trip and safeguares a: uatien nili

cc:ur.

The Operator must assume tnat One safety injecti:n signai is

ncn-5;uricus unless the f licwing are exhibited:

1. Ncemal readings f r containment tam::erature; ressure,

radiation and recirculation su. D ievel AND-

E-0(LP)-a
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b. Normal readings for auxiliary building radiation and venti-

lation monitoring g

c. Normal readings for steam generator bicwdown and condanser

air ejector radiation.

k all of the symptoms a through c above are met and when the

following d throuch a E exhibited: |''.'3 9

d. Reactor coolant pressure is greater than 2000 psig and

increasing g

e. Pressurizer water level is greater than proger: ed r.o load

water level' .C9
f. The reacter coWr.t ir.dicated sutecoling is gree:cr f,,,g

than (insert plant specific value of sub:ccling c:,'t.1 ..

|to . full pot.cr ncrral c;;ratien).
Water IcVel in at least ene steam rencrator is 'n the narrow j ea,':eg.

rance span, cc in the wide range span et a level suf ficic .:

to assure that the U-tubes are covered

* NOTE: Pressurizer water level should trend nith rescter

coolant system temperature. If the pressarizer water

level is Icw enough to prohibit pressurizer heater

operation, re-establish water level by operating the

charging system. Energize the heaters.

TI:CI:

h. Reset safety injection and stop the safety injection ! ''b 5

pumps.

CAUTION: Automatic reinitiation of safety injection will not occur
since the reactor trip breakers are not reset.

CAUTIO:!: Subsequent to this Step, should loss of offsite power ' //r

occur, manual action (e.g., manual safety injection

initiation) will be required to load the safeguards

equipment onto the diesci powered emergency busses.
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1. Following termination of safety injection place all |

safety injection pumps in standby mode and maintain

operable safety injection flowpaths.

J. Reestablish normal makeup and letdown (if letdown is |

unaffected) to maintain pressurizer water level in the

normal operating range and to maintain reactor coolant

pressure at values reached when safety injection is

terminated. Ensure that water addition during this

process does not result in dilution of the reactor

coolant system baron concentration.

k. Reestablish operaticn of the pressurizer heaters. When !

reactor coolant pressure can be controlled by

pressurizer heaters alone, return makeup and letdown to

pressurizer water level control only.

NOTE: JF af ter securing santy injection and attempting to

transfer to normal pressurizer pre.'sure and level con-

trol, reactor coolant pressure drops below the icw pres-

surizer pressure setpoint for safety injection actuation

OR if pressurizer water level drops below 10% of span,

OR the reactor coolant TH > normal full pow r T 'H
THEN SAFETY !NJECTIO.*1 MUST BE MRlUALLY REINITIATED. The

operator must rediagnose plant conditions and proceed to

the appropriate emergency instruction.
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NOTE: E after securing safety injection and transferring the
plant to normal pressurizer pressure and level control,
the reactor coolant pressure does not drop below the low
pressurizer pressure setpoint for safety injection actu-
ation A!:0 the pressuri:er water level remains above 10"
span, Afl0 the reacter coolant indicated subcooling is
greater than (insert plant specific value of subcooling
based on full power normal operation), THE!! go to the
abnormar operating instructions.

E-0(LP)-11
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E-1
E.MERGENCY INSTRUCTICN FCR 2, 3 L 4 LCCP PLANTS WITH

NCNINAL 1400 PSI RANGE SAFITY INJECTICN PC.vPS

LCSS CF REACTOR CCCLANT
A. PURPOSE

The Oo;ectives Of t.9e',e instructicns are :: s:ecify recuirec

ocerat:r actices and precautions necessary :::

1. Verify and esta:iish snce; term : re :0: 11r.g :: ;reven: Or

minim 1:e damage :: :ne fuel claccing anc release of excessive

r adi o act i v1:y.

2. Maintain icng term snu::cwn and c:::ing of the reac::r :y

recircula:icn f spillec reac::r c:c: ant, in;e::e: aa:er anc

containment s: ray sys:em crainage.

: v.u r , . > . :. , C . :. ..h. -.. .. .. .

Refer : sac f:n On Immediate Acticns of E.0, *:mecia:a Ac 4cns t :

01 agscstics, if nc: a:Feacy ;erf:rmec.

:v3...' . 3. C...NS
...

:t.. .....

CA'JT * CN : Monit:r RkST ievel closely. If RaST level

decreases rapidly suca :na: the R'aST ic ' eve:

alarm a:; ears imminen , ;c :f rectly ste: 5.

e..T\'t.o'.t.i
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CAUTION: The diesels should not be operated at idle or

minimum load for extended periods of time. If the

diesels are shut down, they should be prepared for

restart.

NOTE: The operator should verify that the Post Accident Monitoring

(PAM) instruments are operating and recording. These instru-

ments include wide range RCS temperature and pressure, steam
,

pressure, steam generater water level, containment pressure,

RWST water level, condensate storage tank water level, pres-

surizer water level, and boric acio storage tank water level.

NOTE: The process variables referred to in this Instruction are

typically monitored by more than one instrumentation channel.

The redundant channels should be checked for consistency while

performing the steps of this Instruction.

NOTE: Reactor coolant system isolation valves (LSIV) are optional

equipment on the Westinghouse Standard Plants. If a plant is

so equipped, the use of LSITs is not currently recommended

during the course of this Instruction. Any use of LSIV's must

be justified on a plant specific basis.

NOTE: The pressuri:er water level indication should always be
used in conjunction with other specified reactor coolant
system indications to evaluate system conditions and to
initiate manual operator actions.
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1. As the water level (PAMS) in the refueling water storage tank

decreases under the acticn Of the safeguards pum:s, check that

the recirculation surp water level instrumentation indi:stes

an increase in water level in the su=c. f a sumo watar levei

increase is not evident then a re-evaluatico Of the sycot:As

in I-0 must be c:nducted.

Requiate the auxiliary feedwatar flew :: .e steam ;enerat:Ps

to restore and/ r maintain an indicated nar*:w range dater

level (PAMS). If narrow range water levei increases in an

unex 111ced manner in ene steam generat:r, g: :: I-3, Ste am

3enera::r Tu:e Ru:ture.

NOTI: Monit:r :ne :ri 7ary natar su::ly (C ncens ate 5:Orage Tank' ':r

the auxiliary feedwa:a; pum;:s and u:cr reaching a icw leve',

s' aitch ever :: an altarnate da:ar su;;1/ source.

2. CI:se ali Oressurfrer ;cwer ::eattad rei'af valves and baf<u:

isciati n valves.

3. NCTI: The ::nditicns given bei:w ':r :ermina:!:n :f safe j

inje::i:n shcui: be ::ntinuously icnit: red one:cgreut

this instruction.

Insure that 0:ntainment is !ation is mainta'ned, i.e., cet

"eset antil such time as manual acti:n is equi ed :n nec.

essary ;r cass streams.

.rtc . * s ..: , .1.
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If,reactorcoolantpressureisabovetheshutoffheadofthe

safety injection pumps

AND safety injection flow to the Reactor Coolant System is zero

THEN attempt to reestablish the reactor coolant pre'ssure to

greater than 2000 psig and pressurizer water level to greater

than 50% of span

H a) Resetting safety injection, and

b) Establishing full charging flow.

CAUTI0ft: Automatic reinitiation of safety injection will not occur
since the reacter trip breakers are not reset. |

CAUT10*1: Subsequent to this Step, should loss of offsite power

occur, manual action (e.g., manual safety injection

initiation) will be required to load the safeguards

equipment onto the diesel powered emergency cusses.

Safety Injection can be terminated IF:

(A) Reactor coolant pressure is greater than 2000 psig

and increasing, AND

E-1(LP)-4
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(B) Pressurizer water level is greater than 50% of

span, AND

(C) The reactor coolant indicated subccoling is greater
than (insert plant specific value of subcooling based ''

on full power nomal operatien), AND

(D) Water level in at least one Steam Generater is in the |
"l

narrow range span, or in the wida .-ange span at a

level sufficient to assure that the U-tubes are

covered.
THEN:

(E) Folicwing termination of safety injection place l '' '

all safety injection pumps in stancby mode and

maintain operable safety injection flowpaths.

CAUTION: If reactor coolant pressure drops below the low
pressurizer pressure setpoint for safety injection
or pressurizer water level drops below 20% of span
following termination of safety injection flow or

the reactor coolant TH > Nomal Full Power T ' !H

@ MUALLY REINITIATE safety injection to ensure !

core cooling. Go to Section D of E-0 to ' */ "

reevaluate the event, unless this reevaluation

nas already been perfomed.

(F) Reestablish normal makeup and letdown (if letdown |'!:
is unaffected) to maintain pressurizer water level

in the normal operating range and to maintain
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reactor coolant pressure at values reached when

safety injection is terminated. Ensure that water

addition during this process does not result in

dilutica of the reactor coolant system baron con-

centration.

(g) Reestablish operation of the pressurizer heaters.

When reactor coolant pressure can be controlled by

pressurizer heaters alone, return .nakeup and let-

down to pressurizer water level control only.

(H) !!onitor eitter the average temperature indicatien
of core exit thermocouples (if available) or all
wide range reactor coolant temperaturs Ta (FM:5)
to verify that RCS temperature is at leas: 50*F
less than saturatien temperature at PCS indicated
pressure.

If 50*F indicated subcooling is not present, then
attempt to establish 50*F indicated subcooling by
steam dump from the steam generators to the con-
denser or the atmosphere.

CAUTION: If steam dump is necessary, reduce the
steam generator pressure 200 psi below
the lowest steam safety valve setpoint
and maintain a reactor coolant cooldewn
rate of no more than 50*F/HR, consistent
with plant make-up capability.

If 50'F indicated subcooling cannot be established
or maintained, then manually reinitiate safety
iniection. Go to Secticn 0 of E-0 to re-evaluate
the event, unless this re-evaluation has already
been performed.

(I) Perform a controlled cooldown to cold shutdown
conditions using flormal Cooldown Procedures if
required to affect repairs. Itaintain subcooled
conditions (at least 50*F indicated subcooling)in
the reactor coolant system. If subcooled con-
ditions cannot be maintained, go to Step 4.
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4. If the conditions for terminating safety injection in Step 3

are not met, maintain necessary safety injection pumps opera-

ting. If any safeguards equipment is not operating, attempt

to operate the equipment frca the control room or locally.-

Effect repairs if necessary. If reactor coolant pressure is

above the low head safety injection pump shut-off heao,

manually reset safety injection so that safeguards equipment

can be controlled by manual action. Stop the low head safety

injection pumps and place in the standby mode.

CAUTICN: Whenever the reactnr coolant pressure decreases

below the low head safety injection shutoff heac,

the low head safety injecticn pumps must be

manually restarted to deliver fluid to the reactor

coolant systam.

5. Stop ALL Reactor Coolant Pumps after the high head safety
injection pump operation has been verified and when the

wide range reactor coolant pressure is at (plant soecific
pressure derived frem method in Attachment A of letter OG-19).

CAUTION: If component cooling water to the reactor coolant

pumps'is isolated on a containglent pressure sig-

nal, all reactor coolant pumps are to be stopped
'

within 5 minutes because cf loss of motor bearing

cooling.
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CAUTION: If reacter coolant r f:cs are st:pped, the seal

injection flew should be . maintained.

NOTE: The conditions given above for st ccing rea:::r cc:' ant ;ue:s

shcuid be ::ntinuous?y .senit: red tnreughcut this inst uction:

5. In the case Of a break characteri:ed by -ea:::r c:ciant pres-

sure quickly decreasing bel:w steam ;enera::e :ressure, ;c ::

stec 7. In the case :f a break characteri:ed by a sicwly

decreasing reactor coolant ;ressure er stacili:ed reacter

c oiant system pressure above the I: west sten system safety

valve setpoint, (:Iant s:ecific) psig, the f II; wing a:::-

Of =n.. . manual acticns shcuid te taken :: aid tne c::Id wn and

depressuri:ation of the reactor c oiant sys:em:

a. If the main c:ntenser is in service, ::en 2: Isast ne

. main sta ciine is:iation valves or by:sss va'ees and

transfer tre steam dum: ntrol t: state tes:er :-essee

00nt :I and du. s te a; . t: :. e ::ndenser :: I:we- the

react:r ::ciant te =ert:gre (32.MS: anc ::nsat en-If:e

reac: r ::ciant :-essure.

b. If the main ::ndenser is not in service, du sten :: e

at:csshere with the stet.m reiief vaives : i:we- t e ta:-
ter c:ciant te.0ceratu-e and : nSecuentIy the -es;;;- 00:I-

ant 3ressa.e.

.*n 3'.3
. .s.. i.
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CAUTION: Reduce the steam generator pressure 200 ps'i below

the lowest steam system safety valve setpoint and

maintain a reactor coolant cooldown rate of no

more than 500F/HR, consistent with plant make-up

capability.

7. Go to the Cold Leg Recirculation Instruction presented in
Table E-1.1. Note, if the reactor coolant system pressure
is above the shut-off head of the high head safety injection
pumps, stop these pumps and place them in a standby mode
prior to transfer to cold leg recirculation.

CAUTION: The cold leg recirculation procedures are
different for each plant ECCS design. The
plant specific procedures should be incer .
porated in Table E-1.1.

NOTE: If RUST low level alarm is not i:minent,
then consideration should be given to
performing a preliminary evaluatien of
the plant s atus in Steps 9 and 10.

8. If containment spray has been actuated, and if the containment

pressure is reduced to nominal operation containment pressure,

reset containment spray. Spray pumps snould be shut-off and

placed in the standby mode with operable flow paths.

9. Periodically check auxiliary building area radiation monitors

for detection of leakage from ECCS during recirculation. If

significant leakage has been identified in the ECCS, attempt

to isolate the leakage. The operator must maintain recircu-

lation flow to the RCS at all times.

E-1(LP)-9
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10. 'While the plant is in cold eg recirculation =cde, :lant

operat:rs should make ;revist:n f:r an evaluation :f equi;-

. ment in tne ;1 ant. This evaluation sncui: incluce the primary

saf eguards ecuipment e.g., RCS ;t.mps and val ees, emergency

diesels, contair. ment fin ::clers, e::. and succor eq.1;r er.:

e.g., ECCS WAC e:ui; men:, diesel f.el sa;;1, diese s:ar:/

air supply, sampling of R 5 f:r cr:n ::r.cen:ra:::n and f ae:

camage, sco:1 g :f c:n at cen at.mes:nere, samc' 9; :f ectr-

cul a:1:n su:.c, s::. /,c;us: recir:u!aticn s :c :n, if recutrec.

'. l . 3 rice to :ne :: e s:ecif te: ':r :ne at an: #:r :ne sait:nc ser

to the hot leg recir:ulation ecce, :ne o; era :r in :ne ::nte:i

r:cm shoui;:

a. Ens.re tha: ::n:r:: ec:m <a'.<e s.it:nes are aligne: in :ne

;r:;er desit::ns f:r c: d Ie reci :u:1:icn ::ce.

b. Re-energi:e tre :rea.<trs, as require:, #:r ea ees nee:e:

.c ef#ec: sa' Orc,er :: tre 90: !ag e:: :21 n: 1 :::e.

.2. A: (:' ant s: ecd'':) hcurs af ter :ne ac:::en:, eali;r - e

sa'ety injec:1:n systems f:e nc: lag recte:a:nt:n. 3: ::

Ta:Te E-1.2.

hE-l U- I'M j !. g
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CAUTION: The hot leg recirculation switchover pr:cedures are

different fer each piant ECCS desisit. The plant

specific procedures should be inc:rporated in Tab'e

E-1.2.

13. Ocntinue tc i :alement the 500 leg recirculati:n acce of c:ci-

ing.

14. Recovery pr:cedures f:r the cartic;1ar event must :e : eve' :ed

and imolemented to ef'ect plant ret.sen t: serv ce.i

;~*s
3)5

..
6 '. . . =..~
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TABLE E-1.1

COLD i.EG REC:RCULAT!CN SW:7C:-CVER P457RLCT:CNS

See :ne C: c .e3 :eef r:uta-i:n : : e: ra -n':n is :gr-ar.::j

in::r:oratec in :ne p: an: Emergen:y .:r :a:.res.

c. . ' ' . 2 ,'. 1 2
-

..
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f[ % UNITED STATES

f fy 'i NUCLE AR REGULATORY COMMISSION
y v.2smucros. o c. :osssg9,

V' M/
DEC 2 71979

'

.....

Mr. Cordell Reed, Chairinar.
Westinghouse Owner's Grou-
Comonwealth Edison Compary
P. O. Box 767
One First National Plaza
Chicago, Illinois 60690

SUBJECT: MODIFICATI"N OF SMALL-BREAK LOSS-0F-COOLANT ACCIDENT OPERATOR
GUIDELINES

Dear fir. Reed:

We have reviewed the prop: sed modifications of the small-break loss-of-coolant
accident operator guidelia.es -hat were transmitted to me by Mr. R. Newton
of your group on December 21, 1979. These revisions are concerned with the
HPI termination criteria ind reflect feedback from severtl utilities that
encountered difficulties in implerenting the guidelines we approved on
November 5,1979. The revisions are presented in Enclosure 1.

Item 1(b) and 2(b) of the enclosure refer to conditions in at least one
steam generator to ensure an adequate heat sink. The revised criteria
are based on an increasing level in a steam generator as verified by
auxiliary feedwater flow sufficient to remove decay heat after 20 minutes
following reactor trip. A concur that these criteria are sufficient for
ensuring an adequate heat sink, however, each utility must document that this
criterion is consistent witn any other restrictions that may be in fon e on
AFW/ steam generator operation sucn as water hammer considerations.

The remaining items in tre revision refer to the primary system subcooling
criterion for HPI termiration and reinitiation. As noted in our evaluation
of the guidelines on Nove,ber 5,1979, we are concerned that the criteria
be sufficient for establishing subcooled conditions in the core while
allowing the operator to terminate HPI to reduce the probability of lifting
the pressurizer power operated relief or safety valves. Based on our dis-
cussions with Mr. Newton on December 21, 1979, we interpret the " sum of the
errors..." used to establish the subcooling criterion at each plant to mean that
the errors referred to ir.1(a) and 2(a) that are statistically defined will
be on a basis of 95% probability and combined by the square root of the sum of
the squares method. Other errors will be defined by an envelope of the un-
certainty data and the two types of errors will be summed arithmetically.

0In no event should the subcooling criterion be less than 30 F. We believe
in the short term that tPis criterion is sufficient to establish subcooling
because it is used in corjunction with criteria on primary system pressure and
heat sink availability. We require that the utilities provide documentation
within 21 days showing tre errors (and their source) used to develop their
subcooling criterion and how the errors were combined. If the calculated
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Mr. Corcell Reed -2-

subcooling criterion does not remit ti:mly temination of HPI fcr non-LOCA
events, the utilities must doct ent and justify any croposed revisions to
their procedures within 21 days.

In the longer tem, we recrim the gtilities to install instrurentation and
readout devices that will ensure 20 F of actual subccoling based on the
criterion (may be modified) in the crocedure. This instru entation nust be
installed by January 1981. The utilities should ackr.owledce this comittnent
within 21 days.

In conjunction with ISE Bulletin ric. 79-27. the utilities should confim
that sufficient instru entatio- is available on redurd .nt r:rerner.cy power
supplies to pemit the operator to cerfor . the acticr.s '.efined in the
proeedure.

Sincerely.

E!pue su::::oEt11

Denwood F. Ross. Jr. , Acting Director
Division of Prdject Mananenent
Office of Nuclear Re<r, tor Rec .ation

Enclosure:
As stated

.
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_C. _0 A. t: D. E. .1. .P P T : r.:l i t_tli c. .E. .rN. .I .f Is rt :. . _ .

lie following revi n ion.: t.o Phe 112 re re rence c . e s .ye n,:y ope t a ting
no t.r uctions werc ag t e: oil tn at ' h e Ur.'G p r e r e thi c < n ibrommittee.

cotiny held in Pi ttntogr ah on D-cenber 17. IM?.

L. Revise E-0 SI To t tn inn tion Cri t.cri a ta s f o.l l Mes :

(a) Change the ur.r ils in piragraph C on r7ac E 0(111')-10 f rom
"inuert pinnt spre-i fic v alue of c ub -c o e l !. c :3 eynal to
full pot,te r n e r. .' .1 c pe r a tletn " to "Innert p l .m t rpecific
value which in the num of the errors for the temperatus e
measurement ntr. ten used, and the p r ev ve r e ricasu rement
system translaf.od i nto temper a ture! ""#"q t 'ie "a tura tion
tables".

(b) Change pa rngraph g en page C-0 (IIP) - L 'l t.o tear.1 as follows
" Water level in at least one s t cain go,crator 10 stab 1c
ond incronning cs teri fled by nuv:i t la ry f c e hta ter flow
to that unit. Auxillary feedwater flow ta the unaf fectod
otcam generators should be greater t h r.n in value r.uf fici en t
to remove core deca" heat achor 20 nttiuted T61'lovtcuy reactor

unt1T' indicated IFvie t i i75 to rned to wtthtn ~

trip) gpm
th e narrow range icycl instrument,"

(c) Replace the words "the runetor coolant Tu : normal full
power TH" in the note at the bottom of pngo E-G ( HP) -ll
with the Collowing words "rcactor coolant nub-cooling
drops below the rnlue for SI te rmi na t. ion ~ .

(d) add the folloning caution af ter the note at tho bottom et
page E-0 (Itp) -11

CAUTION: Stopping and starting of the high hand saf.aty
injection pimips and the charging /sa fety
injectton pumps can cause punp motor overheating
or retivced rator life . Itonco, if the pumps are
restarted once af ter ternina tion, an additlanal
15"F of sub-cooling should be added to the
required cub-cooling prior to the second tornina-
tion of the high head pump 9

(e) Change the words i n 1:e t c a t Oto top or page r-0 (nP)-11
from *lnsert plant specific value of rub-cooling based
en full power norraal opera tion" to "!nsert plant specific
value which is: the nu-i o f the errorn for Hie tenperature
measurement systen uned, and the preu?ure reasurement
system t ransinted into tei parature m:ino the na turation
tables".

LI d 2
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2. Devi s e E-1 SI Termination Crituria as follows:

(a) Change the words in pa ragraph (C) on page E- 1 (IIP) -4 from
" insert plaat spucific value of sub-cool ing equal to
full power aorval operation" to " insert plant speci.fic
value which is t r. e sum of the errors for the temperaturo
measurement sy tem usod and t.he pressure measurement
system t ra n a 1 a t e c irato temperature using the naturation
tables",

tb) Change paragri.ph (D) on page E-1 (lip ) - 4 t.o read as follows:
" Water level in ht least one steam generator is stable
and increasing as verified by auxiliary teedwater flow
to that unit. Auxiliary feedwater flow to the unaffected
steam generatora s hould be g reato r tha r.. . ( s value sufficient

- yllowingfto remove core _de: cay heat after 20 minutes
reacto r tri E) g rc. ur.tT1 indicated level is returned to
within the narrow range level instrument.

(c) IMela ce thu w o c d c. "The reactor coolant Tu Normal Full,

Power T{'' in t.he caut. ion at the bott.om of pagu E-1 (IIP ) - 5i
with the following words " reactor coolant sub-cooling
drops below the value for SI termination".

(d) Add the following caution after the caution at the bottom
of page E-1 (11P) -S.

CAUTION S topp i r.g and Starting of the hi.gh head safety
inject:m. pumps and the charging /uafety
injection pumps can cause pump motor overheating
or reduced motor li f e , Hence, if pumps are
ruhtb eted once after termination, an additional
15"F of sub-cooling should be added to the
required sub-cooling prior to the second
f.ermination of the high head pumps .

EXPLAn TlwN OF ERRORS:

The ecrors retected to an 1.a. and 2.a. that. are stati.stically
defir.ed will be on a b2=is of 95% p roba b i l i t:y and combined by
t. h o square root u t' r.h u 3 , . .i . of the squares ( S tu,S ) n..: thod . Othur
ecco.s will be d e r i o. .I t,y an envelope of the uni.o r t n a n ty da t.a .
The two types of err..i ,111 be summed a r i thme r. ica l l y . In no
eve ait will the L o t .s l s.1 a s . r Le l e s :a than 3 0 '' t ' .

'9 s ,

$b
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